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IN THIS VOLUME

Volume III contains the comments received on the Draft 
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS) distributed for 
public review in December 1999. It includes transcripts of five public 
hearings held in south Florida during February 1-3, 2000, and 
copies of written comments postmarked on or before March 7, 2000, 
the last day of the public comment period.  

The contents of this volume consist of an Introduction; a Comment 
Index; copies of the public hearing transcripts; copies of individual 
letters and written comment forms; and samples of identical letters, 
postcards, and petitions received by the Air Force concerning the 
contents of the Draft SEIS.  

The Introduction describes the contents of this volume.  

The Comment Index lists commentors, first, alphabetically by last 
name and, second, alphabetically by organization. Specific 
comments can be found using the following steps: 

1. Find the commentor's last name in the first column of the 
Individuals index or the organization in the first column of the 
Organizations index.  

2. Find the page number(s) of the comment(s) in the last column of 
the index. "0" denotes a page from the transcripts of oral 
comments, "W" denotes a page from the written comments, and 
"S" denotes a sample letter, postcard, or petition.  

3. Turn to the appropriate page number in the Comments section.  

The Comments section contains the public hearing transcripts in 
chronological order, followed by written correspondence and finally 
the sample letters, postcards, and petitions.
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INTRODUCTION 

VOLUME III: INTRODUCTION 

This volume contains comments received during the public review and comment period for the Draft 
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement, Disposal of Portions of the Former Homestead Air 
Force Base, Florida (December 1999). The public review and comment period started with the 
publication of a Notice of Availability on January 7 and lasted for 60 days, through March 7, 2000.  
During this time, five public hearings were held, on February 1, 2, and 3, where people could offer oral 
and written comments. Verbatim transcripts were taken of the public hearings, and written comments 
were received throughout the comment period.  

The comments are presented in the following segments: 

Transcripts of the public hearings 

- February 1, 2000, 5:30 p.m.-11:45 p.m., South Dade Senior High School, Homestead, Florida 

- February 2, 2000, 10:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m., Signature Gardens, Kendall, Florida 

- February 2, 2000, 7:00 p.m.- 11:00 p.m., Signature Gardens, Kendall, Florida 

- February 3, 2000, 12:30 p.m.-2:50 p.m., Renaissance Ballroom, Miami, Florida 

- February 3, 2000, 5:30 p.m.-l1:25 p.m., Renaissance Ballroom, Miami, Florida 

* Written comments postmarked on or before March 7, 2000.  

* Sample letters, postcards, and petitions postmarked on or before March 7, 2000.  

The written comments include comments sent directly to the Air Force, as well as comments pertaining 
to the Draft SEIS that were sent to other federal officials (e.g., Secretary of Defense, Vice President, 
President, member of Congress) and forwarded to the Air Force. A number of individuals sent letters to 
multiple addressees. If those letters were identical, only one is included in this volume. Similarly, if 
several people submitted the same letters or postcards or signed petitions, samples of the letters, postcard, 
and petitions are included in this document rather than all of the individual copies. The samples indicate 
how many of that particular letter or postcard were received, or how many signatures were on the 
petition. In general, if commentors submitted attachments or newspaper articles with their comments, 
they are included. Exceptions are voluminous published documents (such as other environmental impact 
statements), in which case only the cover is included, and newspaper articles unaccompanied by other 
comments.  

A number of written comments were received after the close of the comment period. They were reviewed 
by the Air Force and Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to see if any significant new issues were 
raised. It was found that the concerns they raised were similar to those raised by other commentors. The 
late comments have not been included in this document, but the topics they discussed are believed to be 
addressed.  

Following this introduction are two versions of a Comment Index. The first lists individuals who 
commented at one of the public hearings or in writing, alphabetically by last name. Some of the names on 
the written comments were not legible, and those are listed as "Unknown." If commentors identified 
themselves as affiliated with an organization, that is also listed (in the second column). The second 
version lists the organizations alphabetically. Neither index includes individuals who sent in pre-printed 
postcards or who signed petitions, unless they also spoke at a hearing or sent in a separate written 
comment, but their inputs are part of the record.
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INTRODUCTION 

Next to each name and organization is a column with one or more Reference Numbers. If an individual 
sent in more than one written comment, spoke at more than one hearing, or provided both oral and 
written comments, multiple Reference Numbers are listed. The Reference Numbers begin with an "0," a 
"W," or an "S." "0" refers to an oral comment given at one of the public hearings, "W" refers to a 
written comment, and "S" refers to a sample letter (indicating multiple identical letters received). The 
last column lists the page number of the comment or letter.  

The Reference Numbers on the hearing transcripts are printed next to each commentor's name (without 
the "0"). The Reference Numbers on the written comments are printed (without the "W") in the upper 
right hand comer of the first page of the comment. Some numbers in the sequence are missing. This 
denotes that duplicate copies of some letters were received and only one copy is included.  

The Air Force and FAA prepared responses to address the comments received on the Draft SEIS. Those 
responses are contained in a separate volume, Volume IV.
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COMMENT INDEX

COMMENT INDEX--INDIVIDUALS

Name Organization Reference No.' Page No.  

1Aaron, Bonnie B. __S1l, S16 S-3,S-4 
'Aaron, Brittany_ 0-000195 0-97 
Abad, Magali R. _"_S1_i S-1 
Abramitis, W. Robert -- i W-003355 W-595 
Accius, Juliette - S 17 S-5 

Acevedo, Jor e H.__________ W-000148 _W-59 

Acheson, Michael H. _ ___ leWtrCp~lSl16 S-3,S-4, 
Ackart, Terr L.. . .. . . S14 S-4 ._Kristen . Ack.erma•". nte.rises . Inc."Si .. ... -------. ....... .............. S-3. .  
Ackermann, T.eF Ackermann Enterprises Inc. Si1 S-3 

Acosta, Paul 0-000078, 0-37, 
_0-000340 0-166 

Adams, Cathy A. S14 S-4 
Ada s, ~ _____ _________ _ ___ _ 1 S-1 

Adamson, Katie Si S-1 

Vý.damson, Lisa ______ _________ 

Aderhold, Steven W-000178 W-67 
W-000126 W-50

Aguirre, Barbara 
Ahmed, Dazia 
Aixala, Fabiola 
_Ajbe, Augustine 0.  
Aiebshir. Soheila

S1
Sl 
S1 

0-000041 
S2

S-1
S-1 
S-1 

_0-23 

S-1
Albrecht, Debbie - S14 S-4 
Alburt, Edward W-000007 W-3 

Alc..ntara, Fran _ W-003362 W-597 
Alden, Charles A. Charles A. Alden, Landscape Architect, 0-000082, 0-39, 

A.S.L.A. W-000065, W-19, 
W-003247 W-572 

i Alexander, George 0-000122, 0-60, 
_W-000304 W-92 

'Alexander, Jay_. W-001719 I W-268 
Alexandre, Nadeige S-. -7 55 

'Alfonso, Cristi W-003315 i W-589 

Alfonso, Silvie L. S_11 S-3 
Alicea, Eileen W-000152 W-60 

Allen, A. B. W-000834 W-163 
Allen, Alice ..... .. ._Tavernier Commuit Assocationnc.623 _ W-396 
Allen, Asa B. (Mrs.) W-000399 W-118 
Allen, Janet __W-000209 W-75
Almeida, Eduardo
Almeida, Xiouara

S6 S-2 
_ __S6 S-2

"0" refers to public hearing transcripts, "W" to written comments, and "S" to sample letters. The Reference 
Number is stamped left of the commentor's name in the public hearing transcripts and in the upper right-hand 
comer of the written comments.

.. .................. ...... ___ z -

........... ..
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Name 

Alonso, Jose Manuel 
Alonso, Norberto A .on..Miia• ...  Alonzo. Miriam

Alorams, Chris 
A.TXry, Frank --A... ......Ir...... .. .. ..........................................  
Alston, Catherine 
Alston, M.  
Alvear, Diana

Alvear. Elsa M.

Organization Reference No. i Page No.  

0~o~-00025 0-127 

W-000088 W-40 

0-000035 0-21 

S1 S-1 
W-000163 W-63 

W-001573, S1 W-246, S-1 
W-002340 W-354 
0-000302 1 0-150
W-001847 -293 i

Alwa, Bethany _ W-002487 W-385 
Aman, Susan Bright S1 S-1 .A m b ~~~~d .• . y... ..................... ....................... .................. ..i .............. i... ..................................... .............................. ......................... -0 t 2 .. .............. .......... w - .2 .......... ..  
Ambroy, Dolores B. ... . ..... _ _ Si S-1 
Amerman, Theresa Lynn i S14 S-4 
Amico, Michael A. i 0-000300 0-149 
Anaston, Kim 0-000315 0-155 
Ancona, John S1 S-1
Andalman, Jos~e & Michael W-001789 
Anderson, Anne S. . . .. W-001458 
Anderson, Dennis ! W-002313 
Anderson, Judith G. S1 
Anderson, Kirk & Patricia W-001432 

AdroMichael F.Si1SI 
Anderson, Robert W-000719 

Anderson, Robert E. IW-00 1006, 
W-002882, 
W-002883, 
W-002884

Anderson, Sydney P.  
Anderson, Wayn e 
Andrades, Gracela

St 
W-003409 

S12

W-281 
W-228 
W-348 

S-1 

W-224 
S-3, S-4_ 
W-142 

W-5185, 
W-529, 
W-529, 
W-530

S-1 
W-605 

S-3
Andree, Dale i . . . . . . . . . . . Si. S-I 
Andres, Fred i San Bruno Mountain Watch W-002032 i W-317 

Angpnes, Francisco ___ ___0-000309 0- 152 
Anschutz-Rqogers, Sue _____ _____ SIl S-3 
Anthonyf, aroline _ _" _ W-001374 . W-215 
Anthony. Leonard S. . Princeton/Naranja Community Council W-000279 W-88 
Antfnez, Juan C. W-002056 W-323 
Antunez, Maria A. W-002059 W-324 

Anzardo, Alex o 0-000048 0-26 
April, Ana L. _ Sll S-3 

Arcay, Maria S S1 S-1 
Arce, Luisa M. 0-000237 0-119 
Arch, Allan S. S5, S15 S-2,S-4 

Arevals, Jeanette ___.._ S1 ......Sl S-1 
Ariosa, Robert J. Cranston S1i S-3 
Arizaleta, Teresita. W-002139 W-337 
Armellini, Richard [ArmelliniIndustries, Inc. W-001318 W-206

Final SETS 
1-2

Armesto-Garcia, Eladio 4.__ 0-000240 0-120 1 
Armstrong, Elaine M W-001555.i W-243 
Armstrong, William. J. I_____.. . . . . . . . ... . ..W-00 1548 ... W-241

W-
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Name Organization Reference No.' Page No.  

Amau, Ann N. S1 S-1 
Amau, Lucius H. Si S-1 
Amet, Charles E. S1S-3 
Ashbaker, William J. _ _ Florida Department of Transportation W-002614 W-388 
Ashcraft, Bob [.W-002040 W-319 

AsheyLaiy _____________ ______W-00 1311,S1I W-205, S-1.  
Atherton, Susan, et al. _ Petition S-5 
Athertn, Belinda 1 S1 S-1 

Atherton, Mike 1 S1 S-1i 
Atkinson, Marorie S1 S- 1 i 
Atkinson, Ma'or & Dale . , _ i W-000705 W-140 
Atwood, Shedri S2 5-1 .... . o d..S....... . .......... ................... ............... .............. ................ ............................. ................... ......... ................. ................. ................. ..... [ ... .................S.. ............. ..... ..... .................... -S -.1- ....................  
A nAudubon of Florida -W-002 7 07 W-416 

I-- ---------- 
Aultman, Marcy W-000307, W-93, 

i W-001407 W-221 
Austin, Patrice W-001913 W-307 

Ayer, Karla Ann W-000303 W-92 I 
Ayres, Irene S. Si1, S16 S-3, S-4 
Babcock, Grace S1 S-1 B abco ck , G rant ..... . . .. ............. ....... ............ ....... _......... ...si_........... ....S...Sl 5 ..........1 

Back, Phila 1 Sierra Club Berks Group _ W-00 1590 1 W-247 
Badenell, Alice K. i W-000236 W-78 
Bae, Jong W-00 1795 + W-282 
Bagg, James F. S1 S3 i 
Bagwell, Marvette Panch i S14 S-4 
Bailey, Margaret & Howard W-000421 W- 121 
Bailey, William T. & MarE.aret J. W-002724 W-431 
Baillkres, Alberto S 11,S16 S-3, S-4 
Baker, Corrine S5,S15 S2 S4 
Baldwin, Arthur W. i _ S1l,S16 S-3, S-4 
Bale, Allan E. . -. .- 3 

Balestra, Ruth _______ __________ ___ W-00 1894 W-303 

Balestra, Victor C. i-__ W-001845 W-293 
Baijet, Peter P. 1Baljet Environmental 0-000110, 0-55, 

!_ iW-001378 i W-216 

Balkan, D. i - W-000302 1 W-91 
"Ballentine, David i 0-000256 0-127 
Ballerano, James A., Jr. _ S4 8-1i 
Ballinger, Greg 0-000254, 1 0-126, 

W-002137, W-336, 
W-002145 W-338 

Baney, John & Joan Sli S-3 i 
Banks, K. W-001758 W-274 
Baptiste, Natasha S17 S-5 
B aragona, Rose Marie i W-001021 W-189 
Baran, Kathleen S.1 S-1 
Barasch, Werner Sierra Club Loma Prieta Chapter, W-001559 W-244 

Guadalupe Regional Group 
Barbarino, Gina W-000004 j W-I 
Barbarino, John & Gina .... .. W-001441 W-225
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Name Organization I Reference No. Page No.  

Barber, Kathleen _____ 0-000086, Si1 0-41, S-i 
Barbosa, J. University of Minnesota W-002743 W-459 
Barcelo, Gabriel ______ _________ W-000 140 P W-57 BardsleM -.. S.. S-17.  

$d~ 1 S-1 

Bare. C. D. Si S-1 

BRarpr, MarthaA.ý .1 _____ _ _ 1 

J ..arin.er, Joanne J. W-003142 W-538 

Barnes, Brooke _______ W-002486 W-385 i 

Barnhart, David L. Isakson-Barnhart W S, S 16 S-3, S-4 
B7 r a n 's, Chri sina S1 S-1 ......  
Baron, Charles __W-003384 W-600 
Barra, Martin...........................W-00 1349 W-209 "B e t~ t T rt ii ig i a .. ........ ................. ..................... ........ ...................... ............................... ................................. i ...... ............ ........ ................................. ....................  
IBarreto-Tercilla,_Mtajgie ______ - ___ _______ Si S-1 

Barrett, Nancy _- SI 

Barrett, Robert L. & Polly B. W-000662 W-136 

Barrientos, Juliet 0-000306, 0-151, 
W-001350 W-209 

Barry, Donald J. U.S. Department of the Interior, Office W-002733 W-446 
of the Secretary 

Barthel, Joan A. __W-002136 W-336 
"Barton, Sheila D.__ S1l S-3 

Bash, Al & Judith _ _ _ _ W-000201 W-73
Bateman. Estrella 0-000262 0-130
-- .-- -- ----7 .. -7 , -... . . . .. .. . .. . . . .... . . . . . . . .. -, ---.................... . ... . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . ... . . .... . .... .. ... -.. .. .. . .... ... . . .  

Bateman, Steven _ S1 S-1 
"Bates, HenrG. _-_ S1i S-3 
"Bathe, Sharon ___ S l S-1 
Battard, Selena _ _W-002328 W-352 

Battenfield, Julianne .iW-001351 W-209 
Battiato,_Joseph F. ______________ ___ ___ 1 5-1 
Battiato, Phyllis A. _ W-000927 W-174 

Bauer, Melissa __S14 S-4 

Bauer, Richard H. 4 Vision Council W-000066 )W-2 0 

B auer, R obert F. -- -... .. .. . ..... ....... ...__ S14 S-4 

Baules, R. W. .... _ W-001762 W-275 
Baumgartner, Jacqueline.... 0-000108 0-55 
Beach, Mark jl ___-_________5-1 

Beachem, J.W. _ Beachem Investments __S___ Sl1,S16 S-3,S-4 

Becerra, Karna 0- O0000268 0-131 
Becerra, Robert W__ W-003373 W-598 

BecerAmyS2 S-1 
B ecker, L eslie ...-. ....... ......... .. . . .. .1 S-1 
Becker, Susan Kelly - W-003402 W-604 

Becquer, Lucia _______ _ S1 S-1 
Behar, Howard R. Rasco & Reininger, P.A. 0-000073, 0-35, 

0-000136, 0-67, 
0-000343 0-168 

1chael 1 g 0-96 

Belcher, Diane _$S5, S15i S-2, S-4 
Belis, Elaine J_1 S2 S-1 

Bellmund, Sarah __0-000004 0-2 
Bello, Jessica S S2 S-1
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Name Organization Reference No.' Page No.  

Beltran, John _____ -_ _-W-000119 W-48 

Beneke, J. David S-3 F V___ Si' S[Benjamin, George N., III ________ _____ __________ 

Be m, James Elliott [W-000182 W-68 
Benjamin, Lois & Roger W-000 186 W-69 

Bennet, Robert G. (Mrs) __S_11 S-3 
Bennett, Gerri _ W-000053 W-16 
Bennett, Louise_ W-001759 W-274 
Bennett, Ron_ S14 S-54 
Benovitz, Burton A. & Madge K. __S il S-3 
~Benson, Alice ___.......W-000308 W-93 
Benson, Eli i W-001353 W-210 

[Berall, Jon _ _ _ W-002036 W-318 
"e ac ____ W-000251 W-81_ 

[Rergstrom, Patricia __ _1 W--5312 
Berman, Angela M. S S-3 
Berman, RochelleS 

B r aR hee . ...... ~..... ... ...... . . ...----. ............. ....... ..  
Belabei, Catharina 0-000144, 0-71, 

0-000288 0-143 
Bernal, Lisa-Marie 1 Young Friends of the Everlades W-000089 W-40 
Bernethy, Aileen W-00 1874, W-299, 

W-003359 W-596 
Bernover, Alan 0-000307 0 -151 
Bernstein, M. S. _- _ _W-000143 W- 57 
Bernstein, Oliver IW-001536 W 240 

Berriz, Deborah D. Si S-1 
Betancourt, Marisbel W-000113, W-46, 

_W-000284 W-88 
Betancourt, Monica S. Si S-1 
Betz, Charles & Jane _ S11,S16 S-3,S-4j 
Betz, Charles J. (Mrs.) W-000305 W-92 

g ii •< o ~ a............................ ....... ....... .... ..................................... -------------......s ... ..... ..... .......g i . . ..  Bevier, Louis {_____________ W-000037 W-1lI 

Bible, Donna Il _____S-1.._ .. ~j 5 
Bible, James T. ____S_1 S-S1 
Bickel, Bettina __ _ W-00 1778 W-278 
Bieon, Rebecca _ W-001817 W-286 
Biggar, David M. W-002361 W-358 

gr, Mýaryanne ....___________---- ...... W-i0.  
Biggar, Mildred F. W-002429 1 W-376 
Bijiani, Robin ____W-003287 W-582 
Billera, Joseph & Dolores Sli S-3 
Binder, Debra I. W-001060 W- 194 
Binder, Scott W-001335 W-207 
Bird, T. E&MaD ....... W-00O0952 1 W-176 Birghenthal, Kaitlin Young Friends of the Everglades W-000089 W-40 

Birgihenthal, Virginia K. __ S1 __ S- 1 
Bimbaum, Richard & Shelley_ Sll S-3 
Bishop, Paul R. H-P Products, Inc. . Sl S-3
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Bitter, Adriana Scalamandr& W-002914, W-532, 
W-003237, W-569, 
W-003337 i W-593 

Black, David L. S14 S-4 

Black, Doug W-000109 W-45 _ 

Black, Gloria L. S14 S-4 

Blackburn, Marsh H. W-000759 W-153 

Blacklidge, Richard (Mrs.) Sl 1 S-3 
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Blair, Cheryl _____ ___ ____ ___ ___ Sl 5- 1 

-Blair-, Slvia - s 1 .... s-1 ---.....  

akly, Jeff _W-000929 W-174 
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Blinn, George _ W-000940 W-175' 
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Blumenthal, Carol Pinsky _ ........ S14 S-4 
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Blush, Jack W. " 1-1 
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Boone, John D. __VW-001786 W-280 
Boone, Rog~er W-001926 W-310 

Booth, Maxine L. _ W-000318 W-97 
Borras, David W-001314 W-205 

...... .... ....... . . . ......-....... .. 11 ....... .83.........  
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Bourhe, Betty ___ W-000675 W-138 
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.. and..n. Julie.A ............... ...............A........... .......... ....................... ...................... .. .. ..... ... ... ...... . .........  
Brannen, William Dale W-000709 W- 141 

Brannon, Megan E. W-000815 __W-160 

Brantley, Maurice -_____j S17 S-5
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Organization Reference No.' Page No.  
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S12 S-3
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Brooks, Lenore F. __ _ W-003437 W-611 
Brooks,Mar Ann j _ S1 S-1 
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~Brown,David j W-001416 W-223 
Brown, Jamie 0-000056, 0-29, 

0-000133, 0-65, 

0-000341 0-167 
Brown, Jamie E. Verner, Liipfert, Bernhard, McPherson, W-002709 W-423 

and Hand 
Brown, Jeannine B. ___ W-001409 W-221 
Brown, Lesley I W-000035 W-11 

Brown, Lloyd Wildlife Rescue of Dade County 0-000098, j 0-50, 
0-000218, I 0-106, 
0-000241, 0-120, 

0-000332 0-162 
Brown, William D. S11 i S-3 
Broyhill, Hunt Broyhill Asset Management LLC W-002748 I W-461 
Broyles, Suzanne __S_1 SIS- 1 
Bro.yles, Zelia S. ___ _ W-002471 , W-383 

Brozak, Dennis Design Basics Inc. S 11, S16 T S-3,S-4 
Brucia, Charles J. & Laura J. Charles Brucia & Co. Sli ST --3 

Brumbaugh, John G. -1
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INDEX

Burst, Donald 0. 
Burton, Elizabeth 

Burton, Holly i 

Burton, Truly Builders Association of South Florida 
Bush, Brenda 
Bush, Gregory W.  

...-.. ..-... . ..-.-.. ....-... ..-.. ......... . 3 .------....---.1-. . .-.-.-.-- .- .  

Buster, Margi { 

Butcher. Niki 

Butler, Christopher 

Butler, Lisa S.

Byler.Teresa M.  
Caballero, Lissette
Cabrera, Lisa
Cacace, Janice L.

Cadman, George E., III 
Cairns. Christine

W-000041 W-12 
W-000418 W-120 

S1 S-1 
W-001832 W-289 

W-00 1863 W-297 ....... .....• ...... ...... : g . .  
0-000211, 0-103, 
W-002041 W-320 

0-000101 1 0-51
W-003429 
-S517 
W-001078 
W-003170

W-610 
S-5 

W-195 
W-540

W-003282 W-581 
W-003278 W-580 

W-000106 iu W- 4 5 

South Dade Realty, Inc. - 0-000045 0-25 

t W-000060 W-18

Calabrese, Elizabeth______ _______ W-0008441 W-164~ 
Calabrese, Matthew S41 .5 S- 1 
Calbeck, Kaia W-002155 1 W-340 

Calderon, Sheila & Marvin W-002131 I W-334 

Caldwell, Elizabeth H. W-000374 W-112 

Calero, Kent L. • W-003324 W-591 
PCalaway,.Paul W-002448 W-379 j 

Callman, Ira J. __W-000960 W-177 
dCaluanrnCl.... S14 S-4 

Camacho, Christina & Ramon S 1 S-1 

Camejo, Robert E. - _ S 1 S-1 

Ca-mpa,M ario -- - S - -1--

Campbell, Ann C. _ S S-3 

Cam ,bell, Carl W. W-000556 W-130 

Campbell, Lon' S 1 S-1 

Campbell, Lori A. W-000262 W-84 

CanmpbeSll,Patricia A. S S6 S-2 

Campbell, Stephen K. S6 S2 

Candelora, Richard W-002464 I W-382_____
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.... 
.... 

....... .... . . . .........  
W-000058, D W-17, 

Bryan, Elizabeth W -00 1773 W -27 7 
W-001773 I W-277 

Buba , L n r ........-....... W S...1.4 W -4 
Bubala, Lou__ S14 S-4 
Buckthal, John R. W-001045 W-193 

Buckthal, W. P. -- W-001597 W-248 
Buel, Martin S..i W-000300 W-91 ..... .e...... i........ i.. " .... ...... .... ... ............... ............. ..................................... ....................... .... ... .. .... .... --------------- ........... •.. .....  
Buhler, Melissa K. W-000 187, W-70, 

SW-001413 W-222 

Bullard, Larcenia - Florida State Representative 0-000026 0-15 
Burch, George E. - - -11,S16 - S-3,S-4 

1 Burleigh, Sandy S 1 S-I 

Burri, Hans W-003274 W-578

L ...................
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Can.kat, Mustafa 
Canning John E.  
Cannon, Jarrod 
Cantens, Gaston 
Cantral, Ralph 

Caplei, Nicholas (Mrs.) 
Carey, Raelene

Organization jReference No.1 Page No.  

____- -~__ __ W-000516 I W-126j 
S. . . .. ...... . . ......... .... .... . -_.. . S ll _ i S - 3 

S17 S-5 
Florida State Representative - 0:000024 0- 14'.  
Florida Department of Community W-002757 W-524 
Affairs W- 7 -2

W-000676 W-139 
S1 S-1

S.... .... ... ....... ... ......... .. ....................I . ................. ....... . ........ ........... .. Cr e ------- ------- ..... . .. . .. . ................................... ................. i ........ .W 5 0 - 3.......... .. ..... ...... W6 .........------------------ --Cae, Sabrina ____________ W-002431 W-376 
Carlson, Stphen C. .. .SL S-3 
Carothers, Charles 0. Si1 S-3 
Carranca, Rolando _ S1 S-1 
Carrara, Susan ............ W-001011 W-187 

Ed S1 S-1 
Carrigan, Ryan S1 S-1 

Carrio, S. A. ............. W-001714 W-267 
Carroll, Dick & Jackie i Sli S-3 
Carson, P W-000343 W-105 
Carter, Don __W-001755 W-273 
Carter, Rachel S17 S-5 

Caruso, Marjorie __________W-003385 W-600 
Casas, Luis M. i 0-000204, 0-100, 

0-000353 0-172 
Case, Sara ................... W-00.1933 W-312 
Casio, Elizabeth W-000031 W-10 
Casolari, Bruno & Sue S5, S15 S-2, S-4 
Cassel, Kenneth G. 1 _ 0-000099 0-51 

CassdyCynhiaW-000694.L W-140 

Cassidy, Marie S__ _____________ ___ 1 S -1 
Castellanos, Lina .S1 --1 
Castellanos, Mari 0-000249 0-124 
Casternuovo, Eleanor W-000394 W-117 
Castillo, Ana D. S1 S-1 

Castillo, Sazkva E. SI1 S-1 
Castle-Bray, AnaMarie I0-000063 0 631~ ..... ............................. ...... ....................................................................... ----------- 3 ..............-.........  
Castro, Julio S17 S-5 

Catala, Carmen Pickett _ W-001319 W-207 

Caudill, Nelson 1 S1 S-1 
Caudill, Yolanda M. -S1 S-1 
Caula, Antonio V. 0-000141 0-71 
Causey, Billy D. U.S. Department of Commerce, W-003168 W-539 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration, National Ocean 
Service, Florida Keys National Marine 

CclJ. Sanctuary .. .. ..  
Cecil, J. P. S14 S-4 
Cesar, Veronica I S17 S-5 
Chace, Leonard S., III f S 11 S3 

Chace, Stephen B. & Anne _ Sl1 S-3 
Chac6n, Manny_ _[ Labor Finders _ W-000407 W- 119 
Chalmers, Beatrice [ I S1 S-1
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Cham•igns, George, IV _ W-002083 W-330 
Chaoui, Luz S14 S-4 

.. ha.ell, Connie Ke. s Acade _of Marine Science 0-000075 0-36 
C~hapin, L.D. W-000980 W-179 

,Chapin, S.D. W-000981 W-180 'd ~ ~ ~ ~ a.m n ' ....... .................................... ............................................-- ............................... ......................... ..... .i6 i9 S .............. .......... ...  
ChamanShryl_____ _____W-0019341 W-312 

Chaudhary, Laura - W-003438 W-612 

Chen, Allan i . . . .. S14 S-4 
Chenoweth, Michael F. Friends of the Everglades 0-000080 . 0-38 

_.Chr__,_ Robert _W-001472 W-231 

Chervinski, Noreen _ _W-001918 W-308 
Chervinski, Ron T W-001917 W-308 
.. .................. ..................................... ................................... ......................... ...... . ... ............................... ....... ... ....................... ............. ..................... .................... . .................. ........................ ............. ............... . ....  

Cheshire, Matthew S. 1 All Seasons Tree Care Sl ,S16 S-3,S-4 
Chesterman, Aaron S14 S-4 

ChinLuina, Don _Tropical Audubon Society, Inc. 0-000096 0-49 

Chisholm, Martha M. _ - W-000334 W-103 

Chisholm, Robert E. 0-000279 0-135 

"C hstensen, Paul W. & Sarah E............... i........ Sli S-3 
Cintr6n, Esther Bonnie (Rosa) . 0-000294 0-146 

Clandy, J. S8 S-2

Clanton, Penny __W-000621 W-134 
Clark, Alicia M. SI S-1 
Clark, Anna Maria _____ ____ SL S S-1,S-2 

Clark, Joan M. W 1 W-1...  
M.____________ Si S-1 

Clark,N s .W-000020 W-7 

Clark, Tom S1 S-1 
Clarkson, Julie _ S1 ..___ S-1 
Claude, Claudia S17 S-5 
Clauder, carely A~. _ Sli S-3 
(lanider. Michael A. Sil S-3

Claus, Jerry., III Youn Fied of te Eergae W-000091 i W-40 
Case Mar________W-000259 W-83 

Claussen, Mar _____________ 

Cleland, Carrie 0-000328n -161 
Clements, William, Jr. S1_____ S-1___ S 

Clerfeune, Beverly W-002325 1 W-351 

Cliatt, Kathr•yn S14 t S-4 

Clifford, Joan S i S-1 
Cline, Meredith A. W-001187 . W-198 

Clinton, Ray Clinton Enterprises S11,S16 S-3, S-4 

Cobb, Sandra M. S14 S-4 ._ 

Cobo, Jose A. & Aixa W-003379 W-599 

Cocchiarella, .Sergio S8 i S-2 

Cockrum, Dolores _ _S_10 S-3 
Coffey, Crystal LySnn _____S1 S-1 

....Richard W-002512 W-388 

Cohen, Daniel J. Uniforms by Star I S-3 

Cohen, Hertha _ _,_ S8 S-2 

Cohen, Max L. S1i S-3 

Cohen, Mona ....... Si -.1 ..
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Cohen, Valleri _ W-001662 W-258 
Cole, Debbie __- W-002445 W-378 

Colen, James W-002153 W-340
Collier, Rodnicia S2 Si 
Collier, Walter E. Greater Miami Aviation Association 0-000106, 0-54, 

W-003217 W-553 

Collins, Harlin - S1 S-1 

Collins, Kevin National Parks Conservation Association W-002406 W-368 ............ . ........ ..... .....-- ..... . ....-.-.. ...... ..~............-.....-. . . .. .........................-..  

Collins, Lee W-000886 1 W-168 z 
Collins, Shan W-001527 W-238T 
Collins, Steven G. S14 S-4 
Collins, Teri " W-001657 W-257 

Collins, Virg~ina______________ Si Si1 
Colomar, Josefina __________________W-003288 W-582 
Colvin, Ann W-001888 W-301 ............. e ................ ................................................... ........... ..... .......... ......................... ............................................................................... .. ................... g i .......... .............................. .................  
Comam, Kathleen________ ______________ Sil S-3 
C ompel,Joseph, Jr. ..... 1W-000280 -88 
Comrie, HLyacinth _ _ W-000746 W-150 

Condie, Thomas S. S1 S
Condon, Natalie N. & John R. .. . S11 i S-3 

CnalJohn A. _ ___S14 S 

Connellee, Clark D. & Jerrilea_ _ S_ 1 S-3_ _ 
C oC nnelFamil_____ ... ... .. __ -___S_ S11-3 
Conner, Enid B. _ _S51 S-1 
Conner, Robert Sl S-1 

Conrad, Ce1L________.W-000203 W-74 SConstant, Allison Young.Friends of the Everglades W-000089 W-40 
Constant, Carleen Jean I1 Sl1 

Consuegra, St_•phen _ _ _W-003297 W-585 
Contreras, Gilbert A. Armando J. Bucelo, Jr., Attorneys and W-002422 W-371 

Counsellors at Law ___ 

Cook, Dorothy G._ __0-000297 0-148 
Cook, Jack _ Sl S-1 
Coon, Owen L., Jr. _ S11 S-3 

, L ................ .. .s17 . S-5 
Cooper, E. Gerald.. . . . . .. . .. . . .. .. . S6 S-2 
Cooper, Ruta T. S $6 S-2 

Copeland, Darryl & Shirley 1 S J1 ' S-3 
Corash, Karen S1 S-1 

.,r .Joan W. W-001479 W-232 
Cordova, Ana W-002141 W-337 
Cordova, Otto __W-002140 W-337 J 
Costantino, Richard D. S14 S-4 
Cotrofeld, Deronda - _ W-001923 W-310 
Cottrill, M. Elsie W-000009 W-4 
Coughlin, Kevin Ohio House of Representatives W-002746 W-459 

Couper, James M. W-000968, W- 178, 
__W-003241 W-571 

Courter, Cathee . 14 S-4S.  
Cowen, Cynthia L. ___ ________ __[0-000093 0-43 

*"*~1- 1....... Fia *SEI*S,*-*-....... ----......... ±
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.......... . .......... ...... ..... ..........................................-- A.. .......... .. .. ....... . .........  

Cox, James R. Arthur Cox Wilson Insurance Si1 S-3 

LConsultants 0 

LCraigLee, Alsim H.W-00325014 -5734 

Craig, Stephen J. --- + Linqu-ist & Craig-Hotels & Resorts, Sli S-3

Crain, Cindi B.  
Crain, Merrilee P.  

Cram er, S. ...........  

Crane, Elizaeehth A._ 

Creekmur, M.  
Creighton--- Evelyn M---. .____ .... ______ 

Crspo, liae 

Crisp, Sue

Cronik, Glenn A. ______ _____ 

Cmrmbling, Deana M. _.  

Cruz, Carlos c ., aro ....... ......... ............ .. ............... --.............................. ......................  
Cruz, Felipe _ 

Cruz, Luis P. ! 
Cruz, Maria B. i 
Cruz, Robert D.

Cubas, Gino 
Cunnier. Lourdes
C unnie........ Lourdes............. .... ........ .. . ..-......... ....-..-.. ............

Curbelo, Celso A.  

Curran, P. M. & M. M.  

Currv. Austin R.
Cutler, William H. & Audrey E.  

. . e , g ........ ............ .............. ...............................  
Czekanski, Paul E.  

DEsp.osito, Jane R.  
D'Esposito, Ted 
Daenzer, B. J.
Dahlke, Keith
Dale, Neal W.

S.................. i .......... ........ ....... ...................................... .....S 
Sli _S-3_ 
Sli S-3 

W-001817 W-286 
W-000424 iW-121 
W-002103 W-332 ] 

S8 S-2 
.W-o 8 .... W-152 
W-003336 W-593
W-000008, W-3, 
W-000242 W-79 

W-00 1775 W-277
W-000208 1 W-75 

S1 S-1 
W-000107 . W-45 ....  
W-000 105 W-44 

. 1 5I -.- 1

0-000334, 
W-000149 

S17 
Sl

W-001599
SW-001722 

W-001782

SW-003367 
,..en & Cypen Sll S.. ............. ........................... ..................... ...................... ..... .............. I : 8 --......  

0-000207, 
W-001015 

S--Sl 

W-000716 
- -SI

W-002346, 
W-002773, 

W-002774, Sli

0-21, 
0-163, 
W-59 

S-5 
5-1

W-248

W-269 
W-279
W-598 

S S-3 S -....... .. ..i~ i:... .......  
0-101, 
W-188 

S-1
W-141 

S-1
W-355, 
W-524, 

W-525, S-3

Dal, Graham .S14 S-4 
Dangi, Girish & KalpS1ana, S 14 S-4 

Danielson, Steve _ Si 1S-1 

Dannen, Valerie -j S51 S-1 
Dar byR.& 1  Sil S-3 

---- -- -

Darrah, Raymond & Diana jW-002314, W-348, 
W-002329, W-352, 
W-002330, W-352, 

D i W-002331 W-353 
DauhiKi W0012 W6
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. hnMichael P......W-000145 W-58 
David, Tom M. 'Perrine-Cutler Ridge Council, Inc. W-002615 W-389 
Davidson, Thomas N. Qar Hill Group . $5, 11 S-2, S-3 

Davis, Danielle _ __ W-001352 W-210 
D a~v s, , o n .V .............................. ...................... .................. ........ .............. ......... ................ .. ............................ ..................... ........ .......W - 0 ..8...!...... ................. W - 6 6..............  

Davis, Shavis I W-000773 W-156 
Davis,Stephen M. _ _W-001823 W-287 
Davison, Marilyn H. ___ _ W-00 1763 I W-275 
Davlantes, Nancy __ W-00 1554 W-243 
Dawson, Jon W-000495 W-124 
Daye, William L. _ __W-000780 W-158 [ .Dean, Paul W-002.133 W-335 
DeBey, Henrietta __ _ _W-000832 W-162 
de Fieitas, Fatima W-002124 W-333 

De France, Mark W-001792 W-282 
DeGraaf, Robert W-002440 W-377 
De La Guardia, Maria .Sl SlI . D .L .G a r .! a ,_ a r a .......... ... .. .. ... . ............ -- -... ... . . . . ... .. ... ..... .... . .. .. . ... ... .. ... .------ -. . . .... ----- .. ....... ... ... .... ..---. . .. .....  

De La Hoz, Gira __S1 S-1 
Delamaza, Eduardo __W-003357 W-596 
de la eg, Jorge .___ __W-000287 W-89 
Deleina, Vanessa Maria _ S17 S-5 
Delgado, William J. Latin Builders Association, Inc. 0-000077, 0-37, 

__ "W-000261 W-84 
Delligatti, Michael J. M & J Management Corp._ Sli S-3 
DeLoachBryan | W-00355 W-211 

Del Rio, Andrew Young Friends of the Everglades W-000090 W-40 
Del Toral, Albert S6 S-2 
Del Toral, Gisela _S6 S-2 
del Toro, Mario C. S1 S-1 
De Lucca, Morly SlO S-3 
Del Valle, Ismael S $3 S-1 
Del Zotto, Marlene -- W-000391 W-116 
Demers, Evelyn M. ___________________. ..S8 S-2 
de Moll, Jeanette ------ _ _ __ W-000717 W-142 

DeNigro, Lilian S1 S-1 
Denison, Ken J__ SlI S-3 
Derder.an, Virginia M. & Robert __S_11_S-3 

0003 'W 192 DeSaiea, Rhonda - __---_____r_____________]W-0 -30- 2... W 19 

Deshommes, Estime _ _S17 S5 
DeShong, Scott W__-"_'______ -000192 W-711 

Detgen, Marianne , W-000979 W- 179 
DeToma, Carmela W-001906 W-305 
Deutsch, Edward B. & NancyC. Si1 S-3 
Devine, P. J. Sl S-3 , 
Dewberry, Shaguita W-003291 W-583 

DeYoung, Robert W. _ _ W-001850 W-294 
Diamant, Ena S16 S-4 
Diaz, A. W-000762 W- 153 
Diaz, Art W-000170 I W-65 
Diaz, Jenn W-002156 W-340
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DiZ,_Jorge _____ ___ W__ 0~00775 _W-157 
Diaz, Jorge, Sr. W-000774~ W-157 

Jose, Maor Cit of Sweetwater 0-000017 0 010 
Diaz, Natalie W-003269 W-577 
Diaz, Oscar 0-000228 0-116 

. ............. ... ..-.---------. ..-- .... . . ..... ...... ----

Di~ck, Allen ___ Dick Broadcastin Co. Inc.. .. S1S3___ 
.Dickens, Edward C. W-002310 W-347 

Dickhaus, Ann S. W-001422 W-223 

Dickman, Carol S IS-3 
Di Domenico, Margie W-003318 W-590 

Dieckhoff, Richard H. & June H..___ Si __ S _ 11S-3 
Dieh, La W000237 W-78 D ~ h ,L • ................................... ! l I................... ............... w - 0 2 7- 8 

D e l M . ................. .......... ............. ... .................. ........................... ................................................. ............ .. .... ................ ............. .......... . ....... : 7 
Diehl, M. H. ____ _______ _________ W-003251W53 

Dieudonne, Rudy.. S17 S-5 

Dilda, Mark W-001849 W-294 
DiLeo, Esther W16W-000949 W- 76 
Diliberto, Martha S12 S-3 

Dillashaw, William _ W-000160 W-63 

•ilon, An~gela B. _ W-002917, SlI W-536, S-3 
Diiion, Raymond F. _ _W-002875, Sl W-528, S-3 

b Di Lorenzo, Anthony__ 51 S-1 
Di.sdleArt& &Nancy W........ WW001442 W-226 

Dimsdle, Arthur - _ - W-000005 W-2 
Dimsdle, Nanc W-000003 W-1 
Dinger, Marilyn _ _ W-001890 W-302 

DiResta, Daniel University of Miami Marine Science W-001471 W-230 
,____ ____Program_ _ W .. ...

Di Sabatino, Eugee __ W-000455 __W-123 

Dispensa,Jacl!n " __ W-00 1862 1 W-297 

Diure, Marco W-002384 W-362 

Dixon, Robert M. M. C. Dixon Lumber Company S 11 S-3 
Diabali, India I W-003275 W-579 

DodgMarilee _ _ S5, S15 S-2,S-4 

Dolan, Christine Si S-I 
Dolfi, Sharon _____i Si S-1 

0-obe 0-000303 0-150 
Dollard, Katherine W-002363 W-358 
Donnarumna, Paula & Leo 51 S-1 

Donnell, Nancy 0. Sli S16 S-3,S-4 

"Doran, Carole _ W-001019 W-189 

Dorris, Ronald - S3 S-1 

Dorschner, Peter W-001356 W-211 

Dorsey, Michael University of Michigan School of W-001666 W-259 
Natural Resources & Environment _ 

Do rs~ey,..Torn _ Si S-1 
Dort, David T. W-000043, W-13, 

_ W-000660 W-136 
Dort, Patricia W-000042, W-13, 

W-002885, W-531, 
W-002886 W-531 

Dorval, Jean C. W-000326 W-100
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Dostourianý,Jacl.p W-003404 I W-604 
D oughertyJames, Jr. 8S5,S15 1 S-2,S-4 

D ouglas, Jean E. - . . . .. ....S- . .. . .. ..S-1 
Douglass, Daniel K. W-000857, j W-166, 

W-003317 W-590 
Douriez, Carole W-003312 W-589 
Dover, Cindy S14 S-4 
Dover, Victor W-003427 W-609 
Downs, Andrea S_1 S-1 
DoLye, Gail H. S_1 S-1 
Doyne-Bailey, Kristi W-003330, Sl W-592, S- 1
Dracos, Patricia __W-000019 W-7 
Driest, Edith 0-000275, 0 133, 

W-001892 W-302 
Driscoll, Thomas F. W-003266 W-577 
Drivas, Helen __W-001462 W-229 

Drum, Bruce Miami-Dade County Aviation 0-000070, 0-34, 
I Department 0 0-000137 0-67 

Duba,.RogerL. W-003430 W-610 ........ h Je w e ............. . ........ -_-_...... ....... .............. .. .................. ..... . . ................g g........ .... ... ..... g •..........  
Duckworth, Jewel S-3______ ___ SO ___ 

Dudekerk, Judith W-001757 W-273 
._ ...._ ....... ............. ....-.. ........--...-...................-..-...-..-.  

Duffy', Joseph W. _________________ W-00 1519 W-237 
Dunbar, Nanc__ S17 S-5 
Duncan, Robert D., Jr. Collier Resources Compan' W-002507 W-386 
Dupr6, Joe W-000057 W- 17 

Duran, Arcela W-001505 W-235 .  
Duranza, Rebecca W-000010 W-4 
Durden, Heather W-001676, W-262, 

W-001697,$9 W-266, S-3 
Dutton, Ronald C. 0-000120, 0-60, 

W-001438, W-225, 
W-003240 W-570 

ymsKza, Henry W-000260 W-83 
DRnek, Linda __W-003431 W-610 

Eage, John R. S11-3 
Earl, Clover & George 5 S11 S 83 
E~arly, Jason _____ ____________S4 5 S1 

EhoSylvia Frens W268 • 

EcoKFsrie__- o ng sof the Everglades iW-000089 W W40 
Eckenfelder, Jene F. Sl11i S-3 
Economou, Constantina I W-003386 W W601 
Edelson, William E. ____________W-000202 W-74 
Edlund, Gerald & Carole M. _____________ ___ W0-00-0181 W-68 
Edlund, Marilycn ______ ___ _ _ IW-000 180 [ W-68 - i 

Edmonds, AnAndrew_____W.__i Sl 11 5 -3 Edwards, Jimmy ... 8 . .. .........D.  

Egan, Maria F. W-0017201 W-268 
Ehlers, Marion W-002161, W-341, 
_______ __ I W-003401 _, W-604 

Ehlers, Mike Florida Keys Fishing Guides Sl S-1 

___ AssociationI

I-IS 
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Eichert, Nanc _ 

1Eiseman, Robin 
EldridgS, Sue 

Elliott, Richard G., Jr.  
E~lis, Cnthia E1lis.Dayi .& raig.................. ..... ........  

Ellis, David & Craig 
Elmer, Sarah Fox

Organization Reference No.' Page No.  

W-001936 W-313 

W-001535 W-240 _ 

______ __W-00 1023 W-190 
W-O01023 i .. ...;=i .......  

S1 S-1 

W-002493 W-386 
S........ .............................. .... .... ..... ........ . - : -is -T . ..• - --S4 S-1 

W-001456 W-227

Elrich, Louise S1 S-1 
Elton, Wallace M. W-002392 I W-364.  

Elulich, Anne H. W-001688 _ W-265 
Embrua, Judih E W-00 1072 W-195 
EmlyW0JackW W-292 
Emmert, Helen & Gregor W-001842 
Endres, Arthur S14 S-4 
Endres, Jod ___t___ _ S 14 S-4 

S14 S-4 
EnnisBn.c..........  

Ennis, Bruce _•S1 S-1 

Ennis, Doris S_____ __ ___ 1 S-1 
Ennis, Paulette S S-1i 

Ensor, G. Lewis _ __ $S4 S-i 

E Susan 0. i i O-000199 0-98 

.1ý,.Rbr L.. 2mjyrpTps~ W:000341jW:104 
Erickson, Cynthia A. i S1l S-3 

Esco, Jacquelyn W-000367, fW-110, 
i W -00~~~~_332 W -••5.9!.........

Escobar, Amt _ 

Escoffery, Lora 
Esquinazi, Salomon B.  

Estaver. Florence

Girl Scout T 78 of Trop.ical Florida 
-a Rasco Reininger & Perez P.A.

W-003277 
Petition 

0-000042, 
0-000135, 
W-002731 

Sl

W-579 
S-6 

0-24, 
0-66, 
W-438 

S-1
=,•2.:Z.22.5.•,X~~~~~~~... ....... .... ...... ... .. ...... .... .  

Estrella, Julia . ..... .. .. ... ... . . ... ......_.. .. ." "4.. ..._..14.S-4 
Est.y, Karen W-002157 i W-341 

Et~g~n, atB. ____Ethington BuildinoSug ply, Inc. S16 S-4 2 
Ethington, Robert E. t ouInc. Sil - S-3 

Eton, Linda & Darwin Si S-1 
Ettling Brian iW-000075 W-35 
Evans, Beverly Si S-1 

rEvans, Fred ! Si 11 S-3 

Evans,Lyrn S1 S-1. .. .... ....1 
[Evans, Pat W-000785 W- 159 
Evans, Theodore A. S 1 S-1 

Evans, Thomas A. W-000688 W-140 
DeleNoemi S 1S-i1 
Faber, Charles P. W-001517 W-236 

! Lawrence W-001685 1 W-264 

Fairbanks, Richard - S16 S-4 
S. Sil S16 S-3, S-4 F airb ank s, Ri ch ard M . Q v.M rs.• • , ...... ... l, .s6 ..  

Falk, Christian-V. ..... S 11. S-3 
Falk, Robert 1. W W-001670 W

iFalk, V ictor S., III . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..S.l i S-3

Final SETS 
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Fanes, Silvio - W-00238 W-362 
Fann, Terri W-00 1595 W-248 
Farago, Alan 'Sierra Club Miami Group 0-000158, 0-81, 

I0-000333, 0-163, 
W-003225 W-555 

FroPeter W-000246 W-81 F ra o P te ................... ....................................... .......... ....... .............. ............ -----------.... ............................. .... ...................................... W 0 0 4 .................W ........ ....  
Faries, Aimee W-001717 W-267 
Farmer, Richard T. S 11 S-3 
Farrell, Courtney_ S14 S-4 
Farrell, Mary W-002127 W- 33 
Farrorda, Rene W-002322 W-350
Faster, Susan W-000029 W-9 
Faulconer, Sarah P. - W-001854 W-294 

Fayant, Dennis E. i I W-002376 W-360 
Fayant, Linda ___ S1 S-1 
Fazio, D. Fredrico 1 Fazio, Dawson, DiSalvo, Cannon, SI1, S16 S-3, S-4 

I Abers, Podrecca & Fazio i { 
Fazio, Joseph R., III 1 Fazio, Dawson, DiSalvo, Cannon, S1l S-3 

F Abers, Podrecca & Fazio _ 
Fehlhaber, Robert F. _ SI1 S-3 

Feldman, Frieda __ _W-002066 W-326 
Feldman, Nane .. s-1 

Felix, Johnson S17 S-5 
Felix, Pouchon S17 S-5 
Fellabom, Roberta A. 0-000246 0-123 
Fenimore, David C. W-002725 W-431 
Ferenstein, Jennifer j W-001664 W-259 
Ferger, Jane D. W-002371, W-360, 

1 W-002848 W-527 
Ferguson, Roslynn M. _ W-002033 W-318 
Fermo, Thomas F. _ 81 S-1 
Fernandez, Adolfo I W-002467 W-382 

Fernandez, Alexandria I___ i_________ _____ W-003289 W-583.  
Fernandez, Anita _ 81 f S-1 
Fernandez, Art I.B.E.W. Local Union 349 ] 0-000053, f 0-28, 

_______________________ _________ _____W-000 146 W-58 

Fernandez, Coral j......S.. . s-1 
Fernandez, Francisco N. __...... __ 0-000243 0 0-122 
Fernandez, George S3 T S-1 
Fernandez, Laura P. S1-l S-1 
Fernandez, Mirna _ .__ W-001615 W-251 
Fernandez, Oli S S-1 
Fernandez, Otto A. 0-000273 0-133 
Fernandez, Ray_ , South Dade Investment Group, Inc. W-000067 1 W-20 
Fernandez, Robby W-002076 W-328 

Fernandez, Sandra G. 0-000114, 0-57, 
W-003348 W-594 

Ferre, Maurice A. 0-000295 0-147 
Ferrell, Gregg & Pam j S811 F S-3 
Ferris, Arlene B. i W-001509 W-236

1-17 
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Fetner, Harold A. - Sli S-3 

Finales, LinoE _ W-00 1601 W-249 
Finch, Frank R. South Florida Water Management W-002628 W-405 

I District 

Finlan, Mary Greater Homestead/Florida City 0-000066 1 0-32 

Chamber of Commerce 
Finley, Larry & Darla W-000505 W-125 
Fireman, Sheldon&-Marilyn .. .... ..... S__11 S-3 

Fischel, Peter 0-000278 0-134 

Fischer, Blanche SI, S1, S15 S-1, S-3, S-4 

Fischer, Edward S S1 S-1 

Fisher, Diane - W-001787 W-280 

Fisher, Rosemary W-000 116, W-47, 
:_ _ _W-000198 . W-73 

Fitzel. William W-0000.56 L W-17 

Fitzgerald, James_ S4 S-1 
Fitzrald, Marjorie ____ r S4 _S- 1 

Flag, Clinton D g Law Offices of Clinton D. FlI S.11l S-3 

Flammang, Lucretia W-000 192 W-71 
Flanagan, J. M. & Catharine M. S11 S16 S-3, S-4 

Fleites, Karen _-S-14 S-4 
Flitcraft, Ralph 8 •. S-2 

Florence, Judith _ ! S1 S-1 

Flores, Rolando W-001376 W-216 
.. .• ba 0-000162 0-84 

Fly----- D ebra ...............
Flynn, Jackie w-uuuuW 
FoA Natasha _-W-000255 W-82 
Folse, Shirley F. i W-002717 W-430 

Forbes, Ken Eden, Inc. W-002364 W-359 
Ford, Eugene F. & Alice D. Sl S1 l S-3 

Ford, Francee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W -000401 I W -119 

Ford, Linda L. S5,515 ~ S2 

Ford, Timothyx _ _. S17 S-5 

Forelli, Martha W-000385 W-115 

Forelli, Matthew S. W-000387, W-115, 
W-001873, Sl W-299, S-3 

Foreman, James L. Si S-3 

Forman, Win W-001897 W-304 

Forouhar, Sara W-003273 W-578 

Forrester, Gerald K. S1 S-1 

Forsht, Donald & Lynn Bannister W-000337 W-104 

Fortier, Jack" S4 S-1 

Fortuin, John M. Sierra Club Miami Group 0-000161, 0-83, 
W-000064 W-19 

Foster, Hilary W-001 859 W-296 

Foster, Phyllis & Michael W-002928, W-536, 
i _SllS16 S-3,S-4 

Foster, Sharon & Powell _ _ W-003349 W-595 

Foust, Suzan W-001016 W-188 

Fovel, Carolyn & Donald _ _ S11 T S-3

Final SEIS 1-18
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Fox, Marguerite -S S-S1 
France, William & Kathleen . W-001833 W-290 
Francis, Mama _ S1 S-1 
Franklin, Acie i_ 0-000163 i 0-84 _ 
Frankhin, Joan Main 5 S1 5 -1 

Franklin, Karen i 0-000304, i 0-150, 
r-W-001368 W-214 

Frazer, Owslev Brown Sil S-3 
Fredrick, M. M. . Sl S-1 
Freed, Jerry & Gail i.W-001433 W-224 
Freeman, Julie E. i .... W-002417 W-370 
Freeman, Shirley Monroe County Board of County W-000539 W-129 

! Commissioners Freire, Frances W-003307 W 587 
Fried, Jessica Young Friends of the Everglades W-000089 W-40 
Friedman, Edwina B. Sl1 S-3 

FidaRichard N. ______ ______ ___0-000329 0-161 
Froehlich Anel S14 S-4 
Frost, Richard W. -- Biscayne National Park 0 0-000029 0 18 
Fruehauf, Harvey C., Jr. HCF Enterprises, Inc. Sl1 S3 

Fe, James C.I II S 11,S16 S-3, S-4 1 
Fuechsel, Nick I W-000015 W-6 
Fuisz, Robert E. - S16 S4 
Ful eira, J W-001605 W-250 
Fulgueira, Leonardo i ! W-001618 W-251 
Fuller, Manley K., IIIi Florida Wildlife Federation W-002410 W-370 I 
Fulton, Ellen _ S1 1 S-1 
Furmen, Dario W-003272 W-578
Fusfield, Susan e S.. . . ........ .. ._______ _............. SS
Gabbert, Louise M. -. W-000734 W-146 
Gaffney, Homer K. & Mitsuko W-000563 W-130 
Gaines, Betsy W-001665 _ W-259 
Galindo, Marilys W-003304 W-586 
Galitz, Eli Sil, S16 S-3, S-4 
Gallagher, Michelle Young Friends of the Everglades W-000091 W-40 
Gamino, Maricela ! S1 S-1 
Ganciaruso, Anthony S-1 _ S--1 
Ga yce & Donald {W-002044 W-320 
Garay, Rafael & Enelia W-000989 W- 181 
Garbisch, Richard G. W-001481 W-232 
Garcia, Agustin W-003283 W-581 
Garcia, Catherine S1 S-1 
Garcia, Erika W-003276 W-579 
Garcia, Gladrk 0-000261 0 130 
Garcia, Mark American Freighlt International, Inc. W-001507 W-235 
Garcia, Regla M. W-001712 I W-266 
Garcia, Roberto N. 0-000276 0-134 

. -~ .. . . ......-......... . . . . ......  Garcia, Rodolfo, Jr. Flo-rida State R~eprsetaiv000025 j 0-153 
G ~ c i ';"~ o cio if •'] rl ................................................... "i i~f....... i- -r s e -ta-v e ..............................--.. ......0 0 0 0 25.-."02................... .....O -1.34.O.5........  

Garcia, Sylvia Capitol Title Services 0-000277 0 -134 
Garcia, Tere 7 0-000282 j 0-136

1-19 Final SEIS
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Name Organization Reference No Page No.  "GrI.......a~ojI.......................................................~ .... ...... 57 i.0...  

.............. r .... e n a ..... ..... .......... ....................... ........... .................... ........... ........ ........ ................ ........... ....................... ....................... ........... ...... ....... ....... ........... g ........ .......... ] ... ....... zI- .............. ....  Garcia-Serra, Mario J 0-000057, 0-29, 
0-000344 0 -169 

Gqarciaz, Lily SI 
Gardner, Azucena SlS-1 
Gardner, Ben 0-000005, 0-2, 

W-000055 W-16 
Gardner, Chris - W-000 199, SI W-73, S-1 
Gardner, Joe Sil S-3.$_3 _ 

Garland, Scott H. - W-000761 W-153 

Garland, Sue A. ___ ___ ___ ___W-000269 I W-86 

Garman, Jean W-001383 W-219 ........ ...e.r ............ . ... . ... ........ ........................ -- -- . ... .... .... ............. .... .. ...... .1 -1 --

Gamer, Margaret -l -1

uarrriuO, -uls W1 
W-000138 W-56 .  

Garrison,An!gla ' W-001645 W-253 

Garrote, Alexander W. S1 S-1 

Garwood, Marvin L. __W-000267 W-85 
Gates, John & Kathleen - W-002151 W-339 

Gaunt, Louise SlO S-3 

Gautreaux, M oses .. . ... . . .. .. . .. . S17 S-5 
LGeddes, Jean McC. W-00 1529, W-239, 

SW-002811 W-526 
"Ge'isler.'Ger or ........................ jIslamorada, Village of aslands W-00007a W-33

Genenish, Susan . W-002073 W-328 

Genovese, David B. - 0-000222, 0-109, 
_W-001315 W-206 

Gentile-Youd, Jane -W-000 103 1 W-44 

Georganna, RosemaryZ _ W-000987 W-181 

Georgeý, Judith L. Wj 001340 W-208 

George,§!e C Sl S-1 

Gphart-a Brent L-_ _ _,_ W-000779 W-158 
Gephart, Sarah J. W-000671 W-137J 

Gerald, John A., Jr.____ ___________ Si S-1 

Gerencher, Ci2!sty - Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association W-001831 W-289 

Gerloff, Don & Margaret W-000479 W-123 

Gessez, Pat W-001678 W-262 

Ghosh, Debalina W-002124 W-333 

Giambo, Debra W-000062, W-18, 
W-000142__ W-57 

Giattino, Carmine S- 51 S-1 

Gibson, Joseph _ W-002312 W-348 

Giffin, Sharon i Si S-1 
Giles-Klein, Natalie _ 0-000188 0-95 

Gill, Kimie ___ _-._._____ W-003440 W-612 

Gillkn, Genevieve S.___ W-002051 W-322 

Gilmore, John & Margie V-000320 W-98 
Gilus, Fran W-002069 W-327 I 

GinsburgAyo S1 S-1 

Ginsburý Robert N. -_W-001785 W-280 

Gintel, Robert M._ S 11 S-3 

-GLass:meer, Jeanne & Michael I W-001083 W-195

Final SEIS 1-20
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Name 

Glennon, Gerald 
Globe, Leila 
Gobie. Jenifer

Goldberg, Joyce
Golden, James J.

Goldman, Jonathan
Goldstein, Amber 
Goldstein, Victoria & Alan 
Goll, Monika & Ralf 
Gomez, Carl

Gomez, Dennis 

Gomez, Ivan 
.--.- .--- -. . . ...... ..  

Gomez, Sara

Gomez, Sergio B.  
Gontarz, Elizabeth A.  
Gonzalez, Abundio 
Gonzalez, Angela D.
Gonzalez, Damv
Gonzalez, Estrella F.
Gonzdlez, Felipe A. & Raquel 
Gonzalez, Jose M.

+

- t

0-000143, 0 0-71, 
0-000263 0 -130 
0-000202, 0-99, 
W-000171 i W-65 
W-001683, W-264, 

S9,S18 S-3,S-5 

0-000360 0 0-129 

0-000252 0 -125 
S14 S -4 .................  
Sl S-1 

0-000007 -0-3 3 

W-001606 W-250 
S1 . S- I 

W.. .... .2 75. ...... ......... .--..... . .... ... .... . . ....  

W-000747 W-15 0
Gonzalez, Lazara S 1 _ S- 1 
Gonzalez, Maria T. S14 I S-4 
Gonzalez, ScofttSf 1 5- S-1 
Gonzalez, Simona - W-001602 z W-249 
Gooch, William C., Jr. Community Bank of Elmhurst W-000649 1 W-135 'iS • , aii~ le• T ...................................................... ...... ] ............ ..... .... ..... .. ................................................. ............................... .. ......... .....i.. .............. .. ........... •i..... ...... ...  
Goodall, Glenn T. ________ ____ W-000370 W-111 
Goodman, Barbara - _ ___ - W-000383 W- 114.  
Goodman, Jack t _" W-000384 W-1 15 
Goodman, Joanne I S14 S-4 
_ ,g Rebecca Sl S-1 
Gordon, Clint __W-003253 W-573 
Gordon,J. D. &LaVerne D . W-000339 W-104 
Gordon, Louis ..... W-001877 W2-299 
Gosko, Cissy W-000723 W-143 
Gottlieb, Natasha -W-001316,5S7I Wi26,S-1 
Gould, Phillip C. - Sl ÷ S-3 _ 
Goulet, Vivian W-002466 W-382 
Gow, William C. S1i S-3 
Grace,, Michael C. $8 __ , S-2 
Gracey, Shawn ....... S1 _ _ ........ S-1 
Grafe, Elizabeth _ W-000580 W-131 
Grafe, Harry M. _ W-002352 W-356 
Grafe, James i W-000708 W- 141 Graham, y _______-- { _____ _ j S1......... i S--..  

GrahFialmET
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... ..... ...................  

* W-003432 W-610 
___ _ 0-000187 0-95 

i _Sl s-1 
W-000381 W-114 

South Florida Water Management W-002735 W-449 
District 

0-000177 0 -91 
W-000081 W-38 
W-003005 W-537 

Sll S-3

Goldberg, Jovce ... .........

1-.---1--- ............ .......... -1-111-1-

.... ..... .. .
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Name Organization Reference No.' Page No.  
....... ..... ................ ...................... .. . ..... . . .............. . .......................... .............................  

Graham, Melissa A. _ _ S14 S-4 
• ie•"•C~~~aurice"F"~ .... ... ......... .....-00 12.S..W196S

G-r-ant, Miiichela Sl S_ -1 

GrnilMaurice F. ______~______ _ W-00 1122 W-196 

qry, David M. ! Sil S-3 
Gray, Rachel I W-002475 - W-384 

... .......-........ . .............. ... -. .----------------------- ----- -- -------.. . ...- . -... - . . .... 4 Grpaziadei, Keith N. ___________ W-003358 W-596 

Greathouse, Marilyn R.............. . . w W -173 

Green, Joan Green's Gourmet Groves, Inc. W-000604 W-132 

I Green, Richard D. ! L -man Stee Comny Si, S16 S-3,S-4 

Greenberg, Paul_ _ S7 S-2 

__Greenburger, Francis i Time Equities Inc. S11 S-3 

Greene, Harold A. W 00 1643 W-252 'G e............. I ...... ................................... ..... ................ ....... .................. .. .. .............................. ....................... ........... ..................................... .......... ............•q 2 4-3 ......... -... ........... ................................ ...... 1...................  
................nica .........................'{........................ W0,32 ...... W-9 

LGreZFC arl___ _ _ _ -_ __ W-002046 W-321 
GrgyAlan & Monica~~-_ W-003322 3 -590 

Greif, Cecile ..... WL ...... _ . w-001434 W-224 

Griffin, Brett ... .. ._... ...--- S5, S15 S$2_S-4 

Griffin §Celleenj W-000750 - W-151 
[ rfiDavis ____ __ S11,S16 S-3,5-4 

Griffin, Debbie S1 S-1 

Griffin, Donna R. Sll S16 S-3,S-4 

Griffin, Robert C. S 11 S-3 , 
flrfWin W Rlllm -- Sll S16 S-3, S-4

s, Walter _W-000165 1 W-64 
.Grignal, aae..0-000052 0-28 

Grimes, Joseph F. I W-001518 W-236 

Grodd, Leslie E. Blazzard, Grodd & Hasenauer, P.C. Si 1 S-3 
Groen, Louis M. i- Sil S-3 

Groh, Donald 0-000123, 0-61, 
0-000140, 0-69, 
0-000346, 0-170, 

I W-002142 W-337 

Groh, Richard 0-000345, 0-169, 
W-002138 W-336 

Gromlovitz, Valerie W-001587 W-247 

Groome, Thomas S. & Kimberly V. W-003413 W-606 

Gross, Joan _. Sll,S16 S-3,S-4 

rossma nS1 S-- 1 .  

Grossman, Glenn ....... S1 S-1 

Grosso, Betty C. S 11 S-3 _ 
Grosso, Richard Shepard Broad Law Center 0-000291 -0-144 

Grove, T. K. S14 S-4 

Grumbine, Rich - S14 _ S-4 

Grunow, L. _ W-000373 I W-112 
GuayKathy W-001924 W-310 Gum a•i S17 S-5 

Guillen, Jor e , 
Guinn, Matt S3 .S-1 
Gumbiner, Alice.____--_ Sll S16 S-3,S-4 

Gunion, Frederick A., Jr. Gunion & Schack S__ 51 S-3 

Gunnell, Maurice B. Mrsý. i S1i S-3 

Gustafson, Elizabeth & Darrell _ S11,S16 _ S-3,S-4 

Guthrie, Beatrice T _ W-002-176 W-343

Final SETS 
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.. ...... .~-.-...- . . . . .. .. ......... ....................-..........  

Guthrie, R. D. W-002177 [ W343 Gutierrez,Alejandro SL S1. ........  

Gutierrez, Anamaria 0-000359 0-98
Gutierrez, Manola 

S......... .. ..... ................ ..... ... ..." ......  
Guson,_GailT.  
Guzman, Anthony_ 
Haberlv. Richard L.
Hackbarth, Conde 

Hackelton, Maan J.  
Hacker, Christina 
Hackett, Patricia M.  
Hackett, Vara R.  
Haddad, W. B.  
Hadden, Clifford 
Hafem, Fouad _ _.  

Hageman, Estefania
Hagen, Steve

Hairston. Peg
- 4

Hajim, Edmund A.  

Hale-deSeve, Sue
Hall, Howard, Jr. ____ 

Hall, Alice (Florida)

i $S6 S-2 S 
Morgan-Keller, Inc. SIS16 S-3, . ..  

...................... ..S17 S35 
lrd S-3 

Florida West InternationalAirwaL jW-000999 1 W-183
W-000293, 
W-000321 

Sll

W-90, 
W-98 
S-3

W-000366 W- 10 
0-000089 0-41 
W-001649 W-254 

.. ..................... . ............ .. .. ............. ................. ....................... ..... ............ .. .. .... . .. ................. .. ....... .... .s .s .4................ .  
Sl S-1 

T W-000038 W-12 
0 0-00198.S2 0-98.S-1

10-000281, J 0-135, 
__________ _______ W-000 151 W-60 

51 5-1
ING Furman Selz Asset Management Si 11S-3 
LLC 

W-003433 W-61 1
Howard Hall Co., Inc. __ _Sli S-3 z 

Sll,S16 S-3 S-4
H........................ ........... ..  Hall, Alice (New Jersey) Sl1 S-3 

Hall, Alice Z. W-000912 W-173 

Hall, Floyd ] Kmmart Corporation S11 S-3 
Hall, Joseph A.Ii S i i s1,5I6 S-3, S-4 
Hall,LeAnn -Si1 

Hallauer, Cynthia M. i SI S-1 
Hallinger, C. Joyce . W-001793 W 282 
Halloran, Andrew .... _I Halloran Construction . W-000814 W -160 
Ha...ertStephen - 1 0-000092 1 0-42 
Hak Melanie ._._............. .... W-001669 W W-260 
Hammer, Roger L. ! _ W-002468 W-382 
Hammersmith, Charles P., Jr. Elmh st-ChicagS Stone.Co. Sl_ S-3 
Hampton, Michelle D. { I W-003325 W-591 
Hanchey, Connie M. ___ Sl S-1 
Handshu, Steven P. __W-000098 W-42 
Hankinson, John H., Jr. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency W-002753 W-461 
Hanna, Paul I Si1 S-3 

HnaJane~t E_. _________ 51 1 
Hannoch, Franklin, Jr. Hannoch Appraisal Company W-002751 W-461 
Hansen, Melanie Young Friends of the Everglades W-000091 W-40 
Hansen, M R. _ S14 S-4 

Hanson, Mark S 
Haralson, Paul 1 0-000253 0- 126 
Harbert, Emma - S7 S-2 

Hardy, Laura ....... .. 1 .. 0-000145 0-72

1-23 Final SEIS
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............ .. ........ .. . ........ ... . . . .... . ........ --............. .. ...... .. *..... ...............-- -.... ...  

Harkaw__, Jeff _yRayond James & Associates, Inc. S1 11,S16 S-3,S-4 
IHarkness, Bonita - .- W-003382 W-600 

"HarlinT, Sher W-000695 W-140 

Haner, BarbaraM _ I W-001029 W-191 ~~~~~~~~~-- ----- ...... . . . .. .......... ..... .. 0 :- 0 9 ................. 0 - ------- .... ..  
~Harrell, Darren O0-00229 0-116 

LHarrell, John - _ SI 5-1 'i ~i gii~ • ............................................................[ ...................................... s.s

Harrllynn -tSi S-1 
LHa•inon, Sara J. .{ __ W-001017 W-188 

Harris, Albert - Si 1S-l 

LHarris, Janet R. _ Si S-3 

Hia~rris, Kenneth_ W-000447 W-122 

.. K.yl e......... ..............- .................... S.4........... . ............ .......... ............................. ...................................... ....... ........... .........................................................  
Harris, Mollt & Lary- , Si S-1 

Harris, Rita R11 S-3 I 

lo____ Sli S-3 

Hart, Lester R-xS1 S-1 
1  iartfeld, Freda L. ST1 S-3 

Harmn ralyJ Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation W-000538 i W- 128 
Commission _____ 

fIr ove, v ris. W-001730 W-270 

Hrvey, Emeric S___ _________ SilS6 S-3,S-4 • o•. • •g.., @ .......... ........... • ........... ..... .............................  

.Hasencamp.Man_ L_ i--2 S 1 S S-1 
jainsVl&B��_&•.•rian ________ _W-002453 W-379 

Hatcher, Je A. _•_° 14 S-4 

Hatcher, Michael 00-00130 0-64 
[ Hath!away, BesV:- __ _ _ S6 S-2 

.t!n&9 Clifford 0., Jr. S4 -1 
Haven, Grant .. ...... .. ....... W-001494 W-233 

Have, ýL Taubensee Steel & Wire Company Sll, S16 1 S-3, S-4 

Hawker, David A. _ -- SlI S-3

Hawker, Judy [ W-000375 W-112 

H•a•-.Carl....- ....... ........... ................. 0-000192 0-96.  

Hayes, Judith H- i W-001876 1 W-299 

Hayes, R. W. 0-000147, 0-73, 
S.. . .W-000100 .. W-4 3 

Haynes, Gisela W-000301 W-91 
Haynes, John M. S14. S-4 

Haynes, Mary Frances MacDonald W-001426, W-224, 
W-003416 A W-607 

__ji WA__ _ -o000672 W-138 
.HeaaleyJohn W. ______ S1i S-3 

HeaseyPhp G. US Bancorp_ S1i S16 S-3,S-4 

Heckert, Richard E. - W-000742 1 W-149 

Heckler, Alex 0-000064 1 0-31 

Heffaner, Elizabeth , The Nature Conservancy South Florida W-000760 1 W-153 
Office t 

Heidgerd, Rebecca W-003332 W-592 

Heilmann, H. Jurhgen S5, Si5 i S-2, S-4 

Heiner, Fred H. W-001561 W-245 

Heinrich, Donald & Polly I W-002366 W-359 
Heinrich, Donald H. _ t" W-000024 - W-8 _
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Henson, Anita 
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Herman, Norman J.  
Herman, Shawn ...... ....... - - ... .... .............. .. .............. ..... .................... .....  
Hermann, Athena 
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S.......................... ............ ............ ...................... .... ............. ..  
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51 Si1 

W-003284 W-581 
..... T ig .... ...... ... i.... ... -a : } ...... .... .  

W-001616 _ W-251 
W-002426 W-372

Hemandez, Raul E. 0-000055 0-29 
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Herr, John _ S1 S-1 
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0-000216 0-106 

Robert D. W-001816 W-286 
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Herum, Alan D. - S6 S-2 
Hess, Rodger H. .. . ............ . SI S-3 
Hewett, F. Robert Gestion Managemet S11, S16 S-3, S-4 
Hewitt, Cindy 0-000205 0 100 i 
Hewitt, Mary-Jo C. W-000783 W 159 
Heder, Audrey S S3 
Hibshman, Ed S1 t S-1i 
Hibshman, Phebe Si S-1 
Hicks, Linda B. Sj1 _ S-1 

Hidal , Mariela W-000751 1 W-151 
Hiell, Georgette S1 S-1 
Hi gginbotham, Jennifer W-000813 I W-160 

Higginson, Norman _t _ W-002421 I W-371 
Highland, Cecil ' W-001585 W-247 
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Hild, Frederick D. $6 S-2 
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Hillenbrand, Daniel A. Sil S-3 H ilen ran , . A gu t !S 1 ..................S .- *3 ...................  

Hllenbraind WAgst I Sil S-3
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Hiltz, L. Thomas - S 1 S-3 
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Hfolderman, Meg R. W-002087, W-3 31, 
_____ ____ W-002335 W-354 

Holland, Claire __ __- __- S4 S-1__ 

HolnJoseh S4 S-i 

Holmbraker, Marianne Allen ________ ______ W-000392 W-1 17 

Holmes, Chriýstoer W-003435 W-611 

Hles, Daniel ____ I___ _____ -W-002086 W-331 
Holmes, Eloise -- S13 S-4 

Holmes, Jay T. Law Office of Jay T. Holmes Sl 1 S-3

Hooker, Charles M. ___ W-003342 W-593 
Chase, Lacey Hoover Hoover Environmental Group - W-002507 i W-386 

.organ, Jennifer "__ __ Si S-1 ...... . 4, 

Hor, Katharine 0 000194 0-97 

Horton, Anita Si S-1 

Hottmann, Claudia ! S 14 S-4 
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Howanitz, Buddy 0-000337 0-165 
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Howard, Cleve W. i W-000997 W-182 

Howard, J. R. ± Sil S-3 

Howard, Joanne M. W-001807 1 W-284 
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Howell, Lashakeithea . .. . . --.. S . S-... " ..H o w •! !~ ~~~~~. L a ...... h e *....... ... .-*......... ........ .......... ..................... ...... ......... ,........... ............... ...................... ....... ....................... ............................... ........... g i.... ...... ..........g • ..........  
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Hyams, Laura S 1 S S-1 
j an, Stanley C. i W-000721 W-143 1 
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Inciardi, James A. University of Delaware SllS16 S-3, S-4 

.......... -- -- - I. .. .. . ... .... .. ............  
Indiero, Connie i " SlO S-3 

Ingalls, Melville E. & Barbara M. i __ S 11,_S 16 - S-3 S-4 
Irwin, Steve I W-002389 W-363 
Isenbergh, Pe-D. Si S-,_1
Iversen, Jack R. & Joan - W-00 1498 W-234 
IvymCurtis K., Jr. City of Homestead0-014-5 
Jack, Donald & Eulalia A' . _ --- W-001647 I W-254 
Jack, Dorothy ___ _____ SlO S-3 
Jack, Jackie S. - S5,S15 S-2, S-4 
Jackalone, Frank I Sierra Club 0 0-000312 0• 153 
Jackson, Alfreda S] 513 S-4 
Jackson, Edward A. T W-000727 W-145 

... .. ... -...-.. ...... .-.......--.-...... ...... -. .... .....  

Jackson, Edwin L. i W-000745 I W-150 
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Jackson, Waltrell S 17 S-5 
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Jacobs, David H. (Mrs.) [ W-001346 W-208 
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Jacobson, Patt & David T I W-001805 W-284 1 
Jaramillo, Julio C. I _---W-003388 W-601 
Jason, Hilliard - t _W-000659 W-13 6 i 
J eakie, Jean S. -Si S-1 
Jean-buis, Patrick _ _ _ i S-S5. " 
Jeffs, R Robetrt D. .S .S3 

Jennins, Cynthia i W-000412 W-120 
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Jensen, Sndy 0-000176 0-90 
Jerew, Wendy L. __ Sl j S-1 
Jester, Erin W-000022 W-8 I 
Jester, Laurie x I W-O00021 [ ....... W--7- .... i
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Jones, Antwon S17 S-5 
Jones, Dary••L.- Florida State Senator j 0-000023 0 0-13 

Jones, Delle,& Ted .D'Elegante, Inc. S11 ,S16 S-3,S-4 

Jones, Donald W .. W-002508 . W-387 

JoesEmudW. Surgical Associates of Southwest Ohio, W-001068 1 W- 194 
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Jone, ,J. Annette....... . . . . W-001641 W-252 

' ........dm nd.. W .. .......... ..... ..... - ..... ....... ...... ."S....i..s.o...so.-.-o th es O h o .- 001068 . .... ." "• ".....  

Jones, Kadeshea _S17 S-5 
Jones, Leroy~ 4 S17 I S-5 

"Jones, M. Leo S14 r S-4 
Jones, Margarette V. W-000223 W-77 

Jones, Michelle W-002124 W-333 

Jones, Ronald T. _ W-002463 W-381 

Jones, Ruth Ann W-001814 W-286 

Jorczak, Eric W-002039, W-319, 
I W-002375 W-360 

Joseph, Wills S17 S-5 

Joslyn, Robert & Catherine G. W-000507 W-125 

Jos ey2DorothyH."_ W-000695 W-140 

_jse,_Shelden 
Sl11, S16 S S-4 

jo cM Lou W-001680, S9 W-263, S-3 
Joyce Tony &-Marsha .Sl S-3 

Judae, Lsa .1 e . S-4-1 
Judv. Lisa . Sl S-1
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Kacser, Hilary I - W-001774 W-277 
Kadko, David S14 S-4
Kahan, Diane _ W-000290 
Kalil, Christopher W-001931, 

_ W-002027 
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.-.... W-001951, S1 
Kalis, Stephen H. jLaw Offices of Binder, Kalis & i Sli 

I Proctor, P.C. ". _ 

Kalmbach, Gregory J. W-001937, 
- - W-003414

W-90 
W-312, 
W-316 
W w-311 
W:-316--.  

0-41, 
W-315, S-I --...... S S- 3 

W-313, 
W-606

Kane, John }Equitrac i-S 11, SS16 S-3, S-4 
Karch, Lisa M. - -18 S-5 K arol, Susan.... ....... ............... ......{a • t 7 i i ...... ....... ------ ........-- ......... .....- -• .. .  

KaoSusan V. I____ ___ Beverly Surgical Associates, Inc. 51 54 
Katcherian, Jeff Edmund S14 S-4 

Katz, Dolly W-002063 W-325 
Katz, Edward Sli S-3 
Katz, Edward A. S11,S16 S-3, S-4 
Kavanaugh, E. Edward The Cosmetic, Toiletry, and Fragrance W-000595 W-132 

Association _ 

Kay, WilliamJ Sll,S16 S-3, S-4 
Kean, Danielle 0-000196 0-98 
Keel, Diane W. ____SI SI1 
Keenan, LTom, &Jay Ellen W-002132 W-334" 1 

Kehrhahn, Alicia A. _ 0-000231 0 117 
Keiser, David W-001690, W-265, 

__S9, S 18 8-3,S-5 
Kely, Cameron M. I Cameron Incororated Sl 1 S-3 
Kelley, Shirley D. W-000731 W-146 

Ke A.1 S1 S-1 
Kelly, Charles W. W-002345 W-355 ~~~~~~........ . .. ......... 6 . .... .§ 3 "S ......! 
KellyM. CJ F Sll,S16 8-3, S-4 

Sidne F. S1 S-1 
Kelly, Suzanne Temples W-000903, W- 170, 

W-001550 W-242 
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Keneey, John D. W-000161 W-63 
Kent, J. Vincent S1l i S-3 
Kent, Scott Si1 S-3 

Kershner, Byson BK/Barrit S S-3 
Ketover, Richard , Sli S-3 
Keyser, Jeanette Parker W-002160 W-341 .  
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Myes-Wine Ane Mth irrr..~s~msW-001895 W-303 
-NagenlastJ 0-00020J1"1 0-99 

Nae, l wendoly M. W-000911 I W-172 j
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Nebra, Joyce) ___ ...• e g .,.q ... .!0 e. ...................... ............... ........... ............. ......................  
Neji, Ramzy 
Nellen, Lynn 
Nelson, Mindy

Nelson, Eric B.  
Nelson, Erland

_ _W-002655 W-415 SW-000207 W-75.  S........................................ .............. .................... ..................... ........ ...... I -- - I-........ • • • . ................ -11........ .:•i .............  
_____ _____ W-003303 W-586 

_____Sil S-3 
University of Miami Marine Science W-0014711 W-230 
Program __ _ __ 

i w-1411 W-222 
Nelsn, oann-E3 51

Nelson, Joanne E. [S14 S-4 
Nelson, Da . S6.,S15 S-2-,S4 
Nelson, Murray E. W-002305, W-347 

S6, S15 S-2, S-4 Nero, Frank R. Beacon Council 0-000051, 0-28, 
W-000068 1 W-22 

Neuleauchner, Marcos S_1____ S-I1 
Neustein, Monroe L. W-003374 W-599 
Neville, John F.___________________ _______ W-003428 I W-609 1 
Newa, Roberta __W-002058 W-324 
Newberry, Precious - S17 S5 
Newell, Shelley & Terry W-000875, W- 167, 

_ ___W-002776 W-526 
Newman, Joyce S._-___ W-001790 W-281 
Newman, Rae S. 0-000085, 0-41, 

W-000082 W-38 
Nickerson, Fred U pp Keys Citizens Association W-002035, S6 W-318, S-2 
Nicolle, Sean __W-003298 W-585 
Nina, Annette S6 S-2 
Niswander, Ruth W-000319, W-97, 

W-001776, W-278, 
W-003262, W-575, 

• W-003439 W-612 
Nixon, C. H. S1 S-1 I 
Noa, Arsenio W-002321 W-350 
Noble, Carlos S1I 51 
Noble, Georin___ S_1 S-S1 
Noble, Linda _ _W-000372 W-112 
Noel, Malikah fS17 S5 
Nolan, Maureen A. _ W-000537 W-127 
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Nail, James 0-000109, 0-55, 
W-001449 - W-226 

Nance, Gordon Tracy 0-000266 0 -130 
N an.... G or.. don...... ........... .. ....................... ...... ..... ....................................  
Nania, Mar aret & John ____ {______W-00 1499 W-234 

~ . ... . . .. . ....... .. . ... . . . . . .......... .  Naranj o, Alvaro SI T Sl1 
Narbin, Kenneth _ ___ __ W-000245 W-81 
Nardiello, Andrew K. _ __ Sll 1 S-3 
Naumann, William C. 1 Hatteras Yachts, Inc. Sl 1S-3 

Navarro, Bernie _____ ________ _____0-000 128 0-63 
Navarro, Carlos {_W-003380 _ W-600 
Navarro, Jaime JSl1 S-3 
Neal, Leslie _W-000744 W- 149 
Nebel, Jodi S1 S-1

. . ...............................
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Norhe, Barbara _ "_S8_ S-2 S... .. ..... --i . . . . ..}.....0.....6-7 K ., .andia, t;'Pa m ........ ............. _ ___ s__ 1____s-__ 1___ 
Niormran-,C-oh'an (Mrs.) W-000212 z W-76 

Normandia, Sam - S- i " S-1 

......................................... ................... ........... ....................... ------ ................................................------ .......... ....................Nt i a M n dW - 0 7 5 S 1 - 5 , S 1 ! 

Notrika, Mindi -1 - W:000765,51 W-155,5S

Nouts, Livia I Slo S-3 
NoaRodne S4 i S-1 

Nowell, Alan W-000093, W-41, 
W-000141 W-57 

ý , o y r D2 e n y e ... . ... .... . ............... . . ..... ... . S 1 S - 1 
N ~yes, Bradle & Gail -W-002900 

W-532 

Nuti-de Biasi, Alex W-002483 W-384 

Oakman, Diane W_000322 W-98 
OneCharlie W W001671 W-261 

Obermann, Joyce .....-...... _ __ W-001031 W-192 

O'Brien, Sheila ___ W-002327 W-351 

O'Brien,_Stephen, Jr. _________ W-00 1069 W-195 

Ocasio, Monica ____ ___S1 ...._ Sl S-1 
O'on -,C-olleen- .- S3. WO 05i W-605.  

O'Connor, Edward A., Jr. Spaceport Florida Authority W-003191 W-540 

Ogden, Madeline _ _W-001788 I W-280 
O aan, G. _ W-001653 W-256 

Olefson, Andrew _ Sli S-3 

Olefson, Jessica .L Sl1 S-3 

Oner, Lisa W-001868 W-298 

Olivera, Kri.t .... S14 S-4 
Olrich, Holly W.. . . . . . 1663 . W-259 

Olsen, Frank W-000528 W-127 

Olson, Marc W-003417 W. 607 
_QOncc~avage, Mark __W-0031951 W-543 
O'Neal, Denny..............•. . . . . W-001462 i W-229 
S................. ... .............. ...... ..... -' ........ ....... .......................... ..... ............ ..... ...... ......... .. ......... -........ .. -.......... ...... .... .............. .................... ... ... ........... ..... -- ---- ----- ---- ---..... ... . .  

O'Neal, Kevin S_1 . S-1 

Opferkuch, Helen W-000899, W-169, 
. j W-003242 W-571 

Oppenheimer, M iriam .... . ... .. . .... . ... .. . . . . ..... . ..0 000255, 0-127 .  
- W-000129 W-51 

O'Reillv. Gerald W-000012 __W-5

ey•• yGerald P. Sl1_S-3
OeaSamuel 0-000155 . 0-74 

Orth, Jimmy I W-000426 W-121..  

SOrthwein, James B., Jr. Double Eagle Distributing, Inc. Si 1,S16 S-3,S-4 

SOrtiz, Manuel 0-000319 0-157 
Osaba, Jibee-- El..... .. ... . . . .. ... SI0 S-3 
Osborne, Tom & E j W-002194, W-345, 

- W-003232 W-566 

se a Zoravada ................... ____-__ W -001760 W -274 

Ostrer, Allison ........__ _ S14 S-4 
OswalChe 1, Lauren & Ronald _ W-002362 W-358 

Otero, Daniel_ W-003286 W-582 

Ott, RobertO O._. Si l S-3
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Ott, William -- S0l-5 S-3 
Otto, Patricia - i _ W-000354 W-107 
Otzen, Karl G. & LucyT Sll,S16 S-3.S-4
Outerbrig, Ingrid C. & Erik 
.O ut.erbrid.l.e, , ar.g.are.t .................. .......  
OuterbridE, Peter__ 
Outumuro, Christine 
Owens, Amy
Owens, Bill
Pabmona, lesha 
Pace, Phillip Darren

-Y ---- k- ends ..........of.the 

iYoung. Friends of the Evergl!ades

- f
Padron, Melba Pae arole-& Chris 

. ........... .. .. ............  

SPalacios. Rafael R.

i ........... . ............  

R. Palacios & Company

S1 S-1 
S1 S-1 

W-000089 W-40 
W-003421 W-608 
W-000530 W-127 

S17 S-5 
W-001853, W-294, 
W-003415 W-607 
0-000175, 0-90, 
W-000011 W-4 

S16 S-1l 
W-0023512 W-356 

S14 ji S-4 
S16 S-4........ .... . . ........ ................. ....................... .. .... ... .. .. ........ . . . .. ...... .... K .2 2 . ..... .... ... .... .... ...................................... ..... .... .. . .... ..  

Palazuelos-Jonckheere, Mary W-002199 W-346 
Palenchar, John - W-002379 W-361 
Palma, Ana M. f 0-000060, 0-30, 

0-000217, 0-106, 
4 0-000347 0-170 

PleHeather 1 Horizon Enterprises Grot-. Si 1 S-3 
Papazian, Maria del Carmen 0-000270 0-132 
Parcher, Robert City of Miami Beach W-003229 W-565 
Parekh, Avni __W-003270 W-577 
Parham, Elizabeth S. _ S1 S-1 
Parham, Paul SS 
Parhm, Joleo 1 W-001361 W-212 
Paris, Pura __ S1 S-1 
Parker, DeJohn H. - S1 S-1 
Parker, Janet W-001915 W-308 
Parker, Karen Jo W-001801 W-283 
Parker, Margaret A. 4 ................ Sil S-3 
Parker, Raymond C. S11 S-3 
Patchen, P. N. Gilson Engineering Sales, Inc. Sli I S-3 
Patel, Nick __ [ S14j I S-4 
Patrice, Nadine C. Operation Green Leaves 0-000320 0-157 
Patterson, Barry _0-000160 1 0-82 
Patterson, Jill 0 O-000164 0-84 
Patterson, Pamela ____$4___S-___1__ S 
Patterson, Shawn S $4 S--1 i 
Patterson, William I W-000620 W-134 
Pattison, Charles G. 1000 Friends of Florida i W-002135 W-335 
Paul, Michael, Jr. W-003403 W-604 

_y Nadia W-003280 W-580 
Payne, Kathleen _ S 1 i S-1 

Payne, Robert E. __ S 1__ S-1 
Peacock, aoriS1 S-1 
Peacock, Patrick ' S 1 4i S- 1 

........................S.
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Perez, Luis A. 0-000310 0-152__ 

Perie, Lome __Sl i S-3 

Perkins, Charles D. S1 S-1i 

Perkins, Jerry & Jeanne S_16 _ 
S-4 

Perkins, Jessica S 1..  

Perkins, Joseph h.. . .... . .. .. . . . .. S_1 __ S-1 

Perkins,.Raymond N. S1 S-1 

Perricelli, Claire S.. ..__ _" W-001867 W-298 
.Perr•,Marvin J.t MarvinJ. Perry, & Associates • S1 

Pershinr.Sandra S. __ _ _W-000752 W-152 

Peruer, Marnces ___ S10 S-3 

Peterman, Audrey Earthwise Productions, Inc. 0-000314 O-155 

Peters, Carol S. & William A. W -W-001582 W-246 

Peterson, Andrew & Ellen Sl1 S-3 

Peterson, Anna L. Wesleyan Universit W-002450 W-379 

Peterson, Bonnie _ Sl S-1 
Peterson, Eric S15 S-4 
Peterson, Kimberly S 14 S-4 

Peterson, Larry• W-000168 W-65 

Peterson, Marjorie S W 16 S-4 

Peterson, Myrtle L. W-002319 W-349 

Peterson, Sally _ _ W-000395 W-117 

Petri, Thomas E. _ Congress of the United States W-000995 W-182 

Pettit, John A. Miami-Dade Community Council 13 0-000171 0-88 

Pfl ___________ Jamie_ W-00 1362 W-212 

Phelan, Jolie [ - S2 S-1 

-Philips, Betty Sl S-3 
Phflp eW. - W-001004 W-184 

Calvin & Linda G. ____Sil S-3 
Phillips, Lemetrius __________________ S17 S-5 

Pilis, Rosalind __ __ S15 S-4 

lips, Roy G. 0-000034, 0-21, 
_W-000070 W-31

Name Organization Reference No. Page No.  

W-00176 __W-276 

yPearc, William W_001769 

Pearson, Jerry W-001506 W-235 

Pearson, Mary Shields _ - Sli S-3 

Pearson, Paul W-000059 W-17 

Pearson, Ralph 0 -000167 0-86 
Pederson, William W. - _ S-3 

"Peerson, Eve . W-001033 W-192 

Pelen, M. _ ""_ __ S10 S-3 
Pefia, Alexander S17 S-5 

Pena, Alice ___ _O_ 0-000170 O-88 

Penedo,_Nestor 0-000224 0-115 
Penelas, Alex, Mayor Miami-Dade CounPtY 0-0000.13 .. 0-7 

Ppp~er, Ja!cqueline V. ..... Community ouncil_#14l W-002509W-8~ 

Perema, Juan Carlos _ . S12 S-3 

Perez, Darien _ _W-001372 W-215 

Perez, Esteban -- - W-002385 W-362 

Perez. Joe W-000352 W-106
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Phhllips, Steven R. Solutions Management _ _W-000552 L W-9 
Phillips, Van B. & Mildred L. _ Sl1 S-3 i 

Phyfer, Lorie & Jay _ S1 S-3 
Piccolo, Louis & Phyllis S_1 S-1 
Piedra, Kenia SI S-1
Pike, Michael J.__ S_10 
Pike, Virginia M. 0-000050, SI0 
Pimental, Fred Sl1
Pineras, Christian
Pinillos, Edward P.
Pino, Michele 

.P .insof,..E velyn ..S .....S. .................................  
Pinto, Laura 
Pinto-Torres, Francisco 

Pinuice, Mania
Piotrowski, Vicki 
Pirtle. James A.
Plocs, Germaine A.
Pokomy, Cathryn
Pollard, Hermine
Poltarack, Sanford 
Pomar, Armando V.

Poole. Gravland

4

4

4.

W-003295 
Sl

............ s : ...............  
S-3 

0-27, S-3 
S-3

W-584 
S-1

W-003309 W-588 
S.. ........... ........ .... .......... ..................................... ........................... ............. ............. ......S ..... 6 .......... .... ..... ....... S 3..... .............  

Sl S-1 

W-001684, W-264, S 9, S18 S-3S, 

_Si S-1 
-__W-000920 W-173 
__SlI S-3 
_ W-002402 W-365 

W-003356 W-596 S.. .... .. . .. .. ............. .. ......... ............... .... .... .... 8 • ..... ...... ... ........ • ' 5 -.....  
_________ _____ W-000837 W-163 

_ _Sl S-1 
League of United Latin American i 0-000169, 0-87, 
Citizens W-000006 W-2

W-AOfl441 W-619
Poole, J. Gregory, Jr. _ S11 S-3 
Poole, Richard __W-003411 IW-605 
Pope, Carl Sierra Club South Florida/Everglades W-003238 W-569 

Office _ 

Pope,Peck W-000743 W-149 
Portal, Santiago 0-000225, 0-115, 

jW-001650 W-255 
Porter, Jeff 1 W-001644 W 25--25 
P orter,,be h ____et W-00 1493 W-233 
Porter, Roger J. .[ _..........._"Si__..l. S-3 

Goin sGina__ W-001032 W-192 
Post, Matthew __W-001363 W-213 
Pou, Armando & Vivian __W-002423 W-371 
Pouch, Richard C. _ Sl1 S-3 
Powell, D. W-000862 W-166 
Powell, Maria & Harold jW-000254 W-82 
Powell, Mary 4_ W-000397 W-118 
Pratt, Eloise M. 3 W-78 
Preio, Madeline , W-002061 W-325 
Prestegard, Kurt H. __Sli 1 S-3 
Preston, Alexandra _ _S17 S-5 
Price, Lisa C. _ W-000195 W-72 
Price, Lome H. _W000739, S16 W-148 S-4 
Price, Natasha W-000371, W-1 iI, 

W-000738, W-148, 
_ W-000740 W-148
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Pris, eit ______ ____ ___Sil S-3 

Pro, Fernando, Jr. 0-000125 0-62 
Prudhoinme, Joseph J. __ _______ W-000167 W-6 

Puccia, Frank W-001059 W-193 

Pugh, Pamela W. S16 S-4 

Puglisi, Do.th. . S1 S-3 
P Lee H. 0 Sl S-3 

puR-h,000272 0-132 
Purcell T W W-003243 1 W-572 
Purnell, Archie __ _ Sl S-1 

Purrinos, Sergio I W-000450 W-123 

IPyzia, Melissa W-002077 W-329 ............. .... ............ ........................... ................................... -I ......... ........................ ..................................... ...................................... ................. -, -2 0 . .7 .............. W -3 9 ............  
_Quartin, Marie _ _ S1 S-1 
-Q u!artn , M ichael S 1 i S- 1 

_Quesada, Olman _ W-003271 )W-578 

Qinlan, JohnA. W-00 1828 _ W-288 

T.T 4 S-1 
Quinn, Rodney S. W034, W105, 

____W-000974, Sl W-179, S-1 
LQuintana, Beatriz i .. 0-000274 0-133 

Quintana, Damarie 0-000094, 0-43,
0-000258, 0-129, 

-- W-003221 W-554 

Quintana, Darcie 0-000153, 0-74, 
W w-003220 W-554 

0Quintana, Rosa _ __ _0-000152 0-74 

Rabin, Mitch . Living Colors Nurser, Inc. W-002030 W-317

Rabin, PattTy 
Rader .Thme.s 1R.

_ _ _ __0-000358 0-87 
Financial Asset Management Inc. Sl i S-3

Radford, Darlene S 1 __ S- 1 • 

Radford, Karen _S S-1 

Radice, Jose h _ _W-001860 i W-296 

Radice, Judith J. __W-001901 W-304 
RadicPePaul A. W-000315 W -96 

Raeber, Kate W-001681 W-263 
Ragno, Damien W-000909 W- 172 

Ragno, Fred W-000908 W- 171 

Rano,_Lisa W-000907 W- 171 

Ragucci, Bartholomew D. W-002950,Sl1 W-537, S-3 

Rahe, Marlene _ Sl t S-1 

Rahe, Ronald E. S1 S-1 

Rahel, Cliff R. Rahel Corporation S_ 11 S-3 

Rahm, Rick W-000336 W-104 

Raithel, William S. _ Sl1,S16 -3 S-4 

Ramos, Danielle W-001364 W-213 
Ramos, Maria S1 S-i 

Rance, Robert & Eileen _ _W-002449 W-379 

Rand, Stanley, III _ Rand Insurance, Inc. Sl S-3 

Rasco, Ana _ 0-000006 0-2 

Rasco, Jose Ignacio, MayKor Bisca ne 0-000018 0-101 .
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Rasco, Ramon E.  

Raspiller, Ginger ...... e ........................ ... ... . ........ ...........  
Ratajczak, Rebecca R.  
Rathson, Colin 
Rauchman, Robert 
Raven, William F., III 
Ray, Pamela B.  
Rayfield, Hilda D.  
Raymond, John U.  
Raz, Katherine 
Read, Alice 
Read, Maureen
Reback, Paul D.  
Rebuth, Richard ..............I - I ............ ...... .................. ............ ..  

- Reddiaý, Takeyha ___ 

Redford, Adam 
Redondo, Michael
Reed, Bruce
Reed, Nathaniel P.

Organization Reference No.' Page No 
-------------------------------------.....................  

Rasco Reimnger & Perez P.A. 0-000336, 0-164, 
! W-002730 W-433 

0 -000111 0-56 , ............ .... ............... ............ ......... ......... ...................... ......... i .......... ...... ... . .. ...... . ... .. .. .. ...  
± - W-002Q3264 W-576 

W-002154 - _ W-340 
_ _ _ __ Sl S-1 SS1 S-1 

....... W-001912 3•07 

S S31 

- W-001803 W-284 
j _W-000766 W-155 

_ _S1 S-1
<Reback Realty, Inc. Sil - S-3 

South Dade Community Council W-002334 W-354 
!_-doS17 S-5 

__________0-000103 0-52 

W-003305 IW-587

-... -..... -......-. --.-__ -.... --. --...-.........---.--.-....---....-.-.....--.-..........--- __--_-.--......-- - - -

Reed. Stuart
Reed, Suzanne 
Reeve, H. Robert
Regido, Emma 
Reid, Alexis 
Reinhardt, Margaret 
Reinhardt, Robert H.
Reininse~r, Steve 
Reiter, Rollin S.  
Rentschler, Dennis

W-002043 W-320 
W-003224 W-555 
W-002354 -- W3-57 
W-002419 W-370 
W-002775 W-525 i 
W-001813 W-285 

S2 S-I

S 1 _ _ _S -1l Sl F S-1 
S. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . .

W-000157 W-61 
W-000966 W-178 
W-001728 W-269

[Replogle, Joan - W-001425, W-223, 
_B ____ LbL _ _______ W-001881 W-300 

Repier, Bannin & Libby W-001248 W-200 
Ress, Lawrence 0-000245..0.122, 

W-000128 W-50 
Reyes, Jaime Community Council # 15 0-000186 0-94 

e e, Shelby 0 -000185 0-94 
Reynolds, Mar garet B. -- S11 S-3 j 
Reynolds, Thomas M. C of the United States _ W-002754 W-465 J 
Rhoads, William, Jr. _ i W-001865 W-298 
Rhodes, Fred W-000351, W-106, 

S_ _ _W-000984 W-180 
Rice, Suzette I Station 4 Citizen Advisory Committee 0-000203 0-99 
Rich, Michael P. I READCO S 11 S-3 
Richard, Gina __S17 S-5 
Richards, Gilbert Richards Industries SiS516 S-3 S-4 
Richards, Mary D. W W -000040 W- 12 
Richards, Mavis 0 - O-000118 0-59 t 
Richardson, Andrew S. -Sll S1S-3 I 
Richardson, Bett• _B. .___ S-ll ___ S-3 ...S.i
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Richardson, Michael E. First National Bank of Homestead 0-000043, i 0-24, 
W-000363 I W-108 

-- : . . . . ... . . .. .... .. -- }•- -" - - -. . . . . . .- -i S 11 3+ 3-r --' -- - - -

Ricker ....... ..... .... ...... ........... ......................................... ...............__.................................... ................... ..............  '1R icker PeterE i•..................................... .................................. -{ -S0 870 w -13 , 

Ridolf, William R. W-000870, W- 167, 
W-003265 W-576 

Riff, Mark 10-000067 0-33 
....... ....... ....................... ......... ............. . ............ ... ........ ........................................ ..... .................... .. .... .......  

. .. I ...........J. .. .. .......... .. .....  
Riqggn, Doris - -- t--- -__- Sli i_ S-3 

RgsJuetG. ...- .Sb S-3 

Rile, Neill - __ _ W-001375 W-216 

Rily, Vina -R. W-001919 W-309 

~Riey, Will W-001916 W-308 [._!~ .....----.. -.. ..... ..... . . . ... .. ........... . . . .. .... ... . .... ...... ...... . ... ........... .. ..................... +. .......... . ...... ... ,.......... ....... . ... . ...  

Riley, William I.B.E.W. Local Union 349 0 0-000054, I -28, 
0-000351 0-171 

Ring, Richard Everglades Natonal Park 0 000028 0-18 
......... --.-.-.-----.---.  

Rios, Gwenn W-000931 W-175 

Rivich, Robert & Catherine i .- Sll S-3 

Risden, Michael e. . W-000277 I W-87

Risof, Patricia 

Rist, Karsten A.  

RtDavid C.  

Rivadeneira, Diego _.  
Rivadeneira, Juan C.  
Rivera, Aida 
Rivera, Emesto 
Riverci, Jennifer
Rivero, Luisa M.  
Roark, Sean P.

-S1I S-1 
Tropical Audubon Society, Inc. 0-000113 0-57 

Ocean Reef Community Association 0-000030, 0-19, 
E W-000368, W-110, 

W-002630 W-412 

1 W-000052 W-16 
W-000051 W-15 
W01 S W-2 

.. W-001-.600 W-249

-S17 S-5

- .... ....... .... .... . 0-000298 0-148 

itt,, c-f ,-Anth Miamui TW-003231 W-566
nuourina, . ho, IVTytlao 

Robbins, Charles W-000166 i W-64 
Robbins, Patricia Farm Share, Inc. 0-000040 0-23 

.................... ....... ...................  

Roberts, Maria E. ____ __ __________ W-002409 W-369 

Robertson, Martin K. _W-041 S S-1 

Roberts, Melanie- - W-003441 W-612 

Robie, Richard S., Jr. Robie Properties LLC _ S16 S-4 

Robinson, Candis i W-001884 W-300 

Robinson Family W-002387 W-363 

Robinson, James H., Jr. W-001869 W-298 
"Robinson, Ken & Joan _ W-00 1642 W-252 

Robinson, Michael t 0-000296 0-147 

Robinson, Michael -University of Miami Marine Science W-001471 W-230 

_ProgTam _ 

Robinson, Richard B. , i W-000972 W-179 

Robins ney W-000073 W-34 

Robulock, Nicholas 0-000283, 0-136, 
I W-000137 W-56 

Rocha, Cynthia ___ ____ S12 S-3 

Rocha, Harv _____________ 
W028 W-3621 r e + { S14 " S-4 

Rock, Georg .. ......-. ........... . .S1 s-4 

RokwtBarbara _ _ _ _ _ Si1

i
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ýRodriguzA. S3 _ -1 
Rodriguez, Arbey ..... W-0016031 W-250 
Rodriguez, Cesar W-000164 j W-64
Rodr .ez., Chris S1 Si 
Rodriguez, Clemente 0-000250 0 -124 ~~~~~~~~~~. ........ . ........................... .. .......... ....................... . ........... .. .. .... . . .. ..... ............... ....... .... ....................... . .. . ....... . . .. . ........ •....... ... ... .. .. ...... * 

Rodriguez, Criss E.. , W-003219 W-554 
Rodriguez, Felix 0-000058, 030, 

0-000342 0-167 
Rodriýgz, Francica 0-000260 0 -129 
Rodri'jguez, Lisette _,__ W-003300 W-585 
Rodi'jguez, Lourdes _ Manuel Diaz Farms, Inc. W-000063 W-18 

Rodripez, S. _.__ _S10 S-3 
Roedema, Charles E. W-000655 i W-135 
Roedema, Margaret W-000821 W- 161 ....................... .-.... ........... .......... .......................... ........ ....................................................................................................... .............. .................  
Rohan, Lynn .. .. ___SI S-1 
Rohan, Nancy F. & Neil J. 1___ S11,S16 I S-3,S-4 
Roitman, Lina { S1 S- 1 __ 

Ro , FraMnk.M - _Sll . S-3
Romain-Julien, Guay _.W-003293 1 W-584 
Roman, Alfred M. . Sli S-3 
Romanowski, Scott S4S14 S4 
Romero, Jose, III 0-000189 1 0-96 
Romero, Jose Manuel, Jr. 0-000084, 0-40, 

0-000129, 0-64, 
0-000215, 0-106, 

S0-000234 0-118 
Romero, Jose Ray 0-000102, 0-52, 

S0-000352 0-171 
Romero, Julie R. MCR Lumber 0-000322 -O-158 
Romero, Linda _W-001028 i 191 Romine, Joseph & Janet H. I W-001591 W-247 

Romney, Dave W-000526 W-126 
Rooch, Cheryl S6 S-2 
Roon, Donald Si S-3 
Rosales, Sherrny __ W-003296 W-584 
Rose, Andrew . . .. . . . . 0-000355 0-29 
Rose, Richard W. _ Sli S-3 
Rose, Samuel G. S__11 S-3 
Rosean, Stephen G., Sr. W 600074 . W-66 
Rosembert, Kevin _- S17 S-_ 
Rosenberg, Madelon 4_ Sl S-1 
Rosenberg, Ron , _ _0-000323 0 -158 
. n .She _rp____W-001026 W- 191 
Rosendahl, Kay 0-000121 0-60 
Rosepik, Ronald K. Space Access, LLC W-002629 I 411 
Ross, Janice R. & Scott D. W-001812 W-285 
Rostant, Mabel S5,S15 S-2, S-4 
Rotaton, Michelle & Peter S8 S-2 

Rothbart, Michael B.J _______ Sll,S16 S-3,S-4 

Lj-4e Fina ------

............. 1- - ......................
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....... . ......... ................... ..... .... ............................ .. ................ ........................ ............... ........................... ......... ............... ................. ..... ........ ... ..........................  

"Rothing, Rex Riviera Village Property Owners W-000045 W- 14 
__Association _ } 

y R Y. S18 S-5 
Roud, Roberta Y....... ............. ......................... ................................................  
RousseauAliceM .... .- . SS-3 
Rovetto, Robert S1 ). S 

Rowley, Chri~styM. ___ _ Si 5-1 
TRo Christo her Everglades Coalition 0-000293 

Rozek, S~hire- W-000674 W-138 

Rozen, Ruth -S14 S-4........  

Rubiera, Irma, -Slo S-3 

Rudisch, David _ W-000096 W-42 

Rudisch, David-& Mary W-001864 W-297 

Rudisch, Mary - W-000095 i W-42 

Ruiz, Adolfo R. i $S6 S-_ [Ruiz, Carlo W-000023 W-8 

Ruiz, David ___ __ _________ 0-000002 0-1 
~---- -T-1-gai S6 , w-

Ruiz, Elsie) S6 S2 [Ruiz, Johanna ____ W-000014W

Ruiz, Pablo [ i 0-000174 0-89 
Runnells, Clive . . Sil. S3 
.... o G e i ........... ............................. • ...... .. .............. . . .. ............ .... .. W - 0 0 35..-13.  

RusGerald W__ _____ _______000335 W-103 

Ryan, Conal D...- W-001656 W-257 

R jder, Eva _ W-001658 W-257 

Saavedra Carrie S1 S-1
................. .. 2 ........... . .... .. . . ... .... . .... --- ............. .. . ........ .. . ... . . . . ... .--- .. . . ........ .... .... -. . ... . . .. . ..So s , R e, - 1 _S - -1 

Sacosa, Reed ___ ___ ____ Si S-1 
Saffir, Herbert S. Herbert S. Saffir, ConsultinlpEngineers j W-000189 W-70 

Lily ana Sl S-1 

Saia, Helen Clauder _ Sl1 S-3 
Sairol, Cessie S-1....... ..~.. . . . . . 5.a i s i ~ .. ..... .. ... .. ............... ... .. ........ .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... . ... ..................................... .......... ................. .......... .. ....... .......... ... .- --- --... .. ...... ..... ..... ..........g. .......  
Saijtts,K1aren ____ S-1 ___ 5 

Salas, Karen E. 0-000074, 0-35, 
0-000132, 0-65, 
0-000361 0-169 

Salas, Roberto 0-000259 0 129 

Salazar, Maria Si 1 S-1 
Saliman, Irene............ Sll S-3 

Salsich, Patrick W-002125 W-333 I 

_alu Lisa S1 S1... -1-

Salvador, Yesenier __ S1 1 -1 

Salzer, Lome S1 S-1 
Sammis, Donald 1_ W003 2 52  W-573 

Samson, Jessica - S17 S-5 

San Pedro, Patricia W-000953 W- 176 

Sanchez, Clara S 1 S-S1 

Sanchez, Ignacio E. 0-000033, 0-20, 
0-000134, 0-66, 
0-000339 0-166 

Sanchez, Loma ...... S.1 S
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Sýanchez, Roberto _____ ____ ____W-002382 W-361 
Sanford, Elizabeth S. W-000327, W-l100, 

... ... ......... W-002851 . W-528 

Sanford, Ellen Monroe i I W-001528,5 1 W-238, S- I 
Sanjgster, Shamika W-002462 W-381 
Santemma, Jon N. VSantemma and Deutsch, LLP Si S-3 
S§anti,_Vinc~enzo -. Si 5-1 

SnigAlison si S-1.. .. .- .  

Santizo, Maria i i W-000139 W-56 
Santizo, Mario 1 0-000107, 0-54, 

....... .... .... ... W -002202 .I W -346 

Santovenia, Theresa ] 0-000008 0-3 

S app, Shirley - -
. 1 .......  

SappSteve Dade County Farm Bureau 1 0-000069. 0-33
Sarsich, Maritza B. ! Si I S-1 
Sastre, Luis R., Jr. W-000125 W-50 S au l P er y_ t........... . ........................................... 7 . . . • ........... "S i'...-..............S -- .............  
Saul, Peay ___ _____ __ S-i1_ 
Savabria, George M. ! W-002082 W-330 

Savage, Thomas W. Sl S-3 
Savard, Edward _Si 1S-1 
Savard, Jeanne S1 S-1 
Savett, Adam T. W-001732 W-270 

Sa.wyer,Sherri SI S-1 
Saxon, Thrn W-001766 W-276 
Saylor, Nancy J. j W-000104 W-44 
Scarbro, Magie Young Friends of the Ever-ades i W-000089 W-40 
Schaad, John Schaad Properties _ $I11 S-3 3 
Schaad, Louis E. l S411 S3 
Schachter, Mary F. ___4_________ S6 S-2 
Schattenburg, Bruce & Jennifer The Sacks Group. . S.11 S-3.  

Scherf, Brian IFlorida Biodiversity Project . 0-000209, 0 -103, 
_ _ jW-002622 W-389 

Schiavone, Jean R. W-000379 W- 13 
Schiavone, Ronald ____W-000382 W-114 I 
Schleider, Diane S5,S15 S-2,S-4 
Schlelib, Samuel -8 S-2 
Schmidt, Jill W-003321 W 590 
Schneider, Danielle W-003308 W-587 
Schneider, Erik Si S-1 
Schneider, Rebekka - W-003292 W-583 
Schneider, Stanley A. Schneider Communications W-000839 2 W-163 
Schnoor, Dean F. W-001002 W-184 
Schoendorfer, George .W-000777 W.157 
Schoenwiesner, Victoria Westview Middle School W-002511 W-388 
Schonhoff, Jeff W-001794 W-282 
Schreiber, Alicia M. 0-000126, 0-62, 

W-000135 W-55 
Schuenzel, Christine A. W-001486 1 W-233 
Schuenzel, Ernest C. W-001487 - W-233 
Schulman, Bert W-002070 W-327 
Schulman,ElnEv ynI S15 .. L.. L§ .... S-3, S-4 

........Final....SETS
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Schuman, William J. . W-001463 W-229 

Schumer, Doris H. _ W-000728,S11I W-145, S-3 

Schwartz, Lynne "_ _ Si S-1 
chwartz, Robert ___W-002460 W-381 

Schwartz, Sonia W-002437 W-377 ......... ..ia ............................ .................... -- ---- -- ----- ..24 3 7 .W--3 77---- ------

Schwarz, Cheryl - W-000823 W- 161..  
Schwiep, Paul J. Aragon, Burlington, Weil & Crockett, 0-000181 0-92 ... .... ...... ...... ....................................................  
Scofield,Douglas G. W... 3 .  

Scott, Clarissa W-000087 W-39 i. c_ tt v- .asa ...... ... ........... .. .-i 0-0 0244 -122, 

Scott, Eugene 0-000244, 0-122, 
W-002162 W-342 

Scott, Gwladys E. 0-000236, 0-119, 
W-000121, W-48, 
W-001893 W-303

Scott, Marie 
Sculthorpe, Anita V.  
Sea, Walter E...  
S�e�a�m�n�,Cnha

____IW-001027 j W-000955 

W-003255

W-191 
W-177 

S-3 
S-1 

W-574

Sebben, Christina _ __-_W-001661 W-258 
SeehousenM. S4 S-1 

SeeleyLTarbara __ W-002439 W-377 

Seetoo, Sallie 0-000154 .0-74 

___oo Thma L &Sali B W-003396 W-602 

Seibert, Steven M. - airFlorida Department of Community W-002747 W-459 

.Affairs 
Seifert, Kim & David _ _ Sli S-3 

Seifried, Rosemary __ I_ _ _ ~ :0 4W-318~ 
Self, Daniel & Cynthia ! W-001317 W-206 

Sellek, Mercedes M. Rasco & Reininger, P.A. 0-000047, 0-26, 
0-000131, 0-65, 
0-000349 0-170 

Sernaker, Margaret A. _-S1 S-1 

Serrano, Carmen E. _ W-002078 1 W-329 
Servello, Felix W-000115 W-47 

Sesh, Frank P. $5,S15 S-2,S-4 

Setera, Veronica Nu$5,rS15a. S-2, S-4 

S e w a r d , P e t e r A . ..... . . .. ... . ..... . .. .... ... W -0 0 1 9 0 9 W -3 0 6 

Sewell, Bradford H. Ntural Resources Defense Council 0-000062, 0-30, 
W-002756 W-466 

'Sewell, Joseph G. Greater New Covenant Missionary j 0-000068, S3 0-33, S-1 
_Baptist Church_ 

Sexton, Christine . W-000767§ W-155 

Shannon, Jim S14 S-4 
S j o,-Peter & Sally S1l S-3 

Shater, Brenda S1 S-1 

Sheal, Psatricia _1 
5 -1 

Sheffield, Lena _ _S 1 L Si 

Shellem, Elaine _ _ _ S1 S-1 

Shelton. Heather W-001751 W-272
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Shear, J ____ ___ ___ -0013179 I W-218 I 

Shepherd, Joel MA _ SheTherd Products Company Sl S-3 
S heard, Jane [ W-002391 W-364 
Sheriff, Mary Ellen _ W-000670 W-137 
Sherman, Randi Fetner. . ... S1i S-3 
Shields, Michael F. Flat Rock Metal, Inc. - SSll S-3 

Shields, Pete 0-000031, 0-20, 
. .......... W-000036 . W-11 

&hiardarete Flat Rock Metal, Inc. ___ S11,S16 i S-3,S-4 
.Sohipley, Robert- P. ___W-003424 W-609 
Shipley, Shl& William Energy Sli S-3 
Shiver, Steve, Mayor C of Homestead 0-000014 0-8 
Shmalo, Steve _ S1 S-1 
Short, Linda f S1 S-1 
Short, Steven A. S1 S-

Shumacker, Lloy4 J. QMrs.) 
Shumwav. Frank R.. Jr.
ShumwayFrank R., Ill 
Shumway, Shirley P.

S§hvetz, Paula ____ ___ 

Siegel, Ellen R.

Siegel, Steven
Siegrist. Toni

4 -�

----- 4

Sieveking, Phyllis
Silveira, Kristine

Sll S-3 S................... ~ i ....................... .............. : ..........  
W-000579 W-131 
W-001483 2W-2 

Sli S-3 
W-000830, W-162, 
W-000831 W-162 
W-001802 W-283 
W-000030, W-10, 
W-001386 W-220

- W-000150 
W-00 800 

SI
S14

W-59 
W-283 

S-1
S-4

Silverman, Marc t 1 S-1 
Silvemail, Joyce B. + W-000211 L W-76 
Simmons, Betty Jean SS-1 
Simmons, Edward i W-001470 W-230 
Simmons, Lula +1 - 1 S-1 Simmons, O W-002476 W-384 
Simonhoff, David __W-003311 W-588 __ 

Simpson, Henriette L. & R. Smith W-001821 W-287 
Simpson, Kenneth H. _ Sl1 L S-3 
Si-mpson, R W-000147 W-58 
Simpson, Roce H.! 0-000331 0 -162 
Sims, Jo Anne i S7 _S-2 

Sims, Russell A. S $7 ]" S-2 
Singer, Lee I S14 S-4 
.Singler, Roxanne ____ _Si1 S-l 

Sinto, Jessica P. W-003290 W-583 
Skl_ R F. W-000419 I W-121 
Skinner, Renate H. Florida Department of Environmental W-002424 W-371 

tProtection _ 

Skinner, Robert F. [ Robert F. Skinner & Associates, Inc. 0-000081 2 0-38 
Skove, Ellen H.t Si1 S-3 
Skudder, Elizabeth Jayne W-001252 W-200 
Skudder, Paul A.[ SSl1,S16 s3 s4

1-53 
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........ 1........ .... . . . . .1 ..... _ ...... .......  "Slaton, C. Wayne Miami Lakes Civic Association 000020, 0-11, 

- . W-003228 W-563 

Slatte,. .Willia ....... . ................. ................. . .W000173 . W-66.  

Sloan, Sharon . . . . . . . . . . . . .. S5.Si' S-2, S-4 

Sloane, Jacob W-003365 W-597 

Sloane, Martha 0-000142, 0-71, 
0-000267 0-131 

§SloaneStephen F. S14 S-4 

Slotnick, Michael C. 0-000290 '. 0-144 A 
LmIlien, Thelma -S17 S S-5 

Smith, Alice hmH. 0-000124,S1 0-61, S-1 

Smith, Edward H. - __ __Sl 5-1 

Smith, Edward W. W-000018 W-7 

Smith, Eileen 0-000284 0-136 

_mith, Jay R. - - W-001557 W-244 
Smith, Kath - - 1-

Smith, wth 0 SllS-00206 W-323

mithRah 002055 W-323 

Smith, Robert H. The Futures Grop Sl S-3 

SmithRobert L. S ........-. .Si S-1 [ Smolan, G. W- __ ."xW-000398 W-118 

Snider, Mary Lou i-W-000310 W-94 

Snipes, Larry Si S-1 

S nder, Fay Ce __i W-000357 2_ W-108 

Socha, W. Scott i i 0-000316 ' 0 156 

Sokol, Lauren 1 S1 S-1 
So.is,aTamara ................. W-003310 W-588 

Somm er, Ken .. . ..... . .. .. .. .. . . ... . . .0-000095 1 0-43 

Sorenson, Katy Miami-Dade County Board of 0-000021, 0-12, 
C.si1s-000159 W-62 

------o•-i o~ ---'-C " -ula i- .................. . 11 .S-3.........  

Soeson, Robert C. & Julia R. _ __ __ Sli S-3 

Sosa, Daniel S1 S-1 

Sosa, Jovan _ S 1 1 
Southard, Paige W-001373 W-215 

Souto, A.. Si S3-3 

Souto, Javier Miami-Dade County Board of 0-000223 0-114 
Commissioners 

-parks, An-gela 11 
Speman, Carole J. W-000190 i W-70 

Spence, Christopher E. j Spence Group Services, Inc. S1L i S-3 

S-eýce, William R., Jr. jSpence Group Services, Inc. S li S-3 

Spencer, Bill & Linda - S11 S-3 

SpRencer, James W-002627 W-404 

Spencer, London i 1 0-000156 _ 0-74 i 

Jo Beth W-000158 W-61 .  
ikes, Sheteuia ___ _ S17 S-5 

S illman, John _0-000321 0-158 
Spiner, Eitan & Cheryl ___W-002617 W-389 
S Eohrer, B. F. _____ jChallenge Air Caro W-002727 W W-432 

St.oor, T. Richard ___ _S1l,S16 S-3, S-4

Final SEIS 
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Ii 

[ 

r

Steketee, Deborah M.
Stephens, James N.
Stem, He_ F. ...  
Stem, William J.  
Stemlieb, Leslie 
Stetser, Christopher

- +

Stem Advertising

W-000297 W-90
W-002149 W-339 

Sll S-3 
Sll S-3 

W-002147 W-339 
W-003259 W-574

Stevens, Jason Se m aS14 S-4 i 
.Stevernsn, Tim R. 1U-ed-t+ate o! ac 

Stewart, Gudrun-i S1 S-1 
Stewart, Jack S 1 [ S-I1 
Stierheim, M. R. Miami-Dade County, Office of County W-002712 I W-430 

Manag er 8 
Stierwalt, Richard E. ORBITEX Financial Services Group__ ... ... ..  
S , W . ... . . S1 S-1 
Stocker, Gene Sli S-3 
Stockman, Daniel L. S11 S-1 
Stockman, Darcy_ S1 S--1 
StJckman, dy .. S1 S-1 
Stocks, Jane t W-000271 W-87 
Stoddard, Philip t W-000080 W-37 
Stommes, Desiree ! , S1 1 S-1 
Stone, Alexander _____ _ __- 0-000299 0-148 
Stone, Christine M. t _ S 11, SI15 S-3, S-4 

Stover, William T. W-002876 I W-528 
Strauss, Mildred L. W-000054, S1 i W-16, S-1 
Strawder, Jill 1 814 1 S-4 
StipinCh M. t W-000134 __W-55 
Strode, J.P. I J. P. Strode & Associates, Inc. - Sli I S-3 

Stroehmann, D. L. __.. .. .. . ................. . V S1l S-3

Name Organization Reference No.' Page No.  

pt.-000313 0 -154 
Sqotts, Richard . W-000239 W-78 
St. Aubin, Leo F._ _ S1 i ..... S"-_ ........1 1 
St. Pierre, Leslie _ W-00 1465 W-229 
Stack, Pamela A. S9 S-3 

Stacy, Janis _____ ____ l -5 SI1 
Stacy, Pat W-001469 I W-229 
Staj~duhar, Evan . . . ..-........ W-001818 W -286 
Stanton, Robert MA Stanton Partners, Inc. S-l 3 
Stark, Joan Stanon _ _3_oW-°°0°0 ° 1020W 189 
Starkey, Zelma _____ W-000 112 W-46 
Stebbins, Elisabeth S. $,S5 i S2 ........ i ... -... ..... ............ ....................................... ............................... ..... ............................................. ............. ...................................... i ...... ..............................i .......... ..... ;i ................. ... .............. ...... ............. .  
Steele, Bill _____.W-003426 W-609 
Steele, Bridget F. , i Si S-1 
Steele, Clifford R. _ Sl1 S-3 
Steele, Dewey E. W-000314 W-95 
Steele, Veon A. Sl S-1 

Stein, Hermann B. 1 _ ____ W-003236 W-568...........  
Steinbrink, Scott C. S-14 - S-4 4 
Steinman, Gregg- Young Friends of the Everglades W-000090 W 40 

Steitz, Jim W-001777 W-278

- -............... . . . . . . .. .... . . . .. . ... .... -- -- .. .. ... ........... .. I
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",�ryL .. �............W6W-00 0 Si1 W- 185,S-3 j 
Strozien, Diane .S S-I 

Stsurn, Querline _ _S_17 S-5 

S 1tumplPatricia Ann __W-001025 W-190 
Stunkard, A. J. W-001835 W-290 

Stuntz, Martha M. --- ----- W-001553 W-242 

Stutsman, Paul M. Stutsman Design Group, Inc. W-001830 W-288 

Stauys, Jo Ellen S1 S-1
Ronda S14 S-4 

Suarez, Cindy W-000749 W--151 

Suarez, Gustavo A. S_1 S-1 
Suarez, Jay V. 0-000287 0-143 

.ez Ja.V.............................. ........ ..W..................  
Sullivan, Christopher W- ..... ........002081 W-330..  
Sullivan, Nancy 0-000116, 0-58, 

W-000002 W-1 

Suris, Hilda S_1 S-S1 

Svaldi, Elaine _ S_1 S-1 r .. hZ T Sll S16 - S-3. S-4

Swam, Ellen S4 I __1--S4 -S-1 
Swanber, Ken 0-000112 0-57 

Swenson, Cynthia C.___ S11,S18 S-3,S-5 

Swenson, Jean K. _ W-000736 W- 147 

Swenson, R. P. W-000737 W-148 

Swerdlin, Lee __S_1 S-1 
Swift, John & Mary Sll,S16 S-3, S-4 

wid lE.------------__ __ ____ __ __ _ Sil S-3 
Swindell, Phyllis S. W-000665 W-137 

Swords, Alycia ___ S1 SI-1 

Sykes, Thelma _ !W-000925 W-174 

S ykork , ýLle E. _ W-000235 W-77 

Sytsma, Dennis Jon 0-000301, 0-149, 
W-001384, W-219, 
W-001604, W-250, 
W-003233 W-567 

Takeshita, Sandra 0 _ __....___-00-00_91 ..... ___0-42_ _ 

Talarico, Carla Bernabei I.... i Perrine-Cutler Rdde Council, Inc. W-002615 W-389 

Talavera, Rina __W-000 108 W-45 

Talbot, Deborah L. __W-001837 W-291 

Talbot, Herbert W. S1 S-3 
Tallard•y, Charles C., III SL1,S16 S-3,S-4 

Talrmad .. aA W-000270 W-86 

Tanis, Victor __S17 S-5 

Tarnow, Jo~yce W-002049 W-322 

Taubensee, Bruce T. Taubensee Steel & Wire omanS, S16 S-3 5-4 

Taubensee, Dale T. Taubensee Steel & Wire Company ll, S16 S-3, S-4 
Taubensee, Kent T. Steel & Wire Company Si1, S16 S-3, S-4 

Taubensee, Shirley jTaubensee Steel & Wire Copny S1i, S16 S-3, S-4 

Taylor, John N., Jr. _ _ Sil S-3 

Taylr, Laura A. ___._S14 S-4 
ýor, Lynne E. 8 S

Taylor, Robert M.AS1 . S3
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Ta!jor, Ton_ Sli S-3 
Tr, illam ylor & Taylor Partnersh 

Thayri, allam S-3W 4 Tchakarian, Darla ! . ............ .i W--000264 W-'-"• --85.. .

Tchakarian, Judy F. __W-000313 ___-95 
Teague, Jonathon M. S14 S-4 
Teas, Howard J. Florida Life Care Residents W-00 1562, W-245, 

____ ______ ______ Association, Inc. __ _W-003239 W-570 

Tenor, Amos S__ ___ .. ___ 17 S55 

Tetlen,_Philip± H. S_11 S-3 
Tercilla, Orlando _ Si1 S-_1_ _ 

Terrell, T. M. _ W-000678 W-139 
"Terrill, Mildred W-000117 W-47
Teny, Frank H., Sr. _ 

Terry, Karen E.  Thi~bou, Tiffany

Thomas, Eugene 
Thomas, Gary

Thomas, Graham 
Thomas, Hilary

W-001825 
Sil .1...................... 
7... ... . ........................  S17

W-001366 
W-001679, 
S9, S18 

W-000558 
S14

W-288 
. S-3 .  

S-5
W-213 

W-263, 
S-3, S-5 
W-130 

S-4
Thomas, J. F. W-00 1646 1 W-254 1 
Thomas, Joanne " W-000564 W- 131 
Thomas, .Joan B. _____ ____________ 1 S-3 
Thomas, John _ _ _W-002461 W-381 
Thompson, J.D. 1 W-002038 W-319 

Thompson, John M. j _1 S3
Thompson, Nelda W-002050 W-322 
Thorpe, Gloria M. _ . .. . . . . . . . .. Si S ..  
Thrasher, John Florida Legislatre W-000 176 W-67 
Tillotson, Guy S. _ W-000240 W-79 
Tilney, Germaine 0-000289, 0-144, 

W-002060 W-324 
Tilney, Robert F. W .- 000725, W--144, 

_ W-000726 W-144 
Timmis, Michael iS11 S-3 
Tirrell, Debbie W-001938 W-313 
Tirrell, Roderick T. Sierra Club of Broward County 0-000208, 0 -102, 

•W-001939 i W-313 j 
Tober, Jeff = W-003346 W-594 

Tod, Fred, Jr. f W-000306, 1 W-92, 
__W-001178 W-197 

Todd, Winshitp A. - ____ W-000873 ] W-167 
Tokos, Tom S_14 S S-4 
Tomita, Judy _ S§1 S-1 
Toreno, Bobbi _S6 S-2 
Toreno, Joseph R. S... .S-2..  

.Torreso ce.h ................. ........... ..... .......  
Torres, _________ Jackie___ Si 

Torres, Jaime -S S--1 
Toulan, John W. _S_1_li S-3 
Townsend, Charles H. _ _W-001911 W-307
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S............ ......... ................... ...................... ....... .................. ................... • .... .. ...... ...... ....... ..... ................................. ........ ....... .................... .................... . ................. ................. ......................W-0 0 0 4 0 0....-......  

Townsend, Kerry W. W-000400 W-119 
Townsend, Lee I. W-001735 W-270 

Townshend, William B. .- _______ W-001855 W-295 

Tranthem, James B. Keys Gate SingleFamily HOA W-002163 W-342 
. .Trappmann, e W-002193 } W-344 

ýTrajuzzano,_John __ W-002315 I W-349 

Trenthem, Theresa Si S-1 
Sr10 S-3 

T0a - 000324 0-158 Troner. Su~a . h ....................................  
Trotter, Richard W. S6 S-2 

TLruax -____ ____ - S14........ S-4 
Jý ,.hoasN.W-001928 W-311 S... .................... .', ...... • ..~~I ................ .............. ..................... ................................... ............................... ,. .............. ............. ................... ............................. ............ , 

............... ........ . .. . ..................  -Tucker, Cenor C. ___. ____.__ 51__ 5-1 

Tucker, Richard B.C. - . .. . .... - Sl 1 S-3 

Turice,_Jeanette- " °-_ . ...... ......__ W-001749 W-271- I 

Turk RiciardJ ,Jr Corley Communities Inc. Sli S-3 
Turner, Jay . Sl j S-1 i 
Turner, John L. _ Highwood Properties S11 S-3............  

Turner, Tina - .-. W-000451 W-123 
Turowski, Leonard A., Jr. Neely-Turowski Funeral Home Sil S-3 

Turton, Diane S._ i W-001886 W-300 

Twitchell, Frances G. W-001541 W-241 

"Tyre, Elizabeth 0 000165, 0-85,

0 0-000335 0-104 
Uddin, Sarah W-003299 W-585 
Uhorchak, Michael A. W-003234 W-567 

Ullman, Jonathan D. Sierra Club 0-000071, 0-34, 
0-000138, 0-68, 
0-000214, 0-105, 
0-000227, 0-116, 

S0-000338 0-165 
511, S16S[Ullman, Rita - " Sl ,S6................i[ S 3 S-_......i .............................................................................................................................................................. ....... ....... ....................-.-.. ..........  

Umberger, Judy ýAdams _____ ____W-001321 W-207 

Ted .. -- W-001521 W-237 

Ilnknown .... S17 -55

Unknown, Budd S4 S-1 

Unknown, Denise _ 0-000061 0-30 
Unknownl W-000076 W-36 

Unknown2 W-000083 W-38 
Unknown3 W-000101 W-44 

Unknown4 iJW-000122 W-49 

Unknown5 . ... SI1 S-3 

Unknown6 LazyvDays Marina S_ S11 S-3 
Unknown7S 11 S-3 

Unknown8 _ S 11 S-3 

Unknown9 _ S12 S-3 

Unknown10 1 Schmalbach Aqua Inc. W-000706 W-141 

Unknown 11 T Sl S-3 

Unknown12 _Sll S-3 

Unknownl3 J Craig Martin,M.D.,Inc. Sll S-3 

Unknown14 L!iMartin, M.D., Inc. SI11 S-3
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Unknown15 
Unknown 16 
Unknown221
Unknown23 
Unknown24 

Unknown26 
Unknown27

Unknown28
Unknown29

Organization i Reference No.' Page No. I 
Sl S-3 
S11 S-3 

_ W-001261 W-201 
W-001844 W-292 

i W-001941 W-314 
S Sl i S-1 

I W-002100 W-332 1 
W-002195 W-345

Family Practice, Ltd. Sll 
W-002459

Unknown30 _ _ W-000130 
Unknown3 1 "[iW-000131 

Urscheler, Maria E. ______ I1 
Valant, Paul A. I Royal Chen Grove W-003235 
Valdes, Danny |Cutler Landings Homeowners W-001651 

_ _Association 

Valdes, Kelly W _[_W-001652 Valdes, Linda Ognan I IW-00 1654, 

I W-001655

SliValenti, Andrew F.

S-3 
W-380 
W-52 
W-53 
s-1 

W-567.  
W-255 

W-256 
W-256, 
W-257 

S-3
Valenti, Jennifer __S_1__ S-_ 1 
Valentine, David W-000 110 W-46 
Va!entine, Helene W-406 I..W-46 

Van Clief, Daniel G., Jr. Sli S-3 
Vande Hei, Clara L•ynne & Don W-001475 W-231 
Van Dijk, Anne-Marie _ W-003313 W-589 
Van Fleet, Jane W-00 1022 W -190 
Van Smith, Garrett 'W-002708 W420 

VnTrvrDenise _________________ SiS-1 
Varela, Hector M. West Kendall Community Council, 0-000157, 0-81, 

ArealI I W-000331,S3 W-101 S-1 
Varela, Luis Z. W-000 114 1 W-47 yarg s, O rard ....... .S 1........... . . ...........S.-1................  
Varg14s,Gerardo ______ 1 _ S-1 
Vargas, Ruel 0-000200 0-98 
Vasquez, A. Sonny, Jr. _____ W-000016 W-6 
Vasquez, Florence _ W-000 118 W-48 
Vaswani, Kumar W-000196, W-72, , 

............... . ......_ L W-000853 ] W-165 
_Yug heresa W-003368 W-598 
Vaz, Richard W-000316 W-96 
Vazquez, Gladys S 1 S
Ventimiglia, Lois E. W-001846 I' W-293 
Ventura, Lar, Jr. _ _ _ W-001014 W-187 
Verdon, John C. Petition S-6 
Verloup, Benjamin W-002048 W-321 
Viar, Bill W-002166 W-342 
Victoria, Francisco S1 S-1 
Victoria, Teofilo _ _ _ _ S1 S-1 
Vieth, Lolly __S_1 S-1 
Vieth, Savannah __S1 S-1
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LVigil, Jorge A k 0-000172, 0-89, 
i W-002317 W-349 

~Vilahomat, Nelsa • 3 S-1 

Vilfuerte, Christine ___ S-1 

Villamli, MariElena A. Washington Economics Group, Inc. 0-000038, 0-22, 
0-000230, 0-117, 
W-002624 W-396 

Villanella, John J. - S SiS--1 

[ V g g t i i z i e i ......... ....... ............... ............ .............. .......... ... ...................... .......... ....................... ...... .......... . . ....... .........  
Vincent, Elizabeth __ __ ______ - . Sl S__ -1 

Vincent, Rebecca . S14 S-4 

Vincunas, Kenneth P. ___-__ 

Vincunas, Raymond M. _S1-S16 Z S-3,S-4 

Viquez, Jessica -0-000311 0-153 

Vital, Marceline jS17 S5 
Vizida ifuline iiIZ7Zi.6-00i0-19 0-5
Vogel, Judith Ann 190W-001024 W-__"__ 

r __ __- _7 -•_-_"•" _Z 1 . . ;Q 1 A -5-3-4• .
i',,r.'I U HI.I{.I[ -J. n¥ 11. o 1.UI U o nL 

Volante, Ma.y .. Jo 

-Volante,_Michael ___ ___ 

.Vocy, Cassandra 
Volkert, Marleen ----- ----
"Von Arx, Carol R.

i S10O S-3 

0-000232 
S17 S-5

W-003218 W-553 
W-002053 W-323 
W-002054 W-323

Voorhees, Rosa A. W-001750 O W-272 

Voorhies, Bill & MarOln .W-000193 W-71 

Waddle, Beulah S [ S-1 
___ ____ ____Si S-1 Wade, Philip s... + -I 

_Waner, Karen & Bill W-000890 W-168 

Wagner, Ki rk&KKrmberly ._ S5, S15 I S-2,_S-4 

Wainer, Richard W., Sr. W-003394 W-602 

Waizenegger, Odette __ _ Si + S-1 

Walker, Brenda B. i S S-3 

Waike-r, Jason W-003260 i W-575 

Wallace, Gerald W. W-000184 I W-69 

Wallace, Otis T., Mayor j City of Florida City 0-000015, 0-9, 
W-000074 _ W-34 

Waller, Allen C. S 11 S-3 

Walter, Erick W-001556,SI W-243, S-1 

Walters, Ernest J. W-002485 W-385 
Walters, Gloria & M. E. $5, S15 S-2, S-4 

Valters, Mark W-000047 W- 14 

Walz, Nora S 1 S- 1 
Walz, Richard G. S 1 S-1 
Ward, B. S 1 S- 1 
Ward, A W-000172 W-66 

Ward, Linda I S- 1 

Ward, Ray S1 S
Ward, Tad & Barbara S16 S-4 

WaringTiffanie S 1 S- 1 

Warren, Ken Sierra Club Harvey Broome Group W-002407 W-369 _ 
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Washburn, Connie, and Students Young Friends of the Everglades l W-000092 _ W--4l 1 
Washburn, Connie J. _ __ O-000184 0-94 

VJ~ichatnn P0-000 184

Waters, Ro ýer _S_11 S-3 
Watkins, Michael E. W-002121 W-332 w a ~ •. •..a... ....... ................................. .............. .... .. ..... . ............... ...................................... ...... - ~o l .-------------. w = 3A .........  
Watson, Thomas J., III _ Sl 1 S-3 
Watterson, Debbie Si S-1 
Watts, Edwin Edwin Watts Golf Shops S_11_ _ S-3 
Watts, Joretta _W60_6 6-9_ ..... W-000669 W- 137 
Watts, Lin Association of Floral Importers of -i W-002728 W-432 

_ Florida _ ____ ___ WyShatara _I_ S17 S-5__ 

Weaver, Melissa W-002080 W-329 

Webb, Donne R. $5,S15 S-2, S-4 
Webb, Frances E. W-000204 W-74 

Webb, Kristine ______________W-00 1660 W-25 8__ 
W ebbKrisine ! W -00 660 ..... .......W 58................ ..  

Weber, Dianne __W-001756 W-273 
Weber, Karl B. _ _W-003254 ' W-574 
Weber, Seward S___ S14 S-4 
Webster, Daniel E. W-001129 iW-197 

W edow, Nancy J. ....................... W -003363 W -597 
Weeks, Cynthia __ _ W-003412 W-605 
Weeks, Marlen S. S6 S-2 

Weems, R. Joyce S1 Si 
We...s. Marare......I039 W-601 

Weichman, Joe W-000194 W-71 
SWeigan, Carolyn ___ S1 1 S-1 

Weiler, Rosemary_ W-000898 W-168 
eYinberg, Lawrence E. S l1 S-3 

Weinreb, Robert 0-000009 0-3 
Weinstein, Gary S 14 t S-4 

. . ... . ..... ... .................................. ...... ......................... . .. ....... . . ... .. ............ ........................... ...............---.......... ... .. ....... ............ ....... .. .................  

Weisleder, Brooke __W-001674 W-261 
Weisleder, Sally i W-001675 W-262 

Welbourn, NancX & Ham _ W-000243 1 W-79 
Welch, Marcia & Joe Bachman S S5 S-2 
Welch, Rita SI 51 
Weller, ShirleyA W-000390 W-116 
Weller, Thomas C., Jr. W-001165 W-197 
"Weller, Thomas R. Weller & Losner 0-000044 0 25 
Wells, Marshall K. _ Sl1 S-3 
Welsh, Robert Cooper, Jr. 6-0-00073, 0-89, 

_ _W-000078 W-37 
Wenauch, June _ _S1 S-1 
Werman, Joanne _- - S-14 S-4 
Werman, Keith _ S14 _ S-4 
Werman, Kimberly. . S14 S-4 
Werman, Kristine _ S14 S-4 
Wemer, Barbara __W-002128 W-334 
Werner, Beth - W-001848 1 W-293
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. ... .. ...... ........................................ ......................... ........... ... ....... ..  

Werner, Jackie Rousseau _________W-000824 __ -6 

Werner,_Stuart S4. I S-1 
[Wescott, Dou __ W-001908 W-306 I 

_West, Evel..n K. .S1 i S-1 

Weteg Jane W-000659 W-136 

...... .. .................... ................... . . .......... W. ..... ............ . W 0 0 16 8 7 . W -2 6 5 
Wo aW-002067 W-326 

Wehrntn ia ___Ocean Watch Foundation W-002616 W- 38 

W hal, Catherine S. Sl S-1 
-Vh-aie- VWilliam Sl S-1..  

I"~~ ~~~~ ~ ~~ ---....-......-- ---------_ 

-•-a$len, Leslie W-000735 W-147 
Wheeler, John M. " 1 W -000900 'W-169 

W heeler, W illard L. S1 ...............1 -1 
White, Kelly_ S1 S--1 
White, Kenneth B. & Mariorie C. S1l S-3 

White, Michael W. W-000504, W-124,
W-002930 W-536 

_WhitleyElizabeth B. . W-001410 i W-222 
WilbuFR. Vic[W-00152396 W-238 

Wilbur. Victor .~~~~W-:002.39.6 ..... i......W-3.65 .....

Wilcox, David S14 S-4 

Wilcox, James M. _.... W-002192 W344 

Wilder, Corwin A. W-000772 W 156 
Wilkin, Randall, Sr. W-000253, W-82, 

W-001532, W-239, 
S11. S16 S-3, S-4

W illiams, Artesha . i S 17 i S-.5...........  

Williams, Bob & Diana _ __S_1 .... ...... _ S-1 

Williams, Dick Monarch Capital Partners, LLC S1l S-3 

Williams, EDna EcW13 

Williams, G. A. Sl S-1 

W illiams, Joseph ....... ... _ _" S-1 

Williams, Marilzyn ___W-000378 W-113 

Williams Mars, Anne _ _ _ _$6 S-2 
Williams, R. Warren ___ W-001269 W-203 
Williars Ralph, Jr. Alston & Bird, LLP - S1l S-3 

Williams, Robert G. - _ - 6 S-2 
Williams, Veme O. W-00 152 W 237 

WAF-illiamson, Anne Sli S-3 

Willigar, Gloria L. W-001520 W-237 
Willis, Carol B. W-003366 W-598 

Willis, Tom&Ca-n1S-3 
WiLA4on,,Bonnie W-003399 W-603 

Wilson, Bruna __S1 --_ S-1_ 

Wilson, David S_1 i S- i 
Wilson, Janet _-_W-000748 W -150 

____________SlL S-3 
Wilson, R. M. & Anne __S_11__-----S--_3------_ 

.Wilson, Virginia BSll S16 S-4 
Wvoiae 1 S1 S-1
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Wilwol, Thomas J. Sl 5-1 
Wind, Audrey W. __S1 S-S1 
Wine, H. Eugene _ W-000219 j W-77
Winfield, Marti W-000695 W-140
Winkelmann, Craig A. W-001942, W-314, 

___W-002042 W-320 
Winslow, Marie-- W-002726 W-431 
Winter,.Phillip S11 S-3 t-........ .. ... . .. ..... ... ....................... ................ ................ .. • .. ........ ... ..................... -- .......... -- ---- ----.... . . . .. . .. . .. ..  
Winton,_Musette _ _ W-000039 W- 12 
Wise, Randy ____W-002390 W-363 
Wiseman, Jannette G. W 000369, S 1 W-111, S-3 
Witherell, Charles T. W-000612 I W133 
Witherell, Karen _ __W-000 613 W -133 
Witusik, Karen _ __ _W-001768 W-276 
Woig.ht, Michelle .. S 17 S-5 

Wolf, Cyd Beth _____S-3......................S.l S 
Wolf, Steven __ __Sl S-1 

W HS1H S-1 
Wood, John - W-002037 i W-319 
Wood Tiedh A 1

W o d ... ...... .... ...... ........ M o r e -. ....... ........... . ........ ........ - "--- ......... . . . ... .............. ................ .. ........ ................ ---................---S-- ....... ........ ..... ...$ 3 ........  Wood, MarjornieAA. ______ ____Sil S-3__ 
Woodruff, Cheryl_ S1 S-1 
Woodside, Laura A. W-000582 W- 131 
Woodsum, Stephen G. S11 S-3 
Wordsworth, Jer L. S 11 S-3 
Workman, Roy .Workman Company __S_ Sil S-3 
Woroniak, Stephen & Myra S1 S-1 
Worth, Allison ____ _______ ___ 1 S-1 

Worth, Douglas __S1 

W hin ýon, Ral h & Lucinda __Sli S-3 
Wright, Tamy-&Georg-•e•" _ _ W-002324 W-351 
Wuf, Nanette & Raul W-001943, S i W-314,-S- 1 

....... . ....... .. . .. ... ...... . ...... ....... --.-1 ... ... ..~. ..................  
W berg, B an L. W 0-T i ! W-287 
WylerV enneth A. W-001748 W-271 

W Sharon J. W-001836 W-290 
Wyeth, Nathan T W-000179, i W-68, 

_ _.......... ~ W-002438 W-377 
Wylie, John Terry Tee Jays S1l S-3 
Wyman, Thomas R. __W-000996 W-182 
Yannini, Yamile W-003267 W-577 
Yerbees, Andrew/ W-001367 W-214 
Yochim, Michael J. __W-000210 W-76 
Yoh, H. L., Jr. Day & Zimmermann, Inc. Sl, S16 S-3, S-4 
YoungLauriette R. _ W-000364. W-109 ..  
Youn.g, Sa.raS _ Sll S-3 
Yousefi, Cid SI1Sl S-1.  

Yown, MaRgaet W002428 W-37 
Zachar, Caroline -_S S-1 
Zambrana, Jocelyn ....___S1 S-i
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........................  

Zavaleslk, Marilyn M. Sli S-3 
rZeph Anita - S17 S-5 

-Zhuk, S. MD/ . Sil S-3 [Zick, John W.i W-002834 W-527 

Zie.ger, Edward James S16 S-4 

Ziegler, Jessica Sadar . .,S16 . 8-3,8-4 

Zi eJohn -~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ S16 SA 

Zieler, Linda S16 S-4 
Ziff, Dean i . Si J S-1 

zifferr, Jodi- W-000388 W-116 

Zifferer, Morton F. - W-000438, W- 122, 
S11,S16 S-3, S-4 

LZinmmerlyz Sara Alice Si S-i1 
iZinn, Rick S16 S-4 
Zirnkilton, Jane S. S_11 S-3 
Znnszew-sd SRobert & Valerie Sl S-1 

LKZomiger, Mary& Frank i W-0008351 W-163 

Zuchowski, Ben - W-002079 W-329 
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Organization 
.. .. .. ................i~ a ............  
1000 Friends of Florida 
3x NELL, LLC 
1Ackermann Entrprises Inc 
Ackermann Enterprises Inc.  

Adams, Coogler, Watson, Me 
Barry & Kellner, P.A.  

Aircraft Owners and Pilots A; 
All Seasons Tree Care 
Allen Development Corporati 
Alston & Bird, LLP 
Alternatives Research & Dev 

Foundation 

KAmerican Fre!sht Intemation; 
I Aragon, Burlington, Weil & ( 

P.A.
Armando J. Bucelo, Jr., Attor 

Counsellors at Law .-• ei-i- ,-f~iu-i.•ie-s•-i-c-i........ ....  
ArmeliiIndustries, Inc.  

Arthur Cox Wilson Insurance 
Consultants

-rmelnim, rucnara W -00 l3 1iS 
Cox, James R. S 11

W-206 
S-3

Arthur R. Marshall Foundation & The Marshall, John Arthur W-001397 W-220 
Florida Environmental Institute, Inc. i 

Association of Floral Importers of Watts, Lin W-002728 W-432 SFlorida 

Audubon of Florida _ i W-002707 W-416 
I Bachman I Welch, Marcia & Joe 85 5 2 

Baker McMillen Co. fKimimerle, WilliamL. S______ 1 S-3 
IBaljet Environmental fBaljet, Peter P. 0-000 110, 0-55, 

SW-001378 W-2161 

Banta Catalog roR___________ HeerWlimJ Si 1 __ 53 
[Beachem_ Investments ItBeachem, J. W. __ S11, S 16 5_35-4 
B-eacon -Council1 Nero, Frank R. 0-000051, 0-28, 
! _ __ __W-000068 W-22 
Beverly Sur ic al Associates, Inc. Karol, Susan V. S16 S-4 
Biscayne Bay Foundation I Blumenthal, Joel S14 S-4 Biscayne National Park Frost, Richard W. 0-000029 0-18 

LPBK/Barrit iKershner, Bryson S11 S-3 
Blazzard, Grodd & Hasenauer, P.C. Grodd, Leslie E. S-3 
Blue Water Capital - Acheson, Michael H. Sll, S16 S-3,S-4 
Bowden Productions j Bowden, R. . SIl S-3 
Broyhill Asset Management LLC Broyhill, Hunt W-002748 W-461 

i Builders Association of South Florida Burton, Truly W-001832 t W-289 
Cameron Incorporated j Kelley, Cameron M. Sli S-3

"0" refers to public hearing transcripts, ý"W" to written comments, and "S" to sample letters. The Reference 
Number is stamped left of the commentor's name in the public hearing transcripts and in the upper right-hand 
comer of the written comments.

Name Reference No. i Page No.  .................... ....................... ....... .................. ... ...... .............................. ....................................... ................................. i .. ...... . .. 1-...........................  

! Pattison, Charles G. W-002135 i W-335 
Larkin, C. Raymond, Jr. Sli , S16 S-3, S-4 

i Ackermann, Kristen Sl S-3 

Ackermann, T.F. _S11 S-3 
erkel, Merkel, Robert G. W-000622 W-134 

ssociation Gerencher, Christy _ _ W-001831 W-289 2 

Cheshire, Matthew S. 811,S16 S-3,S4 
ion jMorris, Allen I. S- 11,S16 S-3,S-4 

Williams, Ralph, Jr. 11 S-3 

elopment McArdle, John W-000833 W-162 

al, Inc. Garcia, Mark W-001507 W-235 
:rockett, Schwiep Paul J. 0-000181 0-92 

neys and f Contreras, Gilbert A. W-002422 W-371 
S... ........ ...... .... , - • :- "'•'- - ."- -- ........ •.................................................... .. . .. ..... . ..'";;7 ';7 .. 4 .. . ... . . .. ... 7 : ' " . .. .
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O..................rn............. ...............g-1...................... . ...................... . . . . ...................... ............................ ........................ ........................... ...... . .........  

il Title Services i Garcia, S 0-000277 0-134 -- --- ---------
g iCarge .Spobrer, B. F. W-002727 W-432 

Charles A. Alden, Landscape Architect, Alden, Charles A. 0-000082 0-39, 

A.S.L.A. W-000065, W-19, 
W-003247 W-572 

Charles Brucia & Co. Brucia, Charles J. & Laura J. Sil S-3 ........ Br..................................'B..... ........... ..... a ....................---........................-,......................I.................. ....................... s.......................  
'ci~~~~~ofiziofi~.......ac..... .......................... ... W allace Oti T.,M a or0 -00 15..0-, .  

o'Wallace, Otis T., Mayor 0-000015, 0-9, 
W-000074 i W-34 

City of Hialeah Martinez, Raul, Mayor 0-0000 16, 0-9, 
W-000069 W-31 

Ciiy of Homestead Iv rt , isK., Jr. 0-000104 i 0-52 
City ofHomestead Shiver, Steve, M4yor 0-000014 0-8 ......... ... .......... .............. . ... ................ .............. .. ....... .. ............... ................. .............. ... ............. .. .......  

_tofMi apB'ech .... .. archer, Robert _ W-003229 W-565 

Sou§ýth Miami 7yobaina, Julio, Mayor - W-003231 W-566 

GjyfSweetwater I Diaz, Jose, Mayor -____-0-000017 0-10 

Clark Foodservice, Inc. Hindman, Don J. W-002469 W-383 
Clinton Enterprises Clinton, Ray Sl, S16 S-3,S-4 i 

-... ....n.. gr 11-1 ..... t_- u.t.. .. ....... ..... ................... .. . .......... ........ .---.............-....... .... .......- .---.. . .... --- . .......  
Coalition for Environmental Justice Levinson, Lawrence 1 0-00003 9 0-23 

Coca-Cola Bottling Company of Kitchings, Chester W., Sr. S1i S-3 

Southeastern New England............... . . .....  --------- - -..... i .......... ...... ...... ........ .d....-. . ......... .. S ll...s -3.  

Coca-Cola Enterprises, Inc. Malo, Raymond J. -S____ S-3........-.  

Coconut Grove Civic Club McMaster, James 0-000213 13 0-04 

Coliier Resoure s C-omany I Duncan, Robert D., Jr. W-002507 W-386 

CommunitBank of Elmhurst Gooch, William C.,J r. W-000649 W--135 

Co uni an of Florida Johnson, Eric S. W-0003 11  W-94 
-Communityn Council. Jacqueline V. . . W 0 2 

CommunityConcil #15M , ah 0-000049 E 0-27.i 

Communi Council #15 Res Jaime - 0-000186 0-94 
n States Lucas, Ken W-002742Y W-459 

Congrs of the United States Petni Thomas E. W-000995 W-182 

Congress of the United States Reynolds, Thomas M. 1 W-002754 W- 465 

Continental Property GroupjIc. 11Hoyt, Bradley~ __- - l S-3 

y or uunitiesIc. iTurk, ichard.lr. Sil.|S -3 _ jrl S-3 

Cranston 1 Ariosa, Robert J. Sil S-3 

Cutler Landings Homeowners Valdes Danny W-001651 W-255 

Association _ i i 
C en "CCpen, Irvin Sil S-3 

D'Elegante, Inc. Jones. Delle & Ted I Si, S16 S-3, S-4 

Dade County Farm Bureau .Kirby, T0m 0-000292 0-145 

Dade County Farm Bureau. Sapp Steve 1 0-000069 0-33 

Day & Zimmermann, Inc. Yoh, H. L., Jr. 7S11, S16 S-3,S-4 

Defenders of Wildlife Munson, May4 W-3663 

Department of the Army, Jacksonville Miller, Joe R. W-003169 1 W-540 

District Cops of Engineers - _ 
"Desig n Basics Inc. LBrozak, Dennis - 11. Sl1,S16 I S-3 S-4 

Dick Broadcasting Co. Inc. - Dick, Allen Sll . S-3 

Double Eagle Distributing, Inc. Orthwein, James B., Jr. S11,S16 S-3, S-4 

Earthwise Productions, Inc- Peterman Audrey .... 0-000314 0• 155 
Eden, Inc... .-.. . Forbes, Ken W-002364 W-359 ........... In. . ......... .. e ..... .v u 2 ....... .................--- - ........ ....... ...  

jEdwin Watts Golf Shgs Watts, Edwin Sil S-3
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.. .................. ........... ... ....... ..... ............ -........... ............. ..... .. ..................... ....... : .. ..................................................................................................................................................f n......al........di s Y o n ei - 0 1 6 0iW - 4 

Elfin Acres_Organic Farm ___ AMeiies, Yvonne W-00 1560 __ W-244 
Elmnhurst-Cýhicao toeCo.- _ Hammersmith, Charles P., J.1 Sli i S3
E~uitrac _____ Kane, John S1l,S16 '__S3 S4 
Etijn4on Building SuI , Inc Ethington, Pat B. S16 S4 
Ethinton Building Supply, Inc.. i Ethington, Robert E. Sl S-3 

g ~ ~ ............. -......... .. . .......... ...... ..........  Everglades Coalition -Roy,_Christopher 0-000293 0 146 
EvergladeS National Park Rin'g, Richard 0-000028 0-18 
Family_ ractice, Ltd. _ -_Unknown28 Sil S-3 1 
Farm Share, Inc. Robbins, Patricia 0-000040 0-23 
Fazio, Dawson, DiSalvo, Cannon, tFazio, D. Fredrico S711,S16 S-3, S-4 

Abers, Podrecca & Fazio
Fazio, Dawson, DiSalvo, Cannon, 

Abers, Podrecca & Fazio 
FBF Inc.

Fazio, Joseph R., III Sl1 S-3 

McAllister, D. Edward & Constance C. Sil S-3
Federal Employee Benefits Service Moses, Elizabeth C. Sli S-3 
Financial Asset Management Inc. 1 Rader, James B. Si 1 S-3 

First National Bank of Homestead Richardson, Michael E. 0-000043, 0-24, 
Si W-000363 W-108 

Flat Rock Metal, Inc. Sel . S11 S-3 

Flat Rock Metal, Inc. Shields, Peter& Margaýret I__ Sl 1 S-3, S-4 
Florida Biodiversity Project . Scherf, Brian 0-000209, 0-103, 

W-002622 W-389 

Florida Department of Community CataRlhW-002757 W-524 
Affairs _ 

Florida Department of Community Seibert, Steven M. W-002747 I W-459 
Affairs i 

Florida Department of Environmental Mayer, DavidI W-002626 , W-403 
Protection _ 

Florida Department of Environmental Skinner, Renate H. W-002424 W-371 
Protection 

Florida Department of State - Matthews, Janet Snyder W-002425 W-372 
Florida Department of Transportation Ashbaker, William J. W-002614 W-388 

.. .......... .. ...  
Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Hartman, Bradley J. W-000538 W-128 

Commission .... .... .. .-__.....__ 
Florida Keys Fishing Guides fEhlers, Mike " Sl S-1 

Association + 
Florida Legislature 1 Jennings, Toni - -W-000176 I W-67 
Florida Legislature Thrasher, John W-000 176 1 W-67 
Florida Life Care Residents Teas, Howard J. f W-001562, W-245, 

Association, Inc. I W-003239 j Ž W-570 
Florida State Representative Bullard, Larcenia 1 0-000026 0-15 
Florida State Representative Cantens, Gaston _ 0-000024 f 0-14 
Florida State Representative 1 Garcia, Rodolfo, Jr. 0-000025 0-15 
Florida State Senator { Jones, Daryl L. __---O__)0-000023 0 0-13 
Florida West International Airways Haberly, Richard L. - W-000999 W-183
Florida Wildlife Federation Fuller, Manley K., III W-002410 W-370 
Friends of the Everglades __ Chenoweth, Michael F. 0-000080 0-38 
Gestion Management Hewett, F. Robert- Si1, S 16 S-3,S-4 Gil Si S-3 Gilson Engineering Sales, Inc. Patchen, P. N. ______Sl 11-3 

Girl Scout Troop 78 of Tropical Florida I Escoffeiy, Lomra Petition S-6 
.... -..... . . .............. ..... ...-......... ..............
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.. ................ ............. 0-000066 0-32 

Greater Homestead/Florida City 1Finlan, Mary 006 

Chamber of Commerce - -

Greater Miami Aviation Association Collier, Walter E. 0-000106, 0-54, 
W-003217 W-553 

Greater New Covenant Missionary 1 Sewell, Joseph G. 0-000068, S3 0-33, S-1 

Baptist Church . .. .... . .  

Grie en's-Goum'et Groves, Inc . iGreen, Joan W-000604 W-132 

Gunion & Schack + Vunion, Frederick A., Jr. Sl1 S-3 

Halloran Construction Halloran, Andrew . . .W-000814 W-160

Hjannoci•ch -pp isa" C . . Hannoch, Franklin, Jr. ...... 9_ W-002751 W-461 

Hatteras Yachts, Inc. NamnWilliam C. - ~ SliS

HCF Enterpises, Inc. i Fruehauf, Harvey C., Jr. Si 1S-3 

Herbert S. Saffir, Consultin gnineer Saffir, Herbert S. W-0001891 W-70 

Ghwood Properties p Turner, John L. S 10 S-3 

Hoover Eniomna Chase, Lacey Hoover Sl002S03 
Palmer, Heather S* Horizon Enterprises Grou amr ete 1 S-3 

"H-o-ward•iHali Co., Inc. Hall, Howard, Jr. Sll S-3 

H-P Products, Inc. 1 Bishop, Paul R. Sl i S-3 

I.B.E.W. Local Union 349 Fernandez, Art 0-000053, 0-28, 
0 -000350, 0-171, 
W-000146 - W-58 

I.B.E.W. Local Union 349 1 Riley, William 0-000054, 0-28, 
A.._ 0-000351 0-171 

ING Furman Selz Asset Management Hajim, Edmund A. S-3 LLC i 

Isakson-Barnhart Barnhart, David L. Sl,S16 S-,S-4 .  

Islamorada, Vilage of Islands Geisler Georg, ............. W-000071 W-33 

Izaak Walton League of America, Inc. 'Miller, Lloyd E. W-000079, 1 W-37, 
W-001263, W-202, 
W-001264 W-203

J. CraigjMartin, M.D., Inc. Martin, J. Cra S 11 i S-3 
J. Craig Martin, M.D., Inc. Martin, Sharon Sl i S-3 

J.M~fiM~p -Unkown13 S Sli S-3 
J. Crai&Martin, M.D., Inc. Unknownl4 Sil S-3 

J. P. Strode & Associates, Inc. Strode, J. P. . Sl i S-3 
Ju &ý Muxpý _ _Mu-phy Ithleen T.M-1 W-001013 W-187 

KyRasco, Jose Inacio, 0000018 O-10 

KeyBank USA _-a-doKennethe._ ........ S.I, S 16 S-3,S-4 

Keys Academy of Marine Science 1 Chapell, Connie 0 0-000075 0-36 

_N,ýAcd~eý ora, TishO0000072 0-34 •s--A ca-de'my-of MNarine Scile nce M....••oranTri s-ha ......................... __- _ •. 03 

Keys GateSnle Family HOA Tranthem, James B. W- 002 163 W-342 

Kmart Corworation al , Flo yd Sl S-3 

Labor Finders Chacn, Man W-000407 j W-119 

Latin Builders Association, Inc. W.. -000133 W-54 
"Latin Builders Association, Inc. Delgado, William 3 0-000077, 0-37 

W-000261 W-84 
Law Office of Jay T Holmes Holmes Jay .. S11 S3 

......... ... ..... ......... .......- , I........- . . - .. ....- -.... ....  

Law Offices of Binder, Kalis & Kalis, Stephen H. S. 11 S-3 

Proctor, P.C. I 
Law Offices of Clinton D. Flagg.. Flagg, Clinton D. .. S11 S-3 

Lazy DayMarina Unknown6 S11i S-3 

Final..E.......
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Organization ....... u... ..........i-- --..n....................  
League of United Latin American 

Citizens 
Linquist & Craig-Hotels & Resorts, 

Inc.
Living Colors Nursery, Inc.  
Lman Steel Com .an ..............-- .....* ............. ............  
M & J Ma1njagementt ýCon_T__ 
M. C. Dixon Lumber Company 
Mannington
Manuel Diaz Farms, Inc.  
Mavn PJ.yery & Associates 
Mast & Moyer Insurance 
McDonald's 
McDonald's

Name ..........• ..... _ ... ... ........... .  
Pomar, Armando V.  

Craig, Stephen J.

Reference No.' Page No.  .................... ............... .... I... ... .-5 1.1- • . ..... ....•....... 5 • 1........  
-------- 6-000169, 0-87, 

W-000006 W-2 
Sil S-3

Rabin, Mitch W-002030 I W-317 
Green, Richard D. S11,S16 S-3 S-4 
. .. .. ...- ... . ... . ............ ................. ........... . ................... .......... ........... .................... ..........  
Delligatti, Michael J. 511 S
Dixon, Robert M. .1 S1l S-3 
Campbell, Ann C. S1l S-3
Rodri.guez, Lourdes W-000063 
Perry, Marvin J. - -S1l 

Mast, Alfred B. i SIl 
Hoff, K. D. Sl1 
Hoff, Mary S 1

W-18 
S-3 ............... ................  
S-3 
s-3 
S-3

McDonald's Hoff, Richard B. S 11 S-3 
McDonald's I Hoff, Tiffany . S1 S-3 

Mcoal' Office 2. che C. -- S 

McHugh & Associates McHugh, William L., Jr. 0-000139, -69, 

0-000238, 0- 119, 
0-000348, 0-170, 
W-002408 W-369 

MCR Lumber _ Romero, Julie R. _ _ 0-000322 0-158 
Miami Lakes Civic Association Slaton, C. Wayne 0-000020 -6 0-11, - W-003228 L W-563 

Miami'-DadesCommunityCouncil 13 Pettit, John A. I_0-000171 0-88 
Miami-Dade County Penelas, Alex, Mayor 0-000013 0-7 
Miami-Dade County Aviation Drum, Bruce 0-000070, 0-34, 
_ Department 0-000137 0-67 
Miami-Dade County Board of Millan, Natacha Seijas 0-000019, 0-11, 

Commissioners 0-000286 0-142 
Miami-Dade County Board of Moss, Dennis C. 0-000022 0 -13 

Commissioners 
"Miaami-Dade County Board of Sorenson, Katy 0-000021.r.2. . .  

Commissioners i !-W-000 159 W-62 
Miami-Dade County Board of Souto, Javier 0-000223 0-114 

Commissioners 
Miami-Dade County, Office of County Hemandez, Pedro i W-002426 W-372 

Manager
Miami-Dade County, Office of County Stierheirn, M. R. j W-002712 W-430 

Manager 

Monarch CapialPartners,LLC Williams, Dick S 11 S-3 
Monroe County Board of County W-000 175 W-66 

Commissioners 
Monroe County Board of County Freeman, Shirley W-000539 W-129 

Commissioners _ 

Morgan-Keller, Inc. Guyton, Bradley C. 1 S1I,S16 S-3,S-4 4-i 
Muth Mirror Systems Muth, Michael D. - Sll 1 S-3 I 

.National Audubon Societ Kraus, Mark L. 0-000183 0 0-93 1 
National Parks Conservation Association F Collins, Kevin IW-002406 W-368 
.NaturalLi.ghtPhotography. .. McEachem, Joel B...w-0oo26 . w89
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Natural Resources Defense Council Sewell, Bradford H. 0-000062, 0-30, 

W-002756 W-466 
Neely-Tu.owski Funeral Home Turowski, Leonard A., Jr. S.i S-3 

Northern Trust of Florida Coiporation iMarchman,RayE., Jr. S 1,S16 S-3,S-4 

Ocean Reef Community Association 1 Ritz, David C. 0-000030, 0-19, 
W-000368, W-ll0, 

_____ W-002630- W-412 

Ocean Watch Foundation Wetherington, Lisa W-002616 W-389 Offce fO-000285 0 -142 
Office of Commissioner Sorenson Klingbeil, Carol 0-00285 0-142 

Ohio House of Representatives Coughlin, Kevin W-002746 W-459 
Oetion Green Leaves Patrice, Nadine C. 0-000320 0 157 

{ tORBITEX Financial Services Grou. Stierwalt, Richard E. Sli S-3 

Perrine-Cutlerj~de Cucil, Inc. 1David, Tom M. __ W-002615 W38 
Perrine-Cutler Ridge Council, Inc. Talarico, Carla Bemabei W-002615 W-389 

tNmuni Council Anthoy eonard S. W-000279 W-88 

Davidson, Thomas N. S5Sll S-2,S-3 
R Palacios &-Cocmp a Palacios, Rafael R. S16 S-4__ 

Rahel Corporation _ Rahel, Cliff R. __S_11 , S-3 

-Rand Insurance, Inc. Rand, Stanley, III Sl 1 3 S 

IRasco & Reininger, P.A. Behar, Howard R. 0-000073, 0-35, 
0-000136, 0-67, 
0-000343 0 168 

Rasco &Reininger, P.A. Sellek, Mercedes M. 0-000047, 0-26, 
0-000131, 0-65, 
0-000349 0-170 

Rasco Reininger & Perez P.A Esquinazi, Salomon B. 0-000042, 0-24, 
0-000135, 0-66, 
W-002731 W-438 

"Rasco Reininger & Perez P.A. Rasco, Ramon E. 0-000336, 0-164, 
W-002730 W-433 

RmondJames&Associates,Inc. Har yJeff .... S11, Sl16 S-3, S-4 

Rymond James & Associates, Inc. Klein, J.P S16 S-4 

READCO Rich, Michael P. Sli S-3 
Real Estate Company of Key West, Mayberry, Doug W-003376 W-599 

.~r ... ........

Reback Realty, Inc. Reback, Paul D. Sil S-3 

Redland Citizens Association _Ligihts, Geoffre . W-002197 W-345 

Redland Professional Orchid Growers Motes, Martin R. 0-000097 0-49 

Inc. _ 

Richards Industries i Richards, Gilbert Si1,S16 S-3, S-4 

Riviera Village Property Owners Rothing, Rex W-000045 W- 14 
Association ____ 

Robert F. Skinner & Associates, Inc. Skinner, Robert F. 0-000081 0-38 
Rob LLC Robie, Richard S., Jr. S16 S-4 

Roal Chen Grove Valant, Paul A. _ W-003235 W-567 

San Bruno Mountain Watch Andres, Fred W-002032 W-317 

Santemma and Deutsch, LLP Santemma, Jon N. Sli S-3 

Schaad Properties Schaad, John SI S-3 

Schmalbach Aqua Inc. Unknownl0__ _ W-000706 W-141

Final SEIS 
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Schneider Communications Schneider, Stanley A. - W-000839 W-163 
"Scottish Aviation Group LLC Hudson, Matthew C._ _ W-002736 1 W-449
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Shepard Broad Law Center- Grosso, Richard 00-000291 _ 0-144 

She d cts Comp.a-•y Shepherd, Joel M.- _ S-l S-3 
ShipleýEnergy 4 Shipley, Shirley & William Sli S-3 
Sierra Club I Jackalone, Frank 0-000312 0 153 
Sierra Club Klingbeil, Jeny 0-000166 1 0-85 
Sierra Club Uliman, Jonathan D. 0-00007.1, 0 0-34 

0-000138, 0-68, 
0-000214, O-105, 
0-000227, 0-116, 
0-000338 0-165

Sierra ClubBerks Group__ 
Sierra Club Harvey Broome Group 

Sierra Club Loma Prieta Chapter, 
GuadaleRegional Grou 

Sierra Club Miami Group 

Sierra Club Miami Group 

Sierra Club Miami Group 

Sierra Club of Broward County

Back, Phila 
Warren, Ken 
Barasch, Werner 

Farago, Alan

Fortuin, John M.  

Lange, Barbara

Tirrell, Roderick T.

W-001590 W-247 
W-002407 W-369 

W-001559 W-244 

0-000158, 0 -81, 
0-000333, 0 163 
W-003225 1 W-555
0-000161, 0-83, 
W-000064 W-19 
0-000076, 0-36, 
W-003050 W-538
0-000208, 
W-001939

0-102, 
W-3 13

SierraClUb South Florida/Everglades . y Chuck W-003238 W-569 

Sierra Club South Florida/EVerglades Pope, Carl W-003238 W-569 
Office ! 

Solutions ement PhillipsSteven R. W-000552 W-129 
South Dade Community Council Rebuth, Richard W-002334 W-354 
South Dade Investment Group, Inc. 1 Fernandez, Ray W-000067 W-20 
South Dade Realt, Inc. j Cadman, George E., 111 0-000045 0-25 
South Florida Growers Association, Kendall, Harold E. W-003222 W-555 1 Inc.

South Florida Water Management Finch, Frank R. W-002628 W-405 
Distn.ct.. .....  

South Florida Water Management Golden, James J. W-002735 W-449 
District 

Spqace Access, LLC I Roseyjp`nJ Rnald K. - W-002629 W-411 
Spaceport Florida Authority_ O'Connor, Edward A., Jr. _ W-003191 W-540 
Spence Group Services, Inc. Spence, Christopher E. i Sli S-3 
Spence Group. Services, Inc. Sp Sence, William R., Jr. ! S11 S-3 

Stanton Partners, Inc. Stanton, Robert M. _. Sil S-3 
Station 4 Citizen Advisoy Comiee Rice, Suzette 0-000203 I 0-99 
Stem Advertising ........... Stem, William J. -... S .l S-3 
Stutsman Design Group, Inc. Stutsman, Paul M. W-001830 1 W-288 
Surgical Associates of Southwest Ohio, Jones, Edmund W. W-001068 1 W-194 

Inc.  
SyIvan Nursery Farms, LLC Jacob, Dayle & Richard W-002191 W-344 
Taubensee Steel & Wire Company Havey, Jill T. S S 16 S-3, S-4 
Taubensee Steel & Wire Compan Taubensee, Bruce T. Sll, S16 S-3,S-4 
Taubensee Steel & Wire Company YTaubensee, Dale . Sl1, S16 S-3,S-4 
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Taubensee Steel & Wire Company Taubensee, Kent T. Sli S 16 S-3,S-4 

Taubensee Steel & Wire Company Taubesee,Shirley S 11, S1 29 -3, S-4 

Taiiernir Communit•yAssociation, Inc. Allen, Alice W-002623 W-396 

Taylor & Taylor Partnershi Taylor, William C. S1l S-3 
JWlie John Terry S1l S-3 T e a s. . .Z . . ....... .. '.=• .... .. . . ................................................... - .. ................................  [lThe Associates Hughes, Keith W. Sli S-3 

The Cosmetic, Toiletry, and Fragrance Kavanaugh, E. Edward W-000595 W-132 

Association ....... 4 'T h "' um es G r UE ......................................... i"S 't ,- ob • " .......... . .... .. --- -- .- .....  

T ~'F*ut-u-r-esGoui)--- --------- -- ----- Smith, Robert H. Sli _ S-3 

The Nature Conservancy South Florida Heffaner, Elizabeth W-000760 W-153 

Offi ce ....... ....... ---
'herthoRpaedic Institute Inc. Huntingon, Christopher F. Sli S-3 

TheSackB Groutc ..... & Jennifer Sli S-3 

The Step Coman Murdough, Thomas 2., Jr. _ Sli S-3 

Time Equities Inc. GreenburEer, Francis - Sli S-3 

Tropical Audubon Societ, Inc. Chinuina, Don 0-000096 0-49 

Troica ýAudLubon Society, Inc. -~- Rist, Karsten A.----, 0-0001' 13 0-57.  
U.S. Department of Commerce, Causey, Billy D. W-003-168 W-539 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Adriniktrntinn Nntionnl Ocean

Service, Florida Keys National 
Marine Sanctuary_ 

U.S. Department of Commerce, Mager, Andreas, Jr. W-002739 W-453 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration, National Marine 
Fisheries Service 

U.S. Department of the Interior, Office Barry, Donald J. W-002733 W-446 
nf tA, Qerri z

U.S. Department of the Interior, Office Lee, James H. W-002737 I W-451 

of the Secretary, Office of 
Environmental Policy and 
C........... U . ip lia n c .............. ..... ..... ... . ..... ..... .... ..... ..... .... ..... ..... ... . .......n ,. . . . . . . . ............... . ........ ........ ..JH JW2 .. . .. . ... . .  
U.S..... EnirnenalPotcio.A.cy Hankinson, John H., Jr. IW-002753 W-461 

Uniformsj Star Cohen, Daniel J. S11 2  S-3 

United States Conmpliance Corporation Stevenson, Tim R. S S-3 

University of Delaware Inciardi, James A. S11,S16 S-3 S-4 

University of Florida Kibert, Nicole C. W-003397 W-602 

University of Miami Macia Silvia S14 S-4 

University of Miami Marine Science DiResta, Daniel W-001471 W-230 
Pr pgam m.  

University of Miami Marine Science Nelson, Mindy W-001471 W-230 

Program 
University of Miami Marine Science Robinson, Michael W-001471 W-230 

Program _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _i_ _ _ .  

University of Michigan School of Dorsey, Michael W-001666 W-259 

Natural Resources & Environment 
University of Minnesota Barbosa, J. I W-002743 W-459 
Upper Keys Citizens Association Nickerson, Fred W-002035, $6 W-318, S-2 

2per HeNceasoen, FredpG 
US Banco2r 1-- G. S11,S16 S-3,S-4 

Vemner, Liipfert, Bernhard, McPherson, i Brown, Jarmie E. W-002709 W-423 

and Hand ___ __ _ _ __
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~~~* .................- 

- - - - - - -.  

Verner, Liipfert, Bernhard, McPherson, I Levinson, Lawrence E. W-002709 W-423 
and Hand ___ 

Village.of.Bal Harbour ...... Hirschl, Andrew R. . ...... W-003194 W -543 
Vision Council Bauer, Richard H. W-000066 W-20 

Washington Economics Group, Inc. Villamil, MariElena A. 0-000038, 0-22, 
! 0-000230, 0-117,

Weller & Losner _ _Weller, Thomas R.  
Weslynn nivesit Peterson, Anna L.  

West Kendall Community Council, Varela, Hector M.  

Area 11 
Westview Middle School Schoenwiesner, Victoria 

W~hispering Pines Lake Owners Lockwood, Kevin J.  
Association _ 

Wildlife Rescue of Dade County Brown, Lloyd

Wilton Corporation
Workman Company ...  

Young Frensofte Everlade 
Young Friends of the Everglades 

Young Friends of the Everglades
YougFriends of the Everglades 

.YoungFriends of the Everglades 
Young Friends of the Everelades

4.

Voal. Alexander J.
Workman, Roy

Bernal, Lisa-Marie 

.Birghethal, Kaitlin......  
Blyden, Joshua
Claus, Jerry, III
Constant, Allison ___ 

Del Rio, Andrew __ 

Echo. Krvsten
You nds of the Everglades -j Fried, Jessica 
You.Friends of the Everglades Gallagher, Michelle 
Young Friends of the Everlades Hansen Melanie 
Young Friends of the Eeeades _ Klein, Jessica
V�i 10cr Friend�i cbfthe� Fvercr1ode� Lavine. Greg

W-002624 W-396 
0-000044 0-25 
W-002450 W-379 
0-000157, 0-81, 

W-000331,S3 W-101, S-1 
W-002511 W-388 
W-000252 W-81

0-000098, 
0-000218, 
0-000241, 
0-000332 
S1,S16 

SlI

0-50, 
0-106, 
0-120, 
0-162 

S-3,S-4 

S-3

W-000089 [ W-40 

_ o_ 9 i w.-40 W-000089 W-40 i w -o-o---------

W-000090 W-40 
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DRAFT SUPPLEMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

ORIGINAL 

DISPOSAL OF PORTIONS OF THE FORMER 

HOMESTEAD AIR FORCE BASE, FLORIDA 

PUBLIC MEETING 

28401 S.W. 167 Avenue 

Homestead, Florida 

February 1, 2000 

5:30 p.m. - 11:45 p.m.  

The public meeting was held before COLONEL 
MICHAEL B. MoSHANE, Chief Trial Judge.

down here over the Everglades and Biscayne, the 

traffic that we are going to experience. If 

people want jobs, Miami International is always 

hiring.  

We all live here. Everybody comes down here 

to get away from everything. Even the waterpark 

and everything we are proposing, I am against 

it. We don't need stuff like this down here.  

That's pretty much it.  

000003 NANCY LEE: My mother had a trailer in 

Homestead right by the Air Force Base and you 

really weren't aware of the Air Force Base when 

she was there. It wasn't planes flying all the 

time. She died. She would be turning over in 

her grave right now if this Air Force Base went 

in. She loved the bay. She loved the ruralness 

of it out here, and it just seems like this 

airport doesn't fit in.  

I brought this to enter into the report, 

which was written in 1934, about the sational 

parks.  

I think the noise pollution has been 

underestimated. I don't think that the buffer 

zones have been addressed. You are depending on 

an honest government and that's not what we have

down here, and that's what you have to realise.  

In fact, I am wearing a thing here, and it 

says -Americans against political corruption,- because 

I fight here day and night, thirty hours a week, 

fighting against all this corruption down here, and 

you are leaving it to then to inplement? 

They did a no bid deal on the airport which 

in itself is the kind of deals that we get down 

here, and you can't trust Dade County to do the 

right thing. You are doing this wonderful study 

and then you are going to go home and say: Okay, 

Dade County, implement it, and it's not going to 

be done.  

It.s already a Hobby-Mas Canosa deal. You 

know, every time we turn around there is some 

corruption and I just think that we should think 

of the environment. We should think about -- I 

was at both national parks a few weeks ago, and 

they are so pristine and beautiful. You are not 

thinking of all the rental car companies and the 

warehouses and the crazy stuff around it.  

Miami never stops. This is a development 

crazed place. You have Opa-Locka Airport that can be 

redone. There has got to he a better place. This is 

not the place for an airport, and I don't think you

0-1

(Thereupon, these proceedings were held in 

private, before the public meeting began.) 

000I BEY HUNDEVADT: North to Opa-Locka doesn't 

make any sense for a new commercial airport.  

Think about it. Yes, MIA does need a reliever 

airport -- no question -- but where? 

Opa-Locka Airport comprises eighteen hundred 

acres in an urban area with no room to grow.  

Homestead Airport has a total of three thousand 

acres, 

After extensive studies performed, no 

negative environmental impact would occur. I 

repeat, no negative environmental impact.  

The unemployeent rate in Homestead is very 

high, and there is talk of having to close the 

hospital. What is next? 

How does big money talking about using the 

site for a golf course justify this plan, other than 

acquiring more scarce land for themselves? 

The public outcry from people who are using 

their gray matter is: Let-s go south to 

Homestead.  

Thank you.  

000002 DAVID RuIz: I am against it, because I feel 

that the pollution that we are going to receive
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incompletely burned fuel have not been properly 

outlined or described in the report. This includes 

the area known as the model lands, the national marine 

sanctuary, John Pennecamp Park, Coral Reef State Park.  

AS I out of time? Sorry about that. Thank 

you.  

0G0005 BEN GARDNER, My name is Ben Gardner. I am a 

citizen from Miami. I just want to say that I oppose 

an airport on this site and I am in favor of a 

different alternative, preferably a mixed use 

alternative that has been put forth by the 

Collier family.  

I am very weary as a citizen about the plan 

for the airport as it has come out. Some of my 

concerns include noise pollution; as it affects the 

two national parks, the impact on birds. I am a pilot 

myself, and I still oppose this airport. I am also 

concerned about jet fuel in the system, in the area 

and what I mainly am concerned about is implementation 

of this plan in terms of how the County has managed 

Miami Airport and the corruption that has been 

involved.  

AS a citizen I don't feel comfortable 

handing over this incredibly important area of our 

community to the County to manage. I don't believe a
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are really taking the people into account.  

You know, a lot of those people say -mre 

jobs., It's really not going to give them more 

jobs. You know, the jobs whether they have to 

drive twenty miles for the job or not, you really 

can't expect the job to be right on your 

doorstep.  

I don't know. I am very saddened by this.  

000004 SARA BELLMUND: I am Sarah Bellmund. I am a 

citizen of Monroe County, Florida. I am here to 

express my personal opinion on the Air Force Base 

development. I believe that the Air Force Base is 

incompatible with the preservation of Biscayne 

National Park and Everglades National Park.  

I believe the SEIS does not properly 

identify the impact to the areas adjacent to the 

development area. It does not thoroughly investigate 

the adjacent and secondary impacts resulting from 

auxiliary development due to the airport. it does not 

thoroughly analyze potential impacts for evacuation 

due to danger or due to damage to Turkey Point, which 

can result from an aircraft strike. It has been 

incompletely analyzed by FEMA and the Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission for Evacuation and Safety 

for both Turkey Point Nuclear Power Plant and
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1 hurricane evacuation.  

2 The development adjacent to the base has 

3 been inadequately analyzed for hurricans damage 

4 potential, flooding and auxiliary cost to the County 

5 and to the State. The contaminants arising from the 

6 base have been incompletely characterized and 

7 incompletely analyzed, and the risks and dangers from 

the airport itself and operating facilities have been 

understated and downplayed in the report. I believe 

10 that the base -- the commercial airport has safety 

11 requirements for bird strikes and birds adjacent 

12 to the runway wbich make it incompatible with the 

13 situation next to Biscayne National Park and the 

14 Biscayne National Park designation under the 

1i Organic Act of the United States and under the 

16 designation of Siscayne National Park and its 

17 enacting language.  

18 I believe that the airport space 

19 redevelopment and its transfer from Miami Dade County 

20 to private developer was conducted in a manner 

22 inconsistent with public access and public 

22 information, under both Florida law and the Freedom of 

23 Information Act. I believe that the hazards posed to 

24 the other adjacent environmental areas from airplane 

25 noise and from airborne contaminants due to fuel and 

emnsuc o smsass "s s asaauss~c, 

1 lot of the promises that have been made, and the plan 

2 leaves so many ambiguities for implementation later 

a on. I think until they are clearly stated up-front, I 

4 don't think there is any way that the Air Force can 

5 feel comfortable handing this property over without 

6 really understanding the full effects of 

7 implementation. I think, in fact, they might be held 

8 liable for handing over a plan before the 

9 implementation is fully explained or detailed.  

10 So I just wanted to make it clear that I 

11 oppose the airport being put on this site.  

12 000006 ANA RASCO: My name is Aria Rasco I live in 

13 Pinecrest, Florida. I have three kids that are 

14 in college. I've been booking flights to Boston 

15 for the last six years, and if I want to assure that 

16 my children come home for Thanksgiving or Christmas, 

17 I've got to book it in June because American is the 

10 only airline that flies direct tram Miami to Boston.  

19 If they change their schedule -- their school 

20 schedule, and I have to rearrange the flights, I am 

21 almost guaranteed that I can't get on an American 

22 flight. They ara overbooked. I end up going to Fort 

23 Lauderdale. Delta has the only direct flights 

24 available. They are cheaper than the American 

25 flights.

low-
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I am Director of the South Florida Board Sailing 

Association. That's a windaurfing group that has five 

or six hundred members that use Blscayne Bay and the 

Atlantic Ocean and regional watera to windaurf.  

Learning about the proposed airport and the 

problems that it might cause our sport, I am here to 

ask for an alternative plan. From talking to the 

scientists here today, learning about the pollution 

that might run into the bay and the noise pollution 

with hundreds of flights a day possibly over the areas 

we windsurf, we would request that an airport not 

be -- a commercial airport not be considered for this 

site here. An alternative plan might be more toward 

our liking.  

I picked up a letter dated February 1, 2000 

from the Department of Interior, asd they state they 

believe that the mixed use is preferable to the 

development of a commercial airport, and it seems 

interesting that one government agency is saying one 

thing and another one is saying something else. So we 

would support the U.S. Department of Interior.  

Also, with those two national parks right 

nearby, and another national park down in Key Largo, 

not to mention Crandon Park on Key Biscayne, there are 

a number of parks that would have a negative impact
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from so many flights going over them, and it's pretty 

clear that those flights would be taking off and 

landing directly over those parks.  

With the major Metropolitan ares as 

congested as it is already, having this kind of 

added noise and development see.s not in the best 

interest of the region for both tourise and 

residents alike.  

Thank you.  

000010 PAUL MARINO: My name is Paul Marino. I am a 

resident of Miami Lakes, Florida. The reason I 

am here is to just give my opinion on what I've 

seen and what I've read. It seene evident that 

Miami International Airport is going to need some 

type of relief system, and from what I've read 

and what I've heard the most logical place to do that 

would probably be in Homestead, given that it already 

has an Air Force Base that was conveyed to the 

military and they are ready to convey it back.  

The real reason I am here -- the most 

important reason I am here is that I've read within 

this proposal that there is some type of stipulation 

that they may be looking at Opa-Locka Airport as a 

possible alternative. The real reason I am here is to 

voice my strong objections to Opa-Looka.
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I can see that we really need an airport 

badly and this community in Homestead could 

really use it.  

ANGELA GONZALEZ: My name is Angela 

Gonzales. I am a resident of Miami-Dade Connty. My 

reason for being here tonight is to say I am present 

and I am in support of the Homestead Air Force Base 

Authority for the airport. I am here to say that I am 

very much in favor for the development of a commercial 

airport at the former Homestead Air Force Base, not 

only because it will create thirty-eight thousand jobs 

for the Homestead community, but because it will 

generate over one billion in earnings, with the 

opportunity of new jobs like hotels, restaurants and 

car rental offices, et cetera, for the needy people in 

the community of Homestead and throughout the Dade 

County area.  

Our community needs a reliever airport and 

my feelings for that; as a Dade County resident and 

being so near to MIA Airport, I feel that it is so 

congested that it would be a very good idea to have a 

commrercial airport at the Homestead Air Base.  

The latest environmental study released by 

the Air Force and Federal Aviation Administration 

confirms that an airport is needed and I ae all
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for it.  

I believe that Homestead is the only viable 

site for the airport, that there is no other site 

better to build a commercial airport then the 

Homestead Air Force Base.  

000008 THERESA SARTOVENIA: My "nme is Theresa 

Santovenia. I was born and raised in Miami. I've 

lived here all my life. I am here tonight to urge you 

to redevelop the base as a reliever airport. There is 

no denying the need for it and I personally have 

recently had to drive all the way to Fort Lauderdale 

to get the flights 1 need and it cost me one hundred 

dollars per person less than having to fly out of 

Miami International Airport.  

Homestead is the most logical location for 

an airport. As stated in the latest SEIS report, the 

airport will not negatively affect the environment.  

Additionally, I think it will create desperately 

needed jobs and economic assistance for the people of 

the Homestead area and benefit the rest of the County 

as well. It's clearly the best plan and it keeps the 

property in the hands of Dade County and the citizens 

that live here.  

Thank you.  

000009 ROBERT KEINREB: My name is Robert Weinreb.
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One other announcement, and that in that 

apparently there are going to be bells ringing 

for the night classe. at 7:4S and eight o'clock 

and 9:15. If you folks are speaking, I will ask you 

to pause and let the bell finish ringing and then 

we'll deduct the time off your allotted three 

minutes.  

We still have some more seats available. We 

are going to start.  

Good evening ladies and gentlemen. Welcome 

to this Public Hearing of the Draft Supplemental 

Environmental Impact Statement on the Disposal of 

Portions of the Former Homestead Air Force Base.  

I am Colonel Mike McShane and I as the Chief 

Trial Judge of the Air Force, stationed at 

Bolling Air Force Base in Washington, DC. My 

normal duties include presiding over Air Force 

courts-martial. But today, I have been made 

available to preside over this series of five 

hearings which are being held in this area concerning 

the disposal and subsequent reuse of the former 

Homestead Air Force Base property.  

I have not been involved in the development 

of any of the proposals that are being considered 

here tonight, so you understand that. I am just
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one, it is in the middle of a residential 

community. It's our coemunity. It's a lovely 

community and I hate to see it ruined.  

Number 2, it just doesn't have the ability 

to support a full scale airport. It just doesn't 

have those types of facilities.  

I am vehemently against any proposal that 

would make Opa-Locka into a conmercial/cargo 

airport.  

That's all I have to say.  

()00001 LAURA LAW: I am Laura Law. I Just Want to 

say that I feel very strongly against the airport in 

the Homestead Air Force Base area and I think it's -

I am worried about the increased air traffic, the 

threat to the wildlife and the proximity to the 

nuclear power plant. I would support any of the other 

alternatives other than the airport.  

000012 ADOLFO HERNANDEZ: I am for the new airport 

here. I feel that creating, you klow, so many jobs -

thirty-eight thousand is the estimate -- it can do no 

harm. It can obviously benefit Dade County and 

Homeetead.  

In my case alone, I have done some business 

with some new companies in Homestead, and in my small 

company weive added two people because of that, so I
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can just imagine what something like this Would do.  

Basically, you know, that's where I stand.  

(Thereupon, the following proceedings were 

held at the public meeting starting at 7:30 p.m.) 

COLONEL McSHANE: Ladies and gentlemen, I 

would like to go ahead and start. I want to be 

able to start on time.  

I do have a couple of very brief 

administrative annoubncement before we start. As soon 

it quiets down a little bit, I'll begin those.  

Let me start with an announcemmnt which in 

very important to one of you folks out there.  

The owner of a blue Honda, your lights are on.  

Let me cover one or two other matters. No 

foods or drinks inside the auditorium tonight, please, 

and we request that if you have any, pass it down to 

the two center aisles and the policemen will be down 

to pick them up from you.  

One last matter, if you can possibly slide 

over or if you have an empty seat next to you, would 

you raise your hand so that folks who are standing 

against the wall there can come and have a seat. It 

might be a fire regulation that precludes you from 

standing against the wall. Please find a seat. There 

are a number here.  
I- -• -U F a E -.- •
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running a fair and impartial hearing.  

I want to thank you for taking the time from 

your busy schedules to come here tonight for this 

public bearing. If you were interested, I hope 

you took time to visit with the technical staff 

prior to this portion of the hearing to have your 

quemtions answered.  

In preparing this Draft Supplemental 

Environmental Impact Statement, or Draft SEIS, as 

you'll bear us calling it, it was the Air Force's 

goal to understand the environmental implications 

of deciding for What purpose and to whom to 

convey surplus property at former Homestead Air 

Force Base. The Draft SETI examines reasonable ways 

in which the properly might be developed, used and the 

reasonably foreseeable environmental consequences of 

the alternatives.  

At this time I would like to introduce Major 

Mike Chipley of the Air Force Executive Issues Team.  

He's an engineer by trade, with a Ph.D. in civil 

engineering from the University of Colorado. Major 

Chipley will discuss the proposed action and 

alternatives, and provide a short synopsis of the 

reuse issues.  

Since the overall purpose of the hearings is
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The alternatives underwent thorough and 

complex analysis of the environmental and 

economic impacts that could potentially occur as 

a result of redevelopment. Fourteen topics were used 

as the basis for the analysis. Public and agency 

concerns that were eopressed at our scoping meetings 

identified important issues and helped focus our 

analysis. Those concerns have been incorporated 

throughout the Draft SEIS.  

When the reuse planning process was 

initiated for Homestead Air Force Base, 

Miami-Dade County was designated as the Local 

Reuse Authority to develop a reuse plan for the 

former base.  

The County has proposed that the one 

thousand six hundred and thirty-two acres of 

remaining surplus property at former Homestead 

Air Force Base be transferred to Miami-Dade 

County Aviation Department for development of a 

tonmnercial airport.  

This is the Proposed Action addressed in the 

Draft SEIS. The analysis of the Proposed Action 

included identifying and assessing new flight 

tracks that would be used at the commercial 

airport.
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to obtain input from you on the contents of the 

Draft SETS, the presentation will be short.  

Major Chipley.  

MAJOR CHIPLEY: Thank you, Colonel.  

I too Would like to extend my thank. to all 

of you for taking time to provide your corments 

on the Draft SEIS.  

For the past several years we have been 

engaged in the process of completing the 

realignment and reuse of the former Homesatead Air 

Force Base as required by the Defense Base 

Closure and Realignment Act.  

The Air Force's primary goal in this process 

is to transfer the properties in manner that 

supports the local plans for economic 

revitalization of South Florida and protects Biscayne 

Bay and nearby Everglades National Parks. A disposal 

must also be compatible with continuing the existing 

military and law enforcement missions.  

The Air Force and Federal Aviation 

Administration, or FAA, are the designated Lead 

Agencies for the Draft SEIS.  

The Air Force has decision-making 

responsibilities for the transfer of the 

property.
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The FAA has decision-making responsibilities 

for airport facilities.  

There are three cooperating agencies. One 

cooperating agency is the National Park Service, 

because it manages Biscayne National Park, and 

Everglades National Park.  

Another cooperating agency is the U.S. Fish 

and wildlife Service because it has the 

responsibilities to ensure threatened and endangered 

species are adequately considered and because of the 

proximity of Crocodile Lake National Wildlife 

Refuge.  

The third cooperating agency is the U.S.  

Environmental Protection Agency because of its 

regulatory responsibilities.  

The contractor hired by the Air Force to 

actually conduct the analysis is Science Applications 

Internatiounal Corporation, or SAIC for short. They 

have been supported by another contractor, Landrum and 

Brown, which perforned airport planning and noise 

analysis.  

I would like to take a couple of minutes to 

update you on the SEIS process and what has occurred 

since the scoping period ended in July of 1990. More 

than four hundred forty individuals, organizations and
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agencies provided written input during our one hundred 

thirty-two day scoping period, and one hundred 

ninety-five people spoke at our public scoping 

meetings. The size and complexity of the Draft SEIS 

has grown substantially because of the number and 

diverse nature of issues and many federal agencies, 

state and local governments, private organizations and 

concerned citizea s involved. Midway through the 

analysis, two mixed use proposals were received which 

were incorporated into the analysis.  

We recognize this has been a long process 

for everyone. we want you to know many other 

communities have also struggled through the base 

closure process. Some former bases have been 

developed for aviation uses, others for non-aviation 

uses. The success of redevelopment depends upon the 

local comeunity-s involvement and support.  

The Draft SEIS examines a number of reuse 

alternatives for remaining surplus property at 

the former base. Ongoing reuse involving 

property that has already been transferred, like 

the Job Corps Center, the Dade County Homeless 

Trust, the regional park, and the other deeded 

properties, would continue under any of the 

alternatives.
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the public conment period for the Draft SEIS, 

along with Air Force and FAA responses to your 

comments.  

A decieion on what action will be taken 

concerning the transfer of the disposal properly 

will be made no earlier than thirty days after 

the publication of the Final SEIS.  

we will continue to distribute news releases 

and send news letter to those on our mailing list 

throughout the final course of the SEIS process.  

Anyone wishing to be added to the mailing list 

should complete an attendance card located at the 

registration table and check the appropriate box 

on the card.  

In summary, I'd like to say that we do 

understand that this is a complicated and often 

frustrating process. Let me reiterate that 

neither the Air Force nor FAA proposes to 

directly develop the surplus property.  

The Air Force's goal is to transfer the land 

in a manner that supports local plans for economic 

revitalization and protects Biscayne Bay and the 

nearby national parks.  

A disposal must also be compatible with 

continuing the existing military and law
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Airport operations. in general, are 

characteristically different than commercial or 

residential land uses in the types and numbers of 

vehicles, equipment and people, and the resulting 

impacts to the environment. The main issues of 

the proposed action involves air pollution, 

stormwater runoff and noise levels.  

Another alternative examined in the Draft 

SEIS is a Commercial Spaceport. The main issues with 

the commercial spaceport alternative involve the 

uncertainties related to the licensing process, safety 

and potential increase in noise.  

Three approaches were examined for 

non-aviation uses., presented as the Mixed Use 

alternative.  

Market driven development, the Collier 

Resources Company proposal and the Hoover 

Environmental Group plan.  

The Mixed Use alternatives could create a 

higher intensity of use in a shorter period of 

time, but may have less environmental effects on 

the national parks.  

The Draft SEIS also includes the No Action 

alternative, which means the property continues to 

belong to the government and reverts to caretaker

1 statue. Under each alternative, the Air Force, 

2 Florida Air National Guard and Customs Service 

3 continue to use the runway for their current military 

4 and law enforcement missions.  

The Draft SEIS addressis each alternative in 

6 the context of future growth in South Florida and also 

7 takes into account potential cumulative impacts of 

a other projects. It also includes some historical 

9 information where available.  

10 Your views and comments on the Draft SEIS 

11 will be important as we work toward completing the 

12 Final SfIS. We are now about half way through the 

13 sixty day public comment period. we scheduled these 

14 hearings to provide you an opportunity to review the 

15 Draft SEIS and formulate comments you can give here 

16 today, and also to provide you some time after these 

17 bearings so you can incorporate things you might learn 

10 tonight into your written consents. Whether you 

19 choose to come today or provide your comments in 

20 writing between now and March 7, we look forward to 

21 receiving your inputs in assisting us in completing 

22 the final document.  

23 The Final SEIS, scheduled for completion in 

24 July 2000, will include comments made at the 

25 public hearings or submitted in writing during 

24 

1 enforcement missions.  

2 COLONEL McSHANE: Thank you, Major Chipley.  

3 This concludes the Air Force's presentation. in 

4 a few minutes we'll begin the public comment 

5 portion of this hearing. You will have several 

6 ways to provide your comments.  

7 If you brought written comments, please 

a place them in the box on the comment table. You 

O can leave them on the table up-front here as 

10 well, 

11 If you want to write down your comments 

12 while you are here, there are forms at the 

13 comment table out in the lobby.  

14 You can also take a form home to complete 

10 and then mail it back to the address provided on 

16 the comment form.  

17 You can also write your comments On your owe 

16 form and mail them in. You do not need to use 

19 the comment forms. They are only for your 

20 convenience.  

21 You will have the opportunity to provide 

22 oral comments when I begin the public comment 

23 portion of the hearing.  

24 Let me tell you a few things about the 

25 public comment period. We will hear from elected
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officials. First we are mindful of their time 

constraints and schedule. We'll call them first.  

Then each of the proponents of the alternatives were 

offered an opportunity to describe their proposal and 

speak shout it.  

Miami-Dade County expressed an interest in 

speaking. We'll hear from representatives of 

Miami-Dade County. They will be given up to ten 

minutes to speak about their proposals.  

You may also notice that some of the other 

proponents, although they've elected not to give 

a presentation, have materials available at the 

tables and poster boards around the room.  

After the County's presentation we'll hear 

from those of you who have submitted cards indicating 

that you wish to speak. We will call you in the order 

the cards were submitted.  

Anyone who has not yet filled out a card, 

and who wants to speak, will be given an 

opportunity to do so after all the registered 

speakers have made their comments.  

Let me add that if you desire to speak 

tonight, each individual or organization will 

have three minutes to provide comments.  

Please clearly state your name and the name 
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someone who is interested in the coemment process 

but cannot attend any of the meetings, written 

comments can be submitted until March 7, 2000.  

Mailing address may be found in all of the 

available handouts.  

At this point I am going to call on the 

elected public officials who have indicated they 

desire to speak tonight, starting with Mayor Alexander 

Penelas.  

000013 MAYOR ALEXANDERI PENELAS Members of the 

hearing panel, ladies and gentlemen, good 

evening. I an Alex Penelas, Mayor of Miami-Dade 

County. I want to welcome each of and every one 

of you to South Miami-Dade. Respecting each 

speaker's time limitations, I would ask that you 

put yourself for just a moment in the shoes of the 

citizens of Miami-Dade County, who since the 196os, 

have tried unsuccessfully to site a reliever facility 

for Miami International Airport.  

Consequently, ladies and gentlemen, the 

issues that are at stake here are very, very serious 

and the results are irreversible, if this community is 

prevented from appropriately developing an airport at 

the former Homestead Air Force Base.  

In your hands rests a critical decision that
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we all agree will have implications for decades 

to come, and will decide the impact of quality of 

life and the economic stability of Miami-Dade County, 

as a whole, and it's local communities. You'll hear 

from many of those local representatives in a few 

.. Throughout the course of these hearings, I 

would ask you also to remember that both the President 

and the Congress made a commitment to this 

community -- a strong coomitment -- which was clearly 

articulated on July 8, 1993, when then Defense 

Secretary Perry announced that Homestead Air Force 

Base would become a national showcase of ways to 

breath new life into military facilities.  

Sadly, sadly, Miami-Dade County has been 

everything hut a showcase on this issue. I would 

further ask you to remember that the land which now 

holds the former Homestead Air Force Base was owned by 

Miami-Dade County until 1942, when it was taken by the 

federal government to meet national security needs.  

Aside from attaining a period of normalcy in 

the mid '40s, after yet another major hurricane, 

the base served critical national defense needs, 

including playing a critical role during the 

Cuban Missile Crisis.
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of the organization if any you are representing before 

you begin your co-enta, so that the court reporter 

can get that down. The transcript will be a permanent 

record of this hearing and will be published in the 

final SEIS. Please, do not provide any personal 

information in your comments if you do not want to see 

it published in the final SEIS.  

It's very important that you use the 

microphones on either sides of the room here so that 

the court reporter can hear you. The focus is to 

listen to your comments regarding the contents of the 

Draft SEIS. Proceeding this presentation you will 

have an opportunity to ask questions one-on-one of the 

technical staff and hopefully your question will be 

answered. Any further questions in the course of 

making your staterents will he addressed in the final 

SEIS rather than answering them tonight.  

Again, please focus your comments on the 

Draft SEIS and the analysis of the options.  

If you need to have your comments translated 

into English and did not indicate that when you 

signed in, please let us know when I call on 

you.  

If you do make comments tonight and later 

decide you have additional comments or know
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Ladies and gentlemen, the federal process to 

determine the final disposition of the base has been 

unprecedented -- unprecedented in both length and 

cost. For the past seven years the Homestead area 

community and the communities around Homestead have 

been playing by the rules, and letting the process 

take its course. Our disappointment has been 

overwhelming as we find that the rules and the 

parameters for decision-making are ever changing, and 

study after study have brought us to the same 

conclusion.  

A Final Environmental Impact Statement in 

1994, a sensitivity analysis in 1998 and a 

Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement 

released just seven weeks ago have all concluded 

that a public airport was an appropriate and 

environmentally safe use for the former Homestead 

Air Force Base.  

In fact, it is important to note that in 

1994, in its response, the FEIS, even the 

Department of Interior, suggested exploring 

Homestead am an alternative.  

Ladies and gentlemen, I simply cannot 

over-emphasioe the importance of this base 

property in meeting this community's future
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or clapping for any of the dignitaries who are 

here either for or against, please. That's 

wasting your time.  

We'll nove on to the next speaker, Mayor 

Steve Shiver, from Homestead.  

000014 MAYOR STEVE SHIVER: I have written comments 

that I will submit. I've been a little under the 

weather, and I apologize.  

First of all, I want to thank everybody for 

coming together in an adult-like manner to 

discuss an issue. It is very important that we 

make an attempt and we are able to discuss the 

issue in an adult-like earner, not necessarily 

continuing to make ourselves look like children, 

quite honestly.  

I am glad we are all here as adults and 

working hard -

COLONEL McSHANE: Sir, no more comments or 

we'll ask that you be escorted out.  

MAYOR STEVE SHIVER: I would ask that you add 

some more time for that cobmnent.  

I am too a native of Homestead, born right 

here in Homestead thirty-three years ago. I am 

very proud of what I've been able to do here as a 

child growing up enjoying our environment and 
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working hard to make sure that our surroundings 

are protected.  

Some of our farmers in our community have 

been working the land for many years. I want to set 

the stage by saying that everybody in this community 

works very hard to make sure that our natural 

resources come to provide enjoyment for our children 

and their children.  

But more importantly, in 1993 we began 

studding what to do with this airport. In 1994 our 

record decision was given, and in 1996 a decision to 

start an airport and the plan was developed by 

MiaMi-Dade County, submitted back to the Air Force.  

At that time, the environmental 

organizations came forward end said the original 

impact statement was not appropriate, we should 

study it again. So we did.  

We went into a sensitivity analysis as Study 

Number 3. After we finished the sensitivity analysis, 

we went into Study Number 4, which is the current 

0EIS, and that's why we are here today, to talk about 

that.  

Once again we find ourselves being faced 

with those who say that the study that was mandated 

and initiated primarily by environmental organizations

0-8
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needs. Miami International Airport is the oily 

commercial service airport in all of Misci-Dade 

County. Even with the current addition of a 

fourth runway, MIA will fall short of the demand 

for commercial service capacity sometime between the 

years 2006 and 2015. This point was clearly confirmed 

in the recent supplemental study.  

As we all know, aviation facilities do not 

materialize overnight. They take years in their 

development.  

In respect to your time limitations, I will 

hope that you consider Miami-Dade County's request.  

we have made commitments to comply with every 

available mitigation project. This airport will 

provide far more good jobs than any of the alternative 

uses, thirty-eight thousand jobs at full build out, 

and over a billion dollars in earnings as 

substantiated by the study.  

The supplemental study itself indicates that 

the Opa-Locka Airport simply is not an 

appropriate alternative. so I would hope that 

you would take all this into consideration.  

Thank you very much for having me.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Folks, if we are going to 

hear your comments, we don't need demonstrations
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was not appropriate.  

Ladies and gentlemen, the people of our 

community, the people that we represent, the 

people that eat, work and live here are tired of 

studies. It is time for us to move forward and 

lock at an asset that we really need to create 

jobs in the community.  

I am going to end by saying that the facts 

are clear. Miami-Dade County in the last thirty 

years has looked for an alternative site for an 

airport. With the addition of the fourth runway at 

Miami International Airport, we are going to have a 

capacity problem. This is a long term planning 

probles.  

Every study completed regarding this 

property over the past seven years has indicated 

that Homestead Air Force Base is the most logical 

and reasonable place to site a reliever airport, 

and quite frankly, most importantly, my covmmunity 

needs meaningful jobs.  

Those that have been studying the 

alternatives say that they will still be subjected to 

more years of environmental studies and uncertain 

risks.  

As an elected official, we are charged with
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making an inforemed decision. I would ask everybody in 

the room, and you as well, to rely upon the four 

studies and over five million dollars of tax payersa 

monies of our co•u•nity that have been paid to analyze 

this issue. Rely upon that. All of them say we need 

an airport. Homestead is the place to do at this time 

a limited use airport.  

The City of Homestead has passed a unanimous 

resolution in support of this, and remember, the thing 

is to make sure that we keep the activity of economics 

here in Homestead. ,Keep the activity here in Dade 

County and not Broward.  

Thank you very much.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Next is Otis Wallace from 

Florida City.  

000015 MAYOR OTIS WALLACE: I'd like to first of all 

thank the hearing committee for giving us this 

opportunity to be heard. I'd like to thank the 

Department of the Air Force for making this 

Supplemental Enviroonetal Impact Study.  

During this type of study, I got a little 

study on my own regarding the environmental 

condition in South Dade. Without trying at all, 

I quickly discovered an endangered species. it 

has two eyes, two arms, two legs, a brain and a
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heartbeat. It has dignity and an overwhelming 

desire to support its family.  

But unlike most endangered species in our 

midst, there is no Sierra Club to protect a working 

man who simply wants to support his family. There is 

no club or society for someone who just wants nothing 

more than to feed, house and educate his kids.  

Since there are no clubs to speak for them, 

it falls upon me and my compatriots to speak for 

the people of Florida City that have not been 

spoken for in the past.  

Jobs are the most important thing to the 

people of South Dade. We need them to support 

our families. I just have to believe that God 

made men and women to be a part of nature, and 

the simple fact is that of the plans submitted 

to you, there are two that have merits, but I 

must favor the airport, because of the 

overwhelming number of jobs it will produce.  

To those who are fat and happy and rich, and 

have homes of their own, perhaps jobs are not 

important, but for the people that struggle to 

support their family, it's the number one issue.  

So I say to you, there is an endangered 

species in South Dade. It's the unemployed men 
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and women of our coamunity. Somebody must stand 

up for them. Somebody must begin to talk about 

them.  

Let's protect the sparrow, let's protect the 

key deer, but let's also protect the people.  

What God has set upon this earth, let no man 

disregard. Think about this when you make your 

environmental analysis.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSNANE: Mayor Raul Martinez from 

Hialeah.  

Folks, please, quiet down.  

000016 MAYOR RAUL MARTINEZ: I love you too.  

Members of the community of Homestead, 

first of all I want to thank Mayor Steve Shiver 

for inviting me. This is not about a particular 

city. This is not about Hialeah or Homestead or 

Hispanics or Black. or anybody else. I think 

this has to do with the promise that was made to 

the people of Homestead hack in 1992 when they 

were suffering from the Hurricane. This has to 

do with the fact that the base was going to be 

closed, and it is a fact that we need to find 

employment for our people.  

I live about five or six blocks away from

0-9
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Opa-Locka Airport. I see the planes flying into 

the City of Miami and Miami International 

Airport, and we have to find a compromise. We 

have to find a compromise where we can create and 

protect the employment of our Dade County 

residents and meet the need. of the environment.  

SI am sure that those of you that know more 

than I do, because I have to believe the mayor of 

"a small city, you can find a way and you can find 

" solution to continue to protect the 

environment, but to create the jobs that this 

community so badly needs.  

We need jobs, and this space with the new 

airport can bring vitality back to not only South 

Dade, but also to South Florida. because no matter 

whether you like it or not, flights are going to 

continue to come to Dade County and they are going to 

go to Opa-Locka and they are going to go to 

Miami-Dade. we are still going to have the planes 

flying. Why not benefit from a strip that's already 

there, from the infrastructure that's already there? 

we can find a compromise.  

There was a resolution that was passed by my 

city counsel, one that basically says we support 

the creation of jobs. Let's protect the
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Ignacio Diaz of North Bay Village.  

I don't see him responding. I'll go on.  

Mayor Easco, Key Biscayne.  

000018 MAYOR JOSE IGNACIO RASCO: Distinguished 

members of the panel, members of the public, I am the 

Mayor of Key Niscayne. The comments I make here 

tonight should not be construed to represented the 

sentiments of the ten thousand people of my community, 

but I am here to support my fellow mayors, especially 

Otis Wallace, Steve Shiver and Alex Penelas, and their 

efforts over many years to bring hack their respected 

cities in this area. They've worked tirelessly in 

this capacity.  

I am here to say that I support their 

efforts for a better tomorrow for all the residents of 

South Dade, to support economic development in 

Miami-Dade County that is crucial and respects the 

environment.  

The South Dade area has a large unemployment 

problem, a deep health care crisis, a need for high 

paying jobs that will meet the needs of tomorrow.  

This is the reason why this area was named an 

environmental empowerment zone by the federal 

government. There is s need, and we can solve it. We 

can do that without harming our present environment.
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try to find a job.  

My commenity and other cities, we are having 

trouble trying to get youth into the proper jobs. Let 

me tell you something, it's hard to bring this down 

and say: Hey, this airport didn't come in here, but at 

the same time the environment is still safe. If it 

doesn't come, what are you going to say to those 

etodenta when they graduate and there are no jobs in 

the community? They have to go elsewhere.  

The other issue is the environment, that we 

all respect and love. I want my children to take 

advantage of the Everglades and their children too.  

That's what I stand for.  

The studies and millions of dollars have 

been spent by the government to determine that both 

can co-exist. We have to take that into 

consideration, because that's a very important point.  

I know there are two sides to every point, but we have 

to find a blend and find a way to work together and 

find a solution for this.  

I think if we look at it real hard, this 

would benefit all our community to have this 

commercial airport in Homestead.  

Thank you very much.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Next I call on Mayor

38 

environment, but letas also protect the people 

that will protect the environment.  

Thank you very much.  

COLONEL MCSHANE: Next I will call Mayor Jose 

Diaz fron Sweetwater.  

000017 MAYOR JOSE DIAZ: Welcome Cosmmittee, and all 

the people here. This is not an easy thing to do, to 

get up in front of you, when there are two different 

topics as strong as these to decide among a community, 

to determine the needs for ones and the needs for 

others.  

As to Mayor Shiver, it takes a lot of guts 

to initiate this. He stated a point that that brings 

a benefit to all of us here. That benefit is 

reflected upon one main issue, and that is getting 

jobs to the community. Thirty-eight thousand jobs pay 

one billion dollars in earnings. There are a lot of 

communities across the nation that wish something like 

this could be put in their laps.  

I saw a lot of youth as I walked into this 

building. I commend the teachers, because this is a 

democratic society, and we teach freedom of speech, 

and I ax proud of that, but it's hard when they 

graduate and they go out to the market -- those that 

have to work and go to college at the same time -- and
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1 At present there are no guidelines to I This is my fourth tim in this area. I will 

2 core ans msny tines ae neoesnoary. Sooty time there has 
2 protect these valuable natural resources. Under the 

3 been an issue of people who forget what good manners I present sysnen there sre no ways to proteot our bay.  

4 and appropriate respect is, and every time I've walked 4 Under the proposed system, tin County. under the 
0 away with good feelings that those whv inow hue tv 

5 jurisdiction of the State of Florida, we will have 

6 respect, whether they agree with me or not, there is a 6 force and meshaniamesoad potential mitigation plans in 
7 certein thing am good nannera.  

7 place. They are not now present.  
8I tell you, sir, that thin area needn a 

8 The time to act is now. We need to help our 
9 reliever sirport. I mill tell you that our airport is 

9 neighbors in the south. We need to help them for a 
10 full alosnt to caPacity and will ho in the year 2000.  

10 better tomorrow. I support Mayor Shiver and I support 
1i I mill also tell you that the teed for this cor~monity.  

11 Mayor Wallace and the residents of Dade County in this 

12 effort. 12 with a fifteen percent unemploy-ent, with a hospital 

13 that is just about to close, and with businesses that 13 Thani yen very mucch.  

14 COLONEL MCSHAE: Miami-Dade County 14 deserve a better life. There is a great need.  

15 The first thing we must say, and I think 11 Commissioner Natacha Millan.  

16 O000019 COMMISSIONER NATACHA MILLN: Good evening. s1 Mayor Wallace was very clear, is that endangered 

17 species -- I never thought of it that way -- wan human 
17 Is this working? 

1 GOod evening and welcome to our county. MY 10 hings alo.  

19 I come from an island. I come from Cuba. 1 
19 name is Natacha Millan and I represent District 13, 
20 which includes Hialeah and Miami Lakes. 20 am very proud to be from Cuba, and we are surrounded 

21 1 as a proud resident of my city, but I haoe 21 by water and we were surrounded by animals and we are 

22 great concerns for anybody that lives in South Dade 22 Surrounded by beautiful places, but we need no take 

23 County, and I have responsibilities as a commeissioner 23 car of the human hoings first. Quality of watsr is 

24 very important, but human hoings coes before 
24 on issues that cover the whole County. That's why I 

25 am here. 25 everything.  

I will tell you in all honesty that I would 1 not here. If not we'll -aor 0. and he can mail his 
2 not be here if I did not see in the SEIS that thee 2 comments like everybody else.  

3 was some test and balance that you requested or you 3 Next I call on Wayne slaton.  
4 suggested that would make the base viable but at the 4 00020WAYmNE SLATON: Good evening. W.1.o.. Air 

5 same tim protected. 5 Force. my name is Wayne Slaton. I am the chair for 

6 There is no good need to destroy the 6 the past three years Of Coumunity Council 6. For 

7 beautiful things that God gave ushonat tat w there. Iyou who do not kow, Council 6 is the Greater 

8 children destroyed. I don't want to see a high volut e 8 Miami Lakes area.  

9 of women walking the streets because for whate ver 9 3 also want to admit tonight, and Proudly 

o0 reason they dontt have a job. I also do not listen to s0 admit, that I s a card carrying member of the 

11 the voices of those that donet know what they are 11 Tropical Audobon Society. I as also a member of the 

12 saying. I listen to the voice of my conscious. 12 Sierra Club and the National Federation of Wildlife.  

13 That's why I am here. 13 1 receive from these letters information, from all 

14 Federal Express thank God did not leave the 14 these organization, and I respect and endorse many of 

10 County, but Federal Express has provided seven hundred 15 the fine work that some of these organizations do.  

16 jobs. 16 I always hope thers is room for all points 

17 Thak you 7 Thank you.7 of views in all these discussions. With that I will 

10 COLONEL McSHAKE: Let me remind everyone that s1 say in the last few weeks I have also reviewed studies 

19 if you want to speak, your opportunity is to fill out 19 that have been made by the Air Force, and I have to 

20 a card and come up here when it's your turn. Please 20 say that I m seeing that for me there is no real 

21 respect the other speakers as you would hopefully 21 overriding threat to the surrounding environment and 

22 respect yourselves. Thank you. 22 the community, by the proposal of the federal 

23 Now I call on Miami-Dade County Coemmissioner 23 government, wishing for a commuter airport.  

24 Bruno Marrero. There is a letter that he would like 24 I am concern that you understand the 

25 to be read. Does somebody else have his letter? He's 25 unharmful need for the base redevelopment into a 
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commercial airport. South Dade needs a real and 

viable economic development. Dade County needs a real 

and viable airport expansion. It is very important, 

and must be taken into consideration for the future 

demands on all of South Florida, specifically on the 

possibility of using Opa-Locka for a needed airport 

expansion.  

The City recognizes that there are sixteen 

thousand residential communolties living directly 

across the street from Opa-Locka. Opa-Locka, we 

already knows is not a viable answer. There arc three 

problems with Opa-Locka that are in your study. The 

Opa-Locka runways do not have the capacity that the 

Homestead Air Force Sase can provide. There are 

serious air space constraints, because Opa-Locka is so 

close to Fort Lauderdale and MIA, right in the middle, 

it would cause a significant number of airplanes 

crossing, and finally again the fact that the 

residential development is directly in front of 

Opa-Locka Airport.  

I for one cannot equate the safety and the 

quality of life of sixteen thousand residents, seven 

churches and five schools, to the unsubstantiated 

concerns over sawgrass and wildlife.  

I am concerned for the environment, but to
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me human life is more precious.  

I urge you on behalf of the community that I 

represent to bring the study to finalization and 

hopefully you will conclude that the Air Force Base 

should be turned over to Dade County.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Next will be Miami-Dade 

County Commissioner Katy Sorenson.  

000021 COMMISSIONER KATY SORENSON: Good evening 

members of the Air Force and FAA, elected officials, 

citizens of Miami-Dade County.  

We have an opportunity tonight, and in the 

process, to close an unfortunate chapter of South 

Miami-Dade County's history and begin to create a 

bright new future of economic development, prosperity 

and the best protection for our environment and our 

national parks.  

In addition to speaking here tonight, we can 

ask President Clinton to approve the Collier Family's 

proposed swap land in the former Homestead Air Force 

Base.  

Let me finish please. I encourage everyone 

to be polite.  

In 1995 Miami-Dade County granted a no-bid 

long term lease to HASDI, a group of developers. I,
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as one of the commissionera of South Miami-Dade, 

opposed this vigorously. However, it is a new day.  

The Collier and Hoover families have 

collaborated to develop a first class golf course, 

business park, hotel, aquarium, marine institute, 

luxury RV community, a mixed use -

COLONEL McSHASE: Sir, please, take it 

outside.  

COMMI4SSIONER KATY SORENSON: A mixed use 

alternative. The plan will create more than 

sixty-eight hundred jobs initially and more than 

twenty thousand eventually, more than replacing the 

jobs lost after Hurricane Andrew.  

The Collier/Hoover plan offers many 

advances. The first is compatibility with South 

Miami-Dade's goals of 1994, redeveloping the base, 

sustaining agriculture and expanding tourism.  

In contrast, an airport threatens 

agriculture, by paving the way for industrialization 

that will devour available farm land and threaten 

Biscayne National Park. Imagine what it would do to 

the quality of our neighborhoods and residential 

property values.  

Second, the Collier/Hoover plan takes the 

politics out of Miami-Dade County. Under the Collier

48 

plan the County will have no claim to the land. It 

further makes the land taxable property for the 

County.  

Moreover, the real choice is not between the 

Collier/Hoover plan and the airport, the choice is 

between green plants or a red light. That's because 

the environmental community is prepared to sage a long 

legal battle to stop an airport. That means that the 

former air base can grow weeds and cobwebs, not jobs, 

for at least a decade, and who is going to invest in 

the legal fees to fight this war, the tax payers of 

Miami-Dade County? 

Even if the airport attains approval, after 

years of litigation, we will have to pay for buffer 

environmental mitigation. Yes, the tax payers of 

Miami-Dade County will have to pay for that.  

Finally, there is no evidence that any 

airline will ever be willing to invest in an airport 

twenty-five miles away from the main airport.  

Given the proximity to MIA, Opa-Locka is 

better situated to serve as a reliever airport, and 

that was pointed out by a County study in 1995. we 

are getting an additional runway in MIA and an 

addition runway in Fort Lauderdale. How many runways 

do we need?
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It has been a long wait for the citizens of 

South Miami-Dade to enjoy the economic prosperity they 

have never felt.  

Now, the Collier/Hoover plan for the 

redevelopment of the base make. economic sense, 

environmental sense and can happen faster than any 

other option. We can only hope that the White House, 

the Air Force, FAA and powers that be will see the 

logic and give the land guickly to the Collier family, 

so the people of South Miami-Dade can get on with 

their future, one that's right for everyone.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHAfE: Commissioner Dennia Mo..  

000022 COMMISSIONER DENNIS MOSS: Good evening and 

welcome. First of all, I want to say that Homestead 

Air Force Base is physically located in District 9.  

It is three and a half miles from Goulds, next to the 

Landings, across the street from Harper Square and 

down the road from Naranja and four miles from the 

City of Homestead, Unincorporated Miami-Dade County.  

In the past, as an elected official in the 

district that the base is located in, I have taken to 

oppose any development on the base until issues raised 

by friends inthe environmental romsunity were 

addressed by the SEIS.
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to a degree possibly mitigated so as to not destroy 

our national parks. It would be hard to ignore the 

jobs that can be produced, the high paying jobs that 

would be available, the fact that a reliever airport, 

which is viable to the entire community, not just 

South Miami-Dade County, cannot be developed in any 

other location other than the base.  

Finally, I want to applaud everyone who came 

out tonight. You have allowed us to know where you 

are on this issue. Before I come to a final position.  

I will want, inclusive of public testimony, and at the 

end of the process, I can tell you that I plan to 

weigh heavily on the issue of a base, in the interest 

of a facility that is located physically in my 

district.  

In the interest of the constituents of my 

district and in the interest of all Miami-Dade County 

people that I represent, as I stand before you tonight 

and 2 feel like Yogi Bera when he said, -This reminds 

me of deja vt all over again.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANE: I'd like to call on Senator 

Roberto Casas. Is Senator Roberto Casas here? I 

don't see him.  

Senator Daryl Jones.
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000023 SEHATOR DARYL JONES: Good evening members of 

the panel, ladies and gentlemen. I am Senator Daryl 

Jones from District 40. I represent the area that is 

encompassed by Homestead Air Porse Base, as wall as 

going to the east to where Biscayne National Park 

begins and west to where we have Everglades National 

Park.  

I want to thank you for providing us the 

opportunity tonight to engage is this very important 

part of the democratic process. I'd like to make four 

points.  

First, it was kind of interesting to arrive 

tonight and see the protests on the outside. It's 

nice to see some action, not necessarily calmed, but 

at least controlled. There ware some people who are 

obvousýly for and some who are against this very 

difficult issue.  

As your elected official, as I looked at 

that group, I saw on the left people who wanted jobs, 

who need them, who wanted higher paying jobs. On the 

right I saw people who care a great deal about the 

environment.

So this is why this is a very difficult 

issue. On balance, I find it very tough to take the 

opportunity for food out of the mouth of another
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As a result, I have intentionally chosen not 

to publicly authenticate on a esnner that we might 

realize later on would not be resolved if at all until 

after the SEIS was completed. This brings us to this 

point tonight.  

The SETS has been released, and public 

comment has began. What I have heard in District 9 is 

that we need jobs, good Jobs. What I have heard from 

our staff is that we need an airport and there is no 

other place to develop one. What I have heard from 

the environmental community is that an airport would 

destroy our national parks, but we are not ready to 

endorse upon the Collier alternative.  

What we have heard from the SETS is that 

while it impacts the environmental, those impacts can 

be mitigated and would allow cormercial growth to 

commence. what I have heard from the people from 

District 9 is that we need jobs, good jobs.  

While the alternatives are offering jobs, 

they are predicated on our location, and therefore we 

have not chosen their opportunity for development of 

the theme park and all the activities in South Dade, 

and the same cannot be said about a reliever airport 

anywhere else in Miami-Dade County.  

I feel that the environmental impacts can be
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person and their family. The Supplemental 

fnvironmental Impact Statement says that a commercial 

airport can be built in a manner that would mitigate 

any harm to the environment. I have not seen any 

other study that contradicts this statement.  

While I value the opinions and input of 

every ciaizen, I believe it is important for our 

objective decision makers to have some basis in fact 

for their decision. This is why I support Dade 

County's proposal.  

My third point is that, if I am not 

mistaken, I don't believe anywhere in the United 

States is there a dual field, having heavy and fire 

operations in a single place. If you look at the 

outline estimate of how much traffic there will be on 

this facility if you build the commercial airport, 

One, you either have to build two runways which I 

think would be a violation of the trust imposed by the 

StIS or, Two, you are going to have to move the 

military fighter presence from Homestead Air Force 

Base. I don't know that either one of those is a 

viable option.  

Fourth, the Air Force has a thirty-four base 

closure, following the local community's 

recommendation each and every time. All thirty-four

'I isies aswa _W_=1 natstae asem a
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times they have followed the recommendations of the 

citizens. Should the Air Force not follow Dade 

County's recommendation in this particular case, I 

think it would be difficult, because future brass 

senators and congressmen will ask you: Why did you 

close the base and not allow the community to build 

what they wanted to build there, and will that happen 

in my home as well? So it could be difficult for you 

guys.  

So I respectfully request that while the 

Collier and Hoover plan show promise, there are a 

great number of questions that remain with that 

particular plan.  

I respectfully request that you at this time 

support Dade County's plan.  

COLONEL McSiNEi: Stanley T.G. James.  

Indications were that there was a letter to be read in 

lieu of testimony. Do we have that letter? 

Moving on to Speaker of the House of 

Representatives, John Tasher.  

Moving on to State Representative Gaston 

Caatenn.  

SPEAKER: It's a public hearing. Hear from 

the people.  

000024 REPRESE'TATIVE GASTON CANTENS: Thank you.
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Thank you for the opportunity to make 

comments here today about the reuse of Homestead Air 

Reserve Base, and particularly about the SEIS. You've 

heard from many elected officials tonight on their 

views toward a redevelopment of Homestead Air Reserve 

Base. I would like to take this opportunity for a 

moment, to remove my hat as an elected official, and 

speak as a private citizen.  

There is a book called The Death of Common 

Sense, and that's what has occurred in this case.  

Citizens of this great nation are frustrated. They 

are tired with government at all levels. They are 

tired and frustrated with the rules and regulations, 

that sometimes we wonder whether government is in 

place to help us or merely to make our lives 

miserable.  

Eight years of studies since Hurricane 

Andrew and the realignment of the base have resulted 

in nothing more than economic devastation to the South 

Miami-Dade area, and still we cannot see the obvious.  

Every elected official that has spoken here tonight 

has spoken about the need for a reliever airport in 

Dade County, and that need will occur within the next 

five or ten years.  

We have three choices. We can use Opa-Locka

5f 

Airport as has been suggested. That airport has the 

same restrictions that we currently have in Miami 

International Airport, even greater restrictions.  

It's in the middle of a residential neighborhood, no 

room to grow.  

We have Homestead Air Reserve Base. choice 

Number 2. It's always been an airport. it's always 

going to be an airport. It has one of the longest 

runways in the nation.  

We do have a third choice, however. That 

third choice is that come five or ten years from now, 

when the need is a present need a for sale sign will 

go up around Homestead Air Reserve Base, and us, the 

citizens of Miami-Dade County, will have to buy back 

the land to build that reliever airport that the 

federal government should have given to Miami-Dade 

County today.  

I heard earlier that this is a local issue.  

You are right. It's a local issue. It's a Miami-Dade 

County issue, because five years from now we all will 

be paying the bill to acquire the two thousand acres 

that it will take to build that reliever airport, if 

we don't get the reserve base transferred to 

Miami-Dade County.  

Let us use common sense and allow the
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federal government to transfer the Homestead Air 

Reserve Base to Miami-Dade County no we can move 

forward together as one community.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANB: I call on Representative
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it needed to be before Hurricane Andrew.  

With that said, I understand many of the 

problems that have occurred in South Dade, including 

no baseball team, the loss of the Base, Hurricane 

Andrew and many other things that have happened here, 

including what is going or with the farmers today in 

South Dade, where we are continuing to lose jobs day 

after day.  

SThe reason I am here this evening, 

distinguished panel, is to ask you to consider the 

jobs, to ask you to consider the economsc development 

that Mayor Wallace and Mayor Shiver are so hard 

working for, as well at ask you to Consider the 

environmental constraints that this community needs, 

but the bottom line here, ladies and gentlemen, is 

that this community truly needs economic development, 

and we need the jobs that will come with the airport.  

Thank you very ruch.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Next we'll call on 

representative Marco Rubio. Representative Rubio. I 

don't see him.  

Representative Larcenia Bullard.  

000026 REPRESENTATIVE LARCEINIA BULLARD: Good 

evening. Good evening to you distinguished panel and 

to the people from District 118 and 119. I am

Rudy Garcia.  

000025_ REPRESENTATIVE RUDY GARCIA: Thank you. Good 

evening distinguished panel membere, ladies and 

gentlemen, elected officials.  

I come before you tonight as a fisherman, as 

a sportsman, as a boater, as noreone that loves this 

environment. I was born and raised here, and I have 

received many awards by environmentalists throughout 

my public service in the Florida House of 

Representatives.  

I represent District 110, in the area of 

Hialeah, Miami Lakes.  

Back in 1992, right after Hurricane Andrew, 

where many of the people that are sitting behind me 

today lost a lot of their lives, homes and property, I 

came down to South Dade to help rebuild with thousands 

of people from the north aide of town. After that we 

went up to Ta'lahassee and brought to Dade County, 

south of Kendall Drive, over six hundred fifty million 

dollars to try to bring this conmunity back to where
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speaking to you, because you are the ones who will be 

affected by all this taking place in thin area.  

As I've listened to the speakers, I couldn't 

help but think that here we are again in a staging 

roo. I am a state representative, and because I am a 

state representative, I cannot take a position on 

something that you didn't vote for.  

As I listened to Commissioner Sorenson 

epeak, I had to turn to the right of me, then I turned 

to the back of me and I turned to the left of me, and 

I saw all of this great embrace and applause, and I 

question where are we going tonight with this whole 

issue? 

I understand there are two more meetings.  

Environmental versus economica, thatns what I am 

hearing. There are two more meetings, am I correct -

four more meetings. Environmental var.us economic.  

There should not be any question.  

Scientifically we know that we are polluting 

too many areas and we are taking away the clean air 

from people.  

I am from a little town in South Carolina.  

My children, I brought them to South Dade in 1980 

because of clean air, because I wanted them to get the 

a-e experience I did.

6f 

So I stand here today as an 

environmentalist, but also as someone who wants to see 

jobs, but I see and always see another way out. I 

can't take a position until I hear all that's being 

naid, but I do say this, that I was on. of the 

first -- and the guys from NARDI are here -- you 

know. YOu sat in my office. I talked to you. So I 

don't need to tell you what we talked about, because 

you know what happened.  

The gentlemen who was running thin case at 

that time was a gentleman from out of town. He wanted 

to take Homestead Base and redevelop it. Of course, 

as moat of you know, we've been to this area before 

and we've debated this whole issue and nothing has 

happened. I believe it needs to be developed, but I 

believe it needs to be developed for families, for 

social environment.  

That's what I am here to tell you. I 

struggled with what happened, but I want to let you 

know that the people voted for local control. I came 

here tonight to hear citizen input and I've not yet 

heard it, 

I will close on this note. I have always 

called back to the community. I've asked my 

commissioners, the groups who were involved, please
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tell me what you think about this particular issue, 

and I see the majority of the citizens from this 

district, because I know most of you, saying that you 

don't want it.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Representative Gus 

Marrero. Representative Gus Marrero.  

OlG Massaline.  

000027 OLA MASSALINE: Good evening. My name is Ola 

Massaline fron the Naranja Cocmeunity. It is wonderful 

that everybody is discussing what happens in Our 

community. We have not been invited to participate, 

and everything you do there is going to directly 

concern us.  

We are hurting there. A lot of us have 

remembrances of the United States Air Force. They 

left us. We have not recovered since Andrew. We are 

not for or against any group, but what we are saying 

is that we will not be divided as a community. we are 

White, Black, Hispanic, Haitian, and we are together.  

Dade County is going nowhere before we are through.  

We need jobs.  

I cried when I came in the building, because 

people are arguing. They are not acting like 

Americans, that my husband fought for. We cannot do
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Thank you.  

COLONEL MCSHANE. I am going to call on the 

representatives from Miami-Dade County who will be 

given no more than a ten minute presentation.  

Folks, if you want to get going on this -

Gary DeLapa, Merrett Stierhein and R-non Ra0c0.  

MERREfT STIE1fPEIM: Mr. Chairman and membern 

of the committee, my name is Meorett Stierhein. f am 

the County manager for Miami-Dade County. I want to 

Make a statement.  

Can you hear me now? Start the clock again,

please.  

My name is Merrett Stierheim. I am the 

County Manager of Miami-Dade County. I want to say 

very clearly that I am not here to support any 

degradation or adverse environmental impact to either 

Everglades National Park or Biscayne National Park.  

I have fished in the backwoods of the park 

and in the bay for over forty years. I love that area 

deeply.

This is my second term as county manager, 

total of eleven years now, almost twelve, and nine 

years as President of Greater Miami Convention Bureau.  

I think I have an appreciation for the importance of 

the aviation industry to the economy of Dade County.  
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We are one of three international gatewuy 

airports in the United States. The majority of our 

visitors anr from abroad, international. We have over 

ten Million overnight visitors who come visit here, 

and that includes tourists as well an business people, 

and that tourism industry generates sixteen billion 

dollars with direct and indirect impact on about 

twenty-five percent of our work force in Dade County.  

He are an international gateway city. I 

think this is a pragmatic issue. I look upon it, and 

we use a metaphor, like preserve a wealthy 

environment. You may not need water today, but you 

know you are going to need it tomorrow.  

The SEIS study made it very clear that after 

we expand our five billion dollar expansion program at 

Miami International Airport, after we expand Miami 

International Airport to its maximum capacity, after 

we expand Opa-Locka to matitum capacity, after we 

expand Fort Lauderdale International to maximum 

capacity, the SEIS made it very clear that by 2015 we 

are not going to have sufficient capacity to continue 

to grow and prosper internationally.  

Ninety-five percent of our visitors come by 

air. If you don't think we are dependent on air 

travel for the economy of this community, as a gateway
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anything fighting, but when Americans make up their 

minds to come together and work together, like the 

Americans that 1 know, we can find peaceful solutions.  

Just in case anybody is interested, Naranja 

is saying: Let's form a coalition. Let-s come 

together and reason together. we need your help.  

You-ve built barns for your neighbors. We are your 

neighbors. You've built houses for your neighbors.  

We are your neighbors. We are suffering in haranja 

because we have nothing.  

sin hundred million dollars given to Dade 

County, not one penny was spent for recovery in 

Naranja. our children stay out on the street, 

because they have nowhere to go, nothing to do in 

Naranja. People say they don-t want to come to that 

area, but we have good children in Naranja. We have 

honest people in Naranja.  

I am heartbroken to see Americans come to 

the table and acting like fifteen year old children.  

God forgive us, because we've forgotten who we are.  

Let-s come to the table. Let's sit down, 

and as the Bible that's sitting on the table in our 

bedroom, come, let's reason together.  

We are hurting in Naranja and we need your 

help.  
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community, you have another thing coming.  

I guess, to close, we think it's very 

important that we reserve that capacity at Homestead 

Air Force Base. There is no other choice. We built a 

Jetport in the middle of the Everglades and abandoned 

it. We studied building an airport in Northeast Dade 

and abandoned it. There are no other alternatives 

that I am aware of, and I think your study 

demonstrated that.  

Our position, respectfully, is that we wish 

to support the position taken by the County.  

Thank you.  

GARY DeLAPA: Good evening. My name os Gary 

DeLapa. I am the Aviation Director for Miami-Dade 

County, Florida. We operate Miami International 

Airport, Opa-Locka and hopefully Homestead Air Force 

Base. I've been in the community over thirty-five 

years. I graduated from the University of Miami, and 

I have worked for county government for nearly thirty 

years.  

I would like to thank you for giving us the 

opportunity to present our department's recommendation 

for redevelopment of the former Air Force Base. It is 

important for this panel to bear in mind that the 

airnautical capacity issues I am addressing tonight
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market growth demands means loss of economic activity 

and a serious impact on our employment base and 

business community.  

You may bm aware of our efforts in the 

construction of a fourth runway at Miami 

International. This project is the single most 

important element of the aviation department's long 

and short range goals of meeting the capacity needs.  

However, this final incremental gain in MIA's capacity 

will not be able to meet the aircrafts forecast beyond 

the year 2015.  

As the airport's sponsor, our primary goal 

and strategy is to provide a facility that meets both 

near, as well as long term demands. Of course, the 

critical element is to preserve the flexibility to be 

able to react to future market conditions that may be 

unforseen today, such as a free Cuba, change in 

airlines operating practices or airlines parts, the 

growth of E-commence and the success of the free trade 

agreement, which will Stimulate the foreign economy.  

Miami-Dade's mast limited capacity 

constraint today is the number of full service 

commercial carrier runways available in our airport 

system. Under the current direction, MIA is quickly 

reaching measperation, and it is at the point where
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are not only a South Dade issue. They are not just a 

Miami-Dade County isssu. These are issues of great 

concern for all of Florida.  

You've already heard from our mayor and 

other elected officials on what the decision maens to 

the continued prosperity of this area. Our County 

Manager has reminded you of the process that has 

gotten us to this point.  

History is on the side of aviation. The 

South Florida community has a longstanding and 

preeminent position in the aviation world, dating back 

to the first airline terminal in the United States in 

1928, and continuing through the tremendous growth of 

both tourism and foreign trade.  

This community has come to rely on the 

aviation industry as the heartbeat of our local 

economy and the chief provider of jobn. All is not 

well. All in not well, however. The current system 

of the airport is actually strained to its limit and 

will be unable to meet future market demands unless we 

have a new facility.  

Along the calls of this auditorium we have 

displayed documents and graphics on future aviation 

demands, and on our capacity to meet the demand. It's 

imperative that you understand our inability to meet
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there is no additional runway capacity that can be 

provided.  

Numerous efforts in the last three decades 

to identify new sites in South Florida for a 

commercial aviation facility have proven unauccessful.  

There are no other properties.  

Consequently, the most crucial issue 

confronting us today is the decision on the ultimate 

reuse plan for Homestead Air Force Base. That 

decision will affect whether or not this community 

will be able to accomunodate and provide economic 

benefit from the tremendous worldwide growth of the 

aviation forecast.  

This is growth that we will be unable to be 

meet with MIA. From an aviation point of view, the 

conclusion is inescapable. We need Homestead.  

However, this need will not come at the 

expense of environmental compatibility. The plan is 

to provide an aviation facility to meet the demands, 

while ensuring a balance between environmental issues, 

equality of life issues and economic opportunity for 

our residents.  

Our own analysis, supported by this 

independent SEIS, and numerous other studies, indicate 

that there are no adverse environmental impacts
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associated with a commercial airport.  

The air noise attributable to military 

operation, they are far outweighed by national defense 

consideration. The noise impact from commercial 

aircraft operations are found to he less intrusive 

than those resulting from the military presence.  

Mayor Penelas addressed the fact that he was 

unable to present information on our position on 

environmental concerns, but is going to be reflected 

in my comments.  

Miami-Dade County is committed to ensuring 

that the planning phase development of the commercial 

airport alternative is implemented in an 

environmentally compatible way. These are not just 

words or hollow promises.  

The Miami-Dade Aviation Department cas a 

long track record of environmental responses. MIA, we 

have spent over one hundred seventy million dollars 

since 1994 to address environmental issues. We are 

recognized internationally as the leader among 

airports in dealing with environmental matters. Our 

current construction program is built upon maintaining 

the environmental quality of not only the airport, but 

of surrounding communities as well.  

These are real testaments of our commitment.
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Under the leadership of Mr. Penelas and Merrett 

Stierheim, no =ne should fear implementation of the 

airport alternative.  

COLONEL MCSHANE: Sir, the ten minutes is for 

the group of you. You are taking more than that.  

RAMON RASCO: Just two minutes, please.  

COLONEL McSHeME: I am sorry, but I announced 

the ground rules at the beginning. We did say ten 

minutes. Sorry.  

First card from members of the public is 

Maurice Ferrer. Is he still here? 

Proceed.  

Superintendent Dick Ring.  

000028 SUPERINTENDENT DICK RING: Good evening. I 

appreciate the opportunity to be here to speak to you 

this evening.  

My name is Dick Ring. I am Superintendent 

of Everglades National park. I'd like to say that the 

National Parks Service and national parks are very 

much an integral part of the community. They arm not 

separate and apart from it. we are part of the 

national community, a community that's made up of all 

people in the United States.  

We support conversion of Homestead Air Force 

Base for the economic benefit ef South Dade. We very
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much support that. However, we want a sustainable 

solution here, not one that we have to undo and redo 

in our lifetime and hopefully in our children's and 

grandchildren's.  

We have expressed areas of concern in the 

SEIS process. They've included water volume, noise 

and secondary impact from growth associated with any 

selected alternative here. We've been heavily 

involved in the supplemental SEIS process as a 

cooperating agency and hope to continue to be.  

The cosmsercial airport proposal that's in 

the Draft SEIS will bring jobs, but we don't believe 

that it is compatible with the national parks and we 

do not believe it's a sustainable solution for this 

commsunity. You need only go and spend some time here 

in Miami International Airport, and listen and look 

around you, to understand what the future holds.  

By 2015 there will be two hundred flights a 

day over this community and the national parks.  

That's one every five minutes. That's degradation of 

a national park that is significant.  

A mixed use alternative will provide jobs 

for this oommunity and it is an alternative that's 

sustainable, and I believe in the best interest of the 

entire commcunity. I believe we should leave an
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outstanding legacy for our children and grandchildren, 

one that does keep up with the outstanding national 

resources and quality of life here in South Dade, one 

that does not leave them with the choice between 

undoing significant impact from noise and development 

or face leaving a place that is lousy to live in.  

Thank you very such.  

COLOsNEL McSHANE: Superintendent Dick Frost.  

000029 SUPERINTENDENT DICK FROST: Good evening. It 

won't surprise you if I said I'd second most of what 

Dick Ring said.  

The SERS is certainly an impressive 

document. It contains a lot of very useful, valuable 

information.  

As a national park superintendent, and as a 

resident of this area, I find that a lot of that 

information leads me to two very strong conclusions.  

One, that a commercial airport is not the best use for 

the air base -- for the former air base, not the best 

use for the environment and the impact on the 

environment or impact on the community.  

Second is the fact that there are viable 

economic alternatives that the air base can be used 

for that don't have the same negative impact.  

Dick Ring mentioned one of the statistics
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that jumped out of the SEIS. I want to mention a 

couple more.  

At maximum capacity there will be six 

hundred flights a day out of that airport. Those six 

hundred flights will fly over our neighborhoods, our 

wetlands and national parks. That means most of those 

six hundred flights by the way will be compressed into 

the ten hour period, from 7:00 a.m- to 10:00 p.m., 

which averages about one every one to one and a half 

minutes. I took those figures from the SE0S.  

The altitude for those flights crossing into 

Biscayne National Park will be sixteen hundred feet or 

less. The altitude for the flights cromsing into 

Everglades National Park are from three thousand to 

forty-three hundred feet. The cruising altitudes for 

these planes is anywhere from twenty-five to 

thirty-five thousand feet.  

There are other statistics.  

Over Key Largo, there will be one hundred 

twenty-four flights a day in that same ten hour 

period. Thetas one every seven minutes. Those 

flights will produce a forty percent increase in the 

noise level in Key Largo.  

I have with me a letter that was sent to the 

Air Force from the Department of Interior. I want to
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read guickly some excerpts so everyone will understand 

the position of the Department of Interior.  

It say, "The Department believes that the 

mixed use alternative- -- the mixed use in this case 

means the kind of alternative represented by the 

Collier/Hoover proposals -- "ia the preferred approach 

to achieve the stated goals for disposal of this 

property, and urges the Air Force to adopt the mixed 

use alternative in its recommended decision. The 

Department believes that the mixed use is preferable 

to development of a commercial airport, because it 

avoids adverse impact on national parks and avoids 

adverse impact on wildlife. It offers additional 

environmental benefits, avoids potential disruption on 

Everglades restoration activity and offers substantial 

economic benefit to South Florida." 

COLONEL McSHANE: Time.  

SUPERINTENDEN3T DICK FROST: It also says 

that, "The Air Force'S goal -- quote -- "is to dispose 

of the property in a manner that supports local 

community and revitalizes South Florida. The 

Department of Interior believee this goal should 

be" (inaudible.) 

COLONEL McSHANE: Next is David Ritz.  

000030 DAVID RITZ: Good evening. My name is David

Ritz. I am the president of the homeowners 

association at Ooean Reef, which is located in Key 

Largo, just southeast of the air base.  

With me tonight are a number of residents 

from Key Largo, who drove up from the Florida Keye.  

We appreciate the opportunity to come up here and 

speak tonight.  

Obviously, it is in our bent interest to 

have our group provide written comments rather than 

speak tonight. With your permission, my statement 

also will be representative of the group you saw.  

First, let me state that we are opposed to 

the airport as proposed in the S0IS. We are in favor 

od one of the alternative uses, and we feel that the 

SEIS is flawed. Unfortunately, and mistakenly so, the 

Draft SEIS stands for numerous impact. to Key Largo 

and other communities surrounding.  

The Draft statement says these surrounding 

areas are impacted by military aircraft operations, 

but there will be increased noise after developing a 

commercial airport. Because the situation is 

perceived bad now, that is no justification to make it 

"The increase in aircraft flights from the 

approximate fifty-four daily operations, to the

70 

estimated six hundred daily operations at maximum 

buildout, demonstrates the magnitude and the change 

and its impact.  

Obviously, the noise from the airport's 

development is most troubling to the Upper Keys, 

however there are other adverse impacts that cause us 

According to the SEIS, the proposed airport 

will increase local air pollution.  

Biscayne nay is already oversaturated with 

pollutants and steps should be taken to lower those 

levels. Instead, the airport will cause nitraten from 

the airport up to a four-fold increase.  

Simply put, an airport is not welcomed in 

our neighborhood, outdoor residential areas.  

Historically, the economy of South Dade has 

been consisting of military and agriculture. The 

military has been removed. Any action that will 

negatively affect agriculture and tourisam should be 

avoided.  

An alternative that supports the two 

economiesnshould be heard, and that is the 

Collier/Hoover Group Plan discussed in the SEIS. This 

alternative will provide much needed economic 

development for South Dade County, without the adverse
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environmental impact associated.  

We support creating jobs that help the 

continuing recovery after Hurricane Andrew. The 

benefits should outweigh the environmental cost. Such 

would not be the case with the proposed airport. We 

encourage the Air Force to transfer the base and do 

the Hoover plan.  

SPEAKER: Time.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Pete Shields.  

000031 PETE SHIELDS: Thank you, Colonel. My name 

is Pete Shields. I am just a citizen. I live in 

Florida, but I see things a little different.  

Carl Haas, a columnist from the Miami 

Herald, reportedly is saying it's undisputable that 

Homestead and Florida City haven't fully recovered 

from Hurricane Andrew, but there are ways to develop 

the air base without jeopardizing the community's 

character, not to mention the two largest 

attractions, Biscayne Bay and the Everglades.  

With that as a backdrop, let's assume that 

everybody in here has the same goals, jobs, a 

prospering economy, an environmentally friendly 

atmosphere within an acceptable time frame and at an 

acceptable cost.  

A. a homeowner and a citizen who loves the
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Keys, let's just do a cursory examination of what is 

on the table. The environment is affected by an 

airport. we don't know how much, but I hear noise and 

water pollution concerns to a certain level, 

depending on the study you use.  

The Hoover plan, as I understand, of course, 

would be the environmentally friendliest.  

How about funding available? I don't really 

know about it. There appears to be problems with the 

financial ins and outs.  

Collier/Hoover has an impeccable track 

record. They can, and they have made it happen.  

Jobs is the number one issue that was 

mentioned here tonight. Since Hoover has joined 

Collier, and their efforts are zompatible, I submit 

that the immediate and total jobs and payroll dollars 

as well, as a practical uatter, will exceed that of an 

airport.  

Shy do I say -in a practical manner?' It is 

my understanding that there are formidable groups 

present here tonight that will challenge the use of 

Homestead Air Base as a commercial airport. They have 

publicly stated they can tie up the decision for many 

years.  

What is to litigate with the Collier group? 
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Lastly, and purely as a citizen, I have 

something to Say. For my share, as a citizen. Mr.  

Chairman, Colosel, I am having trouble with why this 

is difficult -- why this decision is so difficult.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANR: Sheppard Kingaman. I don't 

see him, 

Noom Kramer.  

000032 NORM KRAMER: Hi, Folks. My name is Norm, 

and I am the owner of Tropical Fun Center located in 

downtown, picturesque Naranja. I am also a local 

citizen. I've been down here, working, trying to make 

a living off this area here with all the folks, with 

the anticipation of development of the air base that 

we were so badly let down years and years ago.  

We are struggling. I know many other small 

business people here that are struggling also.  

Of the airport, the base has an airport.  

We've got our life savings tied up here, and our life 

right here in downtown Haranja, and we are looking 

forward to scae viable development.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL HcSHANE: Ignacio Sanchez.  

000033 CGNACIO SANCHEZ: Mr. Chairman, thank you for 

the opportunity to speak on the alternatives that are

so 

available. AS I listen to the speaker from the Ocean 

Reef Club, I was appalled, because as has been 

explained by Mayor Penelas, this is an issue that 

concerns the future of Dade County.  

When he called for a show of hands, and half 

of this room is composed of rich people from Ocean 

Reef who can care less about jobs and Naranja -

COLONEL McSHANE: we need to have the speaker 

speak and the court reporter take it down or is not on 

the record at all- So please hold your -- hold it.  

Don't do it. Let the speaker speak.  

IGNACIO SANCHEZ -- who can care less about 

the economic opportunities of the people of Naranja 

and who can care less of the small business owners as 

Normn just explained, and who today don't care about 

the future economic development of Dade County.  

This is an asset that belongs to the people 

of Dade County and belongs to the same people, who 

like Noom, the people from Naranja, whose taxes paid 

for their property and who gave up that property for 

national defense in 1942, and now at the time that the 

federal government is going to give it back, we should 

give it back to the people of Dade County to develop 

as an airport.  

Thank you.
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COLONEL McSHANE. Roy G. Phillips.  

000034 RfY G. PHILLIPS: Thank you very much.  

My name is Roy Phillips. I live at 12725 

Southwest 218 Street in Goulds, Florida, a poor 

community. I am also an entrepreneur, one with a 

business along Washington Avenue, an avenue that needs 

business.  

My wife and I came and we placed money in 

thie community after the hurricane to build it up. I 

pay two kinds of taxes. I pay an assessment tax to 

the City of three thousand six hundred fifty-eight 

dollars and twenty cents and I also pay a tax to Dade 

County.  

We need Jobs, and we need a plan. I had an 

opportunity to work with the aviation and 

environmental communities, two communities studding 

the location of the airport, and all have come to the 

conclusion that Homestead Air Force Base is the best 

place to be.  

I don't think you understand rich people.  

Let me tell you something. We build stadiums for rich 

people with taxes. Now we are going to build all this 

land as an airport for people. What are we going to 

do with the poor people of this town? 

There are people who stayed in this area,
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We need Homestead to have an airport. We 

need to have these jobs. I think the process has to 

be completed. It has been eight long years of studies 

and now it's time to deliver to this community. I 

think the long promises, the long walt -- as a matter 

of fact, I believe that the citizens of Homestead have 

waited too long and now it'e time to deliver on the 

promises and to complete the process, and that's what 

I am here tonight to say, what the voices of the 

thousands of residents of South Dade are asking.  

They want the jobs. They want an 

environmentally sensitive airport, and we need the 

development in Homestead.  

I am here to bring that message and to say 

that this is the beat location for this airport.  

Thank you very much.  

COLONEL McSHAHE: John Merrigan.  

000036 JOHN MERRIGAN: My name is John Merrigan.  

For a long time I've been critical of the Air Force 

for how long it took to get the study to this stage 

tonight, but I want to commend the Air Force, because 

despite the acrimony, this is the stage we got 

together to.  

The study the Air Force produced is so 

thorough, so good, that it answere the most important

84 

questions. Most people in this room have to deal 

with, who are you going to believe? 

Opa-Locka is an alternative you read in the 

newspaper. The study says it isn't, and it proves it 

isn't.  

In this room you get a lot of opinions about 

shocking statistics about what the study says. The 

study is your interest. You amr the ones. You should 

be able to make a decision about what is truth and 

what is fact.  

One last point, really to go over the 

skepticism, and anybody that tells you, the facts are 

available. Whether you believe those facts or not, 

when you hear, "We are going to tie this process up." 

that is the last -- worse thing possible.  

COLONEL McSHANE: The next speaker will be 

Robert Cruz.  

Let me go ahead and call a couple of other 

names so we don't use the time finding these folks.  

Steve Batosan will follow and Marislena Villamil.  

000037 DR. ROBERT CRUZ: My name is Dr. Robert Cruz.  

I am Professor of Economics at Barry University and 

citizen of Dade County. I am here to support the 

county's proposal, because I think it a sound proposal 

and meets the test of protecting the environment and
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didn't move out. Our business was destroyed, but we 

stayed here, and we didn't run to Key Largo. We 

didn't go to North Dade. We stayed in this town. We 

the people make up this commusnity.  

when I stand on the outside and see these 

poor people that come here because of agriculture, 

because they work for a dime, they need jobs.  

We need to deal with the people here in 

Homestead and Florida City, where this Homestead 

airport strip is located.  

I love the environment. I am a biologist by 

trade, but there are guarantees in this study to make 

sure that we have an airport compatible with the 

environment.  

Thank you so much.  

COLONEL MCSHANE: Commissioner Mirism Alonzo.  

000035 COMMISSIONER MIRIAM ALONZO: I as here in 

support of the airport. I believe that we have gone 

through an extensive proess. I believe that we have 

done everything possible, and I .a here to support the 

people of Homestead. I am here to support the 

thousands of jobs that this community needs. There is 

no doubt in my mind, and all of these studies have 

proven, that we have a tremendous need for an 

expansion of the airport.
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at the same time creating jobs.  

Your own supplemental impact study, prepared 

by the Air Force, clearly demonstrates that the 

county's proposal would have a much greater impact on 

jobs and income than either of the alternative 

proposals presented.  

The Collier/Hoover proposal, are dependent 

on an assumption that in my opinion carries a greater, 

much greater forecast risk than the County's proposal, 

and the economic impact cannot be revealed.  

The growth and demand for air transportatton 

services in Miami-Dade is well documented and 

difficult to dispute. Moreover, the Hoover and 

Collier proposal plans to convert a public asset into 

a private asset, and that should he part of your 

consideration.  

The analysis provided by the professionally 

prepared supplemental indicated three times the 

earnings in the community than the Collier plan, twice 

as many earnings as the Hoover plan. Moreover, the 

County's plan will clearly generate higher quality 

jobs throughout the coemmunity.  

The announcement of economic impact prepared 

by the SEIS are based on a well-founded methodology.  

One of the things that is not included in that study
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COLONEL McSHANE: Is Steve Bateman here? I 

don-t see him. Ms. Villaail? 

000038 MARIELEHA VILLANIL: Yes.  

Thank you for letting me speak to the 

distinguished panel. I am here to speak on seonomic 

development. Economic development leads to impraving 

standard of living for the average citizen in the 

ocoatticity.  

A commercial airport is the superior anohor 

to enhance the economic development potential of the 

Air Base at Homestead and Miami-Dade County, relative 

to the other types of investments proposed for the 

Homestead Air Force Base.  

Let me explain what my -- how I reached my 

conclusion. First, the average pay in the aviation 

industry is thirty-four thousand dollars per year, 

thirty-two percent higher than the average wage of 

twenty-five thousand nine hundred dollars per year 

involved in recreation services.  

Therefore, the higher income generated by 

aviation employment, relative to the other types of 

project incentives, would stimulate economic 

development in Homestead to a greater degree than 

recreational projects.  

Second, aviation employment and activities
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also depend on human capital in a comnunity, leading 

to a higher labor force. For example, more than 

one-third of the employment in the aviation industry 

is composed of skilled workers, defined as those with 

degrees beyond high school, such as engineers, 

mechanics, supervisory personnel.  

Leisure employment, on the other hand, does 

not require the same highly developed skills that are 

found in multi- faceted activities of a modern 

commercial airport.  

Third, a fact that strongly favors a 

commercial airport in Homestead is the demand for 

efficient air cargo services. Miami International 

Airport is already saturated with the handling of two 

million tons of cargo each year. The dual economic 

integration between South Florida and Latin America, 

the need for warehouse infrastructure to service, the 

expanding E-comserce business, all indicate the 

revitalization of the future of Homestead Airport.  

The other projects however do not enjoy the 

demand or need as that of an airport in southern 

MiaMi-Dade County, which is the gateway of the 

Americas.  

In essence, the viability of an airport is 

certainly superior to the viability of the other

0-22
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is that the fuller County proposal would likely 

generate -- createe serious opportunities for new 

busineeses to emerge.  

Economists like myself, who have studied the 

South Florida area, would agree that after World War 

II the economic growth in South Florida has been the 

creation of the local transportation mega, including 

the airport and the seaport. !n fact, Dade County 

could not have emerged as a center to international 

trade if it had not been for the infrastr•cture 

investments that were made at the airport and the 

seaport.  

I think that we have to keep in mind that 

this area of course is in need -- in great need of 

economic development. That is clear. The statistics 

clearly show that 
M
iami lacks behind the nation in the 

creation of jobs, lacks behind the state in creation 

of jobs, has a higher unemployment rate than the rest 

of the nation and the rest of the state.  

This area obviously needs this investment 

to keep the growth coatentum growing. Improvements at 

MIA can only go so far. It's time to create the 

expanded capacity that's necessary by preparing a new 

commercial airport.  

Thank you.
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reject the Collier plan. The proposal is 

unreasonable. It's not an alternative acceptable 

under the National Environmental Policy Act, and our 

comments are going to tell you why. You meet 

disregard the Collier plan, because it came too late, 

too late in the process. Johnny come lately. It is 

not feasible, because it is tied in with conditions 

and speculative in deed.  

Your very own paragraph, let me quote, 

states on Page 2, Line 4, the following: The Collier 

proposal is dependent on the ability to exchange 

federal base for property in the former Homestead Air 

Force Base, and it is not for certain whether the same 

can occur.  

By the sans technique, the draft also tells 

us that the Hoover plan we heard about tonight is also 

highly speculative, because no specific developer has 

been identified and it is unknown and we requires -

COLONEL McSHANE: Time, sir.  

LAWRENCE LEVINSON: One last -- thank you. I 

have one more sentence to read. I just want one more 

second. Thirty seconds.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Time.  

LAWRENCE LEVINSON: Thank you, sir.  

000040 PATRICIA BOBBINS: I am Patricia Bobbins. I
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represent an organization in Homestead, Florida that 

has been in operation since 1991. My position with 

that organization is co-founder and president of this 

organization. We feed those who are hungry throughout 

the State of Florida. We feed ten thousand families 

in Goulds, Princeton and Homestead and Florida City.  

I think this is very important for all of 

you here to know that. Jobs are needed in Homestead, 

Florida City, Goulds and Naranja. I ask you to 

support development of a commercial base in the 

Homestead area.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Augustine Ojalgbe.  

000041 AUGUSTINE 0. AJALGBE: Thank you, Mr.  

Chairman. I would like to give my time to Ramon 

Rasco, if you permit that.  

I ask to yield my time to the -

COLONEL McSHANE: I donut think we are going 

allow that under the rules. I am sorry.  

AUGUSTINE 0. AJALGBE: My name is Augustine 

Ojalgbe. S am a citizen. I live in the South Dade 

comounity. I support the conversion of the Homestead 

Air Force Base to Miami-Dade County for the 

development of the commercial airport. The commercial 

airport will bring to the community very good high
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projects presented. These other projects are not 

strongly tied to the demands for international 

commeerce and the off-line infrastructure demands of 

the economy of the 21st century.  

A modern airport complex is essential fon 

the establishment of high sages, high value businesses 

that require East and efficient transportation.  

The other projects do not Stimulate economic 

responsiveness that a modern airport can create.  

Thank you very much.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Next three names are 

Lawrence Levinson, Patricia Robbins and Augustine 

fEquenia.  

Lawrence Levinson.  

000039 LAWRENCE LEVINSON: My name is Larry 

Levinson. I've been very privileged to work for the 

communities of Homestead and Florida City, and I want 

to direct my comments tonight very brief to the very 

issue that you raised, Colonel, with respect to the 

environm-ntal impact statement. I want to address 

those issues.  

First. let me point oUt that it is certainly 

important and critical to know that this document, by 

the way, was over a thousand pages long. It is the 

size of the Los Angeles telephone directory. It's
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about the size of the New York telephone directory. A 

lot of work has gone into it. We believe that it has 

in all these pages responded clearly and with 

persuasive force to all the environmental points that 

have been raised during the extended period, that is, 

issues ranging from A through Z, free air quality, to 

noise, to safety and zoning.  

So the treatment of these issues should put 

to rest once and for all any concerns that 

environmental compatibility of the proposed disposed 

transaction, that is a commercial airport at 

Homestead, which as we all know was recommended in the 

Air Force study, and the broad community participation 

by Miami-Dade County, which is recognized and 

supported by the Department of Defense.  

At this time, under law, policy and 

precedent, the community's plan, in this case the 

cem•ercial airport, oust be given inclusive 

presumptive weight by the Air Force. Washington does 

not make the decision alone. The community does.  

That's monumental of the branch of law.  

The Air Force has full jurisdiction in 

determining how the base will be disposed of. Let me 

conclude by speaking about three additional points.  

First, we believe that the Air Force should
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paying jobs, compared to Collier/Houver.  

As a member of South Dade County, South Dade 

community, I feel good jobs -- a good commercial 

airport will bring forth opportunities for minorities.  

I support the commercial airport plan.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL MCSHANE: Next three names are 

Salomon Esquenia, Vanessa Mass and Mike Richardson.  

000042 SNJ),ON B. ESQUENIA: My name is Salomon 

Esquenia. After spending over five million dollars of 

tax payers' dollars on the SEIS, Which we all know 

employs certain techniques, we are at basically the 

same arrival, the same conclusion as in the 1994 

environmental study, and this is that a commercial 

airport at Horestead is environmentally compatible.  

NOW that we have gotten over our mental concern, it's 

my belief and my opinion that the proposed action 

under the SS21 is the preferred plan for an extremely

important reason.  

First, we heard Alex Peneles. we have heard 

Dade County Aviation Department say that Dade County 

needs another airport. In fact, the SEIS has provided 

that Miami International Airport is expected to reach 

full capacity between the years 2006 and 2010, and 

provides there is no other available site for the 
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that need to be addressed. I only had the opportunity 

to looks at the summary documente, and many of the 

issues may be addressed in the larger document.  

I have six editorial things at the end, of 

some issues where I don't understand the points that 

you are trying to make, and I think you need to write 

them a little clearer.  

There are two issues, however, that I think 

the Air Force needs to address, and the Air Force in 

and of itself is uniquely capable of doing.  

One is, Judge, you need to get in the -

when I went through the base transmission coordinator 

training, they told us asout the defense property 

disposal legislation. Basically once property is 

declared surplus and excess, that one of the federal 

agencies has an opportunity to claim that property.  

When that window of opportunity closes, they no longer 

have the opportunity to come back at a later date and 

say, -Now we want it.' 

In my mind that precludes the Department of 

Interior for asking for the property at this time so 

that they can execute the Collier trade.  

I am not a legal expert. You need to look 

that one up.  

The second issue that hasn't been well
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reliever airport, including Opa-Locka. You know, 

South Florida needs a reliever airport at Homestead.  

Second, we cannot allow for these airport to 

be -- a public asset to be transferred to a private 

developer. Homestead Airport needs to go back to the 

members of the Miami-Dade County community.  

Third, we have listened to Mayor Shiver of 

Homestead and Wallace of Florida City, and they have 

expressed the extreme need for their respective 

communities to have jobs. It is provided that an 

airport will generate over thirty-eight thousand 

improved paying jobs, better jobs than any of the 

other proposals plans in the SEIS.  

My fourth and final reason is that airport 

related jobs are estimated to generate over eight 

hundred million dollars in revenue, and by the year 

2015 reach over one billion dollars of revenue. This 

will allow the people employment. This will allow a 

strong, solid economy.  

The airport at Homestead would generate more 

revenue than any of the others in the proposal, and 

this is one of the reasons that I enmourage you to go 

beyond your environmental source to do what is right 

for South Florida and to transfer the base back to 

Miami-Dade County.
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COlONEL McSHANE: Is Vanessa Manes here? I 

don't see her.  

Mike Richardson.  

000043 MIKE RICHARDSON: Good evening, Colonel.  

Welcome to :omseatsd. My name is Mike Richardson. I 

live at 590 Southeast 19 Drive in the city of 

Homestead.  

I came to Homestead in 1989 to be in the 

Air Force, retired 1992, and soon after that became a 

member of the We Will Rebuild Team that successfully 

lobbied to bring the Air Force reserves back to 

Homestead.  

I worked with the Department of Defense as a 

base transition coordinator to Homestead, a position I 

left in 1996.  

In the ensuing four years I've been 

extremely frustrated by the divisiveness this issue 

has caused in our community and the lack of progress, 

of final economic use for a very important piece of 

property to the economy of South Dade.  

I have written comments for you, and I will 

pass them on to you. Many of my comments have already 

been addressed by other people here tonight. They 

are familiar in two general areas. They are broad 

conceptual things where S think you missed some issues
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are setresely rude people hers. I hope that you 

people are not from South Dade, because I know most of 

the people I know from South Dade are hospitable.  

I hope your comments change, that you donst 

hold any personal animosity and using threatening 

tyranny on the (inaudible.) 

A survey was done. Sixty-three percent back 

this, as do I.  

Thank you.  

000045 GEORGE CADMAN: Good evening, Colonel. I as 

George Cadman, United States Marine Reserve, retired, 

also a native of South Dade.  

I graduated from this high school -- as I 

told to my wife I can hardly believe it -- twenty-one 

years ago. I never thought I would be back here to do 

something like this twenty-one years later.  

I will share with you and the panel and the 

folks that make the decision, I was please with the 

information that you provided here in the analysis.  

I felt very positive when I saw that you concurred 

that out of the three uses for the air base, an 

airport was a viable alternative, and I believe that 

we have to look as a community to the future and not 

be shortsighted because the County plansers have said 

we will need additional air space and airports in the
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addressed, although it was alluded to earlier, was the 

issue of what happens if we pick up one of the mixed 

use alternatives that does not contribute operating 

dollars direct to us. What is the impact going to be, 

the next round of base closures -- the 482nd will be a 

prime candidate for closures -- the next time we have 

base closures. I will say that I am extremely 

skeptical about the value of these public hearings, 

given the facts that two cabinet level officials have 

come out publicly in opposition to the commercial 

airport. It seems like the adrinistration has made up 

their mind on this issue and you are wasting your time 

and our time.  

It says to me that as Vice President Gore 

has already written the revised record of decision for 

secretary Peters to use.  

Thank you for your patience.  

COLONEL MCSHANE: Next three names are Thomas 

Weller, George Cadman and Oma Gomiz.  

000044 THOMAS WELLER: I am Thomas Weller. I am an 

attorney in town. A lot of people have left.  

Apparently some of you are getting tired.  

As an attorney, I've practice in a small 

firm in Homestead since 1979. I enjoy parks. We were 

in college in the early ?70s and you can-t be a

bud nn as llfi~~as 005 l-aftsn-
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future, and fifteen years from now it is not that far 

away, because when I look back twenty-one years, that 

wasn-t very long ago.  

For thoss of you who look in the futuro, 

remember that fifteen years from now we shutdown as 

economic development in Dade County because of your 

lack for sight. This will bs truly a tragedy for 

those who come back after us.  

I love this community. I love the 

environment, and I think we need to protect it, but I 

think we will build the necessary devices that will 

protect the environment within this community, so that 

we can work with balance and be able to work together 

as a community and provide the jobs.  

It tears my heart out to hear about the 

folks in Naranja and the problems they are having and 

the problems in Goulds. I know what it was like to go 

through all the problems that we suffered through and 

we still have not recovered. They are the people that 

can't afford to go to our national parks. We have our 

national parks and we have residents in our community 

that can't even go to the national parks.  

I mean, it is just unbelievable. I ask you, 

this panel, and to the people in Washington, that we 

come up with the opportunity to provide the jobs
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non-environmentalist. I am hers to tell you this 

County needs -- since '92 a lot of people left. I am 

glad you didnot. I dido't either. We seed jobs.  

The planned Air Force Base or the coemmercial 

base is going to give us jobs the quickest, and in the 

long run the best jobs. Until you can show me a plan 

that does this swift as well, I am going to stick with 

the commercial airport. Without these jobs we are 

going to continue withering. We need them now.  

There are a lot of people out there who are 

against this and I am wondering how many of you have 

read the SIS, because this is not propaganda. You 

need to get the facts. I am being presumtious enough 

to say that the expert who did this knows what they 

are talking about. In my job as an attorney I hire 

experts. If they are unbiased, I believe them.  

The study is unbiased as far as I can see.  

The facts are here. They say :here is no adverse -

significant adverse environmental impact. If it.s 

good, let's do it. The study is here. Now what? 

Earlier a lot of you were upset that we had 

people from elsewhere in Dade County and possibly 

outside of Dade County speaking. We found this is a 

lot of problem. The same people give to Sierra Club.  

I would be willing to give you their comments -- there
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necessary to restore this community to the position 

that it belcngs in. It's just unconscionable to me -

I served this country in Vietnam. I've become very 

cynical when I see a process and when I hear, -We'll 

take you to court and we'll bring you to your knees." 

That makes me sick.  

000046 KEN M2TONES: Good evening distinguished 

members. Good evening members of the Board. We have 

heard from probably most of the people that represent 

this community, our mayors and commissioners, our 

state representatives that have been here before us, 

except for one that has not read your report, which is 

the safest report we have. We all have the best 

interest of this com-nocity.  

This community of Naranja Lakes is a 

community that has suffered through a lot after the 

base was closed. Over seventy percent of the people 

of the city have voted for the development of this 

airport -- commercial airport.  

The Air Force already left intact the air 

field, as well as law enforcement agencies that are 

needed to proceed in their absence.  

Now, Florida City has an incredible amount 

of unemployment, fifteen percent or higher. I implore 

you to make a decision and make a decision for this
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community to pull forth and in favor of the 

development of Homestead Air Force Base into a 

commercial airport.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Welve been going for about 

two and a half hours. We have a court reporter. At 

least a five minute break. We are going to take 

five.
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000047 MERCEDES SELLEK: Thank you. Good evening= 
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It is critical for our airport 

transportation system and it's necessary for 

Miami-Dade County to remain in the forefront in the 

international trade relative to the 21st Century, the 

least of which is that the County would be the 

recipient of the billions of dollars in infrastructure 

built with HABDI's own money and stated facility for 

future e-comeerce, aircraft maintenance and repair and 

other facilities to the community, our children and 

our grandchildren.  

HABDI is committed to making this project 

work both environmentally and economically. We can 

build a safe airport that would be developed with 

appropriate mitigation measures implemented per 

Chapter 288 and whatever mitigation plans are required 

by the FAA and other environmental agencies.  

For these reasons we are urge the Air Force 

to please consider and respect the SEIS, the process 

that has occurred to date and we ask that the Air 

Force along with the other agencies involved, 

including CEQ, transfer the property to Miami-Dade 

County.  

Thank you.  

000048 ALEX A-NZARDO: Good evening. My name is Alex 

Anzardo. I've live in South Dade for over seven

wes 5.W n 0AMIS
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My name is Mercedes Sellek. I am here to speak on the 

developer, Homestead Air Base Developers, Inc.  

We heard a lot of hype and about the 

environmental impact of the airport and a 

flight-by-night-type of lease. All of that is a lie.  

we are here to tell you that 8ABDI is committed to an 

environmentally safe airport. This has been shown 

through the Chapter 288 process that was commenced 

here in the State of Florida with the water management 

plan, that was approved by the South Florida water 

Management District, approved by all the appropriate 

environeental agencies and ultimately approved by 

Governor Lawton Chiles and the cabinet.  

The environmental safeguards that are built 

into this project are secured by the 288 process and 

the permits have been obtained up-to-date on that. We 

will improve Water quality into the hay 35 percent by 

the year 2005.  

The project also brings tremendous economic 

development and opportunity to the entire Miami-Dade 

County community, particularly the South Dade County 

community, where itss most needed, and provides 

necessary airport capacity that has been discussed by 

the Aviation Department, the Mayor and the County 

Manager.

102

(Short recess taken.) 

COLONEL McSHANE: Please have a neat. I'd 

like to get going again. I do want to remind you that 

we are going to be having four more hearings over the 

next two days. There are two tomorrow in Kendall and 

there will be two on Thursday in Miami. I believe we 

start tomorrow at noon with the first of two hearings 

in Kendall and the second one at 7:00 p.m. Than tn 

Thursday we'll be in Miami starting at noon, and again 

at 7:00 p.m. for the evening session.  

At this point I'd like to call on the next 

half a dozen names. If I call your name, just 

gravitate toward one of the microphones

Mercedes Sellek, Alex Anzardo, Ralph Moore, 

Virginia Pike, Frank Nero.
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years. For the last twenty-four years I've lived one 

mile from where the proposed airport will be built. I 

will gladly put up with any inconvenience caused by 

the airport, in the hopes that it will bring jobs into 

this community. In my job I need to travel on a 

monthly basis, on a daily basis. I am talking about 

development of not just the city, but Cutler Ridge, 

Harper's Bazar and Country Star. All these arean, 

there are thousands of people that live here. If you 

travel these areas you'll find many homes boarded up, 

many people out of work.  

If you go to other sections, you'll see how 

many people are in government subsidized housing.  

These people need jobs. I am very happy that Mayor 

Alex Penelas and Steve Shiver have joined hands to 

support this. This is a wonderful cause. Please 

don't let this slip away.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Ralph Moore.  

000049 RALPH MOORE: My name is Ralph Moore and I am 

a little different than most people that are here 

tonight, because I am from Connunity Council Number 

15, elected official of a neighborhood surrounding the 

Homestead Air Force Base. I also work with Job 

Services in Perrine dealing every day with people out
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of work from the neighborhoods the Perrine, Cutler 

Ridge, Homestead, Florida City, Goulds.  

I personally believe that we need jobs. We 

need jobs badly in our area. Since Hurricane Andrew 

hit this area the number of people coming to our 

office has increased enormously. A lot of these 

businesses in this area have moved out of the area 

because the base closed and the people have moved out 

of the area, so businesses have move out of the area 

also.  

We have a large number of people out of 

work, no place to work, and most of the jobs are 

headed north of Kendall Drive. These people don't 

have money to have cars to drive north to get jobs 

that far north.  

I also live a mile from Homestead Air Force 

Base. Like I said, I've talked to a lot of people, 

and I wouldn't say all of them feel the same way, but 

most of them told me they lived there before the base 

was destroyed by Hurricane Andrew and we had 

twenty-four flights a day. There was no noise, 

Everybody was happy. I don't understand why now 

suddenly everybody is against an airport, when we had 

one before.  

We need the help for people that are out of
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work. No one is talking for them here tonight. Those 

are the people that should be here and saying, "we 

need jobs. ' 

Out of all the plans, we think the 

commercial airport will bring the most jobs to our 

community the fast way, but personally, anything that 

would bring jobs I'd support. As a representative of 

a community, we need jobs. We have an air strip. We 

have a hanger. what is that? That's an airport. It 

is an airport.  

We need, in my opinion, a commercial airport 

there and that would be the smartest thing that the 

Air Force can do for the good of the community of this 

area.  

Thank you very much.  

COLONEL MCSHANE: Virginia Pike.  

000050 VIRGINIA PIKE: Hello. I am Virginia Pike.  

I am here tonight in support of the airport. South 

Florida and Homestead have an opportunity that many 

cities can dream of, the availability of thirty-eight 

thousand jobs, economic development which can create 

new Jobs.  

As tax payers we spend millions of dollars 

in environmental and impact studies and every time 

they come up saying the same thing, there is no

108 

negative environmental impact.  

Again, I would like to believe that we all 

recognize that the human survival, in essence human 

beings, that means having jobs and supporting our 

family. This is the Number 1 issue.  

The City of Homestead suffered terribly 

during Hurricane Andrew. I have a few people here 

that seem to lack common sense and want to destroy it 

again.  

As I stood looking at the Collier/Hoover 

preliminary master plan over on our left this evening, 

it says it will bring jobs over time. I think we've 

been waiting for time in Homestead since 1992.  

That's right. I've listened. This is not 

mean to be rude, but I heard park superintendents 

become aviation experts tonight and I've listened to 

residents from the very expensive rich areas of the 

Florida Keys become environmental experts, and last 

but certainly not least I've listened to Commissioner 

Sorenson speak, saying something that sounded 

outlandishily. Who has she been taking to lately? 

(Inaudible.) 

I think me all in the runs know this is a no 

brainer. We need the airport. We need the jobs.  

Thank you.
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000051 FRANK NERO: My name is Frank Nero. I am 

president of the Beacon Council. I have prepared 

remarks that I'll give as attachments. I am here 

representing the Beacon Council which is an economic 

development agency.  

Homestead Air Force Base was realigned on 

March 31, 1994. Prior to this official date, the Air 

Force Base we all know was severely damaged by 

Hurricane Andrew. Following that Hurricane, community 

leaders undertook a mayor study to determine the best 

need for Homestead Air Force Base. That study, funded 

by the U.S. Department of Defense, managed by the 

Beacon Council, utilized proof from a broad base of 

South Miami citizens.  

Let me also point out that it is currently 

the local community's official plan, and according to 

the Pratt Procedures, it does have some standing.  

The conclusion and recommendation was to 

develop Homestead Air Force Base as a dual use 

military/civilian regional reliever airport. The 

basic premise was that air cargo capacity at Miami 

International Airport would be reached during the 21st 

Century. Homestead Air Force Base would serve as a 

compliment to air traffic.  

The aviation industry is expected to

Va e s~,5gfs
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During Hurricane Andrew I came down to 

Goulds and Naranja. We put up over five hundred roofs 

on the destroyed homes. I was glad to do it. We need 

jobs. I represent two thousand members like I told 

you, from seventeen crafte.  

I love quality of life. I just have a new 

grandson. I believe in that Florida life for him, and 

I believe -- I am a fisherman. I am a golfer. I am 

an advocate, but we need jobs for our people.  

Thank you.  

000054 WILLIAM RILEY: Good evening. My name is 

William Riley, with the International Brotherhood of 

Electrical Contractors. You've heard several things.  

You've heard in the year 2015 we are going to be out 

of airport space. You heard the overwhelming majority 

of elected officials speak to you about supporting 

Dade County and its proposal for a commercial 

airport. You also heard there is no other viable site 

for this airport.  

The jobs that you also heard about tonight 

that are needed will be created by the airport for the 

people of Homestead, as well as Dade County, and we 

would ask that you support the Miami-Dade County 

proposed commercial airport.  

Thank you.
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establish a Homestead Regional aircraft maintenance, 

In addition, aviation education, training were also 

included. The economic benefit would include above 

average wages, relatively large employment and 

relatively large revenue, leading to large employment.  

Those forecasts were accurate. In 1992 

twenty-alx point five million passengers used MIA. By 

1998 thirty-four million, a twenty-eight percent 

increase. Passengers are forecast to reach forty-eight 

million in 2005.  

Likewise, the total number of air cargo was 

one point one million in 092, and nearly two million 

tons in 1998 and forecast to reach forty in 2005.  

A recently conducted study by the aviation 

department says we are going to lose our aviation 

industry here in Miami-Dade County. They are going to 

move elsewhere.  

I chaired the base realignment study in 

Jacksonville and I can tell you that if we don't have 

a commercial airport here, not only will we not have 

the jobs here, we arm going to lose the jobs we 

currently have, because they can't expand. They are 

going to move out of this area. They are going'tp 

move completely out of this lown.  

I urge you to adopt the recommendation for

121 

the comnmercial airport for Homestead.  

COLONEL MCSHANE: Maria Bracket. Nathalie 

Grignal, Art Fernandez, William Riley, Sheri Lucas, 

Alberto Notes.  

000052 NATHALIE GRIOBAL: I am Nathalie Grignal. I 

am a stay at home mom. I live in Megan's Place.  

People mentioned the Opa-Locka Airport as an option, 

and I thought that was ridiculous. I don't know what 

can be done if Homeetead is not chosen. Since I live 

two miles from there, I guess I would be affected by 

the increase in that traffic. Being about fifteen 

minutes from MIA, I see a few airplanes overhead, but 

I was puzzled by the option that was brought up by 

Collier/Hoover to turn it more into a tourist 

attraction and everything toward the tourist industry.  

I am wondering how that's going to work. it 

tourists fly by here and don't drive sometimes. How 

are they going to come if MIA is full and Opa-Locka is 

too narrow for a 47 to 57. They can't expand beyond.  

That's my question.  

000053 AT FERNANDEZ: I know it's getting late.  

You are getting sand in your eyes. I know you have 

been hearing repetitious stuff. but I represent a 

local union of two thousand sembers. I've lived in 

Miami-Dade over five years.
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The example presented on the reports, not 

one of them talked to the aviation community 

directly. I challenge anybody to put that many 

airplanes on a single runway in a twenty-four hour 

period anywhere in the world.  

If you mix light airplanes with the 

heaviest, we haven't talked about this, only twelve 

percent of that figure is cargo airplanes. Everything 

else is passenger and general aviation and military.  

That's not in the report.  

As an example, if two heavy airplanes take 

off one after the other, at any airport, generally 

speaking, there is a three minute separation. If you 

put little airplanes in the mix, it is going to be 

more than that, because the jet wash from the big 

airplanes will turn that airplane upside down and tear 

it apart in some cases.  

The other aspect of the report that I have a 

problem with, the noise diagrams and what have you, 

are not relating. In other words, they don't tell at 

what altitude and how that affects other things in the 

area, whether it's reflected off building or what have 

you. You can take off some airports in town and it 

bounces all across town. These are little things that 

I point out.
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I would like to comment on hatie Sorenson.  

Ms. Sorenson's comment about no airline would come 

down here to have service, I don't think she has ever 

heard of Southwest. southwest flies out Dallas, 

Texas, and the big airport is forty miles away, which 

is further than Miami airport.  

As it relates to the movements -- my time is 

up.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Your name? 

000057 MARIO GARCIA-SERRA. Good evening. My name 

is Mario Garcia-Serra. First, I'd like to thank you 

and your colleagues for being with us this evening. I 

am speaking for both sides when I say we are very 

thankful.  

I want to make clear that everyone here, 

like myself, young, still in school, hopes to raise 

our future families in Miami-Dade County and support 

Homestead Area Force Base.  

Why? All the facts and consideration point 

to the Air Force Base as being the obvious location 

for a relieve airport. Those of us who have traveled 

out of Miami have faced agonizing lines, frustrating 

traffic, and we realize that MIA is at full capacity 

now and needs to be relieved soon.
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000055 PAUL HERNANDEZ: My name is Raul Hernandez.  

I live in Miami Lakes. I am not going to take that 

much of your time. I know we are tired. If we have 

Opa-Locka as a reliever airport, that's going to be a 

tragedy, because that airport is surrounded by a lot 

of people. One aircraft can wipe out half of Miami 

Lakes. The opposite side, to do this in Homestead, we 

have lost a lot of jobs and we need the money. we 

need to do it.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Alberto Notis, James 

Willis, Laurie Bours, Jaime Brown, Eric Greenwood, 

Mario J. Garcia-Serra and Felix Rodriguez.  

000056 JAIME BROWN: My name is Jaime Brown. I an 

really -- I am looking at the room and there are just 

a few vocal environmentalists here. Then it dawned on 

me that most of them had a really long way to drive 

home.  

I've been really privileged over the last 

few months to work with the folks of Homestead and 

Florida City trying to get some jobs in the community, 

and professionally it's one of the most meaningful 

things that I've worked on. These are the best facts, 

thirty-eight thousand jobs for this area and one 

billion dollars in yourpocket. That's what is in the
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study.  

The other thing that's forgotten up in 

Washington is that the people who are most impacted by 

what has happened are low income and minority 

residents of this town, and the decision-makers and 

the environmental activists that are heavily involved 

in the project, they are uncomfortable when they hear 

that, but that's the truth.  

Yesterday I had the privilege of meeting 

with one of the review leaders. She told me about a 

teenage boy who is weepirng in front of her because he 

can't find a job to help his family out. These are 

the kids that turn to drugs and crime, because they 

are not allowed to have a job. No kid should think 

they have no choices because their life is done.  

That's what this is about. Don't say you've made your 

presence know tonight, when there are people who are 

making a decision about what you say. They are 

hearing you and thates what matters.  

000355 ANDBEWROSE: My name is Andrew Rose. I've 

been in this community since 1940. I have comments 

that relate to the report, the SEIS, because I feel 

that there hasn't been a true flight operations 

analysis of the effect of the aviation activity we had 
in the Homestead airport.

us. th. Hometead airpor.. .. . . .. ..
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Homestead is the best place for this airport 

for many reasons, and having the busiest Air Force 

Base in the United States for a period of thirty years 

it has proven it is an environmentally sound decision.  

Lastly, the integrity of the base closure 

must be protected. Let's bring the airport to 

Homestead Air Force Base.  

Thank you very much.  

000058 FELIX RODEIGUEZ: Good evening. My name is 

Felix Rodriguez. I live basically right outside of 

Miami International Airport. Sometimes I wonder not 

if, but when. MIA is in the heart of the City of 

Miami. Unlike other airports, MIA does not have a 

runway that's adjacent to a body of water and does not 

allow pilots to bring the planes over water.  

Flight 592 went down in the Everglades 

instead of a populous area, and a terrible tragedy did 

not result in a catastrophic loss of life.  

All of these factors only lead me to one 

Conclusion, that MBA desperately needs relief. As to 

the proposals, I am not an expert. I am not an 

environmentalist. I am not -- I can only attest to 

what I see with my own eyes and what I can gather from 

the news nedia.-

In today's Miami Herald an editorial was 
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COLONEL MCSHANE: Last call for Eric 

Greenoood, 

Next several names are Raul Hernandez, 

Denise Gomez, Javier Herrera, Brad Sewell and Ania 

Palms and Ania Marie Castle-Bray.  

Who do we have first? 

(00059 JAVIER BERRERA: Javier Berrera. I am 

speaking on behalf of the younger generation, who will 

be receiving the benefits, by saying that this 

commercial airport in the base will be viable.  

The Collier plan will provide jobs, but 

twenty-four thousand less jobs than the airport will 

provide, which is at least six hundred fifty million 

dollars less than the airport.  

Obviously the Collier/Hoover is not a plan 

for recovery. A commercial airport seems to be the 

more viable answer to the issue.  

Thank you.  

000060 ANA PALMA: Hello, my name is Aria" Palms. I 

am in favor of the airport, and I think it's time that 

we provide jobs for our community.  

Thank you.  

000061 SPEAKER: Hi. My name is Denise. I am in 

favor of the airport. I just think thirty-eight 

thousand jobs is a good idea. Think about how many 
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people that are unemployed will have a job, and how 

many more kids will be able to eat off these jobs. I 

think this plan will save a lot of lives.  

Thank you.  

000062 BRAD SEWELL: My name is Brad Sewell. I am 

an attorney with the Natural B-e-soces Defense 

Council. I want to focus on the SEIS and talk about 

what is in tahe SEIS, and have a discussion about it.  

The information in the SEIS and the 

conclusion that can be drawn from the SEIS and could 

be drawn from the information ,n the SEIS, people need 

to realize that because of conflicts with Miami 

International to the north, the planes from Homestead 

have to fly lower for longer than they otherwise 

would. The altitude of the planes in this area will 

be fairly low.  

As said by several speakers this evening, 

that's quite a few dozens of flights over various 

locations in the area. For example, in the Biscayne 

National Park they've estimated one hundred five 

flights a day, at an altitude of two thousand to four 

thousand. At this distance a commercial jet sounds 

like the equivalent of a lawnmower or New York City 

train. As far out as Elliott Key the jets will sound 

like a garbage disposal. Think about that.  
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written, and it said that it must be recognized that 

whatever redevelopment occurs will include an 

airport. The Air Force's strip is up and running.  

With that said, the Collier proposal offers 

environmental friendly golf. Of course, as I said 

before, I am not an expert, but it makes more common 

sense to conclude that the golf course resource might 

bring twenty thousand jobs per year.  

What many people don't realize is that no 

matter what happens, the Air Force, rightfully so, 

uses the runway. I can just isagine coming up to the 

first tee on the golf course and playing on the green 

and all of a sudden you have an F-16 over your head.  

We have the same problem with a business complex next 

to the airport. It is not a good idea either. Ask 

the people who survived when Fine Air came crashing 

down.  

I apologize in advance. I am not an 

environmentalist, but it is better any day of the week 

than a plane crashing over my house. The most logical 

and rational conclusion that one can reach is that 

Homestead Air Reserve Base should be redeveloped as a 

commercial airport. It will bring thousands of jobs, 

over one million dollars in revenue.  

I implore you not to delay this any longer.
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problems.  

When the Department of the Interior 

conducted the original SEIS in 1994, Opa-Locka was not 
even mentioned as a possible alternative. In the 
SEBS, reasons were gives why that was sa. The first 
reason was that Opa-bocka Airport, its longest runway, 
even considering all possible expansions and 

extensious, it can't accommodate on'.tp, long haul 
service.  

The second reason, and probably the nost 
important reason, is the air spe constraists The 
airport is located between Miami International Airport 
and Fort Lauderdale Airport. There will be a lot of, 
I guess, airplanes crossing in the same space at the 
same time, which presents a very large problem for air 
traffic controller, trying to make sure there aren't 
any accidents, when you have such a small area of 
space and three airports trying to fly constantly. It 
creates a great deal of problems, and they are 

specifically stated in the most recent SBIS.  

Additionally, this is where I am going to 
follow up on what was said before me. It's a very, 
very heavily residential srea, probably one of the 
moat residential areas in the entire County, and to 

have flights leaving from that airport is not really
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So finally I'll just say, it's clear that 
Miasmi-Dade County needs another airport. That's been 

known for a long time. It's nothing new. It's 

equally clear that Homestead, not Opa-Locka, is the 
best location for that airport.  

Thank you.  

COLONBL McSHAN4: I am going to call Raul 
Hernandez and Denise Gumes. Was that Denise that 
spoke after Ana Palma or was that somebody else? I 

don't have Denise here.  

The next name is Martin Dendaw and he was 
here earlier, but he had to leave. He's left a 
statement with m. It will be included in the record 

and given equal weight as any.  

I want to remind everybody that's here, if 

you don't get a chance to speak tonight, you can make 
Written comments.  

I can't pronounce the first name, Oickia 
Luca., from Leisure City, Florida. Anybody named 

Lucas? Maybe they are gone.  

Neat .a.e is Ales Heckler, Michael Stevens, Mary Finlan, Gary Beck, Adams Koslofsky.  

000064 ALEX MECOLER: Ladies and gentlemen and distinguished panel. I an a studen~t. I am a graduate
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Also, the proposed plan area will increase 
Pollution in Biscayne Bay. The airport will also 

significantly increase into the bay, things like 
carcinugens and hydrocarbons.  

It sounds like an awful thing. The 

development of an airport will destroy thousands of 
acres of adjacent land.  

Now, that's the information. What 

conclusions can be drawn? That's where we see the 
various agencies and federal government going the 
separate ways. You need to recognize that the SEIS 

put forth their conclusion, and that the FAA is in the 
business of developing airports and insuring that as 
many planes as Possible can fly out of here, so think 

of their agenda.  

The Department of Interior, which discussed 
the environmental impact and the preferred 

alternatives, they are the steward of national 

resources in the environment of South Dade and the 
national parks. Think about who you wish to believe.  

The FAA's conclusion is that there is no 

noise problem from the airport. You might question 

that. The noise level, the FAA works to protect you 

from the sound made by a dishwasher next to you, think 
about having a barbecue. DO you want to perpetually
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hear the noise of a dishwasher? That's the sound FAA 

Wants to protect you from, not the natural parkh 

Think carefully about this decision and we 
suggest that you seriously consider the various 
alternatives.  

Thank you.  

000063 A•K MARIS CASTLI-BRAy: Good evening. My 
name is Ana Marie Bray. I was born and raised in 
Miami-Dade County, and I wanted to say in favor of the 
Proposed action, during school, I always fly out of 

Fort Lauderdale. simply because it was impossible to 
get a flight out of Miami, and the flights that we 
were able to get were extremely expensive, much more 
so than flying out of Fort Lauderdale. Every time we 
had to go back and forth, I made the track up to Fort 
Lauderdale so I can fly.  

The need for a reliever airport is nothing 
new. It is something that we knew for a long time. A 
couple of suggestions have been put forth with respect 
to which alternative is Possible.  

With respect to the airport, I am going to 

follow up on some of the things that Felix said 
earlier. With respect to accident. and potential 
problems with the Opa-Locka Airport, it's in a very 
heavily residential area and has a great deal of

Poss ible.
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I have the opportunity to speak to you today 

on behalf of the thousands of members of Reef Relief 

of South Florida, based in Key West, Florida. Our 

organization is dedicated to preserve and protect the 

living coral eco system. Therefore, we are 

particularly concerned over the environmental impact 

of this proposed activity, the conversion of the 

surplus Homestead Air Force Base property into a 

commercial airport, would have upon the coral reef eco 

system of South Florida, including the people that 

live near it and visit it annually.  

The impasse is air pollution, noise, wetland 

destruction and stormwater are an inequitable and 

unavoidable risk of a comercial airport and 

facilities.  

The result will be a deterioration of the 

environment, quality of the coral reef and the eco 

system that acts as a critical habitat to endangered 

and otherwise protected wildlife.  

The impact to the integrity and Everglades 

National Park and the Florida Keys National Marine 

Sanctuary by this federal action are unacceptable and 

in direct conflict with the purposes of their 

creation.  

In addition, you'll find out that a

125 

student at the University of Miami Law School, and 

Miami-Dade County citizen. I am before you this 

evening to publicly place my opinion on the record.  

I've been here for over five hours, and the reason is 

because I want to share my thoughts, that will 

hopefully be included during the decision-making 

process.  

I am pro environeent. I enjoy and respect 

our nationsl parks and wildlife. However, I as in 

strong support of economic development in South 

Miami-Dade County. I am in favor of an airport 

compatible with our environment. That's Homestead 

Regional Airport.  

As a representative of Miami-Dade County's 

younger generation, I urge you to think for the future 

and plan accordingly. We must act now.  

According to the FAA, within the en.t ten 

years Miami-Dade County will need a reliever airport.  

If we do not plan now, by the year 2006 will be too 

late. I'll be twenty-nine at that time. I would like 

to be included as part of the thirty-eight thousand 

jobs and one billion dollars in income.  

Also, something that a lot of people might 

not realize is that when we are talking about the jobs 

and the one billion dollars, it's not just the
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commercial airport, although it is described in the 

SEIS as incentive to boost to local economy, would 

have long term negative impact and affect future 

activities associated with the region, particularly 

eco tourism.  

As an environmental organization, we would 

prefer an alternative in the SE0S, that is that the 

federal government retain ownership of the remaining 

one thousand six hundred thirty-two acres of the 

former Homestead Air Force Base and do nothing with 

the land.  

We therefore strongly recommend that the Air 

Force and the Federal Aviation Administration should 

use other alternatives for economic development of a 

comprehensive sustainable development plan.  

Thank you very much.  

000066 MARY FINLAN: My name is Mary Finlan. I live 

in the City of Romestead. I am on the 

Homestead/Florida City Chamber of Coemterce.  

Regarding the survey that Katie Sorenson 

mentioned earlier, in July of 1997 South Dade 

residents in the zip code area south of 216 Street and 

207 Avenue, thirteen thousand nine hundred residential 

numbers, I would only be asking them a single 

question, 'DO you support economic redevelopment of

0-32
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airport. It's all the folks oho have come here that 

own businesees around the airport, and the restaurants 

around the airport. That's very important, because 

the people who are struggling today, who live in 

Homestead and surrounding areas, will gain relief from 

this, and they will develop themselves economically.  

I want to bring up a word that I haven't 

heard this evening which I feel is very important.  

That's co-existing. When I looked at the Miami-Dade 

County proposal, I saw a picture of a bird and that 

picture is an example of co-extstence.  

Over the last fifty years, human wildlife 

and our national parks have co-existed and that's very 

important. People don't realize that.  

I have a niece who is seven years old, and 

will be seventeen years old when Miami-Dade County 

needs a reliever airport. I want her to he able to 

benefit from this, and my family and all the folks 

here.  

I wanted to remind everybody, for our 

future, please act now and do not delay anymore, and 

thank you everybody for waiting five and half hours.  

000065 ADAM KOSIOFSKY: Good evening. My name is 

Adam Koslofsky. I live in Key Largo, Florida, Monroe 

County.  
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Homestead Air Force Base into a commercial airport?

69.3 Percent of those people said: Yes.  

As a professional survey that was done by a 
valid corporation, and if the local consenasu is of 
any value to this committee, that's the local 

consensus. I am going to leave this with you for the 
record, this survey here.  

We all know we need tourism. We know our 
economy is bad, and we are not going to shut up.  
We'll take care of our environment. We don't need to 
be told that by people from the outside.  

000067 MARK RIPF: I'll be real quick. I've a got a 
couple of questions about the redevelopment of the Air 
Force Base. Do you think or do you accept the 
Collier/Hoover plan, and everybody keeps saying that 
the administrating government, they are going to trade 
the federal government their oil and mineral rights.  
Jolks, you know, realistically I don't see you doing 
that. That is not a win, win.  

This community needs jobs bad. In the Sf15, 
Biscayne National Park airplanes flying are not near 
as bad as the landfill that's been expanded three 
times right up against Biscayne National Park.  

Thank you.  

000068 DR. JOSEPH G. SEWELL: Good evening, Mr.
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the hopelesssness in their eyes.  

This gentleman, the superintendent of parks, 
he says, "Go to Miami International Airport. what do 
you see?" 

I want you to come in my community and see 
some things. See the hopelessness, as the despair, 
see the look in folks' eyes when they have a skill, 

hut they don't have jobs.  

We need jobs. We need jobs. The people 
need jobs. We have people with degrees that can't 

work. We have people that are skilled. We have 

single mothers with children.  

Please, listen to the heartbeat of this 

community. We need jobs in the City of Homestead.  

Thank you.  

000069 STEVE SAPP: Thank you, Colonel. My name is 
Steve Sapp. I am President of Dade County Farm 

Bureau. We have three thousand member. in our 

organization. If you look at the demographics of our 
agriculture area, there are sighty-three thousand 

-acres of agriculture grid in the state of Florida in 
the mast recent study.  

2 have to tell you that one of the things 
that upsets me most about public hearings is that 

there appears to be division in our community. I hate
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that more than I hate anything else in the commceunity.  
I rather see people work and iron out the situation, 
whether it's the politicians who comes and take a 

Position or whether it's the people in the community.  

We support the commercial development of the 
airport at Homestead Air Force Base and we support it 

for two reasons. Number 1, that will have a great 

effect on the community. Our farm community, we are 
smart enough to look at the future and realize that 

Cuba is going to be a major market one day, as well as 
the Caribbean and South America and Mexico. It is 

very clear the direction that our community is taking 
and we as agriculturers need and understand the 

airport is going to be critical to the future on 

agriculture.  

Number 2, and more importantly, because that 

first reason is pretty selfish, for the agricultural 

industry to sustain itself and continue.  

The second reason is a community reason.  

Our community is in trouble. The infrastructure of 

our community is falling apart around us. Our health 

care -- our hospital has lost money for over seven 

years in a row, over seven million dollars. We are not going to replace that seven million dollars ..I...

not going to replace that sevee million dollars Wolese 
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Chair, those of you that are here tonight. I am Dr.  
Joseph Sewell of the Baptist Church, a man of faith.  
We've heard a lot tonight about the environment, but I 

would like in this political climate to quote 
something that I found from the Father of the 
Constitution, the Declaration of Independence.  

It says "All hold these trutha to be 
self-evident that all men are created equal, that we 
have legal rights to the pursue of life, prosperity.

We een Pave bee e cabled with rights. It 
said we humans. It doesn't say we birds or we fish or 
we pigeons have rights, but we humans have been 
allowed the legal rights to the pursue of life. Human 
life is very important.  

I am pastor of a church in this area. Some 
come from Princeton, from Perrine, from Goulds, from 
Florida City.  

I see these mothers, we want to put them 
back to work. Okay. They are on welfare. There are 
no jobs. You train them to work. Have you ever 
looked at a mother that brings her child to a day care 
that I have in my church, and she says, "Pastor, give 
my baby some milk, because I dou't have milk.

A man that has a skill, but there is no job.  You are trying to service these people, and you see
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we have economic development. We need a good 

transportation system down here. There is very little 

good planoing that is going on in our area of South 

Dade. We already have traffic problems, but nobody is 

saying, 'Let's fix it.- They are closing their eyes.  

We look to our economy and we say to 

ourselves, we have a fifteen percent unemployment rate 

down here: The second reason for us to support the 

redevelopment of the air base is for the communiiy's 

needs. We look at our neighbors, whether it's in 

Florida City or Homestead, Naranja or Goulds, and we 

look at them as our friends and our neighbors and we 

say, -Seven years is enough. It's time to stand up, 

and bring the jobs to the community that two 

presidents promised to us.

Thank you very much.  

000070 BRUCE DRUM: Good evening. My name is Bruce 

Drum. I am here tonight as a public servant. I've 

been working for Dade County for almost twenty-four 

years. I've been in aviation for twenty-eight years.  

V've been following the airlines for about thirty-five 

years.  

I am assistant to the aviation director 

commissioner, so I am offering a little hit to this 

conversation from an aviation standpoint. I think I
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there has been a lot of misinfor-ation, but from the 

aviation standpoint, some of the representations about 

noise, this is a starting point.  

One of the things that we can do -- one of 

things that we are required to do is to put together a 

noise abatement plan.  

one last comment I will leave you with, the 

airport has been hanged around here tonight. I think 

we have a lot to develop. Remember one thing, if we 

do not get this airport, in my professional opinion, 

we ate going to r-n out of capacity in South Florida 

and fifteen years from noo, when we do ruon out of 

capacity, when you are on that airplane or that 

relative is on that airplane in Miami, and the pilot 

comes out and says you are thirty-two for take-off, I 

want you to remember this night.  

we have a very important decision to make in 

this community and I salute the process.  

000071 JONATHAN •LLMAN% My name is Jonathan Ullman.  

I am a South Florida Everglades representative for the 

National Sierra Club. I am at this meeting today. I 

am here to protect Homestead and the people who visit 

the national parks from all over this country from 

hideous plans which have been concocted by special 

interest, and what we are going to do is we ate going 
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have something to put forth here today. Basically the 

commerce is two separate issues, if I may.  

I am encouraged by the process, but one of 

my jobs was being chair of the Noise Task Force 

fifteen years ago, under the direction of the county 

manager. I feared at first, and tonight's meeting 

reminded me of that process.  

What we did at Miami International Airport 

is put together thirty-something representatives of 

the communities around Miami, along with aviation 

experts, to try to come together and find a common 

goal of reducing the noise impact to our communities.  

Almost an oximoron, how to you find a middle ground to 

something diametrically opposed, but I need to tell 

you a story, because there is a happy ending.  

Despite those differences, despite those 

polarized positions, we managed to find, in two years' 

hard work, every month we'd come to a common position 

that we have submitted to the FAA. We arm now doing a 

tube test for both east flow and west flow that will 

reduce the noise levels.  

The aircrafts will fly as much as possible 

over water and non-residential areas. We are proud of 

that establishment. I think wlat we have to learn 

here about the noise issue is -- let me point out 
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to expose this plan to the rest of the country.  

We are going to explain to them how 

Miami-Dade County has tried to push a commercial 

airport a mile and a half from a national park, eight 

and a half miles from another national park, which the 

Clinton-Gore administration is trying to restore for 

seven point eight billion dollars.  

Why would the tax payers want to pay seven 

point eight billion dollars? Everglades National Park 

each year will have to be subjected to constant 

flights. How are you going to explain to those 

visitors that you sold those two national parks to a 

special group in Miami-Dade County, and we all saw the 

politicians that paraded here and took away all of the 

time from the public.  

Those politicians are not representing the 

people. Those politicians are representing this 

Company. We ase now going to start the campaign 

throughout this country. We already showed this issue 

in thirty cities throughout the United States. It 

will continue, and believe me, this travesty will not 

continuea 

Thank you.  

000072 TRISHA MORAN: My name is Trisha Moran. I 

represent the Keys Academy of Marine Science. I am a
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will do in the SEIS, and that's to build an airport.  

All the other proposals we've seen are mere 

proposals. We have not seen ens contract, one firm 

commitment by either the Collier or the Hoover 

proposals or any of the other proposals.  

The South Florida Management District 

indicates they will build what they intend to bill.  

What I believe is that this is a Trojan Korae. We do 

not know what this commitment is. All we know is that 

the photographs -- that have been removed -- is the 

proposal.  

Now, ansuimng that they want to do as they 

indicate in SEIS, which is to build this RV park/golf 

course, I believe that all the things we discussed 

here tonight -- tremendous input from everybody -

indicates a very simple economic impact.  

Nunker 1, the least job intensive. That's a 

quote fron the SEIS. Seventeen thousand jobs from the 

thirty-eight thousand. Least economic revenue, two 

hundred sixty versus eight billion.  

Most important, however, and I would like to 

close on this point, it is a tremendous lose that 

would be suffered by Miami-Dade County in losing the 

opportunity to take a property fee simple and generate 

an economic boom to Miami-Dade County rather than the
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property being turned over to private hands for 

private developers, for private profit, as opposed to 

profit that's realized by every citizen of Miami-Dade 

County.  

Thank you.  

000074 KAREN SALnd: My nae is Karen Salas. I an 

also a citizen of Miami-Dade County. About a week and 

a half ego I read a letter that was written to the 

Miami Herald by someone claiming that the airport 

would be the most damaging alternative in the long 

run, because how could somebody enjoy the parks and 

the beauty of them if they had to see it with a 

commercial aircraft flying overhead. That made me 

wonder: Do all the airport opponents realize that 

there is going to be an airport base there? 

The Homestead Air Force has been active for 

decades. For years there have been airplanes flying 

overhead.  

The SEIS itself reported that the maximum 

noise level would be from military aircrafts, not 

commercial aircrafts. Regardless of what alternative 

is used, either way military aircrafts will still be 

flying over the air.  

In addition, the SEIS confirmed that the 

airport will be environmentally compatible. The
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lifetime resident of Key Largo, and I am not rich. I 

an a teacher. I have brought with me here tonight 

some of my students, and I am reflecting not only on 

my own personal views, but their views as well.  

The curriculum of our school includes a 

section on preserving our environment, and we believe 

that this is a perfect way to teach our children what 

their future should look like. We do not want that 

future to be clouded by the sounds of airplanes. we 

vehemently oppose an airport in Homestead.  

I have enjoyed much peace and quiet since 

the Air Force Base was destroyed by Hurricane Andrew.  

I have been able to go to Molasses Reef and not hear 

an F-16 fly overhead as I am trying to enjoy the 

waves. That is a silence that to me and to my 

students is precious.  

I find it very interesting that no one has 

talked about the water park that has been proposed for 

Miami-Dade County. I also found it very interesting 

that no one has mentioned the iami-Dade Homestead 

Motor Sport Complex which has also provided numerous 

jobs. The latest addition is Wall-Mart, another 

example of jobs provided to the Homestead area.  

I do not care if there are two hundred 

thirty thousand flights a year. I do not care if
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there are one hundred thousand flights or fifty 

thousand. Either way is too much. It disturbs my 

peace. It" disturbs the peace of the endangered 

species like the salt water crocodile, who most people 

in the United States don't know still exists here.  

I recent it when groups like the Farm 

Bureau, who rake it a habit of attacking endangered 

species, and this is not Just a Miami Dade county 

issue. This Is a Monroe County issue and a Key Largo 
issue.  

My students believe that jobs are not as 

important as our environment and I am very upset that 

no one values these children and their ideas.  

Thank you.  

000073 HOWARD BEHAR: Hello, my name is Howard 

Behar. I am citizen of Miami-Dade County. What I 

believe is that absolutely it is critical in the 

decision making process for the Federal government to 

convey this former Air Force Base over to either the 

County or a viable developer. Remember that the 

property is being conveyed in fee sieple. That is a 

very powerful thing.  

There is only one proposal throughout the 

entire SEIS that even mentions that they have a firm 

contract, a commitment to do what they indicate they
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1 important question is, which alternative provides the 

2 most benefits. Miami-Dade has the highest 

3 unemployment in the state and one of the highest 

4 unemployment in the County. The SEIS found that the 

5 airport proposal will provide over twenty thousand 

6 more jobs than the Collier alternative. Thaes a 

7 total of thirty-eight thousand jobs.  

a So which alternative provides most benefits? 

9 I say the airport.  

10 Opponents of the airport asked to have the 

11 SEIS report done, and they have gotten it done. Now 

12 the report itself says that the airport is 

13 environmentally compatible. What else do we need to 

14 do to get our airport? 

10 000075 CONNIE CHAPELL: My name is Connie Chapell.  

16 I am here as a parent, a community person from upper 

17 Key Largo and as an educator. I am the director of 

is the Keys Academy of Marine Science, and really, you 

19 know, I wish that Miami politician were here, because 

20 I grew up across from the Opa-Iwcka Airport in 1966 

21 and I think of what is so beautiful about this area, 

22 so much of itre agriculture, the clean air and all the 

23 beautiful surroundings that you have, and then I think 

24 that thirty years from now it will be interesting to 

25 see if this area would look like Opa-Locka Airport and 
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the area surrounding Opa-Locke Airport.  

It really concerns me that very few people 

here tonight have addressed education.  

I think that education and jobe come hand in 

hand. If we would spend more time and truly educate 

our children, educate the public, there are a lot of 

mixed emotions and mixed messages about what should be 

done with that land. I look at the kidse future and I 

look thirty years from now and is Homestead and the 

area around the airport going to look like Opa-Locka? 

If it does, it's really sad because South Florida has 

very little to offer people that come to it, outside 

of the water, tourism, what is around us, and I think 

that we really need to look at taking care of that, 

preserving that.  

Key Largo is the second largest reef system 

in the world, the only one connected to the continent 

of North America, yet we are so quickly to do 

something that would affect that.  

Fifty years ago our visibility was a lot 

greater than it is today. Ouw kids twenty years from 

now won't be able to see the reef. r think there 

needs to be compromise. I think that further studies 

need to be done.  

When I look as an educator at the 
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Collier/Hoover project, versus an airport, as an 

educator I hope that we are teaching children to go 

for professional jobs, jobs in agriculture, 

aquaculture. biomedicine, biochemical, not loading and 

unloading planes and I think South Florida needs to 

care about that.  

I know we need jobs, hut I also think that 

we should look at preserving our environment and 

finding the best alternative, not just a fix for the 

quick short term, hut for the future of South Florida 

and putting on the map something positive and not 

something negative.  

Thank you.  

0000G6 BARPBARA LAGE: My name is Barbara Lange. I 

am with the Sierra Club. The S0IS assumes that the 

stormwarer management plan for Homestead is going to 

work, as proeoted by mayor Penelas and Dade County.  

Sierra challenged in state court the plan on the 

grounds that the County-s own expert stated the plan 

was inadequate to handle large stores, If the system 

does not perform adequately, the toxic chemicals and 

other pollutants, that the SEIS assumes this will 

never reach the bay will reach the bay.  

The SEIS states that they are highly 

concerned about the stormwaters plan retention and
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distention, because you attract birds. The site 

currently has a bird strike risk that appears to he 

four to five times the national average.  

The SEIS assumes that the proposed airport 

will be responsible for only two thousand of the ten 

to twenty thousand vacant land. in South Dade County 

that will he lost to development in the next fifteen 

years. This is an extremely important finding. It is 

not specifically supported and it appears 

insupportable.  

The airport is responsible for closer to 

fifty percent of the new development or the 

development that occurs outside the current EVI line.  

The SEIS fails to consider canals to the 

north and to the south of Mallory and Princeton which 

will certainly bear some impac on the secondary 

development associated with the airport.  

Because Biscayne Bay is considered 

oversaturated with nutrients, any increase should be 

considered significant. While recognizing the example 

that the use of hazardous materials in South Dade will 

increase twelve times when the airport is developed, 

the Draft SEIS assumes the proposition that pollutants 

throughout the area will remain unchanged.  

Thank you very much.  
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COLONEL MoSHANE: COLONEL McSiANE: William 

Delgado.  

000077 WILLIAM DELGADO: Good evening. My name is 

William Delgado. I represent the Latin Builders 

Association. It's an association that represents six 

hundred firms that are in the construction industry 

here in Dade County.  

I, having a real estate background, can 

share with you that the people is the real estate 

profession say that the secret to a successful 

development is location, location, location. If I 

heard anything here tonight, from Hialeah to 

Sweetwater to Key Biscayne to Florida City and finally 

the Mayor of Homestead and the Mayor of Miani-Dade 

County, the secret word here tonight is jobs, jobs, 

jobs.  

All of our community can benefit from this 

Project. This Draft presented here tonight proves 

that we can have a commercial airport in Honestead 

that is thoroughly intune with the environment. For 

those of you elected officials -- they left -_ that 

have supported the Collier plan, I guess that they are 

looking at the rich families of West Palm Beach.  

Looking at Dade County, they have enough Hispanic and 

Afro-Americans to be caddies and ground keepers in the

147 

Some projects have come, but there is an unemployment 

rate of approximately fifteen percent. That's the 

highest is she County, Ladies and Gentlemen.  

What we have before ua is a very unique and 

"exciting opportunity, but with that opportunity comes 

great responsibility which rests upon a critical 

decision, and that is whether or nor we will permit 

the development of a commercial airport here at the 

Homestead Air Force Base.  

It's very simple. When we look at it, it is 

really not that complicated. The first question we 

need to answer: Is there a need for a reliever 

airport? I believe the SEIS report has already spokes 

to that. In fact, much of the testimony tonight here 

indicates that by the year 2006 we will experience 

problems with MIA, which will be exceeding its 

capacity.  

As a resident of Dade County, living here, I 

experienced and I see people constantly within the 

central area of Dade County and northern area, they go 

to Fort Lauderdale. They don't want to fly out of our 

airport. It is too congested. That is today.  

Next question, because I think the first one 

has been answered, we do need a reliever airplane.  

The second question: Where do we put it?
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Some of then say, "Put it in Opa-Locka.- I think the 

SEIS answers that question. There is an airline 

crossing concern as well, because of the proximity to 

Fort Lauderdale and MIA. They are conCerned about the 

links to the runway. The answer is Homestead. There 

is no doubt about it.  

The economic viability of the airport site 

down here, thirty-eight thousand jobs, when you put 

that in perspective, Miami-Dade County government is 

one of the biggest employers in Dade County, and it 

generates twenty-eight thousand jobs.  

Thank you for your patience.  

000079 MARY MOTES: Well, I am not going to say what 

I thought I would say. I Just wanted to say that I 

have become sick and tired this evening of the word 

job. It's been tossed around like motherhood and 

apple pie. I think although we have a lot of talk 

shout the Ait Force Base, in the back of my mind I 

feel that we have a small group of businessmen and 

folks interested in economic development and a lot of 

those folks are going to make a great deal of money 

out of this, and I wish our friends from Naranja were 

still here.  

I have a nasty feeling at the end of the day 

that most of those folks in Florida City and Naranja
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huge golf course. No, thank you. We believe we can 

do better getting jobs in the construction industry or 

a commercial airport.  

You people need to get up to speed and know 

that there is a new champion on the golf courses of 

the United States. His name is Tiger Woods.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Next name is Paul Acosta.  

000078 PAUL ACOSTA: Thank you for this opportunity 

to speak and your patience this evening. I've been a 

resident of Dade County now for thirty years. I here 

pretty much raised down here in the South Dade area, 

grew up fishing in the Florida Bay, grew up fishing in 

Key Largo, grew up fishing off of Biscayne Bay, so I 

cherish those memories. I cherish the environment 

here.  

I also have had many friends, many family 

members that sustained many losses during Hurricane 

Andrew. This community continues to sustain losses.  

Every day that goes by without a development taking 

place on that airport ground is another loss to this 

ocommanity.  

The young lady that spoke earlier and she 

mentioned that some of the projects that have come 

down have contributed to this community, I am glad she 

mentioned one, the Homestead Motor Sports Complex.
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and Goulds will be pretty much where they were before, 

and I don't think that this is going to become the 

great fantasy they are talking about.  

I don't know why there hasn't been more talk 

about the other jobs available in the other 

opportunities. we have heard the term jobs, jobs, 

jobs all night, and I would also like to -- the 

racial kind of slurs thrown around this evening and I 

think the sneering at retirees were very unpleasant.  

when I was thinking of economic base and the 

fact that so many people give up everything, they give 

up their home, they put their life savings, and they 

have a family, to retire, I think they have as much 

value and need to be concerned as any people in 

Florida City or anywhere else.  

I speak as a white middle class woman, and I 

don't think that this means I cannot address those 

kinds of things because of being accused of being 

partisan.

I think Florida City officials should be 

concerned about the water, quality of the life, as 

anybody else. It should be everyone's concern to try 

to raise their level of income and not use this 

patronizing attitude. I don't want to talk anymore 

about jobs, jobs, jobs tonight.
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000080 MICHAEL CHENOWETH: Good evening. My name is 

Michael Chenoweth. I am president of Friends of the 

Everglades. I came here tonight to address the issues 

of the draft SEIS. Many of the speakers before me 

have been speaking either pro or con on the different 

alternatives that have been proposed, and I didn't 

know that was what we were here for, but I want to say 

that in case there is any question, Friends of the 

Everglades is definitely opposed unequivocally to the 

commercial airport proposal.  

I am a lawyer. I am formally also a vice 

president of a commuter airline. I am retired from 

the United States Army Corps of Engineers, and the 

SEIS is written in a very clever way, by a pro 

development, pro airport consultant firm, to minimize 

the impact of this commercial airport. Not only does 

it minimize the adverse noise and pollution impact, it 

fails to adequately depict the impact a commercial 

airport will have on traffic, crime and the quality of 

schools among other kids in the vicinity.  

The SEIS should examine, and it doesn't, the 

prior record of Dade County in addressing these 

critical issues and the existing commercial airport.  

There is a strong likelihood that Dade County's record 

of failure in these critical areas be repeated in 
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Homestead if a commercial airport is built.  

The SEIS, that purports to support the 

protection of the Everglades, endorses a commercial 

airport. That lacks believability. The need for jobs 

that has been expressed here by proponents of the 

proposed action is really a cry for better jobs, 

because most of these people already have jobs.  

You know, there is unemployment, but 

certainly most of the people who are standing here in 

front of us are well fed and have jobs. The SEIS 

needs to address these issues. Those people who put 

people ahead of the environment have forgotten that we 

humans are at the top of the food chain. That means 

we are all dependent on the environment for our 

existence.

Much to the benefit of our environment in 

the south end is the ability to get away from the 

noise and the commercial activity. This opportunity 

is where the SEIS fails to make it clear. No 

consideration is given in the SEIS to building another 

runway at Miami International, because the County 

doesn't want to. Jobs at any cost is really the 

problem that we have to address for the future of the 

United States, because when we have the question of 

jobs over everything, that's what we are going to be 
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facing in every issue we do, and we have to come up 

with the right answer or our world is not going to be 

livable.  

"Th.nk you.  

000081 ROB SKINNER: My name is Rob Skinner. I as 

president of the Mangrove Academy Wild League. I 

would like to ask the question, how many people in the 

room would put a cargo airport near the Grand Canyon? 

That's what you are thinking of doing by putting it 

near two national parks.  

If I spoke to somebody in Connecticut or 

Maine or Michigan about sowething like this, because 

this is not just a local issue, this is a state and 

national issue -- this is a national treasure you are 

talking about -- I wonder how many of those people 

would agree? -Who is suggesting such a ridiculous 

proposal? It's being done, and in Dade County you 

expect that.  

Now, going hack about thirty years just for 

one second, they had a jetport concept out in the 

middle of the Everglades. Thirty years ago they had 

to have it out there, because MIA was too crowded back 

in the '70s. Every speaker got up and said the same 

thing, flight attendants, pilots, porn authority, the 

mayor, assistant mayor, so we defeated that.
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from the north and they happen to be camping this week 

and last week in Everglades National Park, and r think 

they are really enjoying the solitude of the 

Everglades on this vacation, and they'll be back.  

The tables that IEve subhitted in my msme go 

back and analyze the language of the National Park 

Service Act. The fundamental purpose of the act is to 

conserve the wildlife within the national park life, 

by such means as will leave them unimpaired.  

The tables that I am submitting in this memo 

to the Air Force are extracted from Pages 38 to 53, 

and it is mentioned by the two viable alternatives 

discussed in the report. I found the report between 

thirty-eight and fifty-three to have been rather 

complexed, incoherent and it was a real task to 

extract from that documents the two sides of 

information, so I can compare apples to apples. That 

however is being submitted and itas very important.  

In view of the negative impacts attributable 

in the report to the airport alternative, the extent 

of those impact upon existing conditions, and also 

data performed for a mixed use alternative and the 

impact between the alternative in view of my 

understanding of the organic act, it is inconceivable 

to me that this report would confer the airport
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They wanted to have a nonorail out there.  

The people and conservation groupa defeated it. Why? 

Because it doesn't make any sense.  

Thirty years later I've listened, today, to 

the same old story, jobk, jobk, jobs. We have to have 

jobs. Well, I am sorry.  

We were one of the founders of Biscayne 

National Park. During that time we had a room of 

people screaming for a oil refinery and a room of 

people screaming for a bridge from Key Biscayne to 

Largo, and some people that wanted to pour hot water 

into the bay. We defeated every single one of them, 

just like we are going to defeat this one way or 

another.  

I have an endorsement by the City of 

Opa-Locka Comission stating they would prefer to have 

the airport in Opa-Locka. People have said you can't 

have it out thers. Metro-Dade signed a lease 

agreement with Seiko International for eighty million 

dollars to Opa-Locka. Our own comminsioners were 

screaming and yelling earlier in the session. They 

were saying we need to have it here, and they are 

signing contracts right now that I have in my 

briefcase for Opa-Locka.  

If you want jobs, put the jobs where they

a . .. a', ,_.156 
proposal as a proposed action.  

Clearly the airport alternative should be 

prohibited, in favor of some other alternative which 

substantially lower adverse impact. This is not a 

question of jobs. It's a question of one type of job 

versus another type of job.  

Thank you.  

000083 BART MOTES: Thanks very much. I want to say 

a few things. First of all, President Hoover said the 

only problem with capitalism is that it leads to 

greed.  

In these cases we are talking about 

speculation as opposed to long term investment.  

There are going to be a few jobs? There is going to 

be long term development here? I don't think so. 1 

think what is going to happen, we are going to have an 

eyesore in our community.  

I was here after the Hurricane Andrew. I 

remember looking up and instead of seeing inspiring 

formations of F-IS jets, of F-14 jets -- I don't know 

the technical terms but I looked up two thousand 

feet above my house -- it seemed like one hundred 

feet -- and there was a huge cargo plane. I remember 

that after the Hurricane.  

We appreciated the aid very much, but having
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belong, in Opa-Locka and north Dade.  

Now, going a step further, risking Biscayne 

National Park and Everglades National Park, National 

Marine Sanctuary and all these are subjected to noise 

water and pollution. Let's stop it. If we can't stop 

it one way, we are going to take you to court and 

we'll tie it up.  

Thank you.  

000082 CHARLES ALDEN: Good evening. Thanks for 

hanging in there with us this evening. My name is 

Charles Alden. I am a twenty-two year resident of 

Perrine, smack in the north wall of Hurricane Andrew, 

and a member of the American Institute of Certified 

Planeers, and one of the original corporate members of 

the Environmental League of Greater Miami.  

I've taken some timn to carefully review the 

supplemental summary of the SEIS. I've taken this 

approach because Biscayne Bay National Park and 

Everglades National Park are both in unique 

unreplaceable, sensitive, natural environments and in 

my judgment could be overriding priority of air 

protection as a national asset.  

Now, I am from out of town. I am from 

Perrine. It gets even worse tran that, because my 

older sister and brother-in-law happen to he Yankees
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that for the reat of my life that I am going to spend 

here in South Florida in not what I relish.  

I want to say I admire the courage of Mayor 

Shiver to come out here and do something that's gutsy, 

to declare political suicide in a place thatas a 

narrow vote margin, and we have ways to defeat him and 

send him packing, and those are consequences.  

This is not a win. You are not going to 

have the financial sugardaddy. You have a small gain 

after this and we are going to go after the Sunshine 

Law and see where the money goes, all these bids and 

all this information.  

I want to say I am disgusted by the fact 

that not a single person revealed their financial 

gains. I don't have any financial motivation to be up 

here, unlike so many people that stood up here and 

spoke- If you want to make money, tell us why you 

want to make money, tell us how much money you are 

going to make, and we can appreciate that.  

Thank you very much.  

000084 JOSE ROMERO: Good evening. I know it-s a 

little late, so I am going to be short and sweet. I 

am a resident of Miami-Dade for the last thirty-four 

years. I am also an owner of MCI Lumber, which is in 

Naranja, I would like to make some money in the
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airport development here in focestead, because since 

1992, it's been eight years, you know, we ve been 

waiting for development down here in Naranja and 

nothing has developed here.  

Prior to Andrew we used to hire thirty 

people. Now we only have fifteen. You can see the 

difference. My business is fifty percent of what it 

used to be, because the area is devastated. People 

moved out and never moved in. Why? Because there arm 

no jobs. There are no jobs. Most men can't find 

jobs -

COLONEL McSHANE: Folks, settle down.  

JOSE ROMERO: I think we all here have an 

interest, and I hope I can make money. I've been 

losing money for the last eight years. I pay my taxes 

like you and anybody else.  

Everybody else left. Andrew destroyed my 

home. What I did, I stayed, and I am still there.  

I've been there for thirty years and I am going to 

still be there for a long time.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Thank you.  

We are at the time where we need to -rap it 

up and clear out of here. I am going to adjourn the 

hearing at 11:45 p.m.
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(Thereupon, the following proceedings were 

held in private.) 

000085 RAE S. NEWMAN: Hello. My name is Rae 

Newman. I live in Dade County, and I love the 

environment. I enjoy visiting the national parks and 

I enjoy seeing the wildlife. The proposed commercial 

airport would be located between two endangered 

national parks, Biscayne and Everglades. Both parks 

attract a great many birds and other wildlife.  

The amount of air traffic that would be 

apparent if a commercial airport were established at 

the Homestead Air Force Base location would make 

collisions with birds much more prevalent. Not only 

would that pose a great danger to the birds, but also 

a great danger to the people flying in and out of this 

airport.  

Additionally, the noise of a plane flying 

right over the national parks would greatly change the 

serenity that now exists there. If a cargo airport 

also were established at this location, trucks would 

then have to carry cargo from Homestead north to Dade 

County, Broward County and all points north along an 

already overcrowded US-1 or 874 expressway.  

Please reconsider locating this commercial 

airport at Opa-Locka which is the other locale which

3 

has been proposed, and which is located more in the 

center of commerce and development.  

We need all the open space and all the 

diversity that we can preserve.  

000086 KATHY BARBER: My name is Kathleen Barber. I 

reside at 11321 Southwest 100 Avenue. I am a forty 

year resident of Miami. I am speaking today as a 

Miami resident and a member of the Sierra Club. I am 

in opposition to the proposed redevelopment of the 

Homestead Air Force base as a commercial airport.  

It will have a negative impact on the South 

Florida environment. I would like alternative plans, 

alternative acrangements to be sought to preserve our 

environment, our water resources and my natural life 

and your native wildlife. I would like the Everglades 

to be preserved for my two children, ages five and 

two, so they have an opportunity to grow up in South 

Florida and view it just as I have in the past forty 

years.  

Thank you very much for your consideration.  

I have one further objection. The original 

planned redevelopment of the Homestead Air Force base 

was never publicly bid. There was never public input.  

If there is a decision to reuse this area for 

commercial purpose, it should be open for competitive

bidding and public information.  

Thank you very much to your attention.  

000087 DONNA KALIL: I oppose the commercial airport 

for environmental reasons and health reasons. I 

believe it wouldn't be good for our state parks or the 

health of our citizens here in Miami. I support the 

international spaceport instead. I believe that this 

will bring in high tech jobs and would be a better 

alternative for the environment.  

Thank you.  

000088 STEVE KRONEN: My name is Steve Kronen. I 

just want to record my strong opposition to the 

airport being placed in the Everglades here. Its an 

ecological disaster. It must he stopped.  

000089 PATRICIA H. HACKETT: My name is Patricia 

Hackett. My question is: Given the fact that there 

was an Air Force base before, I'd like to know the 

increase in air traffic should a regular airport, 

civilian airport be establinhed, and how would this 

interface with the air reserve base traffic, because 

people have comaented that there was an Air Force base 

there before, and, yes, that's true, however will the 

traffic be the same, quadrupled, ten times? 

I'd like to know what the air traffic would 

be in comparison to what it was when the active Air
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Force Base was there? 

Naturally I am concerned about the economy 

of the area, but also about the environment.  

Does that sound all right? 

Thank you.  

000090 VIRGINIA LEPPER: My name is Virginia 

Lepper. I've lived in Dade County since 1944, and I 

have a very strong interest in protecting the 

environment in this area. I think it's a beautiful 

place like no other in this country, and I think it 

would be a mistake to lose the beauty of the 

Everglades and Biscayne National Park, when we've 

invested a lot of money in the parks and we promised a 

lot of money to preserve the Everglades.  

I am much opposed to an airport -- a 

bustling airport in the Homestead area, because I 

think there is no way anything can be done to keep it 

from being a blot on the landscape.  

When you look at Miami Airport, and see the 

development surrounding it, there is no way it can 

possibly fit in with two national parks, that we want 

to keep in their pristine condition for future tourist 

trade and for our children and our grandchildren.  

The present administration has been doing a 

lot on the ecology field and has dedicated a number of

6 

millions of acres to park land, and I just don't think 

that we should allow those two national parks to be 

destroyed by building an airport with lots of 

pollution right in the very middle of it.  

I know people in Homestead are anxious for 

jobs, but with the employment rate as high as it is at 

this point, I fail to see how people in Homestead 

can't get jobs some place else if necessary. I mean, 

lots of people move for employment purposes and 

certainly they can do the same thing.  

000091 SANDRA TAKESHITA: My name is Sandra 

Takeshita. T-A-K-E-S-H-I-T-A. I am here because I do 

not feel that a full major expansion of Homestead Air 

Force Base property into a larger commercial airport 

is a good idea for the area. f think that 

redevelopment can go in many other directions that 

would favor parks and a good family life in the area 

to co-exist along with it.  

The Hoover/Collier development plan, I don't 

know a lot about it, but it is looking better to me 

than a major expansion of the airport.  

Homestead Air Force Preserve is fine. I 

don't have any problem with continuing the reserve 

base.  

The economy of the area has come back from

Hurricane Andrew, but development of the property 

would be good for the area and encourage people to 

move in and it would provide a lot of jobs, but I 

think we don't need to rush into an airport alone. I 

think we need to look at alternatives such as the 

aquarium and more family oriented sites and 

activities.  

The parks are too valuable to let them 

become placed in jeopardy with the type of activities 

that go on in support of an airport, and I am not at 

all certain that people who currently use MIA would 

even be in favor of going that far and moving their 

services. I as hero at the meeting partly to become 

more familiar with the alterna:ives, but I definitely 

do not favor a major expansion for airport uses.  

Thank you.  

000092 STEPHEN HALPERT: My name is Stephen 

Halpert. I as a physician at the University of Miami, 

and I am also a recent graduate as of December with an 

MBA at the University of Miami. I have kind of a foot 

in both areas, as far as science and also in the 

business world.  

I certainly understand the concern of the 

people in the south end of the County about ways to 

develop an economic base, but I do not believe that

the way to go is with an airport, that is going to 

bring a great deal of pollution, noise, sound. I 

guess that's the same thing.  

Biological contaminants in the air and 

things that float to the grorud and get in the water 

and the little algae and everything gets bad. The 

food chain starts to deteriorate. This already 

happened in Biscayne Bay and this can only worsen it.  

I think the study is flawed, the statement 

that it would take groundwater years to be affected by 

the contaminants from the airport in our area. They 

will happen much more rapidly, even in terms of weeks, 

which is what the local scientists say.  

The other data is based on areas that don't 

have the same very open drainage from the surface 

water to the groundwater.  

I really would like the proposals of the 

Collier and Hoover people to rome in with an 

eco-environmental study, with aquarium research 

science and marine science and with a lot of the input 

from the marine science people as wall as any other 

groups like that.  

I think that brings in a similar number of 

jobs. Hopefully more people would come in for more 

visits and spend time and learn about this type of
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000094 DAMARIE QUINTANA: My name is Damarie 

Quintana. I live in Southwest Miami. I am for the 

airport. We need the jobs. Studies have been made 

that say it won't harm the environment.  

I feel this -- there are a lot of different 

things. One thing is being a racial thing. President 

-Clinton, Vice President Gore promised us this years 

ago and now they are backing out on this.  

I'd like to quote on something on the debate 

Al Gore had in New Hampshire on January 26 with Bill 

Bradley.  

The question to him was: Mr. Gore, can you 

outline your specific vision of the White Mountain 

National Forest for our people here in New Hampshire, 

who count on it for business and recreation? 

Vice President Gore answer's was: We should 

respect and continue the process of local input to 

take into account the uniqueness in the White Mountain 

National Forest. And as we protect the wilderness 

area, that same local input will be a part of the 

process.  

He states right there that he will take 

input, and from the looks of it, he is not.  

That is all I have to say.  

We need the jobs and we are not going to 
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environment. I think it's the kind of thing that our 

community needs to help boost our morale and our self 

image.  

I am very concerned about maintaining the 

more natural aspect of how water flows from the 

Everglades into the bay and this would be consistent 

with the Army Corps' overall plan to bring back the 

more historical type of water flow in that area, and I 

think that putting an airport this close to Biscayne 

National Park would be a very negative attempt to 

develop that kind of process.  

I am also concerned about the effects on 

proposed ideas to increase the amount of wetlands in 

that area and I think that the airport would have a 

much greater effect than the mixed use plans proposed 

by the Collier and Hoover people.  

I am very concerned with the possibility 

that if the land does get placed for mixed use, that 

the determination of how this land would be developed 

would be up to the Miami-Dade County commission which 

has done a rather disgusting job over the years in 

dealing with some types of logical and intelligent 

plans for our County.  

This deeding of the land from the Air Force 

to the Department of Interior and given to the Collier

10 

family in exchange for the gas and all rights, would 

enable a group to oversee the development of this 

area, so it will become a model rather than a 

discussing corrupted plan or lack of plan of 

development which we have in most of our County.  

So I certainly support the mixed use 

alternative.  

000093 CYNTHIA COWEN: My name is Cynthia Cowen. I 

am chairperson for the local chapter of the Miami 

Chapter of Save Earth. That's an international 

environmental organization. My feeling is that I 

would not like to see the Air Force base not developed 

into an airport.  

My reasons are: I think it would compromise 

the ecology in the area and I feel that at a certain 

point, with the number of people that live in this 

geographic area, there has to be a reasonable amount 

of development. I feel over-developmenz is the rule 

at this point, and there could be better uses for that 

area.  

For instance, I would like to see the land 

preserved as land, and whatever goes in there not to 

compromise the quality of the life forms that are in 

the area.  

That's it.

12 

harm the environment.  

Thank you.  

000095 KEN SOMMER: My name is Ken Sommer. I live 

at 853S Southwest 112 Street in Miami. I think it's 

very important to retain the undeveloped character of 

this parcel of land to use it for agricultural or 

residential areas.  

This national park is important. It is a 

wildlife area, and we need to learn from our history, 

both with the Homestead Air Force Base and with 

Richmond Field, both of which were devastated by 

hurricanes. This area is subject to destruction by 

hurricanes. That almost anything that's built there 

will be ultimately destroyed, except for agriculture 

or recreational uses.  

That's it. Thank you.  

(Thereupon, the following prooeedings were 

held at the public meeting.) 

COLONEL MoSHANE: I'd like to have everybody 

take a seat so we can go ahead and get started now.  

I have a couple of administrative 

announcements. If you have any signs or banners that 

you took along with you to your seats, please do not 

hold them up and block anybody else's view.  

Something I learned from last night, I
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to obtain input from you on the contents of the Draft 

SEIS, the presentation will be short.  

Major Chipley.  

MAJOR CHIPLEY: Thank you, Colonel McSbane.  

I too would like to extend my thanks to all of you for 

taking time to provide your comments on the Draft 

SEIS.  

For the past several years we have been 

engaged in the process of completing the realignment 

and reuse of former Homestead Air Force Base as 

required by the Defense Base Closure and Realignment 

Act.  

The Air Force's primary goal" in this process 

is to transfer the properties in a manner that 

supports local plans for economic revitalization of 

South Florida and protects Biscayne Bay and the nearby 

national parks. A disposal eust also be compatible 

with continuing the ecisting military and law 

enforcement missions.  

The Air Force and Federal Aviation 

Administration, or FAA, are the designated Lead 

Agencies for the Draft SETS.  

The Air Force has decision-making 

responsibilities for the transfer of the property.  

The FAA has decision-making responsibilities
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request that anybody who has a cell phone, please turn 

the ringer off. That was a little bit distracting 

last night to have all the phones ringing all night 

long. Put it on vibrate mode or voice mail mode or 

whatever it takes, and you can deal with it later.  

One other thing you should know at this 

point is that this nession will be ending at 4:30 

today, so that we have a little time between this 

session and the open house which will start at 5:30 

and the evening hearing which will start at 7:00 P.M.  

I just didn't want you to be surprised when I stopped 

at 4:30 this afternoon.  

Welcome to this public hearing on the Draft 

Supplemental Environmental Impact statement on the 

Disposal of Portions of the Ferner Homestead Air Force 

Base. I am Colonel Mike McShane. I am the Chief 

Trial Judge of the Air Force, stationed at Bolling Air 

Force Base in Washington, DC. My normal duties 

include presiding over Air Force courts-martial. But 

this week I've been made available to preside over 

this series of five hearings which are being held in 

this area concerning the disposal and subsequent reuse 

of former Homestead Air Force base property.  

I have not been involved in the development 

of any of the proposals that are being considered. My

16 

for airport facilities.  

There are three Cooperating Agencies.  

One cooperating agency is the National Park 

Service, because it manages Biscayne National Park, 

and Everglades National Park.  

Another cooperating agency is the U.S. Fish 

and Wildlife Service because of its responsibilities 

to ensure threatened and endangered species are 

adequately considered and because of the proximity of 

Crocodile Lake National Wildlife Refuge.  

The third cooperating agency is the U.S.  

Environsental Protection Agency because of its 

regulatory responsibilinies.  

The contractor hired by the Air Force to 

actually conduct the analysis is Science Applications 

International Corporation, or SAIC for short. They've 

been supported by another contractor, Landrum and 

Brown, which performed airport planning and noise 

analysis.  

I would like to take a couple of minutes to 

update you on the SEIS process and what has occurred 

since the scoping period ended in July of 1998. More 

than four hundred forty individuals, organizations, 

and agencies provided written input during our one 

hundred thirty-two day scoping period, and one hundred
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job is just to make sure that we have a fair and 

orderly hearing today.  

Thank you for taking time from your busy 

schedules to come here today for this public hearing.  

If you were interested, I hope you took time to visit 

with the technical staff prior to this portion of the 

hearing.  

In preparing this Draft Supplemental 

Environmental Impact Statement. or Draft SETS, as 

we'll be calling it all afternoon -- it was the Air 

Forcens goal to understand the environmental 

implications of deciding for what purpose and to whom 

to convey surplus property at former Homestead Air 

Force Base. The Draft SEIS examines reasonable ways 

in which the property might be developed, used, and 

the reasonably foreseeable environmental consequences 

of the alternatives.  

At this time I'd like to introduce Major 

Mike Chipley of the Air Force Executive Issues Team.  

We's an engineer by trade, with a Ph.D. in civil 

engineering from the University of Colorado. Major 

Chipley will discuss the proposed action and 

alternatives, and provide a short synopsis of the 

reuse issues.  

since the overall purpose of these hearings
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runoff and noise levels.  

Another alternative examined in the Draft 

SEIS is a Commercial Spaceport. The main issues with 

the commercial spaceport alternative involve the 

uncertainties related to the licensing process, safety 

and potential increase in noise.  

Three approaches Were examined for 

non-aviation uses, presented as the Mixed Use 

Alternative.  

Market driven development.  

The Collier Resources Company Proposal and 

the Hoover fnvironmental Group Plan.  

The Mixed Use alternatives could create 

higher inteuity of use in a shorter period of time 

but may have less environmental effects on the 

national parks.  

The Draft SEIS also includes the No Attioc 

alternative, which means the property continues to 

belong to the government and reverts to caretaker 

status. Under each alternative, the Air Force, 

Florida Air National Guard and Customs Service 

continue to use the runway for their current military 

and law enforcemeet missions.  

The Draft SEIS addresses each alternative in 

the context of future growth in South Florida and also

smassinet sa Is ssenie Isis.
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ninety-five people spoke at public scoping meetings.  

The size and complexity of the Draft SEIS has grown 

substantially because of the number and diverse nature 

of issues and many federal agencies, state and local 

governments, private organizations, and concerned 
citizens involved. Midway through the analysis, two 

mixed use proposals were received which waere 

incorporated into the analysis.  

We recognize this has been a long process 

for everyone. We want you to know many other 

communities have also struggled through the base 

closure process. Sone former base. have been 

developed for aviation uses, others for non-aviation 

uses. The success of redevelopment depends upon the 

local community's involvement and support.  

The Draft SEIS examines a number of reuse 
alternatives for remaining surplus property at the 

former base. Ongoing reuse involving property that 

has already been transferred, like the Job Corps 

Center, the Dade County Homeless Trust, the regional 

park, and other deeded properties, would continue 

under any of the alternatives.  

The alternatives underwent thorough and 

complex analysis of the environmental and economic 

impacts that could potentially occur as a result of
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takes into account potential cumulative impacts of 

other projects. tt also includes some historical 

information where available.  

Your views and comments on the Draft SEIS 

will be important as we work toward completing the 
Final SaIS. We are now about half way through the 

sixty day public comment perfod. We scheduled these 
hearings to provide you an opportunity to review the 

Draft SEIS and formulate comments you can give here 

today, and also to provide some time after these 

hearings so you can incorporate things you might learn 
here today into written comments. Whether you choose 

to comment today or to provide your comments in 

writing between now and March 7, we look forward to 

receiving your input and assisting us in completing 
the final document.  

The Final SEIS, scheduled for completion in 

July 2000, will include comments made at the public 

hearings or submitted in writing during the public 

cooient period for the Draft SnSx, along with Air 

Force and FAA responses to your comments.  

A decision on what action will be taken 

concerning the transfer of the disposal property will 

be made no earlier than thirty days after publication 
of the Final SErS.

of the Final SEtS.
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redevelopment. Fourteen topics were used as the basis 

for the analysis. Public and agency concerns that 

were expressed at our scoping meetings identified 

important issues and helped focus our analysis. Those 

concerns have been incorporated throughout the Draft 

SEIS.  

When the reuse process was initiated for 

Homestead Air Force Base, Miami-Dade County was 

designated as the Local Reuse Authority to develop a 

reuse plan for the former base.  

The County has proposed that the one 

thousand six hundred thirty-two acres of remaining 

surplus property at former .oesotead Air Force Base be 
transferred to Miami-Dads County Aviation Department 

for development of a commercial airport.  

This is the Proposed Action addressed in the 
Draft tEIS. The analysis of the Proposed Action 

includes identifying and assessing new flight tracks 

that would be used at the commercial airport.  

"Airport operations, in general, are 

characteristically different thas commercial or 

residential land uses in the types and numbers of 

vehicles, equipment and people, and the resulting 

impacts to the environment. The main issues of the 

proposed action involve air pollution, stor.-ater
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on reuse means to continue prosperity for this 

region. History is on the side of aviation.  

The South Florida comunity has a 

longstanding and pre-eminent position in the aviation 

world, dating hack to the first airline terminal in 

the United Staten in 1928 and continuing through the 

tremendous growth of tourism and foreign trade.  

Thin coesunity has come to rely on the 

aviation induatry as the chief provider of jobs.  

All is not well, however. The current 

system of airport is taced to the extreme of its limit 

and will prove unable to meet future demands unless 

helped by a new facility.  

In the rear of the auditorium the airport 

has a display on future airport demands and our 

capacity to meet the demands. It is imperative that 

you understand that our inability to meet market 

driven demands means a loss of economic activity and 

serious impact on our employment base and business 

community. You may be aware of our efforts to 

accelerate a fourth runway at Miami International.  

This project is the single most important element of 

our department's long range development program.  

However, this final incremental gain in capacity will 

not be able to meat the air traffic forecast for
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We will continue to distribute newo releases 

and send newsletters to those on our mailing list 

throughout the final course of the SEIS process.  

Anyone wishing to be added to the mailing list should 

complete an attendance card located at the 

registration table and check the appropriate box on 

the card.  

In osummary, I'd like to say that we do 

understand that this is a complicated and often 

frustrating process. Let me reiterate that neither 

the Air Force nor FAA proposes direct development the 

surplus property.  

The Air Force's goal is to transter the land 

in a manner that aupportn local plans for economic 

revitalization and protectn Biscayne Bay and the 

nearby national parks.  

A disposal must also be compatible with 

continuing the existing military and law enforcement 

cissions.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Thank yoa, Major Chipley.  

We offered each of the proponents of an 

alternative an opportunity to describe their proposal 

and speak about it. Miami-Dade County representatives 

have been given up to ten minutes to speak about their 

proposal.
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You may also have noticed that some of the 

other proponents, although they've elected not to give 

a presentation, have materials available at tables at 

the back of the room.  

I understand we have here today Bill 

John.on, the Assistant City Manager, and Gary Dellapa, 

the Aviation Director from Miami-Dade County, and they 

have less than ten minutes to talk about their 

proponal.  

Proceed.  

GARY DELLAPA: Thank you.  

Good afternoon. My name is Gary Dellapa. I 

am the Aviation Director for Miami-Dade County. We 

operate Miami International Airport and five general 

aviation airports. I'd like to thank you for giving 

us again the opportunity to present our department's 

recommendation for redevelopment of the former Air 

Force base.  

It is important for this panel to bear in 

mind that the airnautical capacity issue that I am 

addressing today is not just South Dadens issue, not 

just a Miami-Dade County issue, but issues of great 

concern to all of South Florida.  

You've heard previous testimony from our 

Mayor and other elected officials on what the decision
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beyond 2015.  

For our facility to meet both near and long 

term demands, a critical element of this plan is to 

perceive the flexibility to be able to react to future 

market conditions that may be unforseen today, such as 

a free Cuba, the growth of E-conerce or the success 

of the Free Trade of the Americas.  

Miami-Dade-s most limiting capacity 

constraints today is the number of full service 

comneercial carrier runways available in our airport 

system to safely manage air traffic forecast levels.  

Miami International is quickly reaching 

saturation, to the point where no additional runway 

or additional capacity can be provide. Numerous 

efforts in the last three decades to identify new 

sites in South Florida for commercial aviation 

facilities have proved fruitless. There is no other 

site. There isn't even another site.  

Consequently, the most crucial issue 

confronting us today is the decision on the ultimate 

reuse plan. That decision will affect whether or not 

this community will be able to accommodate the 

tremendous growth and is unable to net it with MIA 

and other airports alone.  

For example, as reported in the SEIS,
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safeguards and building an airport that will be 

compatible with our environment, with our community 

and our national parks.  

This project brings tremnadowa economic 

development opportunities to the entire Miami-Dads 

County and provides, as Aviation Director Dellapa has 

said, the necessary airport capacity for our air 

transportation system, in order for Miami-Dade County 

to remain at the forefront of international trade and 

commerce well into the 21st century.  

Let me talk about the lease for a minute.  

Even our harsher critics have agreed this is a fair 

lease. The lease was awarded and was signed after 

numerous public hearings and intense public scrutiny, 

again, in fact in contrast to the Collier-Hoover plan 

which has not been subjected to any public hearing in 

Dade County.  

The lease represents millions of dollars of 

revenue to Dade County. It is a public asset. The 

airport is a public asset and the lease will provide 

millions of dollars in revenues to this community.  

The lease will provide for the developer to build 

state-of-the.art facilities for E-commerce, for 

aircraft maintenance and repair in our community and 

many other facilities, that will provide good high
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Opa-Iocka is crowded with air space and environmental 

issues, and from an aviation point of view the 

conclusion is inescapable. We need Homestead.  

However, the need for identifying long term capacity 

demands will not come at the expense of environmental 

compatibility.  

One of the Miami-Dade Aviation Department's 

stated system plan and objective is to provide an 

aviation facility to meet demand while ensuring a 

balance between environmental issues and economic 

opportunity for our residents.  

The SEfS indicates that there will be no 

unacceptable environmental impact associated with the 

commercial airport development alternative. In 

contrast, noise impact from commercial airports are 

found to be less intrusive than those resulting from 

the military's presence.  

Miami-Dade County is committed to ensuring 

that the plan and development of the commercial 

airport alternative is implemented in an 

environmentally compatible manner. This is not just 

words or hollow promises. It is Miami-Dade County's 

substantial track record of environmental responses.  

We have spent over one hundred seventy million dollars 

since 1994 to address environmental issues. our
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current five million dollar construction program is 

built around maintaining the environmestal quality of 

not only the airport, but the surrounding communities 

as well.  

These are very real and tangible attestment 

to our commitment. Under the leadership of Major 

Penelas and the county manager, no one should fear 

implementation of the airport alternative.  

Miami-Dade proposed in the SEIS the 

projected flight operations provided for future 

demand. We believe that the airport is the moat 

compatible. Furthermore, advances in airplane and 

engine technology should offset the engine frenzy of 

commercial flight into conversion to Stage Three 

engines on all aircrafts. This change came about 

January lst this year.  

Another example of this type of technology 

change is increase use of a quiet regional fleet. We 

are at a crossroads as to the future of aviation in 

South Florida. This is our only opportunity to 

preserve a badly needed airport to the regional 

airport system and come to allow this community 

aviation industry to grow and prosper.  

COLONEL MCSHANE: I understand Mr. Rason is 

going to use the remaining four or so minutes.

27 

RAMON RASCO: Thank you. My name is Ramon 

pasco., representing the developer selected by the 

County in the process leading to the execution of the 

lease. I an here to confirm on the record once again 

that the developer is committed to building an 

enviromentally safe airport.  

The developers commitment was spelled out 

in Chapter 288, that started in Miami-Dade County, 

that was approved by the entire county commission, 

that resulted in a park being dedicated to this 

community - to the South Dade community, that went to 

Palm Beach and received approval from the South 

Florida Water Management District.  

It was reviewed and approved by the 

Department of Community Affairs in Tallahassee and 

received the unanimous approval of Lawton Chiles and 

his cabinet sitting as Florida Administrative 

Cocmmission in 1998.  

This is in fact in contrast to the Collier 

Hoover plan which has not been reviewed by a single 

one of these governmental bodies or agencies. All of 

the environmental safeguards that have been built into 

this project through the 288 process have been agreed 

to by the developer, by my client, and today the 

developer hereby reaffirms his commitment to those
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paying jobs for our community, cur children and our 

grandchildren.  

The developer is comm itted to making this 

project a win-wln situation, with a high-tech 

enviromentally safe airport that will be developed 

with the appropriate mitigation measures implemented 

as the project is built out, in order to prevent any 

damage to our national parks or to our environment.  

In closing, the County's plan presents us an 

opportunity and responsibility. it is a tremendous 

opportunity for good Jobe, for economic development 

and air transportation for our community and it 

balances it with the responsibility of caring for our 

environment, caring for our parks and caring for our 

communities.  

For these reasons we urge the Air Force and 

its cooporating agencies, including SAIC, to dispose 

of this surplus property pursuant to the proposed 

action as spelled out in the Draft SEIS.  

Thank you very much.  

COLONEL MCSRANE: Was that it for the 

presentations? 

With thirty seconds, Bill Johnson, Sr., 

Assistant to County Manager Merrett Steirheim.  

BILL JOHNSON: I have prepared remarks, but

30 

with thirty seconds, instead of reading the remarks, 

let me emphasize the county administration's 

perspective for this air field is extremely important.  

It is essential that by the year 2015 we have 

additional air capacity, not just for Miami-Dade 

County, but for all of South Florida, so we can 

continue to grow.  

Again, my last remarks will be that this 

community has over ten million visitors a year.  

Ninety-five percent of those visitors come by air.  

Air travel is essential to the health of our 

community, again not just Miami-Dade County, buo all 

of South Florida.  

We believe that this airport can be done in 

a very safe enviromentally sensitive way. We urge you 

to support it, if you will, and to allow Miamu-Dade 

County to move forward to utilize this as a reliever 

airport.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANEA: Thank you.  

This concludes the presentations of 

information about the proposals. In a few minutes we 

will begin the public comment portion of this hearing.  

You'll have several ways to provide your 

comments. If you have brought written comments,
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please place them in the box that's available for 

receiving your comments. Written comments carry the 

same weight as oral comments which are presented at 

this hearing. If you want to write down your comments 

while you are here, there are forms at the table 

outside where you can fill them out and leave them.  

You can also take the form with you back to your homes 

to complete and then mail it back to the address 

provided on the comment form. You can also write up 

your comments in your own format and mail them in.  

You do not need to use the comment forms. They were 

only prepared for your convenience.  

You will have the opportunity to provide 

oral comments when I begin the public comment portion 

of the hearing. Let me tell you a few things about 

the public comment period today. Last night we had a 

big crowd and not everyone was able to speak before we 

stopped at 11:45 p.m. We will start today with those 

that we did not get to last night. After that we'll 

Move on to any elected officials that have indicated 

they want to speak today, and after that we'll hear 

from those of you who have submitted cards today 

indicating that you wish to speak. We will call you 

in the order that the cards were submitted, with one 

caveat. If you did speak last night and you submitted

32 

another card today, we'll put you at the end of the 

list for today.  

Anyone who has not yet filled out a card and 

wants to speak will be given an opportunity to do so 

after all the registered speakers have made their 

comments. Each individual or organization will have 

three minutes to provide cosrments. You may finish 

your sentence when your time is up,. but please stop 

promptly so that we can hear from the maximum number 

of people.  

I remind you that boos and clapping take 

away time from the speaker's time. So please respect 

other's view points and let them make their comments 

without interruption.  

When you do come up to the microphones there 

in the aisle, I would ask that you please clearly 

state your name and the name of any organization that 

you might be representing.  

The transcript will be a permanent record of 

this hearing and will be published in the final SEIS.  

Please do not provide any personal information in your 

comments if you don't want to see it published in the 

final SEIS.  

It is very important that you use the 

microphones that we have there so that the reporter
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family issues, and I was disconcerted and it was 

slightly disengenous when I read the Miami Herald 

article about Homestead and how we are rebounding down 

here in South Dade. He are in a slow, steady upswing 

and it's accelerating, and the Herald reports that the 

employment in Homestead is less than Dade County.  

Having said that, no matter how good your 

economy is, you want it to get better. That's why you 

want the jobs.  

The realistic issue, I have to tell you, 

there is only one way to go. That's the mixed use 

alternative. We are prepared to take this thing into 

a protracted legal battle. There is going to be one 

lawsuit in federal and two in state court. We'll tie 

it up for seven years with lawsuits. we just started 

in this thing.  

If jobs is what you want, you need to find 

that economic engine that's going to get up there, and 

when one window opens and another closes, and that 

open window is the mixed use alternative. Think about 

it. The environmentalists are going to fight this 

thing to death.  

On the other side, the opponents of the 

County plan are in favor of the mixed use alternative.  

The Miami Herald, Katie Sorenson, the 
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National Park Services have all cone out in favor of 

the mixed use alternative. Secretary of Interior, 

Bruce Rabbet, himself has said the airport will 

destroy the national parks or degrade the national 

parks and he's in favor of the mixed use alternative.  

You don't need to be a political science 

major to figure out, if your opponents who are 

opposing the airport are lining up behind the other 

economic engine, which is going to be the quickest way 

to go.  

I want to address one criticism thates been 

thrown around. They said we have not supported or 

endorsed the Collier plan. I an the man that brought 

Lisa Hoover to the Collier plan. I did it because I 

needed an environmentalist there. Her dad is the 

founder of Biscayne National Park and I trust they 

will represent our interests there.  

Having said that, there are things that we 

need to learn about the Collier/Hoover plan. We are 

doing everything we can to facilitate that plan and 

come up with an environmentally sensitive solution.  

So don't think we are not excited as an alternative.  

Thank you.  

000097 DR. MARTIN MOTES: I an Dr, Martin Motes. I 

am a member of the Redland Professional Growers
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can hear you and get your comments down for the 

record.  

The focus of this hearing portion is to 

listen to your comments regarding the contents of the 

Draft SEIS and I remind you that it's not appropriate 

to engage in personal attacks on one another or 

comment on someone else's earlier comments. That 

doesn't get you anywhere and it isn't commenting on 

the environmental impact as this hearing is designed 

to receive.  

Preceding this presentation you had an 

opportunity to ask questions one-on-cne of the 

technical staff, and, hopefully, all your questions 

were answered. Any further questions asked in the 

course of making your statements will be addressed in 

the final SOIS rather than answering today. Please 

focus your comments on the Draft S0IS and the analysis 

of the reuse option.s 

If you need to have your comments translated 

into English and did not so indicate when you signed 

in, please let me know when you are called up. If you 

make cocments today end later decide you have 

additional coements or know someone who is interested 

in the comment process, but is unable to attend any of 

the meetings, written comments can he submitted until
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March 7, 2000. The mailing address can be found on 

all of the available handouts.  

At this point I am going to start out by 

calling on last night's attendees who we did not get 

to, and I've told several folks who did come up here 

and asked, I am doing that at this hearing and I am 

doing it again tonight. If people did not make it to 

the afternoon session, but are able to attend tonight, 

I will start out this portion of the hearing by 

calling on those folks who didn't get here this 

afternoon to make statementn.  

000096 DON CHINQUINA: My name is Don Chinquina. I 

cocmend Katie Sorenson for standing up last night as 

the only public official against the airport and in 

favor of the mixed use alternative. I thought that 

was very, very right.  

I also want to thank Commissioner Dennis 

Moss and Representative Ballard for their thoughts of 

deliberation. Their environmental record is only 

exceeded by their personal integrity. I know they are 

going to come up with the right solution, and this is 

important to know because these folks come from South 

Dade County, in fact, in contrast to the mayors that 

you heard from the north end of the county.  

I heard a lot about jobs last night and
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Association, which I am not speaking on behalf of, but 

I'd like to point out that Redland Professional 

Growers, we sponsor a festival which brings thousands 

of tourists to South Dade each and every year, and is 

exemplary of the type of environmentally safe tourism 

that is being developed in South Dade now.  

We are closing the possibility of a 

beautiful flower that is just starting to open is 

South Dade, that w~ll utilize the unique tropical 

ambient of South Florida as a unique tourist resource 

with ongoing value to the community.  

Speaking also on behalf of the agriculture 

community, I feel there has been improper -- not 

enough importance has been give to the impact on the 

agriculture community in the proposed development of 

Homestead Air Force base.  

In discussions with the staff of the SEIS, I 

brought up the question of whether or not the impact 

of the proposed thirty-five, thirty-seven thousand 

jobs -- but wherever these jobs come from, only 

someone naive would think up to a thousand of those 

jobs would be created in South Dade and the remainder 

of those people will come from outside the region.  

We are talking about the regional impact of 

thirty five thousand additional homes, with the
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1 additional strain of all resources probably to the 

2 tune of twenty-five thousand dollars each in tax 

3 payers outlay. The cost of this proposal will be in 

4 the range of nine hundred million dollars to the tax 

5 payers and that does not count the agriculture land 

6 that will be taken out of production to the tune of 

7 perhaps fifteen thousand acres to accommodate these 

a additional people with the additional congestion, the 

9 impact in the entire region. Th. infrastructure has 

10 not been developed for this. I think this issue 

11 should be addressed and has nom yet been.  

12 I would also like to point out that the 

13 quality of life of the entire region, as an 

14 agricultural community, will be disrupted by this 

15 airport. A flight every five minutes makes it 

'6 impossible to conduct a reasonable conversation in 

17 much of the Homestead area, and it also is in the 

18 midst of a flight path which carries it through the 

19 Channel 6 tower which is within one mile of the 

20 community's elementary and secondary school.  

21 The potential for an accident is immense.  

22 Finally, I'd like to say thank you for 

23 allowing us the opportunity to speak here. The 

24 process was being highjacked. Thank you for giving it 

25 back to the people and taking it away from those 
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people who have highjacked this in the beginning.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Lloyd Brown.  

000()98 LLOYD BROWN: Good morning. My name is Lloyd 

Brown. I am Director of the Wildlife Rescue in Dade 

County. I want to mention a few topics that have been 

badly misrepresented.  

First is that the environmentalists that are 

opposed to the commercial airport are not from this 

area. I don't think there is any family in the area 

that has more history than mine, with the exception of 

the fourteen years I spent as a paratrooper in the US 

Army, and while I fought in two wars.  

Everybody here has a right to have their 

opinions heard. I have the additional privilege of 

having earned mine.  

I am very much from this area. I am opposed 

to a commercial airport being developed here. I've 

heard a lot of crazy numbers about the unemployment 

statistics in Homestead. I don't know where they got 

the numbers, but have the Labor Bureau statistics that 

state the highest unemployment in Homestead occurred 

1992. In the seven months prior to Hurricanes Andrew 

unemployment in the Homestead area was 10.3 percent as 

an average.
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The most recent month that we have 

statistics for is November of 1999. Unemployment in 

November of '99 was down to five point five percent in 

the Homestead and Florida City areas. It's almost 

half of what it was in 1992.  

October of 1999 unemployment in Homestead, 

Florida City area was 5.4 percent. That's the lowest 

it has been in the past ten years.  

The unemployment rate that this airport is 

supposed to reduce does not exist.  

I worked on a construction crew at the 

Homestead Motor Speedway. I was one of only two 

workers on the whole crew that was from this area.  

Everybody else came from Texas, Kansas, North Carolina 

or Mexico.  

Those are the types of jobs that are going 

to come in with the commercial airport. They are not 

going to be hiring from this community as everybody 

seems to think.  

Someone last night said they would rather 

see a plane crash in the Everglades than downtown 

Hialeah and Opa-Locka. As an environmentalist, it 

would be better for a plane to crash out in the 

Everglades. The environmental damage would be minimal 

and we can overcome it.
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How would that person feel about a 747 or 

124 crashing into Turkey Point Nuclear Power Plant? 

I'll quote Edward Abby, 'Growth for the sahe 

of growth is the philosophy of the cancer cell.

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Kenneth Cassel.  

000099 KENNETH CASSEL: Good morning. I am 

assistant city manager for the City of Homestead. Any 

time you enter an area where a decision has an impact 

on a significant number of people of ohe community, 

you have a significant number of diverse positions as 

to the correct decision.  

I applaud the department of the Air Force 

for the effort to address all the alternatives in the 

the SEIS. I believe the SEIS covers the concerns in a 

format that allows a development that does not present 

a significant adverse impact to surrounding 

communities.  

It is abundantly clear that Miami-Dade 

County is lacking in jobs and future growth. The 

county-wide average, according to the SEIS, is 1.4 

jobs per household in South Dade. South of Eureka 

Drive is .8.  

Of the alternatives, the only one that 

presents a plan that would close that gap is the
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proposed action that's identified in the SgIS.  

The City of Homeatead's Council has passed a 

resolution to support the proposed action. We thank 

you for your efforts to -dvance a serious, unbiased 

document to the public and for our comments.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL MCSHANE: Paul Mulhern.  

000100 PAUL MULKERN: I am a resident of Goulda, 

Florida. Definitely citinens here are tired and 

economically starved. I remember when this proposal 

first came about and many other companies and 

organizations were interested in Homestead Air Force 

Base, and Dade County commissioners, in their wisdom, 

decided not to open the bid process.  

I can't believe what I hear many of the 

mayors from northern territories and some 

representatives of Dade County saying, that they have 

a good environmental track record.  

This County overall, out of any city in 

America, has less than a one percent track record.  

am feeling outrage as we felt when we first heard 

about the HABDI deal. It was totally ignored.  

Public hearings were scheduled. One of them 

was at Mays Middle School, where HABDI got up and 

walked out on the citizens that were there to ask
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questions or even find out what their plan was.  

Yes, everybody is so economically afraid of 

the base at this point that they are allowed to go on 

with any plan that says we can move forward. However, 

many studies and economic plans have been discussed, 

many studies have been done about this area, 

specifically about tourism. In none of those studies 

has there ever been implemented a cohesive, 

sustainable plan to really showcase that we are 

in-between two national parks.  

The logging industry is devastated. You 

drive down Krome Avenue and you see signs in paradise 

of twenty-seven dollars a night and truckers are 

welcomed. You go to the Keys and you see signs that 

says two hundred dollars a night, and you go to Miami 

Beach and you pay two hundred dollars a night, and 

here we are, in-between, with the wisdom of our city 

council and our county conmissioners, with the 

exception of Coemissi.oer Katie Sorenson, who is the 

only one that came out against this plan, and she's 

the one that spent the most time talking to the most 

constituents of her community.  

Dennis Moss and Larcenia Bullard are always 

open to their public, and we live here and we do not 

want a cargo airport. This is not going to be a
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commercial airport. This will be a dirty cargo 

facility.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANS: Steve Golnick.  

Margi Buster.  

000101 MARGI BUSTER: My name is Margi Buster. I am 

a native and resident of Homestead. I also am 

co-owner of two Commercial businesses for over twenty 

years. I belong to a approximately twenty 

non-for-profit organizations, most of them locally. I 

am very active in my community, and today I am not 

representing any of those organizations, but I request 

that you give my personal choice your most serious 

consideration.  

I choose more money for all communities 

surrounding Homestead Air Force Base. South Dade does 

need some economic infusion, and yes that includes 

jobs. I don't have any statistics, but it sounds like 

everybody does.  

We need to balante those jobs for both 

agricultural and environmental areas. We are 

climately unique and are both home to extraordinary 

diverse humans, plants and animals.  

This area must become better than ever, 

which was our slogan after Hurricane Andrew. We owe

0-51
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that to ourselves and we owe that to the thousands and 

thousands of people who so generously reached out to 

us in our time of need after Hurricane Andrew.  

That seems to be something that the 

community rapidly forgets, while we go lewd in our 

self-pity.  

I personally am appalled at how many of your 

local elected officials were involved at last night's 

meeting, to block out the very residents that your 

panel is here to collect input from.  

Not for one moment do I believe that a cargo 

airport will have the same value or integrity to South 

Dade as Homestead Air Force Base once did. I cannot 

envision international visitors or middle class 

residents flocking to visit or moving next door to a 

cargo airport, nor do I think that a cargo airport is 

the same as the Homestead Recreational Airport.  

I am not so naive to think that a cargo 

airport will not cost the tax payers infrastructure 

money. Therefore, I request that you recommend that 

the alternative Collier/Hoover plan be looked at very 

closely, realizing that the majority of residents will 

enjoy a better quality of life, while reducing the 

impact on the agriculture and environmental area.  

That would create harmony.
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Thank you.  

COLONEL MCSHANE: Jose Ray Romero.  

000102 JOSE RAY ROMERO: Good evening. My name is 

Jose Raymond Romero. I live at 1850 Flamingo Court, 

Homestead. I am here to say that when George Bush 

came to town, he said personally that he was going to 

help rebuild the toon as much as possible. I happen 

to meet him personally and shake his hand.  

Clinton said he was going to do his best for 

the town. We are waiting seven years and we haven't 

had anything done yet.  

In reference to Homestead, I live in 

Homestead and I have lived in Dade County for 

thirty-five years. Homestead Plaza, which is the 

biggest shopping center that we have, half of the 

shopping center is empty. most of the businesses have 

gone out, because there is not enough business.  

I also live in Village of Homestead. There 

is a shopping center like three blocks from my house

Out of the eighteen businesses that were there before 

Andrew, sixteen have closed down. There are only two.  

So we definitely have a problem here. We've 

asked our mayor and our commission to help us out.  

The mayor and six commissioners, they are all in favor 

of the Homestead Air Force Base, hocause its going to
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provide jobs.  

In Panama, when they closed the base, they 

didn't want to come to Homestead, because we don't 

have a movie theater. Beform Andrew we had two movie 

theaters, We havenst put one back, because too many 

people want to invest money.  

The Old Fashioned Brickell Lumber was there 

sixty years. They closed down. Ace Lumber, the 

Redlands, Homestead Electric, a lot of businesses have 

been closing.  

Yes, we do have a few jobs. Like they say, 

Wall-Mart. Yes, I have a friend that works there.  

They only give him thirty hours and all he makes is 

five or six dollars an hour. Re has his wife 

unemployed. Be has two kids. That's not a way to 

make a living.  

Most of the mayors in Dade County also arm 

for the plan, for the airport. We need it badly. We 

are trying to have it there ae soon as possible. We 

need jobs and we need high paying jobs, not five 

dollars an hour or six dollars an hour.  

The hospital also is having problems. It is 

losing money, bcause there are not too many jobs to 

create, you know. So we also have problems.  

All the contractors in Homestead, they have
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to work in Broward County -- the majority -- because 

there is no work in here.  

Thank you, and have a nice day.  

COLONEL McSHANRE Thank you, 

Let me remind my earlier announcement. I 

think I heard eight cell phones. Please, folks, 

that's rude. Put them on vibrate or put them on voice 

mail and pick up your messages later. I know you all 

are important, but someone else can wait a couple of 

minutes.  

Adam Redford.  

000103 ADAM REDFORD: My name is Adan Redford. I am 

with the Sierra Club League. In lieu of actually 

speaking here, I am going to show a video tape. They 

say that a picture is worth a thousand words, and if 

you can roll the tape, we can look at two areas that 

are in question, Biscayne National Park and a body of 

water just off the end of the runway by MIA.  

(Thereupon, a video tape was played.) 

ADAM REDFORD: Thank you very much.  

COLONEL MCSRHANE: Are you leaving that tape 

for attachment to the record? 

ADAM REDFORD- Yes, I am.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Curt Ivy.  

000104 CURT IVY: Good afternoon. My name is Curt
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didn't read the whole fifteen hundred pages -- the 

executive summary of the SEIS, it appears to me that 

the development of Homestead Air Ease as a reliever 

airport maximizes each of those opportunities 

according to the study from the city and that is why I 

support the development of the air base.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL MCSHANE: Heidi Kuohenbacker.  

000105 HEIDI KUCHENBACKER: Can you hear me? 

I am here today. I think you know my point 

of view wearing it. I'va been outside. I am sure 

everyone has seen me. I am kind of hard to miss in a 

crowd, but I don't want to talk as an 

environmentalist. I want to talk as a person that has 

lived here all my life.  

Homestead Air Force base brought my family 

here years ago. I've grown up in South Florida.  

I've lived and played on the base. I've lived and 

played on the parks. 've lived and played in South 

Dade. My family instilled in me the values to enjoy 

our national parks, to camp, to hike, to canoe, to 

kayak.  

Hurricane Andrew blew my home away. I lived 

in the Keys. Have been there too. It blew my 

business away. I can talk to you about socioeconomic
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impacts, can-t I? 

I don't want an airport to destroy my 

national park. I don't want an airport to destroy the 

water I kayak on. I don't want an airport to destroy 

the quiet that I run to for solis.  

Ive traveled. I've been in Europe. I've 

been all over this country. I've been to nest of our 

national parks. we have a treasure here. People ftom 

around the world come to Everglades and Siscayne 

National Parks.  

We talk about ten nillion visitora. What 

happens when we don't have parks anymore? How many of 

those ten million visitors will we have? 

. I've been in Homestead Air Force base in a 

storm. Stood in two feet of water.  

Of course we want jobs here. Last year I 

worked with a group of people that brought twenty-five 

hundred jobs, not jobs, but small businesses. one of 

those people was at the hearing last night and didn't 

have an opportunity to speak. She is a stay at home 

mom working from her home. Commercial jets over her 

home will end her business.  

Many of these businesses that we established 

in South Florida are in the Homestead area. You will 

destroy their businesses, of the twenty-five hundred
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Ivy. I thank you for giving me the opportunity to 

express my view with regards to this iane.  

I have grown up in Dade County for 

forty-five years, been do-n here. I've lived in South 

Dade County my whole life. r currently reside in 

Homestead. I am currently employed by the City of 

Homestead. I've worked for then for almost thirteen 

years. I started as their police chief, became an 

assistant city manager, stayed there as assistant city 

manager for a couple of years and now I am the acting 

city manager.  

Again, thank you for the opportunity to 

speak to everyone with regard to my position and in 

regard to the air base.  

Homestead -- imagine, in Homestead it has 

been a very difficult. I can tell the difference 

between prior to 1992 end after 1992 in being involved 

in the management of the city. It's a very tough 

job. We are not in a designation as an environmental 

zone, because we are wealthy or because we have a lot 

of -- lot of people that are not unemployed.  

When I looked at this issue, we are all 

concerned with, and now its become heated. we haven't 

had conversation hopefully about this for some tine.  

with the 1998 Supplemental Environmental Impact
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Statement coming together now and making the 

statement -- I am not an e.pert on this. I probably 

fall into the same category as most of us. I don't 

know about the environment. I don't work in the 

environment.  

I enjoy the environment. I am not in the 

airport business. I don't know what makes an airport 

run. I am in the city government business, city 
management business, and I have to look at this using 

information that is available to me to read and to try 

to make my best decision to represent the city and my 

citizens.  

There were three oriterisa I looked at.  

One, we want to manixize economic development. I know 

the difference between when the air base was at full 

capacity and when it was gone. We had the base 

closure in twenty-four hours, not a five year period.  

We appreciate the economic development that the air 

base brought to us. We appreciate it more now that it 

is not here, and sometinme that's not always prevalent 

in military communities.  

We wanted to maximize economic development.  

Our goal was to maximien the environment, not to 

co-exist with the enviromnment.  

After reading the e-eoutive summary -- I
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that we established.  

We already talked about the no bid prooess.  

I heard people last night talking about: Why can't we 

do this quickly? That was Dade County's hand. They 

are the ones that didn't allow their people to discuss 

options that we had, Collier and Hoover and the other 

multi use plans.  

We have MIA, a perfect example of corruption 

at work. Pick up the paper.  

Lastly, when Mayor Penelas declared on 

Friday night that this was the year of Biscayne Bay, 

and then to have the audacity to come and speak for a 

commercial airport, to me that doesn't represent my 

city, and I ask the Air Force not to convey the 

property to Miami-Dade County and find an alternative 

use or a multi use alternative.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL MCSHANE: Walter Collier.  

000106 WALTER COLLIER: Thank you, Judge.  

I would like to do it a little different. I 

would like to turn around and face the people.  

My name is Walter Collier. I've been in 

this community since 1943. I am not a native, as some 

of you claim to be. I have raised four sons, three 

that were pilots in the Air Force and one is who is a

S5 

I want to think about what we are trying to 

do in this community. We are trying to divide it.  

We've done a good job of that. The Air Force has got 

a tough decision to make. They have to make a 

decision on exactly what they recommend will be done.  

The deck is stacked against those who wish 

to have the commercial airport developed, because 

you've got Vice President Gore who made the statement 

in Florida City that if he were elected, no aircraft 

will ever fly over Everglades National Park or 

Biscayne National Park. I don't know what he was 

smoking in that meeting. I am sure it was heavy, 

because airplanes fly over there at various altitudes, 

and they have for fifty-five years -- over fifty.  

Control it maybe, but eliminate it, never.  

The Collier plan -- my name is Collier.  

I've been on the business end of a lot of jokes about 

the Collier plan and the Hoover plan. Katie Sorenson 

endorsed the plan.  

I am a Collier. My family doesn't endorse 

it, in addition to eighty-seven thousand other people 

who I canot speak for.  

What that plan does is very simple. It 

offers a golf course with a lot of caddies and offers 

a lot of employment at hotels for a lot of chamber
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maids and a lot of janitors.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Your time is up.  

WALTER COLLIER: I am sorry. Thanks again.  

Let's get together as a community and let's try to 

work this problem out.  

That base is going to stay here. Let's all 

help each other.  

Thank you very much.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Mario Santizo.  

000107 MARIO SANTIZO: Good afternoon. My name is 

Mario Santi2o. I live in Homestead. I am against the 

building of the commercial airport in Homestead, 

because according to the SEIS Draft, on Page 36, it 

says that in the year 2015 there will be one hundred 

fifty thousand operations. That is four hundred 

eleven flights a day. That's one flight every two 

minutes.  

Ninety percent of those operations will be 

at an average of one every two minutes, day and 

night. The other ten percent in this operation is 

every eight to twelve minutes from 11:00 p.m. to 6:00 

a.m.  

I am sure that before fifteen years that 

airport will be at maxima u use. This will create loud 

noise, fuel and other pollutions in the clouds 
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basketball coach.  

I have a lot of attachment to this community 

and I have a lot to share with you. It is a sad day 

when we worry about the environment and we worry about 

jobs and we don't worry about the coemunity. We have 

a real, real need in this community to get together -

to be together and to work together.  

Today I don't see the clapping and the hissing, not as 

it was last night, but let's lok at what we can 

really do.  

Homestead Air Base is a reserve base 

dedicated to the defense of this country. I have a 

personal stake down there. My son flies out of 

there.  

I want to tell you something else. That 

base, if we elect not to operate a commercial airport, 

will be shot down. Everybody says it doesn't matter, 

it matters from a different standpoint.  

we had last year a pilot shortage of 

approximately eighteen hundred pilots in this country.  

When the majority of the pilots get out, a lot of 

them -- I don't have the exact numbere -- go into the 

reserves, which this country cannot further develop, 

because we shutdown training bases, and 

environmentalists encouraged that.
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polluting the air we breathe, our homes, our gardens, 

cur cars, our neighborhoods and our water service and 

destroying the environment of the national parks and 

the wildlife living here, destroying the quiet, 

peaceful and healthy environment we now enjoy.  

On Page 62 of the summary it says 

bird/aircraft strikes involving the F-16 aircrafts 

will occur once every three thousand three hundred 

operations. If this rate from F-16S were applied to 

the forecast civil aircraft operations at Homestead, 

an estimated forty-five bird/aircraft strikes could 

occur annually by 2015, increasing to about seventy 

strikes per year at maximum use.  

"A serious aircraft accident is estimated to 

result from about 0.06 percent of bird strikes." 

That means that in the year 2015 forty-five 

strikes a year, 0.06 percent, there is a possibility 

of 2.70 serious accidents a year. That is three 

serious accidents a year.  

Maximum use, seventy strikes a year, by 0.06 

percent, is 4.20 serious accidents per year.  

I think the solution for this problem -- if 

one airplane strikes the nuclear plant, we are going 

to have a nuclear plant disaster not only in the State 

of Florida, but in neighboring states.
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The solution for this problem for Miami 

Airport is to build an airport in Tamiami Airport.  

That will bring jobs for people, and the rich people 

from the builders and the bankers will make their 

money and everybody will be happy.  

Thank you very much.  

COLONEL McSHANE: That's all the cards from 

last night. I ran through the entire batch, and I'll 

set those aside.  

I understand from the staffers here that 

there were no elected public officials or no one 

claiming to be an elected public official for this 

afternoon, so we can swing right into folks who signed 

up to speak today and who did not speak at a previous 

session.  

Jacqueline Baumgartner.  

000108 JACQOUELINE BAUMGARTNER: Good afternoon 

everybody. My name is Jacqueline Baumgartner. I am a 

member of the Sierra Club, the National Park 

Conservation, the Wilderness Society and the Florida 

Zoological Society. I have lived here in South Dade 

since 1955.  

When I first came, right away I went to the 

Everglades National Park and I was amazed at the 

number of birds that I saw. I have gone back to this
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park every year, many, many times and now we see only 

about one tenth of the birds that I saw at that time.  

I went to Biscayne National Park, and 

snorkeled also when it first opened, and I was amazed 

of all the fish I saw, and now I don't see as much 

anymore at all.  

Now, you will say, what does that have to do 

with the airport? Hell, I will tell you. If in all 

these years there has been such a decline, its because 

of pollution, because of the air and the water. With 

more air flights over this region, we will have even 

more pollution and more decline of the wildlife that 

we enjoy in this region.  

I am not married. I don't have any children 

and no grandchildren, so I shouldn't care, because I 

don't have anybody to give it to, but if I am standing 

here now it is because of your children and your 

grandchildren. what are you going to leave them? All 

they are going to have is just a cargo airport.  

Thank you for letting me speak.  

COLONEL McSHANE : James Nail.  

000109 JAMES NALL: I am a resident of South Dade 

for thirty-nine years. I enjoy the parks, the 

Everglades, since I was a child. I like Jacqueline 

have noticed and experienced the difference in the
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Everglades. I take my children there all the time.  

I think the politics need to be taken out of 

this. Al1 Gore, who is a true environmentalist, he'll 

hopefully be elected and save us from the Latin 

American Builders Association, whose whole goal is to 

asphalt Dade County, to destroy the quality of life we 

have enjoyed for so long.  

I think it's all politics and we need to 

stand up and kick them out.  

Alex Penelas and the county commission is 

full of cronies and the fact that we have allowed thee 

to do so shows the kind of condition we are in. we 

should be ashamed of the County government, and the 

people in North Dade should spend more time in the 

parks or leave the State of Florida. It's a beautiful 

state, and we'd like to keep it that way.  

Thank you very much.  

COLOSNEL McSHANE: Peter Baljet.  

000110 PETER HALJET: Mr. Chairman, distinguished 

members of the Air Force, audience. I am Peter 

Baljet. I appear before you as a concerned citizes.  

I an the former director of the Florida State 

Department of Pollution Control and also the former 

director of the Dade County Department of 

Environmental Resources Management.

0-55
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I am here to support the redevelopment of 

Homestead Air Force Base, and I would like to clarify 

my position. I am pleased, first of all, that the 

Environmental Impact Statement disclosed that a 

commercial airport in Miami-lade County will not 

adversely affect our environment, but I have to say 

that my recommendation would have been to proceed with 

the development.  

I am basing that on the fact that for once 

we have the opportunity to create a desperately needed 

public project, incorporating the joint interests of 

many key disciplines of our society.  

My tenure as a defender of air quality in 

Florida for a long, long time ham been very tough. We 

will always be one step behind, and here, when the 

quality started to deteriorate, we created the Air 

Implementation Plan.  

When the phosphates contaminated Dade County 

canals, we provided funds and created the Phosphates 

Deterrent Ordinance.  

The phosphate mining -- (inaudible.) 

COLONEL McSDAIE, Let's hope that was all.  

If it persists, we'll take a break and track down the 

problem.  

Sir, if you want to repeat that or take a 

mama ei masnu Wo
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conservation organizations to join forces, look at 

this project and come up with an outcome that's 

acceptable to both the environment and the community.  

Thank you very much.  

COLONEL McSHANf: Ginger Raspiller.  

000111 GINGER RASPILLER: Thank you.  

My mame is Ginger Raspiller. I am a memer 

of various organizations in the community, but I am 

here today because I care about the people in this 

community and our quality after life. I believe too 

many decisions on South Florida are being made by 

developers or politicians who are more concerned about 

their wealth amd gain than they are about the 

community and quality of life for the people in this 

community.  

As a community, we are -- are doing a great 

job. In the past week alone there have been two 

feature stories highlighting nome of the problemi with 

our parks. The New Times reported on the pitiful 

situation with the City of Miami parks. In the City 

inventory, they didn't even include their prime parks, 

Virginia Key and Bicentennial Park, because they are 

trying to develop it or sell them both. They 

mentioned a Dade County parking lot and even a 

cemetery as a park.
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The few parks they have in the city are 

derelict and they are looked, unaccessible to the 

public.  

In the Miami Herald the story talked about 

the lack of treer in the commeunity is wall below what 

moat cities of this mine in our nation have. It-. not 

a surprise to any us of who live here. We've paved 

over much of our land already.  

In spite of the sad state of many of our 

local parks in our community, we are very fortunate 

that we have not one, but two national parks and the 

Florida Keys Marine Sanctuary right in our doorstep.  

The Everglades is considered so ecologically 

significant that we are going to spend billions of 

dollars to restore it and protect it.  

As a community we are going to help pay for 

that and well we should. As a community what will be 

our contribution to Biscayne and Everglades National 

Parks? That will be our legacy.  

Do we want to be known as a community that 

built a major conmmercial airport next to two national 

parks? I don't think so. I know I don't.  

The noise pollution, water pollution and air 

pollution will hurt the wildlife in their habitat and 

destroy the serenity of our national parks.
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little more time, you certainly can do that.  

PETER BALJET: The point that I was making -

COLONEL McSHANE, Letes just a take a short 

break. I find that it is a good time for a comfort 

break, if you will. Let's take about five minutes and 

then we'll come back and finish up.  

(Short recess taken.) 

COLONEL McSHANEl We are ready to proceed 

with our speaker.  

PETER BALJET: I'I1 come right to the point.  

I have a written statement to enter in the record. I 

am just concerned, and I base it on my experience as a 

regulator and as a professional for many, many years, 

that a project of this nature, if we stop it today, it 

will certainly take place tomorrow, and that is 

because the population in Dade County is not going to 

stand still.  

The pressure for this project years from now 

will be so great, that the same politicians that are 

here today saying "Stop the johs,- are going to be 

joining forces with development and industry to make 

this project happen. At what cost at that time? My 

prediction is that the environment will absolutely and 

surely take a great step backward.  

So I call on the regulators of today and the
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IS it were to happen that in 2015 the 

decision would go against additional flights out of 

Homestead, then that would show that we made the right 

decision in the first place meaning, now.  

The obvious answer is that we should have a 

plan of more length than fifteen years, and the SEIS 

should address that question, because otherwise it 

cannot be the basis of a meaningful decision at this 

time.  

My second concern relates to the lack of 

information on PA~s, and that's the gunk that we see 

when an airplane takes off in MIA. It is quite 

visible as you drive into town. It's the solids that 

remain of unburned fuel when the airplanes take off.  

People who live under the flight path of MIA 

know that under certain conditions these PAHs settle 

down on their property and their cars that are parked 

outside, and under circumstances you can develop some 

medical conditions. If you live under the flight path 

of MIA, you can run you hand over the windshield of 

the car and you have black oily gunk on your fingers, 

and that is the PAHs.  

The SEI0 states that the value sources of 

PAH to concentration settlement is not known. I don't 

believe that is a satisfactory answer. We can make a
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reasonable estimate of how much fuel the airplanes 

that take-off from Homestead will burn and we know 

what is the efficiency that fuel is being burned at, 

and you can certainly calculate how many tons of black 

gunk will be dumped into Biscayne Bay.  

Thank you.  

000114 SANDRA FERNANDEZ: Good afternoon. My name 

is Sandra Fernandez. I am a life long resident of 

Dade County, and I love this town. I am proud to be a 

member of the Sierra Club, although my views here 

today are my own. I do not represent the club.  

I attended the hearing last night at South 

Dade High School and I heard from a lot of people who 

would have you believe that if the airport was built 

in Homestead, that all of a sudden out of nowhere 

thirty-eight thousand jobs with average annual 

salaries of thirty-four thousand dollars a year are 

going to fall in their lap.  

I have to wonder, are these people qualified 

to even step into those jobs? 

I know what it's like to be unemployed. I 

lost my job last week. There are a lot of you who are 

looking for jobs, and you should try looking in the 

Miami Herald. There are thousands of jobs here in the 

Herald. If you don't have the skills to get the jobs,
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Therefore, my opinion is that it just 

doesn't make sense. It's not appropriate. It's the 

wrong place for a large co-eercial airport.  

Are we concerned about the good people in 

Homestead asd their livelihood? Absolutely. Is the 

answer to their problems a mayor commercial airport 

next to Siscayoe and Everglades National Parks? 

Absolutely not.  

As a community we should be looking for 

pollution solutions that help the people of Homestead 

and preserve and protect our national parks and our 

quality of life. So I ask you not to develop this as 

a com•ercial air base.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Thank you.  

Next card I have is Margi Buster. She spoke 

already this morning. We'll pass on by.  

Ken Swanberg.  

000112 KEN SWANBERG: My name is Ken Swanberg. I am 

a member of the community hern. I enjoy sailing on 

Biscasyne Bay. I enjoy the serenity of the Everglades 

and Biscayne National parks. I would hate to lose 

that. Do not build an airport in Homestead.  

The Air Force does not need to be an enabler 

to the developers and politicians in South Florida to 

help them screw up our environment and quality of
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life. Lord known by what you see around us and what 

you read in the papers that they are doing a good 

enough job on their own.  

I care about the people of Homestead. I ask 

that the Air Force, and I ask the powers that be to 

try to find another solution.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Thank you.  

Karsten Rist.  

000113 KARSTEN RIST: My name is Karsten fist. I am 

president of the Tropical AUdobon Society, and I have 

problems with the SEIS.  

My first problem is that the document 

focuses on one hundred operations and a maximum of 

twenty-one thousand flights a year which may be 

attained by the year 2015.  

Presumably the new SEIS was created to allow 

us to make a meaningful decision as to whether an 

additional runway should be built and more flights 

should be taken off from Homestead.  

The question is: Who are we kidding? There 

is an investment needed in the infrastructure required 

to get the two hundred thirty-one thousand flights 

going. Surely we are not very likely to then make a 

decision this is the wrong place to have an airport.
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go to school to get them. If you don': speak Spanish, 

go to school to learn it. 1 did. Its helped en to 

get jobs.  

There are a lot of jobs specifically in the 

medical field in lade County, that are looking for 

people to fill them, and also the sales profession.  

Folks, this is ruining the environmnt.  

Converting Homestead Air Force Base into a commercial 

airport is not the way to produce jobs. The South 

Dade residents who are here to say they want the 

airport and the jobs that they will create are the 

same people that will sell tae homes at a loss to 

escape the noise, pollution, congestion and traffic.  

It will create a mass exodus to Broward similar to 

what we had after :urricane Andrew.  

The poor people who can't afford electric 

dryers, they can't hang their clothes to dry in the 

yard.  

Conclusion: I am supporting the 

Collier/Hoover plan. I think it makes a lot more 

sense and it protects our beautiful national parks for 

our future generations to enjoy.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSANE: Laurie Levitan.  

000115 LAURIE LEVITAN: Good afternoon. My name is
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I ask you, please, put politics aside in 

your mission. Your mission is clear. Listen to the 

counter evidence on two reports that say the dangers 

to this area.  

You have a job corp on your property. Now, 

educate the people of South Dade, plumbers, 

carpenters, oomputer experts, so that when the ground 

is broken on the Hoover/Collier plan, the people of 

Homestead will be ready with skills to succeed.  

If the airport is developed, my quality of 

life and that of South Dade will be destroyed. A 

plane every two to five minutes over my house is 

unthinkable.  

When you were given your mission, Gentlemen, 

nowhere that I know were you asked to create a mixed 

airport for the overflow from Miami International.  

When the airport is at capacity, it will be at 

capacity. Tourism will still flourish.  

I wish there was some way that your 

reservist and local pilots can all get together one 

day and fly six hundred flights over the path you've 

indicated. Let the people of South Dade, Upper Keys 

and someone visiting our national park see the reality 

of what an airport complex could mean to them.  

Believe me, you will here a roar, not a jet engine,
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Laurie Levitan with the ROC Association", and a 

member of the Sierra Club. I've lived in South Dade 

for twenty-one years. My husband has lived here all 

his life.  

This commercial airport is a bad idea. It's 

driven by the greed of politicians and developers who 

don't care if they trash our two exclusive national 

parks. They have not yet offered any environmental 

protection from the deafening noise or the bird 

migration and as we know, we lost enough bird life 

here.  

They have not offered any environmental 

protection plan, because they can-t. You cannot 

mitigate when you have jets blasting over the national 

park every few minutes at under a mile of altitude.  

There is no way to protect from that.  

Walls will not do anything. They can't protect from 

the noise. It will drive away tourism from Biscayne 

National Park and Everglades National Park and noise 

will ruin the quality of life for Homestead residents.  

They are simply trading tourism for urban 

ugliness, defending noise, the sight of trucks and 

warehouses, loss of agricultural land that will get 

paved over by this.  

I endorse the mixed use plan, the

71 

Collier/Hoover plan, because it's aenviromentally 

friendly. Its people friendly. It will be 

attractive. It won't be destructive. I hope you take 

that into consideration.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Nancy Sullivan.  

John Minore will be next.  

000116 NANCY SULLIVAN: could I use that podium? 

Thanks. I came to your meeting last might 

with my neighbors from Key Largo. We were firmly 

behind the Hoover/Collier plan. We elected to have 

two people speak for us, over two hundred of us.  

I came to the meeting with high expectations 

and left in disbelief. I had heard of politics in 

South Dade, but had never seen it in action.  

The hefty lobbyist of Mayor Penelas and 

Senator Graham's people were there in force. At one 

point I thought maybe the mayor of Jacksonville was 

going to be the next speaker.  

The hearings ame to here for people 

affected, not Senator Graham.  

Miami Lakes neighbors -- all the reasons 

that the Miami Lakes people have against an airport in 

their area are the same for the Largo people, only we 

have added threats, two national parka.  
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but from the human cries of, No.  

Visit the parks again. Ride to the Keys.  

Think of that film you saw today. Please don't let 

local and state politics rule your decision.  

000117 - JO0H MINORE: My name is John Minore. I've 

lived down here all my life and I worked at Miami 

International Airport for a little while. The places 

I've worked, the drinking water there had fuel in it, 

which we weren't allowed to drink, so they would give 

us bottle water or we had to buy sodas.  

I used to be in the Air Force. I used to 

work on F-15 aircrafts at Eglin Air Force Base. What 

some of mechanics did after we changed the jet engine, 

with the sxcess fuel that comes out of the engine.  

They walk across the grass with a bucket and they 

would trip and there goes the fuel on the ground. I 

can show you exactly where that was taking place at 

Eglin if you ever want to fly me up there, and cargo 

airorafta also are weighed down.  

F-16s have the same engine P-15s have. They 

have to climb and get off the ground a lot quicker, 

getting a lot more altitude quieter as they get 

higher.  

I also understand there is a contract 

awarded with a no bid process, which seems unfair. I
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am totally against the airport theme.  

I also fish and dive in both parks and it is 

beautiful and it is nice and serene and I would like 

it to say that way. As a matter of fact, I would like 

you to keep the Air Force base as it is, no 

development at all.  

That's all I've got to say.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Mavis Richards. The next 

card is Jacqueline Vizzi.  

000118 MAVIS RICHARDS: My name is Mavis Richards.  

I am speaking on behalf of the -ROC., They are a 

civic association.  

I must first of all give credit to tatie 

Sorenson on her views and her wisdom on her statements 

made. My concern is for the environment. very few of 

us who study, I would dame to say, the environment and 

its intricacies, would know the devastating effect 

that the airport would have if such a thing is allowed 

to be developed.  

We think of finances mostly. Few people 

think of the environment, where we have to live, and 

the effects on the birds, animals and to say nothing 

of humanity. We don't think of the children. We 

don't think of babies who are born in Florida with
'cm messes, sale etoesas Pe.nssaa ama - owaceesewa 
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lung tissues which are not developed. They have to 

breath all this junk from the airport. They will grow 

up with defective lungs, which they will suffer with 

for the rest of their lives.  

Let us not think of finances only, because 

once this is done we cannot reverse the project, it is 

there to stay.  

Then we have to think of pollution.  

Somebody mentioned the Nuclear plant in New Jersey. I 

lived in New York, and I know the fear that people 

have day after day, what if. We have to think of 

these things.  

Agriculture has also been depleated. I have 

been in Florida steady for the last ten years, and I 

the things that I have seen, the changes, grass 

disappearing, the plant houses and a few palm trees.  

There is nothing to absorb the waste that even the 

human body gives out. We don't know bow nature works.  

Even microscopic things in the environment take care 

of some of the things to keep us healthy.  

We have to think money is not the only 

thing, and when you think of the frequency of those 

planes, children's ears that the decibels are going to 

destroy. We are going to hsve deaf children who will 

suffer for all their lives.

Think of those things. I have non prepared 
a speech, but I am concerned. I live here and I know 

what it is to be able to breath olean air. Let we 

think of these things and not be pushed by developers, 

capitalists. We have to remember the long term 

effects that they would have, and if something has to 

be done, I rather go fith the mixed plan, but please 

not the airport. We will live to regret it.  

Thank you.  

000o19 JACQUELINE VIZZI: My same is Jacqueline 

Vizzi. I am a professor and artist and teacher here 

in Dade County. I used to live in Miami Beach and I 

used to sit in my backyard and look at the beautiful 

sky and my beautiful canals and all of a sudden these 

huge planes would come and atop everything for 

awhile.  

After awhile I called the airport and told 

them, but when the fish are dying in front of us, who 

is going to be doing that? When the bird. have moved 

out of the Everglades, who is going to do that? When 

the vegetation, when the urban sprawl, when all the 

cars, all the trucks, all the garbage that goes around 

an airport, because check out our airport here in 

Miami. It is full of garbage.  

Who lives around there? No one.
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Yes, you call the airport and they'll tell 

you, we'll check the route. That's what they need to 

do.  

I am against the airport. Getting that 

airport would be like opening a Pandora's box. You 

are in for a lot of problems that will be coming.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Ronald C. Dutton.  

000120 RONALD DUTTON: My name is R oald C. Dutton.  

I'd just like to go on the record saying I am opposed 

to the airport.  

I digress a little bit. As few others said, 

I was born and raised here in 1936. My =other was 

born and raised here. Since 1995 I have seen a lot of 

changes in Dade County. and I canst say most of them 

are for the best. I've learned a little bit. I 

listened to Katie Sorensen's presentation and I think 

she's top notch.  

Of the Hoover/Collier plan, what impresses 

me the =ost is that she said that it would take it out 

of the local governmentt's hands and put it on the 

federal level. I think that's probably the best thing 

that can happen. It will take all the money that 

seem to get misappropriated through the local 

politicians, would take it out of their hands. They
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wouldnot have access to it or not as much as if as 

they would with the airport.  

The way it was awarded, HABDI from the Latin 

Builders Association or whatever you want to call it.  

I worked extensively through Central 

American and the Caribbean Islands and see the 

governments how they work there, and I am sorry to say 

here in Dade County we are a Banana Republic and doing 

the same thing.  

COLONEL MCSHANE: Kay Rosendahl.  

000121 KAY ROSENDAHL: I am Kay Roserdahl. I own a 

house approximately on Old Cutler and 216 Street.  

That's about as far south as you can get without going 

to Homestead.  

I am concerned about the air traffic and the 

environment. I am also concerned about unemployment, 

because let's face it, it is sot a proven statistic 

number they are giving. They have forgotten about the 

people who are homeless, that are not on unemployment.  

I am cne of the people that has been unemployed since 

October.  

You think it's easy to find a job? It is 

not. I was informed on the lst of November that it 

was going to take four to six months to find a job. I 

thought they were crazy. I now realize they haow chat

,aan nw 's na~timOc~~a.w cceiScE. no
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they were talking about.  

We need jobs, but the Collier and the Hoover 

Groups, they haven't considered the problems with the 

roads. We don't have roads to maintain the business 

traffic that they would need to go to the airport.  

That's NumWer 1.  

All these plane have problems. The airport 

has a problem. It is going to affect the parks.  

There is no way around it. It will affect the parks.  

So what do you need to do? You need to look 

and maybe you need to put some restructure on whatever 

you make the decision to do with this land, but 

something has to be done to improve the three options 

that have already been given, because none of them are 

to our advantages.  

I want to see my property increase in value, 

nut decrease. It's already at a point where it can't 

go any lower. .  

So please look into these things and see it 

there is something that someone can come up with a 

better plan, because they have to consider the roads.  

They have to consider the parks. They have to 

consider people in the neighborhoods and this land.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Thank you.
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COLONEL MCSHANE: George Alesander.  

000122 GEORGE ALEXANDER: My name is George 

Alexander. I sa a board member of the Kendall 

Federation of Homeowners, although I as not speaking 

in support of them tonight.  

First of all, I want to tell you thank God 

for Katie Sorenson. If it wasn't for her, we wouldn't 

be here.  

I want to speak on a subject. I lived on 

the flight path in Kennedy Airport, and every time I 

was standing on my backyard, I would see five planes, 

use right behind the other, coming down at about two 

hundred feet shove my house.  

Believe me, it is cot a very pleasant 

situation. You won't enjoy it very much, you people 

living in Homestead.  

I want to say about the traffic. Traffic is 

going only one way from the airport, if you have a 

cargo airport, and that is going north. We have just 

two roads, the Turnpike and US-1.  

If you've ever traveled US-1, and I know you 

have, you know what it is to take a fifty minute ride 

to get to Miami. It will take you sometimes an hour 

and sometimes an hour and a quarter to get up to Miami 

from Kendall where I live.
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We have to understand that these trucks that 

will be coming out of Homestead Cargo Airport Base 

will make a big, big difference in how long it will 

take us to get up to the Miami area or up north.  

The same thing will happen on the Turnpike.  

Traffic will be at a standstill. It is at a 

standstill cow. It will be much, much worse with all 

the trucks coming out of the air cargo airport.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Donald Groh.  

000123 DONALD GROH: Hello. Good afternoon. My 

name is Donald Groh. I live on 7925 Southwest 201 

Terrace in Miami, Florida. I was born here. I am a 

native. I work and live in South Dade.  

I manage commercial property. That's my 

business. I am here to support the airport. we need 

the airport. It doesn't take a whole lot of common 

sense just to go down to South Dade, walk through aome 

of the strip centers, and look and see how many empty 

spaces there are available. Look and see how many 

people are hanging out on the street corners without 

jobs, and talk to some of these business owners and 

see if they've made any money lately.  

Since Hurricane .Andrew, and since the Air 

Force has closed the base, we've gone through
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dozens -- dozens of businesses failing. These are 

just mom and pop businesses who have their dreams and 

spent their entire life savings trying to make the 

American dream -- trying to realize the American 

dream, 

It's not happening in South Dade. While the 

rest of the country is relishing in economic 

prosperity, South Dade is still in a major recession.  

Why is that? Because the Air Force -- Air 

Force closed the base.  

Now, I know you need to make cuts. South 

Com moved from their operation in Panama. They moved 

to Puerto Rico. They didn't even want them in Puerto 

Rico. We wanted them here. Why didn't they come and 

bring their base and revitalize the base here? 

You can't answer that question, but you can 

do something now. You can help revitalize, rejuvenate 

the economy down here with the airport being the 

driving economic force.  

I don't think these other alternatives are 

realistic, market driven. If the supply and demand is 

market driven, why aren't businesses coming down to 

South Dade? They are not. There are thousands and 

thousands of acres of land they could buy down in 

South Dade. They can come down here and buy up that
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land and build these office complexes and golf 

courses. They are not. It isn't going to happen.  

That's not realistic.  

We ask you for your help today and we need 

your help to help revitalize the economy down in South 

Dade, so we can realize our dreams.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL t4cSHANE: Alice Smith.  

000124 ALICE SMITH: I have been talking at these 

meetings now every time weave had one, which isn't 

that often, but since this started seven years ago 

there were meetings. If we had at that time done this 

properly, if our officials had done it properly at 

that time, you wouldn't even be here today. We would 

have heard about it, and we didn't know about a thing.  

Even today we don't know the full impact of 

what that would do for us. In fact, it is my 

privilege in the next two weeks to host a mesting with 

Collier so that people in our area can get to know 

what they can offer us. This should have been done 

ages ago when they first came in, but our officials 

wanted to keep that quiet. we don't hear about that.  

I live within five miles of the base. I 

live in Keys Gate. I don't represent Keys Gate.  

However, I can tell you that last week we tonk a vote

8g 

on the airport and it was unanimous, at the single 

family homeowners' meeting, that we don't want an 

airport.  

We have beautiful birds. I love this 

island. This monring I w.a having my breakfast at 

twenty after 9:00, a little late but the meeting was 

late last night, and a roar of planes came over. It 

was ten minutes only, but it was enough so that my 

husband and I could not speak to each other.  

Yes, we live on the porch. We want to stay 

outside. We don't want to go in. we want to enjoy 

the calm serenity of the area.  

I do wish -- I invite all of you military 

people to come to my home and see what it is like and 

imagine what it could possibly he.  

Homestead, after the hurricane, I was here 

then. We lost forty percent is Homestead of our 

population, mainly because a lot of people came and 

retired therem, because of the hospital and other 

benefits. We only have twenty-seven thousand people 

in Homestead right now. I don't know what we are 

going to do with thirty-eight thousand jobs, but we do 

need jobs and we need the economy.  

What we need is better schools. People do 

not come down here and live here because they can't
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educate their children in Homestead. ee have two of 

the worse schools in the country.  

I guess my time is up, but thank you for 

letting me talk and if you'd like to come, my house is 

open to you, and I'd like you to come at twenty after 

9:00 tomorrow torning please.  

000125 FERNANDO PRO, JR.: My name is Fernando Pro, 

Jr. I ac better known as Chappy. I think the one 

thing that we must all agree on is that there is only 

one question. We must improve the environment and the 

earth that we live in. That's a given. Anyone who 

doesn't understand that is not where they should be.  

The other thing is. Must we have an 

airport? Well, the case can be made that in the 

future we are going to need this and we are going to 

need that. That tells me that that's going to mean 

that the problem that's been going on in this city is 

that of overdevelopment. We are not prepared. The 

schools are not prepared, and the roads. We are 

having problems even trying to take care of what is 

already here.  

I hear this stuff about jobs. When you are 

talking about that, I think thirty-eight thousand 

jobs? I an going to tell you something. If you 

believe that this is going to bring thirty-eight 
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thousand jobs for people in Homestead, you are in a 

fantasy world.  

What it means -- if you see the other plans, 

coupled with more homes and stuff, that's for the new 

people that will come in to take the majority of jobs 

there. So if you think hack, and go talk to some of 

the people in Kissimmee where Disney world is, you 

talk to the people that were there when this thing 

first started, and they thought that they were going 

to have a wonderful thing happen to them, and the old 

timers that were there at the time, that were hoping 

for these jobs, they will tell you that at one time 

they had a very nice place to live, a very nice 

village, and that now has been coined.  

But the main point is: What will protect the 

environment, since that'o what we must do? What is 

morr enviromentally friendly? What plan is more 

friendly? What plan is something that we may actually 

end up with? 

What I propose to you is that the Collier 

plan at this time is in its very nature environentally 

friendly.  

"The other thing is -- I am sorry. I didn't 

say that I am here with Cutler Ridge Concerned 

Citizens. I am not here just representing myself. We 
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look at it from two angles. One, what is most 

environmental mentally friendly and what has got 

problems to be environmental friendly? 

A lot has been said about the fact that the 

plans, that it could be, that it could bring the jobs, 

it could not hurt the environment, but there is a lot 

of ifs in the plan.  

Now, the thing to remember is that the 

Collier plan in itself demands and it will help their 

businesses keep the environmental cleanliness people 

want here.  

The airport plan that is bhcked by the very 

people that have the contract to do the job and the 

way they got the contract, I wouldn't -- I just I 

cannot toust that they will follow and do what is best 

for the environment.  

So I am very clear. we support the Collier 

plan, because it is the closest thing we can get to a 

win-win situation for the citizens down there.  

COLONEL McSHANB: Thank you.  

Alicia Sohreiber.  

000126 ALICIA SCHREIBER: Good afternoon. I am 

Executive Director of Community Development and Acting 

i City Manager for the City of Homestead.  

Having grown up in South Dade County, in the 
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heart of Matheson Hasmocks, I am an abed water skier, 

scuba diver. I enjoy kayacking and I do that still 

today.  

Later in my life I've come back to Homestead 

and the Homestead area, after having graduated as a 

civil engineer and city planner, and I came back to 

help rebuild their city and to help chem after the 

devastation of losing the Air Force Base and the 

relocation of so many citizens. Not only did 

Homestead receive devastation, but there was something 

on top of that.  

As a professiomal, there was a lack of jobs, 

and areas such as the Air Force Base that were left as 

a vacant homes. No one came back and touched them.  

We look at projects, and we hear people 

come before us today and they talk of plans such as 

the Collier plan and other environmental plans.  

Before coming to the City of Homestead I had the 

pleasure of working for the Florida Department of 

Transportation for seven years, where we prepared 

SEIS.  

Having read this particular document, I 

didn't find where they said to us there is an adverse 

environmental impact. I couldn't find places where 

they said it was going to endanger certain species or 

en siat CS•n,
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inefficiency? Why would we want such a beast in our 

noenunmity? 

I can speculate that a few rich and powerful 

will become more so. I cannot help but think that 

this is another power and greed, not economics, not 

need, not quality of life and certainly not for the 

environment.  

I ask you to look at the pro-airport 

politicians, bankers, builders and ask you who would 

be the benefactor of this airport? 

Dade County has been inflating for years 

their population projections. If you don't believe 

me, look at the Bureau of Census estimated by Dade 

County, and look at the State of Florida projections 

for Dade County.  

Perhaps you are just learning about Dade 

County politics, but we are fed up with it. Donut 

hand Dade County this airport.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Ed Meyer.  

000127 ED MEYER: Good afternoon. I've read a lot 

about the pros and cons of developing Homestead into a 

commercial airport. However, I am missing something 

really big in this equation, and that is, on one hand 

we hear that they are going to be over two hundred

sea lm. 5soR osiz2ro 'r• dm a s

contaminate our water.  

The Collier plan, have you looked and 

thought, we ae going to continue to build and we are 

going to bring people from other parts of the city and 

we are going to bring more traffic to the City of 

Homestead? We are going to use more capacity of 

water. We are going to use more capacity on our 

sewer. Dade County can' t support our sewer today.  

There are all different impacte to the 

community. You continue to use our water and you 

continue to use the sewer, bringing more people might 

not be the issue.  

Bringing tourists that come and go sounds 

like something that is good for our economy, it's good 

for the City of Homestead, in bringing economic base 

to a place that lost so much economic base.  

I think all of us need to take a look at the 

boards that are in the back there and look at 

capacity, look at the noise levels that are projected 

in SEIS and read what impact they are talking about, 

and look at your own impact that you are proposing for 

us, all different levels, all the different degrees, 

but there are impacts.  

Your golf courses, there is fertilizer 

impacts. There is run-off impact. You are going to
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create areas like wu already have existing.  

As a citizen, and as a worker for the City 

of Homestead, I believe strongly in this, that we need 

an airport facility in Homestead for a multitude of 

reasons that arm outlined and people have stood up and 

spoke about today.  

Thank you.  

000356 PAT WADE: I was born in Miami. I've lived 

here ll my life, only exceeded by a few years by Mr.  

Dutton.  

I live and own a plant nursery in South 

Dade. I am on a faculty member of the University of 

Miami Medical School.  

I do not understand for the life of te the 

shortsighted push for a commercial airport in South 

lade, specifically when the mixed use plan or plane 

can provide the economic benefit that everybody talks 

about without the down side, and that's the key.  

I have not heard one person today come 

forward and say that the other plans will not provide 

the benefit -- a similar benefit.  

Is not MIA engaged in noise abatement? Is 

not MIA engaged in expansion? Is not MIA lagging 

behind other airports in passenger and cargo growth? 

Is not MIA plagued by corruption, waste and

-- new aaleecowme souanmn 
a lea olse sac 'anna *slaesosawm . ew�m ml emorsamnee. samme mew-flee loeloixemas eewmsaKee

thousand flights a year, putting us at a par with JPK.  

On the other hand we hear absolutely nothing from the 

airlines as to whether they support this development 

at all.  

I raise this issue, because in the case of 

St. Louis, they built a reliever airport, which is a 

big TWA hub. No one came. It sits vacant.  

Before we spend any tax payers money, our 

money, on the development of this commercial airport, 

I'd like to know where the airlines stand on it.  

Now, the Aviation Department is supposed to 

bring the airlines into a stronger planning role as 

pert of the sixty-six million dollars that Dade County 

is giving back the airlines. Now, if they are 

bringing the airlines into a stronger planning role, 

then let-s get the answer before we spend any money.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Bernie Navarro.  

000128 BERNIE NAVARRO: Ladies and Gentlemen, 

welcome. My name is Bernie Navarro. I am the pest 

chairman of West Dade County Community Council 10.  

A lot of growth has happened in that area, 

and instead of bringing our growth toward the west, I 

think we should make that growth go different ways, to 

the south and alleviate traffic congestions all around

0-63
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Dade County by going the opposite direction. That's 

Nunier 1.  

Number 2, where I live, the flight path of 

Miami International Airport is over the Everglades, 

and no mention has ever been said about that. So we 

live with it.  

More people are buying homes where we live 

and buying bomea in the Doeal area, Number 2.  

Number 3, I think we are being held hostage 

by the Hoover and Collier plan, by the sense that they 

say they have the mining field of the Everglades and 

Biscayne Bay if this project doesn't become approved.  

So I think we are being held hostage, and I don't 

think that's appropriate.  

I am in favor of the airport and I feel it 

should be supported for the benefit of this 

coimeunity.  

Thank you very much.  

COLONEL MOSfANE: Next cards I believe are of 

individuals who spoke last night and signed up again 

today to speak.  

Manny Romero.  

000129 MANNY ROMERO: Good afternoon. My name is 

Manny Romero, and I reside at 26140 South Dixie 

Highway, Naranja, Florida.
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These are a few points that I see on the 

Collier plan.  

The Collier plan went to Dade County 

hearings. They went up there and proposed their 

proposal to the commissioners to be voted on like the 

County proposal. Where were they four years ago? 

The Colliers don't have enough of their own 

county. They want to take our own county, Dade 

County? It's ridiculous. This is really ridiculous.  

I can't believe some poople are talking 

asout greed and money. I tell you I've been shuttled 

in and shuttled out because of this and because of 

that.  

I think it's greed. I think all of you are 

right. This is greed. This is money. I think this 

is ridiculous.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Michael Matcher is a new 

name. we'll take him before we go to the other 

repeats.  

009130 MICHEAL MATCHER: First of all, I'd say good 

morning and thank you for the opportunity to come 

before you. I don't envy the panel or the co=Mission 

with what they have to do, the fact that you have to 

find a plan that's supported by the local ommunity,
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finding a plan that has the bent possible economic 

revitalization program and protect the environment.  

Some Job.  

As I see, the proposed action is flawed in 

the fact that just by observing last night and this 

morning, the proposed action is not a plan that's 

supported by the local community.  

Obviously, there are a lot of things with 

our political leaders, with the community leaders and 

with the residents on the airport plan.  

The proposed action, I see a serious problem 

with the existing infrastructure. It is not going to 

he able to support it. I realize also that the 

current operations at the base cannot go on and will 

justify additional operations, but the thing that 

bothers me the most is that in South Dade the primary 

industry is agriculture.  

In Dade County the Number 2 industry is 

agriculture. I think that building an infrastructure 

that's going to be needed to support the commercial 

airport is going to just totally decimate the 

agriculture industry.  

I ask the question, we have an industry that 

brings in approximately nine hundred million dollars 

per year and we are going to take a gamble on the

sin X.e 5AM- -n - 0l4a5,aý, nos
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I am trying to make a few observations about 

the Collier plan. First of all, the Collier plan -

the Collier plan, for the last several months its been 

trying to deal in Washington, completely bypassing 

this community, to appropriate a public asset of this 

cooesunit y.  

The Collier plan has tried to swap mineral 

rights for closed military base properties in five or 

six different communities, most recently in Orlando, 

and it has been denied in each and every one of them.  

The Collier plan in proposing two new golf 

courses. We already have two golf courses, one in 

Keys Gate and the other one in the Redlands. I don't 

know, but has any study been done that they need any 

other golf course? 

The Collier plan is taking a portion of the 

community, a part that belongs to South Dade 

residents, who want to proceed with Dade County's 

plan. The Collier plan is also appropriating land 

designated to the school board, depriving the school 

board of the valuable land at the base and 

jeopardizing the federal and state funding for the 

school.  

That's why Dr. Phillips, President of Miami 

Dade Coemunity College, is for the airport.
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1 
Jobs? 

I The first issue I'd like to address is the 

o2 b noticed in the Draft, the ords 'Could 
2 no bid win of the proposed developer for the airport 

3 bring thirty-eight thousand Jobs. - We are taking a3 Proposal, HABDI.  
4 gamble. We are decimating an industry that's proven 4 Something that people may not know is that 
5 to be profitable for one that we don't know what is 5 the County brought in over forty different development 
6 going to happen. 

6 firms from around the world, that were aviation 
7 I know that there has been a lot of people 7 experts and managers in airports, paraded them through a who say that sli the retirees object and seem to be 8 Homestead Air Force Base after Hurricane Andrew 9 wealthy and old. I an not old. I am not retiring, 9 destroyed it.  

10 and Obviously I am not whit.. 10 When the federal government began discussion 
11 So I ask this be reviewed and that the 11 with the County as a proposed conveyance to the 12 action -- that the action that is taken will 

12 County, and all the companies said, "We'll be happy to 13 definitely 9o forth in the commission to find (A) A C 13 do it. Give us the money.  C 14 plan supported by the community and (B) That it brings We said, "You Put in the money and we lease 
iS an economic revitalization and protects our 15 it back to you and we work it out that way.
16 environment. 

16 All the companies said: No.  17 Like I said, I don't envy you at all. 
17 We ended up with two proposals, Grace Group 

10 Thank you for the time. 18 and Homestead Air Force Developer Group, Inc.  19 COLONEL McSHANE: Next name is Mercedes 
19 proposal. The HABDI proposal was the adopted 

20 Sellek. 
20 proposal. The numbers that they proposed were viable, 21 000131 MERCEDES SELLER: Good afternoon, Colonel. 
21 and that was the alternative that was chosen by the 22 Thank you for the opportunity to speak again. 
22 commission in a public setting, in a public hearing 

23 I won't burden the record with repeat 23 and by a public vote..  24 remarks. I wanted to address a couple of other issues 
24 with concern to the environmental impacts 

2S that I've been hearing people speak on. 
25 that we've addressed, water quality is improved by the 

1 Surface Water Management Plan. IV'S improved by I Swap the mineral right. for the land, yet the value of 

2 twenty-eight sercent, it decreases discharged directly 
2 the mineral rights seem to be questionable.  

3 into the bay. 
m In 1998 the Collier draft had so-e land and 4 If you look at the Collier/Hoover plan, you 4 retained the mineral rights. The mineral rights ware 

5 see thousands of canals with no potential on-site 
5 of no concern to the government, because oil drilling 6 storage. So you have run off and mitigation issues 
6 is too regulated and the mineral rights were of little 

7 that aren't being addressed. 
7 value.  

With respeet to the air quality, the 
8 Why give away the land to the Collier family S proposed action pursuant to the SErS showe there will 
9 to own outright? Why not leave the land to have the 10 only be .6 increase in air emission which would exceed 

10 County of Miani-Dade owe it. The land is ours. We 
11 federal levels.  11 want very landrol over the property. The County will 
12 I would propose that the proposed action is 

13 owe the land and we have to abide by the rules.  
123 a viable plan with mitigation alternatives in place 13 Let's not give the land away to the Colliers C 14 and it would be the better alternative than the 

14 who in the past have threatened to start drilling oil 
is w theu pastn have threatenedidrimeitg 

10 Collier/Hoover plan which continuous changes at a whim 15 without cring for the environent.  16 of the people and does not proffer something tangible 
15 Thank you.  

17 that can be reviewed and discussed. 17 COLOHEL HOSHAHE: Jamue Brown.  

15 Thank you. 
18 000133 JAMIE BSOWN: Good afternoon. I also want to 

18 0)033 sAsso SALES ny nane is Karen sales. i just 
19 address a couple of issues that have been impressed 20 had to comment on the Collier/Hoover plan. I've heard 
20 upon me as I've been listening to testitony 21 a few people that have supported it, apart from the 
2: specifically today.  22 fact that the SEIS reported that it is the least job 
22 Just a word of advise faor those who are 23 intensive alternative. That's a quote, least job 
23 trying to make an argument with a straight face that 

24 intensive alternative. 
24 the area around Homestead is not in need of economic 25 The Colliers say they are going to pay or 25 development. That's a futile argeument to make. You 
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are not going to he able to.  

SThe poverty rate here in Homestead, thirty 

percent of the people live below the poverty level, 

Florida City thirty-seven percent.  

Last year the federal government made the 

Homestead area part of a Federal Empowerment Zone.  

That's not done to an area that's on the rise and it's 

not in need of a major hand.  

Also, last year Andrew Cuomo gave a speech 

in April to talk about the few remaining pockets of 

poverty that have been left behind is this wonderful 

economy. One of the specific areas that he cited was 

South Dade, the Homestead/Florida City area.  

This is a federally acknowledged problem and 

no facts can be used to dispute that. It's 

impossible.  

The other thing that I wanted to mention is 

that the Collier plan, which is really a lot of smoke 

and mirrors, has some significant problems for this 

county and its citizens. If this land is given to the 

Colliers, they haye no obligation to do squat with 

it. They can bank the land and those problems that 

the community is facing will remain unresolved.  

That's something that need. to he taken seriously by 

everybody in this county and the leadership.

103 

1 little bit about the Collier proposal, and I call it 

2 proposal because that is all it is. It is not a 

3 legitimate plan.  

4 If you look at the back of the room, at the 

5 nice poster boards, all we see are an artist's 

6 renditions. This are no plan there. It changes 

7 weekly.  

O I was speaking to the architect beforehand 

O and he has cn idea how they are going to develop that.  

O In fact, three weeks ago they didn't know the Hoovers 

1 were going to be a part of the- process.  

2 As you engage in the process of making a 

3 determination, you have to determine whether any of 

4 these are serious or not. There is nothing serious 

5 about this proposal.  

6 Number 2, as I stated before, the golf 

7 courses, we have plenty of golf courses in South 

8 Florida and particularly in this area.  

9 I have great concern with respect to the 

0 Collier plan. That plan is filled with drenching 

millions of tons of soil that are going to be moved, 

4 but there is no mention of what they are going to do 

3 with it.  

If the citizens of South Gads are worried 

about Mount Trashmore, as we call it, they ought to be 
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worried about where that soil is going to go and in 

what state it will be in.  

In fact, I project within four or five years 

or so its impossible to build. We can't build these 

canals and therefore now that we own it a fee simple 

title, now that MIA is at capacity, they will hold 

this county up for ransom in order to set that 

property up as a commercial airport.  

I challenge every one to look at that plan 

and tell me it doesn-t look like an airport. If you 

lay over on it asphalt, if you take the canals, the 

airport is set up in a way that has the hotels off of 

the runway, the golf course area and Avis and Hertz 

rental parking lot.  

The Colliers have gone to eight different 

communities and tried to pull off this kind of land 

swap. All eight communities have said: We are not 

interested in your bag of beads. That is what they 

are trying to pull off with Dade County.  

They've been rebuffed in all eight 

coueities and they should he rebuffed here also.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSIANE: Saloeon hsquenazi.  

000135 SALOMON ESQUENAZI: Good afternoon, Colonel.  

My name is Salomon Esquenazi. We've heard several
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The other thing, even in a best case 

scenario, that they did put some kind of proposal in 

there, the jobs that it will provide are so 

significantly reduced in number and quality from the 

airport proposal. The Collier proposal at its best 

case scenario, in full build out, would provide 

twenty-four thousand fewer jobs than the airport.  

That's being fairly optimistic. The types 

of jobs you get are basically caddies and other types 

of jobs that we get if we build a park.  

We have significantly fewer earnings with 

those jobs. Under the airport proposal you have more 

than one billion dollars in new earnings. The Collier 

proposal would provide six hundred million dollars 

less, only three hundred million dollars at full build 

out, with beat case scenario, being optimistic, the 

need for a wobile home park and a third golf course 

cut there.  

I want you to focus on the facts that ar in 

the SEIS about what kind of jobs and opportunities we 

would get with a proposal like that.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSRANE; Ignacio Sanchez.  

000134 IGNACIO SANCHEZ: Good afternoon. My name is 

Ignacio Sanchez. I also would like to address a
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people say that they want the Collier proposal because 

that is an alternative to the airport plan.  

Whenever I hear the Collier plan, I can only 

think of two things, golf courses and RV park. In 

fact, out of the six hundred eighty acres that the 

Collier proposal wishes to exchange for this so called 

mineral rights, whatever that is, three hundred 

eighty-three acres equates to fifty-six percent of the 
land that is subjected to these proposed transfers 

will be used exactly for that golf course and RV 

park.  

Now, I am not an abet golf player. From 

time to time I play golf. In the golf coarses there 

is a golf shop. There are one or two people that are 

administrative. Sometimes they have golf caddies and 

the rest is staff that takes care of the premises, 

gardening and such. That's it.  

The other side is the RV park. Again, you 

only have a couple of administrative people and the 

rest is maintenance. That is it. There is no 

employment there.  

According to the SEIS, the Collier plan is 

estimated to be the least job intensive alternative 

out of all the plans. It is estimated that the 

Collier plan will generate fourteen thousand jobs.
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That's twenty-four thousand jobs less than the airport 

proposal. That is also estimated to generate three 

hundred and fifty million dollars in revenue, which 
again is at least six hundred fifty million dollars 

less than the airport's proposal.  

And even them, whatever Jobs are in fact 

generated by the Collier proposal, those jobs are 

going to be low paying jobs, caddies, administrative 

people, et cetera.  

You know, I've been listening very carefully 

to cur community last night. I heard people 
repeatedly talk about jobs. Again today you hear 
people talking about Jobs. This community needs jobs 

and more jobs.  

It is therefore.my opinion that the Collier 

plan will simply not generate the number and the kinds 
of jobs that this community is seeking. For that 
reason I urge you to transfer the base hack to 

Miami-Dade County.  

Thank you.  

000136 HOWARD 13EHA: Good afternoon, and thank 

you.  

My name is Howard Behar. I as a resident of 
Miami-Dade County. The Colliers have an absolutely 

incredible history of attempting to take away from

107 

cities real estate and developments all over the 

country.  

The Colliers have continuously used their 

mineral rights in Big Cypress Preserve as a type of 
currency in order to obtain land from the federal 

government, but in actuality there is a big question 

as to what these mineral rights are worth. In 

actuality it is worth nothing.  

I challenge a single environmentalist in 
this group or anybody for that matter who would permit 

oil drilling In Big Cypress Preserve today or even to 

tomorrow. Its absolutely unquestionable. It cannot 

happen and should not happen.  

TO the Collier, in actuality they are 

getting land, sixteen hundred acres, for the price of 

Zero, nothing. That's wrong. That should not 

happen.  

However, their attempt to use this as 

currency is not new for any developing company in the 

United States. They attempted to obtain the naval 

base in Orlando. The people in Orlando absolutely 

rejected this as a means to take away from the people 

of Orlando and hand it over to a private developer.  

It happened in San Diego, in Orange County, 

the same thing. Let-s swap the mineral rights, worth

108 

nothing, and take the property from the people of San 

Diego. The people of San Diego said, no, it's ours.  

It should go to us.  

In each situation raeher than the 

development company going to the local population, 

they attempt to take the land in fee simple, and then 

the first thing they do is go to Washington, then go 

back to the local population. Again, that's wrong.  

Finally, let me state that the Colliers have 

made an application to drill eight hundred twenty-five 

square miles in Big Cypress Preserve. -This is going 

to affect federally protected wilderness areas that 

are inhabited by Bald Eagles and Florida panthers.  

I'd like to pose a question right now. Who 

is really looking out for the environment right now? 

Thank you.  

000137 BRUCE DRUM: My name is Bruce Drum, with the 

Dade County Aviation Department.  

I'd just like to make a few observations and 

give you some more aviation insight.  

From what I heard today, again, as I said 

last night, I support the process. This is a 

difficult issue for our community and we as aviation 

professionals will do our job no matter what happens, 

but let me add some professional aviation perspective,

0-67
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if I say.  

First of all, the figures on the types of 

aircrafts and the numbers are estimates. They were 

put together by a development staff about three or 

four years ago in preparation of making a proposal to 

develop this airport.  

The industry is rapidly changing. It has 

changed significantly in the last six months with the 

requirement of Stage 3 as of January 1st, as Dellapa 

said this morning.  

Further enhancement will happen around 2004 

and 2005, and most of the aircrafts flying in Miami 

International will be at the brand new Stage 3. Some 

of the aircrafts now are 727s, but they will be 

replaced by brand new 737s and 820a.  

The type of airline that will go into 

Homestead is a little bit different -- it is a 

personal opinion -- than what we originally saw two, 

three, four years ago.  

Its been portrayed here that this is a cargo 

airport. That's not going to happen in my 

professional opinion. Folks, you don't wove cargo 

from the infrastructure around Miami and move it, 

lock, stock and barrel overnight to an airport.  

An airport such as Homestead has been 
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the ones that have relatives and get on airplanes. We 

are the ones that deanad commerce. We are the 

problem, but I don't see anybody solving a capacity 

issue and that is a big part of this equation.  

000138 JONATHAN ULLMAN: Good afternoun, My name is 

Jonathan Ullman. I = the South Florida Everglades 

Rspresentative for National Sierra Club. We are the 

oldest and largest grass root environmental 

organization, about six hundred thousand members 

nationwide, and about three thousand members in 

Miami-Dade and Monroe County.  

This is a big issue. This is an important 

issue. This is an issue that if you make the wrong 

decision, there is no turning back. It is gone.  

I want you to think about the video that you 

saw today. An I was looking at that video, and we 

were laughing, but what were we laughing about? We 

were laughing at the conical nature of this entire 

situation that we are put into.  

We hawe two national parks that are enjoyed 

by the American people, not just by the American 

people, but people worldwide. We are contemplating 

putting a cocmmercial airport within a mile and a half 

of one of the parks and eight and a half miles from 

the other park.

112 

The first park being Biecayne National Park, 

an outstanding Florida water and the only national 

park in the continental United States.  

The second is Everglades National Park, 

which we are about to embark on a 7.8 billion dollar 

restoration plan, because the envlronment is messed up 

and we need to fix it.  

So now you are saying you are going to 

consider allowing Miami-Dade County, which we already 

established has quite a few problems in its other 

airport, Miami International, in terms of scandal.  

Every single day there is another scandal story coming 

out of Miami International. We are going to allow 

this county to sell our those national parks and we 

are going to have to explain when there are visitors 

who try to enjoy those national parks, that we allowed 

Miami-Dade County to do this.  

That's not going to happes. We are going to 

be heard. Bruce Babet and Carol Brconer say that this 

would be devastating. They do not want to see it 

here.  

The Sierra Club is going to tell the rest of 

the country. We are launching a national campaign to 

tell the rest of the country what is going on down 

here, and they won't be amused. They won't find it

110 

proposed as a reliever airport, satellite airport, and 

I think you have a blueprint for what happens to 

satellite airports in California.  

LAX is a big airport, and there are five 

satellite airports. That's the type of airport where 

you leave our home and catch a flight to a neighboring 

city using a lear jet or 737.  

Cargo in our proposal four years ago was a 

very small portion. So its very inadequate to name 

this a cargo airport. This is not a cargo airport 

simply. Please keep that in mind.  

One last comment, and one other point I want 

to make before my time is up, there is no tax payers 

money involved. This is coming from user fees that 

are generated from the airlines and, yes, we are in 

consultation with the airlines. They do play a part 

in this.  

Who will come to Homestead? It will 

probably be some of your low cost carriers, because 

Homestead represents the low cost entry point in the 

future when the need is there.  

My last thought is: No one is really talking 

about fifteen, twenty years, twenty-five years down 

the road, where are we going to put the airplanes, 

because we are the ones that get on airplanes. We are
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comical, and I want to thank you and I'll talk to you 

later.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANE: I've gone through all of 

the cards that were presented to me today. Let me go 

back and see if any of the folks who signed up today 

have returned.  

000139 BILL MCHUOM: I am Bill McHugh. I am here to 

vote for preventation of the airport. I am an ex-FAA 

employee. I retired some ten years ago and 

established a consulting firm for aviation 

consultants.  

While I was with the FAA, I was their expert 

on their port compliance as well as seaport 

certification inspection. I was also in Chicago at 

the Miami Port District Office.  

I participated for the FAA in the transfer 

of two surplus properties, one in Detroit Metro in 

1990 and the mBacalar- Air Force Base at Columbus, 

Indianapolis. That was a successful general aviation 

airport.  

Here in Miami there is a large demand for 

aviation services and there are few facilities 

remaining that can handle that demand.  

Under the Homestead Air Force base there is
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a facility that is there. The infrastructure is there 

to handle it and is available to be Used for that 

purpose.  

The atatistic. are here in the back, as well 

an the SEIS to show there is a need for this facility 

and if this facility no good for an airport sooner or 

later you are going to have to develop a facility for 

it.  

Based upon the track record in the last 

twenty yearn as far as davelopment of a new airport in 

this area, there has been no new airport done other 

than the training airport out in the Everglades.  

You are going to have to do nonething about 

it and this appears to be one of the bent ways to get 

a remedy to the aviation demand that you have in this 
area.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Thatns all the folks that 

signed up today. Is there anybody here that signed up 

last night that did not get to speak and was not here 

earlier when I called all the names? Apparently not.  

I am going to take the folks who signed up 

today but didn-t show for this session and add them to 

the back of the stack and I'll call their names one 
time tonight when we get started.

tiem tonight when we get etarted.
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Any further public conment. for this 

session? You may add a few comments if you wish, Mr.  

Groh.  

000140 DONALD GROB: My name is Donald Groh and I 

spoke a little while ago. The three minutes wasn't 

long enough to get acrons what I would like to say.  

One of the things is the employment 

situation down in South Dade. A lot of people don't 

have jobs down there. They drive to Broward County 

every day. They drive to Key Largo. They have to 

drive one or two hours to go to work. Thates 

ridiculous. We need jobs down here.  

I was a contractor by trade. After the 

Hurricane we rebuilt dozens of properties. I used to 

have over a dozen workers working for me down here.  

There is no building going on down in South Dade right 

now, not enough to warrant -- to sustain the 

contracting business and revitalizing the Air Force 

base and having an economic engine that's going to 

bring prosperity down to the South Dade people who 

will be able to work and live down in South Dade where 

we enjoy life down here.  

That's the reason I still live in South 

Dade, because we love it down here, and I don't 

believe that the airport is going to deter from the

quality of life that we now have down in South Dade.  

I believe that we can work together and make this 

airport safe to the mnvirobment with the technology 

today and also benefit from the economic point of 

having anyone down here.  

A Just want to say thank you again for 

letting me have a few more minutes for my position.  

COLONEL MCSHABE: Thank you.  

I want to thank everyone who came here for 

your coments and for participating in this public 

hearing. Your comments will be extremely helpful to 

the Air Force and other agencies in preparing the 

final SSIS.  

As we close here, I do want to remind you 

that if you didn-t coient or if you decided you have 

more to say, you may write your comments down and 

leave them here with the staff or you can mail them in 

later on. Just make surm they arc mailed no later 

than March 7, so they can be addressed in the final 

SEBS.  

Thank you again for attending this public 

hearing. This hearing is adjourned at 3:35 p.m.

0-69
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(Thereupon, for persons wishing to state 

their opinions before the cOenncement of the 

Public Hearing, the following private sessions 

were held:) 

000141 ANTONIO V. cAuLA: Ie. Antonio V.  

Caula and I'm director of the Latin Builders 

Association and I'm the regional president 

for Banco Popular, South Florida Region.  

I do quite a bit of traveling and 

find there is a tremendous need for an 

addition airport. I urge those that have not 

read the study that was made to read it where 

it shows that it will improve the quality of 

life by twenty-eight percent and will not do 

major harm to the environment. So I'm 

baslcally here just to show my support on 

behalf of that.  

Most Metropolitan areas around the 

U.S. have the advantage of having a second 

airport and why shouldn't we have one.

Page 2 

a very good project. I think it will enhance 

the counity and create many jobs.  

I'm definitely opposed to the 

Collier-Hoover project because I think that 

really will not bring any Jobs to the 

cOmwonity. It's sot what this area needs.  

I live by the Miami international 

Airport. I sea on a daily basis how 

congested it is, how ovsrpriceed all the fees 

are in the airport. We definitely need 

something to relieve the Miami International 

Airport. I think this is an excellent way to 

to do so.  

I wish the president and 

vice-president would keep their promise as to 

helping us out with that, to fulfill that 

project. Basically, that's about it.  

000143 CARL GOMEZ: My cams is Carl Gomec.  

The only thing I want to say, the people who 

want to take the airport away. that money, 

don't stay in Dade County, they go Outside.  

So I want the airport because we 

need a job. We got a lot of people in here 

without job. And I don't want anybody takin

Page 4 

1 the money out of here to another place.  

2 

3 000144 CATHARIHA BERNASHi: My nane is 

4 Catharine Bereabei and I'm a teacher for 

5 twenty-fiva years and I'm against having an 

6 airport so close to Everglades National Park.  

7 It will be destructive to the habitat and to 

0 the animal life there and to the plant life.  

9 I believe having an airport of such 

10 a major proportion, which it is going to be a 

11 big airport, will encroach on life and will 

12 mean in the long run, the end of the park. I 

13 believe biologists have said that the birds 

14 and other Species will be disturbed in the 

10 pattern of mating and way of life.  

16 Right to this day, we see Ibis 

17 already roaming the streets of Miami due to 

18 lack of habitat. And I'm also afraid not 

19 only of the noise level, but of pollution 

20 coming from the airplanes. Also, more people 

21 will begin to live there and development will 

22 encroach on the perk. It's a real danger.  

23 The Everglades are unique in the 

24 world. We need to be conscientious about 

25 what we leave behind for enerationa to come.

0-71
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000142 MARTHA C. SHOANE: My name is Martha 

C. Seoane and I'll start out by saying that 

I'm for the Homestead Airs-et. T think it',
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There are more appropriate uses 

which would respect our national parks, 

especially the Everglades; such as, 

recreational facilities, to use the Homestead 

Air Force Bass as a means for tourism.  

Florida thrives on tourism, eco-tourism. And 

it should be feasible to find an economic 

alternative for the people of Homestead, 

living in harmony with our surroundings.  

which is the enviromeent.  

We must protect the Everglades at 

all means. As a teacher, I try to instill 

awareness in the students of the beauty of 

what we have here in Florida. Again. I can't 

stress enough how unique it is. It is a 

world heritage site.  

I feel really strongly about this.  

If people say the noise level of having a 

huge airplane flying over the Everglades 

every two seconds mes nothing, just imagine 

id we were in a bedroom with our boyfriend or 

husband and there was an airplane taking off 

every two seconds. How would that change our 

pattern of life together in a marriage or 

whatever?
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So the birds and the manmeals and the 

reptiles have no defense. They cannot speak 

for themselves. We are the keepers of the 

parks and all the inhabitants of the parks 

and we need to speak out for them and to 

leave this beautiful land as a heritage for 

generations to come.  

If we are selfish and we just think 

about getting richer and have more developers 

build homes and an airport and construction 

going on, those are riches that are 

temporary. And our parks are priceless.  

There is no price to place on the Everglades.  

Thank-you.  

000145 LAURA HARDY: My name is Laura Hardy 

and I'm here tonight to express my 

disappointment in the plan to turn the turn 

the land down there into an airport.  

I'm concerned about all of the 

issues of the environment and wildlife, birds 

and noise level, especially the planes flying 

overhead. And I think the opposing plan is 

an excellent plan, it will bring a lot of 

nobs and revocom er-n the area.
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I know there are a lot of people 

here tonight to show their opinions against 

the alternative plan because they see 

thirty-eight thousand jobs coming in for the 

airport. I think there would be a whole lot 

more jobs coming in from what I read fzros the 

proposal of this other group, the 

Collier-Hoover group.  

It seems to me there will be a lot 

better usage of the land. They'11 make it 

into an aquarium and parks and campgrounds, 

hotels and things of that nature. And I 

would like to seo it preserved for my 

children and their children. And that's it.  

000146 JOHN HIRSH: My nama is John Niehe 

and I'm a concerned citizen. I believe 

national parks are created for the 

preservation and enjoyment of our natural 

surroundings, she plants and animals, and 

never to be disturbed.  

A commercial airport between two 

national parks and the Florida Keys Marine 

Sanctuary does not seem to make much sense.  

I believe that a eommerical airport will

Page 

pollute both air and the water and basically 

create a lot of noise pollution.  

Additionally, an estimated two to 

three aircraft accidents a year caused by 

collisions with birds concerns ma. Turkey 

Point Nuclear Power Plant is within six miles 

of Homestead Air Force base.  

As we all know, environmentalists 

have pledged they will put this into years of 

litigation before an airport could even be 

considered. In addition, the jobs at this 

airport, if it ever came to be, would not be 

for residents of Homestead as they would have 

you believe.  

There are many unemployed air 

traffic controllers, flight-line mechanics 

and members of the Teamster Union which would 

be brought in to truck all of this cargo.  

An alternative plan, the 

Collies-Hoover plan, is both economically and 

environmentally friendly and currently has 

the support of many of the environmental 

groups. This will allow good results and 

jobs much faster an needed in the Homestead

Plorida City area.
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Both the Collier and Hoover 

organizations have track records which are 

easy to verify. And I believe that this line 

of thinking, the eco-toorim in this 

location, makes a lot of sense. just north of 

the Florida Keys and just sooth of Miami.  

That's it.  

000147 R. W. HAYES: My name is R. W. Hayes 

asd I'm a resident of South Dade County and a 

native Floridan. I was stationed at 

Homestead Air Force Base for a time. I think 

that an airport at this location would be an 

ecological diaster for South Dade County. I 

believe that the history of the base itself 

and the concurrent problems that it 

encountered, same of which are still there, 

pollution, ecological problems, is evidence 

for the future.  

Between two national parks, as it 

is, the best use of the land would be for a 

public and private park area, private 

enterprise to flourish with recreational 

facilities and water activities and 

activities that are romnarihis with rI.
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need to leave open spaces for the birds' 

habitat, because if we keep concreting over 

everything, therm's not going to be anything 

left for the animals.  

000149 ADnINEr HOHENBERG: My name is 

Adriene Hohenberg and I'm a resident of 

Miami-Dade County, but more than anything, 

I'm a resident of the world. And as such, 

I'm very concerned about the future for all 

generations.

2 The proposed airport in the 

3 Everglades poses many problems for the future 

a of the Everglades as well as our planet. The 

5 major problem will he borne by Florida, 

specifically South Florida, in that South 

7 Florida gets its fresh water supply from the 

3 viability of the Everglades.  

An airport in the Everglades is not 

only contraindicated to the Everglades 

Restoration plan, but it will inpede the 

hydrologic cycle and cause irreparable harm 

to the fresh water for South Florida.  

Additionally, we are a World 

Heritage site and the Wetlands have been 
Mats, Traksmn. Fldsaum & Wildm-, s Vane Campasy 
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1 ambiance of the area.  

2 I think through that device, many 

3 jobs can be created of a compatible nature 

4 than could be for an airport. I also think 

5 that anyone who lives adjacent to other 

6 airports in South Florida, such as Tamiami 

7 Airport and the Miami International Airport 

9 and the airports that are in Broward county, 

can testify to the problems that occur.  

10 I feel that this is our only chance 

11 to save this part of Florida. And I think we 

12 have to be forward-thinking for future 

13 generation as a legacy to them.  

14 

15 000148 BRBETTE .MAUCK: My name is Bobette 

16 Mauck and I'm going against having an 

17 airport. I think it should be left as the 

19 Air Reserve Base.  

19 I'm against the additional air 

20 traffic between the two national parks. It 

22 would be detrimental to the environment.  

22 Having the airport, when you add the air 

23 traffic, they are going to want to kill the 

24 birds because they say the birds will get in 

25 the way of lanes and cause a hazard. . And we 
Mae, Te4kirtm, Fedman & Wildeer, a Vmiac Cempany 
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given international importance under the RAMS 

international agreement, which should 

indicate and does indicate how critically 

important the Everglades are.  

If you damage this fragile 

ecosystem, you will lose wading birds, whose 

populations are already seriously diminished, 

as well as migrating birds and other birds 

and amphibians, reptiles and manmals that are 

all crucial to the health and well-being of 

this ecosystem.  

The Everglades is unique. There is 

nowhere else in the world like it. Please, 

if you value the future for all of us, your 

children and your grandchildren, do not allow 

this airport to be built in our precious 

land.  

000150 IRENE MURRAY: My name is Irene 

Murray. I would like to be on the record 

that having five generations of military, I 

feel strongly about the military and do not 

like the idea of a reliever airport.  

I lived in Coral Gables under the

mah of ltIh far oversa ear -We ,',av
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because of the dirt and the noise. We moved 

to Homestead because it was quiet. We have a 

boat on the bay at one of the yacht clubs.  

I'm a realtor broker and I have my 

own company, but an airport is going to be a 

second MIA in the south and I'm not sure 

that's what we need. I would like to see 

some other alternatives.  

I like the idea of the aquarium and 

research park. And I would like to keep 

Biscayne Bay from degrading any further. I 

wish I could tell you something more 

scientifically, but I'm not a scientist.  

000151 THERESA BRIDGES: My name is Theresa 

Bridges. I would like to speak on behalf of 

the Mixed Use Alternative for the former 

Homestead Air Pores Base. I believe the 

property can economically benefit South 

Florida through the mixture and not damage 

the soviroomsntally-sensitive parks that are 

snearby.  

I have a lot of experience in 

accounting and planuning and I do not believe 

that the projections upon which the
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commerical airport proposal is based, are 

sound assumptions. I firmly believe that the 

commerical airport would not be successful 

economically and become an albatross and will 

not only damage the environment, but will not 

be financially beneficial to the comunity.  

000152 ROSA QUINTANA: (Through Juan E.  

Oandara, Sr. professional interpreter) 

My name is Rosa Quintana. I'm in agreement 

for the airport project in Homestead. There 

is a definite need in order to obtain jobs.  

My son is looking for employment.  

He works in Fort Lauderdale and I wish he 

could be closer. There is a need, 

definitely.  

000153 DARCIE QUINTANA: My nasm is Darcie 

Quintana and I'm for the Homestead Airport.  

I feel that we do need more jobs and 

esperially at a closer airport. I feel that 

it won't harm the environment or do anything 

to it. It won't have any effect on it. And 

once again, I'm for the Homestead Airport.

Page 15 

000154 SALLY SEETO0: My name is Sally 

Seetoo. I'm not in favor of another airport 

in the area. I feel that it will add jobs to 

the economy, however, we do not want more 

people in Florida. It's already too crowded.  

There is no open space left. It's the mast 

crowded city I have ever seen in my entire 

life.  

I think that we need the open space 

and we need the few wild animals that may 

exist. And we need cleaner air than we have 

now. To add to air pollution would be 

serious because it's already had in Miami.  

We just need to start somewhere to save 

whatever space is left. That's all I have to 

say.  

000155 SAMUEL ORTEGA: (Through Juan E.  

Gandara, Sr., professional interpreter) 

My •ame is Samuel Ortega. I'm in 

agreement for the construction of the base 

because there is an opportunity for many jobs 

to be obtained and it helps towards the 

development of Miami and is a source of 

revenue for the citv. It helps also with the

Page 1l 

trade towards Latin America. That's all.  

000156 LONDON SPENCER: My same is London 

Spencer asd I'm an environmentalist. I have 

deep concerns for the two national parks. I 

just had a fresh reminder of what can happen 

to the ecosystem with the crash in 

California. I would have deep concern that 

if we have an environmental disaster like 

that in either one of the national parks, 

that damage could be done.  

I do work with hanardous material, 

I'm a specialist, and I just want to voice my 

concerns and reject this application for the 

use of a commerical airport at Homestead Air 

Force Base. I'm also worried about the sound 

pollution, the light pollution and how this 

will have an effact on the area.  

I'm also very concerned about the 

traffic that will be added to Krome Avenue, 

which is the trucking route from that 

facility. I have concerns about the 

increased traffic. They want to have four 

lanes on Krome Avenue, opening up Erome and 

the Redlands to more development, endangering
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the agricultural area.  

(Thereupon, the private session was concluded.) 

PUBLIC HEARING 

7:00 p.m.  

JUDGE COLONEL MCSHANE: Before we 

get started, I have a couple of 

announcements. Please do not display any 

signs or banners from your seats, as you will 

be blocking someone else's view.  

Also, if you have cell phones, I 

learned last night that Just about everybody 

in the room seemed to have a cell phone and 

they all went off at least once during the 

night. It you have a cell phone, please turn 

off the ringer. You cae have them vibrate or 

you can just turn them off and get your 

messages later. Don't interrupt the 

proceedings by having your phone ring.  

I anticipate that we are going to 

end this evening at 11:00 o'clock, whether we 

are done with all of the speakers or not. I 

think that is late enough. We will try to 

keep moving along and hopefully everyone who

Page 19 

My normal duties include presiding 

Over Air Force court-martials, but this week, 

I've been made available to preside Over this 

series of five hearings which are being held 

in this area concerning the disposal and 

subsequent reuse of former Homestead Air 

Force Base property.  

Just am you know, I have not been 

involved in the development of any of these 

proposals that are being considered, and my 

job is just to make sure that we have a fair 

and orderly hearing here tonight.  

I want to thank you for taking time 

from your busy schedules to come here tonight 

for this public hearing. If you're 

interested in further information about the 

proposals, I hope you took time to visit with 

the technical staff prior to this portion of 

the hearing.  

In preparing this Draft Supplemental 

Environmental Impact Statement, or Draft 

SEIS, which you will hear us refer to it as, 

it was the Air Force's goal to understand the 

environmental implications of deciding for 

what purpose and to whom to convey surplus
osab, ktmaass, Feldma & Wildec-, a Venxt Compay 

(303) 377-1514

da, Trskmas, Feldman & Wilduar, a Veint Compsay 
305) 377-1514
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1 property at former Homestead Air Force Base.  

2 The Draft SEIS examines reasonable 

3 ways in which the property might be 

4 developed, used, and the reasonably 

5 foreseeable environmental consequences of the 

6 alternatives.  

7 At this time, I would like to 

a introduce Major Mike Chipley of the Air Force 

9 Executive Issues Team. He is an engineer 

10 with a Ph.D. in civil engineering from the 

11 University of California.  

12 Major Chiplsy will discuss the 

13 proposed action and alternatives and provide 

14 a short synopsis of the reuse issues. Since 

15 the overall purpose of these hearings is to 

16 obtain input from you on the contents of the 

17 Draft SEIS, the presentation will be short.  

18 

19 AlJOR CHIPLEY: Thank-you, Colonel 

20 McShane. I, too, would like to extend my 

21 thanks to all of you for taking time to 

22 provide your comments On the Draft SEIS.  

23 For the past several years, we have 

24 been engaged in the process of corpleting the 

25 realiqnnent and reuse of the former Homestead 
at T7-an Felda & Wld , a Vaixt company 

(305) 3771
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11:00.  

Speaking of that, if you signed up 

last night or this afternoon but did not get 

to speak and you want to speak tonight, you 

should tell the lady in the purple dress, who 

is sitting by the entrance doors at the rear 

right outside of the lobby and she will pull 

your card and you will be iu the first group 

of people that are called on tonight.  

I will make that announcement later 

on for other folks that wander in asd didn't 

hear it now. We want to get those folks that 

stayed late last night to have the first 

opportunity to speak tonight.  

. Okay. That's all the announcements.  

We will move into the formal part of the 

program.  

Welcome to this Public Hearing on 

the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact 

Statement on the disposal of portions of the 

former Homestead Air Force Base.  

I'm Colonel Mike McShane and I'm the 

Chief Trial Judge of the Air Force, stationed 

at Bolling Air Porce Base in Washington, DC.
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as a result of redevelopment. Fourteen 

topics were used as the basis for the 

analysis.  

Public and agency concerns that were 

expressed at our scoping meetings identified 

important issues and helped focus our 

analysis. Those concerns have been 

incorporated throughout the Draft SEIS.  

When the reuse planning process was 

initiated for Homestead Air Force. Miami-Dade 

County was designated as the local reuse 

authority to develop a reuse plan for the 

former base.  

The county has proposed that the 

1,632 acres of remaining surplus property at 

former Homestead Base be transferred to 

Miami-Dade County Aviation Department for 

development of a tommerical airport.  

This is the proposed action 

addressed in the Draft SEIS.' The analysis of 

the proposed action included identifying and 

assessing new flight tracks that would be 

used at the commerical airport.  

Airport operations. in general, are 

characteristically different than colnerical

Ma(33 T)abtnsul FC1nUm & W7ld7-a5 V14xt CoMy (305) 3'77-1514
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Air Force Base en required by the Defense 

Base Closure and Realignment Act.  

The Air Force's primary goal in this 

process is to transfer the properties in a 

manner that supports local plans for economic 

revitalization of South Florida and protects 

Biscayne Bay and the nearby national parks.  

A disposal must also be compatible with 

continuing the existing military and law 

enforcement missions. The Air Force and 

Federal Aviation Administration, or FAA, are 

the designated lead agencies for the Draft 

SEIS.  

The Air Force has decision-making 

responsibilities for the tranafer of the 

property. The FAA has decision-making 

responsibilities for airport facilities.  

There are three cooperating 

agencies. One cooperating agency is the 

National Park Service because it manages 

Biscayne National Park and Everglades 

National Park.  

Another cooperating agency is the 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service because of its 

responsibilities to ensure threatened and Matn, Tr'ktma , Feldnmm & Wildnec, . Viaxt Cspasy 
(305) 377-1514
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endangered species are adequately considered 

and because of the proximity of Crocodile 

Lake National Wildlife Refuge.  

And the third cooperating agency is 

the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

because of its regulatory responsibilities.  

The contractor hired by the Air 

Force to actually conduct the analysis is 

Science Applications International 

Corporation, or SAIC for short. They have 

been supported by another contractor, Landrum 

and Brown, which performed the airport 

planning and noise analyses.  

I would like to take a couple of 

minutes to update you on the SEIS process and 

what has occurred since the scoping period 

ended in July of 1998. More than 440 

individuals, organizations and agencies 

provided written input during our 132 day 

scoping period. And 195 people spoke at our 

public scoping meetings.  

The size and complexity of the Draft 

SEIS has grown substantially because of the 

number and diverse nature of issues and 

because of the many federal agencies, state

Page 23 

and local governments, private organizations 

and concerned citizens involved.  

Midway through the analysis, two 

mixed-use proposals were received which were 

incorporated into the analysis. We recognise 

that this has been a long process for 

everyone. We want you to know many other 

communities have also struggled through the 

base closure process.  

Some former bases have been 

developed for aviation uses, others for 

non-aviation uses. The success of 

redevelopoment depends upon the local 

community involvement and support.  

The Draft S1IS examines a number of 

reuse alternatives for remaining surplus 

property at the former base. Ongoing reuse 

involving property that has already been 

transferred, like the Job Corps Center, the 

Dade County Homeless Trust, the regional park 

and other needed properties, would continue 

under any of the alternatives.  

The alternatives underwent thorough 

and complex analyses of the environmental and 

economic impact that could potentially occur

0-76
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receiving your inputs and assisting us in 

completing the Final S0IS.  

The Final S8IS, scheduled for 

completion in July, 2000, will include 

commnents made at the public hearings or 

submitted in writing during the public 

coosient period for the Draft ERIS, along with 

Air Force and FAA responses to your comments.  

A decision on what action will be 

taken concerning the transfer of the disposal 

property will be made no earlier than thirty 

days after publication of the Final SEIS.  

We will continue to distribute news 

releases and send newsletters to those on our 

mailing list throughout the final course of 

the ERIS process.  

Anyone wishing to be added to the 

mailing list should complete an attendance 

card located at the registration table in the 

foyer and check the appropriate box on the 

card.  

In summary, I would like to say that 

we do understand this is a complicated and 

often frustrating process. Let me reiterate 

that neither the Air Force nor FAA proposes
Ma, Tratms, Fad-m & W'ddne, . Va6u1 Casay 
(305)377-1514
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to directly develop the surplus property.  

The Air Force'. goal is to transfer 

the property in a manner that supports local 

plans for economic revitalinarion and 

protects Biscayne Bay and the nearby national 

parks. A disposal must also be compatible 

with continuing the existing military and law 

enforcement missions.  

JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: Thank-you, 

Major Chipley. Each of the proponents of the 

alternatives shall have the opportunity to 

describe their proposal and speak about it.  

Miami-Dade County representatives of 

been given ten minutes to speak about their 

proposals. You may also have noticed that 

some of the other proponents, although they 

elected not to give a presentation, have 

naterials available at the tables in the back 

of the room.  

At this time, I would call on the 

representatives from Miami-Dade County to 

discuss their proposal.

Mate, Tskfte-, Feldman a Wildas, a Voia Cmpasy 
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or residential land uses in the types of 

numbers of vehicles, equipnent and people, 

and the resulting impact to the environment.  

The main issues of the proposed 

action involve air pollution, storm water 

run-off and nose levels. Another alternative 

examined in the Draft 0EIS is a coeeerical 

spaceport. The min issues with the 

commercial spaceport alternative involve the 

uncertainties related to the licensing 

process, safety and potential increase in 

noise.  

Three approaches were examined for 

non-aviation uses, presented as the Mixed-Use 

Alternative, Market-driven development, The 

Collier Resources Company proposal, and the 

Hoover Environment Group plan.  

The Mixed-Use alternatives could 

create higher intensity of use in a shorter 

period of time, but may have less 

environmental effects on the national parks.  

The Draft S0IS also includes the No 

Antion alternative, which means the property 

continues to belong to the government and 

reverts to caratak-r -st.us_
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1 Under each alternative, the Air 

2 Force, Florida Air National Guard, and 

3 CustomS Service continue to use the runway 

4 for their current military missions.  

5 The Draft SEIS addresses each 

6 alternative in the context of future growth 

7 in South Florida and also takes into account 

o potential cumulative impacts of other 

projects. It also includes soae historical 

10 information where available.  

11 Your views and comments on the Draft 

12 SEIS will be imgportant as we work toward 

13 completing the Final S0IS. We are now about 

14 half-way through the 650-day public cnument 

10 period.  

16 We scheduled these hearings to 

17 provide you an opportunity to review the 

10 Draft SEIS and formulate comments you can 

19 give here today, and also to provide some 

20 tine after these hearinga so you can 

21 incorporate things you might learn here 

22 tonight, into written comments.  

23 whether you choose to commrent today 

24 or to provide your comments in writing 

25 between now and March 7th, we lock forward to
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GARY DALLAPA: Thank-you. Good 

evening. My narme is Gary Dallapa and IVm the 

Aviation Director for Miami-Dade County. We 

operate Miami International Airport and five 

general airports here in Miami-Dade County.  

I have a little over thirty years of 

service with the coesmunity and with 

Metro-Dade government. I would like to 

thank-you again for giving us the opportunity 

to present our recorrendations for 

redevelopment of the formet Air Force Base.  

It's important for the panel to bear 

in mind that the aeronautic issues I'm 

addressing tonight are not just South Dade 

issues, not just Miami-Dade issues, but are 

for all of South Florida.  

In previous testimony, you have 

heard from other elected officials on what 

the decision on reuse means to the continued 

prosperity of this county. History is on the 

side of aviation.  

The South Florida cosmsonity has a 

long-standing prominent position in aviation 

dating back to the first airline terminal in 

the United States. Continuing through foreign
Wa03) Trak37a7 , Fedma & -d3.4 a V-t Cuy 
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unable to meet with MIA and our other 

2 airports alone.  

3 For example, as we reported in the 

4 SEIS, Opa-locka has air space and 

envirosmental issues. From an aviation point 

6 of view, the conclusion is inescapeable, we 

7 need Homestead. The need for a long-term 

8 capacity demand will not come at the expense 

9 of eovironmental incompatibility.  

Ls One of the Aviation Department's 

11 objectives is to provide aviation to meet 

L2 demands while ensuring a balance between 

13 environmental issues, quality of life and 

14 economic issues for Florida residents.  

is The SEIS shows there are no 

16 environmental impacts associated with the 

17 airport alternative. Coimercial aircraft is 

18 found to be lees intrusive on the Bverglades 

19 than those resulting from the military 

20 presence.  

21 Miami-Dade County is commsitted to 

22 ensuring that the plan and development of the 

23 ccmcerical airport in done in an 

24 eoviroomental mrnner. This is not just 

25 words. Miami-Dade Aviation has a track

M(tz, Trak30a3) F3M77-1 A Wdd3o S V33t C33Pa4Y (305) 377-1514
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trade. This co-munity has come to rely on 

aviation as the underpioning of our local 

economy and the chief provider of jobs.  

All is not well however. The 

current system of airports is taxed to the 

extremes of its limits and will prove unable 

to meet future market demands unless 

augmented by new aviation.  

In support of this understanding, 

the airport has a display with documeots and 

graphics on future aviation demand and our 

capacity to meet that demand. It's 

imperative that you understand that the 

inability to meet market demand, means loss 

of econcomic growth and seriously impcts our 

employment base and business co•scunity.  

You may be aware of our efforts to 

accelerate the construction of a fourth 

runway at MiamA Internatical Airport. That 

is the single most important element of the 

department's long-range development plan.  

tHowever, this final plan to meet our capacity 

at Miami International will not be able to 

* meet the air traffic forecast for beyond the

Page 31 

Our primary development strategy is 

to provide the facilities now as well as 

long-term demand. The critical element of 

this strategy is the flexibility to be able 

to react to future aviation growth that may 

be unforeseen today in stimulating foreign 

ecoaserce growth.  

Miami-Dade's mst limiting capacity 

constraint today is the number of full 

service coamerical runways available in our 

airport system to safely manage aircraft.  

MIA is currently at a point where no 

additional runway can be provided.  

Numerous efforts in the last three 

decades to identify new sites in South 

Florida for a coamerical aviation facility 

have proven fruitless. There are no other 

sites. Consequently, the most crucial issue 

confronting us today is a decision on the 

ultimate reuse plan for Hoesetead Air Force 

Base.  

That decision will effect whether or 

not this consunity will be able to accamodate 

the tremendous world-wind growth in aviation 

that is forecast. a srowth that we will be
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I record of environmental responsibility.  

2 We've spent over one hundred and seventy 

million dollars since 1994 to address 

environmental issues. One of the main 

objectives of our current program is 

maintaining the e-vironoent not only of the 

air, but of the soil as well.  

These are very real, very tangible 

statements to hear. The meaning is clear, 

that under the leadership of the County 

Commisslon and our County Manager, no one 

should fear the airport alternative.  

Miami-Dade Aviation is in full agreement with 

the activity proposed in the SEIS. The 

projected operations provide for future 

demands.  

We believe that the airport is mast 

conpatible with the land use. Furthermore, 

advances in airplane and engine technology 

should be under consideration. We have 

commercial flight activity. This is evident 

in the mandatory conversion statement. This 

change was effective January 1, 200,.  

Another example of this type of technology 

change is increase in the use of flights of 
dale, TrakJmas, Feddza & Wild-, a Veiat Coepasy 
305) 377-1514 Matze Teakfst. Feldman & Wildnse, a Verixt Cempsay 
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to the Department of Cmmmunity Affairs in 

Tallahassee and was approved there and then 

received unamimous approval by Governor 

Lawton Chiles and his cabinet.  

This process resulted in tremendous 

environmental improvements for the base ares 

business and its surroundings, including 

Bisnayne Bay.  

The same, however, cannot be said 

for the Collier proposal. They have not been 

before a single one of these bodies or 

agencies and their plan has not been reviewed 

by anyone of them.  

All of the environmental safeguards 

chat have been bought into the project by the 

Chapter 288 process have been agreed to by 

the developer and the developer hereby 

reaffirms its ccsiittment to its safeguards 

and to building an airport that will be 

comopatible with our environment and communitv

and national parks.  

This project is an econsmic 

development opportunity for Dads County and 

particularly to the South Dade area where 

lobs are so hadly needed and it will rovde 
377-1 Trskt Pedjs & Wildsas Vein Cocsasy 
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the necessary airport capacity for our 

comnunity to remain at the forefront of 

international trade and cserce well into 

the 21st Century.  

The lease that was granted, my 

client, after intensive scrutiny and public 

hearings, feels is a very fair lease and 

inclusive lease that provides equity 

contracting and work opportunities for all 

segments of our coc•sunity.  

It is a leane that will bring 

millions of dollars of revenues to Dade 

County, that will provide for billions of 

dollars of facilities to be built at the 

airport which will then revert to Dade COUnty 

at the end of the lease and which will 

provide for state of the arc facilities for 

E-ccemmerce, aircraft maintenance and repairs 

asd many opportunities that will provide good 

high-paying jobs for our coanity and for 

our children and grandchildren.  

The developer is comitted to making 

this project a win-win situation for this 

Com•cunity with a clean high-tech 

environmentally safe airport that will be
ITxAktnsa, Feldman & W'dldee, a Vait Ceanpoy 
5)377-1514
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1 the major air carriers.  

2 In conclusion, we are at the 

3 crossroads as to the future of aviation in 

4 South Florida. This is our only opportunity 

5 to preserve a valuable airport, regional 

6 aviation, and allow this County to grow and 

7 prosper. Thank-you.  

8 

9 RAMON RASCO: Good evening members 

10 of the panel, my name is Ramon Rasco. I 

11 represent the developer selected by the 

12 county to build an airport at the former 

13 Homestead Air Force Base.  

14 We've been working with the 

is developer six years now. I'm here to confrim 

16 that the developer is comsitted to building a 

17 clean and environmentally-safe airport.  

18 This comsitment was spelled out in 

19 the Chapter 288 process that was started here 

20 in Miami-Dade County that was reviewed by all 

21 of the county's permitting and environmental 

22 regulatory agencies and was approved by the 

23 County Ccmmssion and went to the South 

24 Florida Water Management in West Palm Beach 

251 and was approved there. It went from there
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developed with all of the appropriate 

mitigation measures ieplemented as the 

project is built out in order to prevent 

damage to our national parks and to our 

environment.  

In closing, I will say that the 

project presents opportunity and 

responsibility and is a tremendous 

opportunity for good jobs, for economic 

development and air transportation and it's 

balanced with responsibility toward our parks 

and our environoent.  

For these reasons, we urge the Air 

Force to dispose of this surplus property 

pursuant to the proposed action as spelled 

out in the Draft SEIS. Thank-you, very much.  

JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: This 

concludes a presentation of information about 

the proposals. In a few minutes, we will 

begin the public comment portion of the 

hearing.  

You will bays several ways to 

provide your comments. If you brought 

•irren romacts. - lsass clacs them in the
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box on the conment table nut in the lobby.  

Written comments do carry the same weight as 

oral comments, which are presented here at 

the hearing.  

If you want to write down your 

comments while you're here, there are forns 

on the comment table to do that. You can can 

take a form hone to complete and mail it back 

to the address which is provided on the 

com•ent form.  

You can also write your comments in 

your own format and mail them in. You do not 

need to use the cnment forms; they are only 

provided for your convenience.  

You will have the opportunity to 

provide oral coaments when I begin the public 

cooment portion of the hearing in just a 

couple of minutes.  

Let me tell you a few things about 

the public comment period. I will say again, 

I said when we started, if you signed up last 

night or this afternoon, but did not get to 

speak and you want to speak tonight, you need 

to tell the lady in the purple dress outside 

by the back entrance doors-there and she will

Page 39 

1 pull your cards and you will be the first 

2 group of people that will speak tonight 

3 After those folks have spoken, we 

a will hear from elected officials next and 

o then we will hear from those of you who have 

6 sumaitted cards indicating that you wish to 

7 speak tonight. I will call on you in the 

a order that the cards were submitted.  

9 Anyone who has not yet filled out a 

.0 card and wants to speak, will be given an 

.1 opportunity to do that after the registered 

.2 speakers have made their cooments.  

.3 Each individual or organization will 

.4 have three minutes to provide comments. You 

1S may finish your sentence when your time is 

L6 up, but please don't take anymore time than 

L7 that. Please stop promptly so we can hear 

L8 from the maximum number of people.  

L9 Please refrain from applause or 

20 clapping, as that takes time away from the 

21 speakers. Please respect other peoples' 

22 viewpoints and let them make their coments 

23 without interruption.  

24 Please clearly state your name and 

251 the name of your organization, if any, that
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you're representing before you begin your 

coments so that our court reporter can get 

that down. The transcript that she prepares 

will be the permanent record of this hearing 

and will be published in the Final SEIS.  

Please do not provide any personal 

information in your comnents if you do not 

want to see it published in the Final SEIS.  

It's very important that you use the 

microphones there in the aisles so that the 

reporter can hear you and get down your 

comsents.  

The focus now is to listen to your 

comments concerning the content of the Draft 

SEIS. Preceding this presentation, you had 

an opportunity to ask questions, one-on-one, 

with the technical staff at the exhibits 

there at the back of room and hopefully they 

answered all your questions.  

Any further questions that are asked 

in the course of making your statements, will 

be addressed in the Final SEIS rather than 

anawered tonight. So again, please focus 

your comments on the Draft ERIS and the 

analysis of the reuse options.
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1 If you need to have your convents 

2 translated into English and did not indicate 

3 when you signed in, please let us know. If 

4 you make comments tonight and later decide 

o that you have additional comments or knew 

6 soMeone who is interested in the comment 

7 process but could not attend any of the 

o meetings, written comsents can be submritted 

9 until March 7, 2000. The mailing address can 

i0 be found in all all of the available 

11 head-outs.  

12 At this point, I'm going to start 

13 with the individuals who signed up last night 

14 hut we didn't get to them and who have 

10 indicated that they are hers tonight.  

16 Let me start with Hector Varela.  

17 

18 000157 HECTOR VARBLA: Colonel MnShane and 

19 distinquished members, my nmaie is Hector 

20 Varela. I'm an elected wsmber of West 

21 Kendale Commuenity Council. I thank you very 

22 much for giving us an opportunity to appear 

23 before you. I join the Comsoeotary from last 

24 night of Mayor Wallace and especially of 

25 Mayor Steve Shiver, elected officials, who 
Msatt Traknsa, Peidman & Wildn.e a Verixt Cispany 
(305) 377-1514 
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I and distinguished panel.  

2 

3 JUDGE COLONEL MCSHANE: I understand 

4 that a large number of folks are standing 

O there in the back. There's a lot of chatter 

6 going on and it's distracting. Some of the 

7 folks in the back rows are unable to hear 

because you're talking like that. Eo please 

O coMe in and sit down and listen to the 

10 speakers so that everybody has an opportunity 

11 to hear what is going on. Please don't be 

12 rude and distract other folks from hearing 

13 what is going on.  

14 Next to speak will be Alan Farago.  

10 

16 000158 ALAN FARAGO: Thanks. Usually I 

17 don't need a Mike to do this, but that's all 

16 right. First of all, my name is Alan Farago 

19 and I'm Conservation Chair for the Miami 

20 Sierra group.  

21 1 want to start by expressing our 

22 dismay at the conduct of the hearing last 

23 night with respect to the registration. We 

24 had a significant number of people who were

Ma, TnatMas, Feldnan & Wildnsr, s Verint Camnpay 
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know the Homestead area best and who are 

cognizant of the need for Jobs in South 

Miami-Dade County, which in the last Labor 

Department statistics wan ranked dead last in 

employment.

We remain approximately 33 percent 

above the U.S. rate of 4.1 unemployment.  

There are deep pockets of property in 

Miami-Dade County. The commerical airport 

solution is the most viable and produces the 

best paying Jobs. It keeps Mimai-Dade County 

as a prominent site for commerical aviation, 

which we are constantly being assailed by 

other cities and counties in the United 

States.  

I would join Director Dellape in his 

concern that we're going to be marketed right 

out of this market. This is sot going to be 

a catch-as-catch-can type of development.  

I sit on the appeals board and it's 

pretty tough to develop anything. We will 

get tougher and tougher. This is not going 

to ruin the environment. And by golly, we 

really do need the jobs. I hope that I 

didn't go ever my time. Thank'you, Colonel 
Mia, T1-knas, Feldazm & Wildnef, a Vedx Caospany 305) 377-1314
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the commerical airport.  

Just a couple of issues. First of 

all, thirty years ago, there was a proposal 

for a jet port in the Everglades. Miami-Dade 

County Aviation at the time said that the 

capacity of the Miami International was going 

to be exceeded and we needed the jet port in 

the Everglades then. That wee thirty years 

ago.  

We simply don't trust the officials 

that say with the additional fourth runway of 

Mimi International, with changes in cargo 

and passenger freight loads, that a relief 

airport is needed at the present time.  

With respect to the SEIS and the 

question of jobs, because jobs seen to be on 

everyone's mind here, 4.12 of the SIS talks 

about jobs in the year 2005. Mixed-Use 

alternative will give approximately 

fifty-five hundred jobs as opposed to 

thirty-seven hundred jobs for the airport. I 

think people need to look at the 55S1 a 

little more closer.  

The earnings, in 2005, the ERIS 

under the Mixed-Use alternative, a hundred

0-81
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1 and sixty million in earnings, as opposed to 

2 a hundred and five million for the airport.  

3 So we encourage you, please, to look as the 

4 SfIS closely. If it was only about jobs and 

if people wanted jobs now, you would consider 

4 the Mixed-Use alternative.  

7: There is also the issue about the 

8 cost of the SEIS, how excessive it has been.  

9 In 1996, the City of Seattle wasted six 

10 million dollars on an SEIS prepared by the 

11 same consulting group that prepared the 

12 technical aviation part of this SEIS. Numbers 

13 come and go.  

14 There are sime very complicated 

15 issues with respect to the SEiS. The issue 

16 of airports and compatibility with our 

17 national parks, some of them have to do with 

18 things like noise.  

19 The FAA and the Department of 

20 Interior have been at war over noise 

21 measurements for decades. And we propose and 

22 we suggest to people who are really concerned 

23 about jobs, if you think that this Homestead 

24 co-serical airport is going to resolve the 

25 ousaion of jobs created in Somestead, we
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nm-ity or the future, I would like you to 

open your eyes to the future. What will be 

the future for the next generation if you 

accept the construction of an airport and 

In twenty-five, thirty years, the noise, the 

traffic, the pollution, the construction, the 

factories and warehouses it will be creating 

in South Florida, in Hostead between 

Biscayne and the Everglades National Park.  

They propose to expand the airport 

to two, three or four runways. We have to be 

against the project, to preserve the parks, 

to preserve the quality of life left.  

Honestly, with all of the studies and 

proposals that you have, you make a decision 

to expand a big airport to a bigger airport.  

You'll let the next generation, 

repair and find solutions of mistakes you 

will make today by accepting the construction 

of an airport. And finally, 1. against it 

because it's already off limits.  

Please, do not be a hypocrite, go 

and think further about the future. Please, 

there are other econcmical and safe 

projections for the base and for our
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coosunity to be considered and to choose 

from. Renounce it before it's too late.  

Ladies and gentlemen, be active.  

It's your voice against their noise.  

Thank-you.  

JUDGE COLONEL MaSHANE: Next speaker 

is Barry Patterson.  

000160 BARRY PATTERSON: Good evening I'm 

Barry Patterson. I live in Key Largo in 

Monroe County. I'm a part of the audience 

that waited six hours last night to speak. A 

public meeting should have been held in the 

proposed impact area of the Upper Keys.  

I'm representing the South Florida 

Chapter of the Earth Liberation Foundation.  

The conversion of the surplice of Homestead 

Air Force Base property to a coonerical 

airport that abuts the Upper keys and that 

the proposed airport area is over a Florida 

designated area is of critical concern to us.  

We want to protect the Keys and not have the 

onslaught of cuwaercial jet traffic.  

The Florida Keys and South Florida is
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disagree strongly because we're talking about 

problems that have taken a long time to 

create and I honestly don't believe they're 

going to be resolved anytime soon.  

So again, if you're interested in 

jobs, consider the Mixed-Use alternative.  

A final point, we don't just 

represent Miami-Dade County county Airports 

are not coupatible with national parks. Thank 

you very much 

JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: Next speaker 

will be Benoit Jonckheeve.  

000159 BEOIT JONCKHEEVE: Thank-you. My 

name is Benoit Jonckheeve and I moved to 

socestead in 1993. I was very surprised to 

see that you were very naive to believe 

information given to you about the plan of 

the airport, the belief that noise and 

pollution can be restrained and can be 

managed and it will be safe with so many 

airplanes flying near Turkey Point.  

If scne people thought about 

increasing jobs, increasing income for the
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a unmqie region with many endangered species.  

The Draft does not cover the question of 

living organisims, including humans. Will 

they survive in an unhealthy state with 

twenty-four hours a day of jet fuel droplets 

falling down from the clear South Florida 

ekysi 

The negative impact of a commercial 

airport between Biscayne and Everglades 

National Park and the Florida Keys National 

Marine Sanctuary and the Key Largo National 

Wild Life Preserve will be a disgrace to 

American residents and in direct conflict 

with the purposes of establishing these 

priceless national parks.  

We strongly disagree with the Draft 

SEIS that a commercial airport is needed as 

an incentive to boast local economy and 

provide jobs- In fact, Homestead Gad a 

prosperous economy before Hurricane Andrew.  

As we can see, Homestead is 

experiencing a boom in residential homes, 

construction and growth of business and of 

tourism. What I'm saying to you, folks, I'm 

saying -eole that want torwrk are - -t4k.
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This SEIS, although it had import 

from environmental agencies, was actually 

written by aviation consultants, IE I wanted 

to go see a doctor, I wouldn't go to an 

aviation consultant nor to a butcher. And 

that's what I think is going to happen to our 

environment.  

If we take these aviation 

consultants' words on the environmental, it 

will be butchery to Biscayne National Park, 

in particular, and extremely damaging to 

Everglades National Park.  

I come to Homestead all the time and 

partake in eating and drinking in its 

restaurants on my way to Biscane National 

Park where I go snorkling and out to the 

Everglades where I ride bikes and spend time 

in the wilderness and enjoy watching the 

birds.  

Many of the birds are endangered and 

will be considered threats to aviation. In 

many airports, bird control policies have 

been instituted. At one point, Miami 

International had plans to have people shoot 

the birds. This was squashed by a majority
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the Audubon Society, along with some other 

environmental groups.  

We need to project the esvironment

The environment brings in tourists from all 

over the world. I recall meeting people on 

South Beach who flew from Sweden during the 

time that the government was shut down and 

the parks were shut down.  

These people were tourists. They 

traveled across the world to visit our 

treasure, Everglades National Park, and they 

weren't allowed to. We can't degrade our 

parks. We must protect them. And by doing 

so, we protect the economy.  

We have a much greater future of 

economic well-being in Homestead than all of 

Dade County. We must stop this airport.  

There are alternatives that can looked at.  

But this airport is bad news. It was borne 

out of corruption, political corruption that 

emanated from Dade County with lobbists and 

commissioners. And something that was borne 

out of such a corrupt beginning must be given 

a proper burial. Thank-you.

0-83
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With the local Homestead economy in 

good health, it's become obvious that an 

airport development is pushed by a few people 

and politicians addicted to greed at the 

eapemse of the environment and Homestead's 

quality of life.  

Therefore, we support the non-action 

alternative in the Draft SEIS which states 

the Federal Government retain ownership of 

the remaining acreage at the former Homestead 

Air Force Base and do nothing with this 

environmentally- sensitive land. Thank-you.  

JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: Next speaker 

will be John Fortuin. Followed by Debra 

flynn.  

000161 JOHN FORTUIN: Hello, my mame is 

John Fortuin. I'm a resident of North Miami.  

I came here today to speak out in opposition 

to the Conclusion written up in the 

Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement 

that an airport is needed in South Dade and 

is compatible with our plants end protects 

the environment.
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JUGE0 COLONEL McSHANE: Debra Flynn.  

Following Debra Fly=n will be Acie Franklin.  

000162 DEBRA FLYNN: My nsme is Debra 

Flynn. I live in the historic sush region of 

Southwest 208 street. My son's father. Neale 

Poster, Army. B-4, died in Germany, April 6, 

1990, from negligence from army doctors, and 

they admitted to it.  

My respect for the military is zero.  

A fat nothing. I now stand before you to 

look you in the eye and say I have no respect 

for you. I have no respect for the military.  

I have no respect for you. Help me to 

restore my faith in the military to make the 

correct decision.  

Inm a American, bern in Jackson 

Memorial Hospital, Miami, Florida, 1957. I'm 

a South Dade County high school graduate.  

I'm one of the few natives. I've lived in 

South Dade most all of my life. A lot of 

people used to say this was paradise. I beg 

to differ.  

President Clinton, in his State of 

the Union address, January 27, 200O, raised
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a paradise which I enjoy leaving to my 

children.  

Does anyone of you remember seeing 

the gleam in a child's eye when they catch 

their first kettle of fish or first lobster 

during mini-season. It will enable us to 

carry on our local tradition and bring hack 

paradise. Protect our environment.  

Thank-you.  

000163 ACIE FRANKLIN: My name is Acie 

Franklin and I'm from Naranja. Haranja is 

the location of Homestead Air Force Base.  

It's in our neighborhood. The reason it was 

named Homestead Air Force Base is because the 

nearest city to the base was Homestead. But 

the base is actually located in Naranja.  

That's our neighborhood.  

In 1992 after Andrew hit, over six 

hundred million dollars was brought into Dade 

County and our cwnrmity. We did not see one 

red cent. The don't believe in the jobs. We 

hae no faith in this talk about jobs.  

The biggest should I say endangered 

species of Dade county is truth. That's the
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endangered species. We have the Air Force's 

decision-making to select the group that's 

going to work with the community and Naranja 

employment. They're not saying what they're 

going to do, but I can guarantee in black and 

white what they're going to do. Thamk-you.  

JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: Jill 

Patterson. Followed by Elizabeth Tyre.  

000164 JILL PAflEESON: my name is Jill 

Patterson and I live in Key Largo. It's my 

year-round home and has been for almost 

twenty years. I work in the construction 

industry. At last night's meeting, some 

Miami-Dade officials seemed to be clearly 

stating that this is their local issue. So I 

ask, why is the flight path over the Keys, 

over Monroe County? Where are the references 

to Monroe County in the SEIS? 

If a new commercial airport can fly 

airplanes without going over Key, Biscayne 

the Everglades or Key Largo with its five 

endangered species, and the Upper Keys, then 

T hays no issue. But it can't be done.
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several issues, which I would like to cocent 

on. Nuember one, people should have a chance 

to live their American dream. South Dade 

farmers have stood tall to feed our country 

during the winter months.  

Please do not pollute our farmers 

with your fuel that's going to come down from 

those jets when they land at that airport.  

Two, invest in farm land and 

conserve. The land under the flight paths 

aco mostly farm land. How are you conserving 

farm land with a commerical airport which is 

sandwiched in between two national parks and 

farm land. How does the Federal Government 

intend on feeding this country during the 

winter months when jet fuel is discharged 

over our precious crops.  

Three, open spaces. Instead of new 

development, open spaces. Open spaces do not 

need to be destroyed by pollution from 

discharged fuel or the existence of lights.  

A commercial airport sandwiched 

between two national parks is not a gift to 

leave to our children or grandchildren or 

great-grandchildren. The gift we can give in
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I The proposed commercial airport 

2 would impact us in the Keys. You did not 

3 give us an opportunity to be heard. We 

4 requested a public forum in the Keys.  

5 This study has been described as 

state of the art. When I received my copy of 

7 this report and it made references to the 

8 City of Key Largo and descriptions of 

9 Islamarada being the largest developteent in 

1i Monroe County. both are glaring errors. And 

11 there was no reference to four or five 

12 endangered species in Key Largo.  

13 As an environmental impact study, 

14 this hardly seemed worth reading. It's an 

15 inaccuracy of simple facts and admissions of 

16 endangered species.  

17 We all know how eight long year. ago 

18 Hurricane Andrew came. But people chose to 

19 move here even without the lure of the Air 

20 Force base and without the lure of a 

21 c omzerical airport.  

22 I listened to many politicians last 

23 night with the promise of Jobs with the new 

24 coemmerical airport, thirty-eight thousand 

25 promised oobs. But the truth is, neither the 
hez. TaTuemss, Prademr & Wildet. a Vstist C-pesy 
(305) 377-1314
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Air Force or Miami Dade officials can 

guarantee jobs to anyone who lives here. Jobs 

will be filled by more people moving to South 

Florida.  

Our economy is sound and it's easy 

to be fooled into thinking this way. We need 

to feed the population of the future and no 

point in having thirty-eight thousand 

high-paying jobs when there's no food being 

produced to put on the table. And doo't 

count on the airplanes to bring produce in 

from other countries, they'll be too busy 

feeding their homes.  

I heard no reference made at last 

night's meeting and the politicians didn't 

recognize that this district also stretches 

south as far as Key West. I saw no reference 

to Kendall in either volume of the ERIS.  

Thank you, very much.  

JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: Elizabeth 

Tyre. And the next speaker will be Jerry 

Klingbiel.  
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That is almost a direct quote.  

The Hoover Environmental Group 

offers to attract tourists from other parts 

of Dade COUnty because of a world olass 

aquarium that will be there. The muxed 

alternative plan envisions jobs that have to 

do with research, education, techaical and 

professional careers.  

I'm here to voice my opinion that the 

Collier plan would not only get -n started 

sooner, but that we will have a hope of jobs 

and tourian in South Dade. Thank you.

4 00016 JERRY KLINGBIEL: Good evening, my 

5 name is Jerry Klingbiel. I'm on the Board of 

6 Directors of the Sierra Club, an organization 

7 who wants to impose its will for clean water 

8 and fresh air on the masses.  

9 With that said, I have some great 

a concerns about the sprawl that is going to be 

1 associated with the airport. The area 

surrounding the proposed airport is all 

environmentally-sensitive land, agriculture.  

It's some of the best soil that we have in 

Dade County, a very unique soil. You can dig 
Maet, T.skfe- F.oldmas & Wild-e, a Vstiat Company 
(305) 377-1334
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000165 ELIZABETH TYRE. Thank you, very 

much for letting me come up this evening. It 

was a very long wait last night. My name is 

Elizabeth Tyre. I live in Hartford Square, 

which is six hundred feet away frm what used 

to be the military housing on the northside 

of the base.  

I cannot tell you all of the stories 

that we had through the years after Andrew.  

But I can say that the Air Force and FAA and 

co-partners in the federal parks supported a 

revitalization and also had an obligation to 

protect our national parks.  

I recently took two weeke to study 

the SEIS report and it does indeed contain an 

impact om Biscayne National Park. The 

environmental collition would have enough to 

file a lawsuit under the federal protection 

law of the endangered species listed on the 

USWS.  

We need jobs desperately in South 

Dade. Page two, lines 31 through 36, the 

Mixed Alternative plan projected by Collier 

Resource Company is to be developed early and

0-85
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in it without breaking your shoulder. The 

sprawl as we can see took place around Miami 

International airport and other airports is 

devastating.  

I have attended council hearings 

where people complain about sprawl 

congestion. This airport in this location, 

if you look at it, I mean, there's no place 

for it to go.  

The sprawl will just encompass all 

of Homestead. I'm sura that's what the land 

owners in Nomeestead have in mind, all of the 

property being sold and being turned over.  

So the sprawl associated with the airport is 

a definite concern.  

Another concern I have that I heard 

people touch upon, is that we're going to 

have international flights flying in and out 

of this airport and have flights coming into 

the heart of our agricultural and 

environmentally- sensitive land.  

As we have seen in the past few 

weeks, South Dade has been devastated by the 

citrus canker which came into Miami. We also 

have the med fly. We have all types of

Mntz, TrakWtan, Feidasm & Widsu., a Vcnit Cospsay 
(305) 377-1514
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things that are going to be coming right into 

the heart of our agricultural area.  

I don't know, what would you propose 

to do, put all of the planes in quarantine 

and quarantine trucks and see if they contain 

some type of substance and if they can do 

incredible damage. Our psychic skills are 

going to be brought into play. We'll have no 

cure for it. One of our oldest plants is 

gone because of this.  

Another concern I have is that 

there is a nuclear power plant right at the 

end of one of the runways. And we say to 

ourselves, well, you know, that's very 

unlikely. But it would only take a suicidal 

pilot to crash into it. Thank you, very 

much.  

JUDGt COLONEL MCSHANE: Every time 

you clap, that's more time between now and 

11:00 o'clock that you don't get to talk.  

Ralph Pearson followed by Alice 

Motes.  
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00016'? RALPH PEARSON: Thank you. Colonel, 

distinquished members of the penel and 

citizens of South Florida, ladies and 

gentlemen, my name is Ralph Pearson. I'm the 

Director of the Center for the HWoelesa, 82 

Arrow Drive, Southwest 125th Avenue, on 

already converted land, operated by the 

community partnership for the homeless, a 

non-for-profit corporation in wonderfully 

conatructed buildings on beautifully 

landscaped property.  

I would like to say that I'm first 

of all proud to be a native of Dade County, 

proud to have served my country as an officer 

in the United States Army and proud to have 

served this country as a a Circuit Judge.  

But most of up all, I'm proud to be a member 

of a community that has been first in this 

nation that first taxed itself to provide for 

the poorest of the poor, the homeless in our 

community.  

I'm here as a representative of the 

Center to express our desire to continue to 

work with our neighbors, whoever they nay be, 

and with South Dade on impact issues
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associated with the honelessness in 

Miami-Dade County and particularly South 

Miami-Dade County. Those issues include 

economic development and the provision of 

jobs and job training for local residents, 

which include the homeless.  

And in order for us to do this, we 

have had to join forces with numerous 

partners who share our cnmnon interests, many 

of whom I'm suno will express their views.  

Our mission is to reduce homelessness in 

South Miami-Dade County and to be good 

neighbors.  

We support this cosounity in its 

effort to bring meaningful jobs to Soauth 

Miami-Dade County, including the problem with 

the homeless as we move them from 

homelessness to home ownership and from 

joblessness to employment. We trust the Air 

Porce with input from this forum will make 

the right decision. Thank you, sir.  

000168 ALICE MOTES' Good evening. You'll 

have to pardon my nervousness. I would just 

like to take a few moments if I could. If the
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airport is built with the flight 

infrastructure their talking about, there 

will be planes every five minutes and the 

noise is incredible.  

If you've ever bees stuck in traffic 

by MIA, you've experienced the constant 

flights coming in and out. This traffic jam 

is all indicative of the infrastructure which 

often follows airports. That in and of 

itself will destroy the character of 

Homestead, which is a role model agricultural 

area.  

It's an example of encroachment of 

development with its foot in the door, if you 

will, which will just, like I say, destroy 

the character of Homestead.  

And I'm also concerned about the air 

pollution and water pollution because all 

jet fuel is a dirty with hydrocarbons which 

Just impacts everything with the fuel 

discharge that everyone is talking about.  

The ecosystem we have here, that's 

another one of my concerns, major reef and 

fisheries and such things as that. This 

airport would be so close to a national park, 
astz, Teakt-as. FPidnas & Wildnr.a Vaid Ceespany 
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1 the Florida State Director of Latin American 

2 Citizens. We have Over a hundred and fifty 

3 thousand members in the state and we're the 

4 oldest Hispanic organization in existence in 
O the United States of America. We started 

6 this cause for civil rights in Texas in 1929.  

7 Very briefly, we're supporting the 

a development of the airport. Like in Texas 

9 where we supported the Anti-Defamatlon League 

0 that was crested, we're supporting the same 

1 in Homestead.  

2 We are Americans. Afro-Americans 

3 and Hispanic Americans will be discriminated 

4 economically if we do not support this 

5 project. By the way, we do this under the 

6 United States and North America Freedom of 

? Speech and we expect to go to Washington and 

3 we're going to go directly to the President 

9 of the United States.  

One of the reasons, obviously, is the 

I economic reason, and furthermore, 

thirty-eight thousand jobs. Thirty-eight 

thousand jobs can make a big difference in 

all of us here in this area of Miami.  

Besides that, I've been here for 
Muatt TeMaszs, Pdesa & Widsas, a V"sia Cspasy 
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1 it will take one plane to crash and put the 

2 fuel in the environment. Everything Would be 

3 dumped in the water. Especially the 

4 hydrocarbons, they're tearing up the economy 

and environment, which I find a lot of people 

fail to make the connection between 

7 environment and economic ramifications'if we 

destroy our water and our air and stuff like 

9 that.  

10 A lot of my friends, they don't have 

11 the financial resources or the ability to get 

12 the training required for a lot of these jobs 

13 in the airport. And the SEIS, unfortunately, 

14 does not take into consideration the 

15 environmental impact of the jobs. that people 

16 bring all of their families and of course the 

17 development. Thank you. I apologize for my 

10 wavering voice.  

19 

20 JUDGE COLONEL NCSHANE: Next speaker 

21 is Armando Pomar. Patty Rabin signed up on 

22 the same card.  

23 

24 000169 ARMANDO POMAR: Good evening, ladies 

25 and gentlees, name is A- no Pomar. I'm 
marun, T --ktssas Prdas & Wilds, s Vasist Cem1psy (305) 377-1514
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1 thirty years, and in thirty years we have not 

2 been able to recover from all of this 

3 economic disadvantage that we do have in this 

county.  

So it's not that we do not 

6 appreciate our environment, we do love our 

7 environment, but we're going to have a very 

6 endangered species of Mexican Americans, 

9 Cuban Americans and Afro-Americans and others 

10 that are not going to be able to sustain 

11 themselves. Thank you, very ouch.  

12 

13 000358 PAM'f RABIN: I was here last sight.  

14 I had to leave because of my daughter, 

15 Brielle. I'm a native Floridian and so is 

16 she. I'm also a nursery owner in Homestead.  

17 My husband and I are growers of 

10 orchids and bromeliads and have been doing 

19 this for twenty-five years. I respect very 

20 mok my environment. I've lived here all my 

21 life. I've enjoyed Florida and Biscayne 

22 National Park and Everglades National Park, 

23 I'm against the airport for many 

24 reasons. One is that I like to live in an 

25 area that is a clean area. One of the 
Matz, Truftm.- Felda & Wildnr. a Vaixt Caopeny 
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gentleman that spoke earlier tonight 

regarding the issues of the citrus canker and 

the ned fly, these are issues that people 

don't sewe to realize how important they are 

to South Dade and our agricultural ares.  

South Dade is one of the largest in 

the United States for winter crops. The 

nursery industry has now become the third 

largest industry in the State of Florida. I 

don't know if anybody realizes that, but it's 

a very powerful industry for the State of 

Florida.  

And if the citrus industry is being 

hurt, than they have to do something else.  

By putting the airport in South Dade. you're 

going to hurt the environment. The damage 

that the airplanes are going to do is going 

to be enoumental.  

I have a six-year old daughter. I 

know a lot of people down here tonight have 

children. This thing is not for now. it's 

for the future, it's for the future of our 

children.  

There were a lot of people here last 

night that I knew and I recognized from South
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Dade that were pioneers of South Florida.  

Those people are probably not going to be 

around in ten years, but they were here last 

night and we're here again tonight to stop 

this airport.  

I'm just a regular person. I work 

very hard for a living. I'm living the 

American dream. And I know that there is an 

important issue about jobs, but there's also 

"another issue, that if the Collier-Hoover 

plan does get accepted, there will be other 

jobs. There won't be thirty-eight thousand 

jobs, but there will be other jobs.  

The most important thing that we can 

do is to protect our environment and let 

there be a future for our children, because 

our children are the future Of this country, 

not just South Florida, not just South Dade, 

they are the future. Thank you.  

JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: The last 

speaker from last night and earlier today is 

Alice Pena.
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000170 AItCE PUNA: My name is Alice Pena 

and I'm here today to support the Nomestead 

crmerical airport. We hear how lives are 

improved and about new technology in the 

future and good economic outlook.  

We bear a lot these days about the 

prosperity we're all enjoying in America.  

We've far from it in this small commuoity of 

Homestead. It's been eight years since 

Homestead suffered the worst devastation in 

history due to Hurricane Andrew.  

Homestead Air Force Base was 

developed in the 30s. It had B475, B529, 

Plus. It had air traffic control 

facilities, freight terminals and everything 

that an Air Force base has.  

A ccmveercial airport is consistent 

with the historical land use. It will 

generate jobs and match the needs of 

Homestead and South Miami and Our neighbors 

to the northeast and south.  

Our employment figures lag behind 

the rest of the country. We lack services 

and infrastructure and our inner cities are 

io chaos. Here the land use is being
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preserved, but preservation and quality of 

life is meaningless if we don't preserve 

honor and dignity for mackind and do that 

with good decent jobs for hard working 

people.  

JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: I have three 

cards from elected officials. John Pettit is 

the first one. The next speaker after that 

will be Israel Andrewo.  

000171 JOaN PETTIT: How are you. I'm John 

Pettit with the Community Council. And that 

doesn't get me anywhere. I speaking as a 

realist. I just observe the obvious. I 

won't even go with the happy and healthy that 

was brought up. There's no guarantee of the 

environment or of income.  

I was born and raised in Miami.  

Around Miami Airport there are three lakes.  

One got the name 'Blue Lagoon because it 

used to be blue. Now you can't put a boat in 

there. If you do, and I wouldn't anymore, if 

you have a white boat, it comes Out with a 

hiO rico around it. And the water is noe
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necessary for Dade County to prosper into the 

21st century. Thank you, very much.  

JUOGE COLONEL MCSHANE: Next speaker 

in Bob Welsh.  

000173 BOB WELSH: Thank you. The runway 

in Opa-lrcka is eight thousand feet long, one 

hundred and fifty feet wide. It will handle 

an L1011. It's not a thirty-mile drive to 

the middle of nowhere.  

Please consider the environmental 

impact of thirty-eight thousand people 

driving say thirty miles south to Homestead 

versus say driving ten miles to Opa-lorka.  

I live in the apprnoah pattern to 

MIA. The flights come in one every two 

minuces, but only during morning and evening 

rush hours. At Opa-locka, there are plenty 

of landing slots available during the 

off-peak hours. Thank you.  

JUDGE COLONEL MCSHANE: Next same is 

Pablo Ruiz. He will be followed by Luis 

Padron.
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blue at all. It used to be. I don't know 

why, but now it's brown.  

And I just want to say, we don't 

need an airport here. There are many better 

alternatives. Thank you.  

JUDGE COLONEL MiSHANE: Israel J, 

Andrews. Is he here. If not, we'll move on 

to the next one. Jose Luis Dia.. Is be 

here. Moving on. Jorge Vigil.  

000172 JORGE VIGIL: Good evening 

distinguished panalists, My name is Jorge 

Vigil. I've been a life-long resident of 

Miami-Dade County. I'm speaking now in favor 

of the proposed redevelopment of Homestead 

Air Base as an airport.  

I hold this position for two main 

reasons. Number one, the alternative 

multi-use plan, the Collier-Noover plan, will 

make the base a public place held by prinate 

interests beholding to other private 

interests and accountable to no one but 

themselves.  

And nsmber rwo r'h cow
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would be adequate for the next ten years.  

And without a good site, all of Miami-Dade 

County will ultimately suffer. And last, hot 

not least, it will create tens of thousaods 

of jobs for the economic improvement of 

Homestead and South Dade.  

The only negative drawback is, of 

course, the enviroument and the impact of an 

airport on Everglades National Park and 

Biscayne National Park. On this issue, the 

SEIS seems to be dispositive.  

I'm not a biologist, not an expert, 

but in my opinion, the study done by SEIS 

reflects an unbias, objective analysis of the 

impact of a cougnerical airport upon the 

surroundings.  

The environment is important, but so 

is economic development. It maximizes the 

benefit that is brought to ecorcaic 

development. According to the SEIS, it will 

not cause a significant adverse enviroumeotal 

impact.  

Simply put, it will maximize 

economic development with a minizum of 

environmental impact. This in my 2oinion is
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000174 PABLO ROIZ: Good evening and thank 

you. I do not pretend to comprehend all of 

the elements that cloud this issue. However, 

I know I would not like to turn Homestead Air 

Force Base into an airport. Unfortunately, 

otere are many people who can't see the 

forest for the trees and are blind to the 

consequences which lie ahead.  

TO many, an airport is synonymous 

with jobs. I know many that don't agree with 

this. They fail to see or comprehend how an 

airport can improve the quality of life.  

We're told if you build it, jobs will come.  

They'll certainly come with a few at first, 

fro Coral Gables and Miami and, yes, even 

from Hialeah. They will come so we are told.  

Sot what we're not told is that when 

they leave each day, they'll take our money, 

our Jobs. our businesses, our homes and 

quality of life with them.  

This is not about jobs versus gators 

or trees nor is it about developer and 

environmental, this is about South Dade and 

the future of South Dade. It's about the 

residents of South Dade and their economy.
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Elected officials sometimes forget 

who they work for. It would be the mayor who 

would stand to gain the most, along with his 

company. But Mr. Mayor, how would we handle 

what will follow long after you've gone? 

What will we say to those parents who will 

lose their children if a cargo plane should 

crash into Homestead Senior High? We mast 

realize it's not a question of if it will 

happen, but a question of when it will 

happen.  

tow many sacrifices would this 

ct•ounity have to endure so the rich of this 

county can become richer? Mr. Mayor, why 

aren't you here listening to the concerns of 

the people that you serve. It's time to 

remove the blindfold. It will not solve the 

problems in the community. It's a problem 

which this commucnity should not be forced 

into.  

Elected officials fail to listen to 

the people. Prankly. if this iS the best 

plan you have for Junp-starting the economy, 

you should spend your time visiting with 

Ellian. To have as. airport in our coemunity
M(t3, T0ak57-, F15 & W4dr, a Voozt Company (305) 377-1514
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I urge the panelists to review the 

studies for the past two years. review the 

studies and make a comparison. Can they 

protect the environment and give un the 

quality of life they say they can- Thank 

you.  

J3DGE COLONEL McSmfN: I apologize.  

Your card was misfiled. I know you were here 

earlier.  

000176 SANDy JENSEN: My name is Sandy 

Jensen. I'm a native Miami. Do you have a 

video? Go ahead and play it, please.  

(Thereupon, a video was shown) 

A picture is worth a thousand words. Thank 

you.  

JUDGE COLONEL M4CSHANE: Next speaker 

is Jonathan Goldman. Next will be Charles 

Monroe.
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will not provide jobs for the needy or 

increase the value of our property, it will 

congest our roads and degrade our quality of 

life by increasing noise and water pollution.  

It will endanger the lives of our 

children and increase taxes and ultimately 

degrade the ability of our children to fish 

and play and just plain have fun. An airport 

in our community will destroy, not improve 

our neighborhood. Thank you.  

000175 Luis PADRON: It's important to 

recognize at these meetings, this is more 

than just a governmental body versus the 

environment, it's building companies who are 

prospering and making huge amounts of money.  

The present officials have always 

given us an educational city, that does 

create a baseball team that's not a wasteball 

team The public does not want and doesn't 

have to have an airport. What is best for 

the land in question. The loyalty is to 

campaign contributions and mainly land 

developers.  

Hialeah is a more effective version

Page 791 

of John Gotti and they spoke in favor of the 

airport last night. Did it strike anyone 

strange that the mayor of a city forty miles 

away should come down to Homestead to voice 

his opinion on this matter. Barely 

recognizable without his prison uniform, 

Mayor-Marctinez managed to speak before any 

resident of South Dade in order to give his 

blessings on an airport. Isn't that odd.  

It is not Mayor Martinez and others 

who will oake the ultimate decisions on this 

matter. I want to hear our local 

politicians.  

These gentlemen do not understand 

the meaning of the word responsibility and 

these men are not to be trusted with the best 

interest of the public. In fact, they're the 

three stooges with their lack of management 

skills.  

For the thirty-eight thousand jobs, 

how many of those jobs will be gone after the 

construction is finished. Bow many will pay 

$10 an hour- I remind those of you enchanted 

with that thought, eighty thousand in Miami 

are not working.
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that really doesn't surprise me. There is 

corruption in our town, believe it or not, 

and we cannot get rid of it with this lurking 

over our heads. We ask that you remove this 

threat, othecwise we will never be able to 

remove what infects our bodies and our souls.  

These people are desperate, but 

desperate for a rmason. Eight years ago a 

hurricane distroyed their economy. Why in 

eight years have they not been supported by 

the county. Why are they told it's the 

environmental facilities that you don't have 

jobs and you have no livelihood. Why is it 

that this is even happening at all.  

They have the idea they're going to 

bring in this incredible major airport that 

gives everyone that needs a job, a job.  

They've told that to the people. This is a 

hallucination, it's a farce, they won't get 

the jobs.  

What concerns me as much as damage 

to these national parks, is that these people 

have been chosen as an army to Impose 

environmental elements on this issue that 

otherwise would be seen as c-onsene
Mats, Traktaum, FPsdaum & Wilds=, s Veaxt Corparny 
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000177 JONATHAN GOIDMAN: I'm Jonathan 

Goldman . I'm an environmentalist and I just 

have a few things to say. If you look at the 

longitude on the airport, it's the same 

longitude that covers the ecosystem, the 

irrigation, which is a system that the Keys 

and South Florida needs. Without it, therm 

would be a depletion of water as well as the 

quality of life of the endangered species.  

Under the Act of 1973, it makes a 

provision for the protection of the 

environment and such birds an the Woodstock 

and the Capback and Seakite sparrow.  

The Homestead airport would be 

directly over a South Florida ecological 

treasure and there are alternatives that can 

be found that support the Homestead economy.  

We have to live with our decision 

much longer than you do. Please do not 

condemn South Florida by constructing 

Homestead Airport. Thank you.  

000178 CHARLES MONROE: Good evening, I'm 

Charles Monroe. I can only represent myself.  

I believe that I'm environmentally sound in

Matz. Traktinmu, Piduma & Wddsms, a V.bt company 
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1 Thank you.  

2 

SJUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: James 

4 Marshall. To be followed by Sean Santani.  

00017'9 JAMS MARSHALL: Good evening 

7 Colonel McShane and your staff. I appreciate 

S you're giving me a chance to speak before 

9 you.  

10 I'm retired from the United States 

11 Army and I'm a disabled veteran. I'm also 

12 president of the Richmond Heights Homeowners 

13 Association for the last sin years. I would 

14 like to bring you up to date about the 

15 disruption of Homestead Air Force Base due to 

16 nature. If you go back in history since 

17 1930, we had some hurricanes in this area.  

10 We had destruction, but we came hack up with 

19 HMoestead Air Force Base.  

20 Now, let em tell you something here 

21 that would be tremendously important to the 

22 public. Homestead Air Base was a supply line 

21 for the Desert Storm war and Bosnia and 

24 Kozavo. They're doing it now. We don't want 

20 to let our urd down because we need to be a 
Matz. Traktiua, P Fldman & Wdmts a Vmia Cosplany 
(305) 377-1314
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1 that I can't understand how anyone could at 

2 all believe that producing an international 

3 airport 1.5 miles within a national park 

4 would nause no effect at all.  

I understand that people in 

6 Homestead require economic structure and 

7 help,-but I realize and I'm concerned that 

8 they will not get this from this airport.  

9 1 live in Miami Springe, which is an 

10 airport community. And I know when an 

11 airport comes, the neighborhood comes with 

12 it. The Jobs that are spoken of over and 

13 over in these hearings are Jobs that will go 

14 to skilled technicians and people who have 

15 been trained by the companies that intend to 

16 run this airport.  

17 Administrators and mechanic 

10 technicians of all sorts will come to this 

19 county. In fact, the people of this county, 

20 if they can get work at the airport, will get 

21 minimum wage dead-end jobs, which is exactly 

22 what they're fighting against.  

23 The people who are telling them that 

24 they will get these Jobs happen to be the 
25 local government o- Mim -DaeC.ny
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nation of defense.  

You know, in a nation like ours 

today, we have three things that we have to 

be very careful about; you have defense, you 

have humanity asd support, and you have a 

staging ground just in case of war.  

Ladies and gentleman, there's still 

a communistic type of factor here in Dade 

County. We have had numerous scares. We're 

still in a war situation in Dade County and 

the United Stales.  

I spent time in occupational Japan 

in 1949 with a scaled-down military force.  

We just got lucky to go into Korea in 1950 to 

fight the cosmmnists and to defeat them. And 

later on, I fought the comnmunist Chinese, 

hand- to-hand.  

Ladies and gentlemen, I'm a living 

example of history and I'm here to testify 

for all of the people and to make this a 

better country. I hope that the comonity 

goes back and reassess their values for the 

Honestead Airport so that we can have jobs 

and the economic system will be stable. The 

environment will also be protected because we
Max-, Trak5m5. F1d4am & Wildna, a Verixt ComPay (305) 377-1514
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this speaker that began the presentation from 

the airport, Mr. Dallapa. I don't know if 

he's here any longer. With all due respect 

to him, I was just a•tounded to hear him 

praise Miami International Airport's 

environmental record, for we who live here 

know that Miami International Airport, which 

is run by the Miami-Dade County Aviation 

Department, is an environmental nightmare.  

They've spent millions of dollars on 

environmental evaluation because they've been 

ordered to. They created the problems that 

they have. Moreover, economically, Miami 

International Airport is a cesspool of 

procedure broken every day. We read in our 

papers, one fiasco after another. They can't 

be trusted to run the airport.  

I was also interested to hear the 

attorney who got up and made a presentation.  

One of the criticismas of the Collier plan was 

that they would turn over public property to 

a private entity.  

What has happened here is an entity 

that received a private backdoor, no-bid deal 

swung by the lobbyists, many of the lobbyists

M430, )3775 , 1 d4 & Wild-, a "it Compay
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did it in the beginning, Thank you, very 

much.  

JUDGE COLONEL McSRANE: Sean 

Santani. Moving on to Grant Livingston.  

000180 GRANT LIVINGSTON: I'm got going to 

say too much, but I'm going to sing for you a 

little bit. You might know this from the 

original, -Leaving on a Jet Plane- written by 

John Denver. I don't think he would mind if 

we borrow it from him.  

ISinging) There's the Everglades, a 

river of grass, Biscayne Bay, a sea of grass, 

they want to put an airport in between. Just 

a little airport so they say but little 

things have a way of getting bigger, you know 

what that means.  

This airport is going to be another 

MIA you see, hold on now we've got to let 

them know, that we don't need no jet plane 

between The Keys and Everglades, this 

airport's got to go. All those premises we 

heard them make and all of those vows we
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I heard them take, I'll tell you now, they 

2 don't mean a thing.  

3 Every place you go, there's an urban 

4 sprawl, stop it now before they take it all.  

S Stop it now so we don't have to sing.  

This airport is going to be another 

7 MIA you see, hold on now, we've got to let 

8 them know, that we don't need no jet planes 

9 between The Keys and Everglades. We don't 

10 need no jet planes between The Keys and 

11 Everglades. We don't need no jet planes 

12 between The Keys and Everglades. This 

13 airport's got to go.  

14 

15 JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: Next speaker 

16 is Paul Schwiep.  

17 

18 5 001 PAUL J. SCNWIEP: I was going to 

19 begin by saying the famous quote that silence 

20 is the only voice of our God, but that was 

21 some nice voices, too. I urge you to stop.  

22 Do not do this. Do not transfer the air base 

23 tO Miami-Dade County. Miami-Dade County 

24 can't be trusted.  

25 l want to begin by responding to
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It's tot possible to have a victor's 

Center where the ground is rumbling under 

your feet by flights every three minutes.  

Three point nine million passengers annually.  

It just doesn't make sense and it's not 
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I would like to bring up that I think needs 

to be brought to light.  

When the lawyer discussed the 

planning process, the county process and all 

of the planning that went into the proposal, 

there was an iiplication that's all of the 

planning that can be done. What he failed to 

tell you, the entire process was thrown out 

by the state courts 

Having aid that, I would like to 

point out that the airport is heavy 

industrial. I've sat through several of 

these meetings now and I heard earlier that 

they were going to make a green airport? 

Heavy industrial and green, that's not 

normal. It can't be done.  

go the Audubon Society of Florida is 

against the airport. We feel there are 

several other options that would be more 

appropriate for this site, Mixed-Use being 

high on Our list. Although we support 

Mixed-Use, high-tech clean industry type of 

development, there are several things that 

still have to be considered with that type of

Matz, Tc•ktm, Pidosa & Wilde, a VWait Cmpasy 
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I've seen here today, and then given to a 

private company. Millions of dollars is at 

stake. We understand that. Millions of 

dollars that justifies the highest paying 

lobbyists, the silk-stocking lawyers, the 

best in the world. But I challenge them to 

disclose who owns the company, who is paying 

for these fees, who have they hired to run 

this campaign.  

With respect to the S0IS, I would 

urge you to read the things that the SEIS 

discusses, the analyses that it makes. It 

doesn't square with the conclusions that it 

reaches.  

Two hundred and thirty-one thousand 

flights a year, one hundred and five flights 

a day. A flight every three minutes. Two 

thousand to four thousand feet above the 

visitors Center for the park. It Just doesn't 

make sense.
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I consistent with regards to jobs. Again, read 

the SEIS. Thank you, very Mach.  

4 JUDGE COLONEL MCSHANS: Next up is 

5 Sara Gomez and she needs a translator.  

000182 SARA GOEZ: (Through Juan E.  

O Gandara, Sr., professional interpreter) 

9 Good everying. My name is Sara 

lC Gorez and I'm going to be brief. I would like 

11 to say that I'm in agreement with the 

12 development of the airport in Homestead 

13 because of the new jobs, which would be 

14 beteficial for our community. Thank you, 

is very mach.  

16 

17 JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: Andrew 

le Deirit. To be followed by Mark Kraus. DO we 
19 have Andrew Delrio? Next is Mark Craut.  

20 

21 000183 MARK CHAUS: My tame is Mark Craus.  

22 I represent the Audubon Society of Florida.  

23 I'm also a Dade County resident. I had 

24 origitally wanted to speak to you about 

25 factual issues of SEIS, but there's one issue 
Mats, Trakofmsa, rdmu & Wilde, a Vist Ceopasy 
(305) 377-1514
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Number moe, secondary and cumulative 

impacts have to be seriously consldered.  

There meeds to be equitable economic 

opportunities across the board. Econtoic 

opportunities must exist for all.  

There must be good transportation 

planning. That site is remote. It has no 

rail. It has no good road infrastructure.  

And that has to be seriously considered.  

I'm sorry, heavy industrial along 

Biscayne National Park is not eco-tourism.  

Infrastructure will stat and add billions of 

dollars of infrastructure costs to the 

resident. of Dade County.  

Open space has to be considered 

critical and must be considered. A year ago, 

there was a permit application that killed 

birds and now we're talking about a major 

airport. How many species are we going to 

destroy? I see my time is just about up. I 

would just like to make a statement that in 

South Florida, the environoent is the 

economy, an airport is not the encontmy.  

Thank you.
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000184 CONNIE WASHBURN: Good evening, I'm 

Connie Washburn. I'm a teacher in Dade 

County Public Schools and I was a founder of 

a childrenn environmental group called Young 

Friends of the Everglades.  

I'm here representing them tonight 

and with your permission, I would like them 

to stand and face the audience so you can see 

the boys and girls. Will you do that so they 

can see the children. Thank you.  

I hope that many of them get a 

chance to speak. They have a lot of good, 

well thought out things to say, as many other 

people have said here tonight. They brought 

up many points that I'm not going to go over, 

but I would like to make a proposal. I guess 

it's because I'm a teacher.  

When children say something is 

right, that they have the right answer, I ask 

them to prove it. If they says it's right 

for us to have this airport to create all of 

these so-called jobs, I would like them to 

virtually prove it.  

I would then like to see one hour of 

time where fifty plus large planes Fly over

Page 9o 

aquarium is more educational. You can learn 

about different kinds of an"imals and wild 

life. My second reason is, since there is a 

closed aquarium, it is safe. Pinally, the 

building will be environmentally safe when it 

rains.  

"There will be no air pollution 

co•ing into the building and the animals will 

be safe frorm harm and live peacefully.  

That's what I think should be built for the 

children. Thank you.  

JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: Jaime Reyes.  

000186 JAIDE REYES: My name is Jaime 

Reyes. I'm an official for South Florida 

Council 15, which is a local immigrant group.  

There are three issues I want to bring up.  

I'm not sure if they're part of the SEIS plan 

or not.

Number one is the community of South 

Dade for the last twenty-five years has been 

fighting a lot of environmental issues. When 

you look at this plan an a whole, you've got 

to look at it as it relates to what we have 

as environmental probleas. And number mne is 

Mkaa Treb•its Feld-a a Wildnest a V-i- C-pasY 
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we have what we call a Mount Trashmore that's 

located in South Florida.  

For three to five years, the 

community fought long and hard because there 

was some leaking that was going into the well 

water or underground water system.  

The county convinced the Army Corps 

of Engineers and the Department of the 

Interior to agree to resolve that problem.  

It was a very expensive problem. That had to 

build a seventy-five foot trench to deal with 

that problem.  

The second issue, there's an old 

South Dade land fill that site next to Mount 

Trashnore. It's going to be at least a 

hundred and fifty to two hundred and fifty 

million dollars just to clean that up within 

the next fifteen to twenty years. It's in 

the county budget. If you get a chance, 

please look at it. There's going to be a lot 

of money spent to resolve that problem, 

hopefully resolve it.  

The third issue, which I hope we 

have the county .official come to our meeting, 

they're having problems with the sewer

3 Traktm, Feldm3- 3 Wi4d=, a V Coh i (305) 377-1514
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the Howard Drive area, the Pinecrest area and 

Coral Reef area and down through Naranja into 

Homestead, take-off and land in a period of 

an hour and for us to virtually understand 

what that would really be like.  

I heard someume say tunight that the 

SEIS found no evidence of pollution. Just 

today, one of the children in my class, I 

teach 4th grade, said even a ten-year old 

child can name the problems of the pollution 

from the airport. Thank you.  

JUDGE COLONEL. McSHANE: Shelby 

Reyes.  

000185 SHELBY REYES: Hello, my name is 

Shelby Reyes. I'm in elementary school and 

I'm a member of Young Friends of the 

Everglades.  

The Homestead Airforce base is no 

longer useable. I think that the best use of 

the land of the airport is a wetland aquarium 

or a golf course. And I'll explain why I 

think it should be built.  

'a C mt reason is. the wetland
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ingestion wells that sit next to the land 

fill, which is adjacent to it.  

And the EPA has already sided up 

with the county on it and told the county 

they will not permit any additional senor 

injection wells. That will resolve what they 

think might be happening, such as the 

percolaticg of the sewage back up from the 

system, which is a mile deep.  

These are some of the issues that 

need to be resolved. Those need to be 

reviewed as a whole as relates to the entire 

SEIS plan and the impact its going to have on 

the community.  

lastly, I just want to say this 

whole process has been faulted from the 

beginning. In the corporate world and 

private sector, when you have a problem 

that's been faulted free the beginning, you 

throw out the process and start over. Thank 

you.  

JUDGE COLONEL McSHAUE: Jennifer 

Gobie.
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1 000187 JENNIFER GOBIE: Good evening, my 

2 name is Jennifer Gobie and I'm . 4th grader.  

3 I'm a Member of the young Friends of the 

4 Everglades.  

5 1My choice out of the four proposals 

s1 for the wetland aquarium. Number one, the 

? Wetland crane, think about it, from about one 

8 thousand, there's around twenty-eight left.  

Number two, it will help you and me because 

10 of the food chain. Forget about the three 

11 other proposals.  

i2 

13 JUDGE COLONEL MCSHANg : Excuse me, 

14 you need to step a little closer to the 

1i microphone so the court reporter can hear 

16 you.  

17 

as JENNIFER GOBIs: The airport, number 

19 one, the fuel and exhaust could run down into 

20 the soil and, number two, the planes will fly 

21 over three schools and interrupt them two 

22 times an hour, which means the planes will 

23 fly over and disturb one thousand kids every 

24 hour. Three hundred and ten planes will fly 

25 over any given school.  
Mata, TrnktMas, -elddmas & Wils-r, a Vmixt Coespamy 
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1 I want to tell you about my sister, 

2 who is former member of the Young Friends of 

3 the Everglades and she has writen a poem that 

4 was published in this book. I will now read 

you this.  

O Concern for our earth. Throughout 

7 the Dade County woods and trees, we still 

have concern for our earth. In December in 

9 the pines, we still have a concern for our 

10 earth. In the woody forest and the rain 

11 forest until we reach the mountains, we still 

12 have concern for our earth. With the trees 

13 and flowers all over, we still have comcern 

14 for our earth.  

10 The earth is ours. We have to 

16 protect and take care of it forever. So 

17 don't let anyone destroy it. So what is your 

18 choice? Thank you.  

19 

20 000188 NATALIE GILES-KLEIN: Hello and good 

21 evening, my name is Natalie Giles-Klein. I'm 

22 here to tell you what is the right decision 

23 to make. There are four things people ara 

24 willing to build. The four proposals, one, 

25 an airport, two, a golf course, three, a
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wetland aquarium, four, a spaceport.  

I can't imagine everything being so 

crowded it would ruin our environment. You 

mest know what I'm trying to tell you. Don't 

build the airport. Let's see, you want 

fifty-two airplanes screaming in your ear an 

hour. I don't think so. Who needs it. We 

have plenty of airports, including Miami 

Airport and we do not need any more airports 

and that's a fact.  

First, I have plenty of friends who 

play golf and they don't need another golf 

course. Who needs it. All you golfers out 

there, I'm sure with two golf courses, you 

don't need anymore. The golf courses use so 

Much fertilizer it poisons everything.  

Last, but not least, we have the 

spaceport. I hope you make the right decision 

on all of this stuff, be-ause it's a lot of 

trouble. Just think about it. And while 

you're doing that, think about other people.  

Most of all, think about animals, because it 

can save a lot of animals. Thank you.

0-95
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the beautiful animals.  

That's my idea for the Air Force 

Base. Thank you.  

JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: Next name I 

have is Pablo Lewis. It has a different 

address from the Pablo Lewis I called 

earlier. Do we have another Pablo Lewis? 

Moving on. Carl Hayes.  

000192 CARL HAYES: Good evening and 

thank-you for the opportunity for us to be 

able to speak on this. I would like to point 

Out that I'm not against jobs, I'm for jobs 

And there are alternative proposals out there 

that speak to that issue.  

We're not faced here with a 

situation where we either have an airport or 

we don't have any jobs. That's not an issue.  

We have other industries in Florida as 

someone pointed out earlier. Tourism and the 

environment is can of our major industries.  

I think the Mixed Plan, proposals 

like that, address both of these issues. I'm 

concernoed when I hear things like Miami

(305) 377-1514
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JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: Jose Romero, 

III.  

000189 JOSE ROMERO, III: Hello. I'm here 

to speak for the environment, the biological 

outlook of this. These cammerical planes 

have provided for the environment, carbon 

dioxide, which helps ox with our plants, 

which gives us the air to breath. This helps 

our environment. But of course they missed 

seeing this.  

I'm sure that many of the people 

here in one way or other, drive in an 

automobile, and that consumes gasoline which 

releases carbon monoxide, which hurts our 

ecosystem. They complain about planes that 

are going to hurt it, but don't look at the 

cars they're driving every day.  

Most of all, the planes that use the 

gas do not pollute, they actually enrich our 

environment. We cannot isolate ourselves 

from the rest of the world and not hide by 

our agriculture forever. We must adapt to 

the changes.  

Macnyeonl will always be rasistant
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to change, but it's until the change is done 

that you realize it's important. The noise 

level that many people complain about is the 

difference of ten decibels. On the map up 

there, it shows it in red. But in actuality, 

ten decibels is nothing more than a soft 

whisper in a quiet room or a quiet office.  

Lastly, Hsmestead is like a child 

with great potential. But it's not until we 

give it wings that it will fly. Thank you.  

JUDGE COLONEL MCSHANE: Michael 

Beharry. Following him will be Elizabeth 

Kraus.  

000190 MICHAEL BEHARRY: My name is Michael 

Beharry. Good evening everybody. Here are 

my proposals not to build the airport in the 

Everglades.  

One, that the Everglades is a place 

for the animals like the Florida panther.  

The Florida panther is an endangered species.  

There's thirty of them left. It's like the 

last candy bar on earth. That's it. By-by.  

Risht down the drain. Just like that. That
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will be the same with the Everglades if we 

don't protect it. My children and 

grandchildren will never see this animal.  

Lastly, our supply of water would go 

down the drain. Help save the Everglades.  

Thank you, very much.  

000191 ELIZABETH KBAUS: My name is 

Elizabeth Kraus. I go to Howard Drive 

Elementary School and part of the Young 

Friends of the Everglades. I have ideas for 

the Homestead Air Force Base. I think the 

best use of the land is the wetland equarium 

because the airport and spaceport would cause 

air pollution and earth pollution. It causes 

noise and I would not want to hear fifty-two 

planes come in and out of the airport every 

hour.  

The golf course uines grass and 

other plants with people standing on it. The 

aquarium doesn't destroy animals' homes and 

cause noise. It doesn't pollute the 

environment. Everyone will be happy in some 

way. And the animals will have food and 

enjov life. wher- all human bein.s sax watch

0-96
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Airport expansion, that type of thing. It's 

sort of alludes to the fact that it's sort of 

ma oster plan, that we're determniniog a 

master plan when we determine issues like 

this. That's bow nester plans seem to be 

deenemd in Dade County.  

I think as far as the airport is 

concerned, we need to consider that as a 

separate issue. We need to learn how to 

manage the airport that we have and learn how 

to manage the land use that we're looking at 

right now in the Homestead area. Thank you.  

JUDGE COLONEL MCSHANE: I would call 

on Edwin Lewis as the next speaker. Is Edwin 

Lewis here? Passing Edwin Lewis. Carlos 

Mora.  

000193 CARLOS MORA: Good evening everyone, 

my name is Carlos Mora. I want to thank you 

all for the opportunity to express myself 

against the airport alternative.  

Approximately seven thousand years 

ago, man declared war on nature. Everywhere 

we went, we devastated the envirorment. And
dstr.Tnaksss, Psldmea & Wildes, a Verixt Campany 
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all of this happened because we saw and 

continue to see nature and each other as 

separate.
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you, very ouch.  

J2DGE COLONEL MoSHANE: Next is 

Katharine Noun. And then Brittany Aaron 

000194 KATHARINE HORN: 14y name is 

Catherine Horn.  

000195 BRITTANY AARON: And my name is 

Brittany Aaron. We're from Howard Drive 

Elementary and we're a Part of Young Friends 

of the Everglades. We would like to tell you 

four reasons to save the Florida Everglades 

and not have the airport. One, the Florida 

Everglades is the only one in the world.

KATHARINE HORN: Two, if the airport 

is built, the animals will all die or leave 

BRITTANY AARON: Three, save the 

Everglades to let your children experience it 

KATHARINE HORN: Four, it will take 

up a lot of space.  

BRITTANY AARON: Five, less oxygen 

meaens less trees.  

M5) 14 F•edman & WilJest, a Vcxt C y (305) 377-1514
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1 KATHARINE HORN: Six, birds will 

2 have to find a different place to go for the 

3 winter.  

4 BRITTANY AARON: Seven, our drinking 

5 water would not be as good.  

6 KATHARINE HORN: Eight, we would 

7 feel sad if the airport was built because f 

a the Everglades would be destroyed.  

9 BRITTANY AARON: Nine, the planes 

10 would go over while we're trying to work 

11 which would be fifty-two airplanes an hour.  

12 KATHARINE HORN: Ten, the Florida 

13 Everglades is a national treasure.  

14 BRITTANY AARON: Eleven, the airport 

10 will ruin the Everglades with noise and air 

16 pollution.  

17 KATHARINE HORN: Twelve, there are 

1i already some animals that are almost extinct.  

19 We ask for your cooperation and time.  

20 BRITTANY AARON: Please help us kids 

21 save a beautiful Everglades. Thank you.  

22 

23 JUDGE COLONEL MCSHANE, Next is 

24 Danielle Keas.  

25 
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4 There is a universal truth, and that 

5 is that we are one, we are noCt separate from 

each other and we are not separate from 

7 nature. Every time we destroy nature, we 

destroy a part of us. We're a green and blue 

9 spaceship traveling in space, planet earth.  

.0 Every time we destroy nature, we're 

I. destroying our own ship. And you can imagine 

2 what will happen when we finish with it.  

3 So let us stop this process, let us 

4 start right now by rejecting the building of 

5 a commerical airport at the Air Force base.  

6 Lack of jobs is not the problem in 

7 South Florida, it's the lack of honesty, 

compassion and love. We need compassion and 

love for each other and for the environment.  

I would like to invite any of you 

that wants to find out more how closely 

connected we are with each other and nature 

to read the book called The Last Hours Of 

Sunlight written by Tom Hactman and 

Priendshi with -ud b Heale Waleh. Thank 
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1 Base over to a commercial jetport. When we 

2 built an airport next to Yellowstone, I think 

3 it's a very similar thing that would be 

4 happening here. We would be putting 

o something that is so commerical in between 

two vary independent eco systems.  

7 I urge strongly that the area is 

developed in a manner that is more friendly 

o to the environment and will still create jobs 

10 because it's true that it's an area that 

11 needs jobs.  

12 So I urge you, again, do not build a 

13 comomercial airport. Thank-you, very much.  

14 

15 JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: Raquel 

16 Vargas.  

17 

1i 000200 RAQUEL VARGAS: Good evening ladies 

19 and gentlemen. My name is Raquel Vargas.  

20 000359 ANA MARIA GUTIERREZ: And my name is 

21 Ana Maria Gutierrez.  

22 RAQUEL VAREAS: We're here to 

23 express our reasons why we shouldn't build an 

24 airport in the Everglades.  

25 ANA MARIA GUTIERREZ: One. The

M )tz, Trkum, Fddý & Wild= 3 v7't 15p1y (305) 377-1514
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000196 DANIELLE KEAN: Inm Danielle Kean 

and I'm a member of Young Friends of the 

Everglades. We want to save the Everglades.  

When you save the Everglades, it's like 

you're saving the animals and yourself.  

We want to save the Everglades so 

our children and grandchildren will see the 

joy of the animal.. We, the students of 

Howard Drive Elementary, want to save the 

Everglades.  

If they build an airport, the 

pollution will kill and destroy the joy of 

the animals. The Everglades is only one like 

in the world. Please save it before it gets 

destroyed. Also, there are thirty panthers 

left in the world, please save them.  

The Everglades is where all of the 

animals go. It's where the animals trust 

will be safe. We would have less clean air.  

It's a national treasure. Plus, our drinking 

water would not be as good and safe.  

Ladies and gentleman, please listen 

to us Young Friends of the Everglades f rot 

Howard Drive Elementary and students also 

from t Cve Save the Ever-lad s.
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JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: I found a 

couple of young ladies who intended to mark 

their cards that they wanted to speak, but 

they didn't. But we have retrieved those and 

I'll call on Danielle Mendola at this time.  

Who is that with you? 

000197 DANIELLE mNDOLA: My name is 

Danielle Mendola. I'm from Howard Drive 

Elementary and Young Friends of the 

Everglades.  

000198 EST'FANIA HAGEMAN: My name is 

Estefania Hageman and I'm from Howard Drive 

Elementary and Friends of the Everglades 

DANIELLE MENDOLA: Ladies and 

gentlemen, we should save the Everglades 

because there is only one Everglades in the 

whole entire world.  

ESTEFANIA HAGnMAN: If the airport 

is built, it will kill the animals and we 

won't have any more animals.  

DANIELLE MENDOLA: It's just like 

killing ourselves.  

ESTEPANfIA HAG22QN: God made the 

animals for a reason, not to kill them.
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DANIELLE MENDOLA: If all the plants 

die, we won't have clean air and no one would 

want smelly air with planes passing by all 

the time.  

ESTEFANIA HAGflfN: So save the 

Everglades because kids want their children 

to see the treasure of the Everglades.  

DANIELLE MENDOLA: Don't pollute to 

give people jobs. Save the Everglades.  

JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: Next is 

Julio Majavier. He left? Thank you.  

Robert Myerberg. Is Robert Myerberg 

here. Andrew Delrio, I think I called his 

name before and he wasn't here then. I think 

it's a duplicate card. Susan spler, I know 

she's here.  

000199 SUSAN ESPER: MY name is Susan 

spler. It's very hard to come after such 

eleguent speakers and to be speaking towards 

the end of the evening. I Want to let you 

know I'm a registered nurse. I'm also, a 

member of this county and I certainly urge 

that the Air Force not turn Homestead Airport

MuI=ig-s TM
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I Everglades is important to us because in the .1 ANA MARIA GUTIERREZ: If you put an 
2 Everglades almost all the animals are 2 airport in the Everglades, the air pollution 

3 extinct. There are only about thirty 3 could kill the animals.  

4 panthers left. 4 RAQUEL VARGAS: Eight, our children 
5 RAQUEL VARGAS: Two, the Everglades S and grandchildren will not be able to see the 
6 is the last home for the birds and panthers 6 Everglades. The airport ill destroy it.  

7 and alligators and snakea. 7 ANA MARIA GUTIERREZ: Our hope is 
a ANA MARIA GUTIERREZ: Nusber three, A that our words will make a difference. Thank 

water from the Everglades is "ater we use and 9 you.  

10 is important. 10 

11 RAQUEL VARGAS: Pour, the trees in 11 JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: Edwardo 

12 the Everglades will be be cot down to sie 12 Alonzo. I don't see him. Next card is a 
13 homes. 13 duplicate from Shelby Reyes. Joe Nagenast.  

14 ANA MARIA GUTIERREZ: Number five, 14 

15 the animals are safe and comfortable where 15 000201 JOE NAGENGAST: GOod evening. My 
16 they are. 16 came is Joe Nagengast. I've lived in 
17 RAQUEL VARGAS: Six, also there will 17 Homestead for twenty years. I went last 

1s be lass vagetatisn which sas lass clean air 16 night to the meting and you could have sold 
19 to breathe. 19 tickets to that, to listen to the syors line 
20 ANA MARIA GUTIERREZ: Number seven, 20 up. All of them, they all sounded the same.  

21 in the Everglades, the pollution -- 21 'All they did was push this for jobs, jobs.  
22 

22 There is an alternate that will give 

23 JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: You have to 23 us jobs and not give us an airport. We don't 
24 speak up loto the nicrophone. 24 need the pollution that's going to be dumped 
21 atTrakhona, Mdm__ & Widor, a Ve Company 25 on us from the airport. Today, wife and I (305) 3T7-1514 d d satz, Trakimse, Feldman & Wildsn, a Twirat Company (305) 377-1514 
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1 went out and listened to the PI26 come in. 000202 DENNIS GOMEZ: Dennis Gomez. I'm in 

2 They're not as loud. 2 favor of the airport. It has a lot of jobs 

Tha we took a drive and wet up to 3 and, personally, I want a way to get a job 

4 Miami International. The sound is totally 4 and I want to say here in Mimi, my home 

O different up there. You can hardly hear. atow.  

6 The person that talked about the lake, we 6 I just feel that Homestead Airport 

7 stopped by it and you ca't see but a few 7 will provide a lot of jobs for kids my age, 

o inches down into the lake. There's a sheen a kids going to school now. That want to stay 

9 of oil that's on that lake. Nobody goes in 9 in Miami to get jobs, they don't want to go 

10 that lake hardly anymore with their boats 10 away and leave their family. They always 

11 We have lakes all around Homestead 11 want to stay with their family.  

12 Airport Base. We have canals and Biscayne 12 I think the airport would be a good 

13 Bay. If they build an airport out there, our 13 idea and bring a lot of new jobs for 

14 lakes are going to look the same. We have an 14 students. I think the airport is a great 

15 opportunity to build somthing that's 15 idea.  

16 environmentally safe and clean in the county 16 

17 and will bring tourists. Give then a shot at 17 JUDGE COLONEL MCSHANE: I'll try 

16 it, not this airport. Thank you. is again. Edwardo Diction. Suzette Rice, 

19 19 

20 JUDGE COLONEL MCSHANE: Jill 20 000203 SUZETTE RICE: Good evening, I'm 

21 Patterson. Is Jill Patterson here. 21 here tonight for this hearing and I'll tell 

22 Apparently not. Jeffrey Roth. Jeffrey Roth. 22 you, I've been in the county for years doing 

23 Dennis Gomez. Let me call as Norba Alonzo. 23 zoning hearings and I understand the 

24 Norha Alonzo. Edeardo Diorion. Who's 24 development from both sides.  

25 coming? 25 Today, I decided to address the 
Mait&, Traktman, Feldman & Wildsdnr, a VVesW xt C a( 3an372y 
(305) 377-1414 
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don't worry about the airplanes. The Egrets 

and other animals live together with us.  

The Wetlands is not far away from 

Miami Airport. You can see plenty of animals 

there in good health. Eo nothing happened 

with them and nothing happened with the 

water.  

Engineers know about everything, 

they know that they can construct an airport 

here and don't damage anything. Thank you.  

JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: Robby Tovar.  

Robby Tobar. Marian Basesis. Marian 

Basesis. Paul Dean. Paul Dean. Cindy 

Hewit t.  

000205 CINDY HEWITT: Good evening. I want 

to give you all a warm congratulations for 

your tenacity of hanging out here tonight 

this long. I'm Cindy Hewitt and like many 

speakers before me, I take an extremely 

skeptical look at the accuracy of the SEIS, 

as well as this entire process.  

While I live in the congested area 

of Dade County, I treasure the natural

Ma30 T3) ktm a dm & W3d771, . V5it Co5p3y (305) 377-1514
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issue of jobs from a curiosity standpoint and 

I called the Miami-Dade Aviation Department 

and I found out that MIA has approximately 

thirty-five thousand jobs on-site. Which 

really was interesting to me because they're 

claiming the Homestead Airport will provide 

thirty-eight thousand jobs.  

It made me wonder how big they're 

planning to make that airport. I believe in 

the Collier-Hoover plan and it's basically 

because I believe that it up-lifts the 

co•nity.  

Homestead has an image problem 

within itself. People always seem to 

apologize for being in Homestead. I worked 

down there, I know they did. It's a 

beautiful conosunity. The parks are just 

incredible. And a Mixed-Use plan would 

change the community. It would make it more 

alive than it is.  

I think that an airport is a dirty, 

nasty facility. I grew up the daughter of 

life-long Pan Am pilot and I spent a lot of 

time in MIA. This weak I went out and rode 

around the airport again to make sure my
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impressions were right. And it is dirty. It 

still hasn't changed.  

The reason that I'm here is for 

Harry. Harry was a government employee out 

of Washington. He spent twenty-five years 

with the Department of Interior. He's my 

father-in-law -- or was my father-in-law. He 

was the gentleman who helped fight the 

jetport out in the Everglades and he spent 

the last five years of his career dealing 

with the jetport.  

And I think as a daughter-in-law of 

a man who put so much into the Everglades, I 

would be aniss not to stand here and say that 

whatever was going to happen with the jetport 

hasn't changed and it's going to have the 

same affect on the Everglades and Biscayne 

National Park as it did back is the '60s when 

he fought.  

In the building of South Dade, I 

want the footprints to be something I can be 

proud of myself. For Harry. thank you, very 

much.
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JUDGE COLONEL McSHAHE: Jeff Knight.  

Jeff Knight here. Apparently not. Kevin 

Gonzalez. Kevin Gonzalez. Hector Hernandez.  

Richard Raboff. Steven Sabage. Luis Casas.  

000204 LUIS CASAS: Hello everybody. my 

name is Luis Cases. I've lived in Dade 

County for a long, long time. And I Came 

here tonight to say that nothing is better 

for Hcesetead citizens than bringing the 

airport here .  

I agree, one hundred percent, to 

make the airport in Homestead. It's really 

good for Homestead to put the airport there.  

I've speaking because I came here in 

19s. when I came here, the Miami Airport 

"wao there and I worked there every day and 

could see many types of animals close to 

airport.

I heard here tonight the people 

talking about animals. Nothing happened with 

the animals. Animals live together with 

their species. When you go to the Keys, you 

can see the Egrets go close to the car and 

the Esrats don't worry about the car, they
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000206 KENNETH SMITH: Good evening. My 

name is Ken Smith and I've lived in Dade 

County since about 2982. I've enjoyed a lot 

of the national parks, but I'm not sure that 

my enjoyment of the national parks is really 

the issue here.  

I'm a businessman and took time out 

of my day to be here. Nobody paid me to come 

here. I came here because I believe that 
Mata, T,-tmss, Feldmaaa Wildw.a Viaat Cempaoy 
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I don't think there will be 

long-tem jobs. When the construction of the 

airport is gone, we'll have people cleaning 

laboratories and they'll be poor. The big 

jobs, the other jobs, will be skilled and 

they'll look to people who don't live in Dade 

County. Because I haven't heard anything 

about people who do all the work on the 

jetport planes if there's going to be 

repairs. I haven't heard anything about 

that.  

We talked about jobs in Dade County, 

big things that hbve been given to us. We've 

got four arenas and basketball stadiums and 

everything else. People got jobs who are 

ushers and selling beer in the stands. We've 

got problems here. We've got congestion of 

the schools and this doesn't address any of 

that.  

I'm against the airport project. I 

don't think it does anything for us. I don't 

think it's going to be beneficial to the 

future of Dade County or the people of South 

Dade or the people of Homestead.  

God gave man stewardship over the

Mats, Mt .- teas & Wildsse. a Vahi Company (305) 377-1514
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planet and that's not only fun, it's 

resapnsibility.  

JUDGE COLONEL S4cSHANS: Paul 

Caekanski.  

000207 PAUL CZEKANSKI: Good evening. My 

name is Paul Ceekaneki. I'll try not to 

reiterate too much. I'm a person that moved 

to South Dade from New Jersey about eleven 

years ago.  

And one of the things why I really 

made the move to South Dade was the fact that 

it was a more rural suburban natural type of 

area to live in. I didn't really want to 

live in a crowded city or an overgrown area, 

I wanted to live in the South Plorida area.  

I believe that's what Dade County has 

capitalized on and we should not destroy it.  

Dade County has capitalized on the 

ecosystem and the natural parks and natural 

activities. If you look at Florida City, 

Florida City has seized on its opportunity as 

the gateway to the keys, developing the area 

of US-1 as a gateway to The Key. and

Mats., Teshlasas Feldma & Wild a a Vjixt Compa=y 
(305) 377-1514
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beautiful of this land, Biscayne National 

Park and the Everglades and the Upper Keys.  

A commerical airport will seriously 

degrade these resources and will not provide 

sustainable economic growth of this area. My 

choice would be the No-Action option.  

However, I believe the Collier-Hoover plan is 

an acceptable alternative that will provide 

sustainable growth as well as reasonable 

environmental protection. I strongly oppose 

the development of a commserical airport and 

believe there are ouch better alternatives.  

JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: Kenneth 

Smith.
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1 involvement in the process of the United 

2 States goes beyond the size of campaign 

3 contributions.  

4 As a businessman, I think we need to 

5 look at all of the factors involved in this 

6 thing. And we have a long set of 

7 environmental impact statements that 

8 obviously I couldn't even cone close and I'm 

9 not going to try to do that in three minutes.  

10 But there were a few things I was 

11 looking at. We've got some major industries 

12 in Dade County; tourism, nurseries and 

13 agricultural. People talk about this airport 

14 bringing me thirty-eight thousand jobs.  

15 We've got a lot more jobs in tourism and 

14 nurseries and agricultural than those 

17 thirty-eight thousand.  

19 People come to Dade County an 

19 tourists to see what we have. And if we 

20 destroy it, they'll stop coming and that will 

21 cost a lot more. If we destroy the 

22 environment and lose our nurseries and lose 

23 our agriculture, if we dump jetport fuel in 

24 the drinking water, we'll have to pay for our 

2f drinking water and that will cost us more.
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promoting something that's in sync with what 

this area is.  

I find it inaulting that this 

project is being pushed by many people that 

don't live in this part of the county, by 

politicians. Mayor Martinez was here last 

night. What the hell was he doing down here? 

He doesn't live here. What's his stake in 

this? 

The fact is that the process has 

been marred from the beginning with the 

back-door awarding of this contract. As was 

mentioned earlier, that contract should have 

been scrapped right up front.  

Nobody is going against the 

opportunity of jobs here, but it doesn't have 

to happen in the form of a big heavy 

industrial airport. Other proposals will 

create jobs. And in addition to those jobs, 

there will be a labor development that's more 

friendly.  

Someone else mentioned the 

technology of an airport. I don't see how it 

fits in. Themr's other types of clean 

industry that could move into this ares. So
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new threat to Everglades National Park.  

The Federal Government asd the Air 

Force has the obligation to consider the 

outcome, not only for the residents of Dade 

County, but to the owners who hold this 

property. The Aremy Corps of Engineers, like 

I said, the restoration of the Everglades 

will cost as much as eight millions dollars.  

It's really unfortunate that the 

leaders of Homestead and Dade County have 

such a lack of vision and lack of ideas.  

There are a number of proposals that have 

been made. Multi-use makes sense and should 

be given first consideration.  

Airports are a massive source of 

pollution. In addition to noise and 

traffic, it will have cumulative affects that 

will impact our air and water and parks.  

Our lives are impacted by an airport 

People come to Everglades National Park to 

escape noise. Visitors come to national 

parks to avoid the onslaught. Please do not 

let another Federal blunder take place and 

support multi-use in that area. The people 

of South Dade and South Plorida deserve it.

Metz, Trak377', 1 e6ld4 i A Wilbmw, a Vd Company (305) 377-1514
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I don't see where technology comes in with an 

airport.  

I fail to see what's the problem 

with Opa-locka Airport. I don't wish to 

place our problems in other peoples houses, 

however that's an airport that already 

accommodates large planes. That's already an 

airport and is centralized to Fort Lauderdale 

Airport and North Dade County and more 

centralized to areas of distribution as 

opposed to coning all the way down here and 

far removed from the center of distribution.  

I don't see why it has to be down 

here. I find the children act a lot more 

like adults than some of these shenanigans 

I've seen behind this entire process. Thank 

you.  

JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: Roderick 

Tirrell.  

000208 RODERICK T. TIRRELL; Good evening, 

Colonel and members. I'm Rod Tirrell and I 

represent twenty-two hundred members of the 

Senward Sierra Club. and we snore-iat- the

Page 12'1 

opportunity to comment on the conversion of 

the Homestead Air Force Base to a reserve 

airport.  

It lies next to Everglades National 

Park, between Everglades National Park and 

Biscayne Bay. When we look at the South 

Florida natural areas, the natural resources, 

the bird life and fishing and diving, there's 

millions of dollars in tourism that come to 

this area.  

The tourists come to enjoy these 

natural surroundings. We worry what's going 

to happen to the park, to the areas that are 

around it. Everglades National Pack has been 

determined to be of international 

significance and a world heritage site, and 

we should take every precaution to keep it 

and take every precaution in doing anything 

with the property.  

These issues of tourism are good for 

Miami, they're good for Homestead, and not 

pollution sites. This is public land held by 

the public. The Army Corps of Engineers is 

paying to restore the Everglades as much as 

eight million dollars, and now we have this
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JUDGE COLONEL MCSHANE: Brian 

Scherf.
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SI 
College. I'm a member of the Ecology Club.  

2 I think in the Everglades and the 

3 quiet that's there without an airport around, 

4 there's something that can't be known in the 

S city asd that's a certain unspeakable'peace.  

6 And I speak tooight not for myself.  

7 not for the wildlife out there, not for the 

8 other people who are aware of what it is and 

9 what it's worth, but I speak On behalf of the 

10 people who support this airport, because I 

1 don't believe that they know peace.  

12 And I think that if they had been 

13 there, which I doubt, that they were thinking 

14 about other things and didn't pay attention 

15 because they wouldn't be able to support 

16 this.  

17 I feel combpassiooate, but I do 

18 believe you should go at least once before 

19 and if this happens. And not so much that 

20 you should feel bad at seeing what you will 

21 do, but that you see it at least once. Thank 

22 you.  

23 

24 JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: Gregory 

29 Bush.  
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000211 GREGORY W. BUSH: Good evening, I'm 

Greg Bush. I'm a member of the Urban 

Environmental group of Miami, Comnunity 

Council 12. I'm also director of the 

Institute Of Public History at the University 

of Miami. I've been involved with some 

struggles in past years in terms of the Miami 

Circle and Bicentennial Park and Virginia 

Key.  

And basically, I just want to give 

you a simple message that what I think is 

going on here is part of a much broader 

interlocking series of problems in terms of 

public land that's becoming eroded in Dade 

County.  

And one of the warnings I would like 

to leave you with is the nature of the 

oversight of the county government because in 

1982, Dade County was given Virginia Key. A 

significant portion of Virginia Key is public 

land. A lot of that park was left closed for 

years and years and years without any public 

oversight. By and large, it's still closed.  

I simply warn you of that in terms of the 

ouality of oversight of Dade County in terms
Manl, Takt, Feld-ma& Wids,a .Vtn Compasy 
(305) 377-1514
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000209 BRIAN SCHERP: My name is Brian 

Scherf and I'm with the urban environmental 

project that's very strongly opposed to a 

coeercial airport in Homestead. I think 

it's a ludicrous idea to build a coemercial 

airport two miles from a national park and 

thirty miles from an American crocodile 

refuge.  

The South Florida ecosystem now has 

sixty-eight endangered species and the 

Everglades restoration, we have ninety 

percent restoration. Everglades National 

Park has lost about eight different species 

of birds. We're trying to recover these 

birds.  

I think this airport would have 

grave impact on migration and nesting for 

those species. The airport proposal would 

also impact the ecosystem, which is globally 

in peril. This should be a restoration, not 

a destruction.  

I would also like to reccrnend here

0-103

JUDGE COLONEL McSfAN: Katherina 

Vanaby. Timothy Kunz.  

000210 TIM'o KUNZ: I'm eighteen years 

old and I was horn and raised here in Miami.  

I'm a freshman at Miami-Dade Coounity 
dMen, Trskiaa Peldmun & Wild=, a Vaixt Company 
305) 377-1514

that any proposal, any alternative for the 

airport be considered. You know, one of our 

greatest problems in the national parks, in 

1997, the park service developed a 

recommendation for buffers for national parks 

asd it should be part of any proposal for any 

alternative to the airport.  

The third item I want to address here 

is the compensation for the airport. This 

should not be a Government give-away. I'm 

sort of disappointed that the Collier-Hoover 

plan, they're proposing a very minuscule 

amount of mineral rights right neat to the 

park. There are endangered parks like the 

Big Cypress in Southwest Florida. I'm coming 

out against this airport. We should discard 

it and do what environmentally makes sense 

Thank you.
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1 of this land and this conveyance.  

2 I also think that in many instances, 

3 in contemporary American life, people are 

4 obsessed with big industry as a panacea. And 

o yet what I think is even more significant and 

is important for you all to think about is 

7 the human scale. Homestead's very name is a 

concept that goes back to the Civil War, 

9 which meant small scale farming. Small scale 

10 Homestead, if you will.  

11 I think the very name of this 

12 cormunity should be considered when you all 

13 are making these decisions about the kind of 

14 changes which are going to be made. As far 

10 as I'm concerned, the Collier-Hoover plan 

16 makes a lot more cease.  

17 If you take a look at Miami Lakes 

18 and others, it's mech more of a 

19 hbmun-friendly area. I think it could be 

20 developed along those lines. So I would urge 

21 you to seriously consider that. Thank you, 

22 very much.  

23 

24 JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: Jules 

25 Miskus.
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1 finish up by saying the pollution from the 

2 Miami International Airport will take years 

3 to get over. And if we continue to pollute 

4 our ground water, we'll have to move in a 

O hurry and not before a hurricane blows us 

out. Thank you.  

I 

JUDGE COLONEL MCSHANE: Jim McMasters 

9 is next.  

10 

11 000213 JIM McMASTERS: I'm Jim Mcoastere.  

12 In the next twenty years it's projected that 

13 one million more people are going to come to 

14 Dade County. I'm sure you've been down to 

15 Homestead on the Turnpike. As you can see, 

16 lines are almost down to Homestead.  

17 The question now is whether we put 

iB an airport down there which will pretty each 

19 role out middle-class housing down there or 

20 would the suburbs of Miami move down to 

21 Homestead and have middle-class housing down 

22 there.  

23 I live in the City of Miami. We 

24 have the Port of Miami within the city limits 

25 and Miami International, which is the seventh

(383) T3k7.-15 14 dm- A WO , a Vý&d Compay (305) 377-1514
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000212 JULES MINKDS± I'm Dr. Minkus and 

I've been a resident of Dade County since 

1966. 1 run a medical center in South Dade.  

I don't believe that the transfer of 

the base to a commerical airport would put us 

more on an ecological balance than we are 

today. When I came to Dade County. there 

were seven hundred thousand people. The 

acquired land was tremendously deteriorating.  

In the past twenty years, we have maybe two 

million plus people living on a postage stamp 

of land.  

Hurricanes came and I lived through 

many. I lived through th eHurricane Andrew 

disaster and it actually destroyed most of 

the society that wos built up dowo here.  

Homestead and South Dade is essential to the 

development of the population and I believe 

there's a limited need for a commerical 

airport in that area. The Air Force Base has 

been there serving a national purpose, but 

there are smaller aviation airports that 

serve recreation use which my be considered.  

But to turn that area into a

Page 13S 

quality of life. Nobody comes to any area to 

go to the airport. An airport is a plateau 

that you go through.  

Basically, many of the residents 

that use to come to retire to South Dade to 

get out of the cold, no longer come here.  

Pew people come here voluntarily. Now we 

have twenty-five percent poverty rate in Dade 

County and a growing problem from an economic 

standpoint.  

Building an airport, in itself, will 

produce jobs, I guess, greater jobs for our 

community like somebody said for the poor.  

We have two basketball arenas, which we 

probably don't need and they're right down 

there on the waterfront. We managed to 

destroy the environmental area. we've got 

concrete jungles.  

And putting an airport down there 

will waste the water. And I don't kn.. if 

you saw on 60 Minutes, they say there's new 

additives in our gasoline that will pollute 

almost every ground water in the United 

States.  

mere. Let me
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1 largest airport. Homestead has today, a 

2 nuclear power plant, a limited military 

3 airport, a baseball stadium, a speedway and 

4 somee of the beet farm land in the nation and 

5 two national parks.  

Homestead is the entrance to the 

7 Florida Keys. It has the Village of 

a omestead within the city. Tell me any other 

S snal town in America that has half of these 

10 assets. We need to Stop complaining and use 

11 what we have and not put an airport down 

12 there.  

13 The Villages of Homestead is within 

14 the city limits of Homestead. What will the 

15 impact be of an airport. They're going to 

16 destroy the very assets that they're using 

17 now.  

1 Who are the people that are 

19 complaining about the noise at Mami 

20 International Airport? They're the people on 

21 the upper east side on the bay, they're the 

22 people on Brickell on the bay, they're the 

23 people on Key Biscayne, seven miles away.  

24 They talked to the FAA. They went out to 

25 visit the sits. What have the- doe about 
Usaz T1~ns Psidias & Wildas,.a Va~ixi Cosepasy 
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1 JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: earleen 

2 Kutler. Okay. That ecompletes all the cards 

3 of individuals who had not spoken before.  

4 I'll go through the cards of 

S Individuals who have already spoken at least 

6 once at these proceedings.  

7 Richard Frost. I believe he's gone.  

s Jamie Brown still here? I don't see her.  

9 Jonathan Ulleas still here? 

10 

11 000214 JOmATOAN ULLMAN: Good evening. I 

12 guess we're closing up another road. It's 

13 hard Sitting throughout of these hearings.  

14 I'm Jonathan Ullman, national director of 

1i Sierra Club of South Florida.  

16 I would like to say there's a good 

17 reason that I'm one of the last people, it's 

16 because I'm going to be here at all the 

19 meetings, but I'm really glad that you 

20 instituted that rule that people who had 

21 already spoken at other meetings can't speak 

22 again because this limits the eight or so 

23 politicians that spoke at the first meeting 

24 to grandstand and to represent the developer.  

25 
Matn, Tlaktmans, Feldesm & Wildos, a Veixt Cempany 
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the noise? Absolutely nothing. They refuse 

to do anything.  

Opa-locka has been told by the FAA 

to reduce the number of flights in Opa-locka 

and Tamiami. Check your facks about the FAA.  

It took the EPA to enforce the replacevent of 

the cross pipeline that was leaking and 

getting ready to expload.  

We have a sewage treatment plant in 

the middle of Biscayne Bay. It took a court 

order to get the county to start working on 

it. We're looking at a third of a billion 

dollars of pollution clean-up. They refused 

to do anything until the EPA stepped in.  

Unless you start dealing with the 

pollution at Miami International Airport, 

as the Mayor of Miami Springs said, it 

reduced the quality of life, because the 

pollution from the airport is pulled into the 

north well are-.  

We hear a lot about promises. I 

live in Coconut Grove. We have developers 

coming In saying they will develop and help 

the poor folks in Coconut Grove. We haven't

M-tz, Tah , Feldmsa & Wildes, a Veart Ceapany 
005) 377-1514
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1 JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: Too can 

2 speak again, you Just speak last.  

3 

4 JONATHAN ULLMAN: Right. But 

5 anyway, I'm going to talk a little bit now 

6 about noise. And noise is something that 

7 really bothered me when I read this SEIS.  

8 There were sBOe Statements that 

9 didn't kind of jive with same of the 

0 statensos that the kids were making. I 

1 mean, I don't want to tell the kids, you 

2 know, I'm sorry kids, but your thoughts about 

3 noise get in the way of this very large 

4 contract that was awarded.  

5 But there is saoething about noise 

6 in the SEIS. It says studies in national 

7 parks by FAA and the Air Force showed no 

a correlation between increasing noise levels 

and visitors. well, I thought I would play 

0 the noise and see if this is not an annoyance 

(Recording was played.) 

Okay. That's basically what you 

would be hearing every minute during the 

daylight hours with a two hundred and thirty 

Plus flight airport.  
Mat,, Terskesai puldasis & Wildest, a Vni-t Cospany 
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Then there was another statement in 

the SElS, which was a little bizarre.  

Generally visitors are considered to be less 

sensitive to aircraft noise in area parks 

where there is substantial human activity and 

more sensitive to aircraft noise in areas 

where there is minimal human activity.  

Visitors in groups who are accompanied by 

children tend to be less sensitive to noise 

than people who are not surrounded by others.  

That's my time. Good night.  

JUDGE COLONEL McSHfNE: Manny 

Runero.  

000215 MANNY ROMERO: Good evening 

everybody. I cant to be short and sweet 

like yesterday. I believe somebody was 

saying in 1940 this land was owned by Dade 

County and it was transferred to the Federal 

Government. I think it makes sense to me to 

give it back to Dade County.  

I think that we're talking about the 

taxpayer's money to build the airport. The 

taxpayers are going to pay taxes and be part

Matz, Tsks, Fsidm- & Wildwu, a Veiat Compsy 
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of the solution. It's going to bring 

thirty-eight thousand jobs. That's a lot of 

jobs. We're talking about one million 

dollars in the mext fifteen years.  

It's going to take a year and cost 

us over five hundred thousand dollars to do 

the study and the only place they say the 

airport can be put is in Homestead.  

We don't need more studies. Just 

give it to Dade County and move on. Thank 

you. Good night.  

JUDGE COLONEL MCSHANE: Ignacio 

Sanchez. Is he still here? I don't see him.  

Javier Herrera.  

00021•6 JAVIER HERRERA: Hello, my name is 

Javier Herrera. I wanted to show you a video 

and I apologize for that. I'm a student and 

eighteen years old. I represent the young 

community, which will be the ones that will 

benefit from all of this.  

I plan on attending a four-year 

University and returning to Miami. I do not 

ant to go away or travel to the West Coast
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to get a job, I want to work at home, not as 

a caddy under the Collier-Hoover plan or as a 

ticket-taker with an advanced degree I 

obtained from a university from my own hard 

work, I want a job of the future.  

And from the knowledge I've 

gathered, an airport is what the Homestead 

cosmunity is used to and this is a time of 

need. I feel you guys are making the right 

decision. Go ahead and build your airport.  

Thank you.  

JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: Ana Palms.  

000217 ANA PALMA: My name is Ana Palms.  

I don't know much, but I know that we need 

more jobs and there's a lot of unemployment.  

I was there yesterday in the meeting 

and I noticed there were a lot of older 

people, most of them retired. They don't 

need a job; we do, our children do. They're 

growing up. They're starting out. Most of 

them are studying computers and other careers 

and they'll need a job. Please, do mrake the 

airport come true.
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JUDGE COLONEL MCSHANE: Luis Casas 

That May be a duplicate. He's not here 

anyway. Bill McClure still here. Apparently 

not. John Sikes. John Sikes here- Lloyd 

Brown.  

000218 LLOYD BROWN: Since I'm speaking to 

an almost empty room, I'm going to deviate 

from my presentation and just address a 

couple of topics for the people who have 

stuck it out

A young man spoke a minute go about 

wanting a job. I worked on the last 

Homestead project that was supposed to bring 

jobs, the Homestead Motor Complex. There 

were only two people on the crew that was 

actually from the area. Everyone else was 

from Texas, Kansas, North Carolina and 

Mexico. They were not from the area.  

People who are going to be working 

in a commercial cargo airport are already 

working in those jobs. They're not going to 

be creating new jobs, they're going to move 

existing jobs into this area.  

About the unemployment statistics, I

0-106
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heard a lot of people talk about unemployment 

numbers in Homestead. Here are the 

Department of Labor statistics. The highest 

unemployment in the past ten years for 

Homestead was in the seven months preceding 

Hurricane Andrew when the Homestead Airport 

Base was fully operational. It was 10.3 

percent for those seven months. The last 

month we have statistics for was November of 

'99. And Just three months ago, it was dow

to 5.5 percent. That's pretty good.  

There's some people that couldn't 

hold a job if you tied them to it. One month 

before that, 5.4 percent, the lowest the 

unemployment has been in Homestead in the 

past ten years. Anyone that tells you 

there's an unemployment monster in Homestead 

is lying to you.  

I'm going to deviate from my prepared 

speech. I would like to say that the 

Environmental Impact Statement said it would 

be a good ides to build an airport. They 

also said it would be a good idea to put en 

airport in Alaska and maybe to put a nuclear 

Power plant on Three-Mile Island. Union 
Mae T.skm, Fdd.. & Wildea Vmant Ceipesy 
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000219 BLANCA MSA: I would like to speak.  

My name is Blanca Mesa and I'm a resident 

here in Dade County. I would like to say 

something about the SEIS.  

There are two things I would like 

you to look into. One, the agricultural 

retention study that Miami-Dade County was 

supposed to have comleted several ears a o 
MeT,, T=-ak•.ms Peldseas & Wildest, a Val Cuepsy 
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1 in order to retain agriculture in South Dade, 

2 and the other one is the Biscayne Land-Use 

3 study that the Government and cabinet were 

4 going to do a couple of years ago and never 

5 did it. They are two things that must be 

6 completed and analyzed before any kind of 

7 proposal for a" airport can be done.  

It's conpletely premature for you to 

I perceive and have this as part of the SEIS.  

10 There are many areas that need to cme 

11 together and figure Out what they need to do 

12 and have a buffer around it, to buy the land 

13 you need and to identify the funding source 

24 that's purchasing all this land.  

15 You're saying this airport is 

16 environmentally friendly and actually going 

17 to improve the environment. None of this is 

10 in here. We don't know how much it's going 

19 to cost.  

20 We didn't know the taxpayers would 

21 be stuck with three hundred and thirty-four 

22 million dollars that it's going to cost for 

23 the new arena. No one told us that before.  

24 My final comment is you need to 

20 extend the written comments. Thirty da is 
Mete, Tnrekeas, Fdiss & Wildaes, s Vniot Cempssy 
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1 not enough time for the general public to 

2 analyze pounds of material. It's very 

3 complex material.  

Key Biscayne is an area of the 

5 cnmunity north of the Biscayne national Park 

6 that will have a flight plan. There have 

7 been no meetings On Key Biscayne. These are 

a things that you need to look into, to extend 

9 the written cnment period by a substantial 

10 period of time so a person can really 

11 understand what's at stake here and what's 

12 missing and what needs to be studied.  

13 We need to take more time because it 

14 took millions of years to create. It took 

10 much longer for the land to rise from the 

16 ocean. And so if you make a mistake, it's a 

17 permanent mistake and you need to proceed 

is very carefully. Thank you.  

19 

20 JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: Okay.  

21 Anybody else? We've got one more? 

22 

23 000220 ANTONIO MARTIN: Yes. I would just 

24 like to make a comment. My name is Antonio 

25 Martin. I'm a resident of Dade Count hero 

MeeYaXosas, Feldamn & Wil&Ws,sa Vstat Ceaspeay 
(305377-1514
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Carbide didn't have to deal with that. When 

we went to build the chemical plant, we 

didn't have to deal with the environment to 

build a plant in Chunoba.  

So I would Just like to conclude by 

quoting Edward Abbey, by saying growth for 

the sake of growth is the philosophy of the 

cancer cell. Thank you.  

JUDGE COLONEL MCSHANE: Jerry 

Patterson. Ramon Vasquez. That's all the 

cards I have.  

Is there anybody that I may have 

called your name that was out of the room 

that didn't get to speak? Anybody who hasn't 

spoken who would like to speak tonight?
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and raised in Miami and served four years in 

the Marine Corps with an honorable discharge.  

I'm a student at Miami-Dade 

Community College. I have brothers and 

sisters and nieces and nephews and I'm in 

support of the No-Use option and to retain 

the Air Force facility for what it was 

designed for. Thank you.  

JUDGE COLONEL MCSHANE: Okay. I 

want to thank everybody for your comments and 

for participating in this public hearing.  

Your cnoments will be extremely helpful to 

the Air Force and other agencies in preparing 

the Final SEIS. As we close here, I want to 

remind you that if you didn't comment tonight 

or if you decide you have more to say, please 

write your comments down. You can leave them 

here with the staff tonight in the box on the 

cment table or you can mail them in later.  

Make sure they are mailed no later than March 

7th. Thank you, again, for attending this 

public hearing.  

This hearing is adjourned at 10:38 p.m.  

(Thereupon, the hearing was adjourned.)
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REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE 

STATE OF FLORIDA 
COUNTY OF DADE 

I, CAROLYN BURN, Court Reporter, 
certify that I was authorized to and did 
stenographically report the above-entitled hearing 
and that the transcript is a true and complete 
record to the best of my ability.  

I further certify that I am not a 
relative, employee, attorney, or counsel of any of 
the parties, nor am I a relative or employee of 
any of the parties' attorney or counsel connected 
with the action, nor am I financially interested 
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PUBLIC HEARING 

ON 

DRAFT SUPPLEMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

DISPOSAL OF PORTIONS OF THE FORMER 

AIR FORCE BASE, FLORIDA ORIGINAL 

Thursday, February 3, 2000 
12:30 p... - 2:50 p.m.  
Renaissance Ballroom 

g910 S. W. 8th Street 
Miami, Florida 

Thereupon, the following Public Hearing was 

held before CHIEF TRIAL JUDGE MICHAEL N. MCSHANE.

Page 

(Thereupon, for persons wishing to state 

their opinions before the commencement of the 

Public Hearing, the following private sessions 

were held:) 

000-221 RUTH MORALEZ-GIRON: My name is Ruth 

Moralez-Giron. First of all, I do believe in 

economic development, but not at the cost of the 

environment and the future generations.  

I think there's other ways to go ahead 

and generate jobs and other placee where an 

airport could be constructed. I'm in favor of 

protecting the Everglades, because by protecting 

the Everglades we protect ourselves and because I 

see the Everglades as the kidneys and the bhood 

vessels of South Florida, you know, just the way 

the Amazon is the lungs of the world.  

As the Everglades are right now, with all 

of the farming and everything, it already has a 

big negative impact on it and the sirport will be 

the last straw. I'm speaking as a citizen and I 

feel I have a moral and ethical obligation to 

speak out for the future generations.  

Our drinking water depends on the 

Everglades. The Biscayne aquifer and all of the 

living ýrganiss, they all need the Everglades and

Page 

1 without the Everglades, we won't have anything.  

2 People don't see that. Right now people 

3 are looking at the airport as a job-generating 

4 place. And it could be, but in the lung term, 

5 everyone is going to be impacted by it.  

6 The water is going to be contaminated.  

7 People are going to have cancer and all of that.  

. In my lifetime, I've seen a lake dry up and the 

9 decay of the Rain Forest. In seven and a half 

10 years, that's all it took for the lake to be gone 

11 and the rain Forest to deteriorate. You know, 

12 it's the river of life. We all depend on water.  

13 Turkey Point is a stone's throw away and, 

14 you know, if anything happened, a plane crashing 

15 or anything, that would be the end of South 

16 Florida and everything around it. So I guess we 

17 don't need the bad man on the island to do 

18 anything if we already damage it ourselves.  

19 

20 000222 DAVID B. GENOVESE: I would have to say 

21 that it seems to be a bit unfortunate and is 

22 absolutely unnecessary that we build a commerical 

23 airport. I would hope the other alternatives that 

24 are there with the Collier group and the other 

25 three different alternatives, three out of the

Page 4 

four has got got to be better than a commerical 

airport.  

It just seems very unfortunate. It seems 

to me it would be an environmental nightmare, so 

to speak, if we build a commerical airport that is 

close to our natural resuorces. That's about all 

I have.  

Public Hearing 

12:30 p.m.  

JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: Just a couple of 

announcements before we get started. If you have 

signs or banners, take them off your seats.  

Please do not display them from the seats, you'll 

be blocking someone else's view.  

And I learned this at the other hearings, 

a lot of people have cell phones out there.  

Please turn them off.  

At this point, I anticipate that we will 

end this afternoon's session no later than about 

4:30 p.m. It depends. If we have oe or two 

speakers, I'm sure we'll be gone and finished, but 

at this time, I anticipate no later than 4:30.  

Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen.
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I welcome to the Public Bearing on the Draft 

2 Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement on the 

3 Disposal of Portions of the former Homestead Air 

4 Force Base.  

5 My normal duties include presiding over 

£ Air Force court-martials, but this week I've been 

7 made available to preside over this series of five 

hearings which are being held in this area 

concerning the disposal and subsequent reuse of 

10 former Homestead Air Force Base property.  

11 Just so you know, I have not been 

12 involved in the development of any of these 

13 proposals that are being considered, and my job is 

14 just to make sure that we have a fair and orderly 

15 hearing here today.  

16 I want to thank you for taking time from 

17 your busy schedules to come here today for this 

18 public hearing. If you're interested in further 

19 information about the proposals, I hope you took 

20 time to visit with the technical staff prior to 

21 this portion of the hearing.  

22 In preparing this Draft Supplemental 

23 Environmental Impact Statement, or Draft SEIS, 

24 which you will hear us refer to it as, it was the 

25 Air Force's goal to understand the environmental 

Mats, Treskmas, Fddsn & Wddssr. a Veritt Company 
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1 implications of deciding for what purpose and to 

2 whom to convey surplus property at former 

3 Homestead Air Force Base.  

4 The Draft SETS examines reasonable ways 

5 in which the property might be developed, used, 

6 and the reasonably foreseeable environmental 

7 consequences of the alternatives.  

a At this time, I would like to introduce 

9 Major Mike Chipley of the Air Force Executive 

if Issues Team. He is an engineer with a Ph.D. in 

11 civil engineering from the University of 

12 California.  

13 Major Chipley will discuss the proposed 

14 action and alternatives and provide a short 

15 synopsis of the reuse issues. Since the overall 

16 purpose of these hearings is to obtain input from 

17 you on the contents of the Draft SEIS, the 

18 presentation will be short.  

19 

20 MAJOR MIKE CHIPLFY: Thank-you, Colonel 

21 McShane. I too, would like to extend my thanks 

22 to all of you for taking time to provide your 

23 comments on the Draft SEIS.  

24 For the past several years, we have been 

25 enacged in the process of completing the

Met5, T3ktm-, Feldman & W101, a V4am (305) 37n-1514
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realignment and reuse of the former Homestead Air 

Force Base as required by the Defense Base Closure 

and Realignment Act.  

The Air Force's primary goal in this 

process is to transfer the properties in a manner 

that supports local plans for economic 

revitalization of South Florida and protects 

Biscayne Bay and the nearby national parks. A 

disposal must also be compatible with continuing 

the existing military and law enforcement 

missions. The Air Force and Federal Aviation 

Administration, or FAA, are the designated lead 

agencies for the Draft SEIS.  

The Air Force has decision-making 

responsibilities for the transfer of the property.  

The FAA has decision-making responsibilities for 

airport facilities.  

There are three cooperating agencies.  

One cooperating agency is the National Park 

Service because it manages Biscayne National Park 

and Everglades National Park. Another cooperating 

agency is the U.S. Fish and wildlife Service 

because of its responsibilities to ensure 

threatened and endangered species are adequately 

considered and because of the proximity of 

0Mat, TrA-mas4, Fets & Wdase- V-itt COsPaY 
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Crocodile Lake National Wildlife Refuge.  

And the third cooperating agency is the 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency because of 

its regulatory responsibilities.  

The contractor hired by the Air Force to 

actually conduct the analysis is Science 

Applications International Corporation, or SAIC 

for short. They have been supported by another 

contractor, Landrum and Brown, which performed the 

airport planning and noise analyses.  

I would like to take a couple of minutes 

to update you on the SEIS process and what has 

occurred since the secoping period ended in July of 

1998. More than 440 individuals, organizations 

and agencies provided written input during our 132 

day scoping period. And 195 people spoke at our 

public scoping meetings.  

The size and complexity of the Draft 

SEIS has grow substantially because of the number 

and diverse nature of issues and because of the 

many federal agencies, state and local 

governments, private organizations and concerned 

citizens involved.  

Midway through the analysis, two 

mixed-use proposals were received which were

Ma3z, 3-1 Fd1 & Wild4= a Vadtmd Cmpeay 
(305) 377-1514
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incorporated into the analysis. We recognize that 

this has been a long process for everyone. We 

want you to know many other communities have also 

struggled through the base closure process.  

Some former baees have been developed for 

aviation uses, others for non-aviation uses. The 

auccess of redevelopoment depends upon the local 

community involvement and support.  

The Draft SEIS examines a number of reuse 

alternatives for remaining surplus property at the 

former base. Ongoing reuse involving property 

that has already been transferred, like the Job 

Corps Center, the Dade County Homeless Trust, the 

regional park and other needed properties, would 

continue under any of the alternatives.  

The alternatives underwent thorough and 

complex analyses of the environmental and economic 

impact that could potentially occur as a result of 

redevelopment. Fourteen topics were used as the 

basis for the analysis.  

Public and agency concerns that were 

expressed at our acoping meetings identified 

important issues and helped focus our analysis.  

Those concerns have been incorporated throughout
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When the reuse planning process was 

initiated for Homestead Air Force, Miami-Dade 

County was designated as the local reuse authority 

to develop a reuse plan for the former base. The 

county has proposed that the 1,632 acres of 

remaining surplus property at former Homestead 

Base be transferred to Miaei-Dade County Aviation 

Department for development of a commerical 

airport.  

This is the proposed action addressed in 

the Draft SEIS. The analysis of the proposed 

action included identifying and assessing new 

flight tracks that would be used at the coanerical 

airport.  

Airport operations, in general, are 

characteristically different than commerical or 

residential land uses in the types of numbers of 

vehicles, equipment and people, and the resulting 

impact -to the envirnmsent.  

The main issues of the proposed action 

involve air pollution, storm water run-off and 

nose levels. Another alternative examined in the 

Draft SEIS is a commerical spaceport. The main 

issues with the commercial spaceport alternative 

involve the uncertainties related to the licensing

Page 12 

process, safety and potential increase in noise.  

Three approaches were examined for 

non-aviation uses, presented as the Mixed-Use 

Alternative, Market-driven development, The 

Collier Resources Company proposal, and the Hoover 

Environ-ent Group plan.  

The Mixed-Use alternatives could create 

higher intensity of use in a shorter peried of 

time, but may have less environmental effects on 

the national parks.  

The Draft SEIS also includes the No 

Action alternative, which means the property 

continues to belong to the government and reverts 

to caretaker status.  

Under each alternative, the Air Force, 

Florida Air National Guard, and Customs Service 

continue to use the runway for their current 

military missions.  

The Draft SEIS addresses each alternative 

in the context of future growth in South Florida 

and also takes into account potential cumulative 

impacts of other projects. It also include. some 

historical information where available.  

Your views and comments on the Draft SEIS 

will be important as we work toward completing the
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Final SEIS. We are now about half-way through the 

60-day public commeent period.  

We scheduled these hearings to provide 

you an opportunity to review the Draft SEIS and 

formulate comments you can give here today, end 

also to provide soee time after these hearings so 

you can incorporate things you might learn here 

tonight, into written comments.  

Whether you choose to comment today or to 

provide your comments in writing between now and 

March 7th, we look forward to receiving your 

inputs and assisting us in completing the Final 

SEIS.  

The Final SEIS, scheduled for completion 

in July, 2000, will include comments made at the 

public hearings or submitted in writing during the 

public comment period for the Draft SEIS, along 

with Air Force and FAA responses to your commente.  

A decision on what action will be taken 

concerning the transfer of the disposal property 

will be made no earlier than thirty days after 

publication of the Final SEIS.  

We will continue to distribute news 

releases and send newsletters to those on our 

mailing list throughout the final course of the

0-111

the Draft SEIS
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JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: Thank-you, Major 

Chipley. Each of the proponents of the 

alternatives shall have the opportunity to 

describe their proposal and speak about it.  

Miami-Dade County representatives hae 

been given ten minutes to speak about their 

proposals. You may also have noticed that some of 

the other proponents, although they elected not to 

give a presentation, have materials available at 

Matf, Trakwasý, FP-diam & Widn, a Vsnitnst Co0PaY 
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dating back to the first airline terminal in the 

United States. Since 1928 and continuing through 

tourism of foreign trade, this community has come 

through a line of aviation histories, as the 

underpinning of our local economy and the chief 

provider of jobs.  

All is not well however. The current 

system of airports is taxed to the extremes Of its 

limits and will prove unable to meet future market 

demands unless augmented by new aviation.  

In support of this understanding, the 

airport has a display with documents and graphics 

on future aviation demand and our capacity to meet 

that demand. It's imperative that you understand 

that the inability to meet market demand, means 

loss of economic growth and seriously impacts our 

employment base and business community.  

you may be aware of our efforts to 

accelerate the construction of a fourth runway at 

Miami Internationl Airport. That is the single 

mast important element of the department's 

long-range development plan. However, this final 

3 plan to meet our capacity at Miami International 

4 will not be able to meet the air traffic forecast 

5 for beyond the year, 2015.  

Matz, Traka, PlFda & W'idet, a Vaitet Compeny 
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Our primary development strategy is to 

2 provide the facilities now as well as long-term 

3 demand. The critical element of this strategy is 

4 the flexibility to be able to react to future 

5 aviation growth that may be unforeseen today in 

stimulating foreign icommerce growth.  

7 Miami-Dade's most limiting capacity 

s constraint today is the number of full service 

9 commerical runways available in our airport system 

.0 to safely manage aircraft. MIA is currently at a 

Ll point where no additional runway can be provided.  

12 Numerous efforts in the last three 

L3 decades to identify new sites in South Florida for 

I4 a commerical aviation facility have proven 

15 fruitless. There are no other sites.  

16 Consequently, the most crucial issue confronting 

17 us today is a decision on the ultimate reuse plan 

18 for Homestead Air Force Base.  

19 That decision will effect whether or not 

20 this community will be able to accomodate the 

21 tremendous world-wind growth in aviation that is 

22 forecast, a growth that we will be unable to meet 

23 with MIA and our other airports alone.  

24 For example, as we reported in the SEIS, 

251 Opa-locka has air space and eironmental imsues.  
IfaaTestms, elassa isetan Vsenv tisonmyna sus
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SEIS process. Anyone wishing to be added to the 

mailing list should complete an attendance card 

located at the registration table in the foyer and 

check the appropriate box on the card.  

In summary, I would like to say that we 

do understand this is a complicated and often 

frustrating process. Let me reiterate that 

neither the Air Force nor FAA proposes to directly 

develop the surplus property.  

The Air Force's goal is to transfer the 

property in a manner that supports local plans for 

economic revitalization and protects Biscayne Bay 

and the nearby national parks. A disposal must 

also be compatible with continuing the existing 

military and low enforcement missions.
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1 the tables in the back of the room.  

2 At this time, I would call on the 

3 representatives from Miami-Dade County to discuse 

4 their proposal.  

BRUCE DRUM: Good afternoon, my name is 

7 Bruce Drum. I'm Assistant Aviation Director for 

Airside Operations. I'm speaking today on behalf 

9 of our aviation director, Mr. Gary Dallapa.  

10 On behalf of the Miami-Dade Airport 

11 System, I want to thank you for giving us the 

12 opportunity to present our Department's 

13 recommendations for the redevelopment of the 

14 former Air Force base.  

15 It's important for this panel to bear in 

16 mind that the additional capacity issues that are 

17 addressed today are not just South Dade issues, 

18 not just Miami-Dade County issues, but issues of 

19 great concern to all of South Florida.  

20 In previous testimony, you have heard 

21 from other elected officials on what the decision 

22 on reuse means to the continued prosperity of this 

23 county. History is on the side of aviation.  

24 The South Florida community has a 

25 long-standins prominent position in aviation 

Mat), Tiskhms, Plda & Wid-,.* VitW Cmzpssy 
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From an aviation point of view, the conclusion is 

inescapable, we need the Homestead airport. The 

need for a long-term capacity demand will not come 

at the expense of environmental incompatibility.  

One of the Aviation Department's 

objectives is to provide aviation to meet demands 

while ensuring a balance between environmental 

issues, quality of life and economic issues for 

Florida residents.  

The SEIS shows there are no environmental 

impacts associated with the airport alternative.  

Commercial aircraft is found to be leas intrusive 

on the Everglades than those resulting from the 

military presence.  

Miami-Dade County is committed to 

ensuring that the plan and development of the 

commerical airport is done in an environmental 

manner. This is not just words. Miami-Dade 

Aviation has a track record of environmental 

responsibility. We've spent over one hundred and 

seventy million dollars since 1994 to address 

environmental issues. One of the main objectives 

of our current program is maintaining the 

environment not only of the air, but of the soil 

as well.
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1 selected by Miami-Dade County in a competitive 

2 process which resulted in a very fair and 

3 inclusive lease for the development of a clean 

4 high-tech airport that is compatible with our 

environment.  

6 You just heard Bruce Drum for the 

7 Aviation Department. For the record, there is 

conclusive evidence that this community needs 

another airport and the logical and suitable site 

10 is Homestead. Ladies and gentlemen, there is no 

11 other feasible site in our community.  

12 After seven years of the meat 

13 comprehensive studies in our nation, we have now 

14 seen the results in the Draft SEIS, which is so 

15 strongly opposed by many groups. Some of the 

16 groups are not doing studies and trying to win 

17 with litigation. So I say to them, let them throw 

10 a bomb big enough to stop this project. We will 

19 not be intimidated.  

20 Ladies and gentlemen, the ESIS 

21 conclusively shows that this airport can be built 

22 without damage to our parks or environment. The 

23 appropriate measures are taken. In addition to 

24 the SEIS and the other federal studies, this 

25 county has paid for over twenty-seven other
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studies and mitigation plans that were developed 

in order to protect our environment from the 

impacts of this commerical airport.  

The developer will put on the record and 

once again state publicly on the record that they 

are committed to making all appropriate mitigation 

efforts in order to build an airport that is 

compatible with our parks and environment.  

Ladies and gentlemen, the airport plan at 

the former Homestead Base is the beat plan for our 

community. Don't take my word for it, read the 

SEIS. And don't be afraid of intimidation 

tactics. Thank you, very much.  

JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: This concludes a 

presentation of information about the proposals.  

In a few minutes, we will begin the public comment 

portion of the hearing.  

You will have several ways to provide 

your comments. If you brought written comments, 

please place them in the box on the coemeent table 

out in the lobby. Written comments do carry the 

"mane weight as oral comments, which are presented 

here at the hearing.  

If you want to write down your comments

0-113
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I These are very real, very tangible 

2 statements to hear. The meaning is clear, that 

3 under the leadership of the County Coemission and 

4 our County Manager, no one should fear the airport 

alternative. Miami-Dade Aviation is in full 

agreement with the activity proposed in the SEIS.  

7 The projected operations provide for 

future demands. We believe that the airport is 

9 met compatible with the land use. Furthermore, 

10 advances in airplane and engine technology should 

11 be under consideration.  

12 We have commercial flight activity. This 

13 is evident in the mandatory conversion statement.  

14 This change was effective January 1, 2000.  

15 Another example of this type of technology change 

16 is increase in the use of flights of the major air 

17 carriers.  

10 In conclusion, we are at the crossroads 

19 as to the future of aviation in South Florida.  

20 This is our only opportunity to preserve a 

21 valuable airport, regional aviation, and allow 

22 this county to grow and prosper. Thank-you.  

23 

24 RAMON RASCO: Ladies and gentlemen, my 

25 name is Ramon Basco. I represent the developer
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1 while you're here, there are forms on the comment 

2 table to do that. You can take a form home to 

3 complete and mail it back to the address which is 

4 provided on the comment form.  

5 You can also write your comments in your 

own format and mail them in. You do not need to 

7 use the comment forms; they are only provided for 

your. convenience.  

You will have the opportunity to provide 

1 oral connects when I begin the public comment 

11 portion of the hearing in just a couple of 

12 minutes.  

13 Let me tell you a few things about the 

14 public comment period. Since we've calmed down 

15 frtm the Tuesday night crowd, we're going back to 

16 the usual procedure. Elected officials will 

17 speak first, then we will hear from those that 

18 submitted cards today indicating their desire to 

19 speak.  

20 I plan to call people in the order that 

21 their cards were submitted. And depending on the 

22 size of the crowd today, I may have the repeat 

23 public speakers nit until all new speakers have 

24 made their comments. Anyone who has not yet 

25 filled out a card, should do that as some as 

Matz, Tsknas, PFedm-a & Wvidr. a V.a•.ri Cempa-y 
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comments regarding the contents of the Draft SIS.  

Preceding this presentation, you had an 

opportunity to ask questions one-on-one of the 

technical staff and hopefully they answered all 

your questions.  

Any further questions asked in the course 

of making your statements will be addrbssed in the 

Final SEIS rather than answered today. So again, 

please focus your comments on the Draft SE0S and 

the analysis of the reuse options.  

If you need to have your comments 

translated into English and did not so indicate 

when you signed in, let us know when you come up 

to speak. If you make comments today and later 

decide you have additional comments or know 

someone who is interested in the comment process 

hut was unable to attend soy of the meetings, 

written comments can be submitted until March 7, 

2000. The sailing address can be found in all of 

the available hand-outs.  

At this point, I'm going to go ahead and 

start calling on people. First, State 

Representative Casiro Herrero. He doesn't appear 

to be in the room. I'll go to Mario Dian-Velarde.  

He left. Okay. Patricia Keaon. Patricia Keon. is 

Mats, Traktman, FPlsnm & Wild=, a VaiitM Compasy 
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possible en we do not miss anyone who wishes to 

comeent.  

Each individual or organization will have 

three minutes to provide comments. You may finish 

your sentence when your time is up. Please stop 

promptly so we can hear the maximum number of 

people.  

Boos and clapping take time away from the 

time the speakers will have to speak today.  

Please respect their viewpoints and let them make 

their comments without interruption.  

When you are called up to the microphones 

in the aisles, please clearly state your name and 

the name of the organization that you are 

representing before you make your comments so the 

court reporter can get that down.  

The transcript will be the permanent 

record of this hearing and will be published in 

the Final SKIS. Please do not provide any 

personal information in your comments if you do 

want to see it published in the finale SEIS. It's 

very important that you use the microphones so 

that the court reporter and everyone else in the 

room can hear you.  

The focus now is to listen to your

Mat,( 3 3 - Fd1 & Wild5r - V1itop (305) 377-1514
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she here. Apparently not. Javier Souto.  

000223 JAVIER SOUTO: Good afternoon, I'm Javier 

Souto, commissioner from Miami-Dade county. I'm 

here to express my support for the construction of 

the airport, fur the refurbishing of the base so 

it will support a commercial airport.  

As you know, Miami-Dade County ia one of 

the most important areas of the world vis-a-vis 

the commerical air traffic. We have a global 

designation. We're a gateway to Latin America.  

We're known world-wide.  

We have only one functional airport as 

you know. The airport is located in the middle of 

this great community. The way it's going, the 

airport is not going to accomodate so much 

traffic. There are sometimes three or four or 

five large planes landing at the same time. We 

don't have to be rocket scientists to understand 

that imposes a risk to our community.  

For all of those reasons and also the 

reasons of the community that so-e of the people 

have expressed, I think it's really important that 

we develop the airport as a commercial airport.  

Thank you, very much

(305) 377-1514
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JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: Representative 

Herrero here? Apparently eat. Patricia Keon.  

Next individual will be Nestor Penedo and we need 

the translator.  

000224 NESTOR PENEDO: (Through Juan E. Gandara, 

Sr, interpreter) 

Good afternoon, my name is Nestor Penedo.  

I'm director of the Cuban Environmental 

Association. We have never been involved in any 

hearings in the State of Florida or Miami because 

we are the type of organization which is dedicted 

to denouncing in regards to the operation being 

done by the Cuban government.  

We have realized our function for twelve 

consective years in the United Nations, sharing 

the philosophy of the Earth Summit for twelve 

years and the loss of space and sustainable 

development. Progress can live with the 

environment.  

This airport is already an airport for 

military aircraft. We are detaining progress for 

the community that is mneded. And the laws and 

the regulations of the protection of the 

environment are being followed and there is no
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1 danger to us living together. Hu-an beings are 

2 the most perfect realization.  

3 All the species are not controlling each 

4 other, man has control of then s-d ean has also 

5 destroyed part of the environment, but also has 

6 created measures to resolve problems.  

7 There are interests that lead to 

developing businesses and they are bo-s fide, but 

9 there are also interests which do not act with 

10 their cards on the table because they have their 

11 hidden agendas. It's not the same thing and 

12 everybody knows who they are, trying to develop an 

33 area and who hide behind the eack of the 

14 environment.  

15 Like it happens in Seattle where they are 

16 capable of sending noxious quantities of carbon 

17 dioxide into the atmosphere, we believe measures 

In have been taken that are not going to affect the 

19 quality of life in Florida. Thank you, very 

20 much.  

21 

22 JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: Next speaker is 

23 Santiago Portal. Again, we need the translater.  

24 

25 000225 SANTIAGO PORTAL: (Through Juan E.
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1 Gandars, St, interpreter) 

2 The two groups that are confronting this 

2 movement, the environmentalists, and those who 

4 want to develop this ares of Florida, they could 

be very much in agreement with each other and thus 

reach the goals that they have proposed for 

7 themselves.  

I have had the solution to the problem of 

the environment since 1987. I have tried to reach 

10 all of the govanmental agencies, including the 

11 White House. Nobody in the United States 

12 govenment wants to solve the problem of pollution 

13 in the environment. But I do believe there sre 

14 millions of others who do want the solution.  

15 I do hope that these gentlemen, the ones 

16 who are opposing the airport, and they have indeed 

17 invested millions of dollars, and the people of 

18 this movement, get together and eventually they 

19 can contact me so we can solve this situation 

20 because it could be solved. We can have 

21 conversion systems. It's time for all individuals 

22 who develop them to have an opportunity because 

23 it's necessary to reach the great development of 

24 this great nation. They do involve universities 

25 and technological institutes. I do hope that
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1 somebody contacts me to talk about this important 

2 solution. Thank you, very much.  

3 

4 JUDGE COLONEL MCSHANE: Next speaker is 

5 Dwight Krasi.  

7 000226 DWIGHT RAAA : Based on what I have 

8 heard, to me it's my opinion that it does not make 

9 sense to develop the Homestead Air Force Base to 

10 serve as a reliever airport. Fort Lauderdale 

11 Airport already exists that's closer to Miami 

12 International Airport than the Homestead Air Force 

13 Base.  

14 I enjoy trips into Biscayne Say. It's 

11 absolutely wonderful to be able to anchor off of 

16 Elliott Key and other hay aress to enjoy a 

17 peaceful day, but the noise from the arrival and 

18 departure of hundreds of airplanes daily would be 

19 just terrible.  

20 The Mixed-Use plan takes an existing 

21 airport and provides for economic development, yet 

22 it protects the environment. The Mixed-Use plan 

23 should be the one that is accepted. Thank you.  

24 

25 JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: The neaxt speaker

0-115
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is Jon Ullman.

000227 JONATHAN ULLMAN: Hi, how are you today.  

My name is Jonathan Ullman. I'm the South Florida 

representative for the National Sierra Club. The 

Sierra Club is a national organization with about 

six hundred thousand members in the United States.  

We're the oldest and largest grass-roots 

environcental organization and we're absolutely 

opposed to the airport.  

The airport will be destructive to two 

national parks, Biscayne and Everglades National 

Park. These are world resources that we have.  

Hundreds of visitors come to these parks every 

year and they do not want their experience to be 

clouded by a commwerical airport with two hundred 

and thirty thousand flights per year in its first 

phase. That will be a plane every minute during 

daylight hours.  

Now, you may ask why are we so concerned, 

what is the problem here. Well, the problem here 

is that we're pot going to let the park areas that 

are preserved by this great nation that are 

preserved for eternity not just for the next 

seneration but for the ne-t and the ne-t and the 
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16 000228 OSCAR DIAZ: My name is Oscar Diaz. I'm 

17 a citizen of this county for forty years and I 

18 think this is one of the most important issues 

19 that this community has ever been confronted with 

20 I would like to consider myself an 

21 environmentalist. I love the outdoors and I enjoy 

22 national parks as well as anybody else. I'm the 

23 oldest person in the Association of Cuban 

24 Engineers. I have discussed this matter with many 

2SI of my colleagues.
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It's my belief that this airport is very 

necessary for this community. I believe that the 

pollution control and constraints that are going 

to be placed on this airport are not going to 

damage the environment. I believe that Jobs will 

be created that are needed by this coemunlty.  

By the way, I just want to make a comment 

about the gentleman that just spoke. He moat 

likely flew into Miami. Thank you, very much.  

JUDGE COLONEL MCSHANE: Darren Harrell.

000229 DARREN HARRELL: Good afternoon everyone, 

my came is Darren Harrell. I'm a Representative 

of the National Audubon Society and Florida 

Audubon Society.  

The Audubon Society is well aware that 

the residents of the Homestead community need 

jobs. We're not taking away from that. But what 

we're saying is that an airport is not the only 

solution. There are other alternatives.  

The Audubon Society proposes more of a 

Mixed-Use plan. I'm going to speak to that in a 

minute. What I want first to talk about is what 

is being done.  

Matz, Trak-l. Fadbia & Wildner, a Veatet Company 
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A lot of the supporters of the airport 

and the Homestead residents that are wearing the 

T-shirts that say Airport Jobs, we appreciate 

seeing all the T-shirts, but I want to take a 

closer look at that. If you really think about 

it, the number of employee. within an airport, the 

airport leases space to the airlines and the 

airlines take employees based on the amount of 

cargo they ship and the amount of passengers that 

use it.  

It's not known exactly how many airlines 

will use the airport and how many passengers will 

go through each airline or how many jobs are going 

to he provided granted, thirty-eight thousand jobs 

is an ideal situation, hut there is no guarantee 

that we will have thirty-eight thousand jobs.  

Another point is, a lot of these jobs are 

hired-hand jobs, which means existing airline 

employees from Opa-locka, MIA and Fort Lauderdale 

will have first chance at these jobs. What does 

that tell you in reference to Homestead. All the 

hired-hand jobs will disappear.  

You will not have the opportunity for 

these jobs because you don't have the experience 

and you're not in the Union. That is going to

(3t03, Tra71-an133 4eld & Wild=. A Vait CGEpaY (305) 377-1514
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next, be comproemsed by one entity.  

This is a national park system. we get 

visitors from over the world who come to see the 

best of this great land. This comeercial airport 

if built would be the largest commercial airport 

next to a national park in the United States. I'm 

going to play for you the sound that visitors will 

hear every minute and you tell ne if it's 

acceptable to you.  

(A recording was played.) 

The rest of the country is not going to 

worry about this. Thank you.  

JUDGE COLONEL MCSHANE' OSCAR DIAZ:

Page 
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mean the lower end of $6 and $7 an hour jobs.  

A lot of people are saying they want to 

support their families. Now are you going to 

support your families by making $7 an hour 

handling luggage. That's something that the 

airport planners have failed to discuss. They 

tell you we have thirty-eight thousand jobs, they 

don't address the income behind the thirty-eight 

thousand Jobs.  

Like I was saying, as far as the Mixed 

Use, Mixed Use will provide a large variety of 

jobs, not just low-end jobs which would be left, 

and it will provide jobs of a variety of levels 

for a variety of different people. Basically what 

I'm trying to say is this airport is just a quick 

major reaction to an economic problem. And we do 

admit there is an economic problem.  

Well, my time is up, but I just want to 

say we can do hatter than promoting a program that 

is going to provide low-income, minimum wage, $5 

and $6 jobs 

JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE, Marielene 

Villamil.
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1 000230 MARIELENA VILLAMIL: Afternoon and thank 

2 you. My name is Marielena villamil and you 

3 pronounced it very well. I'm the president and 

4 CEO of a commercial research firm based here in 

5 Coral Gables.  

6 Commercial development for the 21st 

7 Century needs more products and services. And 

8 Miami-Dade County has a comparative advantage in 

9 the sense of an airport. The role of Miami-Dade 

10 County has been an avenue of commerce between the 

11 United States and Latin America.  

12 The role is already well documented by 

13 the recent studies of the Association of Florida 

14 Enterprise that indicates the strong need to 

15 expand the infrastructure of this county into the 

16 21st.  

17 The total trade in Florida reached a 

10 record sixty-nine billion dollars in 1998. In 

19 South Florida, which is District 52, which goes 

20 from Fort Pierce to the Florida Keys, it was about 

21 eight percent of the total. Our studies forecast 

22 by the year, 2003, total trade in Florida will 

23 reach a hundred billion dollars and a hundred and 

24 twenty-six billion dollars by the year, 2008.  

25 This gives us a strong argument in favor
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of expanding and enhancing the present 

infrastructure to handle efficiently the increased 

trade and job opportunities as Miami-Dade County 

attempts to benefit and to respond to future 

needs 

In essence, airports are the logistic 

centers for commerical trade. Increased trade 

means opportunities for Miami-Dade County, but it 

does not necessarily mean that we will be the 

recipients of such trade if the infrastructure is 

not present.  

The airport in Homestead would be 

positioned so as to solidify the role of 

Miami-Dade County in the future trade area.  

Therefore. the Homestead airport is 

necessary in order create jobs and and create 

economic activity in Miami-Dade County, Florida 

for the 21st Century. Thank you.  

JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: Alicia Rehrehaha.  

000231 ALICIA P30EREAMN: My name is Alicia 

Xeherhahn. An airport will do irreparable damage 

to Biscayne National Park and Everglades National 

Park, our two unique treasures. The better
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solution is to expand Opa-locka because they have 

the infrastructure. In fact, the mayor welcomed 

the idea and said he will provide what is the best 

development plan.  

What would be the best way to protect the 

environment and provide jobs is the Collier-Hoover 

plan. How lucky we are that the Department of the 

Interior has recognized the threat imposed by the 

airport to the ecology, the safety of a nuclear 

power plant and quality of life in Homestead. The 

Collier-Hoover plan will provide jobs to the 

people of Homestead while preserving the wildlife 

and quality of our national parka. Please reject 

the airport plan.  

JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: Next is Michael 

Volante.  

000232 MICHAEL VOLANTE: Good afternoon. My 

name is Michael Volante. Thank you for letting me 

speak today. I've been a resident of Miami all of 

my life. I was born and raised here.  

As we heard, Miami International Airport 

may reach full capacity by 2006. I don't think 

anyone can deny that a relief airuort will be
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needed. Homestead Air Force Base is the only 

possible alternative. Logistically, it offers 

safety. Opa-locka airport does not.  

The Collier plan is a weak attempt to 

create a smoke-screen over the issues. The last 

thing we need is another golf course or a public 

aquarium or shopping nal1. Golf courses use 

fertilizers and use excessive amounts of water.  

An aquarium removes fish and animals froe their 

natural environments. The Collier plan can be 

more of an environmental hazard than an airport 

plan.  

The issues that have been pointed out by 

environmentalists against the airport, these 

issues have been addressed by the Draft SEIS 

study. And nou it's time to move ahead to the 

betterment of our county.  

I would like to create a new term today, 

an environmental realist. The definition I'll 

give to this term is a person that provides a 

solution to a problem which deadlocks 

environmental and human needs.  

Being an environmental realist is 

difficult. It strikes a cord in the two opposite 

Sgroups. It addresses the environmental needs sod
matz, T377-m1 , 91d4 n & Wd, a vcwtt navy (305) 377-1514
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just to have a place to stay because we were at 

the Miami International and we needed apace so we 

moved to Homestead. We would like to have a 

continuation of the area rsservista thsre in 

conjunction with the other facilities.  

we should have a close relationship with 

all of South America and Caribbean regions of the 

world. Environmentally, you have the water and 

places for all of the people there. We want to 

keep that and also possibly for the Air Force to 

have a recreational area for the retired people 

and a place for families that would be reasonable 

and affordable, such as Hawaii, Europe and other 

places Thank you.  

JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: Next is Jose 

Rome-o.  

000234 JOSE ROMERO: Hello, again, my name is 

Jose Romero. I'm here in favor of the return of 

the land to Dade County. Dade County used to have 

all the land and now it's time to give it back to 

Dade County.  

An airport on this land haz growth for 

the future. I think South Dade needs jobs, these

Mlile Tlkasan, Faadma & Wilds, a Vwita Catpa"y 
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I thirty seven thousand jobs. We need the airport.  

2 Thank you.  

3 

4 JUDGE COLONEL McSHANES: Greg Ballinger 

S here? Next is Candida Mess. We need a 

6 translator.  

8 000235 CANDIDA MESA: (Through Juan E. Gandsra, 

Sr., professional interpreter) 

1 I would like to give my greetings to all 

11 the people present hers. You are very cultured 

12 and intelligent and smart.  

13 I come here because we have a right to 

14 give our opinion. I want to be brief. I have 

IS lived here since 1962 when it was clean sod 

16 beautiful. My grandchildren have had wonderful 

17 times in the area.  

18 I'm against the airport because it causes 

19 very many illnesses and we want to live and bring 

20 up our grandchildren in a clean environment.  

21 That's the most important thing.  

22 I1 wat to say to all of those people that 

23 know anything, first of all, the families are 

24 first. I don't know what else to say. Excuse me 

25 for being a housewife. Thank-you.  
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uses new technology for food storage and water 

runoff as well as management 

There is no reason that the future of 

this project should be jepardized over these 

issues. There is no reason that the future of 

Miami-Dade County should be jeopardised over these 

issues.  

Let us be environmental realists and do.  

the right thing, make the right choices and 

respect the environment and restore Homestead Air 

Force Base to its rightful place in aviation.  

Thank you, very much.  

JUDGE COLONEL McSHANd : Edward Melcer 

000233 EDWARD MALCER: My name is Edward Malcer.  

I've been in Miami since 1943 and I represent the 

435th Aerotroop, a veterans association. We've 

been in the Miami area and the Homestead Air Force 

Base in the early 50s, when it was a small air 

base down there with a tower And we've flown 

aircraft C46, C190, 130s and jets. I had been 

stationed at the air base for training also for 

the Cuban Crisis during the 60-.  

And basically what.we would like to do is
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JUDGE COLONEL McSHAHE: Gwladys Scott.  

00(1236 GWLADYS SCOTT: I understand the need for 

the Homestead Air Base to continue to be a 

military airport, but the use of the land for a 

cormerical airport is first of all a very poor 

location. Ito in a cul-de-sac of what sourroundo 

it. It would have to be approached from the north 

and have massive amounts of roadways to get people 

to and from it.  

It will not benefit South Dade. Maybe it 

will certain individuals, but I presume a lot of 

the money would be made for folks that are not in 

South Dade. I presume there will be many jobs, 

but I presume that those alo will not he for 

South Dade.  

The major objection for me is that it is 

in the wetlands environment and has parks east and 

west and really The Keys to the South and it's on 

the edge of a popula:ion center. And there will 

be, unfortunately, even with state and county 

regulations, which this of course will come under, 

there will be ground water pollution. Currently 

there's that sort of problem at the Homestead 

Airport Base. And at this rime, the Mi-mi
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1 International Airport is not free of pollution and 

2 that, unfortunately, will be the case in the 

3 future.  

4 

5 JUDGE COLONEL MHSHANE: Next speaker will 

be Luisa Arce.  

7 

00023' LuiSA ARCE. Hello, my see is Luisa 

Arce. My address is 26420 Southwest 122nd Avenue.  

10 I live in Naranja. I'm here today sa a resident 

11 of my comemunity, Naranja, and a neighbor to you.  

12 I want to speak on behalf of an endangered 

13 species, the people of Naranja.  

14 I want you to know that my community has 

15 the highest unemployment in the South Dade County 

16 area. And it's also well-known that my community 

17 had been nased the Dead Zone by our own county.  

10 My community needs jobs. My community 

19 also has a great need for our children to have a 

20 better quality of life. The children are our 

21 future. We're starving in our area.  

22 I want you to know that I have three 

23 children myself, which I would defend with my life 

24 and I defended the park in Haranja. I fought for 

25 that park. I defended the park, because it was

Page 4Z 

going to be what is now a golf course there. I 

think it'e a waste of nature. There was land 

destroyed to be a lake. I fought for that.  

I want you to know in my comwunity, 

Naranja, this air base was the heart of it. Before 

Andrew, we had a great economy. After Andrew, not 

even the flies go there.  

Airplanes are going to fly over my head 

and I'm in favor of it. Right now, everyone 

closes their eyes from 216th all the way to The 

Keys. Until they get to The Keys, they don't open 

their eyes.  

And it' a a shame that we're here today 

defending birds and frogs and we're forgetting 

about soaething that's very important, humans.  

Humane are first. Thank you.  

JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: The next speaker 

is Bill Mcough.  

000238 BILL McHUg: I'm Bil Mcough with McHugh 

& Associates, airport consultants. I'm here to 

speak for the conversion of the Homeatead Air 

Force Base into a joint-use military and ancillary 

airport.

Page 44 

This airport has been at this location 

since 1930 and has had a variety of military 

operations during that period of time. Many of 

these operations have been active and very noisy 

because military aircraft -ake more noise than 

civil aircraft.  

Therefore, suffice to say that the 

proposed civil use, along with the military use of 

this airport, does not interrupt the historical 

use of the airport at this area.  

This type of conversion of a military 

airbase is not new. The militery has turned cir 

bases over to municipalities since the end of 

World War II. As a matter of fact, this airport 

was turned over to Dade County in 1946 and then 

reacquired in 1952.  

Many of these facilities have been 

successful and have brought economic growth to the 

commanities. As a matter of fact, in the United 

States today, there are fifteen thousand airports.  

And of those fifteen thousand, seven thousand are 

open to the public. Of the seven thousand open to 

the public, around four thousand have received 

federal assistance one way or the other.  

Of that four thousand, six hundred and
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1 fifty airports in the United States are subject to 

2 federal surplus property transfers as this 

3 facility would be. They have brought industry, 

either light or heavy, to the community, along 

5 with roads.  

6 This successful formulation development 

7 over the years for air field reuse has derived 

8 sufficient land with the transfer in order to 

9 induce industry and to help support the airport.  

10 This has brought economic development to the 

11 comuonity as well as additional jobs.  

12 This is not to say that all of those 

13 living in the community today will receive jobs as 

14 a result of this transfer. This means that the 

15 opportunity is there for them to get jobs.  

16 Granted, many of the people that live in this area 

17 will not qualify for jobs, but some training will 

18 help them get the jobs they need. Thank you, very 

19 much 

20 

21 JUDGE COLONEL MCSHANE: Next speaker is 

22 Paul Brohman.  

23 

24 000239 PAUL BROBMAN: Good afternoon, ladies and 

25 gentlemen. This is an issue affecting mo home.
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I used to be a pilot myself. There's no 

differnre. It's the same airplane, manufactured 

by the same company. Why now is it different if 

it's used for civilian purposes. Will you tell me 

the difference.  

Yes, the people that know about aviation 

have said that the civilian aircraft, the cargo 

aircraft, produces less contamination, less noise.  

I'll be happy to tell you this is not true. And 

by the way, I'm been here for forty years and have 

four kids and eighteen grandchildren born in 

Jackson. Some live in Miami. I can speak for 

myself, my wife and four kids and my 

grandchildren, Cuban and American- Four children, 

all here.  

What's the difference between their 

aircraft and civilian aircraft, their aircraft 

coming or cargo. Thank you for your time.  

JUDGE COLONEL McSANAE: Lloyd Brown.  

000241 LLOYD BROWN: Thank you. My name is 

Lloyd Brown, Director of Wildlife Rescue in Dade 

County. I would like to address a few things that 

have been badly represented here.
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support. It should not be necessary to destroy 

all that my neighbors and my family now enjoy.  

Alternate proposals offer jobs, a lot of 

jobs. Mixed-Use can be a livable alternative.  

There's no proposal to provide for unskilled 

labor. As a certified tradesman living in 

Homestead, my rate of pay is $10 to $12 =n hour.  

Don't be swayed by promises of high-paying jobs., 

it simply won't happen.  

JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: Eladia 

Armesto-Garcia: 

000240 ELADIO ARMESTO-GARCIA: Good afternoon, 

ladies and gentlemen. My name is Eladio Garcia.  

I was on the Miami Zoning Board. I have three 

kids. if you go by US-l and 216th Street, it's a 

Ghost Town. In the 21st Century, it can be 

compared to a Ghost Town-.  

My question to everybody is, what's the 

difference between an airplane carrying military 

personnel and other airplanes traveling with 

groceries and merchandise. What's the difference.  

Tell me, I want to hear it from the commsission if 

there is any difference.
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1 Even with the high professional caliber of 

2 operations of the U.S. Air Force, it is my 

3 understanding that prior agricultural land will be 

4 used to establish a buffer zone around the 

S airport.  

6 This land would become unavailable for 

7 agricultural due to run-off of airport 

8 contaminants. I find it difficult to understand 

9 how this does not constitute an unacceptable 

LO environmental impact.  

11 Airplanes crash. Now, that's a truth.  

L2 Consult the Miami daily newspaper to confirm this 

L3 fact. I don't wish for a crash zone to border my 

14 backyard. Many speak for airport development, 

15 however no one whom I heard speak is going to buy 

16 my house located at the end of the proposed 

17 east-west runway.  

is Perhaps they're waiting for values to 

19 drop ten to thirty percent. I'll become a 

20 prisoner of my own home. No longer will the 

21 windows to be open to the South Florida breezes.  

22 Politicians choose to ignore my opinion. Of 

23 course these people don't live in my neighborhood.  

24 Yes, this community needs jobs. The 

251 development of the airport, however, I cannot 
O ... ...... ..n.... on' am an ^ .... s
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First off is that the environmentalists 

2 who oppose an airport are not from this area.  

3 There is not one family here that has more history 

4 in the county than mine. Except for the fourteen 

years that I spent in the Army as a Paratrooper, 

6 I've been in this county all my life.  

7 During my time in the Army, I fought in 

two wars and in the Special Forces in the Middle 

East. Everybody here has the right to their 

10 opinions and their own safety. They're guaranteed 

11 that in the Constitution.  

12 I heard that the Air Force Base is going 

13 to end this unemployment problem in Homestead.  

14 The fact is that I've got a document right here 

15 from the Deportment of Labor that states that the 

16 highest unemployment in Homestead happened in the 

17 seven months prior to Hurricane Andrew with 

18 Homestead Air Force Base fully operational.  

19 The unemployment in Homestead was 10.3 

20 percent. And as of October of 1999, four months 

21 ago, unemployment in the Homestead area was the 

22 lowest rate in the last ten years.  

23 Tuesday night I heard someone say they 

24 would rather see an airplane crash into the 

25 Everglades than Downtown Hialeah. I asree that 
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to deliberately destroy an existing facility which 

would cost millions, if not hundreds of billions 

of dollars to replace, where there is a 

demonstrated need and no viable alternative, 

constitutes an ecological act that balances or 

exceeds its opposition.  

I'm uncomfortable to find myself in 

disagreement with such fine world-wide 

organizations as the Sierra Club and the Audubon 

Society. I understand and empathize with their 

commendable pession in this matter, but I believe 

the better force is to work for greater 

environmental protection to enhance limitations 

and requirments in the transfer documents to 

Miami-Dade County.  

I have five areas of concern that I will 

address in a detailed suboission. First, I think 

more attention needs to be given to water run-off.  

We've had bad eaperiencesa over the years in Miami 

International in this regard and Biscayne Bay is 

pretty close. I don't think enough attention has 

been addressed to that.  

Second, I think implementation of greater 

flight pattern restriction consistent with 

aviation safaet' are aro-,,,9,e,
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would be better than the tragic loss of life. It 

would be tragic. We could get over the 

environmental damage and in a few years we would 

be able to tell where the crash site was. But if a 

plane crashed into Turkey Point, the crash site 

wouldn't be Homestead, it would be all of Dade 

County.  

The SEIS said there was no environmental 

impact from this airport. Well, a few years ago 

they said the same thing about putting an air 

terminal in Alaska. Sefore that, they said it 

would be good to put a nuclear power plant on 

Three-Mile Island.  

Myself and my organization, Wildlife 

Rescue, support the multi-use project as proposed 

by the Collier-Hoover foundation. Thank you.  

JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: Next is Carl 

McKenny.  

000242 CARL MCKENNY: First, let me thank the 

Air Force and the FAA for providing an opportunity 

to speak and command you on the spirit and the 

manner in which the hearings have been conducted.  

Mv name Is Carl Hc~ennv. I',sa,,r,fu,'
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at the University of Miami and a Dade County 

resident for fifty-three years. Details of my 

qualifications will be included in a more 

"estensive wsitten submission. Because of time 

limitations, I'm using a prepared document.  

In support of the regional airport plan, 

aside from any other aspects, three factors are 

evident and unchallenged.  

First, in twenty years, regardless of new 

concourses, parking gerages or control towers, 

both Miami and Hollywood/Fort Lauderdale 

International Airports will be at operational 

capacity.  

Second, included in that, Monroe County, 

regardless of growth, will remain with a small 

commerical facility at Marathon and a little 

larger one at Key West. No suitable location in 

Broward, Dade County or Monroe County is available 

for an additional airport without severe and 

unacceptable ecological impact and potential 

damage.  

Third, the property has existed as an 

airport for sixty-five years and has been the home 

at one time of 947s and B52 heavy jet bombers.

0-121
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Third, and more importantly, because of 

the inevitable pressures for commerical build-up 

on airport periphery, we need to aseek requirements 

to he enforced and engaged. Thank you, very much.  

JUDGE COLONEL MCSHANE: Francisco 

Fernandez.

000243 FRANCISCO FERNANDEZ: Thank you. My name 

is Francisco Fernanden and I need a tranelator.  

(Through Juan E. Gandara, Sr.  

professional interpreter) 

I come here on behalf of Cutler Ridge, 

Neranja, Perrine, Florida City and Homestead and 

others areas.  

All of us know that after Andrew, our 

economy want down to the lowest point so that our 

population has to go to work in Miami and Hialeah.  

We don't know why we have to wait for eight years 

for this situation to be resolved.  

lwe all love animals and we all love the 

environment, but the human race is also part of 

* it. We believe that Homestead Air Force base can 

I help to resolve all of the problems that we have 

5 in that particular area.  
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1 this pollution. You can probably control what is 

2 in the airport maybe, but sot really on the 

3 outside. When I left in 1992, they were pumping 

4 one million gallons of jet fuel from the Miami 

S International Airport, three hundred and 

6sixty-five million gallons of gas a year. You 

figure one percent of this if it was lost, what is 

that, three million six hundred gallons a year.  

When I was there for the eight years, we 

.0 recovered from the ground Over a half million 

A1 gallons and we thought that was wonderful. And 

L2 they had all of the monitoring valves and what 

13 have you. You have giant fuel tanks 

L4 Our mangroves and now we have national 

LS parks, we never had before. All of these are 

16 potentials. I feel that we have Tamiami Airport 

17 and Opa-locka Airport and so the commuter airlines 

16 with the smaller planes could use these airports 

19 and cargo planes could use Miami International 

20 Airport.  

21 But my concern is the human factor. And 

22 no matter with all the environmental las 

23 involved, I found hydraulic fuel in monitoring 

24 valves at Miami International Airport. I'll leave 

25 it at that.
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JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: Janet Harper.  

Lawrence Heas.  

000245 LAWRENCE BESS: Ladies and gentlemen, my 

name is Lawrence eass. My question is, what about 

Opa-lockaAirport. You have Gratigny Bxpreseway to 

the south, directly to the south, you have 836 to 

the west and north within a mile, you have 1-95 

and the Florida Turnpike within three or four 

miles distance.  

An area that needs development is the 

Northwest Dade County area. It has a high 

unemployment rate, much higher than Homestead.  

There is a need for community pride. I think we 

have a moral obligation to help that segment of 

the community.  

Those who live in the Opa-locka region 

need help. Redevelopment should be taking place 

in Opa-locka instead of Homestead. Most of the 

infrastructure is there.  

We should not destroy the natural 

integrity of South Dade with an airport in pursuit 

of the dollar. In my opinion, the region of land 

around Homestead is already rural or close enough 

to it, so a conversion hack to the natural state
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1 We hope that God will illuminate the 

2 minds of the people who oppose this and 

3 they will think about the people of the 

4 Homestead area and of the future of the Homestead 

5 area. Thank you.  

6 

7 JUDGE COLONEL MCSHAHE: Eugene Scott.  

9 000244 EUGENE SCOTT: Good afternoon. P1m a 

10 resident of Dade County since 1945. I retired 

11 from Environmental Resource Management in 1992. I 

12 was also an environmental engineer in the Miami 

13 International Airport for eight years.  

14 So my concerns as a human factor concern 

15 is the pollution involvement in an airport. If you 

16 take the City of Hialeah and Miami Springs, the 

17 ground is so contaminated that the present water 

18 plant, they had one of the largest installations 

19 in the country and I think in the world of ground 

20 water that's being produced in those two water 

21 plants. And this had nothing to do with the 

22 airport. The airport had its own pollution 

23 extending into 36th Street and around the area, 

24 not that far from the Miami Springs Golf Course.  

25 So this was from the airport that caused
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Lepoeky.  

000247 ROSALIE LEPOSKY: I'm Rosalie Leposky and 

I've lived in Coconut Grove and have been here for 

quite a long time. I consider myself a supporter 

of conservation issues and I support the 

Miami-Dade County Airport.  

There are far worse locations it could be 

considered for an airport. For fifty years, it's 

been in use as an Air Force base and I suspect 

with continued care, there is no reason not to 

continue to use it as an airport.  

The only possible area of concern to me 

is related to the continued rising sea levels. A 

quick glance of the Environmental Impact 

Statement, it does not mention that.  

JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: Please, out with 

the phone. Do you want to repeat it.  

ROSALIE LEPOSKY; The animals and bird 

life will adjust to the noise coming from the 

airport. The only possible area of concern to me 

is related to aviation use of the space and rising 

see levaels
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would be easier.  

If the people of Homestead are in such 

dire straits, let them migrate north to Dade 

County where they can help and assist Opa-locka in 

development. There should be a partnership of 

some sort in the operations of Opa-locka Airport.  

I would hate to see this not thought of because of 

ethnic make-up.  

The developer is in such a rush to build 

because they're afraid if the people really 

understand what's happening, the project will be 

aborted. This whole project stinks of backroom 

politics.  

People are concerned about jobs. The 

developer cares little about future generations.  

Mixed-Use is something that destroys the natural 

area. I love to play golf, but we need another 

golf course like we need a hole in the head.  

JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE; Next speaker is 

Roberta A. Fellabam.  

000246 ROBERTA A. FELLABRA: I share the 

concerns for the two national parka which are 

known worldwide and for the congestion and noise

I
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in the environment. I also share the concerns 

about keeping pollution out of Biscayne Bay. I'm 

not sure that we can do that well enough to avoid 

serious harm to the bay even if we are complying.  

However, I'm even more concerned over the 

process of the contract for this airport without 

economic studies to determine optimum use of this 

property, economic growth and environmental 

protection.  

As far as I know, there were no economic 

studies done prior to awarding the contract; 

therefore, we don't know if this airport is really 

the optimum use for this property as far as 

providing jobs, as far as providing economic 

growth and as far as protecting the environment.  

And in addition, as far as I know, the county did 

not follow the process which would require for 

everything before awarding this contract. And I 

think the Federal Government should be concerned 

about these issues before turning over this air 

base for any specific use. If the SEIS had been 

done prior to awarding the contract, we probably 

wouldn't be here today. Thank you.  

JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: Rosalie E.

Page 6( 

A quick glance of the Supplemental 

Environmental Impact statement does not sention 

high tide. Any long-time development of this land 

needs to consider these factors because of the 

slow but steady rising tides and the need in the 

near future. I will give you a copy of an article 

I wrote on the subject. Thank you for considering 

my thoughts.  

JUDGE COLONEL MCSHANE: It will be 

attached to the record. Gary Bremen.  

000248 GARY BREMfN: While I was trying to 

decide what I wanted to say, I ran through many 

alternatives. I thought of the impact of the 

proposed international airport, what impact would 

that have on my personal life and the immediate 

neighborhood.  

I thought about the errors that I found 

reading through the SEIS, for example, with 

reference to the Redlands, the noise and visual 

impact. I wondered how accurate it is. I thought 

about addressing that so many outsiders were 

involved in this process. I was born asd reared 

right here in Dade County. How dare they coos and 

presume to know what is best for my bhckvard. But
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that's a moot point.  

It's not as many would have you believe, 

just a local issue. The treasures that we have 

are national treasures and all should have their 

say

I, too, have experienced dolphins juoping 

in the water. I have witnessed pelicans soaring 

overhead. I have seen the clear waters of 

Biscayne Bay. I have felt the power of nature in 

the mist of the bay caught in a store.  

The alternatives are not expected to 

provide as many jobs, but given the fact that we 

really know so little how these national systems 

operate, we know so little about how the 

operations impact these systemso, I believe that we 

need to do everything in our power to minimize 

even small impacts to the environment.  

We need to protect our national treasure 

of Biscayne Bay and the Everglades with the 

Collier-Hoover alternative 

JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: Mary Castellanos.  

000249 MARY CASTEILANOS: Good afternoon, my 

name is Mary Castellanos and I'm a life-long

Page 63

is needed, not further damage to our precious 

environment.  

Finally, I would like to point out that 

everywhere in this country where the false battle 

lines have been drawn between jobs and 

preservation, that when sanity has dictated that 

creation be preserved, job. have also won out.  

This false economy needs to he 

challenged. The airport is not the only source of 

jobs. Tourism is the number one business in 

Florida. Tourists are not going to come to dive 

amid dead coral or to fish with jets flying over 

their heads. We have a sacred responsibility to 

preserve this glorious environment.  

In the name of my grandchildren and your 

grandchildren, I ask you to say no to the airport.  

Save the Everglades and Biscayne Bay. Let's make 

it a win-win situation for both the birds and the 

people of Naoanja. Let's find a better 

alternative that will save the people and the 

parka. Thank you.

JUDGE COLONEL MSOHANE: Clemnte

Rodriguez.  
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000250 CLEMN•TE RODRIGUEZ: Colonel McShane, 

ladies and gentlemen, good afternoon. My name is 

Clemente Rodriguez and I've lived in Miami-Dade 

County all my life.  

I have fished in Biscayne Bay =ast of my 

life. I an opposed to the commercial airport for 

two reasons. First, I do not want to hear or see 

a constant barrage of cocmerical airplanes 

overhead while recreating in Biscayne Bay.  

It's had enough that when hunting or 

hiking in the Big Cypress National Preserve, I 

have to see and hear commercial airliners 

constantly doing takes-offs and circling overhead 

and landing at the Jetport.  

Number two, with gross mismanagement 

going on at Miami International Airport, as 

outlined in the Miami Herald's series of articles 

recently, it's a little wonder that politicians 

are salivating for the opportunity of another gold 

mine. In fact, if I had my way, I wouldn't let 

any of the politicians wanage a restroom, let 

alone another airport.  

I support the Collier redevelopment plan 

for three reasons. Number one, it is 

I.... .-..... ,ll., washer twoo, it would
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1 resident of Miami-Dsde County and a Christian 

2 minister with a deep love of the Everglades.  

3 1 would like to first off thank the Air 

4 Force for its good stewardship of the Homestead 

5 area for all of these many years.  

6 Now, as you know, the South Florida area 

7 has experienced incredible growth in the last 

thirty years, resulting in traffic gridlook, 

3 crowded schools and a high- stressed environment.  

10 I find that the Everglades and Biscayne 

11 National Park are just about the only places where 

12 1 can go to find peace and tranquillity and to 

13 restore my soul.  

14 In two decades of bird watching and 

15 snorkling, I have seen a great deterioration of 

16 these two pleasures both in terms of damage to the 

17 coral reef and a substantial decrease in the bird 

10 population.  

19 The report claims that an additional 

20 airport in Homestead will not do what it terms an 

21 unacceptable damage to the environment. I'm here 

22 to tell you passionately and unequivocally that at 

23 this stage of the deterioration, there is no such 

24 thing as an acceptable level of further insult to 

20 these fragile ecosystems. Urent remedial action 
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also provide the much-needed jobs in Homestead.  

And last, but not least, it would allou us to 

obtain the oil and mineral rights in the Big 

Cypress National Preserve and limit oil 

exploration.  

If facilities are truely needed, we can 

expand the facility at Opa-locka. I understand 

Opa-locka has an awful lot of excess land. I got 

the suggestion from a county employee as a matter 

of fscc.  

If not, put the airport in Broward 

county. Let Broward have the noise and pollution 

threats to the environment. Thank you.  

JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: Evelio Medina.  

0002•1 EVELIO MEDINA: My name is Evelio Medina.  

I woke up and I said what am I going to talk 

about. I left my office today and saw the picture 

that I have in my mind of the Air Force or Army 

people, that the day after Andrew, because they 

didn't speak Spanish to deliver the food, the 

migrant workers left because they were scared and 

came back and picked up the food.  

I' m very in tune orsoins 00 in The es
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ourselves to be ready for that trade, we are going 

to lose it and we are going to lose jobs.  

We do need an airport and that airport is 

reguired for the big planes that carry the cargo.  

I have been inside of that base for many years and 

I know that the runway is built to hold 747a, that 

they used to hold the C-131s and the C-Ss or the 

G-la.  

In any case, I also believe that this 

airport next to the water brings better safety for 

the coning of airplanes. And in addition to that, 

this airport is going to develop the economy. I 

buy from Homestead businesses and they need the 

jobs and require jobs. I also know the area south 

of the base, some areas that are commerical.  

And if this airport is not developed 

correctly, I believe the environment issue is a 

legitimate issue. I, myself, enjoy the Everglades 

and enjoy Biscayne Bay. I use the marina every 

day -- not every day, but every week. I go out on 

my boat and I enjoy it. And I would support all 

of the environmental controls and I would be 

against any politician who would not use those 

environmental controls.  

Therefore, ladies and gentlemen, I do
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and know all of that ares. We talk about the 

greedy and the bad developer. But then we see the 

beautiful Collier-Hoover foundation. They talk 

about the environment. Ladies and gentlemen, I 

tell you there is room for the Hoover and Collier 

plans.  

All of land down there, we can turn into 

a beautiful economy for our tourists who come to 

this town. There is a gentleman here who sells 

furniture. Thank God, this lady, the older lady, 

Thank God we don't have s society that a mother 

can't speak.  

The gentleman that eight years ago didn't 

speak when he was checking ail of that dirty 

contamination, why didn't he talk about that eight 

years ago. The taxpayers sets paying him and now 

pays his pension. He talks about it eight years 

later.  

So what I'm getting at is very simple, 

the bottom line here is it's wrong, it's 

unadulterated what they are going to do to Dade 

County. Not only Dade County, but the whole area 

And ladies and gentlemen, We should also 

live for the future of ourselves. We should also 

understand that we need prosperity in a way that

Page 67 

birds and frogs can live also. You have to 

understand, ladies and gentlemen, we need 

something for that area. They say there is no 

more room and Homestead is the only viable place.  

So if it's a viable situation, let's do it right, 

let them go to aroward County.  

JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: SergiosGomez.  

000252 SERGIOGOMEZ: Thank you, very much.  

Ladies and gentlemen, my name is Sergio Gomez.  

I'm an engineer by trade. I was a member of the 

Armed Forces for seven years. I was a member of 

the Navy and I'm a member of the U.S. Naval Civil 

Engineers, which is related to the same branch as 

the Colonel is.  

I believe that these issues are going to 

be resolved. The issues of Homestead Air Force 

Base have been properly addressed and I believe 

this airport is seeded for this county.  

Let me tell you what is happening now.  

There's a lot of competition as to trade that is 

coming into Florida. And right now, Jacksonville, 

Orlando and Tampa are competing to get that trade 

from Latin America. If we do not prepare
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believe that we need to support this issue. The 

Collier people are coming in with something that I 

don't know that it can be developed. I have seen 

some of these things. I don't believe they can be 

properly developed. So therefore let's take care 

of this issue properly. Thank you.

JUDGE COLONEL McSgANE: Adrian Katee.  

9Steve Reneger. Paul Haralson.

10 

11 000253 PAUL HARALSON: My big concern is that we 

12 have a clear need for another airport. And in the 

13 future, this airport is going to assist in 

14 ellevating a lot of congestion and traffic 

15 problems we're already starting to experience.  

16 And anyone who lives here known that we 

17 have been, as a community, somewhat short-sighted 

18 in terms of developing our infrastructure. We 

19 have to look at the recent growth of the city, 

20 that it is almost impossible if you try too late 

21 to build an infrastructure.  

22 Our traffic gets worse and yet we don't 

23 build expressways. We don't build public 

24 transportation. Now we are going to have a 

25 problem with airport traffic. We know ft's 

Mat., Tritn Fl.M- & Wildece aVentat a omay 
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JUDGE COLONEL MCSHANE: I've run through 

all of the cards I received except for ona that 

was just handed to me.  

.What I propose to do at this time is go 

back and call the names of those that we skipped 

over earlier and see if they are here now.  

State Representative Casiro Herrero.  

Afraid not. Mario Disa. Not here. Mildred 

Terrill. Not here. Greg Ballinger.

0002)4 GREG BALLINGER: My aame is Greg 

Ballinger. I'm a professor of biology at the 

University of Miami. I have a mosters in 

sociology and I teach courses at Miami-Dade 

Community College. I'm basically here as myself.  

I would like to first address a couple of 

issues in the SEIS itself. One is the data on the 

sound impact. The one thing that probably comes 

closest to measuring the impact that I relate to 

is time. it represents the seaters edges of 

Biscayne National Park one to two hours per day.  

Well, that doesn't sound too bad. But I don't 

perceive time over a twenty-four hour period.  

I Like everybody else, I perceive it moment to 

moment.  
Ifate,Traktsasi,MFetad Wilds., Vailed Cacasy 
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If I go out and feed my birds or water my 

yard for ten minutes an hour and go back in the 

house, the birds will come beck. If I go nut 

every three minutes, I'm going to scare away the 

birds. What I think would be a sore appropriate 

way of presenting this information is the 

frequency of disturbance, how often does the 

disturbance occur.  

For example, two hours out of every 

twenty-four, I've got to tell you the airport is 

going to be running twenty-four hours. It's more 

than one minute out of every twelve minutes there 

will be an interruption. I think in terms of the 

animals, they're going to respond more to the 

frequency than to the total time over a 

twenty-four hour period.  

Another issue I had with the report was 

the nitrogen. One of my problems is, all I can 

rely on right now is the summary. It seems in 

conflict with itself. In one paragraph it says 

there will be twenty-three percent more nitrogen 

from the air. But than in the biological 

resources, it saye storm water discharge will 

occur, attributing to a high percent. Somewhere 

, else, it talks about increase in the amnia by 

Matn, Trskman, Feldman & Waids. a Vaieat CsMeY 
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coming.  

We have a wonderful asset doom in South 

Dade, a beautiful runway already in place. Why 

should we turn that down. It's being offered to 

the citizens of Dade County.  

We shouldn't be short-sighted. If there 

were a good reason, a good environmental reason, 

then maybe I would agree. We already have 

extensive research showing that the environment 

isn't adversely affected.  

And frankly, I think many of us who are 

here today either live or work within five miles 

of Miami International Airport. If I thought it 

was detrimental. I wouldn't live with my family 

within five miles of it.  

Why should we have more facilities for 

alligators and birds. The Everglades are arnud 

that area. We should do for our own families, the 

people living and working around the airport.  

We can have another airport and think 

toward the future. It's an asset that Dade CoUnty 

will have and we should take it if we can get it.  

And let's not let these environmental groups hurt 

our future. Thank you.  
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twenty years to build out what welve got now, as 

far as infrastructure and catch up with the 

building.  

Airporte are inherently polluters. There 

is no way that you can get around that. They're 

going to pollute the air and cater and create 

noise pollution. If somebody says that it's not 

going, to cause pollution, they're lying.  

The Air Force Base down there is highly 

Polluted. They've got a lot of field dumps down 

there that need to be cleaned up and need to be 

put back into a much more pristine condition and 

developed appropriately to save the area between 

the national parks and the air base down there.  

An airport is not a feasable operation 

between the parks because of all of the pollution 

it's going to cause. I hope we can find something 

that is more suitable for that area and maybe move 

this whole operation to Opa-lonka where they do 

have infrastructure in place.  

JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: Thank you, vary 

much. Has anybody else decided you want to speak 

today. I don't see anybody.  

I cast te thank ece•cn C, ,,.
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thirteen percent. Amonia and nitrogen oxide or 

both.  

I know if I had fertilizers in my yard, 

if I go too far, they would kill. I would like to 

see some verification of what is going on here 

with nitrogen. It talks about less than one 

percent of county emissions. That, to me, makes 

sense in a mediation document, an affirmative 

document. Who cares about what percents.  

And the other issue of one percent county 

emissions is that the air quality or the earth 

quality in different parts of the county, north of 

ilscayne Bay is biologically much different than 

the southern end of Biscayne Bay. Thank you 

JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: Janet Parker. Is 

she here now. Apparently not. Mariam 

Oppenheimer.  

o00255MARAN OPPENHEIMER: My name is Marsam 

Oppenheimer. I live on Miami Beach. I've lived 

here for quite a while, not as long an many. I'm 

here to take a completely different course, which 

is the course of no-action.  

Not only am I against more development in

JUDGE COLONEL McSHANE: We have finished 

with all of those who indicated they wanted to 

speak at the hearing. Has anyone else decided 

that you wish to make comments now for the record.  

I see one individual over there. Come up and 

state your name.  

000256 DAVID BALLENTINE: My name is David 

Ballentine. I'm been here for forty-seven years.  

I've seen this town go from a small city to a big 

metropolis. Our elected officials seem to be 

building more and more and more dead-end streets 

because it's caused morn pollution, more expenses 

and tanec on up. Moreover, it'a unite to take I
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comments and for participating in this session of 

the public hearings. Your comments will be 

extremely helpful to the Air Force and other 

agencies in preparing the Final SEIS.  

As we close, I do want to remind you that 

if you didn't comment today or you decide you have 

more to say, please write your comments down and 

leave them with the staff today or in the box on 

the comment table or mail them in later. Just 

make sure they are mailed by March 7th so they can 

be addressed in the Final SEIS.  

Thatk you, again, for attending. This 

hearing is adjourned at 2:45.  

(The following private session was held) 

000257 JOSE MANUEL ALONSO: (Through Joan E.  

Gandara, Sr., professsooal interpreter) 

I'm seventy-two years old. I have been 

in this country since 1966. When I came to this 

beautiful country, this was a countryside. With 

the contribution of us Cubans, we have made it 

possible to have this city.  

The Homestead base was always an airport.  

The Miami International airport -cc vec small
Matz. Teaktman, Feldman & Wildnee, a Vee..e.. Company 
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I that area, I would like to aee the public funds 

2 being used to return the Everglades to its 

3 pristine state. Con.ider water clarity and the 

4 cleanliness issue from the construction that they 

created over the past hundred yearn from a 

6 military system that's in the Everglades, 

7 1 say no airport, no duel use, no action.  

8 Take that airport base that's there and replant 

9 plant species where the old runways were. Thank 

10 you.  
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and taxes go up. Moreover, it's going to take us
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1 And with our contribution and with the natural 

2 growth of this area, the airport has been growing 

3 more and more each day. I live in the northwest 

4 area and I'm within thirty blocks frcm the airport 

S and we can't stand the situation as long as those 

6 cargo aircraft fly low in the morning, in the wee 

7 hours of the morning and the afternoon and the 

8 evening, too. It's very bad.  

9 And everybody who has come to this 

10 country into exile looking for a better life for 

11 themselves, you know, the growth has increased 

12 tremendously and we can't even move around.  

13 Moreover, when the Hurricane Andrew 

14 came and destroyed that entire area, of course it 

15 left them in a dire need of betterment. An a 

16 matter of fact, the Miami International Airport, 

17 they want to have a fourth runway. Where are they 

1 going to build it. They would have to close 

19 Northwest 36th Street.  

20 So consequently, we need the relief 

21 airport to at least start helping with the cargo 

22 aircraft and this would help us all.  

23 The environmentalists talk about 

24 crocodiles. They eat human beings. They are 

25 human crocodiles. My opinion is to go with the 
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REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE 

STATE OF FLORIDA 
COUNTY OF DADE 

I, CAROL4 BURNS, Court Reporter, 
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stenographically report the above-entitled hearing 

and that the transcript is a true and complete 

record to the best of my ability.  

I further certify that I an not a 
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in the action.  
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1 airport because that is going to bring at least 

2 thirty-eight thousand Jobs.  

3 

4 (Thereupon, the Public Hearing was concluded) 
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THEREUPON: 

The following private statements were 

made: 

000258 DAMARIE QUINTANA: My name is Damarie 

Quintana. I'm a citizen of Miami-Dade County. I'm 

going to try to be very brief in trying to make all 

my comments.  

I believe we need employment and we need 

an airport in Miami-Dads. I feel these so-called 

environmentalists are being hypocrites and they're 

being backed up by the Collier/Hoover plan to knock 

out the airport and make room for they offices, 

parka and golf courses, which I don't see how that 

can work here in Miami-Dade. We have enough golf 

courses here.  

I don't understand why the 

environmentalists don't see and understand that the 

study Bays that the airport won't harm the parks nor 

the animals. What they are saying about the study 

and our government? That's why I feel they really 

don't care about the environment. They're being 

paid. As to Secretary Bruise Babbitt, it has been 

reported that behind the scenes politically he has 

political connection to the Collier Family. How 

convenient.

A~nd as far as people living around the 

airport, they won't be the first nor the last. I 

know several people that live close to Miami 

International Airport. Where do they expect to 

build airports? To be built in the middle of the 

desert? 

Another subject that the 

environmentalists bring up is that it is impossible 

that local people are going to get all the 38,000 

jobs they say they're offering the airport 

developers. What they don't know is those are also 

indirect jobs that will be throughout the community, 

new businesses and new job openings besides the 

airport.  

Thank you.  

000259 ROBERTO SALAS: My name is Roberto 

Salas. As a resident of Miami-Dade County, I'm here 

to support the Homestead Airport project.  

From what I have read and the research I 

have done about this project, I have come to the 

conclusion that the environment is not going to be 

damaged, instead, we are going to have more jobs, 

more opportunity, and more choices to improve our 

transportation.  

Let's get together and nothing

selfishly, but instead, come together for the 

betterment of all the people in our community and 

support the Homestead Airport.  

The decision to make it a commercial 

airport will go a long way in making South Florida a 

livable place for all.  

Thank you.  

000260 FRANCICA RODRIGUEZ: I am in agreement 

with the development for the airport. I believe 

it's the best for the community. In order to obtain 

jobs and prosperity.  

000360 SARA OOMEZ: I believe that the airport 

is good because the opportunity for jobs are going 

to be available because lack of jobs is what brings 

delinquency and crime.  

Above that, this is not only about the 

airport itself, it is towards the development for 

the community. People who live here have left for 

Orlando and Tampa because of the lack of 

opportunities here.  

I believe that the environment with 

birds and animals, whatever it is, has nothing to do 

with our needs. We have lived together all of this 

time, nothing has happened. I love animals. I have 

two little pet dogs who are like my children.
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I think that the county should look into 

using Opa-Locka as a commercial cargo airport, since 

that's already an existing facility, and I think we 

should look into protecting the environment as much

Everything is good, the life of the little pets, 

children, family, and environment.  

Thank you.  

000261 GLADYS GARCIA: I'm in favor of the 

development of the airport in Homestead. I believe 

it's going to bring very good opportunity of 

employment in the area and it's going to bring some 

decongestion of the Miami Airport because it is 

saturated. And it's going to bring opportunity of 

work for the area of Homestead, and Homestead needs 

them badly.  

That is all.  

000262 ESTRELLA BATEMAN: My name Estrella 

Bateman and I reside at 2170 Southwest 122nd Court, 

Miami-Dade County. Florida.  

I have come here today to express my 

support for the proposal of developing Homestead Air 

Force Base into a commercial airport. I think that 

a second airport is much needed, as presently Miami 

International Airport is very congested and this 

situation is going to get worse, not better. I 

believe a second airport will benefit the entire 

community, especially Homestead. which is in much 

need of assistance, and the devastation due to 

Hurricane Andrew.

for ten years at least, and they had the same or 

even more noise than before. Military aircrafts are 

noisier than commercial aircrafts, and I do believe 

that for the development of the community of South 

Florida the airport is good. And also because of 

the competition, as we say always that we're going 

to open the port of the Americas in Miami. Florida 

would be the only, and Miami for that matter, would 

be the only place which could say that they have 

both ports, commercial and civil airports.  

I believe that is enough.  

000265 ALEXANDRA1 MALINOVSKY: I just feel that 

the Air Force Base should be -- I'm in favor of the 

mixed redevelopment of the base development plan.  

And I think that Dade County officials., 

you know, I am against the fact that they have not 

offered the development to outside contractor., 

basically for the commercial airport. I think that 

they have given, you know, favorite status to 

certain developers, and this is what I'm voting 

against.

as possible.  

Thank you.  

000266 GORDON TRACY NANCE: A couple of points 

I want to make where I can speak is that a lot of 

people think that this area is very pristine and as 

a nature preserve it's beautiful, and I would just 

like to remind them that it's that way despite the 

fact that planes have been flying in and out of 

there for 40 years.  

I first went to Homestead Air Force Base 

and landed a jet there myself in 1959 and I'm not 

aware how long the base was in use before then, but 

from 1959 on it's been mostly in constant use with 

thousands of take-offs and landings a year. So the 

area surrounding it has stayed pristine in spite of 

the fact that there's an airport there.  

I notice that when I fly to New York or 

Boston that flying times listed in the airline 

schedules are 30 minutes longer than they used to 

be. That's not because the planes are slower, it's 

because the congestion on the ground requires 

another 30 minutes for planes to maneuver on and off 

the ground, and this time is only going to increase 

as time goes on, and the congestion is only going to 

build.

Final SEIS 0-130
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A second airport will generate thousands 

of jobs for this community which will create great 

economic benefits and growth, and I think the SEIS 

study has confirmed the building of this airport is 

environmentally safe to our Everglades and Biscayne 

Bay, and I am very much in favor and support of 

this.  

Thank you.  

000263 CARL GOMEZ: My name is Carl Gomez. I'm 

a resident in Miami-Dade for 40 years, and I go in 

favor for the airport to be built in Homestead. We 

need the jobs in our community. Studies show that 

the airport won't harm the parks, or the Everglades.  

I don't see the Hoover Group can do any better than 

what they can do with the airport.  

Thank you.  

000264 GUSTAVO E. LANNES: I'm in favor of the 

development for the base for commercial airport 

because the airport was already constructed. The 

area was already taken care of, and also because the 

construction of the airport will have in place 

38,000 jobs, and many more indirectly or directly 

related to that.  

In regards to the noise related directly 

to the animals, Homestead Air Force Base was there
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More important factor in needing a new 

airport here is the safety factor. We had a DC-8 

that took off from Miami International on the west 

runway a few years ago, and it crashed, luckily with 

only one fatality on the ground. But had we had the 

easterly winds that normally prevail here that day, 

the plans would have been taking off to the east and 

would have crashed in a very populated area. And 

the airlines take off and fly right over some 

schools and even Jackson Memorial Hospital, and if 

we have a tragedy in the future in this congested 

area, it's going to be of major proportion. So the 

more traffic we can shift to an isolated area, the 

better we'll be.  

I know that some opponents to this say 

that it would be terrible to have a plane crash in 

Biscayne Bay as far as the environment is concerned, 

but that fails by comparison to what damage would be 

done if it crashed in a concentrated area or a 

congested area.  

So that's all I wanted to say.  

000267 MARTHA M. SEOANE: My name is Martha 

Seoane, and I have lived in Miami-Dade County for 20 

years. all my life actually. My address is 1421 

Northwest 36th Avenue, which is just east of the
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and commercial flights. The Miami International 

Airport is in great need of some assistance.  

000268 FXARINA BECERRA: Hi, Karina Becerra.  

And it's hard to, like, put a whole history of my 

life and of the earth in three minutes, but I think 

that there needs to be a shift in paradigm thinking, 

like how there have been, you know, like throughout 

history.  

And a lot of people are not educated to 

care about the environment. It's only that, it's 

just ignorance, it's nothing else. It's not their 

fault. It's actually everybody's fault. We need 

to, like, educate the community to take care of the 

environment, because we are connected to the 

environment and whatever happens to the environment 

is going to ultimately affect us.  

And I don't understand how some people 

don't know that, it's so strange and so weird to me, 

but I just think an airport would incredibly, like, 

damage the eco-system so close to a national park.  

We don't value them right now because 

life is so abundant, but it's not always going to be 

like that, and I grew up in a country here, you 

know, where nature was always such a big part of my 

life, and it's not always going to be there, and we

12 

have to think about our children to come. When they 

live, they're not going to be able to enjoy it 

because as of now resources are going down ever so 

quickly.  

So if it's a job problem, we need to 

find a way. I don't have the alternative or 

solution for it. I'm just voicing an opinion for 

those who don't have a voice, which is eco-systems, 

animals, nature in general.  

That's it.  

0002L9 ADOLFO HENRIQUES: I'm Adolfo Henriques.  

I happen to be sitting right now on the Blue Ribbon 

Task Force Committee for the Airport that was 

appointed by the mayor. I've spent a great deal of 

time looking at the issues that impact our existing 

airport system here im Miami, and quite frankly, 

first of all, I believe that the study that was done 

supports the fact that the airport in South Dade at 

the Homestead Air Force Base is totally compatible 

with the eco-system; that it is not going to be an 

ecological problem; that we certainly will need the 

additional airport capacity as we go forward because 

Miami International Airport will be maxed out in the 

not too distant future and there are no other 

compatible sites within Miami-Dade County to

0-131
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Miami International Airport and in alignment with 

the runway. and the flight patterns. So I've had 

planes flying over my home and my neighborhood 

constantly.  

I can definitely say one becomes Immune 

to the airplane noise, it really just isn't a 

problem nor a hazard and it has never created any 

sort of health ailments in my family nor anybody in 

my neighborhood, as other people may say otherwise.  

I would also like to address how I feel 

about the Collier project. The Collier Family has 

never really been considered environmentally 

concerned. They have just over two dozen oil 

exploration permits to drill near the Big Cypress 

National Preserve, which is just north of the 

Everglades National Park, and this just took place 

no later than 199?. So I don't believe that they 

are very concerned about our environment. So I 

don't think that they're going to really take care 

of it.  

Plus, if by disgrace to our community 

the Collier Project is approved, there will still be 

a military reserve base with 20,000 flights yearly.  

So, in my opinion, the only logical solution is to 

grant South Florida a supplemental airport for cargo
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accommodate an additional airport facility, other 

than this one.  

This will be a huge employment creator 

for the South Dade market that absolutely needs it 

at this point in time.  

Thank you.  

000270 MARIA PAPAZIAN: My name is Maria 

Papazian. Good afternoon. I would like to make a 

comment first in English and then in Spanish.  

I am here to express my opposition to 

the construction of the proposed commercial airport 

in the former Homestead Air Base. I'm concerned 

about the amount of air, land, and water pollution 

and sound pollution that the proposed commercial 

airport will represent. it is too much noise and it 

is too much for a sensitive and unique area.  

Another concern that I have is it's in 

proximity to Turkey Point, and Biscayne National 

Parks. It represents too high of a risk to take 

with our environment and our health.  

For these reasons I believe it is 

necessary to find alternatives to the development of 

a commercial airport, which threatens the peace and 

tranquility that our national parks offer. Simply 

the quality of our life will be deteriorated.

14 

000271 REY MARTINEZ: My name is Rey Martinez.  

My office address is 7000 Southwest 97th Avenue, 

Suite 104, Miami. Florida 33173.  

I'm here on behalf of the development 

for the Air Force Base being turned into a 

commercial airport. I think that we have heard 

enough from our mayors, our commissioners, state 

representatives who are the ones that actually 

voiced what the people want in the area. And I 

think they have all spoken, except for maybe one 

commissioner, that they are in favor of this plan.  

The plan has gone through several 

scrutinies, SESI, meaning the last one, which is the 

state of the art investigation that was done for the 

development of the commercial airport, the findings 

I think are very clear and concise in the sense that 

they are for the development. That is really the 

only rational way to develop the Homestead Base in 

the sense of being a commercial airport. That will 

give them the flexibility also to keep the runway 

for their private use either for the military or for 

the law enforcement agencies that will need to use 

it at any given time.  

I think the fact that the SETS report 

has stated, and that's what I bess my decision on,

one of the reasons I base my decision on for the 

development, that is the most sensible thing to do 

with the base at this moment.  

Of all the plans that have been put in 

place, this one is the one that will be better for 

the area. It creates the most jobs. The land stays 

in the public ownership of Miami-Dade County, and it 

will be leased to private investors to develop the 

base and other things such as industry, warehouses, 

shopping centers, office space, hotels, and the 

amount of money that it would generate to the area 

is what the people want.  

The Collier/Hoover Plan basically puts 

the ownership of the land in private hands of the 

Collier Family, which is a multi-million dollar 

family, and what they're doing is they're swapping 

mineral oil rights, which would take billions of 

dollars by the county to be able to extract any oil 

from the national park, if any, because it's all 

speculative, and to place public owned land in the 

hands of a private family, I just don't see that.  

You're giving something for nothing. Those oil 

rights are totally worthless. It's like in 

California where they haven't gotten nothing out of 

it, and it happened in another state, I forgot right

now.  

As far as the space craft thing, that's 

extremely speculative. There's no developer set for 

it. So the only thing that could happen at this 

moment, the only thing that can really happen in 

Homestead and NaranJa Lakes for a commercial airport 

for the betterment and benefit of the people.  

People that come from Monroe County to 

protest, the ones from Ocean Reef, the aversge house 

is worth 1.5 million dollars. Why don't they take 

their money and give it to the poor folks in Florida 

City, Naranja Lakes and Homestead? 

That's it. Thank you.  

000272 RALPH PUIG, JR.: You know, usually 

when therein something new happening in a city or in 

a county, there's always people that are for and 

against a project, and that's only normal. But 

looking at this project, the scope of it, the 

original intent of the project has always been an 

airport, and I'm for the project because there is so 

many opportunities that could be for the community, 

not only for professionals, but for the people.  

public in general.  

There's a lot of issues that have to do 

with the environment, but I think those have been
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addressed already. There's been studies showing 

that the impact of this airport as a commercial 

airport, the impact is minimum. It's just going to 

benefit everybody for the future generations of Dade 

County. It's going to make Homestead a major, and I 

quote, -major city.

What I see is a city that's going to be 

internationally known. It's going to relieve 

traffic flow going through the Miami Airport. It 

will create opportunity for the education, I believe 

so, because it's going to be a lot of money 

invested, the taxes and so forth that are going to 

be coming from this project. You'll have better 

schools. Definitely you'll have better roads, 

because they're going to have to be improved. It's 

just a great opportunity for the development of the 

whole county in itself, and for the State of 

Florida.  

And I think that people are missing the 

point and the issue, bringing the issue of the 

environment, because that's one of the most 

important things, of course, the environment. And I 

think the group that is handling this, the people 

that are in favor of the project are very aware of 

that, and I just hope that this whole process pretty
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soon comes to a conclusion, becauss it's been a long 

process and I think they've taken all the steps 

necessary to show and demonstrate, not only to the 

county, but to the public in general, that it is a 

group of people that do care about the environment, 

care about certain issues that the position has, and 

I just hope it gets approved. Everybody is going to 

be benefited from it, and it's just a great project.  

Thank you.  

000273 OTTO FERNANDEZ: My name is Otto 

Fernandez. I own a property - I just recently owned 

the property on 19940 Southwest 240th Street, and I 

have several crops which I plant and develop.  

One of the reasons that I moved into the 

area was because of the solitude of the area. That 

will all be changed as result of the commercializing 

of the Homestead Bases, which is only going to 

benefit all these people that have been here prior 

to me. The developers, the Latin Builders 

Developers Association, or whatever, and that they 

are going to, if you let them, they will pawe 

Florida from the East Coast to the West Coast. I 

know that because I work for the postal service, and 

I deliver to the new developments, the new 

developments that they are undertaking now, and I

see that the quality of the property, not to mention 

the incapability of the new people that are moving 

to the area to pay the mortgages and you can tell 

that by the extreme amount of for sale signs. It 

will definitely benefit the people that work in 

construction, but in reality, it will benefit mostly 

the land developers who have no problem with paving 

Florida from the East Coast to the West Coast.  

Now, I repeat, an airport development 

there, I happen to work next to Tamiami Airport, and 

the fall out from the flight-overs, which happens to 

be only, at cetera, at cetera, small planes damage 

the paint on the cars.  

Now, if you have a commercial airport, 

such as the Miami Airport, half of that, the fallout 

of the flights is enough to pollute and destroy the 

eco-system and the Everglades and all that area, not 

to mention, we get our water from that area there, 

that will completely pollute. And who-a going to 

pay for that? Well, down the road, somebody is 

going to pay for that.  

I think this is all a gimmick from the 

dictator, Alex Penelas, that wants to control 

everything around here. I =m very much opposed to 

his ubiquitous presence and he is now like a little

dictator, and he has the control of all these 

developers here who, just their own idea is to 

forget, destroy now. My farm goes down and that's 

all I have to say.  

Thank you very much.  

000274 BEATRIZ QUINTANA: My name Beatris 

Quintana. I live in South Dade. I'm with the 

people that want to make the airport, because r 

think Dade County needs an airport. There's not 

enough jobs in Dade County. And I also have a 

business in Fort Lauderdale, which is hard, because 

I could, you know, if it was something in Homestead, 

I could not find a business in Homestead, it's very 

hard to do anything in Homestead.  

Thank you.  

000275 EDIS DRIEST: Hi. I'm glad to be here 

to be able to express my opinion. I hope it's 

heard.  

I definitely don't want to see this Air 

Base become developed. I don't know why Fort 

Lauderdale just can't be utilized for the additional 

need for air traffic. This proposed airport is, as 

we know, next to a few national parks that cannot 

"survivor with the pollution that is caused by the 

airport, not to mention the noise, not to mention
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the human beings that are affected by this type of 

development as well.  

Right now I live near downtown Miami 

under and air corridor, which is a miserable 

experience. Why do we have to keep bringing more of 

this in? 

And the nuclear plant needs to be 

considered, obviously. I don't know if it's 

possible to make such a thing crash proof. So 

that's very close to the airport.  

The marine life would be affected in a 

negative way. The water nearby would be affected.  

There are alternatives I don't think 

we've looked at. One maybe is the Hoover 

development, and I think that's it. And I hope and 

pray that this is looked at very carefully and the 

quality of our life is examined.  

000276 ROBERTO GARCIA: My name is Robert 

Garcia. and I live in the South Dade area, and the 

reason why I like this, to go through with this, 

L number one, it relieves a lot of stress to the MIA 

2 airport traffic. It also gives liberty for 38,000 

3 people for jobs. Plus, the ability for our 

4 properties to go up, sales prices on our properties 

5 to gO up.

23

but it will also give an expansion or a different 

alternative as opposed to just MIA.  

The opportunity for an additional 

airport here will give Miami a better outlook for 

visitors, as well as people that want to come and 

live here as opposed to leaving South Florida.  

I think the best opportunity for South 

Florida will be to have an expansion of a better and 

attractive airport, and I think that will be a great 

solution and a great contribution to South Florida.  

So I really hope that this airport comes our way.  

It's something to look forward to the future. We're 

only getting bigger and better, and that will 

definitely make us a better city.  

Thanks.  

000278 PETER FISCHEL: My name is Peter 

Pischel. I would like to make a comment.  

I'm a long time South Florida resident.  

And I recently, three years ago, purchased property 

down in the Redlands area. I would like to say I'm 

opposed to the development of the Air Force Base as 

a commercial airport for three basic reasons.  

One, I don't believe it's a 

comprehensive community development plan. I think 

it's more for the benefit of a few business people
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Also, it helps people that want to 

travel not have to travel so far away to get to the 

airport.  

Also, the economy is something that's 

going to be affected and at least the City of 

Homestead would once be recognired as a city in 

itself, rather than to be recognired as the City of 

Miami. .  

Thank you.  

000277 SYLVIA GARCIA: Hi. I'm Sylvia Garcia, 

I own Capital Title. I'm an owner of a small 

business and I welcome the opportunity for not only 

38,000 jobs for workers down in Homestead or for the 

City of Miami, or South Florida alone, but I also 

welcome the opportunity for investors to have an 

opportunity for growth in South Florida.  

We've become a mecca of all different 

kinds of investment opportunities for not only 

people who live here, but also for Florida 

nationals. I think not only for job investments, 

but I think for the growth and potential that South 

Florida has is a definite plus for this airport.  

In addition, I think the congestion of 

MIA will alleviate this. It will alleviate most of 

the, I think, security problems that we have at MIA,

Final SEIS

rather than everyone else. I also think it's going 

to be detrimental to the community in that it's 

going to be a shifting the use away from what I 

think is desirable or a better uses, say from 

agriculture to industry.  

I believe a lot of people in the 

community will not see the benefits. There will be 

exporter benefits or basically the problems 

associated with the development would be much 

greater than any benefit they'll see. For example, 

the other three regional airports are in less 

desirable areas. My.  

Second reason is I think it's 

environmentally damaging. It's inconsistent with 

the use of the local environment. Obviously it's 

situated between two national parks. I'm sure there 

will be plenty of comments on that. I don't believe 

it's a benefit of the national parks.  

Also, it's going to increase the 

pressure from development in the area, both 

commercial and residential, obviously you have a 

limited amount of space left for natural areas in 

South Dade and I think those are more important than 

short-term economic benefits. So not only will we 

see more development, see decrease in quality of the

0-134
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area.  

The third reason I'm opposed to the 

airport is I think that we could do a better use of 

the area. I think it would be better to put all 

plans on hold and develop a great comprehensive 

region-wide redevelopment plan that will benefit all 

members of the community rather than spearhead and 

push this through as a short-taer economic gain for 

a few.  

000279 ROBERT CHISHOLM: My name is Robert 

Chisholm, architect. My office is at 7254 Southwest 

48th Street, Miami, Florida.  

By education and profession I'm an 

architect and urban planner, urban designer and I 

practice both on a full-time basis in Miami and in 

other areas of the country and the world.  

I an in favor of the HABDI proposal for 

the redevelopment of the base. I think that any 

community must continue its economic enhancement 

growth in order to supply its residents with the 

necessary economic and social opportunities and 

development.  

we have the technology in the United 

States and in the world to be able to coexist with 

the natural environment and the natural habitat and
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all species along with mankind.  

If it was in our hearts and intentions 

to develop this project in the proper and necessary 

manner, we have the capability to do so 

technologically and professionally.  

A development of this nature at the 

former Homestead Air Force Base would be beneficial 

to the ares, would be a benefit to Miami 

International Airport as a relief airport, and it 

would be extremely beneficial economically for the 

residents of South Dade, which is our next 

opportunity area for growth, short of higher density 

development in the UBD of Dade County.  

Current and future development of 

aircraft equipment, it's coming into line that we'll 

have reduced noise levels. That is part of the 

future development in aircrafts, which is at hand.  

And all the environmental concerns, again, can be 

easily solved.  

I have done projects in South Dade and 

on the base, and I am familiar with the economic and 

planning issues of the area, therefore, I recommend 

the HABDI proposal.  

Thank you.  

000280 NANCY MORENO: My name is Nancy Moreno.
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I've been a resident of Miami-Dade County since 

1962. I am in favor of building the airport and 

Homestead, because I remember the Air Force Base a 

long time ago. I believe this new airport will 

crests a lot of jobs for unemployed people and will 

enhance the City of Homestead immensely with all the 

new businesses that are going to open around them.  

I also heard that the omsestead branch 

of the Baptist Noapital will be closing because it 

has no busianss. with this airport it won't be able 

to close because people will go there and also the 

MIA, the Miami International Airport is very 

congested, and the fares are very high. Every time 

I fly I have to go to Fort Lauderdale because the 

fares there are lower. If there's an airport in 

Homestead, it will be closer to me and airlines with 

lower fares will move there.  

Also, I have lived 20 years across from 

the Miami Airport where there's a lake with manatees 

and birds all around it, and nothing has ever 

happened to them. So I don't think that the 

pollution issue and the environmental issue has 

anything to do with it.  

That's my opinion on this issue.  

000281 STEVE HAGEN: My name is Steve Hagen.

25 

I'm a businessman, I'm also an environmentalist. I 

live in the takeoff pattern of MIA, and I do benefit 

from having an airport close to me, because I'm 

cargo, I use the cargo facility as an importer.  

In one hand, I would love to have 

traffic relieved from MIA and taken to some other 

airport. However, in this instance, I believe that 

would be a disastrous decision to be made.  

I quote the last paragraph from the 

Department of the Interior.  

It says: 'The Air Force's goal is to 

dispose of this surplus property in a manner that 

supports local community plans for economic 

revitalization of South Florida and protects 

Biscayne Bay and the nearby national parks." 

Now, the key in this sentence, and I 

assume that this was all very thoughtfully derived 

at, is "local community", "to beat preserve support 

the community plans for the revitalization of South 

Florida.' 

An airport is a regional type of 

facility, therefore, and the location of it, 

especially between two national parks would be 

disastrous and not nice.  

I fully support a mixed-use plan, as the
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once said the Everglades was a test and if we 

passed, we get to keep the planet. Now, the airport 

is a test, if we stop it, we pass, and we get to 

keep the Everglades and more.  

Margery Stoneman Douglas passed away 

last year and she was the first lady of Florida and 

of the Everglades. She fought this battle against 

an airport.  

Once again, let's win it again, in her 

memory and for the future of her children.  

Thank you.  

THEREUPONi 

The following public proceedings were 

had: 

COLONEL McSHANE: I do have a couple of 

administrative announcements before we get started.  

If you brought signs or banners into the 

room, I would ask that you do not raise them up from 

your seats. You will be blocking someone else's 

view, and that will be appropriate. Don't do that.  

One thing I've seen in the several 

hearings we've had here, there are an awful lot of 

you that have cell phones. They are very 

distracting when they ring, so please turn the 

ringers off and put them on vibrate or just turn the

30
29 

Department of Interior has suggested.  

000282 TERE GARCIA: There's one thing that 

South Florida economy depends on and that is air 

travel.  

I am here on behalf of the Greater Miami 

Chamber of Commerce Transportation Group. The 

Chamber has supported on record the conveyance of 

the Base to the County and to the airport, and it 

has also approved the use of it as a reliever 

military and passenger airport. This means to be 

planned accordingly as to mitigate any negative 

impacts that it may have, but we must remember that 

historically this was a military airport.  

This is the time to move ahead with 

this, given the result of the EIS. We need the 

jobs, and we need our aviation industry to continue 

growing and providing for the county the type of 

economic growth that it deserves.  

000283 NICHOLAS ROBULOCK: What do we want 

first? What is more important to us? The jobs that 

are going to be provided by an airport, faster 

transportation, more available transportation, or do 

we want to have green grass? We don't even know who 

gave it to us, it's much more precious than the 

airport that we can build.
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By building this airport, it's going to 

destroy it. It's going to demolish it. It's going 

to pollute it. And that forest is much more 

important than an airport, much more important than 

faster transportation, much more important than 

providing jobs for people.  

The silence of trees and the silence of 

nature, the silence of animals, the silence of 

nature is something we have to carry on to our kids.  

We can't carry on airports. We can't carry 0n 

polluted waters, polluted sewers. We need to 

maintain our forests for our kids. We need to keep 

the grass green, the water wet, clean.  

Thank you.  

000284 EILEEN SMITH: Please don't let our 

children, the children of Florida, and the children 

of the world grow up without an Everglades and 

without a Biscayne Bay. Allow the next generation 

and more to hear the call of the Osprey and the 

grunt of the alligator and maybe even the roar of a 

Florida panther, this will be music to their ears.  

The deafening noise of one aircraft flight per 

minute is no legacy to look at.  

I believe we can have jobs and quality 

of life. Please support the Collier plan. It was

L

phones off completely so that you do not disturb the 

proceedings with your cell phones. If you're doing 

that when we have speakers up here. I will ask you 

to leave.  

Me do have the capability to translate 

my comments and the briefing that Major Chipley will 

give tonight into Spanish. If there is any interest 

in having that done. Doing so, however, will take 

away about 15 minutes from the public comment 

period. We would be happy to do the translation, if 

there is interest.  

Could I have a show of hands if you are 

interested in having the translation into Spanish? 

I only see one hand, and somebody's 

offered to translate for her. I think it's probably 

best if we maximize the time available for the 

comment period.  

Good evening, ladies and gentlemen, and 

welcome to this public hearing on the draft 

Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement on the 

disposal of portions of the former Homestead Air 

Force Base.  

I'm Colonel Mike McShane, and I'm the 

Chief Trial Judge of the Air Force, stationed at 

Bolling Air Force Base in Washington D.C.
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My normal duties include presiding over 

Air Force courts marshal, but this weak I have been 

made available to preside over this series of five 

hearings which are being held in this area 

concerning the disposal and subsequent reuse of 

former Homestead Air Force Base property.  

I have not been involved in the 

development of any of the proposals that are being 

considered. My job is to make sure that we have a 

fair and orderly hearing.  

Thank you for taking time from your busy 

schedules to come here tonight for this public 

hearing. If you are interested in doing so, I hope 

you took the time to visit with the technical staff 

prior to this portion of the hearing and to look at 

the exhibits that are in the back and along the 

side.  

In preparing this draft Supplemental 

Environmental Impact Statement, or draft SEIS as you 

will hear us refer to it all night, it was the Air 

Force's goal to understand the environmental 

implications of deciding for what purpose and to 

whom to convey surplus property at former Homestead 

Air Force Base.  

The draft SEIS examines reasonable ways
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Applications International Corporation or SAIC for 

short. They have been supported by another 

contractor, Landerman, Brown, which performed the 

airport's planning and noise analysis.  

I would like to take a couple of minutes 

to update you on the SEIS process, and what has 

occurred since the scoping period ended in July of 

1998. More than 440 individuals, organizations, and 

agencies provided written input during our 132-day 

scoping period and 190 people spoke at our public 

scoping meetings. The size and complexity of the 

draft SEIS has grown substantially because of the 

number and diverse nature of issues and because of 

the many federal agencies, state and local 

governments, private organizations, and concerned 

citizens involved. Midway through the analysis two 

mixed-use proposals were received which were 

incorporated into the analysis.  

We recognize that this has been a long 

process for everyone. We want you to know that many 

other communities have also struggled through the 

base closure process. Some former bases have been 

developed for aviation uses, others for non-aviation 

uses. The success of redevelopment depends upon the 

local community involvement and support.

in which the property might be developed and used 

and the reasonably foreseeable environmental 

consequences of the alternatives.  

At this time I would like to introduce 

Major Mike Chipley of the Air Force Executive Issues 

Team. Me is an engineer by trade with a Ph.D in 

civil engineering from the University of Colorado.  

Major Chipley will discuss the proposed 

action and alternatives and provide a short synopsis 

of the reuse issues. Since the overall purpose of 

these hearings is to obtain input from you on the 

contents of the draft SEIS, the presentation will be 

short.  

Major Chipley? 

MAJOR CHIPLTE: Thank you, Colonel 

McShane. I too would like to extend my thanks for 

all of you taking time to provide your comments on 

the draft SKIS.  

For the past several years we have been 

engaged in the process of completing realignment and 

reuse of the former Homestead Air Force Base as 

required by the Defense Waste Closure and 

Realignment Act.  

The Air Force's primary goal in this 

process is to transfer the property in a manner that
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supports local plans for local revitalization for 

South Florida and protects Biscayne Bay and the 

nearby national parks. A disposal must also be 

compatible with the continuing existing military and 

law enforcement missions.  

The Air Force and the Federal Aviation 

Administration, or FAA, are the designated lead 

agencies for the draft SKIS. The Air Force has a 

decision-making responsibility for the transfer of 

the property. The FAA has the decision-making 

responsibilities for airport facilities.  

There are three cooperating agencies, 

one cooperating agency is the National Park Service, 

because it manages Biscayne National Park and 

Everglades National Park. Another cooperating 

agency is the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service because 

of its responsibilities to ensure threatened and 

endangered species are adequately considered and 

because of the proximity of the Crocodile Lake, 

National Wildlife Refuge.  

The third cooperating agency is the U.S.  

Environmental Protection Agency because of its 

regulatory responsibilities.  

The contractor hired by the Air Force to 

actually conduct the analysis is Science

0-137 Final SEIS
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The draft SrIS examines a number of 

reuse alternatives for remaining surplus property at 

the former base. Ongoing reuse involving property 

that has already been transferred, like the Job Corp 

Center, the Dade County Homeless Trust, the regional 

park and other deeded properties would continue 

7 under any of the alternatives.  

The alternatives underwent thorough and 

9 complex analysis of the environmental and economic 

0 impacts that could potentially occur as a result of 

1 redevelopment. 14 topics were used as the basis for 

2 the analysis. Public and agency concerns that were 

3 expressed at our scoping meetings identified 

4 important issues that helped focus our analysis.  

5 Those concerns have been incorporated throughout the 

6 draft SEIS.  

7 When the reuse planning process was 

a initiated for Homestead Air Force Base, Miami-Dade 

9 County was designated as a local reuse authority to 

0 develop a reuse plan for the former base. The 

1 county has proposed that the 1,632 scres of 

2 remaining surplus property at former Homestead Air 

:3 Force Base be transferred to Miami-Dade County 

:4 Aviation Department for development of a commercial 

3 airport. This is the proposed action addressed in

Final SEIS
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the draft IEIS.  

The analysis of the proposed action 

included identifying and assessing new flight tracks 

that would be used at the commercial airport.  

Airport operations, in general, are 

characteristically different in commercial or 

residential land uses in the types and numbers of 

vehicles, equipment and people, and the resulting 

impacts on the environment. The main issues of the 

proposed action involve air pollution, store water 

runoff, and noise levels.  

Another alternative exa.ined in the 

draft SEIS is a commercial space port. The main 

issues with the commercial space port alternative 

involve the uncertainties related to the licensing 

process, safety, and potential increases in noise.  

Three approaches were examined for 

non-aviation use presented as the mixed-use 

alternative. Market driven development, the Collier 

Resources Company proposal, and the Hoover 

Environmental Group Plan. The mixed-use 

alternatives could create higher intensity of use in 

a shorter period of tine, but may have less 

environmental effects on the national parks.  

The draft SEIS also includes the

no-action alternative, which means the property 

continues to belong to the government and reverts to 

caretaker status.  

under each alternative the Air Force, 

the Florida International Guard, and Customs Service 

continue to use the runway for their current 

military and law enforcement missions.  

The draft SE1S addresses each 

alternative in the context of future growth in South 

Florida and also takes into account potential 

cumulative impacts of other projects. It also 

includes some historical information where 

available.  

Your views and comments on the draft 

SEI8 will be important as we work toward completing 

the final SEIS. We are now about halfway through 

the 60-day public comment period. We scheduled 

these hearings to provide you an opportunity to 

review the draft SEIS and formulate comments you can 

give here today and also to provide some time after 

these hearings so that you can incorporate things 

that you might hear tonight into written comments.  

Whether you choose to connent today or to provide 

your comments in writing between now and March 7th, 

we look forward to receiving your inputs in

40 

assisting us in completing the final document.  

The final ISEIS scheduled for completion 

in July, 2000 will include conents made at the 

public hearings or submitted in writing during the 

public connent period for the drafted SEIS, along 

with Air Force and FAA response, to your com-ents.  

A decision on what action will be taken 

concerning the transfer of the disposal property 

will be made no earlier than 30 days after the 

publication of the final SEIS. We'll continue to 

distribute news releases and send news letters to 

those on our mailing list throughout the final 

course of the SEIS process. Anyone wishing to be 

added to the mailing list should complete an 

attendance card located in the foyer at the 

registration table and check the appropriate box on 

the card.  

In susmary, I would like to say that we 

do understand that this is a complicated and often 

frustrating process. Let me reiterate that neither 

the Air Force, nor the FAA proposes to directly 

develop the surplus property. The Air Force's goal 

is to transfer the land in a manner that supports 

local plans for economic revitalization and protects 

Biacayne Bay and the nearby national parks. A
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more good jobs than any of the alternative uses, 

38,000 Jobs and full build out in over one billion 

dollars in new earnings, as substantiated in the 

Supplement Environmental Impact Statement.  

At the beginning of my remarks I spoke 

about balancing the needs of economic development 

with those of environmental protection. As mayor of 

Miami-Dade County, I want the record to be very 

clear that this project has my unwavering commitment 

to the development of Homestead Regional Airport in 

an environmentally safe manner. Over 27 mitigation 

plans and studies at a cost of over 0 million 

dollars have already been completed to ensure that 

Homestead Regional Airport is totally compatible 

with its environment.  

It is important to know here that growth 

is projected to occur in the South Miami-Dade County 

area with or without reuse of the disposal property 

at the former Homestead Air Force Base, but we are 

prepared to deal with a growth in a responsible 

manner. In fact, the superintendent of Biscayne 

National Park has identified that wild resources, 

buffer land, and noise as the most serious potential 

impacts from outside the park. Here is our progress 

report on mitigating these impacts.
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First, Miami-Dede County has committed 

to the concept of a buffer zone around this to 

minimize the impacts of secondary development 

supported by federal, state and regional 

governments. We will address this need head on.  

we'll also continue to hold the line on the urban 

development boundary the legislative initiative 

which I strongly support.  

Thirdly, our storm water drainage system 

for the base will comply with the strict regulations 

set forth by the South Florida Water Management 

District.  

Four, our noise mitigation and 

management plan will consider the date it develops 

in Biscayne National Park' sound-scape plan to 

further understand noise issues.  

Fifth, a mitigation plan for military 

canals being developed, initiative I supported in 

several communications to the federal government.  

Sixth, Miami-Dade County is committed to 

the redevelopment of the former Homestead Air Force 

Base as a single runway facility.  

And, seven, my final pledge to you, is 

that Miami-Dade County will seriously consider 

returning 39 square miles of precious land and

Final SEIS
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disposal must also be compatible with continuing the 

existing military and law enforcement missions.  

COLONEL MCSHANE: Thank you, Major 

Chipley.  

Each of the proponents of an alternative 

was offered the opportunity to describe the proposal 

and speak about it. Miami-Dade County 

representatives have been given 10 minutes to speak 

about their proposal. You may also have noticed 

that some of the other proponents, although they 

elected not to give a presentation, have material 

available at tables at the back of the room.  

I understand Mayor Penelas will start 

the Miami-Dade County presentation.  

MAYOR PENELAS: Ladies and Gentlemen, 

good evening. Let me start off by thanking both 

you, Colonel McShane, and Major Chipley for the 

fashion in which you've conducted these hearings 

over the last few days. I think we all owe them a 

round of applause.  

on behalf of Miami Dade County this 

evening I'm joined by our aviation director, Gary 

Dellapa, and Bill Johnson from the manager's office, 

and they will be saying a few words after I am done.  

My testimony tonight, Ladies and
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Gentlemen, and for the record, and folks on the 

issue of providing South Miami-Dade County with an 

environmentally balanced foundation for both growth 

and improved economic viability, and I strongly 

believe that both of these goals can be achieved 

through the redevelopment of the former Homestead 

Air Force Base as a limited commercial airport.  

I cannot over emphasize the importance 

of this base property in meeting Miami Dade County's 

future aviation capacity needs. Miami International 

Airport is the only commercial service airport in 

Miami-Dade County. Even with a current addition of 

a fourth runway, Miami International Airport will 

fall far short of the demand of the commercial 

services capacity sometime between the year 2006 and 

2015.  

This point was clearly confirmed in the 

recent Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement, 

and, as we all know, aviation facilities do not 

materialize over night. They are decades in 

planning, regulatory and implementation phases.  

I would further add that a commercial 

airport at the former Homestead Air Force Base also 

meets the pressing economic needs of South 

Miami-Dade County. The airport use will provide far
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attended middle rights in the Big Cypress Preserve 

area to the Federal government.  

As you all may know, that land is 

currently the site for the Dade Collier TMT 

airstrip. That site, if this proposal is approved, 

will be forever abandoned to close the hole in the 

donut if our proposal to develop Homestead Regional 

Airport in an environmentally sensitive manner is 

adopted by the federal government.  

Thank you for your attention. At this 

time I would ask Gary Dellapa to continue Miami-Dade 

County's presentation.  

Gary? 

GARY DELLAPA: Thank you. I too would 

like to thank the panel for giving is the 

opportunity to relay our Department's 

recommendations regarding the development of the 

former Homestead Air Force Base. It's important for 

everyone to bear in mind that I'll be talking about 

capacity issues. And those are not issues that just 

affect South Dade or even Miami-Dade County, they 

affect all of South Florida.  

Previous testimony you've heard from the 

mayor and other elected officials on what the 

position of reuse means, this should continue the
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prosperity of our region.  

The current system of airport is taxed 

to the extreme of its limits and will prove unable 

to meet future market demands, unless augmented by 

new facilities.  

On the rear here, actually to my left, 

the airport has a display with documents and 

graphics on future aviation demand and our capacity 

to meet that demand. It is imperative that you 

understand that our inability to meet market driven 

demands means loss of economic activity and serious 

impacts on our employment base and business 

community.  

Many of you are aware of our efforts to 

accelerate the construction of a fourth runway at 

MIA. This project is the single most important 

element of the Airport Department's long range 

development program. However, this final 

incremental gain in MIA's capacity will not be able 

to meet the air traffic forecast far beyond the year 

2015.  

Our primary strategy is to provide the 

facilities to meet both near and both long-term 

demands. The critical elements of this strategy is 

to preserve the flexibilities to be able to react to
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the future urban conditions that may be unforeseen 

today, such as a free Cuba, the growth of 

e-commerce, or the success of the Free Trade 

Agreement that the Americans have been simulating 

foreign commerce.  

Miami-Dade's most limiting capacity 

constraint today is the number of full-service 

commercial carrier runways available on our airport 

system to safely manage an aircraft before it 

reaches to forecast levels.  

MIA is quickly reaching saturation and 

it's at the point where no additional runway 

capacity can be provided. Already we are 

experiencing dislocation upon airport businesses due 

to space limitations caused by development of our 

new fourth runway.  

Numerous efforts in the last three 

decades to identify new sites in South Florida for 

commercial aviation facilities have proven 

fruitless. There are no other sites. There isn't 

even another site.  

Consequently, the most crucial issue 

confronting us today is the decision on the ultimate 

reuse of Homestead. That decision will affect 

whether or not this community will be able to

48 

accommodate the tremendous worldwide growth in 

aviation of this forecast. This is growth that we 

will be unable to meet with MIA and our other 

airports alone. For example, it was reported in the 

SEIS, Opa-Locka has fought with airspace 

environmental Justice issues.  

From an aviation point of view, the 

conclusion is inescapable. We need Homestead to 

meet all of our needs, for passeogers, for 

maintenance, for military, law enforcement, cargo, 

and general aviation. However, the need for 

identifying long-term capacity demands will not come 

at the expense of environmental compatibility.  

Miami-Dade County is committed to ensuring that the 

plan and phase development of the commercial airport 

alternative is implemented in a environmentally 

compatible manner. Miami-Dade Aviation Department 

has a substantial track record of environmental 

responsibilities. Me have spent over 170 million 

dollars since 1994 to address environmental issues.  

One of the main stays of our current 5 billion 

dollar construction program is maintaining the 

snvironmental quality of not only the airport but of 

the surrounding communities as well.  

The airport is in full agreement with

0-140
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49the activity levels proposed in the SEIS. The 

projected flight operations provide for future 

demands. We believe that the aircraft fleet mix 

described is the most compatible with a joint 

civilian/military use of the airfield.  

Advances in airplane and engine 

technology will offset future noise created by 

commercial operations, for example, things like the 

mandatory conversion of the staging in engines, 

which went into effect January lst of this year and 

the use of quieter regional jets.  

We're in the crossroads of future of 

aviation in South Florida. This is our only 

opportunity to preserve a badly needed airport to 

the regional aviation system and to continue to 

allow this community's aviation industry to grow and 

prosper.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL MCSoHAE: Thank you.  

BILL JOHNSON: Good evening, my name is 

Bill Johnson, the senior assistant to the county 

manager, Merrett Stierheim. I appreciate the 

opportunity to be with you this evening.  

I have 30 seconds, and in that 30 

seconds I want to say that the role of aviation

please place them in the box on the comment table 

out in the lobby. Written comments, I do remind 

you, carry the same weight as well as comments 

presented at the hearing.  

If you want to write down your comments 

while you're here, there are forms at the comment 

table. You can also take a form home to complete 

and mail it back to the address provided on the 

comment form. You can also write up your comments 

in your own format and mail them in. You do not 

need to use the comment forms. They are only for 

your convenience.  

You will have the opportunity to provide 

oral comments when I begin the public comment 

portion of the hearing in just a couple of minutes.  

Let me tell you a few things about the 

public comment period. Elected public officials 

will speak first, then we'll hear from those who 

submitted cards today indicating their desire to 

speak. I normally call on people in the order that 

the cards were submitted. However, a. I announced 

at the earlier hearing today, depending on the size 

of the crowd tonight, I may have the repeat public 

speakers wait until all of the new speakers have 

made their comments. Since I do have 58 new
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here, not just Miami-Dade, but in all of South 

Florida is of incredible importance. I think 

everyone in this room probably realizes that our 

number one industry here in Miami-Dade County is 

tourism. Over 10 million visitors visit our 

community every single year, spending over 16 

billion dollars.  

I'd like you to know that 95 percent of 

all of those visitors to Miami-Dade County come by 

air. One-fifth of the entire work force here in 

Miami-Dade County is employed directly or indirectly 

through our aviation system.  

The airport, therefore, obviously, is of 

incredible importance to the economic wellbeing of 

our community. It is, therefore, vital that we have 

the opportunity to be able to continue to grow.  

This additional sir capacity at Homestead is 

essential for the health of our community.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL MCSHAINE: This concludes the 

presentation of information about the proposals. In 

a few minutes we'll begin the public comment portion 

of the hearing.  

You have several ways to provide your 

comments. If you've brought written comments,

speakers who signed up, I will call on them first 

and have the 23 repeat speakers wait until the new 

speakers are done.  

Each individual organization will have 

three minutes to provide comments. You may finish 

your sentence when your time is up. Please stop 

promptly so that we can hear from the maximum number 

of people. Boos and clapping take away time from 

the speakers. Please respect other's viewpoints and 

let them make their comments without interruption.  

When I do call on you, please come up to 

the microphone here, or at the other side of the 

room, and clearly state your name, the name of the 

organization, if any, you are representing before 

you begin your comments.  

The transcript of this proceeding will 

be the permanent record and will be published in the 

final SEIS. Please do not provide any personal 

information in your comments if you would not want 

to see it published in the final SEIS.  

ft's very important that you use the 

microphone so that the reporter can hear you and 

that everyone else in the room can hear you. It's 

also important that those of you who are talking 

back there, and you know who you are, will please
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who helped to establish Biscayne National Park have 

collaborated to develop a first-class golf course.  

business park with a hotel resort and aquariu m 

marine institute and luxuryRV comunity.  

The plan will create more than 6,800 

jobs initially, and more than 2,000 eventually.  

More than replacing the job loss after Hurricane 

Andrew, destroying the air base.  

The Collier/Hoover plan offers many 

advantages. First, it's compatible with South 

Miami-Dade's goals of 1994, redevelopment of the 

base, sustaining agriculture and expanding tourism 

in contrast to an airport, which threatens 

agriculture by paving a way for industrialization 

and urban sprawl. That would effect the available 

farm land and threaten tourism by creating a noisy 

polluting neighbor to Biscayne National Park and its 

water visitors and fisher people, and imagine what 

it would do to the quality of our neighborhoods and 

residential properties.  

And, second, the Collier/Hoover plan 

takes the politics out of the Miami-Dade County.  

The Colliefs have proposed swapping the land for 

mineral rights, which they own in the mid Cypress 

National Preserve.  

Final SEIS
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quiet down so that we can have an ordinarily 

hearing. If you've got to talk, you can step 

outside and do it. The focus here tonight is to 

listen to your comments regarding the contents of 

the draft SEIS.  

Preceding this presentation, you had an 

opportunity to ask questions one on one of the 

technical staff and hopefully they were able to 

answer your questions. Any further questions asked 

in the course of making your statements will be 

addressed in the final SEIS rather than answered 

tonight. So. again, please focus your comments on 

the draft SEIS and the analysis of the reuse 

options.  

If you need to have your comments 

translated into English and did not so indicate when 

you signed up, please let us know when you get to 

the microphone. If you made comments today and 

later decide you have additional comments or know 

someone who is interested in the comment process but 

cannot attend any of the meetings, written comments 

can be submitted until March 7th, 2000. The mailing 

address can be found in all of the available 

hand-outs.  

I think you folks will be happy to know
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that we only have two representatives of elected 

public officials tonight and then we'll swing right 

into the public. We have Carol Klingbiel speaking 

on behalf of Commissioner Sorenson.  

000285 CAROL KLINGBISL: Good evening. My name 

is Carol Klingbiel. Inm representing Commissioner 

Sorenson. She sends her regrets that she can't be 

here with you this evening, but she asked me to read 

the following comment into the record: 

We have an opportunity to close an 

inappropriate chapter of South Miami-Dade County's 

history and to help us to begin to create a bright 

new future of economic development, prosperity and 

the best protection of our national parks. We can 

ask the president to approve the Collier Family 

proposed plan of mineral rights for land at former 

Homestead Air Force Base.  

In 1995 Miami-Dade County landed a 

no-bid long-term lease to HABDI, a group of 

developers to build an airport. I as one of the 

commissioners of South Miami-Dade opposed this 

vigorously, but was outvoted, however.  

However, it is a new day. The Collier 

and Hoover Family, and Collier and Hoover County and 

Lacy Hoover Chase, granddaughter of Herbert Hoover,
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If the Colliers do the transaction at 

the federal level, the County will have no claim to 

the land or obligations to HABDI, its chosen 

developer. Further, it makes the land taxable for 

Miami-Dade County.  

COLONEL HcSHANE: Ma'am. Time. You may 

leave the written comments for insertion of the 

record. Thank you.  

Natacha Seijas Millas.  

000286 NATACHA SEIJAS MILLAN: Thank you again 

for listening to me. There are some things I said 

the other day that don't need to be repeated again, 

economic development and employability, but I also 

would like to tell you that while many things have 

been said about the constant cargo and the planes 

every three minutes, that is not a fact. And I 

think people need not to give this information, 

because that just confuses the issue.  

Although, part of the study will get 

things clear, I wanted to repeat it again. It is 

not a huge cargo operation. It is a reliever 

airport, and those that don't understand can look in 

the dictionary or call anybody that knows about 

flying. It's not an area where there was nothing 

before. It's an area that had the base. Thank God

0-142
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for that base. Unfortunately, Andrew destroyed it.  

But I am from Cuba, and I can tell you 

that the fact that that base had and still has 

P-16's, F-15's, P-14'e.and all the F's. I'm not a 

pilot, I know nothing about aviation, but they were 

there to take care of things that were important to 

us. Andrew destroyed that.  

After Andrew we had problems, problems 

from two residences that that base would be 

conveyed. And as we come in the long drawn out 

issue, and then I challenge you, the one in Key West 

was done quickly and without any complaints.  

Mas it perhaps the people did not look 

like me? Was it perhaps for other reasons? 

I say this as a chair of the South 

Florida Planning Council, and I was very supportive 

on the issue of Key West. Because I think they 

deserved it. I thought it was a very good plan and 

I voted and encouraged to vote on the town, because 

it was the right thing to do.  

Now the right thing to do is to listen 

to the people of Homestead. This is a matter of 

Homestead. Listen to the ones that are most 

affected. Easy for anybody to make judgment when 

they don't live in the area, as it is for any

Miami International Airport. It is an inevitable 

fact that we must have a relief airport somewhere in 

Miami-Dade County.  

A lot of emphasis has been put on the 

noise pollution issue. I would like to point out 

that commercial planes have more noise suppression 

than war planes. If we take this opportunity to 

work towards a common goal, environmentalists and 

growth we win, otherwise the future will bring 

uncontrolled growth and chaos, then we and our 

planet will lose. Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Catharine Bernabei.  

00028S CATHARINA BERNABBI: Ladies and 

Gentlemen. good evening. I am Cathy Bernabei. I am 

a mother of three children and a teacher for 27 

years. I teach children with mental retardation.  

I'm a scout leader for 30 years. I am going t6 

speak from the heart. My heart is beating very fast 

right now.  

I would like to take you on a journey.  

I would like you to travel with me with your mind's 

eye 100 years ago, 1900's, let's say in the cosmos, 

looking down on planet earth, our beautiful planet.  

Just vision it. Then zoom in closer to Florida, 

South Florida. Florida with the Everglades flowing

from Lake Okeechobee all the way to the base, 

beautiful river of grass, with flocks and flocks of 

birds, Ibises, Egrets, Spoonbills, thousands and 

thousands, and panthers abundant, and the black 

bear, and people, the Seminole tribes living in 

peace together. Then came the settlers.  

Let's travel again to the year 2000. We 

celebrated 2000. Look, ladies and Gentlemen, Mr.  

Penelas and everybody, here we are with our parks, 

little dote left. The flocks aren't flocks anymore.  

And understand, that I have seen flocks of birds for 

at least ten years in Africa as a child and I've 

seen flocks of Flamingos and crown birds rise up 

above the Anatomica, and its marvelous sight that we 

don't have anymore. It angers me we cannot give it 

to our children, but let it be, we have our parks, 

thank goodness, but they are so endangered. They 

are sick. Our panthers are doomed. Lots of plant 

and animal life is extinct, which wasn't 100 years 

ago.  

Our nature is very strong, it can bounce 

back, but we cannot put more stress on our 

Everglades. It is not even feasible. If we had the 

Everglades as they were 100 years ago, we could risk 

it and say, okay, air pollution, noise, if it's
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commissioner to come out for any private endeavor 

when it's not their district. It's not my district.  

I'm District 13 with the City of Hialeah and Miami 

Lakes. And I can tell you I probably stand here to 

support the people in the South that need jobs.  

As I said before, Federal Express left, 

but it would have brought 700 jobs to that area.  

That only would have been the tip of an iceberg. I 

think they deserve it. I think we need to listen to 

it.  

I want to thank you for your patience.  

Thank you very much.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Jay Suarez? 

000287 JAY SAUREZ: Good evening. My name is 

Jay Saurez. I'm a concerned resident that wishes to 

express the opinions of a large portion of the 

Southwest Miami-Dade.  

I have seen and lived through 

devastation that Andrew brought to the people of 

Miami-Dade County, Naranja, Homestead, Florida City.  

Since the closing of the full Homestead Air Force 

Base, South Miami-Dade lost most of their economy.  

I firmly believe that the opening of a 

commercial airport at this side is not only needed 

for the economy, but also greatly needed relief to
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Slotnick. I live at 10340 Southwest 96th Terrace.  

I've been a resident of Southwest Dade County since 

July of 1903.

damaged, we have enough Everglades left. It may 

restore itself. No, we have to act now.  

Let's travel some more my fellow 

Floridians. Let's go to the Year 3000. The 

Everglades are gone, and our children are angry with 

us. They can only vision the Everglades in movies.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Germaine Tilney.  

000289 GSERMAINE TILNSY: My name is Germaine 

Tilney. I'm with the Sierra Club. I'd like to show 

a video.  

(Thereupon, a video was shown.) 

COLONEL McSMANE: Any other comments? 

GERMAINE TILNEY: I have a minute left? 

COLONEL McSHANE. I can give you a 

little bit of time.  

GERMAINE TILNEY: I came here in 1950, 

and one of the reasons I'm still here is because of 

the Everglades National Park. I just love it. And 

I remember what it was like in 1950, and I want my 

grandchildren and their grandchildren to enjoy it 

the way I did.  

COLONEL McEANE: Thank you. Michael 

Slotnick.  

000290 MICHAEL SLOTNICK: My name is Michael
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passengers, but it also has expensive gates which 

drive up the airfares.  

I looked in the Sunday Harold in the 

travel section, there's a big difference between the 

airfares between Fort Lauderdale Airport and Miami 

'Airport. It also has no room to grow.  

Miami, our county needs a second airport 

that will handle cargo, that will serve as a 

regional airport with less expensive gates and 

hopefully lower fares. What better place is there 

for an airport than on a track of land that for 

decades has served as an air base and at the same 

time will return some of the prosperity to Homestead 

that I remember back in 1953.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHlNE: Thank you. Richard 

Grosso.  

000291 RICHARD GROSSO: Good evening. Thank 

you. My name is Richard Grosso. I am here 

representing the Sierra Club, Tropical Audubon 

Society and Everglades Coalition this evening.  

The assumption of the Environmental 

Impact Statement as it discusses this commercial 

project to Dade County is that we must accept and 

live with a certain amount of degradation in the

name of economic development. Why would this 

community, when it has the option of having good 

economic development that does not degrade the 

national parks and the economic generator that they 

are, why would you choose the most environmentally 

destructive alternative? That does not make sense 

at all economically or environmentally.  

Dade County, I was the lawyer for the 

Sierra Club in the land use process that got us 

here. We sat across from Dade County and when Dade 

County is saying, it's going to consider a buffer, 

it's going to consider the concepts of a buffer, 

it's going to consider the noise concepts of 

National Parks. We sat across the table from them, 

when push came to shove, and specifics were being 

discussed, they weren't willing to do the things 

that they said they were. They weren't willing to 

ensure that the noise levels are consistent with the 

national parks. It's easy to say. It's hard to do.  

It can't he done with this project.  

The project of Dade County is 

open-ended, it's a nice deal for the developer, it 

puts a lot of financial burden on the taxpayers of 

Miami-Dade County. You've heard tonight both Dade 

County commit to a full blown airport, then we've

When I came to Dade County, I remember 

Homestead as a thriving community supported in large 

respect by the air base. That continued until the 

twin disasters in the early 1990's, Hurricane 

Andrew, and the closing of the base.  

Prior to that time I could not remember 

reading or hearing any negative comments about the 

air base, that it was a harm to the community or a 

detriment to the environment. My son-in-law, Craig 

Roth, is presently an endodontist in the Downtown 

Homestead area. He, my daughter, Debbie, and her 

two children live in the Redlands area. Within the 

last couple of years Dhbbie and Craig have been 

getting very displeased with the area. The fact 

that there's a lack of commerce and they looked at 

it as having a very weak future. To my wife and my 

regret, they are seriously considering relocating.  

Also back in 1953 I remember Miami 

International Airport as being several isolated 

hangers along Northwest 36th street. I've watched 

that grow into the giant that it is today, catering 

to the cargo international all over the world
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Lately I've been contemplating a work 

consensus, and how it's recently been interpreted by 

those blocking development of the commercial airport 

at the Homestead Air Force Base.  

For six years the environmental 

community has been disseminating information about 

the project. Not everyone has the time to read 

through Environmental Impact Statements. Once 

environmentalists paralyze the average person with 

fear and confusion, they say the project cannot move 

forward without consensus.  

We have consensus in South Dade. Here's 

a list of parks, local groups and individuals 

currently that support the development of the 

commercial airport. The Homestead/Florida City 

Chamber of Commerce, Miami-Dade Mayor Alex Penelas, 

Division Council, Chamber South, Homestead Mayor 

Steve Schriver, Florida City Mayor Otis Wallis.  

Hialeah Mayor Raul Martinez, Senitor Gerald Jones 

and Senitor Bob Graham, and other than those that I 

mentioned, you can't forget that Governor Lawton 

Chiles, a former United States senator, someone who 

became a legend in this State and a leader of the 

environmental community, plus a 7 to 0 vote in order 

to move this project forward. Included in that,
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however, was Bill Nelson a former astronaut, Who 

better than anyone understands the effects of air 

traffic on the environment? 

If all of these groups and leaders 

endorse this project, why do the environmentalists 

oppose it? They're either not in the community, 

they're either not involved in the community, or 

they're a very minority voice.  

On Tuesday night you heard from several 

mayors of Miami-Dade County, and they expressed the 

importance of this airport. There's one lone voice 

opposing it, and that's Miami-Dade Commissioner Katy 

Sorenson. Unfortunately for those of us who have 

worked so hard to see this through, Katy the 

environmentalist, the position she seems to be 

holding is opposed to this project because she is a 

commissioner for South Dade County. She let the 

rest of the county believe that she truly represents 

South Dade's wishes.  

Two years ago she told the Greater Miami 

Convention Visitoras Bureau that South Dade didn't 

want an airport, and instead wanted opportunity for 

echo-tourism, and Katy told the truth from the 

beginning, you could not be wasting your time trying 

to engage in consensus, there is consensus. There's

Final SEIS

heard they're committed to a limited airport. Which 

is it? What exactly is the plan? That's a huge 

problem. We cannot get by on project this important 

with slogans and just saying it's going to be 

economic development.  

Most people that I've heard in terms of 

the airline industry says this location does not 

make sense. If the Dade County taxpayers put almost 

a billion dollars into trying to make this a running 

airport and it doesn't work, who's out that money? 

The taxpayers are out that money. So that does not 

make sense.  

How, the Everglades Coalition has asked 

me to come and speak tonight. Their position is 

that they're fully against the commercial airport 

here. This Environmental Impact Statement when it 

turns into a final Environmental Impact Statement 

must include an unbiased, comprehensive analysis of 

all the impacts. And you're looking at economic 

impacts. What are the economic negatives here? 

What existing industries in the Upper Keys and South 

Dade County are going to be hurt by this project? 

The final SIS must address fully and 

resolve the objections of the Department of 

Interior, the noise issue is a huge issue. It's
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easy to say you're going to fix it. It's really 

hard to fix it. That must be flushed out in the 

entirety. The final EIS must analyze all mitigation 

necessary, look at the costs of all mitigation 

necessary, the buffer, all of those issues, and 

translate that into the final Environmental Impact 

Statement.  

This is a national park. There are two 

national parks. You would not do something like 

this at Yosemite. You would try to do a true 

project that brings in jobs and projects the 

environment here. You don't have to make a choice.  

You can't have both. We must insist on the 

community having both.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHAlE: Thank you. Tom Kirby.  

000292 TOM KIRBY: Good evening, Ladies and 

Gentlemen. My name is Tom Kirby. I live in 

Kendall, however, I'm a third generation 

Homesteadian and only moved after my house was 

smashed by Hurricane Andrew. I'm also the executive 

director of the Dade County Farm Bureau. There's 

6,000 plus in our organization representing working 

people, many whom have been building this community 

for over 100 years.

g*ll
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about three minutes to speak. I told speakers that 

they could finish their thoughts. So you folks are 

hollering, "time" as soon as the cards go up, don't 

do that. I will stop them when they finish their 

thought. I'll take care of running the hearing.  

That's my job.  

Esther Bonnie Rosa Cintron.  

000294 ESTHER BONNIE CINTROHI I too am a 

school teacher and I live in the Miami Lakes area.  

I work in Carol City/Opa-Locka.  

I contribute regularly to the Sierra 

Club and as well as many other environmental 

organization.. I too was a Girl Scout for ten 

years, and I've done a lot of camping, including the 

Everglades.  

In my classroom as well as my personal 

life. I've always pushed for conservation and 

preservation issues, but none of those things that 

we heard today, like the extinction of all the 

animals and plants that have happened in the past 

were due to an airport on a Homestead site. There 

was an airport existing there when it was the most 

busy military base on the Continental United States, 

it was there for years, and Everglades seemed to 

survivor fairly well, not as well as in the past,

Final SEIS
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always been consensus.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Time, sir. Thank you.  

Christopher Roy.  

000293 CHRISTOPHER ROY: Good evening. I'm 

speaking as a concerned resident of South Florida, 

and I would just like to say that if a commercial 

airport is allowed to open at the Homestead Air 

Base, it would be the closest airport to a national 

park in the United States.  

That means 230,00 flights over these 

parks is unnecessary and uncalled for. The proposed 

airport will not comply with the national parks' 

system standard for airplane noise- There will no 

longer be a significant quiet natural resource left 

in the two parks.  

Yes, it's true that the Air Force jets 

are louder than commercial jets, but Air Force jets 

do not take off every five minutes. Air Force jets 

take off and stay aloft.  

In order to protect the two national 

parks from pollution, the planes would be required 

to use north and south corridors, would replace the 

Florida Keys, directing the flight pattern of the 

aircraft. The use and enjoyment of the waters in 

and around Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary
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depends on large measure on the tranquility and 

peace of those waters, and the air space over those 

waters.  

The redevelopment of the air base as a 

commercial airport would change land use patterns in 

South Miami-Dade County, which would ultimately 

create adverse pressures on land use and 

comprehensive plans in the Upper Keys. Some of 

these pressures include increased development in 

Monroe County, increase in land owner expectations, 

and the exacerbation of the hurricane evacuation 

bottleneck.  

Hialeah Mayor Raul Martinez was quoted 

in yesterday's edition of the Miami Harold as 

saying, quote, "There can't be a compromise. You 

can find a solution that balances the economy and 

the environment." 

Mayor Martinez's statement is correct, 

the proposed airport does not and cannot accomplish 

this. The only way for this balance to be 

accomplished is for a mixed-use proposal, not a 

commercial airport.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANAE: Let me remind some of 

you folks about the ground rules here. You get
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but that really was not the fault of the airport.  

It was the fault of all the people coming into South 

Florida, and I doubt that we're going to stop that.  

I remember very well that the Air Force 

Base did not seem to have any disastrous effect over 

the environment. I'm just wondering why after 27 

studies were done and they all concluded that there 

would be no negative impact as long as certain 

guidelines were followed, I can't understand why the 

question keeps coming up again and again.  

And then if you think for a moment, if 

we believe what the environmentalists are saying, 

then we must conclude that they're saying it's going 

to be very harmful to have an airport so we won't 

put it there. We'll put it somewhere else. Well, 

we happen to live, the people where I live, happen 

to live in the somewhere else that has been 

considered, and all I can tell you is, if it's 

harmful there, what will it he doing to all of us? 

There are thousands and thousands of people who live 

in the Opa-Locka, Carol City, Miami Lakes area. The 

entire area is surrounded by homes very close to the 

airport. Florida Memorial College is a stone's 

throw from the runway. They have the Marion Center 

for Retarded People there. Any kind of mishap would
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be a double disaster, not only for the people on the 

plane, but it would have impact on the ground as 

well.  

I just can't understand why we can't go 

ahead and try to do something carefully at this 

Homestead site, which is a much more logical and 

sensible site. There's a lot more room there. And 

there already is a good facility going. Just the 

air traffic question alone at Opa-Locka would be 

terrible for the air traffic controllers. We are 

about 12 miles from Miami International Airport.  

Thank you.  

BY COLONEL McSHANE: Next speaker is 

Maurice Ferre.  

000295 MAURICE FERRE: Ladies and Gentlemen, 

and hearing officers, I wrote a letter, and it's on 

the record, to the vice President of the United 

States. I just wanted to paraphrase what I said.  

Repeatedly we've had environmental 

studies that have been done and all of them have 

concluded basically the same thing. The issue that 

is before us, I think, has to do with economic 

future of this community. Unlike other communities, 

we don't have an industrial base. We also have an 

overly dependent in our 100 years of history on
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tourism.  

In the last 20 years a phenomenon has 
happened in this community, that is, Miami has 

become a major international center of trade and 

commerce, and that is, basically, because of Miamis 

geographic position. There are 400 million people 

in Latin America and increasingly they all look to 

Miami as the entry point to the United States and 

they bring their business and their banking and 

their other needs here. They also get services 

here, medical services, education, University of 

Miami, FIU are becoming increasingly important.  

That all depends on the airport.  

Miami International Airport is the 

eighth most important airport in the world. But, 

unfortunately, because of its limitations of 3,000 

acres, it is very close to full capacity. It was a 

difficult task to get that fourth runway going, but 

even with that fourth runway, all of the experts 

that have looked at this, experts that look at the 

airport says that within the next ten years it will 

reach capacity. That means that once we have two 

and a half million tons of cargo and 40 to 45 

million passengers, that airport cannot hold 

anymore.

So the question is about the future.  

And we're not talking about just the people that are 

coming in here as tourists, doing trade and 

commerce, we're talking about five million American 

citizens that live in South Florida that work and 

live and enjoy this community. There is no choice 

other than that Homestead Ease. Me can't go to 

Opa-Locka, it doesn't work. All the experts have 

said that. We can't go to Fort Lauderdale? That 

doesn't work.  

So I think having looked at this 

environmentally and concluded that there is no major 

reason not to have it, it is absolutely essential 

for the economic health and wellbeing of the future 

of this community to have that alternate airport in 

Homestead, 

Thank you, sir.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Thank you. Michael 

Robinson.  

000296 MICHAEL ROBINSON: Thank you. I'm not 

speaking from a prepared statement, so this is a 

little hit from the cuff.  

One thing I would like to talk about is 

the noise. Earlier we had a speaker who spoke about 

how the county is very wishy-washy with the amount

of noise that they're going to allow. However, I 

want to speak more about the effect of the noise on 

the animals.  

I'm a biologist at the University of 

Miami. I study animal behavior, and one thing I'm 

positive of is that animals are detrimentally 

affected by noise. How, these statements are 

supported by many, many studies in biology. The one 

study has shown that mammals will go miles and miles 

out of their way to avoid human being noise. If you 

guys like seeing dolphins, well, there's a good 

chance they're not going to be around that much 

longer.  

But the mammals most detrimentally 

affected by noise are birds. Florida has one of the 

most diverse bird population in North America, both 

resident birds and birds that migrate through.  

Now, studies have shown that birds, they 

don't like living near airports than the rest of you 

guys. Someone who spoke and says, she doesn't want 

an airport living by her living in Opa-Locka. Let 

me tell you something, the birds don't like it 

either. One, they'll either avoid the area 

completely. Another one, even sadder story, birds 

will be bothered by the noise and they might make a

0-147
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nest, they might even lay an egg, but then they'll 

abandon that egg.  

So we have two effects. We're going to 

luse the bird population and we're also going to 

lose the baby bird population, which is the adult 

birds of the future. So if we-re going to keep 

people coming down here, keep birds coming down from 

Canada, from the rest of America, if we want to keep 

our bird population and the rest of our animal 

population at reasonable levels, we must not build 

this airport.  

Thank you very much.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Thank you. Dorothy 

Cook? 

000297 DOROTHY COOK: Good evening. Thank you 

for having us. I have the advantage of studying the 

reports on Homestead as a member of the Planning and 

Advisory Hoard, and at the time there was very 

little objection from the environmentalists or 

anyone else. The 100,000 that were moved out of 

Homestead because of Andrew, the people that 

remained were promised Jobs and an airport. Two 

presidents promised this.  

After 21 environmental studies, all 

confirming that this was the right way to go, I
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think it's time that we actually stopped all the 

studies and started building the airport. Opa-Locka 

is in the northwest section of Miami. Miami Lakes 

is a bird sanctuary, and we can't afford to develop 

Opa-Locka any more than it is, it's too congested.  

It's a residential section with schools, all kinds 

of things going on.  

Homestead has the advantage of an 

airport already there. When the gentleman said 

something about animals and birds, there's a word 

for it. a big word, it's adaptation, and they do 

adapt. ft's true.  

The SEIS, which is the most 

comprehensive, expensive and well done scientific 

environmental study in the history of our nation, 

air quality is protected, water resources are 

protected, area protected from unacceptable noise 

impact. The airport is safe. The airport will not 

disturb the wetlands, the airport will not adversely 

affect wildlife and habitat. The manatees and 

crocodiles in Biscayne National Park will not be 

harmed. There is no aviation safety threat to 

Turkey Point Nuclear Plant.  

Thank you for your time.  

COLONEL MCSHANE: Thank you.
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Luisa Rivero? 

00029S LUISA RIVERO: Good evening. My name is 

Luisa Rivero. I'm a citizen of South Florida, and 

in my family's name I would like to give my support 

of the redevelopment of Homestead and the reliever 

airport, which according to scientific studies is 

environmentally compatible which will not damage the 

environment and will generate thousands of good 

paying Jobs and millions of earnings for the 

Homestead residents.  

Please, do not delay any longer this 

project.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Alexander Stone.  

000299 ALEXANDER STONE: Thank you. I'm 

against redevelopment of the Air Force Base as a 

commercial airport and in favor of the mixed-use 

alternative. I think the final SEIS has to take in 

full consideration the national interest in the 

national parks, which is not covered in the last 

Environmental Impact Statement. The question at 

hand and the issues at hand are not just local.  

These are national parks that are being threatened 

and potentially impacted, so nationally in these 

parks has to address that and that hasn't been done.

I think it's important to prove growth 

and project development in South Dade. A mixed-use 

alternative will provide in excess of 11,500 jobs.  

To do that, moreover, will give a fast economic 

payoff to the area that the airport alternative 

would, the jobs will be there sooner, people will 

have money in their pockets sooner with a lot lower 

environmental risk.  

Another thing the HIS doesn't consider 

when it looks at the question of the need for a 

reliever airport, in fact, this is supposed to be a 

regional airport, and region doesn't just mean Dade 

County. There is a Fort Lauderdale International 

Airport. I live in Downtown Miami. I use the Fort 

Lauderdale International Airport. It takes me the 

same amount of time to drive to the Fort Lauderdale 

Intrnational Airport as it would to take me to 

drive to the Homestead Air Force Base.  

The final version of the supplemental 

EIS has got to bring back into the equation, not 

just look at Dade County like we're an island in 

apace, with nothing beyond its borders to connect it 

to a regional concept of airport service and 

delivery.  

And, yes, the lady that said that there
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Thank you.  

COLONEL McS0ANEA Dennis Sytama.  

000301 DENNIS SYTSMA: Good evening. Thank you 

for the opportunity to speak.  

My name is Dennis Sytema. I lived in 

the northwest area in the Redlands area near 

Homestead for over 30 years, so I don't want to hear 

any finger pointing here saying all people live in 

Homestead want a commercial airport, it's not true.  

The community is pulverized, so pulverized that many 

are scared to speak against what their minister may 

be in favor of, what their community leader and 

business leaders are in favor of. Many of them are 

like me say, gee, do we have to have this shoved 

down my throat, and my family. I don't think that 

that's fair.  

And Homestead has faced adversity before 

with environmental issues, like the mayor said, it's 

de.ja vu all over again.  

Members of the media, please do the 

research. Check the Miami Herald. Check the South 

Dade Turkey Point Nuclear Plant.  

We heard all these promises before, 

jobs, jobs, jobs, and electricity too cheap to 

meter. Well, I'm still waiting for the electricity

would not be one flight per three minutes. I 

projected it, the Air Force is right. According to 

the EI, with a single runway, the projected build 

out is 231,000 flights per year. Do the math. That 

is not one flight every three minutes. That's one 

flight every two and a half minutes. Okay. That's 

24 flights an hour. 24 hours a day, every day.  

How can you tie that in, or make that 

fit national in these national parks? Do you really 

think that you could have a national park experience 

in a place where jets roar overhead every two and a 

half minutes? 

The question is not the same as the 

question of a military base. Military bases invoke 

national defense, as is reasonably exempt from 

normal consideration and environmental standards.  

That's why there's an Air Force Base there and the 

environmentalists never complained about it. It 

wouldn't do any good, because we wouldnot claim 

exception under national defense, but you can't do 

that with a commercial airport. That-s why this 

thing doesn't belong between those two national 

parks.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANEz Michael Amico.
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to be too cheap to meter. Too many promises. The 

commercial airport will not thrive without a major 

aviation sponsor.  

And I also heard the president promised 

us, Bill Clinton promised us, again, media do the 

research. Check Texas AM University's Presidential 

library, pull out what was written about Homestead 

Junior High, where I went to school and where the 

president spoke. we weren't promised a commercial 

airport, we were promised that the base would be 

rebuilt as a military base. Now that promise was 

not kept because of the action by the BRAK 

commission, which only congress can change, only 

congress can overwrite what ERAX decided. So a 

broken promise is a broken promise. They did not 

promise a commercial airport.  

I favor the mixed-use proposal because 

in the early '70's, when I went to South Dade High 

School, I did what any job seeker should do, I 

checked the research. I found out what are the jobs 

of the future going to be, because that's what we're 

worried about here, the future. We want the beat 

future for our children, the best future for our 

community. I want the best for every job seeker who 

seeks, but you need to attain the skills needed, and
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o000300 MICHAEL AMICO: Good evening, everybody.  

My name is Michael Amico. I come here as a citizen, 

environmentally concerned citizen.  

SWith regard to the redevelopment plans, 

many people hang their heads on jobs, but there's 

more than one peg to this job market, one of those 

pegs is the airport. The figures of 38,000 jobs 

will not mean until 2025, 2030 when the full build 

out is estimated.  

What we must consider, we must consider 

another stronger. more sensible environmentally 

friendly plan. This is the mixed-use alternative.  

Mixed-use alternative option has to base that 

approximately 5,500 to 6,000 jobs will manifest 

itself by 2,005, while the airport will produce or 

3700 jobs in the same amount of time.  

Additionally, the same thing holds true 

for the estimates that impact the mixed-use 

alternative. It estimates 1,600 million annual 

increase by 2005, while the airport only estimates 

1,000 million dollar increase.  

I implore that our happy home under the 

correct peg, the mixed us alternative peg, the 

quicker in realization and the environmentally 

concerned. J
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that is through education.  

Please don't wait for empty promise. of 

a commercial airport. Job seekers, whatever age you 

are, go to your school, find a mentor, find a 

teacher and learn, and attain those skills. So if 

you could read it, you could do it. I did it. I 

went and did the research. I went to Miami-Dade 

Community College. I went to Florida International 

University. I got the skills necessary, and I can 

put my resume on the Internet now and get employed 

almost anywhere. I could work out of my closet and 

make a good living.  

So, please, job seekers, don't wait for 

empty promises. Don't listen to all the smart 

people who are smarter than me, obviously. Please, 

help yourself invest in your own future. Get an 

education. Get a job.  

Thank you for hearing my comments 

tonight.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Diana Alvear.  

000302 DIANA ALVEAE: Good evening. I'm Diana 

Alvear, a long time Miami resident. In fact, I 

would like to say, first of all, we don't speak 

through the commissioner's mouth, not all the 

conditos feel the way you do. There's
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environmentalists that do research and realize an 

airport in Homestead is not the best option we have.  

I understand how you feel. I lave in 

Miami Lakes. I know that having an airport there 

wouldn't exactly be paradise, at the same time 

though I'd have to side with people saying in 

between two national parks, that is not our best 

option, and it's not fair to just shunt it off to 

someplace where we know we can get away with it, and 

the short term profits in the end will be very few.  

I'd also like to mention that, talking 

about tourism and the need to sustain this and have 

a place where people Can go to another airport so 

Miami won't be so congested. Well, tourists visit 

national parks too. In fact, a lot of tourists do, 

and I've had lots of friends from college, from 

other states and places come to Miami, come to South 

Florida to visit the Everglades. Because, you know 

what? There's nothing like it anywhere else? 

And if you go to the Everglades and you 

see airplanes going on every couple of minutes, 

well, then, it's not an enjoyable experience. And 

you know what? There won't be the birds to look out 

for, the other mammals to look out for. It won't be 

the experience and tranquility that it can be.

55

I have been to the Everglades so many 

times. I go whenever I get a chance because Miami 

is very loved and I like the climate that it offers 

me. It won't be an option if HABDI has their way.  

They have all these measures that the sound is not 

going to be intolerable and that we're going to look 

out for the animals. I don't think that's going to 

happen, I really don't think so.  

I would encourage you in the hearings 

right now to please consider this, I don't have 

children. I don't have a family just yet. Inm 

thinking about everyone's children nationally, okay.  

Let's please preserve these national parks. They're 

all we have left.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Robert Dolinsky.  

000303 ROBERT DOLINSKY: Hello, my name is 

Robert Dolinsky. Obviously with issues like this 

there's two main issues -- one main issue with two 

opposing sides, and basically what the people up 

here have to do is weigh the issues right here. You 

have the environmentalists on one side and people 

favoring the coneercial airport.  

I think the only thing you can really do 

is look at the facts. They've done studies to

ensure the environment you've been taking care of 

won't have any detrimental effect. It's been a 

costly and lengthy study. It would be a complete 

waste of taxpayers' money to completely go for what 

came out of it.  

On the opposite side, they know for a 

fact that it will create jobs that will generate 

revenue for a very, very poor community compared to 

the rest of the State of Florida that hasn't 

prospered with the economic boom that the rest of 

the nation has.  

In addition to that, it will also help 

us subside the increased amount of air traffic 

that's coming into the Miami Airport. so I just 

urge the Commission to take into consideration all 

the facts and make an informed decision, which would 

be to go with a commercial airport.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Thank you. Karen 

Franklin.  

000304 KAREN FRANKLIN: 11e Karen Franklin, I'm 

here to talk about Lake Okeechobee, which is also a 

place like the Everglades. Lake Okeechobee is the 

largest lake in the Southern United states.  

Okeechobee is a Seminole Indian word that means
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plenty big waters.  

The lake lies in South Central Florida 

and borders the northern part of the Everglades. It 

covers about 700 square miles, and has an average 

depth of nine feet. The system of canals arise out 

of outlets to the Atlantic Ocean and the Gulf of 

Mexico. The canals are vital in supplying water in 

the urban area, along Southern Florida's Atlantic 

Coast.  

COLOtEL McSHANE: Georgia Millard.  

000305 GEORGIA MILLARD: My name is Georgia 

Millard. Margaret Stoneman Douglas is considered 

the mother of the Everglades. She's written many 

books that take time to describe the beautiful 

Everglades and echo-system around us, and why we 

have to save this.  

These reasons have to do with the 

animals and all the habitats inside, even us.  

People that appreciate the Everglades know all about 

this. They love to visit and is a place to keep.  

If you think we should still build the airport, 

well, that's your decision, but please listen to us 

and consider that we are trying to make a difference 

in our world.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Juliet Barrientos.
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The country's leading independent 

experts have concluded that a co.cercial airport in 

Homestead will have an environmentally compatible 

noise impact, and as the study is concluded, the 

developmental effects on the wetlands are minor and 

that these resources will be protected under Federal 

and State regulations.  

The FAA has confirmed that an airport 

will produce as many as 38,000 related jobs, 

estimated to produce over 800 million dollars in 

earnings with a potential in upwards of one billion 

dollars.  

Now, the time has come to fulfill on 

these promises and the people in need and the area 

that is still plagued by these problems after 

Andrew. It's time for action.  

Thank you.  

BY COLONEL McSHANE: Thank you. Kaley 

Kriminger.  

000308 HALEY KRIMINGER: Hi, my name is Kaley 

Kriminger, and I'm here to represent R4H Club. What 

I envision at Homestead Air Force Base is a 

ecological theme park resembling a rain forest.  

This could work as a model for other parks to 

provide an example for replanting native plants and

Final SEIS

president and the Secretary Perry all promised that 

the Homestead area would be re-developed and the 

tremendous need for jobs would be satisfied. Eight 

years has passed and there's been no action.  

Now many of the environmentalists and 

others have mentioned various facts that would show 

a reliever airport in Homestead would be an 

incorrect and erroneous thought.  

However, if you look at some of the 

facts, South Florida does not need a reliever 

airport. This has been shown to be erroneous.  

Opa-Locka is the feasible alternative and non 

airport proposals would create the equivalent number 

of long-term good paying jobs, but more delays are 

necessary further study and further studies in fact 

are necessary.  

These thoughts are incorrect, and recent 

reports and studies that have been conducted 

indicate several things; that the airport will, in 

fact, meet Federal Clear Air requirements; that the 

proposed action includes a comprehensive surface 

water management master plan for managing on-site 

storm water; that the plan will comply with permit 

provisions heading for South Florida Water 

Management District.

0-151

000306 JULIET BAREIENTOS, Hello. My name is 

Juliet Barrientos. I'm here to tell you a little 

bit about the Everglades National Park.  

Everglades National Park is one of our 

few tropical regions in the United States, actually, 

the only one. Located on the southwestern tip of 

the Florida peninsula, this park includes 10,000 

islands along the Gulf of Mexico and the part of the 

Everglades and Big Cypress Swamp.  

Its jungle plant life includes sawgrass, 

orchids, cypress trees, pines, palms, and mangrove 

trees. There's also manatees, turtles that live in 

the Everglades. The Everglades was established in 

1947, and it is very important to us. So please 

help us save it.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Thank you. Alan 

Bernover.  

000307 ALAN BERNOVER: Good evening, members of 

the Panel. Earlier a gentleman spoke about being an 

educated citizen and I live in Dade County and I am 

an educated citizen, and I'd like to tell you some 

of the facts that have yet, since I've been 

listening, to be mentioned.  

After the hurricane in '92, the
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animals.  

We are losing our natural areas at such 

a rapid pace. In only 100 years we have scarred the 

land and taken away the habitats of our native 

animals. Imagine what life is like at this spot 

where the Sequesta Indians, an abundance of fish, 

sea life, and animals such as bears, otters, and 

panthers roam this land, along with a wide array of 

fleeing birds.  

I've heard about the commercial airport 

being built by South Florida's two national parka, 

Biscayne National Park and Everglades National Park.  

Of course I strongly disagree with this action.  

These are some of the reasons why we should not give 

the commercial airport by two national parks.  

First of all, it will hold noise 

pollution, which will scare the animals in the close 

by national parks.  

Second, it will cause air pollution.  

once all of the life forms in Biscayne National Park 

and Everglades National Park are gone, they will 

never come back, extinction is forever. Biscayne 

National Park is the only protected reef in the 

United States of America, and Everglades National 

Park is the only Everglades in the whole wide world.
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Let's take good care of these precious 

places before they're gone forever. Let's use 

vision, not greed. This is paradise lost, but this 

could be paradise reborn.  

Thank you for your consideration.  

COLONEL McSNH•NE: Francisco Angones.  

000309 FRANCISCO ANGONES: Thank you very much.  

Good evening to you and to the members of the Air 

Force. My name is Francisco Angones, I'm an 

attorney, but I am not here in my representative 

capacity.  

I live at 1203 Centona Street, Coral 

Gables, Florida, and I have been a resident of 

Miami-Dade County for approximately 40 years. For 

part of those 40 years I lived in Homestead where I 

went to elementary school and high school. I 

attended school with many of the children of the Air 

Force personnel, including Michael Chaves, whose 

father at the time was the highest ranking Hispanic 

in the Air Force. Mayors Conley and Dickenson of 

Homestead were also my classmates.  

I have many fond memories of Homestead 

where I spent my first few years in this country. I 

often wish the Air Force was still there. I think 

it was a mistake, but we have to go forward.
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I am here to request something that 

seems evident to everyone. If an airport is going 

to harm Miami-Dade County, if it's going to do 

damage to our environment, we shouldn't build an 

airport, but since 1991, 1092 we have been studying 

this matter to death. Most recently, and I have to 

read it, because I never come up with a name, the 

government issue, the Supplemental Environmental 

Impact Statement, which conclusively states that 

commercial air activity at the former base will not 

have, *any significant impact on our national parks 

and/or its surrounding areas.

I think it is time to move on. We need 

to develop this former base, provide a sorely needed 

airport for our community. Also, this will allow to 

keep our county some control and an interest in this 

area, whereas, with the other plans it will be lost 

for our community.  

Thirdly, we need the revenues, the 

revenues that this airport will create. I think 

this matter has been belabored, but I didn't want to 

stand by the wayside and not have a say when some 

decision is made.  

Thank you very much for your time and 

consideration, sir.
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COLONEL McSHANE: Thank you. Jessica 

Viguesz. She can speak after the next speaker. Luis 

Perez 

000310 LUIS PEREZ: Good evening, distinguished 

panelists, my name is Luis Perez. I'm a resident of 

Miami-Dade County. I've lived in Miami-Dade County 

for 38 years. I went through high school here. I 

went three community college here, and I'm presently 

living in Kendall.  

I've seen Miami go from a quiet sleeply 

town to a major urban area, an area with typical 

growth problems. I think it's important to realize 

that the land on which the base is situated was 

owned by Miami-Dade County and it was transferred to 

the military during the war era for our national 

defense. The federal government now, because of 

Hurricane Andrew, has an important decision to make, 

it depends on the need for jobs versus the impact on 

the environment.  

Based on the fact that Miami-Dade County 

owned the property before the federal government 

did, Miami-Dade County as a whole and its citizens 

as a whole must benefit from the decision. How can 

the benefits of all of the citizens of Miami-Dade 

County be met while the rest of our nation is in its

0-152
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high school and have to go out looking for jobs, and 

have to pay their schools, because their parents 

couldn't? Not everybody gets a scholarship and/or 

financial aid. Most of them never find a good 

paying job and have to suffer for fast food 

restaurants, department stores, and never have a 

chance to move up to a better position.  

What about small businesses that have 

been forced to cut down on their expenses because 

they don't earn enough to even stay open? Then 

employees are laid off and forced to look for 

another job, possibly having to go on Welfare for 

awhile.  

What about Homestead Hospital? Due to 

the economy, it's losing millions of dollars. If it 

closes, then where is the next hospital? Kendall? 

How long is it going to take to get to the hospital 

when there's an emergency? Where are these 

employees going to go? 

In conclusion, it's all a question of 

common sense. It's a question of where the future 

of this community is without the reliever airport, 

and I support the development of the base of this 

airport.  

Thank you.
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COLONEL 40CSHANE: Thank you. Frank 

Jackalons.  

000312 PRANK JACKALONE: I want to show you a 

map.  

I want to start off by saying my name is 

Prank Jackalone. I am the director of the Florida 

Office of the Sierra Club. I'm speaking today on 

behalf of the National Club representing over 

600,000 menbers of the Sierra Club who enjoy hiking 

and canoeing and kayaking and bicycling and all 

sorts of recreation through the national parks of 

this country.  

I want to say first that your goals for 

the SEES, for transferring the property from the air 

base talk first about supporting local plans for 

economic revitalization of South Florida. Let's 

address that very quickly and find out what the 

facts are.  

The facta, according to the unemployment 

statistics for the City of Homestead from the U.S.  

Department of Labor Bureau and Labor Statistics show 

that, yea, we had an unemployment problem, it peaked 

at 11.1 percent in 1992, but ever since then, each 

year it's gone down and down and down to where both 

the State of Florida and the U.S. Department of

Final SEIS

most Prosperous economic times? Miami-Dade County 

and specifically South Dade suffers from tremendous 

unemployment. So this area needs jobs. The 

reliever airport alternative creates the most jobs.  

The Collier alternative creates the 

least amount of jobs. Use of the base as an airport 

is consistent with its present use. Without being 

insensitive to any members of our audience, you know 

the old adage, if it looks like a duck and quacks 

like a duck, it's a duck. Well, this base looks 

like an airport, so it should be continued to be.  

used as an airport.  

Regarding the environment, I've got two 

young children, and I'm trying to educate them on 

the environment and have them respect the 

environment. I recycle because studies show that 

it's good to recycle. For that reason, I respect 

the study that has been conducted, and I'm no one to 

question a two-year, five million dollar study.  

Therefore I respectfully urger for the 

Air Force to consider the transfer to Miami-Dade 

County as an airport.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Thank you. Did 

Jessica Viquez return?

0-153
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000311 JESSICA VIOUEZ: Good evening, my name 

is Jessica Viquez, and I'm here because I support 

the reliever airport.  

With regards to the Collier and Hoover 

development plan, from my experience in the resort 

industry, there is no comparison with earnings and 

positions. $14,000 is the minimum annual income in 

a resort. $34,000 is a minimum annual income at the 

airport.  

The difference between the two is a 

significant amount. As to the positions, when I 

first applied at a resort, the available starting 

positions were in the following departments: Golf 

cart rentals and housekeeping, both of which makes 

less than $14,000 a year. Workers who had been at 

the resort for more than five years in the starting 

position were only earning slightly more and had 

filled the higher positions.  

People who earn $14,000 a year are at a 

poverty level. Don't you get tired of seeing 

homeless people? Don't you wish you could do 

something like get a job for them, or help them get 

a job, and live a better life? Now you can. All it 

takes is support for the reliever airport.  

What about the students that graduated

99
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airports, I have yet to hear a single airline, no 

Fed Ex is hers tonight, no United, American, a 

single distributor show up and say that they 

desperately need more airline space. They don't 

require it, certainly not in Homestead because they 

would be in the same position going back and forth 

between the two.  

Repeated efforts to re-energize 

Opa-Locka was lost. The quoted reason from Dade 

County Aviation Department has been the trade with 

Brazil and Venezuela is way down, that they're 

building a fourth runway to MIA, and Fort Lauderdale 

is underutilized. We don't need more cargo space.  

That was in the Miami Herald. Which is the truth 

between those two? 

It is important to remember after 

Hurricane Andrew a lot of jobs were lost, especially 

airline trained people, that Major Paisley came up 

with a project by signing a no-bid project with a 

previous non-existing group of developers, but the 

law requires that this transfer have an environment 

impact statement so that we can have these kind of 

informed public discussions. People know what's 

going on. The major helpers knew the law, but the 

first report was so pathetic and inadequate that it
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could not conform to the law. The reason that-we 

have spent another seven years, and millions of 

dollars for the SEIS is not because of 

environmentalists, those bad tree lovers, it's 

because the airport developers try to spread 

suburban sprawl. All we want is an opportunity to 

discuss this.  

Now seven years later, unemployment in 

Homestead has been said is close to S and a half 

percent, and property values are way up.  

An inexperienced HAnDI will depend on 

the Air Force public transportation contracts to 

build this new airport. The Hoover team has built 

environmentally safe aquarium based projects that 

revitalized Boston, they revitalized Downtown 

Baltimore, Chatinuga. Collier resources has had 

many years of experience redeveloping military 

bases. They want to make Homestead a destination, 

not an after thought.  

When will people start helping 

themselves. When Dade County wants to build a dump, 

they look to South Dade. When they want to build a 

power plants, they look to South Dade. when they 

didn't want a racetrack in Downtown Miami, they move 

to South Dade, but they don't want a noisy airport

0-154
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Labor now say that unemployment in Homestead is at 

5.5 percent less than that of Dade County. It's 

less than Homestead. Can Homestead use a boost? 

yes, it still can use a boost. Thatas what the 

mixed plan would be getting at.  

Secondly, you talk about protecting 

Biscayne and Everglades National Parks. I will say, 

number one, in your SE1S, you show a mountain of 

evidence that there will be great increased 

pollution, particularly in Biscayne National Park, 

as a result of placing the airport in that location.  

Secondly, we have the problem with 

sprawl. And Johnathan Almond is showing you the 

map. You see in the upper portion of the map Miami 

International Airport, and the sprawl in the city of 

the urban area that surrounds it, and then you see 

the line where sprawl stops, in Everglades National 

Park.  

Homestead Air Base down toward the 

bottom, in an area that is agricultural and somewhat 

pristine going down to the Keys, what some would 

have us do is not just recover from the hurricane, 

but to develop that portion that is undeveloped, to 

repeat what happens around the Miami International 

Airport, around the whole area.

102 

I'm running out of time, but I want to 

say, for the record, that the noise provisions, in 

particular, the noise provisions, the data I believe 

is suspect, and your conclusions are cooked 

otherwise, and I would be glad to give you more data 

about that.  

And, finally, I want to say that the 

American people will not stand for Yellow Stone 

National Park having an airport right next to it.  

They will not stand for the Grand Canyon having an 

airport next to it, or countless other major parks.  

And the Everglades National Park and the Florida 

Marine Sanctuary and Hiscayne National Park, I'll 

tell you, the 600,000 members of the Sierra Club, 

the American people will stop that from happening if 

you don't.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Dan Sports.  

o00033 DAN SPOTTS: Yes, Dan Sports. My 

company is Miami Aqua-Culture. We are an 

export/import of perishable cargo. We are opposed 

to a commercial airport in Homestead because it 

would force us to split our operations and transfer 

in between. It is a bad idea for our business.  

Although, the Dade County Aviation Department 

has various political reports saying we need more
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in Opa-Locka or Coral Gables, they move to South 

Dade.  

The conclusion to remember, the Air 

Force and the FAA were called upon to do the SEIS 

from the Department of Interior because they wanted 

an airport. As a biologist I know this report is 

somewhat slanted because of that. This used to be a 

super fund site and the Air Force did a great job of 

cleaning it up. Why pay millions to fix it and then 

turn it back to the airport? 

Thank you very much.  

000314 AUDREY PITTERMAN: My name is Audrey 

Pitterman. I'm proud to say that I'm a member of 

the Red Pass. I am an environmentalist. I would 

like to put a human face on this issue. Last year I 

read a statement from a proponent of the commercial 

airport at Homestead that said: -Is it Americans in 

inevitable right to have a quiet nature experience? 

And if so, why did you put a national park in the 

middle of an urban area?- I was really appalled by 

that statement because it showed such a fundamental 

misunderstanding of nature. I have the luxury of 

taking people to the Everglades, particularly people 

from the urban corp.  

In December of last year, I took
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families from Liberty City, parents and children, 

and I'll tell you, they were amazed that there was 

this resource so close, so unspoiled in their 

backyards. I remember one parent looking at a fish 

and observing, oh my God, everything is so quiet, 

even the fish, they're not jumping around, they're 

not scared like in the urban areas. Another parent 

said, that's because they're here and they're 

protected. Nobody is trying to catch them, there's 

no sense of danger that there is in the urban area.  

And so I say all of this to you to say 

that this push to put a commercial airport between 

two national parks really reflects the lack of 

information in the main stead ways of our 

communities about what the national parks stand for.  

They are the last back strips of woodlands in 

America and they belong to the American people.  

I was at a meeting yesterday where I 

heard in an Everglades report that the Everglades 

National Bark, Biscayne National Park and Florida 

Keys combined put five billion dollars in the 

economy.  

We all know that airport is a polluted 

facility, noise pollution, environmental pollution.  

Why are we acting in the year 2000 posing the health
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of our community, the health of our environment 

against jobs? 

There is a new paradigm emerging, 

people, that says we can use the environment, we can 

boost the environment to provide jobs. I fully 

support those people in Homestead and in those areas 

that they need jobs to support their families, but I 

say to you, the mixed-use proposal or any other 

proposal than that toxic polluted, noise polluted 

airport, which eliminates the purpose of the natural 

park, which is objectivity for peace, quiet and 

solitude, which are abandoned if you have an airport 

there. I say to you, don't do that, please.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANE: We're going to take a 

ten-minute recess for the benefit of the court 

reporter.  

Kim Anderson.  

000315 KIM ANDERSON: Thank you. I am Kim 

Anderson. I thank you for the opportunity to come 

tonight. We have many facts and figures that 

occurred throughout the days' testimony. There are 

many things I think you're missing in this. There's 

a couple of points I would like to address.  

We heard things about promises. If we

108 

look back in the history of Florida, we know that 

the first governor was elected on the promise of 

draining that darn swamp. Now, here we are, many 

years later, knowing that we're in the eve of 

destruction. This is a systematic approach. We 

must understand that what is going on down here in 

Biecayne and Everglades National Park and the water 

sources, the water shed as a whole. Talk about the 

socio-economics, look at our fisheries. It is 

proven that Biscayne Pay is a feeder to fisheries 

throughout the Keys.  

We also understand, this goes to the 

economics of the Keys. Our Keys' reefs are the 

number one dive spot in the world, and you may ask 

yourself, why does that have to do with Homestead 

Airport? We know that the sediments, the things 

that come from the air, what's released from 

hydrocarbons and they go into sediments, the bend of 

the community, it goes up the system.  

We also know that what happens up stream 

effects our coral reefs down stream, that's why 

we've integrated task forces that's representative 

of all the communities. Problem is, there's a lot 

of evidence we would like to see out there. The 

sound information was not as much that still needs

0-155
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promised to complete an ag-protection site to 

protect the agricultural lands in South Dade, they 

promised to complete the Biscayne Bay Water 

Management plant, both of which were vehemently 

opposed by a very preponderance of this airport.  

These are land-usa plans that are supposed to 

protect our water shed, protect our agricultural 

land. The Farm Bureau and its principle people are 

objecting to this. To date this has not been done.  

The administration of Miami-Dade County has not 

shown the leadership to get these done.  

Another thing that was supposed to 

happen was buffer land. That's one of key portion 

of this mitigation plan. I want to tell you UDB is 

east of this airport. There's land in agricultural 

land. That line is not a solid line. If you're 

depending on that line to stay to protect the bay to 

acted as mitigation. The UDB has shifted 

continuously in Dade County in the past 20 years, 

particularly in the West and Kendall, it will 

continue. It is, in fact, an urban expansion area, 

exactly where you say the lands remain agricultural.  

That's not true. In fact, everything the Farm 

Bureau wants to do is protect that land from being 

developed.  
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There are no plans and no funds 

identified for these mitigation efforts. I would 

like to see that identified in the SEIS.  

I also want to say that everyone's 

talking about balancing the environment and economy.  

it's impossible to balance when on one side of the 

balancing scale is a polluting, industrial complex 

such as an airport doesn't make any sense. Mr.  

Mayor Penelas who's my boes, I work for Miami-Dade 

County, has said that in the last 40 years the 

military airport coexisted with the environment, the 

economy and the Everglades and Biscayne National 

Park has flourished, but he's very misinformed. Me 

needs explained to him that, in fact, the Everglades 

are dying. That's why they're undergoing a 

multi-million dollar restoration efforts. In 

Biscayne Bay, what the military left behind was 15 

million plus in environmental toxins, all from the 

airport. So I don't think that's a coexistence that 

we can be proud of.  

And the military contaminated canals, 

it's full of toxins and floating into the bay and 

nobody can figure out how to stop it. That's 

something we should proceed with before another 

airport, when we have toxins the military left

to be done. I don't think there's enough on that.  

We understanding there's two national 

parks there, national parks have a much different 

ambiance. The national park system has a mandate 

for visitor experience, and the visitor experience 

is more than eight, it's sound, that's an important 

aspect to occur today, to exist.  

I'll end in conclusion, we support a 

mixed-use concept. Air Base as we know it, growing 

is not compatible, and this is a nationwide issue.  

It isn't worth to have our local constituents 

weighing in on this. This is a national issue as 

well.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSMANE: Thank you. Scott 

Socha.  

000316 SCOTT SOCHA: I'm a student at 

Miami-Dade Honors Department in the Wilson Campus, 

and I moved here a little over a year ago from 

Alaska.  

I try to think of many things I could 

say today and it seems like a lot of people said 

things I wanted to say. You can't really put a 

price tag on the spiritual benefit of natural parka 

for the people, for humanity. I stand for humanity.

And what is going to be sacred ground. When are 

people going to put up boarders, and say, no more, 

this is sacred ground, and we're at a point in 

society this is crucial.  

50 years ago, 100 years ago we could 

afford to make mistakes, but not anymore. we're at 

a cruciate point. I think what happened with the 

Everglades with the draining of the swamp there? 

This would add insult to injury. I think Florida 

residents and national residents should say, -no 

more." And that's all I'm saying.  

Thanks.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Blanca Mesa. Next 

speaker will be Charles Munroe.  

000317 BLANCA MESA: Thank you. In Blanca 

Mesa. I just want to say a few things to the SEIS.  

Regarding the mitigation efforts, they say this 

airport can be done with extensive mitigation 

efforts. I just want to point out what they are and 

what needs to be done about it. Before the Air 

Force crosses over, I want you to realize we're in 

Miami-Dade County, a lot of promises can be made, 

but they won't be completed, so I want them assured.  

Two studies that were supposed to be 

completed long ago, two years ego, Miami-Dade County
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behind.  

So I don't think that when the Farm 

Bureau talks about expenses and Dade County talks 

about promises, that we can rely on those at this 

time. And I would not support this airport until we 

have this mitigation and funding in place and we've 

really studied what Dade County has done in the 

past.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Manual Ortiz after Mr.  

Monroe.  

000318 CHARLES MUNROE: Good evening. I'm 

Charles Monroe. And I'm here to represent not only 

myself, but members of the Biscayne Yacht Club, 

whose members have been enjoying Hiscayne Ray for 

the last 113 years.  

I live in Miami primarily because of 

Biscayne Bay, because I enjoy it, and I not only 

enjoy the waters, but r enjoy the quietness and the 

solitude that the bay offers. And, I mean, I've can 

live in Fort Lauderdale or Orlando, but Biscayne Bay 

is the unique thing that makes Miami special. So 

I'm concerned about the welfare of Biscayne Bay.  

And I go there and I think visitors go there because 

not only the beautiful water and the environment,
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I believe they are incorrect. There is a farm 

association, and there's at least 200 households in 

this group that are totally opposed to this airport.  

And the other thing I want to say is that we need to 

learn from the other parts of the world where we're 

pushing jobs, jobs, jobs at the expense of the 

environment.  

The Rain Forest, they want to cut down 

all the trees and they wers talking about jobs, 

Jobs, jobs, look at the results today? We cannot 

afford to make the same mistakes, by cutting all the 

trees all over the world and the main Forest, mow 

you can see how our climate has been effected. We 

have floods, tons of people are dying. We have to 

learn from the past, because if we make this 

mistake, like the other gentleman said, it will be 

very difficult to try to do the clean up. So I urge 

you to listen to us and we totally oppose the 

airport.  

We have to learn from the other areas 

and not make this mistake. but it will be a mistake 

and cost us too much money to try to clean up.  

Let's not make a mistake from the other part of the 

world. There are other alternative to jobs.  

Thank you.
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but because of the quietness and the serenity, and 

as our community gets larger and larger and more and 

more people come here, we need quiet places to renew 

ourselves.  

I think it would be a disaster to build 

an airport and then five or ten or 20 years from now 

and say, I'm reading the Miami Herald or something, 

we made a mistake, we underestimated the amount of 

noise and pollution that this airport is going to 

create, and by that time it-s too late. We don't 

just decide to bulldoze the airport down and plant 

trees.  

So I do believe that we have an 

alternative that's available to us, to give jobs and 

help to South Dade, although I heard unemployment is 

not in dire trouble. So I urge the Commission to 

please consider an alternative to anything but an 

airport.  

Thank you very much.  

COLONEL McSHRAE: Thank you. Manuel 

Ortiz.  

000319 MANUEL ORTIZ: I would like to first 

thank the Air Force for this opportunity to be 

heard. I'm a Dade County resident. I support the 

program for an option, because I think it is the

only option to maximize and promote the economy.  

I trust and support federal studies who 

have found a commercial airport would not 

substantially alter the environment. That being 

said, I am of the opinion that a plan that would 

inject 38,000 jobs and 1 million into the economy to 

a community who's in desperate need of economic 

development is needed.  

I support the airport because it 

addresses the economic, environmental concerns, and 

the truth is, South Dade needs these jobs. The 

county needs an airport and it means over a million 

dollars in earnings and the airport wouldn't harm 

the environment.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McS~fAN0s Nadine Patrice 

followed by John Spillman.  

000320 NADINE PATRICE: Hello, my name is 

Nadine Patrice, and I'm with the organization called 

Operation Green Leaf. We provide environmental 

education for changing communities. Although, jobs 

would be a great thing for our community, but I 

don't believe at the expense of a natural resources.  

I also want to say that I heard somebody 

say that everybody in Homestead is for the airport,
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COLONEL McSHANE: John Spillman.  

000321 JOHN SPILLMAN: Thank you. My name is 

John Spillman, I'm the chairman of the Aviation 

Alliance of Greater Miami Chamber of Commerce.  

Two years ago, the Greater Miami Chamber 

of Commerce unanimously urged that former Homestead 

Air Force Base be converted to a military/civilian 

use for scheduled cargo and passenger air service.  

Tonight I'm here to reiterate that view, 

that the Chamber supports the conversion of the base 

and returning the land to Metro Dade County.  

Further, the Chamber supports the 

development of the land in a manner which can create 

meaningful employment and investment opportunities 

in the context of safeguarding our national parks.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Thank you. Julie 

Romero.  

000322 JULIE ROMERO: Good evening, Colonel, 

and everyone that's involved with us. Good evening 

to South Dads. I am here representing three hats, 

one hat as a business owner, as a reality check to 

what South Dade is all about. Second I'm here as an 

environmentalist, and third I'm here as a mother.  

First as a business owner, I am the past
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ones that drink the water, we're the ones that take 

the air in. We have our children growing up in that 

area, and we are the ones that don't want anything 

to happen to it. But at the same time as an 

environmentalist, you know what guys, save the 

humans, humans have habitat too. We need jobs. And 

with those jobs, we need to maintain our families.  

What we need, we need the jobs to be able to go to 

the stores and shop.  

I invite the 600,000 environmentalists 

to shop in our stores, to eat in our restaurants, to 

go to the grocery store, then we wouldn't have a 

problem, but you guys fly in and you fly out, and 

you tell us what to do with our place. We fought to 

keep Homestead Air Base there when they wanted to 

close it.  

Then, as a mother, I tell the Federal 

government the following, I have raised two children 

and have a third one, to respect the laws, to 

respect federal government. We were promised by two 

presidents that we would be the state of the art 

model to the nation of a commercial airport. so I 

taught my kids that I keep my promises. Does the 

federal government keep theirs? 

Thank you.

COLONEL McSHANE: Ron Rosenberg.  

000323 RON ROSENBERG: I don't think 600,000 

people would come unless there were parks to come 

to. So I think we can work together. I don't think 

we have to yell at each other.  

I was born and raised in Florida, I 

lived in Miami and Homestead. And my dad raised me 

to go out in the Everglades, Biscayne National Park, 

go on a canoe and we would spend weekends and 

recharge our batteries. I've re-moved to Miami. My 

wife and I live now in downtown. I work as a lawyer 

for the Justice Department. At the end of the week 

I'm frazzled, because this is a real tough city to 

live in, and I still need the Everglades and 

Biscayne National Park to recharge my batteries. My 

wife and I hope to have kids in the next few years.  

Please consider Fort Lauderdale as an alternative 

airport and the mixed-use plan.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Susannah Troner 

followed by Marcela McGrath.  

000324 SUSANNAH TRONER: Good evening. I'm 

also speaking as a concerned citizen who has lived 

here almost all of my life. I would like to re-do 

the words of a scientist, Meadows.

0-158

chair of the City of Ho....teed Chamber of Commerce 

and I'm also the past chair for the Florida 

Employment Advisory Council. For those people who 

keep quoting numbers on unemployment in South Dade, 

don't quote numbers, come to South Dade. For those 

of you who quote number on businesses and our 

economy, don't quote the numbers. Come to South 

Dade.  

If you drive down US-l and you visit 

Naranja, and you see those strip malls empty and you 

go to your friend's home who have lost their 

businesses, lost their homes, their children have 

been adversely affected because of the closing of 

the Homestead Base, and because of what happened in 

Hurricane Andrew, and our economy. That's reality.  

As a business owner we see our friends 

trying to struggle to make it there. I am an 

environmentalist, I'm here to tell you that South 

Dade, we the people of South Dade have maintained 

our national parks. We're the ones who have been 

the in-keepers, we have been the ones who have been 

taking care of it.  

And these environmentalists who sit here 

today talking and telling us what to do with it, 

we're the ones who live there every day. We're the
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We talk about jobs, taxes, quantities 

and, therefore, legitimate considerations. Other 

considerations seem not quite legitimate to talk 

about, because they are qualities, it's tough to 

stand up and tell me in town meetings and talk about 

health, beauty and community, it just isn't done.  

In fact, qualities are very real and are ultimately 

what count. Community development decisions on 

behalf a community, the land and the future, we have 

to use a higher human faculty than the simple 

ability to count. We have to ask quality questions.  

So what quality questions can we ask with regards to 

this issue? How about we meet the goals of 

re-developing the base in a way that benefits the 

economy of South Miami-Dade without it impacting the 

environment and our national parks. Something 

that's compatible with the unprecedented restoration 

efforts being directed at Everglades. Would you 

really want to go fishing, camping or sailing with 

plane after plane swimming overhead? What are all 

those tourists coming down to see after all? Quiet, 

tranquility, beauty and wildlife. If choosing to 

build a commercial airport leads us to an unknown.  

future, the operations estimates can be contained in 

the SEIS and are very uncertain.
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To compound this problem is the fact 

that to the best of my knowledge the FAA cannot 

limit the number of airports built .due to interstate 

commerce, and this lack of control is frankly to me 

a scary thing.  

The mixed-use alternative, on the other 

hand, allows us to enhance our economy without such 

negative environmental impacts, what we call a win 

win solution. That's just common sense.  

So I ask you to use your courage, use 

your common sense, and to show vision when you make 

your decision.  

Please ask yourself quality questions 

and come up with a quality decision, do not convey 

the property for a commercial airport.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Marcela McGrath.  

After that Santiago Leon.  

000325 MARCELA MCGRATH: Good evening, my name 

is Marcela McGrath. I live in Miami Lakes, which is 

far from Homestead. However, I enjoy the 

Everglades. I enjoy the national parks. I enjoy 

the tranquility and the peace and quiet, and we 

think nothing on a Saturday or Sunday to just drive 

down Krome Avenue with low traffic and go far, just 

to spend a couple of hours either bicycling or
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walking or relaxing. We refresh ourselves and we 

come back rested and ready for the week.  

I know that the City of Homestead was 

severely affected by Hurricane Andrew. I know that 

it needs jobs and industry, but if we're here for 

the best long-term use of the area that the Air 

Force and government wanted to give to the county, 

the best use would be the mixed-use of the Collier 

proposal, it would not give the air pollution, it 

would not given increased people, traffic, 

buildings, roads, it would revitalize the strip 

malls.  

Last summer we went vacationing in North 

Carolina, and we visited Great Smoky National Park 

and we crossed over in 35 miles an hour, there was 

nothing, nothing, park, animals, we saw bears, we 

saw everything, but we come out of the park and 

we're confronted by this city smog, with lights, 

with noise, with people, with cars, with everything 

there. It was awful. It was shocking, and I can 

only imagine our relatives and our Biscayne National 

Park that people come to see. I don't want them to 

go and have that same experience. I want them to 

have the experience of going to a rural area. If 

Homestead can be benefited by having the
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Collier/Hoover proposal, it will have jobs, it will 

have industry, and our main industry is tourism.  

They are proposing things for tourism, golf resorts.  

I believe that we don't need to destroy 

the natural beauty of Homestead and the surrounding 

areas, the Redlands, Naranja, Florida City by 

approving the commercial airport expansion. I 

believe that we should do the best and use it for 

the best to keep our tourism growing and to keep our 

tourism which brings the dollars into the country.  

I live in Miami Lakes and I know people 

from Miami Lakes that say that is not a good 

alternative. Opa-Locka, it was used when Hurricane 

Andrew struck the area, and believe me, I'd much 

rather have the noise over my house than all the 

national parks, because the national parks are for 

all of us, millions of us, not just the city, the 

people that live in the city right there.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Mr. Leon.  

000326 SANTIAGO LEON: My name is Santiago 

Leon, I'm Hispanic, active member of Greater Miami 

Chamber of Commerce. I must say nobody ever asked 

me what I thought about the Homestead Airport and 

the Greater Miami Chamber of Commerce. I can tell
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you that the opinion of the Greater Miami Chamber of 

a Commerce would not have been unanimous on the 

3 subject.  

4 First of all, procedural objections, I 

5 think the Air Force should be very circumspect about 

6 his partner as the lead agency in the Environmental 

7 Impact Statement, specifically the Federal Aviation 

Administration. The FAA has trouble leasing the 

O interior environment of an airplane, much less the 

0 environmental impact of an airport.  

1 Another thing is why take the operations 

2 of the Air Force Base as a base line. It was the 

3 Air Force Base that chased the Flamingos away from 

4 Flamingo.  

5 We would not be talking about an airport 

6 at all but for a sweetheart deal, a give away to a 

7 small group of politically connected developers who 

.8 got a deal on a no-bid contract for free land.  

19 As far as I'm concerned, to give those 

0 people anything would be perpetuated government paid 

1 contract, which is what weave had in Dade County.  

2 I urge you also to follow the language, 

a3 you'll notice the Homestead Airport they're talking 

a4 about is a quote unquote, reliever airport. Does 

25 that sound like a half penny sales tax for those of

122

should think about where we should put one.  

And, finally, I think that the other 

proposal sounds like a reason why people would want 

to go to South Dade. I can see real synergies 

between parks and the aquarium kind of development, 

an environmentally educationally attractive 

environment that would create more jobs, more 

economic development than any of us can imagine.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL MCSHANE: Thank you. Nancy Lee 

followed by Carrie Cleland.  

000327 NANCY LEE: Hi. I just wanted to 

mention that even though they need jobs in 

Washington D.C., they're not putting a Home Depot 

next to the Washington Monument.  

The past few nights you've heard the 

director of Miami-Dade Aviation Department speak 

about the Department's wonderful environmental 

record. I would like to submit to you that that 

picture is not as rosy as you would be led to 

believe.  

The County's Environmental Department 

produces an annual report, which I would like to 

submit to you, documenting violations of 

environmental regulations at government facilities
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and properties in Miami-Dade County. The December, 

'99 issue of that report indicates that the Aviation 

Department's wonderful environmental record includes 

57 sites with violations, many of which involve 

ground or ground water contamination.  

In addition to the dozens of violations 

at MIA, these violations also exist at Homestead 

General Airport, Opa-Locka Airport and Tamiami 

Airport. I don't want to imply that the Aviation 

Department is directly responsible for every case 

listed, as there are a number of cases where former 

airport attendants contributed to the contamination 

and the Department is stuck with the clean up, and I 

don't want to imply that the Department is doing 

nothing to address the existing contamination 

issues.  

However, it is the Department's 

responsibility to provide some oversight to prevent 

incidents, such as those documented here from 

happening in first course.  

To my knowledge, the SEIS did not 

involve a review of the environmental record of the 

Aviation Department, the agency that would be 

playing a major role in everyday operation 

management of air pump facility. The years worth of
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you who live out here. This is a great big busy 

airport, you can't have it both ways.  

The eame way with the Environmental 

Impact Statement, no aignificant impact, no 

substantial impact, nothing significantly 

frightened. If you really need an airport, we 

should do it the old fashioned way, we should go out 

and buy the land and build an airport. It's been 

observed that you don't eee the Federal Express 

people down here worried about vhat'e happening.  

Why is that? Maybe they don't need an airport.  

Maybe thie airport would be a gigantic boon dock, a 

lot of asphalt with no airplanes.  

Neet, spending millions to fix the 

result of past projects. We have been in Florida 

spending billions to fix the resulte of pact 

projects which were thought to have no significant 

impact, reliever canals and such, okay, I can see 

doing exactly the same thing. We've previously 

observed that we're going to do exactly the same 

thing with this.  

As to the question of jobs and 

environment and the airport, there seems to be jobs 

as an issue, the environment as an issue, the 

airport is an issue. If we need an airport, we
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I'm Richard Friedman. I'm here as an individual.  

I've lived in this area 41 years. I've lived in 

Pine Crest for almost 30 years. That's about 15 

miles north of Homestead. It seems to me we're tail 

wagging the dog here.  

In the last 40, 50 years they've done 

very little for Homestead, which is a town of 10,000 

people and Florida City which is a town maybe of 

7,000 people. So I don't see that an environmental 

treasure, which is an international treasurer should 

be impaired in order to give jobs to two towns of 

10,000 and 7,000 where Dade County, I might add, has 

done the following three things for them: They've 

given them a homeless shelter, they've put up a 

baseball park, where there's no team to play 

baseball in a park. And they have given them a 

Homestead Raceway, which is a NASCAR track. So 

those three things have happened in Homestead in the 

last eight years.  

The fact is that when we talk about 

South Dade, we talk about Flagler Street south, 

that's a million people, we are not talking about 

Flagler Street south, we're talking about south of 

211th Street, from a shopping center which was 

rebuilt, an Auto Nation Automobile place that was
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records are sitting downtown for review and the 

compliance issue or lack thereof is clear. I think 

this needs to be given serious thought.  

The days of being reactive have to stop.  

In this case, the ability to respond to problems and 

address environmental concerns after an incident has 

occurred and nothing is to be impressed on.  

Mechanisms need to be in place to prevent such 

occurrences, maybe the Department recognizes that 

now, maybe they don't. Based upon what I see before 

me, I'm not willing to take that chance.  

In closing, I would like to point out 

that the Air Force is still spending a lot of money 

to clean up and monitor contaminated sites at the 

former Homestead Air Force Base, items which are 

also identified in this report. When that job is 

finally completed, is this the agency you want to 

turn this property over to? I hope if you consider 

this, its compliance records, you will conclude that 

the answer to my guestion is no.  

Thank you.  

And I live six miles from MIA and I can 

hear the planes taking off.  

000328 CARRIE CLELAND: My dad and my brother 

over there, dad was in the Air Force, he was a tail
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built in South Dade. A lot of things have occurred 

in South Dade.  

You destroy the Everglades, you're going 

to lose your tourism business. It's important. We 

are trustees of nature. We have a spaceship earth 

and we have to protect what we can on earth.  

The fact is that 15 year projections, 

anybody can make any kinds of projections in 15 

years. What I do know, is there's 25 locations for 

potential airports, three are smack dab in the 

middle of the Everglades, and there's a blank card 

that shows that 680,000 flights by 2015, 235,000 

more with this one runway, one runway, not two, 

which would be 915,000 capacity in the year 2015.  

That same blank card says in 15 years will be 

932,000. That means, if you go ahead and build this 

alleged airport, the capacity of that airport and 

MIA will be under the capacity needed in 15 years, 

then I ask, what about the other 17,000 flights? 

Are they going to build another runway, three 

runways, five runways? There's seven runways now in 

South Florida. So the fact is even based upon on 

the county's numbers, you have a lack of capacity 

2015. What do you do then? And you've mitigated 

the Everglades. The word mitigation, there has been

0-161 Final SEIS

gunner over Italy. If he were alive today, he would 

be here with us and his kids. He's the one who 

first showed us the Everglades, when we were little 

of course.  

I used to be a flight attendant, and I 

just love planes. I would like to add my voice for 

my former passengers, there's a tremendous number of 

people who travel here specifically to enjoy our 

unique environmental assets. Those people of course 

are not here to tell you how important our wildlife 

and health to the Everglades are to them. Remember 

that those folks, also known as tourists, also need 

jobs. Let's protect our irreplaceable assets.  

Wildlife is not replaceable and extinct.  

concrete, as my brother points out, is 

always the last crop planted. Jobs are replaceable, 

ask anyone who used to work for Eastern or FP&L, 

it's not that easy to get a good airline job, good 

jobs come to those who get good educations.  

One thing, as you deliberate, please 

consider your opinions seven generations into the 

future.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSH0NE: Richard Friedman.  

000329 RICHARD FRIEDMAN: Thank you, Colonel.
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Lloyd Brown still here? After that will be Alan 

Farago.  

000332 LLOYD SIMPSON: Thank you once again.  

My name is Lloyd Brown, director of Wildlife Rescue 

in Dade County. And for once I's actually glad I 

got to wait to the end. Because there's been a lot 

of issues brought up I would like to personally 

address. With the exception of the 14 years I spent 

in the Army as a paratrooper, I've been in this 

community my entire life. During my time in the 

Army I fought in two ware, and four peace keeping 

operations and like any of you here tonight, I have 

the privilege of having earned my rights as a 

citizen.  

Now, I'm not going to go into the 

numbers about the unemployment, that's been brought 

up quite a few times tonight. I'll sufficit it to 

say the numbers have been falsely elevated. We have 

the statistics to prove it.  

Tuesday night the young man said he 

would rather see an airplane crash in the Everglades 

than he would see an airplane crash in Hialeah. And 

I would admit, we would be better off, I won't deny 

that.  

However, how many of us here would like

0-162

a problem with mitigate the problem, obviously, 

we'll anticipate we'll have an environmental problem 

because we have to mitigate it. Therefore, we're 

saying we're going to screw it up. We have to seke 

it less of a screw up, and the people who are doing 

the screw up for us are the same people that right 

now politically were trying to get rid of the 

running the airport, because right now we want to 

make it into an independent authority, and get rid 

of the people in Dade County from running an airport 

because of the corruption and the stakes.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL CMSHANS: Joy Roselyn Lumbly 

followed by Carlos Golts.  

000330 JOY ROSELYN LUMBLY: Good evening, my 

name is Joy Roselyn Lumbly, I'm a long time resident 

of South Florida. I first came in sight with 

Everglades National Park through environmentalists 

Frank and Audrey Pitterman of Earthwise Productions, 

Inc. we traveled there for the first time with 

Audrey, other adults and children from our 

communities. It was a peaceful and amazingly 

wonderful world.  

Speaking as a person of the earth, I 

hold the earth to be a sacred place. There's only
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Homestead and the surrounding areas. If it's 

rebuilt and to a sound environmentally sensitive 

community, it's going to help and form the 

foundation of redevelopment of that area and provide 

jobs for thousands of people who are in need of 

those jobs now.  

Also, conservationists who speak here 

aren't even the true issues here in South Florida.  

They need to redirect their issues. Along with 

being a resident here, I'm a camp owner at the Big 

Cypress National Preserve. Not too far from me at 

night there are gold wells running around the clock.  

The Collier family is getting ready to put in a00 

miles of additional roads in Big Cypress in 22 more 

well sites. Our freshwater supply is being 

contaminated from farmers, and saltwater is 

intruding into limestone from both sides of the 

coast.  

Youove got issues that are so much 

greater than this airport. You need to redirect 

your issues and thoughts. This isn't the problem 

that you need to be working on.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANE: That was all the cards 

we had for people who had not spoken before tonight.
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one earth. We have few places left where we can 

meditate in peace on what the creator gave us as a 

gift void of man.s selfish greedy, and 

self-indulging eaploitment. The Everglades National 

Park is such a place, there is a place for peace.  

My daughter says, we as Floridians must 

stand up for Florida. for the Everglades, we live 

here, we drink our water hers. I am against the 

airport being built in Homestead. The indigenous 

peoples once observed themselves destruct the earth 

for the lack of vision. Look at America. It is 

self-destructive for the lack of vision. If this 

airport is built, one day we'll self-destruct for 

the lack of vision. We'll say, we should have 

listened. My mother always says, if you don't hear, 

you'll feel.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Rock Simpson.  

000331 ROCK .SIMPSON: First of all, I'd like to 

go on record supporting the redevelopment of the 

Homestead Air Force Base as a commercial airport.  

I think I'm more attune to speak on a 

lot of issues than most of the people here. I was 

born and raised here, been here 56 years. The Air 

Force Base was the foundation and stability of
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would like to submit to the record a resolution by 

the Monroe County Commission that was filed for 

record on February let. The resolution in which 

contrast to so many of the Political figures who 

spoke on Tuesday night in support of the commercial 

airport, Monroe County has a multi-million dollar 

tourism based economy, with the citizens who are 

entirely dependent on a healthy environment. The 

County Commission of Monroe County passed a 

resolution that resolves that the U.S. Air Force and 

the FAA will include the Environmental Impact Study 

and have a public hearing in Key Largo, and, 

furthermore, the Board of County Commissioners of 

Monroe County, Florida supports the conveyance of 

the former Homestead Air Force Base for development 

alternatives other than a commercial airport.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANdS Dr. Robert Cruz. On 

deck will be Elizabeth Tyre.  

000334 DR. ROBERT CRUZ: Good evening, membere 

of the panel and the public. We're still here. I'm 

going to talk to you just about one specific Issue 

here, and that is the feasibility of the alternative 

plans to redevelop in the area.  

You've heard tonight and over the course

to see a fully loaded cargo 747, or an AM-124 crash 

into the Turkey Point Nuclear Power plant? The 

woman here tonight said that's impossibile. The 

nuclear power plant is not threatened by the 

airplanes. may I remind, Monday afternoon Alaska 

Airlines MD-83 went completely out of control, 

flight crewmen had no control of where that aircraft 

went. Well, what happened if that would have been 

South Dade? 

The EIS says that's it's going to be a 

good idea to build an airport here in South Dade.  

There was also a similar EIS a few years ago in 

Valdez, Alaska they said it was a good idea to put 

an oil terminal there. There's also one in 

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania that it would be a good 

idea to be put a nuclear power plant out on Three 

Mile Island.  

In closing, I will say I attended the 

Chamber of Commerce South meeting last week, and 

there was not a consensus of support for a 

commercial airport, it was pretty evenly split among 

the mixed-use alternative and the commercial 

airport.  

Wildlife Rescue of Dade County supports 

the mixed-us alternative as put forth by the
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of your public hearings many arguments in favor of 

any sound arguments in favor of the County's 

proposal. All of these arguments are supported by 

your own study conducted by a panel, independent 

panel of experts, but one of the things that happens 

here that I have to disagree with and I point out 

that the statement that the alternative proposal 

will create almost as many jobs as the County's 

proposal. I think that statement is, in fact, very 

misleading and inaccurate for the following reasons: 

The alternative mixed-use proposal is 

really a combination, vaguely described combination 

of two previously competing proposals. And, in 

fact, you cannot overlay those two alternative 

proposals and create one proposal. You've got two 

proposals that are basically using the same land 

area with different uses. For example, the Hoover 

proposal have residential development where the 

Collier proposal had the RV park and golf course. I 

know you can't do that. We know those kind of 

things can't be done. You can't create or develop 

industrial space on top Of golden space. That's 

what the two previous proposals have done.  

So you if you take these two proposals 

and say now we're going to merge them, you really

Final SEIS

Collier/Hoover Group Foundation. At that meeting, a 

banker told me that he thought environmental 

politics has its place, but we have to take 

consideration of the people first. Ladies and 

gentlemen, I would like to say that unless you have 

another planet in mind to live on, the place for 

environmental politics is right here.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Alan Farago. Dr.  

Robert Cruz on deck.  

000333 ALAN FARAGO: My name is Alan Farago, 

I'm with the Sierra Club in Miami. I would like to 

address just two issues.  

The first has to do with the part of the 

SEIS talks about the comprehensive development 

master plan process, which is the state process 

governing the reuse of the air bases. Sierra Club 

was involved on litigation on that issue. The SEIS 

does talk about state processes ae being sufficient 

to cover certain environmental issues. We would 

like to go on record adding to the comments earlier 

by Richard Grosso that that process was a failure.  

We spent a lot of time in mediation. We did not 

reach any kind of agreement.  

And to move on to the second point. I
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can't add economic impact of those two proposals.  

That doesn't work.  

In fact, if you do have in combination 

with these two proposals, which is well articulated, 

I think you're going to see the impacts that are 

going to be claimed are going to be much less when 

looked at from a scientific and technical point of 

view.  

The other point that I would like to 

make is this notion that the alternative proposals 

are sound from a market demand point of view, and 

they are not. As I said, one of the proposals calls 

for residential development. In fact, there isn't 

really a demand for residential development in that 

area. 'There's also no evidence of a demand for a 

luxury RV park and golf course in that area.  

The aquarium is the most speculative 

aspect of all of those two. It's just, the market 

demand really hasn't been proven. You have to 

really rework this in order to evaluate accurately 

the economic impact of that alternative proposal.  

And I know my time is running out.  

Thank you for listening to my comments.  

COLONEL McSfANE: Thank you.  

000335 ELIZABETH TYRE: Good evening, my name
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is Elizabeth Tyre, I am a resident of Naranja 

Preston Community. My house sits approximately 600 

feet from what used to be the air base housing. I 

have been - this is the third night that I've been 

here listening to you all, the arguments, and I 

wanted to bring this little piece of information 

that I found in the, actually, it's in the appendix 

section of the SEIS report. It's Exhibit 1-1, 

Appendix A, in the Appendices.  

This shows that in 1999 Landerman and 

Brown reevaluated the numbers that were submitted in 

1994, and there's a page this long. I couldn't get 

it magnified.  

One of the problems that I have with 

politicians coming to our area and telling us that 

we're going to get 18,000 jobs and a billion dollars 

is that when I look at these figures in this report, 

none of them seem to add up.  

This chart right here shows that the 

forecasted operations have been changed in four 

different ways, and the last one shows that the 

forecasted operations is much lower than what it 

would be for 2015.  

I don't know who to believe. I've got 

politicians screaming they want as airport where
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what used to be a base. All I can tell you is that 

in South Dade, the children that go to school in 

Naranja want the ability to make money for lives and 

their education. What they've been offered by Dade 

County through the Dade County School Board is a 

series of magnet programs that feed them from the 

middle school age into travel agency magnets.  

They're also fed into, offer the chance to attend 

Mask Academy on Key Biscayne and study marine 

biology and given the transportation to get there.  

Now, after reading through this report 

and seeing the Hoover and the Collier plan and 

actually living there, we do have an RV park at the 

very end of the street from Naranja Elementary 

School and there is a very dedicated loyal group of 

French Canadians that use it every year. Our 

children have the chance to work in a travel agency 

to promote the tourism. The marine biology program 

at Mask Academy would help them work with 

aqua-agriculture that they can actually apply an 

education to.  

So it's 2,717 days since Hurricane 

Andrew, and we still don't know what's going to 

happen to our community.  

Thank you.
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COLONEL McSHONE: Ramon Raso.  

000336 RAMON BASCO: Thank you, Your Honor.  

For those of you left here, ladies and gentlemen, my 

name is Ramon Rasco. I represent the developers 

selected by Miami-Dade County in a lawful, 

competitive and very public process. That after 

many public hearings resulted in the award of a very 

fair and inclusive lease for the development with 

private sectors dollars of a clean high-tech airport 

that is compatible with our environment.  

Earlier you heard aviation director Gary 

Dellapa show conclusive evidence that this community 

needs another airport, and the most logical and 

suitable place is Homestead.  

There is simply no other feasible site, 

not in Opa-Locka, not in Fort Lauderdale or any 

other place in South Florida. After seven years of 

the most comprehensive, the beat and the most 

expensive studies in our nation's history, we have 

now seen the results in a draft SEIS, which was so 

strongly requested by environmental groups.  

Now, some of those, of the more extreme 

environmental groups are ignoring the study snd 

trying to intimidate our community with litigation.  

I say to them, let them put up a bomb big enough to

Final SEIS 0-164
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stop this project, we'll not be intimidated.  

The Sierra attorneys, Mr. Orosso or 

anybody else that spoke here tonight has offered one 

single environmental study that shows any damage 

will come to our parks or our communities as a 

result of this airport. In fact, the SEIS which is 

an independent conducted study and objective and 

scientific study copclusively shows that the airport 

can be without damages to our parks or environment 

with the appropriate mitigation methods.  

In addition to the SIS and the other 

federal studies, as Mayor Penelas said, over 27 

other mitigation studies have been developed by the 

county to mitigate the impact on the environment.  

The developer, my client, has never ever been 

opposed to any mitigation plan regardless of what's 

been said here before and, in fact, is committed to 

implementing appropriate mitigation efforts to build 

an airport and our environment.  

The Collier Group is not here, has not 

been here for any of these hearings, the plan has 

not been the subject of any public hearing or public 

scrutiny in this community. it has not been approved 

by the local state or environmental agency or 

government. Instead the Collier group is in
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Washington, bypassing, trying to take for themselves 

the land. It is well documented in the press in 

other cities, not in our city and should be 

investigated by the Air Force before any further 

consideration is given to their plan, they have 

tried to swap their mineral rights in five or six 

other communities, most recently in Orlando. Every 

single one of these communities has told them no.  

Ladies and gentlemen, an airport at the 

former Homestead Base is the best plan for our 

community. It balances economic opportunity with 

environmental responsibilities for our parks and our 

wildlife. Don't take my word for it, read the SEIS.  

COLONEL McSHANO, Buddy Mowanitz.  

000337 BUDDY HOWANITZ: I appreciate the time 

to be here tonight. I waited quite late the other 

night, but it was getting rather late, so we left at 

10:30. I wasn't called. I do appreciate the 

opportunity.  

I have lived in Dade County over S5 

years now. I grew up right down the street on 58th 

Avenue and 12th Street, but for many years I've 

lived in the area which is now affected by the Air 

Base. I live ie a very nice area, and I have a 

horse ranch there, but one thing that happens is,
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every day I go down there, I go through communities 

that are devastated. They've been devastated since 

Hurricane Andrew.  

I go on Saturdays to Home Depot, and if 

anyone lives in South Dade and goes to Home Depot 

off US-1, you'll see no fewer than 100 people 

standing on the side of the road looking for jobs.  

These people aren't people on welfare, these are 

people that need jobs. There are communities that 

have legitimately suffered. They're suffering 

today. I don't think there is a person that hasn't 

been here that's not sensitive to the, including 

myself. We love the outdoors, fish the Everglades, 

fish the bay. I think the beat we can hope for is 

the opportunity to have a plan of growth. We can't 

stop growth, we can't stop development, but we can 

certainly hope that we can be a part in a 

progressive growth. I think that, in my opinion, at 

least, I don't know enough shout the effects, but I 

can and I did read the SEIS report. I do know that 

from what's been reported, that the damage is not 

what it-s claimed to be by the environmentalists 

that may be here today.  

Recently, the same environmentalists 

cost the county 27 million dollars to buy a circle

that we very gladly sold. I was part of the group 

that sold that to the County for 27 million, but 

that's what the envlronmentalists did.  

So thank you for your time.  

COLONEL MCSHANE: Jonathan Ullman 

followed by Ignacio Sanchez.  

000338 JONATHAN ULLMAN: My name is Jonathan 

Ullman. I'm the South Florida Everglades 

representative for the National Sierra Club. We-re 

an organization that cares deeply for the national 

parks. I wanted to say that I keep hearing over and 

over again that this SEIS says that no harm will 

come to the national parks. well, it never said 

that. And anybody who says that is incorrect, 

because here's what the SEIS does say.  

The S0IS says that we will have a little 

less than one operation a minute just two miles from 

Riscayne National Park and Everglades National Park.  

It says these flights will be in altitudes of lower 

longer because of MIA's air apace to the north. It 

says that the sound will be equivalent to a power 

lawnmower three feet away. It says that the 

proposed airport will have increased nutrient 

pollution to Biscayne Bay. It says the airport will 

increase nitrates by 54 times. It says that there
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will be a significant increase of air pollutants, 

polycycline and hydrocarbons, and among those is 

toxins to marine life.  

It says that development associated with the 

airport will result in destruction of thousands of 

acres of agriculture and wildlife. It says that 

daily emissions of seven toxic like nitrous oxide, 

and other organic compounds will there be. Nitrous 

oxide levels will be increased ten times in Biscayne 

National Park and 45 times in Everglades National 

Park. And there are other things that SEIS didn't 

say. It didn't look at what will happen to the 

national parks and the environment to South Dade 

after the plan's second runway, if there is a 

planned second runway, which I would hope this will 

not be, because I don't think there should be a 

first runway. Storm water management plan, the SBIS 

assumes the plan will be 100 percent effective, but 

the County's own experts stated its design is 

inadequate to handle large storms and the plan is 

currently being challenged in contamination and 

quantities.  

And finally the SEIS assumes that the 

UDB will not move, UD1 is an urban development 

operation and minimizes the extent of development
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unfortunately none of those promises have been 

delivered. We've all heard President Clinton tell 

us the other night in the State of the Union Address 

the United States of American is moving to the new 

millennium with over 20 million new Jobs. We're 

experiencing at this time now the fastest economic 

growth and the lowest unemployment rate in 30 years.  

Unfortunately, South Miami-Dade County 

is not going along for that ride. They're 

experiencing right now IS percent unemployment rate.  

I'm here to tell you the County's reuse plan will 

help South Miami-Dade County to get back on track.  

Based on the SEIS figures, it is estimated that 

we'll be looking at 38,000 new jobs with about one 

billion in earnings per year.  

Now, sometimes we hear some of these 

astronomical figures and we really can't comprehend 

them. Some 20 million new jobs, you know, fastest 

economic growth rate, all these things that are 

things we really can't comprehend, but let me give 

you something that you can as it relates to job 

variations.  

I said this the other night, I was cut 

off short unfortunately. Miami-Dade County right 

now is the single largest employer in Dade County.

associated with the airport and consequently the 

environmental impacts. This is one thing I can 

prove. (Thereupon, a video was shown.) 

Now, that video was good, but this is 

the reality.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHA.NE: Mr. Sanchez.  

000339 IGNACIO SANCHEZ: Good evening, Colonel, 

thank you for another opportunity to address the 

draft SEIS.  

It's interesting to note that previous 

speakers comments attacking the airport proposal and 

this shows the good faith of HABDI and Dade County.  

Our plan is on the record, it's there for everybody 

to see. It's there for everybody to critic. It's 

impossible to critic, and therefore, it's impossible 

for you to evaluate the Collier/Hoover proposal.  

It's not on the record, nobody knows what it will 

do. It doesn't have any remediation plan. It 

doesn't have any kind of discussion with regards to 

the phosphorus based chemicals that will be used on 

the golf course. I don't envy your job, but it is 

very difficult to do, and that plan is yet to exist.  

With respect to the draft SEIS. I want 

to also point out that the one thing these folks

151

convinced me of is that - one lady in particular 

she's been living here since 1950, how much she 

enjoys the park. I wanted to remind everybody that 

Biscayne National Park did not become a park until 

1980. Everglades did not become a park until 1947.  

The Air Force Base was put there in 1942. It was 

there before those two parks and those same 

alligators that they enjoyed, the same snakes and 

same birds have coexisted with B-52's and F-16's, 

and they're still there for everybody to enjoy, and 

they've all testified for three days how much they 

enjoyed that park. They were all there while B-52's 

and F-16's were taking off at a pace that will far 

exceed anything that this airport will have. I 

support the proposed action for conversion of 

Homestead Air Force Base to a commercial airport.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANI: Paul Acosta. Next on 

deck is Alex Heckler.  

000340 PAUL ACOSTA: Good evening. My name is 

Paul Acosta. I wanted to thank you once again for 

allowing me to address this distinguished panel.  

In 1992 Hurricane Andrew devastated 

South Miami-Dade County. For eight years South 

Miami-Dade County has heard promise after promise,

I
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skeptical about what it would do for the community, 

at the end of the week, I am incredibly skeptical.  

It's definitely reinforced my opinion that it just 

won't work. It's smoke in mirrors. There's plenty 

of land down there right now to build a golf course 

and all these great things, hut somebody's figured 

out, the market needs are not there, otherwise it 

would have been done right now.  

So I hope nobody counts on this for 

being a solution for some folks that really need 

some help down there. Thanks.  

000342 FELIX RODRIGUEZ: Good evening. My name 

is Felix Rodriguez. The last time I testified 

before this panel I stated that building a golf 

course and business complex next to a military base 

was not the brightest idea for obvious reasons. I 

also stated that the commercial airport proposal was 

the better of the two proposals regarding the 

redevelopment of the Homestead Air Reserve Base. I 

used nothing more than a bit of common sense and 

some first-hand accounts to prove my point, but I 

left unsatisfied with my argument.  

So being a college student, I decided to 

do some research regarding the Collier proposal. I 

sat in front of my computer for hours looking
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I'm talking about the government structure, they 

belong to 28,000 people, this plan proposes 38,000 

jobs. What we have before us simply is an economic 

machine, but unfortunately now for over six years 

since the final SEIS report was released in 1994, we 

haven't been able to turn that engine on. Please 

let us do that now.  

Now, the eleventh hour, we have a 

Collier plan, we're not exactly sure what this plan 

is, but with the most generous estimates possible, 

we're looking at best possibly 14,000 new jobs.  

About 350 million claiming in earnings. I have a 

hard time realizing those numbers or seeing those 

numbers when it's centered around two golf centers 

and a mobile home park.  

The average aviation job will generate a 

salary of approximately $38,000 a year, that's 32 

percent more than what your average recreational job 

will generate. And this is straight out of the 

S0IS. As far as it relates to the Collier plan, 

it's estimated to be the least intensive 

alternative.  

The time has come, this community has 

suffered and endured enough. I urge you to support 

the County's reuse plan.

through newspaper archives and alike. What I found 

was an incredible amount of information that I was 

not privy to when I first testified before this 

panel.  

I found out this is not the first time 

the Colliera bavs tried to swap mineral rights for 

air bases. In fact, they have been unsuccessful 

three other times that I can account for. The San 

Diego Union Tribune reported in 1996 that the 

Colliers tried this same kind of proposal in 

exchange for air bases in Orlando, San Francisco, 

and Orange County, California. Each time the 

decision-makers saw right through the Collier 

proposal and decided against giving away the air 

bases. The Union Tribune referred to this proposal 

as a -tycoon fantasy.

So I kept searching. And I stumbled 

upon an article in the Palm Beach Post entitled 

"Don't Trade Homestead.- This article stated: 'In 

the first place, it is not at all certain that the 

Colliers can get the drilling permits, the holes 

themselves are bad enough, but the roads needed to 

get through the equipment to the holes would be even 

worse for the fragile slum.

In other words, the Colliers well may be
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COLONEL MCSHANE: Thank you. Jamie 

Brown. On deck is Felix Hector.  

000341 JAMIN BROWN: First I wanted to thank 

the Air Force for your great work and your patience 

over these three days. I'm sure it's been a long 

three days for you.  

I am stunned that the national 

representative of the Sierra Club stood here tonight 

and tried to make the case that there's not a 

serious economic need in South Dade.  

I just wanted to extend an invitation, 

sometime in between February 20th Naranja is having 

a community council meeting. I will drive you down 

there so you can sit in front of those folks and 

tell them they don't have an economic need. There's 

a 30 poverty rate in Homestead, 37 percent in 

Florida City, it's been declared poverty zone. And 

the Housing and Urban Development Secretary has said 

that this is one of the few pockets of poverty in 

the country. So I'm happy to drive you down there 

so you can tell the folks that they're doing all 

right.  

I also wanted to mention in the waiting 

hours of the SEIS public hearings that in terms of 

the Collier plan, I started out the week fairly
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1 offering nothing. In return they will get three 

2 square miles of prime land in an urban area with all 

3 the public facilities in place for development. The 

4 article went on to state that: "Yet another upscale 

5 golf course subdivision with some artificial lakes 

6 and a few offices might help the Collier balance 

7 sheet, but it would do little or nothing for the 

areas around, 

So at this point the Collier proposal 

10 looks even worse, but I kept searching and I found 

11 the most damaging account by far.  

12 In April of 1999 Florida Today reported 

13 that, "If the government doesn't accept the deal, 

14 the Collier family of Naples threaten to extend oil 

15 exploration into 825 square miles of federally 

16 protected wilderness inhabited by animals such as 

17 bald eagles, wood storks and Florid: panthers." 

10 Now, as I said the other night, I'm not 

19 an expert, but I am interested in eventually 

20 becoming an attorney. An attorneys have a term for 

21 this, extortion. In this particular case, 

22 environmental extortion.  

23 What the Colliers are basically saying 

24 to the government is hand over the air base or we're 

25 going to drill. But being the skeptic that I am, I
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plan.

As part of the proposed action, the 

County set up 162 acres of an area to be set aside 

as a park for public use. However, the Collier plan 

absolutely robs the County of portions of this 

acreage for one reason only, to retain it as part of 

their project. Financial gain for a private 

developer. But it does not end there yet.  

There was a portion also that was set 

aside to be set up for the School Board Advisory.  

However, the Collier plan took part of this portion 

of the school property, again, for one reason only, 

financial gain. And what did this do? This 

jeopardizes federal and state funding for the county 

school.  

Obviously this appropriation of land 

should have come before some type of regulatory 

authority that could have had some type of 

decision-making authority to stop this type of 

action. Was it ever conducted in a hearing? No.  

Was there ever anything in front of the County 

Commission? No. The Water District in Palm Beach 

County? No. The Department of Community Affairs in 

Tallahassee? No. However, what the Colliers are 

trying to do is a deal in Washington D.C, and,
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again, bypass the South Florida Community entirely, 

but let's change the topic now to golf.  

The Collier plan is proposing two new 

golf courses, and aa we've discussed before, we have 

a Keys Gate Golf Course that's barely used, and an 

adjoining Redlands Golf Course that's, again, barely 

used. Has there ever been a study showing that we 

absolutely and desperately need another golf course 

in the Homestead Community? No.  

Where is our plan that integrates the 

plant activities around the golf course with a 

military base? There's no plan that integrates 

both.  

But absolutely what mystifies me about 

this entire process is how this community and its 

primary source of written media, the Miami Herald, 

has shut its eyes an the Collier's tactics to win 

military basee instead of the communities that 

deserve them the most. But this hasn't happened in 

all communities. It didn't happen in Orlando, and 

the Orlando Sentinel stood behind its community. In 

fact, the Orlando Sentinel went to the heart of the 

Collier's threat, exposed the truth of the Collier's 

negotiation with the government without the city's 

input at all.

0-168

noticed one major flaw in the threat, if drilling 

were viable, they would have done it by now. In 

fact, it seems the Colliers are desperate to get rid 

of the drilling rights. Why? Because they're 

worthless, it isn't cost effective to attempt to 

drill over protected lands.  

Ironically though the interior Secretary 

Bruce Babbitt told the Colliers last year to go 

ahead and pursue the oil exploration permits. He 

must have precluded the same as I did, and decided 

that these were empty threats.  

Final thought, the commercial airport 

keeps the land with part of the revenues going back 

to the people. The choice is obvious, this county 

needs another airport and Homestead could really use 

38,000 new Jobs.  

Now I understand why the Colliers 

decided not to give a presentation regarding the 

project, it's full of holes.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Howard Behar.  

000343 HOWARD BEHAR: Good evening, Colonel, 

panel, and again, thank you for the opportunity to 

speaking again.  

I would like to point out certain 

elements of the proposed action versus the Collier

plan.
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Once this was known by the city, the 

city, the newspaper and the community as a whole 

came together and stopped this process entirely. In 

fact, the Orlando Sentinel published the concerns 

addressed by the major conservatory, calling their 

mineral rights worthless and challenging them, 

asking them for real land from the Colliers, if they 

were going to swap.  

In conclusion, we as a community should 

act like Orlando and capture this golden opportunity 

to take a land that belongs to the people of 

Miami-Dade County.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Mario J. Garcia-Serra 

followed by Karen Salaes.  

000344 MARI0 GARCIA-SERRA: Good evening, 

Colonel, I just want to indicate in the little time 

I have to putting two rumors to rest. The first 

rumor is that there was some sort of political deal 

that went around this contract. Now that's just not 

true. Because when this contract was awarded, it 

was awarded, but it was awarded because nobody else 

was willing to put their money on it to help the 

people of South Dade right after Hurricane Andrew.  

If there has been any political deal 

made, it's been going on right now, at the last

103 

1 The article reads: 

"Florida's wealthy Collier family bought 
3 a direct line from the interior secretary Bruce 

4 Babbitt as part of the family's bid to take over 

5 five military bases in Orlando at the federal 

6 government.  

7 'The family has used Babbitt's former 
O right-hand man as a lobbyist to help the Interior 

S Department with a lucrative land swap involving the 
10 Orlando Naval Training Center and four soon to be 

11 closed bases on prime California land.  

12 'That strong behind the scenes political 

13 connection may help explain why top material 
14 officials remain open to the Collier image, even as 

15 lower levels, federal and state officials question 

16 it's environmental urgency and suggest it may not be 

17 in the U.S. taxpayers best interest. Rodney Boone 
10 (phonetic) is a prominent lobbyist who was Babbitt's 

19 chief of staff in the day. of Arizona governor and 

20 Is still confirmed last week that he works for the 

21 Colliers.' 

22 The Miami Herald makes me wonder where 
23 their investigate team has been. This is clearly an 
24 important decision that will affect the lives for 
25 many years to come. So I urge the Air Force Base to

lol 

minute, where somebody is trying to hijack the 

process with money in Washington.  

Secondly, for those of you who believe 

the situation is not that bad in South Dade, I 

highly recommend that they drive down to South Dade, 

and see the 15 percent unemployment and see the 30 

percent poverty rate on their way driving down Key 

Largo.  

Lastly, the good people of South Dade 

need jobs, and by good jobs I don't mean hotel maids 

or golf guys.
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Thank you very much.  

0G0C KAREN SALAS: Hi. My name is Karen 

Sales. Like Felix I also did some research and came 

across some articles, one which Particularly 

interested me, so I wanted to read it out loud.  

Actually. I wanted to read part of it out loud.  

This article is published in the Orlando 

Sentinel back when the Colliers were trying to swamp 

lands for the Orlando Naval Base.  

"The Interior Secretary's Former 
Right-hand Man is Now Working for a Florida Family 

that Wants the Orlando Naval Base.- This article 

was published May, 19, 1996 and was written by Sean 

Halton of the Washington Bureau.  
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investigate this further in coming to a final 

decision.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Richard Groh.  

000345 RICHARD GROB: Hello, ladies and 

gentlemen, and the panel here. My name is Richard 

Grob, been a resident of Dade County all my life, 3s 

years. Born and raised here. And I'm a member of 

South Dade County since 1980. I have a tape I would 

like to show you here of the typical business 

activity that's here in South Dade at this time.  

(Thereupon, a tape was played.) 

RICHARD GROW: Well, folks, as you can 

see, this is the grim reality of the, situation in 

South Dade. For some of you that don't live here, 

it's hard for you to realize. I wish more business 

owners were here to speak for themselves, speak up 

for themselves, a lot of them have given up.  

You've seen them, they've closed their 

businesses. People have their businesses here all 

their lives, many businesses have been here 20, 25 

years, they've had to close, there's no jobs, very 

little jobs, very little to look forward to, from 

many business owners and landowners in South Dade.  

Thank you.
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use the land on which it was established, because 

that land was established .s an airport some 60 odd 

years ago, the HIS did not find any unacceptable 

environmental reason to prohibit a commercial 

airport reuse of this facility.  

I have heard many opinione on this 

commercial airport use would be unacceptable for 

this property. Many of the re.sose that I heard and 

the information that was put forth was available to 

the Air Force and the FAA as they prepared the SEIS, 

and still, the commercial airport plan produced more 

benefits than the other proposed uses. Until a 

compelling sase can be made against the commercial 

airport plan, I still stand in support of that plan.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL MCSHANE: Thank you. Mercedes 

Sellek.  

0003-19 MERCEDES SELLEK: Good evening, Colonel, 

panel members. This evening I'm here in a capacity, 

it's a little bit different than my last few 

presentations to the panel.  

This evening I am here to speak for 

president of the senate of the State of Florida, Tom 

Jennings, and speaker of the house representative 

Mr. John Thrasher. Senitor Jennings and John
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Thrasher drafted a letter to Vice President Al Gore 

and asked to be read into the record, and I'll be 

glad to provide you a copy. The original was sent 

to Mr. Gore.  

"-Dear Vice President: 

This letter is in support of the 

proposal of Mkaei-Dade County ts convert Homestead 

Air Force Base into a new commercial airport.  

As you're aware, Miami Dade's proposal 

has been the subject of comprehensive research.  

That research supports the expeditious adoption of 

this proposal.  

The most significant aspect of the 

development of the commercial airport is the 

economic opportunity that it will provide South 

Dade. Infrastructure development can encourage and 

strengthen long term economic growth. The recent 

estimates suggest that the development of the 

commercial airport at completion would directly 

result in the creation of over 17,000 jobs.  

Additionally, it is projected that over 20,000 

on-site jobs would sustain a commercial airport.  

overall, the commercial airport will provide a 

stable economic base for South Dade.  

While economic growth is paramount, it

0-170
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COLONEL McSEANE: I realise that I 

pulled Richard Groh's card out, I thought he was the 

same individual who spoken the other day. so I put 

him way at the back when he should have talked a 

long time ago. And I just called Donald Groh's name 

and since your brother used about five minutes, I'll 

give you another minute if you would like to do that 

at this point.  

000346 DONALO GROt: Okay. My name is Donald 

Groh and my brother. As I wa. making this tape, 

I've had to edit so much out of it to bring it down 

to a little over three minutes. My wife said ti me, 

this is so sad, I can't believe how sad it is, and I 

started crying.  

I'm . landlord, I've got to go and 

collect rents from these people in order to pay our 

mortgages. The grim reality is they donst make 

money. None of the businesses are making any money, 

and the worst feeling in the world is going to them 

and serving them their eviction notices, and I just 

wanted to say we need our help, we need help from 

everybody to try to turn this situation around and 

we hope you make the best decision for the economy 

in South Dade.

COLONEL McSHANE: Ana Palma, on deck 

Bill Mc~ugh.  

000347 ANA PALMA: Hello, my name is Ana Palma.  

I love the Everglades too, but I love my children, 

and I don't want my children to have to be going out 

looking for jobs elsewhere. I want jobh here for 

them. I think there is a way and I think the 

airport can he built and be environmentally safe.  

Thank you.  
000348 

BILL McHUGH: I wanted to thank the Air 

Force and the FAA for holding these hearings to get 

the opportunity to get public views of what's going 

on, particularly on your draft SEIS.  

I'm Bill Mcugh, I'm an airport 

consultant. I have been here for the last two days 

in support of the conveyance of Homestead Air Force 

Base to Dade County for the development of the 

commercial airport.  

The lead EIS has evaluated Dade County's 

proposed plan for this use and has found that it 

will produce positive job opportunities and economic 

growth to the Homestead area. This EIS also found 

that the commercial airport use will help solve the 

projected growth and aviation demand. in the Miami 

area in the next few years. This will not change in
Thank 

you.
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is also necessary to analyze the environmental 

effects of the proposed development. Over the last 

six years several reports have been produced 

regarding the disposal of Homestead Air Force ease.  

Last December the most comprehensive report, the 

draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement 

was released. Several findings in that report 

should be noted.  

The draft SEIS found that overall the 

development would have negligible or minimal 

environmental impacts. It is actually projected 

that the mandatory implementation of the Service 

Water Management master plan, the freshwater 

discharges into Biscayne Bay will decrease 28 

percent by 2010.  

Noise impacts on both national parks and 

in the local communities are so small that a noise 

management mitigation plan will not be required.  

Given the fact that Miami-Dade County 

will require additional commercial airport capacity, 

the proposal to develop Homestead Air Force Base 

offers the County an environmentally responsible way 

to meet that need and provide economic growth for 

South Dade.  

It is our hope that the federal
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government will in the most expeditious way adopt 

this plan.  

Very Truly, 

Tom Jennings, Senitor. John Thrasher, 

Speaker of the House.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Thank you. Art 

Fernandez followed by William Riley. .  

000350 ART FERNANDEZ: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, 

Committee. You know, I had the pleasure of speaking 

in front of you on Monday night as a labor leader 

and represented 2,000 people. Tonight, I would like 

to speak to you as a taxpayer of Dade County.  

And I wanted to say something, Colonel.  

I've had clearances for 18 years to work on almost 

every type of missile site, I mean every type of 

missile, and I don't know how many missile sites 

throughout the country and even parts of Canada, 

almost on the Canadian border. And I get tired of 

hearing you have to make a tough decision.  

Let me say this to you, Monday night I 

heard Representative Candas said either you pay now 

or you pay later, And I know that the people were 

right and I know they can shut down a lot of things, 

a lot of military bases, but like Representative 

Candas says, you either pay now or later. Because

you got either two choices, you either turn over to 

Dade County, or you close it. So what do they want 

to do? 

If you close the Air Force Base, it 

relates back to Dade County, and no telling what 

they're going to do. So let's leave it as an 

airport. Let's revitalize Homestead Air Force Base.  

Let's turn it back to Dade County and then have the 

one that puts the money up, get it developed, and I 

support it100 percent.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHAXE: William Riley. On 

deck Jose Romero.  

000351 WILLIAM RILEY: William Riley, 

International Brotherhood of Workers. I had the 

pleasure of speaking to you on Monday night down in 

South Dade and the same things apply. I mean, 

you've heard it from a lot of people, you know that 

in the year 2015 we're going to be out of air space.  

There's no other place to build the facility.  

There's no viable site that you could find 1600 

acres or 1700 acres.  

You've heard the majority of elected 

officials in the County state that they are in favor 

of this that represent millions of people in

172 

Florida, and in Dada County hundreds of thousands of 

people, and there's just no reason to hold this up 

any longer.  

We would appreciate if you all would 

support the airport, because the people of Homestead 

and the people making a living building things, we 

need it, we need it really badly. So we would 

appreciate your support.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Jose Romero.  

000352 JOSE ROMERO: Good evening. My name is 

Jose Romero. I live in Homestead. I have been 

living in Dade County for 35 years. I own a small 

business in Homestead. For the last 20 years I have 

been there. Lately, after Andrew, we are going 

through a hard time. We need 38,000 jobs. We need 

to do this as soon as possible.  

In Homestead we saw the movie, but 

there's more shopping centers, like the one you saw 

in the movie. There's one shopping center around my 

house, out of the 15 businesses was there, there's 

only two left. This wasn't on the movie. There's a 

lot of other things.  

In our community we had an election like 

three months ago, we elected our mayor. If all them

0-171
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I want to thank you folks very much for 

your comments and for participating in the public 

hearing, especially those of you who showed up so 

many times this week.  

Your comments will be extremely helpful 

to the Air Force and other agencies in preparing the 

final REIS.  

As we close here. I do want to remind 

you that if you didn't comment tonight or if you did 

comment and decide that you have more to say on this 

issue, you may write your comments down. You can 

either leave them here with the staff today in the 

box on the comment table or you can mail them in 

later. Just make sure they are mailed no later than 

March 7th so we can address them in the final SEIS.  

Once again, I want to thank you for 

attending these public hearings. The Air Force 

appreciates you sharing your ideas and time.  

(Thereupon, the hearing concluded at 

approximately 11:30 p.m.)
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STATE OF FLORIDA 

3 Ss: 

COUNTY OF DADE 

I, MARIANA C. CONVERY, do hereby certify 

that the foregoing pages I to and including 175, is a 

true and correct transcription of my stenographic 

notes of the Supplemental Environmental Impact 

Statement to the best of my ability, taken at 5901 

S.W. 8th Street, City of Miami, County of Dade, State 

of Florida, on the 3rd day of February, 2000.  

IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto 

affixed my hand this 22nd day of February, 2000.  

MARIARA C. CONVERY SF hand 
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there was for this development, they all voted in 

favor of the airport, transfer to a be a commercial.  

We should also in Dade County, the major 

and most of the commissions are in favor of this 

airport being built, the commercial. It's very 

important to say that the racetrack - they put a 

racetrack in Homestead, that only provide jobs for 

eight or ten days a year.  

Also, the baseball that we have in 

Homestead is empty. Why it's empty? Because nobody 

wants to play baseball there because the community 

is very bad, there's no money. So who wants to be 

put baseball there? Before Andrew they were 

planning to put a baseball team. After Andrew they 

wouldn't put a baseball team. We waited seven 

years. We haven't done anything.  

It's about time we get it going and get 

something resolved. Do this commercial airport as 

soon as possible and, you know, it's very sad to 

waste every year. what, are we going to have a 

ghost town in Homestead? We need it badly. It's 

enough time. Thank you, and have a nice day.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Thank you. That was 

the last card. I'm not going to go through the 

cards of names I called earlier. People who didn't
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respond, if there's anyone here who has not had a 

chance to speak and now desires to do so, this is 

your opportunity.  

000353 LUIS CASAS: My name is Luis Cases.  

Nothing can be better for Homestead City and nothing 

can happen better for Homestead City for the city or 

for Homestead citizens than bring in the commercial 

airport.  

Miami with the Miami International 

Airport as any person can see Miami International 

Airport that is a clean city and clean airport. If 

you breathe air there deep, the only thing you get 

is fresh air in the airport, in Miami and Fort 

Lauderdale, too. So the best thing for Homestead 

City is bring the airport to commercial.  

Thank you.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Your name? 

000354 JORGE MERIDA: Good evening. Jorge 

Merida. I live in Dade County. I've been living 

here for the past 30 years. I just want to thank 

you for your time. And I read somewhere In God we 

Trust and I want to change that to, In the Air Force 

We Trust. I hope we bring the airport to Homestead.  

COLONEL McSHANE: Okay. Anybody else? 

I don't see any.
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Written Comment Sheet - Hoje pars Comentarico por Escrio 
I Pubtl Heainp foer Hotestead Drut SEIS - Anudlocias Pribtics pars el Borrador SEtS do Hosestead

WHEREAS, this opportunity must be pursued without further delay: and 

WHEREAS, tbe SEIS indicates that the use of surplus lands of the AFB for the 

development of a commercial airport, to be designated as Homestead Regional Airport. as 

proposed by Miami-Dade County, can be accomplished me a manner which is compatible wth 

the environment and 

WHEREAS, it is also clear, as the SEIS indicates, that commercial air activity at the 

Homestead facirdy will not have -any signifcant impact on our national parks and/or their 

surroundings': and 

WHEREAS, the Homestead Regional Airport will generate thousands of new jobs and 

will facilitate the development of airport related facilities and commercial and industrial 

enterprises, and 

WHEREAS, the development of the Homestead Regional Airport will enable the 

southem Miami-Dade County community to male substantial progress in recovering from the 

devastating impact of Hunicane Andrew and the closure of Homestead Air Force Ease; and 

WHEREAS, the Homestead Regional Airport would provide scheduled air passenger 

services, as well as air freight. air cargo, and general eovmtion operations; and 

WHEREAS, Miami-Dade County needs a second commercial airport and, as found It 

the SEIS, the only suitable site for a second airport is the former Homestead Air Force Bae; 

and 

WHEREAS, aviation services provided by Homestead Regional Airport would serve to 

provide much needed rntief to Miami international Airport ('MIA") by serving as a reliever 

airport end
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League of United Latin American Citizmns 

A RESOLUTION OF THE 
6 o 7Z,,l ffi. Jb • .o -nlo o EXPRESSING 

SUI4'DR r FOR THE REDEVELOPMENT OF HOMESTEAD AIR 
FORCE BASE AS HOMESTEAD REGIONAL AIRPORT IN 
ACCORDANCE W-TH THE SUPPLEMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
IMPACT STATEMENT FOR DISPOSAL OF PORTIONS OF THE 
FORMER HOMESTEAD AIR FORCE BASE. AS PREPARED BY 
THE DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE IN DECEMBER, 1999 
PROVIDING FOR DISTRIBUTION OF RESOLUTION; 
PROVIDING FOR EFFECTIVE DATE.• 

WHEREAS, in August of 1992. Hurricane Andrew devastated the southern portion of 

MiamkDade County; and 

WHEREAS, one of the primary economic and employment centers destroyed by 

Hurricane Andrew was the Homestead Air Force Bane; and 

WHEREAS, after Hurricane Andrew. Homestead Air Force Base was cosed In the 

BRAC process and later redefined as a slgnticantty reduced air reserne operation; and 

WHEREAS, the United States Air Force and Federal Aviation Adrnirlsrrat••n (the 

"FAA') have recently completed the Supplemental Enviroomental Impact Statenret (the 

"*SEISj concerning disposal of portioos of the former Homestead Air Force Base (the "AFP').  

dated December. 1999: and 

WHEREAS, at the insistence of the Clinton Administration and various envimnorental 

organizations, the people of Homestead and South Miami-Dade County had been forced for 

several years to set aside at expectatoos of new jobs and econorric recovery while both a 

Sensitivity Analys.s (whose concluslons were the same as the 1994 Final Environmental 

Impact Statement) and the SEIS were completed; and 

WHEREAS, a unique opportunity presently eists to promote the economic recovery 

of southoer Miami-Dade County by providing for the redevelopment of the former Homestead 

Ai Force Ease as a commercial airport; and

WHEREAS, MIA would greatly benefit fromn a reliever airport to mitigate the heavy 

demand created by the growrng quantity of international tratfic. and 

WHEREAS, the runway at Homestead Regional Airport can readily accommodate all 

types of airoraft in the civil fleet, and must, in any event, remain active in the future to meet 

U.S. Military and U.S. Customs needs: and 

WHEREAS, the SEIS indicates that a cormercial airport facility can be developed in a 

manner that respects our environment, while a•eviating the long term planning problems of 

air capacity for Miami-Dade County; but more Importantly, fulfilling the federal govemmenrs 

commitrent made many yearn ago, to help revitalize our economy.  

NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED BY THE 

ssroSfAUnded"Amernirnr .tir AS FOLLOWS: 

Secti. Recitals adooped. That each of the above stated recitals are hereby 

confirmed and adopted.  

Secto•o 2. tatersent of Suoport. That the s__ed"ta0WU.Aee tthereby 

expresses its strong support for the development of Homestead Regional Airport in 

accordance with the proposal of Miami-Dade County, Florida, as evaluated in the SEIS of 

December, 1999.  

Sactee 3. Request for Actiom. That the ti= ietooOA'oclls upon all 

interested parties to move forward with this essential project 

Section 4. Distribution of Resotution. That a copy of this resolution shall be 

distributed to the Honorable Albert Gone. Jr., the South Florida Congressional Delegation, the 

United States Air Force, the FAA Miami-Dade County Board of County Commissioners,
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COMMENTS

Maopr Alex Penetos of Miami-Dade County, Mayor Otis Wallace of Florida City. Mayor Steve 

Shiver of the City of Homnestead, the County Manager of Miami-Dade County. the Director of 

MIA. the Miamip-Dade County League of Cities. aod Io other interested parties as designated 

by the Chamber.  

Section 5 That this Resoltiono shllo be effective imlmedlotey trom and after Its 

adoption.  

PASSED AND ADOPTED mTHS. day of JANUAtRY, 2000.  

/,A All
Amaneda V. Plamar 
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Written Comment Sheet - Hoja para Comentarios por Eserito Pubic Hearings for Homsanead Draft SEIS - Andjenciae Phblicns pare el Borrador SEIS do Heeeseard 

lusk yes for yeur epet DATE/FECBA: 
Garud" poresu particip•ia61 

PLEASE PRINT/FAVOR DE ESCRIBIR CLARAMENTE

• CO"rnUE ON BACK FOR MORE SPACE .oe-coNrTINUE IAs DOnu P a curacrO.

ADDiSSeg/DIRECCiON:IF& 

STATE. ZIP CODBIESTADO, Z0N0 POSTa? 
Cem~een lii he puhihad la the Flea Sl|t Flse do aol ieidr pesa addra Opus nosd oljet Ia aesig his 
the FPlea SKIS. P-eieg thei tforns".a .ila 1 b.mlh ederd enmeI . p.behh It.  
Sepahbicsraa spte eineo s a eli EIS FINAL. Fane: d. e .le hir es dired pesal am dos es q.e peas ar 
- dSEISFINAL Fa bhe d •proes, ea lefore asti m enederadeae nsetlmmkoa pars paeiaels 

Pleas head thb Farm is Or MAIL BEFORE Marh 7, 2eMo: 
Facer do ma-ar - rorIS ENVIARLA POR COR• EO ANTES den do aore, dd 200ai : 

Homesa.lad SEI0 
AFBCA/EX 

1700 N. Monr SL, Salem 2300 
Arlinotn, VA 22209-2802 

FAX: 703-69&8828

MEMORANDD5I 
Department of the Air Force, lB January 2000 
Page two of four 

ihese values and renourcee". The verb "to impair" i. defined as ".to diamnibs in value, quantity or quality-. Clearly then, the Organic Act and its interpretation by the National Park Service is intended to prevent the components of the Park System from being dianiehed in value., quantity or quality".  

The attached tables illustrate the extent to Which this mandate is or is not met by the two viable alternatives discussed in the Bepert.  Thia tahular data cao extracted, with some considerable effort, from pages 38-53 of the draft supplemental D.I.S. document. In examining the data, it .ae be concluded that, 

1. There are (16) instances in Which no equivalent, comparable data Is presented for the MiXed-Use Alternative.  2. There ere (10) instances in which the Mixed-Use Alternative ham no impact. while the Airport Aiternative has some or some substas
tial negative inpaot.  

3. There are (6) instances in which the Mixed-Use Alternative is not even addressed with comment, while the Airport Alternative has 
Bone negetive impact.  4. There are (5) instances in which the Mixed-Ule Alternative i. not even addressed with comment, while the Airport is said to cause no change or, in one instance uone impact reduction.  5. There are (4) instancee in vhich the MiXed-Use Alternative will he" no attributable change, while (noise) data Is merely presented, Without companion, impact assessment information, for the 
Airport Alternative.  

6. There are (S) instances in which the Mixed-Use Alternative will have no attributable change, while the Airport will have Soma neg
ative (noise) impact.  

7. Therm cre (6) instances in which the Airport will have negative impanhs greeter than the Mined-Use Alternative by factors of 5.4, 5.;, A, 2.9, 5.3: and 10 times greater.  8. There are (i) instancee in Which the Airport will have negative impacts with percentage inCreases. over existing conditions, of: 10-20 , 431, 28%, 13-14%; 23%; 1,200%, 3,000% and 8.6%.  in view of the negative impacts attributable to the Airport Alternative, the extent of those impacts opon existing conditions; the deficiency in data presented for the Mixed-Ufe Alternative; the wide disparity of impacts betwean the elternatives when presentadr and in vice of my underatanding of the "Organic Act", as presented and as interpreted by the Park Service, it is inconcevahle to me that this Report could refer to the Airport as the "Proposed Action". It is perhaps fortuitous that it is nowhere stated that the Airport should be preferred, approved or Implemented. This omission Is the one indication that even those preparIng the Report comprehend the unsuitabhlity of the -Proposed Action Airport Alternative. end 

page two of four
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CHARLES A. ALDEN, Londscape Architect, A.S.LA.  
7905 loulrwe1 162 ieei. Miami. Fiend0 33157 (305) 251-1664 
19 C1o.nn Lte., Lowenorcvr. NOW Jorsty 08648 LA 0000571

S

19 January 2000 

TO: DEPARTNarm OF THE ATE FOMRC - John 3 Corradetti, Jr.  FR: Charles A. Alden., ASLA/AICP, Landscape Architect/po.nner REt Draft Supplemental C.O.S. for Homestead Air Force Base, Florida 
As an interested citiaen and a Board member of both the Dnde/Monroe (Gold Coast) Section Of the American Planning Association (APA) and the Urhan Enviroement League of Greater Miami, I've taken saee time to carefully raview the above dncumaent. dted Decenber 1999.  
fo thin review, I tavc intentionally focused en the hiocentric as
pectn of the Report, rather than the anthropocentric or human issuen 
or employment, aesthmtics, transportation, etc. I've tAken til ap
proach because Biscayne Bay and iverglades National Park are both 
unique, non-reneable., irreplaceable, especially sennitive, natural environments and should, in my judg.eent, be accorded over-riding priority Of care and protection.  

Accordingly, I have attempted at the outset to comprehend the initial "stetemento made in the Report .eation titled "Protection of Nearby 
national narkco. to analyeing the language of the National Park Service "Organic Act", as presented. ond, in foasing on the biological 
apects of the Report, Ihave extracted the following clear, direct etatement. "The fndamentas porp .. e. -(of the Act). ... - to .. nev t h.. .nhete and v1idilfa thereo. . (ithin the Katioa. P a. k Sytem) -.. by Such eann m t will leave theme unimpaired.  

The Deport stmtes the Natio.aI Park Service interpretotion that the..  
"reorces to reman ir-d... include(e) Bntral sooundcapes, air, eater, wildlife-. It in left to be assumed, perhape, that vegetation, noil, geology. light and other elemente OF the natural environment are inaidentaely rcvered or included as part of this interpretation.  
Thereafter, the Reort aeknoexedqee, Omeotracted and Simplified, 
that these vauesndnreeooccens .... (ast Interrelated component. of the enviroemeet,-...ae influenCed by.. .the alteration aed introni.n 
on...(the) quality Of air, eater. habitat.... solitude med natormi quiet".  

S conclude that the Report, in fact, States the purpose of the "Orga.i u to "conserve and leave" the "lnterreleted components of the environment- as defined, ini . I onclode thot the Repcrt also etaten, in fact that "the interrel ld nent of the 
environment.atre "influenced by.. .the alteration and intrusio on...  

Rage one of four

Comesrative Analyeis 
Draft Supplemental E.I.S..  

Homestead A.F.B.  

Biscayne National Park - 2051....jto Summary 

Factor Presented Airport Alt. Mixed-Une Alt.  

Development Rate ( 5D10-20% no data 
Nitroge n OXide Contribution (o) 0.6% (a) 0IR 
St orewater Runoff (c( 43% (u) 15% 
Bay Discharge of Runoff a (c) 28% no data 
Groundwater Nitrogen Discharge n (c) 13-14% 
Secondary Canal Water Disch arge " ( +) 1.6% )+) 1,3% 

Seco nd ery Canal Water Disch arge NA (a) 0.9 % 
Ave. Airborne Nitrogen Oxide (o) 23% (a) 2.3% 
Annual Atmosph. Nitrogen Deposition 0.4kg/hc no data 
Anneal Shore Atmos-mitro Deposition 1.6kg/hc 
.rn. Level Poly. Aromatic Hydrocar. no data 
Noise LAMAX (a) 2-3 db no attrib. chg.  

Legihi lu) 3 05" Lag(h) - east Bay 30 do 

- central Bay 40 do 
- shoreline 50 db 
- near runway 60 db 

TAa-b -SOt Bay (+) 10 mm." - central Bay .o data 
-shoreline (+) 10-30 1in." 
-near runway (+)60-120 ni.

Nutrient/Pollutant Canal In-put a reduction no coement 
Groundwater Amonia In-puts u increase 
Atmospheric Nitrogen Deposition 
Nearahore RBit. impacts no change 
Conal Sediment Toxicity * 
Meantee Impactsa 
Crocodile 

Impacts Wading Bird Feeding aome dierupt.  Loafing 
Rooting 
Nesting some relocate 

o assume implementation of Surface Water Manage.ent Master Plan 

page three of four
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Coaparative Snalvals 
Draft Sappleaentel 5.1,..  

Homestead A.F.B.  

Everglades National Park - 2015 Imtacts summary 

Factor Presented Airport Alt. Mixed-U.a Alt.  

Night sky Ambient Light Lgt.gntranion no data 
Nitrogen Oxide Emissions () 1.0% lower than 

Atmospheric Nitrogen (a) .43kg/hc (o) .08kg/hc 
6'1 8.0% (+) 1.1% 

Noise LAmax (+) 5-I0 dh no impact 
Leg(h) - east Glades ( -) 10 db 

- west approach 1+) 5 db 
TAamb east GLades (+) 110 mins.  

1÷) 1200" 
TAamb - west Glades (+) 30 mins.  

,(l 3000% 
TAamb - near runway (+) 102 cins.  

Wading gird Feeding may relocnte 

Loafing 

LAmax / east sparrow population (÷) 8.6% no data 
63 db 

LAmax / Ingraham sparrow population 45 db 
LAmax / vest sparrow population 60 db 
TAamb / east sparrow population (÷) 1200% 
TAamb / ngraham sparrow population na data 
TAneb v aest sparrow population (a) 3000% 
East sparrow papulation - breeding disrupted by 

LA.a./T Aab 
west sparrow population -breeding disarpted by 

LAcax 
Masking effect on sparrow population ? ? 

page rour of four

We also recognize that controversy exists regarding certain polls which show 

community support for a commercial airport We are not in a position to contribute to that 

controversy. or judge the valiclfty of the polls. But I will tell you that on balance, t sense 

which I get from daily contacts with the local cotmounity supports the proposed action.  

Webh that said, it is our opinion at this time. that the proposed action (commercial 

airport) represents the best means of meeting the overall needs of our community. The 

economic impact, if the plan is followed, will be very substantial and positive for our 

community. The reasonblyfocseeableenvim'onnetlconeaquenesonaourrmmnity, 

if the remedial steps outlined in the EIS are implemented. is bearable.  

On balance. we thus support the proposed transfer to Miami-Dade County for the 

purposes of establishing a commercial airport.  

Thank you for your attention.

000066 

VISION COUNCIL COMMENTS 

By Prasldert Dick Bauer 
SEIS Public Hawing 

Tuesday, February 1, 2000 

Good Evening. ladics and gecntlemen Irm Dick Bauer, President of the Vision 

Cooeid and Vision Foreign Trade Zone. The council Is a local public.private economic 

development organization located in Homestead cnd representing a significant portion of 

the business community here in South Dade. Our service area includes the air base and 

the surrounding municipalies of Homestead and FlRoda City. Our trade zone authority 

originates with the U.S. Departmentof Commercearid currently cover certain lands within 

the Ciy of Homestead. We are obligated under this federal authority to encourage and 

expedite commerce.  

To begin, we congratulate the Air Force and FAA for their efforts in preparing this 

decision document. As in any EIS, this product has both procedcure and aus 

elements. After reoiew, we believe the product meets all romcedure/qeauirements when 

viewed from this community's standpoint We also believe that all gimters elements 

bearng on a responsible decision have been identified. Further, we are comfortable that 

the methods and tools used In analyzing these elements represent the use of reasonable 

and current standards., meeting the full latent of NEPA. We recognize that others may 

have differentopinions on this, paricularly as it relates to nise and resource impacts. We 

are concenmed that attempts to discredit ths work by raising such objections will affect and 

enormber. e/the options studied, and result in further delays in restoring our deserved 

economic vitality in South Dade.

Ray Femantde 
Sooth Cad. tflacentram Grasp, t

9950 SW 155l* Alm•n 
Alial Flordda 331%

OfCies: (303) 388-4916

000067

Faa: (381) 3..8-6634

Caiaaltia Agrecaest 

This a•reaaet a imoaied ots os •aly 12, 199 beisecs South Dade tapesamna Croop, 
too. OIW.: i5-0447332) asd the HOara•sad/l-rnda Chry Chulnb- of Commrcoe, 43 N. Koae 
A.k,-ae Ra-les d, Florida 33•00 

Thil r congswiti s senisf lla c eos acle•ps has Xe oy toc residecacs in ab 

South Dade area. The quesion to be used in the sumey wil be o3 folowis: 

"Do y oa n clypas commerciu satioa as pant of Soudt Dade's economic md elo•porat of 

Ho,,cree A"i Foare Baser 

Cells all) be comiruted daring the weak oa,,ay 19-23. 1999 and in order io get a true 
pic ir oft te South Dade area oelng ars is topic we in be uait g propniorona3y paolied 

randow aaartpls.  

OGra the d is aoltedad anyalned, we"il provide -a -to, .ic rum ,srnay of 
rte results.  

"The enecu:tsiv e .,-y wili nelorena op rad. usnd, pnencegnoes afyea rod no answ.ers 
appropriate uogedea.e iatirvels far the poopruis ofy4s oid no s.nowere an tbs 9 90% and 

95% corieildere levelso ompa. ttee d en own of-nesimangy.  

The taienadnoi sumarney oll he dc~lacmedrto your office r atrear tean July 30,1999.

for S.D...0, te.n Fol HocncaeeadIlogida City 
ClansbCitrscon

Final SEIS W-20
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Executive Summary 

Last month our firm was contacted by the HomesteadiFlorida City Chamber of 
Commerce to conduct a survey of South Miami-Dade residents The suvey consisted 
of finding the proportion of residents who supported commercial aviation as part of 
South Dade's economic redevelopment of Homestead Air force Base.  

For purposes of this survey, the South Dade area was defined as all streets south of 
southwest 216 street and all avenues east of southwest 277 avenue. The postal zip
codes ofioterestwere 33170,33190, 33030, 33031, 33032,33033, 33034,and33035 
(see Exhibit A for a map of areas surveyed.) 

It was determined that 33,976 residential phone numbers ssere available in the zip.  
codes of interest for this survey. Their breakdown was as follows: 

33170: 2598 33032: 5787 
33190: 1593 33033: 8549 
33030: 8138 33034: 3850 
31031 2083 33035: 1378 

Total: 33,976 

In order to arrive at a representative sample of all eight zip-codes ofinterest, we felt 
that a proportionally strati fied random sample would be the best approach to follow for 
this survey. A proportionally stratified random sample is one which randomly selects 
observations (in this case phone numbers) in the same proportion as they appear it the 
sub-samples of interest (in this case zip-codes.) 

A total of 864 phone calls were made in order to reach the desired 300 responses. All 
phone calls were made between the hours of 5 00pro and 8:30pm during the week of 
July 19-23, 1999.  

The outcome of the calls' breakdown was as follows: 

no answer/answering machint/refused 429 
no opinion or knowledge 135 
""yes" responses 208 
"no" responses _2 

Total 864

Survey Cnclusion 

Ouea "Do you support commercial aviation as part ofSouth Dade's economic 
redevelopment of Homestead Air force Base?" 

Reults: % of yes responses 69.3% 
% ofno responses 30.7% 

80%: 65.9% - 72.7% 
90%: 64.9% - 73.7% 
95%: 64.1% - 74.5% 
98%: 63.1%- 75.5% 
99%: 62.4% - 76.2Mu 

The most common confidence interval to be used in surveys of this type is the 95% 
confidence estimate. Using this level of confidence, we conclude that between 64.1% 
and 74.5% of South Dade residents support commercial aviation as part of South 
Dade's economic redevelopment of Homestead Air ftrce Base.  

The error of estimation attributable to this estimate is plus or minus 5.2%.  

Canclusi Our best estimate as to the proportion of Sooth Dade residents who 
support commercial aviation as part of South Dade's economic 
redevelopment of Homestead Air force Bam is: 

69.3% with a margin of error of+/- 5.2%

Telephone callers were given a script that read as follows: "Good evening, sir or 
madam, my name is . I am calling you orn behalf of the 
Homestead/Florida City Chamber of Commerce to get your response to an important 
question to South Dade residents. I will only be asking you a single question, may I? 
Do you support commercial aviation as part of Sooth Dade's economic redevelopment 
of Homestead Air force Base? Thank you for your response." 

ZipCod Calts Made Resnonsesu Yea No 

33170 64 24 10 14 
33190 74 14 10 4 
33030 154 72 56 16 
33031 68 18 10 8 
33032 168 50 36 14 
33033 174 76 56 20 
33034 130 34 24 10 
33035 32 12 6 A 

Totals 864 300 208 92 

*Responses were targeted to be in the same proportion as available residential phone 
numbers per zip-code.  

Listed below are the percentage of "yes" responses by zip-cde.  

Z % of "Yes" Resonses 

33170 42% 
33190 71% 
33030 78% 
33031 56% 
33032 72% 
33033 74% 
33034 7[% 
33035 50% 

While no attempt was made to study the statistical significance of the difference in "yes" responses by zip-code, we felt that this information would be useful to your 
organization.
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Homestead Regional Airport 
The Best Plan for South Miami-Dade County 

Prepared for: 

Special Hearings on the Draft Supplemental Environmental 
Impact Statement 

Prepared by: 
The Beacon Council 

Presented by: 
Frank R. Nero, President and CEO 

The Beacon Council 

February 1, 2000

This origial report paovides some accurate forecasts rega•ding the futuee situation as MIA.  

in 1992, 26.5 million passengers used MLh By 1998, the otal pasngers were just ucder 

340 milion, a 2g pietean icreaue. Total poosseogneaate forecast as reah 48 & lontin 2035

LikeeieK the total toraago ofalr cargo hasnicroaosd from 1.1 million toe in 1992 towara y 

2.0 million tows in 199t and is Bistemst to reach 4.0 million tons by 2005. Ths mapod growth 

is MIA uirfine passengers sod freght has placed ictreased denmand on ai-aft mantemance 

and overhaul, plus manuactouring ofaew aircraft and aircraft parts.  

The rapid gtooth in passimges service has bncieased the need as trami new snd retain enxcs 

human reesources to manage and operate the aviation industry 

In 1999. The Beacon Council and the Nsiami-Dade Aviation Department conducted as 

aviation industry study. Based on the aviation industry lead=en conclusions, the fMllowing 

industy needs mut be addressed First, the aviation industryneeds more facilities. Since no 

additional avsition opeations can be ocated at NUA, Mlaot-Dadn County's general and 

regional airports rausm be developed. Second, The Boaon Council wao asked to estabhis as 

aircrafl maitmteotce and overhaul Mention aed expansion program to assist local bosonessme 

find additional space. Finally, tha aviation idustry needs more qualified workeas.  

Wosrforce developmenet is required in all skill levels, put particularly in skilled A•? 

mechaaics.  

Basically, the 1999 Aviation Report setiftlo the industy needs os envisioned in the 1994 

Homestead Air Force mane plan In short, developing a regional airport as the former 

Homestead Air Fomce Base would assist in meeting the resource needs ofthe aviation industry 

today and in the fture.  

Economic advantages of the Hamestead regional airport oves the competing use of the land 

are both quantitative and qualitative. At least four other altenative loid toe plains were 

considered and outlined as strategies for increasing employment and quality of life in the 

eueater Homestead area. They iwclude 1) The Homestead Regional Airport, 2) Commercial

Final SEIS

Hometemad Air Force Base was officially realigned on March 31, 1994. Prior to this official 

reoligasatnt. the amr fore buase had been severely damaged by Huoricane Andrew in 1992.  

Following the Hurricane, comnority leaden uader the leadership of Laroy Hawkins, Pedro 

Reboredo, George Knox and Will Rudd undertook a major study to dete•mine the best wse of 

Homestead Air Force BSa, if, it were no longer an activ US. air base.  

The study funded by the U.S. Department of Defiese, managed by the Beacon Countid and 

conducted by Arthur Anderseno and PBS&J, udoated input Boore a broad base of South lvonumi

Dade ciizes. This detailed report thiled HomesteodAir Force Base and Sooth Dade 

Buaness Desolopmem andsMoakeoog Plan wa completed and reported to the corrneunity on 

November t. 1994.  

The vision, expressed in this report, mwa to expand and divecrsify t economy of South 

Miaml-Dade to become a signtificant coteponent of a regional henispheric hub in the global 

economy The basic conclusion and reconmended growth sreategy was to develop 

Homestead Air Force Base as a dual-use (military snd civilian) regional reiever airport.  

The basic prerise was that air and cargo capacity at Miami Interemtional Airport (NlA) 

would be reached durng the first 5 to 10 years ofthe 21 ' Cesmry. Homestead Asr Force 

Base as a redesogned regional airport would serve as a compbmreat to air traffic at MbLth The 

kinds ofuaviation odustries expetied to b established at Homestead Regional Airport were 1) 

general aviatiao 2) aircraftl mainienance sod overhaul, 3) express cargo, 4) commercial 

pasnge service and 5) airfwreight. In addition, aviation education and training operations 

soee also included.  

The economtic bmrefns to this aviation clustes included 1) above average wages, 2) relatively 

lauge emeployment and, 3) relatively lage businoe revenues, leading to uarger employment 

and income multipliers.

Spacepon. 3) Market-dones growth. 4) Collies Phe sad 3) Hooser Enviromental Plan All 

plans were compared to ea rnet *do nothig or so plean epprobh" 

Doing nothing or following a no bhild plan approach for the fonIoe Homestead Ale Force 

Base is the trut atuatosive community groth strategy. I am pleased that We are at Bost 

talking about alternative development strategies. Gives the findings of the 

Supplesrestl snvirotmeatal lmpast Staemes, no reoson esisto do noddng The Greates 

Homestead Area can achieve the vision ofnbe 1994 Plan, i e, expand and diversify hs 

economy to become a significant component ofa regional hbmisphebic hub in the global 

ecoeomy. Of the action plans, we believe developing the former Homestead Air Force Base 

s a regional Airport is in the bes interest of Greater Homestead and for that ntatter al of 

Maiami-Dade County.  

The Beacon Council supports the Homestead Regional Airport because the plan will create 

mome and higher paying jobs and the environmental concerns can be contained and resolved 

We believe that economic growth and earned inone is m many respects as important as 

environmental considerations There is no quality of life if you don't have a job While 

environmental issues are cmporran, they should be balanced rath economic issues. And 

based on the findings of the SEIS, the two issues jobs and environment coo he resolved using 

the Homestead Regional Airport plan.  

The Homestead Regional Airport is foreas to establish 13,200 on-at (jobs by 2015 and 

14,000 off-site jobs (Table 1). The four aviation industries; l)aircrafu and pasts 

maoufacturing. 2) scheduled airlines, 3) unscheduled airlines and 4) airport sersites, had a 

1998 unveighted average income of $34,200 (Table 2).  

Resestly, tho Collies Plean sd the Houses plai hose wn-ged Their combined efforts on 

expected to create a largeg number ofjobs thao each separately. Some aspects of the two 

plans are siotiar, thus, the total numsem of espeoted is ost lkely less than the sm of dhe tur 

plans septortely Rcen if the mot 1ob numbees were idestrcol. abe wage level is fur less
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For ercxaple. the uoweighted average anoual income from the retail, hotel, movie theater and 

osoesee and recreotio industry wa $19,000 in 1998. These induscries and aoospanyiog 

wages ore typical of employmem resdlting form the merged Collier snd Hoover plans.  

Any of the proposed development plans will have some negative environmtenta impact. All 

plains will require preventative steps to protect the environmeot. we acknowledge the 

Homestead Regional Airport will require mor stingeat saefegods. Hooves, the eco.osc 

etn to the Oreater Homestead Community is far greater with the airport plan 

Frnally, this cormmucity needs to develop this regpousi airport or lose new job growth to other 

Florida Counties. Ifwedo not hbae airport facilities so aoocommodate the avration growth, 

businmsse will be unable to expand in -lissrd-Dade County. TheyVill relocate.  

Jacksonville's Cecil Pieldl,(a situation I m quite 90i0rar with) is already up and running.  

They have funding to provide an aviation industry education center. Sincee smned aviation 

workers see essetisl to growth this is a big plus for aviation businesses to relocate to Ceol 

Field.  

The Beacoc Council supports the Homestead Regional Airport Plan because it eill t) create 

mote jobs, 2) higher payingjobs, asd 3) the opportunity to epand the aviation industry 

localty. rather than other Florida counties. We acknowledge the need for strngeet 

environmental controls, and we believe these controls see available and will be put in place so 

protect oc" mena importnt asset, the beauty of our mste and naional parks.  

In dosing, let me askbowledge that ary plan will demand the peotection of our envsronmeet.  

Qualityoflifeisa concrn. Buthe me say that thereislitfle qeality oflife without ajob. We 

are developing a plan that will impact this onomee y for decades to mnme. We meat do it right, 

based on the facts. Citizens of the Greater Homestead Area, and all of bliami-Nde County 

deserve the best we cot do. We believe and support the Homestead Regional Airport plan 

because it is the best.

Table 2.

Homestead Regional Airport Plan

Average Asnual Itadlstry and Average Hourly Occupational Wages, Miami-Dade 

Countya 1988 

AvenageAesasal 

Indusr lIndustryS Wlg 

Privale sector all jobs $29,958 

Aircrasft sd parts mantactieaing 39,979 

Scheduled airhnes 41,493 

Unsbheduled airlines 32,447 

Airport serSicet 22,834 

Ocoapatisa Hourly Satasy 

Aeraonssdcal Engineer 2434 

Air Traffic Control 28.62 

Travel Clerk 16.30 

Ticket Agent 12.19 

Fight Attendant 18.99 

Transportation Attendant 6.16 

Airreafi Mechanic 16t91 

Ao Engine Specialis 13.51 

Aircraf Structure Assembler 16.09 

Soure: Floerwi Departmenr ofoLaoor and es neoy eecry

t

Table 1.  

Estimated Employment Over Baseline for Altereative Homestead Air Force Base 

Development, Selected Yeast

Alternatives 

flamestead Regional Airport 

On-sit 

Off-ole 

Cemmercial Spaceport 

Of-site 
Off-site

Employment Estimates 
Yeatr 

Fell 

2.000 2015 Esditti-o 

2,200 13,200 17,500 

- 14.000 

2.300 5,000 6,600 

2,100 4,900 6.400

Market-Driven 

On-site - 4,400 12,000 

Off-set - 4,700 

Calier plan 

O.-site 1,900 - 6,800 

Off-site - 4,700 

Hoover Environmental 

On-site 2.600 6.500 ho,000 

Off-site .- 8.000 

Scorce: DrLjt Sopplentl Evrfor nmema Inaal t Stanstemeentr, De- 1999

Table 3.  

Collier Plan 

Average Annual lndustry sad Average Hourly Occupational Wages Miami-Dade 

County, 1990

Industry 

Hotels 
Retail 
Amuserent and Recreatico 

Movie theaters 

Orcupation 
Food Servico and Lodgccg Macager 
Travel Clerk 
Hotel Desk Clerk 
Host and Hostess, Restaurant, Lounge 
Food Servico 
Cook, Reataurant

Average Aneast 
Indsttry Wage 

S19,t04 
18,3l5 

29,824 
8,417 

Iourly Wage 
$14.96 

16.30 
0.04 
7.02 
6.36 
901

Source: Florida Lparmrrent ofLaboressd Eeploment SecrS it
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Miami-Dade County's Aviation 
Technologies Taskforce Report 

Issues, Solutions, Strategy and Action 
Steps 

j 

November 22, 1999 
Prepared by: The Beacon Council 

80 SW 8" Street, Suite 2400, 
Miami, FL 33130 
(305) 579-1300 
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Table 1.  
Miami-Dade County 
Aviation Related Businesses 
1988 and 1997 

Airpassengermdcfaro 146 i 23.703 254 24,241 

AMario. Tessa S~rvice. 101 i 3,357 160 5 .565 

ArcnaftparW and 26 i 1.826 43 2.951 

TOWa 2"13 28,886 1457 i 32.757 

Sar¢sa R Fordo L&perearaeofflrbora•ed aplo..ene~nt .Fs¢•2n2aReporns 

The growt in passenger and cargo adds to the demand for more aviaton personnel raining, more aitcrft 

and parts, mnore maintenansce. mnverhals, and larger anports.  

Miami International Airport 

To meet the growing demand for airar nt r ltin sevtes. tunt-Dade Counys Avition Deparment is 

coeductng a meaor (S5.3 bonn capital improvement program at Viarid Internaional Airporthe 

dinensinss On tis expanesion a shown in Table 2.  

Sorne exarples are: tenrinal space which wil more than double, retail space will double, jetgates .il be 

increased by 12, and cargo lease space wr mire than doble. Air passengers are expeoted to increase by 

nearly 15 mslifon by 2005 and freight w more than double.  

The bottom lree, kareimDade Cours Aviaton Departeenn has corracily sayzed the trends and is 

bilding for theeuatoe.

MIAMI-DADE COUNTY'S AVIATION INDUSTRY 

Industry Overview 

Marni-Dade County aiepeets and related industses ane a major ecomic rcomnentOfthe areays 

economy. In ItM8, over 51 billion dollars n merchandise trade was handled through See MiaeniCuastees 

D[mtr approxifatelyone-haftof this value is tansporeed t•rough [iaminternatoni Airpot 

Also, in 1998. nearly 10 million visitors spent at least one right in tee Miarni-Dade County area. O s95 
percent of all visitors arrived by air through Mianr Internaional Sept 

Furter, the avation ndustry incbding airlines bpassenger and cago). teneenal raupp• • seevces aerraft 

parts and component man fcing, at engine repar, and piot talining directly neployed nearly 

33,000 people during 1997. The employees earned more tan 1.2 bhion dolars ib wages and saaries.  

Inostn, the aviaton indusasy is both aldacntoe tn the anea'slargesteconoeeic sectoes (visior and• ade) 

and a mae drect employem 

Aviation Trends 

Air tsanssportein (domes1c and internatonal) has had an excellent growth rate in the past three years.  

The primary factor oetmrmining the profitablity of the domestic airline indusy is the state of re U.S. and 

wordd esonories.e Gro rrin air tanspr services is fonecasted to increase four percent annualy over the 

next 10 year.  

The growth in air transport service demands will place chalenges onthe arines providing the serke and 

the airors providig SMe base Ofsopeations. Durng the next several yeas. See industry musttnnadh 

and solee saiely and securityissues, congested airpoet seaied air •hac tonsol systens. and the need 

to puachase expensive new acraft b meetenvaerementai reguladans and technologican changes.  

Addng to these industy challenges, the Law will reqaire that older jets ue either phased out completely or 

significany modrnded bythe end of this century.  

PoorlI

Table 2.  
Miami international Airport 
Capital Improvement Program 

Tevnofal Uni 1996 2005 
TotW Tential WoqA. 4.3 9.1 

Reand concessions s t. 250000 00,000 
Numb"er Weres Jetgats 109 121 

Fed. In staions ft 140.000 730.000 
FIS proesin pess.fti, 3,00 11.100 

Pari spaces 6.V 10150 

Aircraft arkins Mn. sI 3 5.8 
U 3 4 

Carw 

Lea sea•e tIs. f 1.4 3.0 
Traffic 

passes ktitens 33.5 48.0 
Frei vlfon tons 1 4.0 
Paneua din abetaos I Thousards 557 685 

The Issues 

For the short-emr Miaui Intematonal rportis being expanded itlin and upon KsA te.. beuiding a new 

a ped an old ipat Ths constrnuctn is producing grn g ures fpoare ine senate provides. cargo 

handlers, and o• passengess The resultsotonssvznt a a ae•yeonenraneresng airporthas created 

oai congestei mere decisions (some. maybe not made on a baely basis) and uncertainty regarding Ihe 

fature plans of airprt related businesses 

For the long-term. the issues related to conatruchn Should be SOaNe Howevser samie existig Miasi 

Interatinleal Papl [usressem may be remved and forced to relocate.  

Pa.eS3.
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"The process of refocatng existng arpoc businesses also presents chalenges for aveation staff and 
ecoonaoc developnrentorganscasions such as The Beacon Cowuni 

In this climate of change. The Beacon Council arc the Manti-Dade Aitaion Deparment launched a saudy 
tO detenrine a) tie issues facing awabon related busersses hb the action steps necessary to assrne 
comnnued grow of aviataon businesses and c) whih corruna organizations are best suitedt carry out 
View actons, 

The study was modeled a3f1teoe comnr .nwide stategic economic growth plan stOne Comrunit One 
GOalg. In fact tis study complimenrs the reeonmendatons and actons outined in OCOG's "h.chmaidsTsade and ean indusl reports. The Mionti-Dade County and Reltaed Aviaton Iodusty 
report used the same methodotogy te reach its acton steps.  

Like other OCOGO reports an industrp anidorce was establrshed and an inrdst's stingths, weaknesses.  
opportunes and••reals arnalysis e aatpzed. Issues were obtained through an indclspysuerwyand 
personalinterviews andcoorchusirs were reacted bytasltorce consensus. The intentof this reportis to 
incorporate the recommended acton steps enso Oe One Comrmanny One Goao evaluation, assigonmnt 
and monitorng process.  

Mission 

To Increase support of Miarn-Dade Countys airports anc related arviafo industrs and Increase the 
sanrrer of jobs and skiled employees in tre following industries aidine passenger, cargo and express "feigh aircraft maintenance and overhaul, arcrf component manufacturing, plot raing and aeston 

educaton and focfecal arning.  

Oc6e a5l. Estaboshtanao•ashsnecrarmrent, eapansion ard rtentoonpcgrasfo 
identar, afdact and retain aviation relaed businesses.  

Page 4.

Strategy 4. Establish an aircraft maintenence, orelhtuel and manufauctung componeat 
reerinement program.  
The demand for arra maintenance (rolaudrng cafr aeoines), oewrar and compnroent manowsuring 
grows asthe alrg aindust roses. Needed is a proactve program ro recnuf ,,ese new uslnesses so 
Bdunre.OadnCountyp 

Appropriate arketgn matrials wll need so be prepared includrng: facies. labor force, potenral 
incentivs anr other supporting iornidoo to explain and sell acaft mantenane, overha and 
nomponers man•factrers to expan into Mrani-DOade County.  

Adler marketing materi are produced and distattred, devetopment rips sbuld be underta to meret 
wit maese tyes of avuiion businesses. Afocas of La~n Areican adrinesshoudd be consied.  

Issues Addressed 

"a Laci• ofrindusa-ywde approach to Issues, probtems and prnometons 

"* Nigh neat of doing business.  

" Increase the namber of repart and mairtenance facilites.  

" No cluster of avralon rmnufactuing.  

PP .6,

Strategy 1. Expand aviation businesses on e rami-Dirfe County's zenerabt/reg'ioa 
mirports.  

Mia Internaional Arport (WA] is estabishing a fourth runway to irorease passenger and cargo capacity.  
Some of Pie existng MIA aviation busises wll be requioad to vacate teir kencaboe. Adding asy 
additional avaton related businesses at MIA is wery ui seay. Thus, establishing new facas aI fhe 
Deneralregronal airports is key to expanding or araciýng ceron viasaon maintenance businesses.  
Aviation business orgarizaions, chambers of cormmerce and The Beacon Council ust support tre 
Aiport Systems Plan, which cas for the expansion of aiort faCiTies at the genral aviaton aipes.  

LiBt additional aviatson facilites are established. retaing and upaotfong Iocal aviation busirnesses shourd 
receve fitst printy. To understand and accoomodate trose businesses growth needs, an industy survey 
should beconduced. Based on these needs. the appropriate orgatniaons all prevde busneess 
assistance.  

Strategy 2. Develop and conduct e stses and focal incentive infarmation program, thus 
assisting in reduacig operating costs and facilitatieg growth..  
Several state and local business incenve programs are available to aviaton bmnesses. These incentves 
include te State of Floda's 1) Qualified Target Industr, 2) Quick Training Response and 3) the 
Transporaon Fund. Typically, businesses are not familiar with tese incenbve programs Aviaion 
incentive workshops organzed by economic development organizaons and the appropriate government 
agencies ill be conducted.  

tra•egy 3. Establish a pilot simultiono training resruitment program 
Mfani-Dade County curren y has tour major 1eiutanon training businesses They are ether 
expaoidng nor han recenly competede•pansroon As the demand fosisnr trave increases so wil the need 
tO provide pilot simulaton training and re-barsng. The -Top Fivet s of nmidide ak• • eas shoued be 
developed, a marketeng campaign planned, undertaken ari poersoral vsits made.  

PasO
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Prepare an aviation repor on Nho existing 1. Greaser Miami Charnbe of Conmence 

arnaton maintenance, overhaul and 

manufactuing components Industies.

Establish a rec~uO•m ao ,•1u raton professonas to provide i•fteler(t 

regarding ponental expanidone fAen 

business opporuniies.  

Identiy atleast 50 possible aviaton 

maintenance. overhadla aviation component 

manufacturers.  

Prepre appropgeate narkebng matedarls 

Send mnarketng na to the i Idenldfed 

business, inaidte flow-up and vdsit at least Bive 

businesses.

I . --n etruao
i. T he Beacon Council 2. Avition IndusnpRepresentatoves 

1. The Beacon Council 

1. The Beacon Council

"Rpesonsibe pares" idcates the organtoaton that has accepted the lead responbility ton completing the task. The organization wil seek ntoew 
coammountlndusby organiaton and indivduals to assist in these tasrs.

PI.9.

Host a seres' of workshops to explain incentive 
programs and benefits to aviation businesses.  

Iovride assistance to aviaeon busnesses 

seeking incentives.  

Estahlish a pies o t rlne Paining reaatntlst 

program.  

Prepare a report on the current simleleion 

trainrng centers.  

Estabish a s•sulatian recruitment team of 

aviation professionals to provide inteligence 

regarding potentia expansion opportunites.
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I . The Beacon Couni 
2. Aviaton Organizations 

3. Snate ged Iocal gonnrensds 
1 The Beaco Corde ' 

I. The Beacon Couencl 

2 Iarri-adertAviaton Department 

i. The Beacon Council 

2 Aviaton Industr Representatves
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identfy the 'Top05 projcts. I The Beacon Council 
2. Aviaton Indus" Representadves 

Prepare appropniate marketng Materials. The Beacon Counci 

Vsittae'Top "Sprosro t. - 1. The Beacon Council 

Establish an aoraftn mahnseaon, onverhat and 

manufacturing conmonent reanriaent program
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Strategy 1. Using a model, such I, the Southeast Florida Aviation Consortium, develops 

witmork of aviation eduaatorstrsiners and prepare a plan to ecoediluate and facilitate 

aviation education and training among providers and ustrs.  

The demand on tained and educated aviaton workers fat exceeds the local or US supply. Tomest 

lodays aviabon wokkfoce dill requirements, tM area mnstoeain and educate the etasing labor force.  

Fortunately, South Florida has a argoe nunmer of educaton and trainint i..or. Unfortunately, no 

coordinated effod between the educaton WiWec and the aiabon indust• erployers enst 

A fundamenta requirement to inreaolte suppey of trained and educated workeis tis t establishment of 

this coordinated effort Cuatenoy. a lose networn i of educaton and raining insttutions. The Soutneast 

Florida Aviton Consortum.is organized and could serve as the organizatonal structure foe thistak 

Strategy 2. Create an aviation eduction and training center concept.  

The model below depcts the concept ofthe Souliast Florida Ation Education and Training Center.

Wqrd mtdAolaemnWneiorus 

Priarnad TelsDeasa '

hue 16

N mI1

This cocept wotld od requiei a set of ladiites atonek loatonf butiwould invole al the public and private 

educa~on and Irngno fnto•e in ovheastFldae The centrould educae atndbain tie locad 

wonrkirc (exising and pooDa, an wel as, the natinal and internatinl wordce.  

Strategy 3. Develop an aggressive program to ennurange primary and secondary students 

to investigate she eseiting and rewarding esreeropportunities in the aviation industey.  

The long-term supply of avaon workers depends cnthe number of young people wo choose a•a•tn as 

teir ca'eer .arni-Dade County has a rich hertage of aviatio accomplishments and many ecislnm 

progranms pomoing iese avsaton heroes and events.  

The recommendation is to encourage and increaee the number of opportunies ofami-vade County suhech 

chddten have in learn more abouf aiation as a voaon 

Strategy 4. Develop, offer and encourage industry based tining programs to upgrade 

skills of thi exuisting woreldorce.  

To incease the current supply of educated adhaoned avation workers requires the recruitment of new 

employees into Mianai-Dade County or upgrading the exstrng skos of he aviable workforce.  

Wdi tie naonai aviation worers in shoot supply, upgroding hocal skilo offers an excellent atternade.  

"lusles Addressed "o Inadeuate supply of skiled aviaton worers.  

" Dificully of atracing avton pofessions and dlied wodhet.  

" o Inffectve communications beteen industry, regional educaton insttutons and goventent 

" Limited coordination or cooperation among aviaion busineses regatling wvorforce developtennt 

"The need for more ALP nechanics. certiedo mechanics and other .klled metal workers.  

P'We.17.
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I B1[
Objndoee 4. Idanis an flte aibox ade Countyaso noa chz alo~ne sente 

Stratecly 1. Conduct a woridwide marketing campaign emphslsling the aviation Industry 

and quality of life.  
Hoarnd linateonalAirport rans as ore ofthe top 10 busiest airpor ts b motd Ft, thn aot and 
ft related aviation indusies are expeorencg rapid owh. This growth represents aviation business 
opportuntes for ocal, as Anl as, rned and internatoa businesses.  

A cordinatd marlsng campaign to defier to e n ar aviatioo message and descdrb some of these 

Opptunites is needed.  

Strategy 2. Prepare acuion ptans for regional and statewide aviation related trutes.  
The State of Florda recety eeinaed the Florida sales tax on spare paot. This removed a maor 
obstascreasstabb ng Fiods ax a dhsc maintensance center. Othorleginslar issuesaexitt and reed ts 

be mrawed 

Stmtegy 3. Establish the aviation indusrty as one of One Community One Goasi*s 

toegoted industries.  
Moari-Dade County. business organizarsom and public oficias have dentfied and reahed agreenent on 
seven apind tdustries that proode the b•g oppotity fr ennloyman gcWant mthe f[hun. Twosofitese 
industrie, the vistoc industry-nad merchandise tade. directly roate to the growth in ax passeoger and r 
cargo senvce. Howenno. thesebw too ndures are mone focus an the sow of passengers and cargo and not 
on aiassn facilites, aviaion business recruimnenL expansion and renlnaedgntron. Odciatioing or airccaet 
maintenance, overhaul and manudactuing 

The nstaldfshmantdof thi antidon industy as dhe eighth industry dlttss economic delment efforts 

towards this indury and increase its vistbity, 

PW.22,

I

Strategp 4. COnduct and ,arket no aviution ecnomic impact ady.  

The economic aluo don Manit-Dode Coutoy Aipoets and As raied aviaton industies is nubnown. The 
vanun wil be used lo inform and educate our local citzens of te impnortance of aviaton on ourlocal 

The maonoteing crmpgn will use the resuts ofwte economic impact study Ito enhaxie th size and 
mportance 10 tis dynamsc industry.  

Issues Addressed 
s Local co unity does o underestand the economic ipat of the Avalonecdsy.  

SLcal government does not unoderxtand andthus canont effectivly support the avationsindust. This 
Ls pa•lcodalyus for smaoo businnses and aircraft mantesance.  

Masai has a poor image, businesses mowe ioo telephone area codes (954) and (561) for bette image.  

Bad publcity frn FAA ideo and media.  

a Mtiot does not mateh otherd coes mcenolons.  

Becnome t. "Gateway tAinca.  

o Does not have s regional approach to isues, pcoblems or pnomaoons.  

a Pubicsafety, housing. public sechoos, pubictransportaton and generl • age an obstacle to 
recrutmxent and growth.  

Pag: .23.
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1. The Beacon Counci 
T The Beaxon Councsl 

2. MiamitDade Aviahee Depahrnent 

1. lThBeacenCoater 

2. Miarni.Dade Avia Oneparent 

1. The BeaconsCound 

2. Miami-Dade Aviation Deparhreent

hu P",

Acte Plais

Objcctv Stnmeg F[SOnii &ty

Revite the latest aviaton economic impact wuy• • 
the Miali-Dade A"i"on departnent o detemnine t)when U 

was conducted, 2) what components of t•e avitn indus 

were included and 3) how such it cosL

If the latest aviatio economoc impact study did notinclude alt 

sectors atd I it is more than See years old. haen recOftfnme 

a new study be undedtaken during 20&S,

s. se onn - ers..

Idenbfy fing tunig for an einrjic bkipact study. 1. Miarnu-Dade Auvtiton Department 

2. Aviation businesses 

3. The Beacon Conucil 

From aviation associatoin members. Miani-Dade Aviason t, The Beacon Councs 

Department and major aline enployers obtan econeordc 2. Avtion related co•sultant 

itfne'nmaeon and conduct an economic Inpact study. 3. Avatiaon busiresses 

Preseftfindings tl the appropriate vation ertiles and Ure I. The Beacon Cound: 

general pub. 2. Miamloade Aviation Dep~eent 

Use the results in the aviahon markeing carrpaign. 1. The Deacn Councrt

Action Plans 
OhiectiWtrmdol,

O*bcIte 4. t-entrty W present Mimi-Dade Contyoas a *oddds$ 

asaron centerandepnd its markets.  

Strateg Canduct a wordwide marketing campaign eg phaizing Itie 

avion industry and quaity of file.  

"Deterrkev what aviate i market ineffoda me crrsefm being I. The Beacon Council 

ondcted. Reew~teproarensoftteMir-Darr eCounlye 2. Miarni-Dade AAiaton Departsetd 

Aviatin Oparalenlt Marketing and PudnReation otiret 

enrtyi Ire keny ota audiences, Ie, Mi•ntoaOsdae Cotuny rm idntd 1. IThe Beacon Coand 

ne h Astln n hrien bu sIrm s , rd is n d • stry la-9 - sinex 2. Gea ter I arnl Aviation Assoda ion 

reac ts. *k r miliy Plaa ryl •u sa develope n marn•u , 3. Greater Hlar Cham ber of Corne eri e 

WneWrdo AviaorlioeDkct, ,ro•r.H•I, sfiin Corruasd and 

n pwnerre send cargo olirmes, Also. set loc national aid 

eiodrrdageeogapttoratgnet 

Reo.en led Wtrrehstmarnengm Tetire r er d I. The Beacon Canod 

ixatude persoea vsios. laleral. pubicela6ons, prooihonrvideo 2. Greatenr bams niatonlASsono on 

(may aonap suppd with oher ortggaeearoso .print ark' ig, 3. Geater Miati Chamber of Cormeseie 

broadcadnaneartnign, worlde web, hrade mediarade event and 

promotional -e1.  

Possible I The Beacon Councimln

opeWnth Thie eeo.- Counci, MiaT.D D Adeatlon Dewna-N aid 

Greter MaWme Counevn & htues Ben.

2. Mani-Dade Aviallo Deparment

Actie ans 

Ohrentrre'Orna~lolcs IAilian opeiiu

torture arid enplneinat the aesator eraseoss canryarse

IHost a ereson Souts Florida aviation COW nteec 2001.

Stategy 2
pare ado. Plans neor r 3ioatand Soatewide a"bon related 

Identy through peesont Inowleidge. industry orey 

reviewing whai other aviaton organizations have determined 

as the ecal state and regional issues. Some Issues might 

included: a) slate tanes, b) state incentives, C) negonal 

morkeatng, d) research. e) statewede aviationW nIs 

development or I) statewide imbalance of federal FAA monies 

Clarify the issues and garner avliaon business support 

promote the issues to approprite legislaive or education 

organizatilns.

I1. The Beacon Cot 
2. Mian.-Dade Aation Departent 

I. The Beacon Councl 

2r Aviton Assoctalions 

I. Geater Miami Chaber eof Commerce 

2. Aviaton Associlaons 

3. The Beacon Cousal 

1. renater Miari Chamt ofbConmmncn, 

5. Greater Mimil Chamber of Cosrmni 

2. Avlarboi Associations

0 

z 
Ca

Page.25.

st-Ir e
Estahtsli Ureaoraarsetdutisl as nn stOne Comuetu yrt 006 
GuanOstaeetedtndiuhies.  

Coepdete the blari-.Dade Aua~on Taskddeone Report 

Present Asia§on Tatk(fce's obJecues, WuatgleS. acion 

steps and organiations who have a•end to peraide leadership 

to resolve aviton Indusiy issues tohte co-cir of One 

Co-m mu nit y One it.  

Presnet the Aeaoes Taskarce report to the Oin Comsunety 

One Goa*t Oversight Commiee or their retiew and approval 

Recoommrnd a persoe to represent the Anite Indusby on the 

OversightlCoinutiemle.  
Cendict and market an arsation eonnorste erwCtntud

S,-utegy .

PaN t2.

ýV•.24.  ar I

I

I

Hosite an implemen (ouhe F ridvaijon onmeungcampign 0.
The Beacon Council

1. The Niero UOUKI
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000063 
RESOLUTION NO. .-9 

RESOLUTION OF THE MAYOR AND 
TiE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF 
HIALEAN. FLORIDA EXPRESSING 
SUPPORT FOR THE REDEVELOPMENT 
OF THE HOMESTEAD AR FORCE 
BASE AS THE HOMESTEAD 
REGIONAL AIRPORT.  

WHEREAS, in Augst 1992, Hurricane Andrew devastated the southern portion 
of Miami-Dade County; and 

WHEREAS, in the wake of the destructiorn Homestead Air Force Bse, a major 
eonomic and ernPloymea center, was destroyed; and 

WHEREAS, as a recuh, Homeatlead Air Force Bare asca osed and later 
redefined as a signillcaely reduced air reaeto operation; nod 

WHEREAS. a propoeed regional. commercial aiaport in Homersead will geo-are 
thouaands of new jobs and fairitalte rhe developmeat of airport-related €ornme ial and 
indusloial busiex ; and 

WHEREAS, the redenelopmeni of the former Homeored Air Force Base as a regional, commrcial airport will promote and eopand econominc reoonty for southern 
Miami-Dade County. and 

WHEREAS. aviation services provided by Hoereed Regional Airport would greany benefit Miami Internaional Airport by nerving as a reliever airport for air trade.  

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE MAYOR AND THE CITY 
COUNCIL OF TIE CITY OF HIALEAKI FLORIDA, THAT: 

Setio e , The Mayor and the City Council of the City of I~ieah. Floada 

hereby support the redevelopment of the Homestead Air Force Base as the Homestead

000070 

PUBLIC HEARING ON 
HAFB 

PERSONAL TESTIMONY 
BY 

ROY G. PHILLIPS, Ph.D.  
PRIVATE CITIZEN/ENTREPRENEUR 

Tuesday, February 1, 2000 

5:30 p.m.  

South Dade Senior High School 

Auditorium

RESOLUTION NO. 2000-9 
Png 2 

Regioaal Airport for commercial air traffic tnd related services 

PASSED AND ADOPTED this 2_dhayOf January 2000.  

Alex Morales 
Coundl President 

A.P feed onthisdoayof .74 rs./ f. .i --: 2o00 

IF tnyC.~- Mayor KalL Martne 

Approved r to legal sufrciency and as to tohe 

Wiliam M GradeK. City Aoxraey 

RtSOLUTION nas adopted by naxnimous vote nith Ca1oci Inebaera 
.ovo, .oe-ia. Gonealet. Mexorler. Foce, eoraina, ed Yedna v axi n g " 'Y o".

Good afternoon, my name is Roy G. Phillipa, live at 12725 SW 218 Street, Goulds, Florida 

33170.  

Sam appearing before you this evening na a private itirme pramr to speak in support of the 

proposed Kien for the development ofa commercial airport ew onpim property at the 

Hoemestead Airport e accordance with the Hameread Air Force Base Draft Sapplenena 

Envaioamenal Impact Statement (SEIS).  

My remarks are bsed upon a rexiew of the Draft Supplemenata Envioam tal impact Statmeant 

- 'Disposal of Portions of the Former Hornmtead Air Force Ba, Florida.- prepared by the U.S.  

Air Force ad the Federal Aviation Administrtion and cooperating agencies incalding National 

Park Seoice, U.S. Fish and WrIdlitf Service, US. Eaxironental Protectioa Agency a•well as 

my own participation ea two couuty-widd Aviation Advisory Commieatee 

I would like to confim my r•takas to the followang ar•a• jo Lj u 

bo more ad mo-e studles end th resn of lawsuits eo tseen airtart dev p -s , thenIsomer 

ECONOMIC NEED 

The davasttal owought by Hi'rioaen Andrew in 1992, armtn a masaive population out 

magratio of maay mall ad medium nioed ibaiono tori and middle inome rouidents,

Final SEISW-31
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lenvingbeia many unemployed nad low income residents.  

in April 1999. Housing nad Urban Development Se•retary, Andrew Csumn noted that the 

Homestead area is0e ofntheIfew rmaining areas e ofnovIty nation wide Mor than 37%

of Florida City and 30% of the people in Homestead are below the poverty level.  

The study projects 38,000 air-eelated jobs tbat ae estimated to generate $800 million in 

earnings by 2015 and to increase to mooe thanSl I billion in earning by full build-out 

Non-Airpont Proposals do not provide comparble jobs. Tbe Collienproposal, for 

example, "is estimated to be the least job intensive alteerntive.": 1,900 by 2005 nad only 

6,800 at full build-oct on site. In total, the Collier popoal is estimated to produce no 

eore thao 14,000 jobs and 5350 eoilioc in earnings by tlinbuild-ouL 

These alternative proponln would trsnsfer eitremely valuable asnct to wealthy 

developoer.  

All of the data thai I boae reviewed show a need in South Florida for a Relieve Airport to 

reliev congestion at Miami International Airport So far. Hlomnstead peovides the best 

site for a"Relinver Altort" theSElS Conflirs that thee is to feamible site for a new 

airport and Opa-Locka cannot atisfy the forecast needl

WATER RESOURtCES ARE PROTECTED - The proposed antion, includes a 

coespreheirive smfnct water management Master Plan for managing mo-sito stnoe wator 

tunoff. This plan will comply with permit provisions pending before the South Florida 

Wator Managemant Dioti• t ma of the -onesc te .doabt presentig 

Biscayne Bay's water quality. extra care was taken to design aplan to presennewnter 

quality. The Preservanion Plan includes a ntwork oftFrench drains and other feaures 

designed to retain at much of the stinn waterotaoffas posnible on the airpot property.  

IS IMPACT PROTECTION -The Coinoy's lending independent e nxits 

concluded that a ocotmereial airport at Homestead will have environmentally compoaible 

noise impacts Frthtemorot, it is important to note that the eope•ted inmpacts ia the 

environmental Atidy do not even inclode the implemntation of a woise management and 

implementation plan which is required by the State ofnFllida for ie oflth base asn 

oommercial airpor.  

AIREQRTISAETY - The SEIS repor concluded that the nob of serious accidents 

involving commercial anirs was qeglihble.  

S. The development effWos on wetlando snemiono and 

these resonees will beprotntead uder Federal and sate regulatiom.  

pROTE CTrlON OF VIML I AND HA TAT - The biologlosia en•Oo epreqn who

CONSTANT DELAYS 

Environmentalists siipporttd Ainport development a Homoestead in previous years. Many 

of the environmentalists opposed various Miami-Dade County sites for Comnmercial 

Airport development iiclouding, for ecxanple. the Jet Poit Site, At that time they agreed 

that Airport development should occur in Homestead

Only after the Air-Foroe approved Coinmemcial Airport development in 1994. did 

envirnonctaii nactively oppose the airport They demanded nod got from the Clinton 

Administration on agreenoent that the envieonmental impact stidy earlite performed by the 

Air Force should be done over. The six year delay has prevented any economic 

development and job creation forthe srea. Even towi there aee Ithim to delay theprocesse 

"even fuinthethrough lidgations. The future of South Dade's economic development has 

been held hostage by such tactics.  

THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 

The fins! environmental study commisioned by the Air Force in 1994 stpported the development 

of Homeitead Airport and concluded that the ahpnrt would be enviroanentally compatible. The 

ctnrent SEIS reconfirms this conclouson, 

AI'R QUALMT IS PROTECTED -The SEIS nonclndee that increase in air pollution 

enmisioos is not expected to exceed National Ambient Air Quality Standards and that 

incteose in mtuogen oxides would be lets than I% of county wide eminsion standads.

prepsred the study found little impact on noise sresitive wading birds, on Cape Sable 

seaside sparrows, and minimal losses ofremtant pine Rockland which could be redoued 

frether modnrmitigation plan.  

PROTECTION OF MANATEES AND CROCODILES IN BISCAYNE BAY PARK 

- Manatees will be little affsited by the projectod nise level and in my case can habituate 

thnitselves to niose. Crocodile life would not be afficiently affected to stop their 

northward migeationt.  

"* 3U0,Y POINT SAET - While stdies are not complete in this artt. those that are 

underway do not expect teal safety bazaxds Soity-three percent of tbe residens in the 

South Dadc area support a cornmerctal airpor at the former lAFB site.  

Thankyou for your consideration ofmy testmony.  

ILvdftee ,l' tesnmnoy 2.1.2000

Final SEIS W-32
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Febr•ty 2,21(0 

U.S. Air Forc 
AFBCAJEX 
1700 N. Moore Street, Suate 2300 
Arlington, VA 222D9-2802 

Enclosed you will find a resolution opposing the placement ofa ommoercial airport a, the 
formee Hormestead Air Force Base. This resolution was passed unanisously by the 
tslanrorada, Village of Islands Village Council or Januaty 27, 2000.  

We believe that the declvoperet of this airport would cataio irreparable damage to the 
adjacent parks and sanctoamea It will also impect evacuation of the Keys in the event of 
a hurricane thrat to South Floride.  

Please consider the Florida Keys and the efftcts the aiprort will haw' when you make 
your final decision 

Siorertly, 

Gieorge Gnitles 
Mayor, Islaoroarda, Village of slands 

ETo1.

nliliosms., I aus . CO so or, orcot lIon, rust 

loire trio, ie5asttts..�rteafl,.

WHEREAS, Bisnayne Natdonal Parks which is 28 miles long and 14 miles wide, is the 

last cntaining sfeetch of natrale oastline between the developed portion of eastecm Mion-Dade 

Cosnty wid the Keys and fiatuas fiagilen alorene, mangroves, and wetlnds:; and 

WHEREAS, the Village and the National Parks conaie fiagale naltual resouecor tiline 

Mny fotnd anywhere else in the continental United States that are in need of presevion md 

prote- and 

WHEREAS, one of the ppoPsed options for redevlopmons includes creation of a 

commeecial Siport, withcargo Shpot and commuater airline flights ertdting in beisrn 600.  

700 landings and takeoffs per day; and 

WHEREAS, the noise aid water pollution generated by a noonerreal aiop as the 

Homestead AFP would endanger enisng wildlife and violate the finrdamestal purpose of the 

Natonal Padre, as well as adversely afftet the natual beauty and pristine natuc of the 

neighboring areas; sad 

WHEREAS, the Village Cotncil believes that pfcemrent of, ncomesial =Ponp as the 

Homestead AFP weuld renill in inrepaable damage to tBa Village and the National Pards, and 

would adversely npaul the Florida Ky National Maenn Sanctuary and the Keys, ahleady 

designated by the Florida Legislatn• •s aanuain of erilical state cosnern; and 

WHEREAS, tde only etranc to the Keys and to the Village is via U.S. Hightwy I, 

which oon, through Hoeestead and already has placed an it major traffi desands, and 

placement of a comuoervial sarport an the Homestead AFP would only obacebte these 

problems: and 

WHEREAS, other, less-intdnse proposals forredevelopment haw boen submitted.

COMMENTS 

CERTIFIEID D OP PO IO AL 

RESOLUTION NO. 00-01-03 

A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE COUNCIL OF 
ISLAMORADA, VILLAGE OF ISLANDS, FLORIDA; 
OPPOSING THE PLACEMENT OP A COMMERCIAL AIRPORT AT T FORMER HOMESTEAD AIR FORCE 
BASE; AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE, 

WHEREAS, the United Slates Dcpataent of Defense and Mioni-Dade County 

presently air investigating options for redevelopment foe the forerse Homesesad Aie Force Base 

(the "Homestead AFB"); and 

WHEREAS, Islamorada, Village of Islands, Florida (the iViltage s a neighboring 

community which lies approximately only S0 miles south of Homtesead in the Keys; and 

WHEREAS, the Village, endowd with an unparalleled natural ceseonrmens highlighted 

by the only living coral rtefin the continentel United States and core 10 specits of plants and 

animals listed erconsidered for listing in a protected category by the state or federal government, 

depends upon the health of the surrounding -atcm to entice tourists ineterend in wold-cass 

fishing, diving. and r eropical atmosphere and to provide bountiful harvests of fish, lobster, and 

shrinp; nod 

WHEREAS, the Homestead AFtB lies ten miles east of Evcegldes National Paek and 

adjacent to Biscayne National Paok (somesimes refer•ed to collectively as the "National Parks"); 

aed 

WHEREAS. Evergltdes National Park, as the largest remning sub-terpical wilderness 

in the continental United States and with its extensive fresh and salwater arenas, open Everglades 

prairies, mangrove forest amnd abundant wildlife including isis and colorful birds, alligators, and 

crocodilesý, is a precious attional resourco in need of proeciono; and

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE VILLAGE COUNCIL OF 

ISLAMORADA, VILLAGE OF ISLANDS, FLORIDA AS FOLLOWS: 

Secg.io The Village Coineil opposes the plaoement ofa commecial wiport at tde 

Homestead AFB.  

Segti .2 Ts Village Councl pelitiom the Coetny, the United Stases Depaoment of 

Defiae, mad the United States Department of the Interor to explore eso-intenso use options far 

the Homeasted AFB which would laeserve the prstine natire and protect the peclous nateral 

resomues of the property and utounding amreas.  

Sl.&2g . This Rsolution shdll become effective immediately upon its adoptiom.  

PASSED AND ADOPTED this 27 day of January, 200D.  

ATTEST: 

APPROVED AS TO LEGAL SUFFICIENCY: 

VILLAGE ATtORNEY

W-33 Final SEIS
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Mayor George Goblet 

FVat MayordKyr eM Collias 

Coawclknaa Frank P Kodisty 

Ce ih[orihe Roa Levy 

Co. filrasnhaimies P Mooney
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Fotiarsy 1. 2000 

Hornouswud Drell 
SF1S 
AFBCA/PA 
1700 N. Mooer Street 
Suie 2300 
Araligton, VA 22200 

RE Ao.& .t of alo td Ai For Boot 

Deer S'rtfMadai: 

Encolosd ploe., Bind . wity of a Reolutito tupporting the rodoteoprmiet of the Hometeud Ai 
PosoBasc I org yea a, vemiomaty waooido the - mcmotoaerpir themd~asaopmetai ifttriiprvajmt 
mould haw on tomonratern of Flo•• daCitylliomertead and to SIuthDadueas Thercisatt.  
a get s co provide jobs to the citiorti ofthrbicmvAot;mt.  

"Thoot) yo Wyour •etnirdtaration of tbia rcquit 

otd, T. Wal..ac 

Mayor.  

(yrs"eel.  

Irtareil=3dE370- -ADA W6S P. et - Ro•n0tC• o. 3M04iUO dTS.Ohmr {0I dO-5"22 * ihw t30S) 212A21 
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Fiebrary 1, 2000 

Back in the '2s I lived and swnt to school it Hialeah. Duntg that time I mowed t•e 

lawnsofeddeemsinhoirh Springp O. oio ladys yard I mowedaived onfmtolaDriv, 
just ooo mile rth of Miami International Airport I reirnberbahving oe of those 

hsand itcher pumps to her back yard, and to pumpingout waler-the ugly black oily look i 

had I couldn't believe myreye ..She told so that was ground wat rmn-off from the 

airpoet orhewatertable That was the O5's..... Today, ca you imagine how polluted 

and aontomoed the water ws?' 

A commercial airport at H.A-IB., would be devastation to the water supply to the 
residets, fanning opeations, and national parks oear by.. WE CANT LET THAT 
HAPPEN'!! 

For the past eight years we have heard the politicioo and promoters yilintt, JOBS, 

JOBS, JOBS.. We need jobs for to peoplet! Well, dro. theae. I alwiys taiught that if 

anyone realy and tmlywants towork, hell Sod ajob We have brsao od bie-ways on 

the busway to take any body who wants to work to their job. Aocording to figrms 

released by the FLA DPPT OF LABOR, and EMPLOYMENT SECURIETIES, us

employmot to Msimi-DOde County fell to 5% in Declmber, the lowest uemployrcst 

rate in more than ten years That says something.. Have you looked alay. in the South 

Dade News Leader papear•" - why,- the jobs are plentifa - B columos of belp warned, 

good payig, way above minimum wage being offered. If'pioplevwat to work, thejobs 

ai here it South Dade, now....  

The proposed commercial airport would beefit the ordy, seFiartersts, real-estate 

specdators, boakers, lawyers. lobbyists, land baron farmers. Htorteod and county 

politicins, It certaanly wolddn't benefit WE THE PEOPLE WHO LIVE, WORK AND 

PLAY IN So00rH-DADE COUNTY...Should't wm ,nt be good stewards of toe 

Sidney Robinson - 23515 S.W. 162 Ave -,mmtead (Redland), Florida 53021-1307 

305-247-5111

RESOLUTIAON NO. 00-04 

A RFSOLUTION OF THE CITY COMMISSION OF THE 
CITY OF FLORIDA CITEY. ExPRE SUPPORT FOR 

THE REDEVELOPMENT OF HOMESTEAD AIR FORCH 
BASE AS HOMESTEAD REOIONAL AIRPORT IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH THE SUPPLEMENTAL 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT FOR 

DISPOSAL OP PORTIONS OF THE FORMER HOMESTEAD 
AIM FORCE BASE, AS PREPARED BY THE DEPARTMENT 

OF THE AM FORCE IN DECERMER. 1999; PROVIDING 
FOR DISTXIBUTION OF RESOLUTION; PROVIDING POE 
EFFECTIVE DATE

WHEREAS, in AoULM of 1992. HuwIlaust Andrei dovosso the southorl porti of 

Miwni-Did. Co•ty; and 

WIHEREAS, ai: of theoperney ecsta a co erptoymem octr01 dewrayalt by 

Iarisoa Andrew we the Homesteda Air Force Ease; and 

WHEREAS, tho United Sttled Air Futoe sd Fetord Aviatio Adminhretino (thde 

"FAAw) hbaw ro•otly ýratrd toe Supplemotl Environme.natal taps Statemett (tlb 

"SEISE) concer dispsal atfpoto or fixto Trwo HN eaitd Air Frrma Rase (to 

"APB'). anr Dowber. 199; and 

WHEREAS. at to insistence of to Ftlee Ournremm and variou asoo al 

aflaitlumt, the pplk of Nomestead sdSaudlth Miamoi-Dde Coutty bad hbra farced for 

samaal ye- to sat sid. All pecauldoons of new jobs sad a msi recoily Whie bogth a 

Scsiotivity Analysts (wbose conolsonse want toe was t 1994 Final Povtrooooa 

Impact Statment) and ftu SEtS we. tmPk'tee aid 

WHEREAS, toe Comomuatity Woo ooltmaevly suaruien aiad disappoiteld to bear toe

co001 Asa Aots dys75 etZse Sao tva VE l0owe 3a 00to'.rv

Final SEIS W-34
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mine nepa•v cnnenre or See.tetoy Sabbit and Adaiinitrtori Bwrnewac eadida the 
rai.dy cinoptad draft of the SrIS ntereining the devveiltent of ni tupon it the form "Reound Ai FPat:e Bate; and 

WHiEREAS. sincs the pube c ommente pertiod on the SETS had not i•nmioldedt th• 
to8e2Ja of Soeeriay Rabble aid AdtntLette-Seewes wmv tll-doted, itl-rnforend in "id'arp oe•nlia with the fittdiings Ofilo SiTS. and bMiu into qotatle tie integrity ofthi tChre 
fkedal Poces; and 

WHEREAS. n unique Wtorlitnuy priently uLa to pronote the _cobroet reyoneet 
of ainoeei Minlie-Dade County by providing Iet the recdvelopmwei of the fitroe Hoimntletd 
Aie Ferce Baso. and 

WHEREAS, this opptumanity mius he prsoued wiltent Puttnir deay; and 

WHEREAS, the SETS 05inates thou the see of turepho inte. of the APE for the 
dceetepoteat of . eonletimal maistot, To the deeigaited a Htiontived R.egiuil Aibqli am 
proposed by Miasmi-Dooe County. cas he usemplished in in manler which R Locintstible with 
'he avinienoat; and 

WHEREAS. ite also " la.ce at the SETS elikatos, that conewrcin air activity at the 
Hoeatea d facility will not ha N y t enifie m Ir t ta mte nsonal paed rks ma or Their 
rionaditag'; end 

WHEREAS, the Hionteo-d Relgional Airport Will genne, t•h Thousand of nvw johe and 
will limiltnate the dtewioptsaniot of iqp-t rslted faitlieo senld c•aoteoaj aid tinhuoa 

WHEREAS. the davlopmemn of the H.ometead Regiona Airpore will iviee 
Ibaoo do t of new jobs and will facihttie Ba developmnat of smpre sliatod fitoilitien and 
cmeoinaal and induaitnl easerpaiw; and 

2 

Ala AX00 AM fre 99 rol Vj t:07e 3111 O0/TO/9O

Miatmi-Dedo Coeuty. Florida, a evaluated ti the S.iS of Deotntee, 1999.  

"tainn1i. RZA .amAakm Thme she City Comeinisi alb ulspoinall intletod paroe 
to moe fesward with Ite, emeiol pojet.  

Sa~imlA4 flxiutl~dat fAdgnim. Thats copty of that reteintie ssholl he distribute 
w thw Hotibte Athet GCte, Jr.. fth Sutth F.lorida Congens.ionaJ Delegstaon,. 'e UnItd Staoe 
Air Psor. tw FAA. Ciann-Da Cony Ie of Crtmey Ce•anmineinea. Mayo Alet Paonah 
ar Mihni-iul-Od Co•ntty, Mey".e Stove .her of th. City of Hetemnstead. tBa Cosiny HMaron" of 
tN~ierita-Dade County, the Dictosa ofMIeA, the Miamti-Dade Coutaytaagoei of Cites., aed to other 
indanonod moo aet z;desigaimed by the City Cosinnindion.  

IPA3SSDA4D A DOvflSDth te 26- day a-yof 2W0 

Ott.T. Wall-a 
/Mayor

SlatahelA. SewdiCidC 
City Clark - -

a5 ttl vm acne len eot YI WI.sT = .. e'tOZo

WHEREAS. The developlans of the Hotenatad Reglonal Airport will enable the 
Woeheon MhmoS-Dade Contey cciwaoitty to wuake odiajtalti jeoigo in eati,,orin fiont the 
,tevaleing itefot of Huotate Ande-w; and 

WHEREAS. the H•oaltad Revgioal Airport would provide schoduled ate lp s.gr 

eme n wiel t a t ale fiteighL, nfr .uo. .ini eWeal notation ojn.stiscs; atnd 

WHEREAS. aviation siten providdo by Htonastad Regional Airport weold snte 

ED provide eath nendOd rolte to tsiliwvi tntevmsmonel Airpot (*I 'dA*) by nerving "na reitever 

WHER.EAS. MIA wlmd grealy bhenfo flow. ralinver aobtet ho atipghe the heavy 
dSno.d .t.a•t by thn e qoantig ' of infletotal teffe; .and 

WHEREAS, the rirawy at Hoiestead Regima Apa t rcashly a,,olnewdate n1t 
tyPe d alivrenft in ke civil fleet, anti ma.t, io soy nvent, "is tlev in the fanee to inset 
U.S. Miliary and U&S. Conoktensth; and 

WHEREAS, tsl SETS tnaleictea the t ounimmesni tis t facil an moXiA in our 

o:nvirtwi.teet while alloviatig the long tewi plutanig ptwbleo " ofair capacity Fer Mianti.  
Dada Costty; but ware ote eanly, fulfilling tBa fateatl e i' insrnei'owintmt sakh 
mnoty yearn go., to h -e iavn r aconeny 

HOW THEREFlORE, B] ITT HERESY RESOLVED BY THE MAYOR AND THE 
CITY COMMISS.ION OF THE CITY OF FLORIDA 

Smin L Emr t xmdpill.v Tfatoelt of Beab hir/mv oi trectitaua seeithy eonfuse 

Smln2. SummLang~ath Tine the city Cwoininanio hoerey wrtipreu ito wringi 
eqP45nr tel x dewiloptonot of Honteceten Regiona Asiwet, in accoidmiec with she p Ops f

soon A1a slier ASt•fl nSe Cas o1 -i 10:91 MU oo/oezo

A6 ý - Februhnary 1, 2000 

*Oi nose l
t

Brian Ittuneg =--9

000075

2. I nse hare tonight as a private citizen to fight

te peteet to0 Ee-,..fl ..0j t ;.e---o. ;osi. . t - e-WyIP--T r- ,
Right now 7h. hey-.Z aidsSthe poitieni leadnership ef Homestead t 

2 t201.n S-~tet'e.nty and ortertofr plans '4

soro than 365,000 Florid. Jobs depend on the regional tourin.-based 
economy supported by a healthy Ewegladas.  

Ac•rdlng to the Armry Cerp* Of Sngine.re In their Comprenhenaive Eveegladea Restorationl/Retudy bhovhuere 
"Evaeglednn Nat. Park ia one of the top 5 tourist deatinatione in 

nation.

hbout 1/3 of the viaitora to the vergladee ear internatilenal visitors 
free outside the United Statea.  

Ite tie, to remind the political leadership oa REoeatead and ItIani-Dade 
County YOU BRYN A WORLD CLBLSS TOURIST DISUUWAflOU IN UORl shcaril 
You should be proud to have the Zvergiada newt to your coneunity 
Yon" top prlority .a=;,d he te e, t ,yprotest, end a the threatne 
Ievganladna ~~ /iP 

7 .~j~ 4?mo P ' -5

jrn 641,1 
j*JI P/atr -3o 

3,"Vf 6PL 330?L/ - C71&
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It te tie to stop the Iooieroisl oirpouj oweopa.nt of the forner 
Nonestued Air Force Base.  

The proposud 2;4,000 flights per year ould be disruptive to the 
wildlife and visitors of Evergladue National Park.  

Also the build up of industrial wastes froo smajor commercial 
airport will jeopordine marins life and our drinkiog "ter supply.  

It should be unthinkable to place a major commercial airport next to two 
national park., Biscayne and Everglades National Park.  

*Can you imagine how outraged we would be if a major commercial airport 
as proposed g iles from Yosemite Nut. Park or S miles from 

yelosetoos roa7 Park? 1/1 .  

As taxpayers and voting citizens, se must ensure that our national 
parks., locally and nationwide, are protueoted froo internal .nd external 
environmental threats.  

The most crucial question we must ask ourselves tonight: 
M0T WOULD MARJORY ST0OEMAN DOUGLAS ANr03 DTO DO0 

Over 30 years ago, a major jetport (commercial airport) was proposed 
whore Big Cyprus. Not. Presurwe is locted today.  

Marjory Sto an Dougo., the mothar of overgldeo National Park and the 
author of the londmark book oo the Swerglde, River of rass, 
eucreofully lead the movement to defeat hot crazy jetport sohsee.  

Marjory is no longer alive to goide no through the complex issues of the 
Everglades and South Florida's environment.  
However, her words and wisdom will forever be with us.  

Make no doubts about it, though 
Marjory would want this crazy airport scheme stopped also.  

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to speak tonight.  

A-r ro---
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Written Comment Sheet - Hojo pam Comeotados por Escrito 

Publk Heuuinp fur Homsued Draft SEIS- Audiuamins Pfbics pars el DorrodorSFtS de HomestUad 

flask psioy-ouryeInput DAITE/PECHA 
Grsai iperamsptki=6 

PLEASE PRINTIFAVOR DE ESCRtEitt CLARAMENTE 
ItI 
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1700 N. Mo-r St. Suite 2300 
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Written Comment Sheet - Boji pare Comentarios por Escrito 
Public Heariep for Homteand Draft SEIS - Audieueais Pabhim pace d Borrador SEIS de Homestead

Tloakyoneaeysur opel DATE/FECHA: o2L) 
Gratm ponas peralpoets 

PLEBE P AVORfDE ESCRIIR CLARAMENTE 

4 .,4- )./,k ic. 'ltlf

SCOmmE ON BACK FOR MORE SPACO 

"wmwtE AL DORso PARA m4 rSPAcIO

MAAZNMBE 9eA Coo,, CJc L 1,
ADDRESSIRS/010001: 

7 '?74tY? 3~ r-t-
corT/cIoDAc- 4.,r� b'i.A �L
STATE, ZIP 0300/ESTADO. 0008 POSTAL- 2. 3 ~1 3 

Commiab•wbap.bl oSPed Pe SEd P Risedo .0 ho/sd. poeoao eddmddr 5 so. 00 n b the Ihd SEIS. Prorya BS• Iatrono.~ ,e0a 5. eshodobd cO.oems xohc ptB• .  

SeIpmb' mosomests• aah dSE FINAL FxOcr de so htidi- 400dh81. pn.oiol s n d qseApsa euSEISFINAL El e,06. p.pordoarea05hrmucnsdJ os.*sodoooe mOL hoM pesop05o 

Plus hamd "51 km Is W MAIL BEFORE blach 7,2Me Ear 
Fvocta d ibass powes , ouENVIUAR POR COBRRE ANTES do?7 de amdo- 100 2M0 

Homobeed SEIS 
AF8CA/EX 

1700 N. Mo St., Suite 2300 
Arlegtý, VA 22209-2802 

PAX 703"696-8828

The person in charge at FAA needs to return to private industry, iediately followed by sn•e Air Force people.  

I heay never seen such an isorol. hiased, devious collection of puished intellectcal horse nanure in my alcost 8O years.  Perhaps I ahouln t be too hard on committee members. There ar.  bound to be se who cringe at the thought they participated in 
this unbali.vable farce.  

Hoped-for intelligence should tell everyone who shills for a commercial airport that the mixed use is an alternative that can mature quickly and provide jobs and tax base. Any attept to construct a commercial airport will be met with litigation on dozen fronts and will remain bogged in the courts for 10 to 15 years and NO Jobs or tax base will be created.  

Is that what is wanted for the area? 

It will only take one or two poorly caintained cargo jets to crvan into the water= of Biecayne National Park to destroy its alue. Where is it written that the people Of this nation are ragoired to sacrifice one of our most unique National Parks to acoommodate a political debt incurred b the present federal 
administrstion and somefft~ l overly aitious politicians.  

.loyd & - A_ 
sex lIaS 
Homestead, FL 33090 

co: HSn. Al Gore 
Son. Bob Graham 
Hon. Connie Mack 
Secretory of the Interior Babbitt 
Hon. J-o Bush 
1 iOrn niato 0 
Natural Resource Defense Council 
Sierra Club 
Audubon Society 
Izaak Walton Leaque 
National Parks and Recreation 
Trust for Public Lands 
Nature Concarancy

000080 

Wriuten Comment Sheet - Haja pare Comentarios por Esertto 
Psbfi Heuannp for Homutead Draft SEIS - Audiencna Pdblkc pars el Bonador SEES de Homestaud 

Thak yom for yor Ilape DASTIPECHA- 2. Pb loae Grco.o pores - senkita 

PLEASE PRINT/FAVOR DE ESCRmlRo CLARAMENTE "00 1f"cov o,,oarý t A .A.a.- a -. ;x -..A.,-A , ,' ;_ Mao.o-u.J

. ts4

I-ý,-II

tl c, k,

) . _T
I- "ýiO- ,..',.A%, WIoJ 

* :I, J-1-. L .i

00070000 oR BAce MORE M�ESPACE O ""010:00AL 0000188 liS UACO

ADDR0SS/DIRECCON- 01381 a Lf 7  E! 

TAT .P CODE/STADO. ...... 33175 
Co .1t 0 • ~b• Sop65.5k . lIlmE SIS- P~sin 4o 50 Eot luds~apotmua sun, If:• youe moldj .ktaeta B i 
IMa PiasI SEl POaifSh Ebdl -mawo. .1 5. €uoddeod ouo t boplbsb i 

:Impublisu so-s.m k e dSKIS FINAL P,.or d ufu dh. psomd sodeo uq e m s 

PI•en ud fi m es " b tMA,1, BEFORE M0.0 7?
2
000ne: 

Prd 1� 6 eo ooHNVIARL& FOR OeI0RO AKTZSmds 7d, setsude 21416 

H-tood SES 
AFBCA/EX 

1700 N. M0. St. Suod 2300 
Aiotoo, VA 22209ý2802 

FAX. 703-696-8828
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COMMENTS ON HOMESTEAD SEIS 

Who decided there is a "recognized civil aviation need in south 
Plorida for additional co.murcil ervice activity-? 

Miami International is expandin? its capacity and is getting a 
Beo runway. oa Locks airport iu available and is situated 

between Broward and central Dade. Homestead is 20 miles from 
Dade center and 50 miles fro. Broward center. The FAA itself 
recognized that the Homestead airport would not serve Broward 
residents. The report that nads that statenent disappeared 
shortly after it was made public. Why? 

Thu number of Jobs projected is ludicrous.  

A single runway maximum use is projected at 231.000 operations yearly. 90% or 208,000 yearly - 7tl per day between 7100 a.0.  
and 10:00 p.m. - 44 per hour - sore than one flight every mnuts and a half. Yet according to the authors of this tripe, that 

, Vy i very annoýion. Even two ruways full of airplane.  t seen very harmful to theu.  

How ridiculous can these people get? One runway alone will 
provide a constant annoying roar oat the Biscayne National Park 
during all the houra people p re using that fragile treasure. I 
wonder how the comittesahers managed to keep their food down 
while offering theme nonenuical estimates of noise levels. The 
study talks of noise ipacts on a few precent hose. and carefully 
ignores thu impact there will be on the additional homes the 
study projerts.  

Then there is the stmision that - yes, there will be some fuel 
faol-Out from the aircraft dngios, but it really isn't important. Beasidea, newer "cta will have Gleaner engin.s. It is 
beyond aomprehentsio how this comeittee could prostitute itself to the extent it bas.  

Much more than 50% of the commercial Jet activity will be by 
cargo aircraft. OLDER aircraft with dirty emisesons. Most of them from Central, South America and the Caribbean. These areas do not bhye the best aircraft maintenance in the world. Anyone who has lived next to or worked at an airport is peinfully aware of the oil film on care and property. The amount of activity projected to over fly Bieca=ye National Park will destroy thu vegetation and foul the water. There is a very weak tidal exchange in the lower bay.  

We now have the same number of small businesses and jobs in the reater Homestead area that we had prior to Hurricane Andrew.  ma sure the local mayors and C of C will want to dispute that.  
Which air passengers will be told to "se Homestead? Now will flights be scheduled to eake sure that Broward passengers won't need to "iks thu 40-50 cile trip to Homestead?
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WninCmmeoot Shoeet - Hoja pars Comostarlos por Eseolt 
hhtl HbRI~pforHo~tenod Draft SEIS - A.deo Pfiblicm pan id BBOOBOor K~el~ol 

Gkcsi. PB0. in lO~oh 

PLEASE PRINTIFAVOR DE FSCRIEIR CLUUAMENTE

ComM.Ub"Pob.gt boh. lvnt ORBA Phun .1i Include vinmuilddum. W).. BanoIoooOtgt 

S. PubunnninO onninaf... t0501 tWAL Cvpo.M~,.d~M
0 0ooo Oq~oo

FPbdin ind tr n HM IBEFORE 14816 7210W Mo 
PFttod.msun pen v r...i 4 NIRAFRCR0ATS&7d n d21 

0oooesIAAI 51 
AFBCA/ES 

17000K. Moor. St. SIAM 2300 
AoIZI00oO VA 22209-2802 

PAX- 702-696-8828
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Written Comment Sheet. -Hojo par Comentarios por Escrito 
P.1,11, fmlearne for Eoowootmd Draft SEIS -Audiencias Pfibim pano t Bonradar SESd metd

Thinkyou for your Input DAT 
Grclaspo su parotieopadtls 

PLEASE PRINTIFAVOR DE ESCREBIR CLAIOAMENTE

WJECRAo___ 0___0

- 0201100K ON BACK F0R MORM SPACE 

NAME/ONTI0O = MIIOBSO PAPA MAS KSPAC10O 
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Rosalie E. Leposky 
2311 South Bayshore Drive 
Miami, Florida 33133-4728 

305-285-2200 
releposky@aol.com 

Februfry 2,2000 

Mr. John L Corredetti, Jr.  
Aeting Deputy Director 
Departoent of the Air Force 

Dear Sir, 

Although I generally consider myself a strong supportero fconsrrvation issues, on the subject of 
the fotore of Hometead Airforce Base I support Miami-Dadc Countyos need for an additional 
ooomercial airport 

Them are far worse loations thst could be considered for a orammeri airport. If aftr more 
than 50 years we as a Air Force Base there have been no najor ernvironmnental upsets, I suspect 
with continued careful control, there is no reason the land in quemon could not continue in use "oao airport 

Animals and bird life have long since adjusted to mny noise that may come from the airport.  

The only posebth area of cronn to me related 1o continued aviation use of this space is rising 
sea levelt A qaick glance at the Draft Supplemental Environmental Inpact Statennot does not 
mtntion the basr's elevation above mean high tide or the condition of the base irma's drainage.  

Any longtren development of this land needs to comide- these factors becamse of the slow but 
st adily rising tides, and the need in the near future to kreep the Air Fore baoe latd drained.  
Attached is an article I wrote on thde subjeot. "Global Warming Mean Rising Tides for South 
Flord" in The WeklySun Novemnber 27. December 3. 1998.  

Thank you for considering my thoughts.  

Roali. 1 Loposy

000124 

HOMESTEAD AIRFORCE BASE 
PUBLIC HEARING ON ENVIRONMENTAL 

IMPACT OF REDEVELOPMENT PLANS 

February 3,2000 

COMMENTS BY Dwight A Kmai 

" IT DOES NOT MAKE SENSE TO DEVELOP THE 
HOMESTEAD AIR BASE INTO A COMMERCIAL AIRBASE 
TO SERVE AS A RELEIVER AIRPORT FOR THE MIAMI 
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT.  " IF A RELIEVER AIRPORT IS NEEDED, USE THE Fr.  
LAUDERDALE AIRPORT. IT ALREADY EXISTS. IT 
ACTUALLY IS AS CLOSE OR CLOSER TO MIAMI 
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT THAN THE HOMESTEAD 
AIRBASE.  

" ARE THE MIAMI-DADE POLITICALS SO PAROCHIAL 
THAT THEY CANNOT WORK WITH FF. LAUDERDALE 
AIRPORT? 

"o WORST OF ALL, THE EXISTING MIAMI-DADE MAYOR 
AND COUNTY COMMISSION CAN NOT EVEN RUN THE 
EXISTING MIAMI AIRPORT IN AN EFFICIENT AND 
HONEST MANNER. WHY GIVE THEM MORE 
OPPORTUNITIES TO MESS THINGS UP.  

" I HAVE A BOAT, ENJOY TRIPS INTO Biscayne Bay. IT IS 
ABSOLUTELY WONDERFUL TO BE ABLE TO ANCHOR 
OFF OF ELLIOTT KEY AND OTHER BAY AREAS TO 
ENJOY A PEACEFUL, QUIET, MOONLIT SKY. THE NOISE 
FROM THE ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF HUNDREDS 
OF AIRPLANES DAILY IS JUST PLAIN UNACCEPTABLE.  

7n' ty('. THE ,6Or. PLAN MAINTAINS THE EXISTING 
,.Sil -- AIRPORT, PROVIDES AN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, ">YET IS ENVIROMENTALLY MORE COMPLIANT. THE 

"ltel2EtlR" PLAN SHOULD BE ACCEPTED.  

DWIGHT A. REAM 
19Mn SUNSET HAROUR N.N, UNIT rsMiAm BEACH, FL aa9.1 491
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COMMENTS

"1'
Lý c e o rt

Cr ta 

-p-i.'-.  

'A �. �- c�1

were the name as the 1994 Final Envirormental Impad Statement) and the SEIS 

waea completed; mid 

WHEREAS, a unrque oppoitunity resen1ty eentst to promote UGe 

e9coia reonvery, of southern Miami-Dade County by Providing for 11e 

nedev•eoipmeet of the tomter Homestead Air Fome Base as a rmmeercial airport 

and 

WHEREAS, Ge opprtNity most be pursued without furtoer de8W and 

WHEREAS, tGe SEIS indicates Geht Ge use of surplus of the AFB for the 

development of a commemai airport to be designated as Homestead Regional 

AIWpot as proposed by Miarei-Dede County, can be accomplished in a manner 

which is compatible wit the t nrroenetmt and 

WHEREAS, it Is also dear, as the SEIS indicates, hat commercial air 

activity at Gte Homestead facility mill not have "any significant impact on our 

national perts and/or their surroundings" ad 

WHEREAS, te Homestead Regional Airport will generate tousands of 

new jobs and mill facdlitate the development of airpot facilities and commercial 

and induesbtil enterpises; and 

WHEREAS, the development of tGe Homesteed Regional Airport will 

enable Geh southern Miessi-Dade County commnunity to maka substanlial 

progess in recovernsg from fe devosltoing impact of Hunicane Andrew and toe 

dosage of Homestead Air Force Base; and

000133

LI I H Latin Builders Association, Inc.  
ARESOLUTION OFTHE - " ,

4
.roe 

EXPRESSING SUPPORT FOR THE REDEVELOPMENT OF 
HOMESTEAD AIR FORCE AS HOMESTEAD REGIONAL 
AIRPORT IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE SUPPLEMENTAL 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT FOR DISPOSAL OF 

PORTIONS OF THE FORMER HOMESTEAD AIR FORCE BASE.  
AS PREPARED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE IN 

DECEMBER, IB99. PROVIDING FOR DISTRIBUTION OF 

RESOLUTION, PROVIDING FOR EFFECTIVE DATE.  

WHEREAS, in August of 1992, Hurncane Andrew devastated the 

southern poi•lin of Fabmi-Dede Count, and 

WHEREAS, one of Ilte primary econormic and employment centers 

destroyed by Hurricane Andrewwas fe Homestead Air force Base; and 

WHEREAS, aftr Hunricane Andrew, Homestead Air Force Base was 

dosed iN Ge BRAC process and later redefined as a significanlly reduced air 

renser operatiomn ard 

WHEREAS, the United States Air Force and Federal Aviation 

Administration (G9e "FMK have recently comrpleted tGe Supplemental 

Environmental Impact Statement (dite"SEIS) concernng disposal of me portions 

of tGe former Homeslead Air FPace Base (the "AFB"), dated December, 1999,

arid 

WHEREAS. at the insistence of tle Clinton Administration and vanojis 

environmental organizations, the people of Homesteed and SoaB, Miami-Dade 

County had been forced for several years to set aside all expectations of new 

jobs and ecolnaic iecoveqy while both a Sensitivity Analysis (whose condlusions 

78Z N.W. Lejes Road * Suite 450 - Miami FL 3U126 * TEL. (3053 446-5989 - Fax (305) 446-0901

WHEREAS, te Homeotad Regional Airport would provide scheduled or 

passenger services, as well as air freigt air c4rgo, and general aviation 

operatios, and 

WHEREAS, Meinr-Dede County needs a second commercil airpoar and, 

as found in the SEIS, tGe only suitable site for a second airport is the former 

Homestead Air Foace Base; and 

WHEREAS, aviation services provided by Homestead Regional Airpoit 

would serve to provide much needed relief to Miami Intemational Airport ("MIA") 

by serving as a reliever airport and 

WHEREAS, MLA would geatly benefit from a riever airport to mitigate 

tGe heavy demand created by Gte grmwng quan"iy of internatlonal traffic and 

WHEREAS, the rurnwy at Homestead Regional Airport can readily 

accommodate l c types of s nft N e ci•vl fleet, ad must in any event remain 

active in Ge future to meet U.S- MlitW and U.S. Customs needs; and 

WHEREAS. te SEIS indicates Get a commecial airport facility can be 

developed in a maoser tBai respects our enironmentt while alleviating the g 

term planrfng problems of sir capacity for Miahni-Dede County, but more 

etportandi, fulfilling Ge federal govermenra comailhnint made many years 

ago, to help revitalize our economy.  

NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED BY THE , , " 

"24f!.• - AS FOLLOWS: 

l± Recitalsedoed. That each of Gh'e above stated rectals 

are hereby confirmed and adopted.

Final SEIS W-54



COMENT

heton2u. ahlrnmroSuopw That the / .6 'v 
hereby eqXlreSs its strong support for the development of Homestead Regional 

Aipot, in accordance with tlm proposal of MiaMi-Dade County, Florida, as 

evaluated In the SEIS of December, 1999.  

Setln, gigstfo Act~~ion. That 67the01 

Upo0nO alliterested Parties1 movae torwuod with this essential project.  

SlisnA. I That a copy of this resolution 

Shall be distribted to the Honorable Alhbet Gore. Jr., the South Florida 

Congremional Delegation, the United States Air Force, the FAA Miami-Dade 

County Board of County Corrmissioner, Mayor Alex Peselas of Miami-Dade 

County, Mayor Oths Wallace of Florida city, Mayor Stev Shiver of the Cty of 

Homestead, the County Manager of Miami-Dade County, the Director of MIA, the 

Miami-Dade County League of Cites, and to other interested parties as 

desianted by the Chamber.  

Igcggi That this Resolution shall be effective immediately from and 

alter do adoption.  

PASSED AND ADOPTED THIS ý _dtay ofJanuary, 2000.  

ATTEST.
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UU0136 
The Mission of Dinner Key by Dr. John G. Gifford - March 18 1934 

15' ZI ý6 , ,,
ExcerpE

A Large percentage of our people have no 
use for the cheaper. flatter cormooon forms of 
amusement. They want something recre
ational and educational. regardless of age. For 

that reason various places of unusual beauty 
and interest such as our national parks and 
monuments have become attractive to a large 

number of travelers. What therefore was 

designed as mainly preservational has become 
decidedly recreational and educational and in 
consequence at the same time financially 
profitable. The larger the number of preserved 
and protected beauty spots of interest the 

larger the number of tourists and also. of 
course, hotels and other means for their edu

cation and entertainment.  

The so-called tourist business is no longer 
just a catering to the physical wants of the 
individual, it is a science ofentertainment in 
which education as to things of interest be
comes an attractive necessity for a large per.  

centage of visitors. They are not all interested

in races and night clubs. There is fortunately 
a large percentage interested in the natural 
history of the regions they visit 
Certain forms of entertainment you can 

produce and secure anywhere but interesting 
objects or natural formation or historical 
interest are local. Regardless of what may be 
said to the contrary, national parks are lures 
and essential adjuncts to travel. See Ameri
can first has always been a good slogan in no 
better way can you lure and hold visitors 
than by rendering beauty and curiosity spots 
available to the newcomer.  

Although the national park idea has 
preservation mainly in mind, recreation and 
education for the masses of our people am a 
close second. As time goes on the educa

tional feature of our national parks grows 
until now the great majority of our park 

visitors not only enjoy it but are willing to 
pay for it.

AAA -6~
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Hoesteod Sna 
AFBCA/EX 

1700 N. Moore St, Suite 2300 
Arlington, VA 22209-2802 

PAX: 703-696-0n20

Both of the alternative projects call for the use of essentially the 
same land area. I don't see how one can build moderate to high 
density housing on top ofa golf course and luxury RV park; or 
bnildings for industrial uses on top of open spare. f course this can't 
be done. How theseW'proposals are to be merged into one must be 
clearly articulated, because only then can one get a better handle on 
the expected economic impacts. It cannot be said, however, that the 
combined CollierHoover plan will generate nearly as many jobs as 
the County's plan.  

Both the Collier and Hoover plans separately orjoinmly are not 
adequately supported by a study of market demand.  "* The demand for residential housing at the site is not self 

evident - there is no shortage of residential space in the 
area because there are no employment centers or other 
attractors nearby.  " There is no pressing demand for a golf coorse or an RV 
park in this area.  "* Without a commercial airport there will be little demand 
for industrial space as envisioned in the alternative 
proposals.  

In sum, I beheve that it is very doubtful that the economic impacts 
claimed by the supporters of the alternative proposals will actually be 
realized In contrast, the need and market demand for a new limited 
commercial airport is well supported. I hope you will take these pomiinto 
consideration as you make your final decision.

COMMENTS 
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HOMESTEAD AIRBASE REDEVELOPMENT PUBLIC HEARINGS 
RENAISSANCE BALLROOM 

FEBRUARY 3, 2000 

Remarks by Robert D. Cruz, Ph.D.  

Good evening members of the panel and the public, my name is 
Robert Cnm, I'm an economist and resident of Miauni.Dade Cournty 

Over the course of these public hearings you have heard many 
argutments in favor of the County's proposal.  

"* The development of a limited commercial airport will generate a large 
number of jobs and income in an area that is economically depressed 
and desperately waitig for economic revitalization.  "* The county needs to build additional air transport capacity in order to 
keep its economy moving forward. Air transport is one the key 
industries that underpins much of the local economy - essential for 
international commerce and tourism.  "* Fhe development of a limited commercial airport at the site can be 
accomplished without severe damage to the natural environment, 
which we all treasure.  "* The conveyance of the property to the County will keep a public asset 
in the hands of the public. The proposed alternative converts a public 
asset into a private one and begs the question: What is the over-niding 
public interest that jiislifies such an anusual action? 

Supporters of the alternative mixed use proposal - which is 
now a vaguely described combination of two previously competing 
proposals - want to suggest to you that thle~lternative proposal will 
have nearly the same economic impact with less environmental harm.  
The numbers that I've heard mention are simply the addition of 
impacts that were previously calculated separately. It is important to 
recognize, however, that the previously separate proposals cannot be 
simply overlaid one on top of the other - and the impact ofthe 
combined projects is much less than the sum ol`Rt'eviously separate 
projects.
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COMMENTS 
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GOOD EVENING, MEMBERS OF THE AIRFORCE AND 
THE FAA 

FM KATY SORENSON, COUNTY COMMISSIONER FOR DISTRICT S, 

REPRESENTING THE AREA FROM KENDALL TO HOM.STfEAD.  

WE HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY TO CLOSE AN UNFORTIUNATE CHAPTER OF 

SOUTH MIAMIGDAGE COUNTY HISTORY AND HELP US BEGIN TO CREATE A 

BRIGHT NEW FUTURE OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, PROSPERITY AND THE BEST 

PROTECTION FOR 01 IR NATIONAL PARKS- WE CAN ASK THE PRESIDENT TO 

APPROVE THE COLLIER FAMILYS PROPOSED SWAP OF MINERAL RIGHTS FOR 

LAND AT THE FOESMER HOMESTEAD AIR FORCE BASE 

IN 1995, MIAMI-DADE COUNTY GRANTED A NO-RID LONG TERM LEASE TO 

HABDI, A GROUP OF DEVELOPERS, TO BUILD AN AIRPORT. 1, AS ONE OF THE 

CO MMISSIONERS OF SOUTH MIAMI-DADE, OPPOSED THIS VIGOROUSLY, BUT WAS 

OUTVOTEID HOWEVER, ITS ANEW DAY.  

THE COLLIER AND HOOVER FAMILIES (COLLIER Of COLLIER COUNTY AND 

LACEY HOOVER CHASE, GRANDDAUGHTER OF HERBERT HOOVER. W•O HELPED 

ESTABLISH BISCAYNE NATIONAL PARK) HAVE COLLABORATED TO DEVELOP A

Feb 03 00 O0t13p Coe., Koto So-4 eons
305-372-60?3 P.3

MOREOVER. IT MUST BE POINTED OUT THAT THE REAL CHOICE IS = 

BETWEEN THECOLLIER-HOOVERPLAN AND AN AIRPORT. T•E CHOICE IS 

RATHER BETWEEN THE GREEN PLAN OR A RED LIGHT. THATS BECAUSE TSIE 

ENVIRONMENTAL COMMUHITY IS READY, WILLING AND ABLE TO WAGE A 

PROTRACTED LEGAL BATTLE TO STOP AN AIRPORT. THAT WOULD MEAN TIHAT 

THE FORIMER AIR BASE COULD GROW WEEDS AND COBWEBS- NOT SOBS-- FOR 

ANOTHIER DECADE. AND WHO WOULD HAVE TO INVEST IN LEGAL FEES TO 

FIGHT THIS WART THE TAXPAYERS OFMEaI.-DADE COUNTY. BECAUSE UNDER 

ITS CONTRACT, HAABDI HAS NO OBLIGATION TO PAY A DIME. ANDI EVEN SF AN 

AIRPORT POM EVENTUALLY OBTAIN APPROVAL AFTER YEARS OF LITIGATION, 

WHO WILL PAY FOR INFRASTRUCTURE, BUFFER LANDS AND ENVIRONMENTAL 

MIGATION' AGAIN, THE TAXPAYERS OF MIAMT-DADE COUNTY. FINALLY.  

THERE IS NO EVIDENCE THAT ANY AIRLINES WILL EVER BE WILLING TO INVEST 

IN AN AIRPORT 25 MILES AWAY FROM THE MAIN AIRPORT. GIVEN ITS 

PROXIMITY TO MIAMI INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT AND OTHER MAJOR 

TRANSPORTATION HURS, OPA-LOCKA IS CLEARLY BETTER SITUATED TO SERVE 

AS A RELIEVER AIRPORT TO MIAMI. THIS FACT WAS CLEARLY POINTED OUT IN 

A COUNTY STUDY CONDUCTED BY DAMES AND MOORE IN 1995.  

IT HAS BERN A LONG WAIT FOR THE CITI7ENS OF SOUTH MIAMI-DADE TO 

ENJOY THE ECONOMIC PROSPERITY WE ENVISIONED LONG AGO. YET I HAVE 

NEVER FELT AS HOPEFUL ABOUT THE FATE OF THI AIR BASE AS I DO NOW. FOR 

YEARS, MANY RESIDENTS THOUGHT TIIEY'D HAVE TO GO ALONG WITH THE

Feb 03 00 02,36p Co...- b.. S-.-eon 305-3`2-6073 p.2

FIRST CLASS GOLF COURSE/BUSINESS PARK WITH A HOTEL-RESORT, AN 

AQUARIUM)MARINE INSTITUTE AND LUXURY RV COMNMUNITY. THE PLAN WILL 

CREATE MORE THAN 6800 JOBS INITIALLY AND MORE THAN 20,000 EVENTUALLY, 

MORE THAkN REPLACING THE JOBS LOST AFTER HURIUCANE AN"DREW 

DESTROYED THE AIR BASEF 

THE COLLIER-HOOVER PLAN OFFERS M.ANY ADVANTAGES. FIRST. IT IS 

COMPATIBLE WITH SOLUTH IMAMI-DADE GOALS OF 1994: REDEVELOPING THE 

BASE, SUSTAINING AGRICULTURE AND EXPANDLING TOURISM. IN CONTRAST, AN 

AIRPORT THREATENS AGRICULTURE BY PAVENG THE WAY FOR 

INDUSTRIALIT-TION AND URBAN SPRAWL THAT WOULD DEVOUR AVAILABLE 

FARM LAND, AND THREATENS TOURISM BY CREATING A NOISY, POLLLUTOG 

NEIGHBOR TO BISCAYNE NATIONAL PARK AND ITS WATER. VISITORS, AND .  

FISSERPEOPLE- AND INAGINE WHAT IT WOULD DO TO THE QUALITY OF OUR 

NEGIGHBORHOODS ANTD RSIDEFNTIAL PROPERTY VALUES.  

SECOND, THE COLLIER-HOOVER PLAN TAKES THE POLITICS ouT OF 

M1AMI-DADE COLNTY. THE COLLIERS HAVE PROPOSED SWAPPING THE LAND 

FOR MINERAL R•JTS THEY OWN IN THE BIG CYPRESS NATIONAL PRESERVE IF 

THE COLLIERS DO THE TRANSACTION AT THE FEDERAL LEVEL, THE COUNTY 

WILL HAVE NO CLAIMTO TIE LAND OR OBLIGATION TO HARBDL ITS CHOSEN 

DEVELOPER- FURTHER, IT MAKESETHE LAND TAXABLEEROPERTY FOR THE 

COUNTY.

FLABDI PLAN BECAUSE THERE WAS NOALTERNATIVR- NOW TIERE IS ONE- THE 

COLLIER-HOOVER PLAN FORTHE REDEVELOPMENT OF HOMESTEAD AIR FORCE 

BASE MAKES ECONOMIC SENSE, ENVIRONMENTAL S ENE AND CAN HAPPEN 

FASTER THAN ANY OTHER OPTION WE CAN ONLY HOPE THAT THE WHITE 

HOUSE, AND THE AIR FORCE, FAA, AND THE POWERS THAT BE, WILL SEE THE 

LOGIC AND CONVEY THE LAND QUICKLY TO THE COLLIER FAMILY SO THAT THE 

PEOPLE OF SOUTH MILAMI-DADE CAN GET ON WIEN OUR FUTURE.

W-62Final SEIS
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WHEREAS. Monreoe County depends upon the federel gooer ntf to protect the 

inseress .i 1he e.ys or the tedeve_ pmenl of the tormeet Homestead Asr Force Post; nor, 

therefoer 

BE 0 RESOLVED THAT THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF MONROE COUNTY, 

FLORIDA. tupports the conveyance of the former Honestoed Air Force Rest for 

deeýopmsrnt aetatestes other than a comerseciOl topoed.  

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED thao the Us A. FPrce and FA&. or recoeing pil•e input en the 

Enviooroilsestt impoct Study. conduct e pubfc hoeang in Key Letoc to receive opur en the 

impoct of the proposr•il redevenlpment. pesicftes
t
y in the erect Of Growth MOergemo nn 

and hucrrcaen evocuolion os welost e nvennoletfoe nmpacls.  

PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Board ol County Commissioners of Motraoes County.  

Fleoida. of oregulor meeting Ot sid Board held en the 9Xhdey of Jonuary/. 2000.  

Mayor Shfty ..r-er e 

q .,e e"" Geo~o Neugent e Swi 
s o m , -l 

Is BOARD Of COUNTY COMNQSSIONER$ 
Al Ol OF OO• NTf4W F DA Bye 

BOAD hCOtYost

Itse A

FEB RD'0 -nSe8n PAoE.c3

Febmuay i. 2000 
Prge 2 

Geies the Coo that Midsti-Dase County irl rquite additional ._.oerial aiplort capacety. the 
proposal to develop the Homestoad Air Force Base offers the coenty en environmentally 
respnsible way to -e•r thr need and provide eocoomaic gmoth for Sout Dade I esour Rope 
a. it. fed•oen glsrommst will look favorably on the most expeditious edopsetr of this plan.

Vr n~~

SPe-kef osefftsHlers e rstuivam

COMMENTS

THIE FLORIDA LEGISLATURE

TONI J£NNINs-, 
n.se~ei-o

JOIN "rHe SHeet

Febsh..r 2, 20D0 

The Honorable Albert Gore 
Vice Prasideno Ofthe United Slates 
1600 Psa ylevas As.  
Witrge•r. D.C 20500 

Deer Mr. Vice Pneridens 

The lesIer is to sUppoe of the psoposal bho Miisei-ODaie Cosary to convert Utr Neeonsead Air 
FPoce Rslse is i new ceooervial sep . As you -c rwsre, Miaene-Dads's proposal has been 
fto subcow of nroncgts and comprehensive research. That resetoc supports the expedilious 

adopotie of this proposal 

"Tho mscs sigroit-si cspect of the developmeei of the creommercial aiapor is fs eanoeOcm 
oppoeusoty teat it will provide Sodsh Dade. ldso.rctor dctrlopese ascosraicge and 
segrmesn loeq-tonto osteroic genwth. Raise continees, suggest that the develpment oe Wt 
eonsmeril aisport. as completion, would dinsot*y resets in tie s•tuoni of oea 17.000 jobh.  
Aditmonally. it is projected tha oe 20,000 off-ske jobs would sensor the commeeital airort.  
Overall. the aoencrescil assost ,Would provide a rsble ecorcomc bae for South Dade.  

While cosinned scosoomnic jrrw is peaesesmOs, ins alo se•rery Ic anslyte the esnitrooeievesI 
effects Of tie proposed development. Over Le lase six years, severs repoees tvehaen produced 
egedmg The disposa! of Hosmnead At FoPe BRse. Lse Decsemben, sic most comrebehssift 
mpor. Utr Dmal Seppoteemntal Eosrestesal lmpacr Statemvent (SliS) was relaced. Severs! 
findings in ripen sttle h•e ed. T-e Drafe SEaS fo.sed dUse, overall. the developesse 

o-std have reiligib:gat or.memo.a) rvimms•e•stl enpi•e. IsiS actualy projected Usae with the 
mandatory implrmrseinre of the Surfase Watr Manasgise t MUtler Plie, she ltmshwater 
dcsheales itc si BreRcaymn y wsel doencs•e 28% by 2015. Noise unipstson bot eliaossi peeks 
ts! the local cnmuonily areo osmall ciat a ds nors magremea and mitigalion plan witl sa be 
nreuired

000178 
Hoestsend SEIS.AFRCAEX 

0 

1700 North Moone Sners, Soitr 23W0 
Arintcopie Va. 20920 

Sevme Adesbold 
PO eox 1135 
Fallbnecl, Ca. 92085 

TO Whoms is Ceenoeres, 

I would lise to comenter on thdic
t

mostd airport in HoNesteand, Florid. I haOe 
juest ad thdt she proposed aiepor would have oe flight coest ones minuts, that 
would have quite an impat on the -oi. level in N she endrling acea. I have lived 
aroused a few acrporic and they do get loud and bothersome. I understand that there is a 
nationad perk nearby how is this noiset giing en elffot the animal in the park plus on 
the eanolers. Nos I sree do Prefer it to ee caom and quiet when I'm ert camping.  
Everony.- scts diff: enty to snose.  

How is the proposed airpors going to hadle all the polloutans that me inoharnt It 
an aaip the air polluosee she lead. sd the edr hasardous chemicals? Without a 
proper plan thosr polltants will end up in the Evrglades air, and into the watos of 
Biscayne Bay. Now I haenos sao the Bay but I hoew seen polluted wator and it itss! 
Anything that draws vwitors. Plus onc in the water rthe pollutants will also c17et people 
hocauce it will he in the dritking water, and the animaes will also he erfocrnd tees 
way. There goes the fishing and the other wildlife in the rems.  

Pino what I have resd eves your ew envirnmmentas impact -- t.eest concluded 
that this airpest woeld have a devastatdng enfeit on the whole res. I am not sutm why 
you ase even asking foe comments but this idea doems't soted like a very good one, I 
would like to go on moord as being against the proposed airport and would like to ask 
that it be stopped.  

Re.speaofotly, 

Steven Adeshold

Final SEISW-67



COMMENTS

N-rHAN Wrceto 

47 I 7 F00sarosE AVE 

CHEW CHaSe, MD 20815

000129

January 23. 2000

Homestead SETS 
AFBCA/EX 
1700 North Moore Street, 
Suite 2300 
Arlincgton VA 22209-2802 

To whom it may concern: 

I recently ook. a trip to the EsergJades aod Biscayne National Parks, and to e8t there I 

bad to drive all the way through Florida. To tell you the trutht no of it looked very appealin to 

me until I got o the tis rg- ltdes in the very Soothwesiern tip. Just aboco evesryhing before that 

wam Disteys.ofld and strip maUs That is why Eveeglade and Biscayis National Parksw a ntso 

valub - they aoy the only significant areas in souithern Flooda thai is stl wildernesas sod 

that is why I vehemently oppose the idea of arosig a larsge atuot on the very doorstep of thi 

A new airport at Homestead AFB wootd mean ore flghl almost evesy inute, the parks 

wotld be fisled with aielane noitoe, the arosyrt wotld es-it seven tow of toxi air pollutants esery 

day into the pristine Eversgades aia, sod lad and other haztrdous chemicals would wash into the 

tropical wsters of Bi.oayne Bay. Thils nw copton would only lead to more devolpotern in an 

sees that is already over-devesoped asd hcs its resources stretched asoids th e asy can go For 

evewy ew taS.aing developase, d stoat s less wast coao go to the Everglades, which wto 

liierally dying for motes.  

The rest of Flooda is already covered in speawl and devdoloeoat - please let the one 

place that hd s not remain in its nearly pristine state Please do ng8 forwad swihtheo ticort at 

Homestead, Florid. sod hedp to keep our National Parks, our nstional treasres. dtean snd fise 
ferom eactoacloog developa-tt. Thank you.  

Sincerely, 

Nathan Wyeth

6CiTkESlELEoic � III CI�*sV

000161 

Jsanury 2•, 2000 

Hiosm ad SEIS 
AFECAIEX 
1700 NothM M re St.SuiW 2300 
Adinsgto VA 22209-2802 

Ladle. atd Gcatlemtsa 

We ea.ewi Wirs th lettr M urge )U WtoW deelop t aipt on Homesttd. Floreda. Such a ftility 
mould bass oxessescdsustdsotalo efect ometwo of thsudo's rotosap tes etusal resosuces Tomes 

cheomicr a•d soie pollo- t. ho ld biesened ft..m aspon sould s irr sepsrte daicae as 
tw Odsc.y Ssait esoyoms soreS aw setHab p syti of wildetdhifoe tcicoab iteTs Esglode 

sod EsspcoyeocotimlParkc. Mtasy ofthoe apesot sfsildltif Oto asl S • oklocoto icy as aspoae as 
Es t Esiesd• mito p s liss ot wuld siospl be miresepoadici ast teOr As 

Forae to deelop o tAiroposofe ykio d o dhe i•eorad st_ Please ao peo•saoailywedotssoloy
plans; fodthe Willsy it Hmsa d. Mlotid.  

Sincerity.  

Garry sod C-1l. Mdind 
15c 5S.iE 71 Sorst 
R--o WA 98051

000160 

Jlaoay22,2050 

Hmesead SEIS 
AFBCA.'EX 
170 Ntotch Moore SL Suooe 2300 
AMlingto- VA 22209-2002 

l am oemtocg Otto lestx to ttge yoouttot to develop as toportoi- Homotesod Flcitda Stocs 550 sacit ould 

bote a mrmendosly datoagieifect oo twoe of tiot 000000 geet pea te toe -e Tots shemtiscs 
and soose polluhtio thaO w ld be generted fromt an 4pto wmild c irrseptable damage to -,s 
dinctlt ftole soosytoeas as sell so dutsub msay specie ofottldlfe that inhabt The Eoertladest ad 
Bocsmayn Nacosat Farit s o Mnyofltoetpeessof wtldfte booat wold 55 tffeteod by as aipor we pteoettly 

tEndsdogeod orThtateed apcies Itso. Itowsldsimplyibt asemso ibklfe afor tohe Aite toste 
dstp=Aisroport ot hykind it the Roctesta toot Pl-seotmapoooibl) sod stoo yo ph f tor the 
facilits i. Hot.eas4 Forte.  

sicerely, 

Marilyn Edhrd 

1505S.E. A71 S05 
Rent.• WA 90859

James Elliott Benjamin
000182 

511 1ith Sureet 
Brooklyn. NY 11215-4303 
tel: (718) 369-4939 
fax: (718) 369-2696 
jamesbensmitdspdsng.caor

January 24, 2000 

Air Frore 
Homestead SEIS, AFBCAIEX 
1700 Norh Moore Slreet, 
Suite 2300 
Arlington VA 22209-2802.  

To whom it may concem: 

It has come to my attention that the ENS draft study of a proposed 
aiport in Homestead, Flotida, would hawo a devastating effect on 

adjacent Everglades and Biscayne National Park. Wth one flight almost 
every minute, the parks would Ice filled with airplane noise, the airport 

would emit seven tons of toxic air pollutants every day into the 
pristine Everglades air, and lead and other hazardous chemicals would 
wash into the tropical waters ot Biscayns Bay.  

As concerned citizens and taxpayers, we strongly objec to this proposed 

airport and to anything that wouad do any more damage to the Everglades and 
Bisosyne National Park. The effect of all ol the toxic pollutants will 
adversely affect our lives and the lives of our loved owes.  

Sincerely.  

James EllIott Benjamin

Final SEIS W-68
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COMMENTS

M.K. BUHLER 
F-4dancWrntcr * Sceit,,ac6 

4321 Pompano Drive, S.E.  
St. Petersburg, FL 33705 

(727) 895-1468 
(813) 460-06C4

00017

Jauuasy 23, 2000 

Homestead SETS 
AFdCAIEX 
1700 North Moore Street, Ste 2300 
Arlingtoa, VA 22209-2802.  

To Whom it moy Concern: 

Your plan to build an airpon at the edge of The Everglades National Park is a 

rechlesi endeavor. This sensitivo and vital part of Flonds rnvironeceet needs a buffer acne 
withoutit commercial drvelopment to maintain its essential cosystnems of plants sad atimals.  

This wuld be put into grave jeopardy by your plans. Please look dewherm for a location 

and first ascertain whether omother airport here or anoy ahrr is necessary.  

Wilderness is a preootts resouroe. today reduced to near extinction. Enviton

weotalfts nced to we careful forethooght involved with any pirojet that will reduce or 
damage exiscing cldneneas creas As a member of Sierra Club and N.P.C.-, I fool that 

your airport will do both Once gone, ever our federal Corps of Engineers won't be able to 

make the lasd right again. We =,nsm think before we ac. So most you. Plisor re-think the 

justification for your pins 

Yours truly, 

Melissn K Budler

000180 

Htrcoen S. SATro, Centaito Enintsrt 1350 Seoilla A-no, Suite 108, Cofal Gabls, Food.d 33134 1 Tel 13051 444-261t 

Januery 19, 2000 

Hon. Carrie P. Heok 
U.S. Representative 
401 Cannon House Office Building 
Washington, S.C. 20ol1 

Sear Congresswoman Meeks: 

Thank you for the current environmental reports 

on Homestead Air Force Base.  

Final disposition of this base is extremely important 

to South Florida and aill have a long-tern effect on 

South Florida.  

With best oishes, 

Sincerely, 

Herbert S. Saffir, P.E., F. ASE 

C, im(esotead S015 
AFBCArEX 
11Ar I Ing ton, VA 22209-28G2

____________________________________________________________________________ J

0001S 

26Ž4 Thornbrook Rd

Ellicont City. MD 21042 
January 22. 2000 

Huomestead SEIS 
AFE-CA/EX 
1700 North Moore Snota 
Suite 2300, 
Arlinaton VA 22209-2802 

Dear Sir or Madem, 

I am ,riting to urge you not to go through with yourplans to build the proposed 
airport in Hoamestead, Florida, becuse h believe thali such an airport would have 
devastating effects on the nearby Everglades and Biscay.ne National Parks. With one 

tlitht almoat every minute, the parks would be filled uith airphse noioe. Also, the 
airport would omit neon tone of tonxco sir pollutoats rooty day into the prtstino sir cf the 

two parks, and hazrdooc chemicalnisuch an lead would bhwaohed indo the tropical 
watde of Biuscaye Bay.  

Evoroaladr mild Bircane National Piks are lready threatetned bh disruopted waler 
flow, lost wetlands, increased waterpolluon, iautioan ofao-c-nstive spocies, shri-king 

habitat. anddevelopment- Snrecrntyrars, thepaks havoeaperienced aninety-p"rnml 
decline in the watding bird popalation, Qnd the habitat,- for the Florida paotther, Cape 

Sable seaside sparrow. mantere. and otlero eno gored wildlife ore rapidy deteriorating 

The development of the airport would only creaty ioree problemn for this fi-agil, area.  

Thank you for yow considertoa of my tviews.  

Sincterly.  

Cathy Kunhel

0001soCanoui J. Spoliman 5462 Mayland Avenue 
SanJose.CA 95138

January 24. 2000 

Homestead SEIS 
AFBCA/EX 
1700 N Moore St #2300 
Adingtoo, VA 22209-2802 

DearSir/Maoarmo, 

I amu wiltng to youto eopress my concern and dismay over me proposed new airport for 

the base at Homestead.  

Although Irn hIosger live in my hometown of Miami Sprngs I am slil autve in speaking 
out tor trie welfare of the Everglades and Biscayne National Park. Thewe preaoms 
Nanonal Park lands hao been inundated with humras and all telt we bring with a: 
pollion, ouser, need for moon and mome Land ard water - all to thi oetament of me 
creatures that dwell there and. eventually, to ourselers.  

South Florida is a Meoca" for reenreesn bha th0 people (coming still in droves ad taking 
imce and mom wellands for development) are not conceemnd wet the long-term 

enommarondal impact of so many people and all that i entails. They have al'sort
tmers' ruenalirt 

You hoeo an opportunity now to look at the big pictrm and plan for generations to come.  
Is he only alternatve a bigger miliary airport? Patase, take another lock at it Batter yet, 
go to 0a Everglades and enmision the impact your proposed airport will hais 

I pray for an ataketing of conscience of an Souh Flondians that toy begin to reassess 
their need for gruowth ersus the need to nurture their enviromment - the vertyreason so 
many ha0e moved down from Nortthem dimes! 

Thank you foryour ntie aid. please. look at other atearnaeves and looito the fuhloe of 
South Floida.  

Riespeotfllyg 

CrA gimo

Final SEIS W-70
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000191 

-,aea pAt tfltfte Y / 
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"Tidal View" 
Clark Point Rd.  

West Tremont, ME 04612-9702

000193

January 22, 2000 

SEIS, AFBCA/EX 
Suite 2300 
1700 North Moore Street 
Arlington VA 22209-2802 

To whom it may concen: 

TOXIC AIRPORT PROPOSED FOR HOMESTEAD, FLORIDA, MUST BE 
GROUNDED NOW! 

We understand that a U.S. Air Force draft environmental impact statement (EIS) has 
concluded that a proposed airport in Homestead, Florida, would have a devastating 
effect an adjacent Everglades and Biscayne National Park. With one flight almost 
every minute, the parks would be filled with airphuie wise, the airport would emit 
seven tons of toxic air pollutants every day into the pristine Everglades air, and lead 
and other hazardous chenicals would wash into the tropical waters of Biscayne 
Bay! That's about as scary as it gets! 

We want to go record as opposing this horm'ble plan. What a travesty it would be to 
have national park land subjected to overwhelining poulatants. Please don't let it 
happen! 

Sincerely, 

Bill & Marilyn Voorhies

000192 

January 22. 20(0 

Homestead SEIS 
AFBCAfEX 
1700 Norl, Mooa Street 
Suite 2300 
Arlington VA 22209-2302 

We would like to cormenteon the Air Forces draf envtrooanicntal impact statemert 
concerning the preposed airpor it Homestead. .onda.  

We oppose the huilding of the atrpon becacue it would have a desataling impact on 
adjacent Eve•glades and Biscayne National Parks. Flights would -ue tn atd out la the 
alipon e"a rate of alfti ue peeretoute. The report indiates that the teepeet would 

coa sts |toss .ol" oic ai piltans eotrv day tino dir posene Eterglades ate; lad cod 
other hazardous chemicals would ach inte he troptcal waters of Btscaync Bay Plus the 
pairks would ie filed with airplanc notic 

Basud on the Air Force study. we do noa tow relevant U. S govetnmer n agencies 
could conscionablysuppor the building of the proposcd airpor.  

hcotel Dehhoeg (I 
Lucreei A. Hantaeng 
47 Lincoln Ave 
Nor ich CT 06360

jo s it r 5  C : 000194 
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000195 

Jirosan 2LI000 

Air Fence 

Horetentad-smI 
AFBCAJEX.  
1700 No Moore dirreeL229t 
Suit. 2200 Artnojo VA 22920 

TobmomjstmaVoouet 

We unrderstand that th~eAir Forcie isaooeplnitcnortents on thre Proposed plan to 

Ooeoatatiaeffectot on important parkso in our nationael pack system - lthe 
Eoorg'o99q. orur O-.oullor SorcooIc OO rdi f~l5 ig8htal-st.1suecyjouotutes, 
the parkso o-o:d bre filled woth airplane rouse, the airportocvold strut seven lortn ot 
tonoc;0 ai F~lu "'ll"o day Min, epcotcoeueadeW,, and lead aind ther 
heocordoos tictiaicalo oild -hrir r0the tropical VMWteof Bicayne1191 Bay.  

We urge -cttf= ==trl.- rio ionl" -rorr 1i. .o ootoaooLbanli 
You for yoo teoio to 9tCOO0S

Sirecerely, 

,-~ LisO C. Prim 
29 =odr~ ROWd 
Jamairca Pam.or MA 02130 JernrcePlanMA 02320

000197

- ~e~4 1< 

Final SEIS

KUMAR VASWANI 

000196 
January 22. 2000 

H-mooeoit SElO 
AFBCAIEX 
1700 Nortk Moore Storee. Suite 2300 

Arlington. VA 22209-2802 

tDoeSi- rMadsen: 

I cresporiritoot vcurroqco to oornc erdnho proposed sorponi w Itomeostld.  

Flondua Ploaor snertic coroireuino e piublic rveordý 

lyhe Air Fornee' drilEnkocrcorornerot tepopur Scurreerni bcu concluded stior ftc proposed facility 

=cul buve a derrimorcod loffcc ort Forryldco aod Bincyno Natrorial Peek. Th iiscr Eocerglades 
onol be fillod ocibh ciryleor noise, eso un1 asseven ror of boet ocr pollrutant eoery day, 

Meoreover. lm oud oir, cibortucadousc broucatruould end up odir otler-c of 11,00030 80y.  

Throsc parlo mcust be protected. The proposed airpon iorulc wsook droorrudnc on dmese critical 

mcdu Iod roiurc Ohat you trop rtco prjct.c 

bbocroll) yoccro 

K- ooV -r~ i 

P.OB~l tOtOOCHWO ~tAE. ~rtkOD 25081
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COMMENTS 

000202 

r*'bff .  

Wa~r 0t~-t

Bannog thi type fdevelopaisrsm I -uppoet the Plan P toob by the Colhlt 

Family. It is oee in keeptns with ftmhearactr ofthetare, would prosde emeoutmc 

geowth. and would tmpact lem advouel>) oe the eualmmttmat of the boedeing partk 

Thank you for conseiderng my commeats.  

Cheryl L. Coutodr 
14501 SW 285 St.  

Leiure Coy, FL 33233.-1621 
305-248-0475

Final SEIS W

000203 

February 1, 2000 

Homestead SEtS 

AFBCAILX 
1700 N. Modea St. State 2300 
Aholgtoe, Va. 22209-2809 

Dear Sir, 

I ametine concerning the fitute of Homtetead Rosette Airee [lot 1fiveewibt 

2-3 miles of the b 'sognate end hatetto Odma to hato a cote al aop.o located on 

thus property. The Ad Force hao ulwaet been a good etdthbor I hope you continue to be 

obch and coneider what is in the beat iterest of the total communitey. ot juot the cty of 

Hoestead.  

[ do not behole the proposal as peoteed by HABDI is as appropriate uo of the 

hoteled A coetmeotcal utepor it ota to boettoostiltlt the toeule e~n d etto nhuoaotm 

of the tea teFuheetno manter the taoe guards, a commercial aiport putes the national 

parks on ether ode at, risk of advetse en'romeoae l impa I also object to the mannee 

in which HABDI obtained the -rights to dote-lp this property ithuthoa, competitie bid 

A more seutabhe usage would btthe doeelopymo to n indtomoe pank. This park 

could include high mob tuthtineu s tuchat bitmedcal and elecatmnltc, mictatammtmt 

compleces for film or music production. and/or information tecolteogy companies. lid 

type of use would peosde an emoarnmc boor. to the locas via jobs (tha acttao y pid a 

dect mage), and allow for the growth ofaddiooal bumeirm sof teo sitz•m

C..d BB-3•.?.;•0024 I N. K~eedall Snioe 

"4 Miami, FL 33176-1626 1auz 27, 2... J• 

U.S. Al fCoe 

"* m' 1700 Ntrth More. Street.  

A suite 2300 
ýi Arlington., tA 22209-2802 

... Dear US Air Force: 

lease, do eut make the foemee Ooweslead Air Force e ase into 

" --eoee eretiauleaport at ,nioned le 70E MIAte HIOALD lodae 

Stcute you .ed ehe preslden. of sbe USA could see so it that 

- t the base is ( e-obn t. Ie 1ite to etose to CUBA and the wey 

the Cubans are alays d atiot g to us, it wouldh bea cny 

- eoo reehay Ito-gve your eyes oo CU0A. t feel they are 

g .got i t, Ita e u . oer n hey ill.* They -ant Miam i to 
be Miami, Cuba. They are always flying the Cohen fleS 

end uIeey rilotiug foe the least reason. They c jot to 

run this .o..try and little by tittle they are doing joet 

* c. thet, especially here in Yitmi, Florida. 1,o 

I en a codootf USAF Reet. Guy M. Webbland he sensed 25 7 

" I year. tA she Ain for e.und then. 17iith the tederel 
iAtiaton Administnetsoe, oir Te"ftice Contro1. 1 really 

- ,m going to the base shopping and saCointg .oe.y. I aer , 

1o it slmited iencone and the bhe woutld ea en Eaful loc 

F Ple,,s do eerything you ei n to e, EoESTEAD A00 tORCE 

"j 80sf tAend e-. lod is. Bring the bit jets b"c0 he, S 
Aed eem atnd mies them. e do noet need nteoe•eri alol 

eairport, e need the beeotiful US Air Force: 

most sincerely, •< 

Frances E. Mehn
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COMMENTS 

00023f; 

Genttemen: 

I beg of you to abandon all plans for using Homestead Air Base 

for any type of aviutirn-reluted uae. This fragile acea roar Oiscoyne Bay 

needs to be protrted urom _, more etnviron.ental ipaes.  

o up B7 years old. ard appalled ,t shat so in my lifetime have 

done to the only plane-t - inhhbin. Surely some practile use of this land 

canr. be foRd that earl not Inftlot pollution r-d other heazrds on our South 

Florida ecosystem.  

Sincerely.

00023,S 

DRY TORTUGAS NATtONAL PARK •nu•y 

9vc- • 

,, dffrycd 9J ). t Z.  

k'7 F.•,Z -odO. ,,.,vto,,oB,,Cr5 

)a •a / d I AFBC A......

000237 

P.O. Box 1472 
Miami, FL 33035 
February 1, 2000 

Homestead SEIS 
AFBCAIEX 
1700 N. Moore St. Suite 2300 
Arlington. VA 22209-2802 

Dear Sir or Madam.  

I write to protest the decision to approve a commercial airport at the Homestead Air 

Force usea The newspaper reports alternate uses ofthe land being considered which 

appear to be beter for the neighborhood than a cornmercial airport In addition to the 

economic impact of niw jobs, decision-makers need to think about the future benefits 

of develpmrent more compatible with the landecape.  

I live under several of the proposed flight paths. The few air fo= jets still using the 

base regularly sweep the skies across my neighborhood making backyard conversation 

knpossibe. The huge number of flights being talked about is nearly beyond 

comprehension. The noise and residual polluhion of massve dadiy flights would lower 

the value ofmy property and negatively effect the quality of my familys hle.  

"The proposed comererciel airports too close to two national parks. Hiking in the 

everglades is regulatly interrupted rate the nise otf high-flying jets. Its hard to imagine 

the noise of 650 take-offs and landings each day. I also question hoo the nound 

readingsrwere take for the environmental impact statement Noise rmeasurements 

should be taken both in front and from behind a landing jet to recognize the masinsint 

impact. I think noise levels were mininized so abtwement techniques would not have to 

he planned foh a commercial airport 

Then ther is the question of how the decision was made to award the airport property 

to a group of poldically-conneated developers. Were any other groups serioulty 

considered? The developers aggressive politial agenda come ro tight late last yeo 

rotten they attempted to cv'oove nt the process with a trp to Washington fon a quick 

p-developenwd decision. M an = nno. I resent the mayor of Homestead trying to 

intimidate opponents of development with disparaging public comments about 

'environmnental tennosts" and other threatening remarks.  

For all these reasons, I urge yOU not to open the aitease to unrestdcted commercial 

flights Please consider aheroate uses of this valuable land. Thank you for your 

consideration of my comments.

January 31, 2000 000Z39 

Homestead SEIS 
AFOCOA /K 
1700 North Mooue Street 
Suite 2300 
Arlingtno VA 22209-2802 

To Wuon it sMay concexn 

Please oppose the Air Force. plea to transfer tue former 

Homestead Ai Reserve Base to Dade Courty, Florida for 

developmeeti into I major international airport.  

As the Air Force's recently completed Sopplemental Environmental 

Impact Statueent and other studies concerniug the Hovestead 

project amply docuiment, this airpout would have devastating 

cuulutive aders environmental jerpucts on edj*eont Eveagludee 

and BiOclaus Nfational Peaks. The Ait Force study al1o oneolodes 

that alternatives to the aicVout, such as developing the site 

for mixed commerciul and residentialt as, wuold have 

significantly less harmsful consequences.  

Under the National Envirouwental Policy Act (NEPAI, the Air 

Force and all other federal egenxise should implement such 

Identified less-deasging alteInative. Otheruiser thy hoes a 

denailed environmental raer.e and public ineup pro.e.. if the 

decision ca ultimutely ignore less-daiagingu alternatives? 

The Everglades, Biscayne Bey, and the Florida Keys aoe torld

class' resources. They are treasured paete of iraeerican natal 

history. They are priceless and ireeplaueable. The national 

interest and the envirornmest wat not be sa..afuced for an 

airport to appeas cegional commercial interets.  

The Air Force should follow the adviue of In.eruor Secretary 

eabbitt and ePA administrator Beonelr, and the nishes of many, 

waxy Americans, and abandon this airport development plan.  

Thank you very much for your conideration.  

Siexeen~ly.  

Richard Spotts 
719 Orchard Lane 
Ashland, WI 54806

Final SEIS W-78
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00024:ý

Horroicd SEELS.AFBCA/EX 
1700 N. Moone Si..Svite 2300 
Arliton Va. 22209-2809

RE: Heooroesed Air Forre Rase / Coe•re•ation 20yr. Area Reaid-t' Cans men, 

Dear Si, 
TIo Comooial Airport is at m optoo because ofthe 11npal on tho 

T1s~ks 

22950 SW 122 PL 
Goold, FL 33110

* E_ 

/bjc . aQ d 9 
1)0 L Tho ,• S•ot •

FoI1. ý2ESO2S Ft 22ý040'0 

000246 

HO.MESTEADSEis 
AFBCA/E.  
1l7ON. MOORE ST SUITE 2300 
ARLINGTON VA. 2209-2009 

FAX- /03-66-10 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

THIS IS TO GO ON RECORD THAT THIS TAXPAYER WISHES TO EXPRESS 
STRENUOUS OBJECTIONS TO THE PROPOSED HOMESTEAD COMMERCIAL 
AIRPORT. THE FLIHOT PATH OF TAKEOFFS WOULD BE RIGHT OVER OUR HEA DS 
AND THE NOISE POLLUTION WOULD CERTAINLY MAKE RESIDENCE HERE NOT 
ONLY UNPILEASAN1,BUT WOULD PROBABLY REDUCE THE VALUE OF REAL ESTATE ON THE ISLAND.  

WOULI> THERE BE A SET ASIDE FUND TO COMPENSATE FOR SUCH REDUCTIONS 
IN VALUE?? 

FITTIE ERES[ErTATION OP DAILY EXHIAUST POLLUTION IS CORRECT THE 

EVENTUALOPERATIONS ON TWO RUNWAY WOULD PROBABLy MAKE A DEAD 

SEA OFAL.L SURROUNDING WATERS RENDERING SHALLOW WATER SPORT 

HSHING A THING OFT-• PAST. NO DOUBT COMPENSATION WILL BE DUETO ALL 
THOSE (GUlDESACCOI.,MODATION PROVIDERS ETC.)WHO WILL RE 

ECONOMICALLY HURT BY THE RUINED RECREATION-FLORJDAS NUMBER ONE 
" IT-ZRDUCER..  

PEt'ER PARAGO 
4S GRAND BAY DRIVE-JISCAYNB FL331ap 
FAX-m.305-is.21

0002e2 

- hooy2. 2000_ .,•• • ,

Hotestocd SEIS 
AFBCA/EX 
1700 N. Moore Street 
Soro 2300 
Arlington. VA 22209-2809

Doar SirIModan: 

This oeuer is being written on behalf of heho eo4 er of te Whis~perig Pines Lake Owners Assocatio 
(WPLOA). We o located within se,- miles of the ouronb Homestead Air Reorrve Base At ourlJanary 
24. 2000 oetlobeo meeting, the numbers ofoar a.sodtiaon voted leammoeosly to strongly oppo•o the 
redevetopoeot proposal dlahrea form atpor0. Or oembers aso voted ntomo ously to support the ried
00 redlevopmeneI proposal which, w beliovo, is the beat approah to ahimv the go0.s for the disposal of 
this properly and0 -h. bic, will os1 positively affect the quality ofho and econoeric reooitalinorn 

izoo ofnot only the jmoedte local communfry but also the srrounding communities that will be dhietly 
affictedby thedeciion. As the goal is to 10oromEcallyrrevitaline the men whie poteteing he nlatonal parks.  
the arport proposal wll fail becase it (1) will not peotect the national parks d1 to the a, wiseand .n0d 
pollution tdut •iol occur to the mee sureounding the property (a laege part of wich happern to be national 
parks), and (2) could ory wdl eMgoovety affect the r-ono of tbhe m-e by threatoing touriso d= to th, 
abooo doribhd polluuooftho 0•o•nalpari$ The 1 mlxed-toe aftetat,,e would satisfy the stated goals by 
providing jobs 0nd other eooomii rowtth out0 affiotmgdo •0n0ti00 pabo, 

Maoy ofoo~roocrrobeay, lvbeto livig05 orooror onmlymityoonela t95•s ord Imv growe op•t do orrrp 
beauty of do Evergbodo 1nd of BicayneNroo oParo. We oowor shto shr the d ame unique, unspoiled 
beauty oith ourchildoro and grandchildren. a w 0ll an continue to sbhowase it to ourtouoist. Thi soeply 

wll not happen with the a0drpor proposal.  

It would be a shatb e tf 1thi i is decided based t politics. Rth the odo stonuotne should be the deciion 
makers in0110 th ty importat decimor 

Very t1 Iokro 

Kevin .'rl.  
P-~idern . WPLOA

Final SEISW-81
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ALAN L NISHAEL 
2850 Sheridan Avenuc 

Miami Beach. Florida 33140 

Januy 28, 2000

U. S..ar Force 
Home-tead SEIS 
AF-BC.kEX 
1700 North Moore Street 
Ssoe 2300 
Aingeon, VA 22209-2802 

Re: Homesread 

Dear Sio 

We • the planned Homestead, Florida commerci l airport. This fulrher degradation 
ofthe Everglades eoo-siem is uoooootes) and merele at aneempi by South Florida devlopors aid poltrictcs to enrieh themeolves at ratue's topeas. As a narive Floridian, I have tilneotd the 
timeless beaut of the Everglodes heing deneraterd hY spruwling nd iondims developmene. It is time to draw the ltne Moreover, allowsing an airport in that particular Ioation could creare a tatophic risk of a nuclear diastee for the follocing season: The airpor mould bh next to tho 
Turkey Pointnatemle•m • oir.andgooeermrntsdiesetn blish th-toc .h ouldhoe b i000%Ii.ree 
in dch likelihood of at ereshes in thr uilminly dum to birds heing ingecsed by jnt flying .sn the 

The becuey of the Evoeglades ts ireplatheable. This national heritage mug noo be sacrificed 
for the benefit of builder and their lobbyits.  

Vrcryrulyyoursn 

,M 4lee(M

an4-)i c'• .L•.:a 

Ot a Ar.z0 .n . týa

e , w -/w.  

Alccdatiti~'v,

COMMENTS 

0002,9 

~001 

d-ýoo 4 
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U-S. A4i, ,orn- 

tr,.n_ art. - 2 __' Aeorc
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COMMENTS

0002t1

LL- Latin Builders Association, Inc.

Jamury 26, 2000 

N4. Shirey Cury 
AFBCA E.e Affirs 
1700 N. MooreSiree t 2300 
Arlengton, VA 22209-2802 

Re Supplemental Envrroomeerral mpaot Srarerem (SES), Dec 1999 in regard to 
Disposal of Poioes ofthe Formr Hoeosterad Arrioroce Baoe, Florida

Desr Ms. Cuory 

We are riting in support of the proposed action as dsntbrd in the SEIS that wuoid 
trarsier poions of the Homestead Air Reserve Booe to Minie-Drde Courry for e as a 
reiever airport for South Florida. As members of the South Florida comotounity, we 
strongly eidorse the proposed oion that will provide the citizens of Minmi-Dade County 
with wnoh o volh and vcable tret fom air tranportation, development and econorolo 

owdi ebhire roesproing the senvoriemro 

Use of pro fthe Homestead Air R-osve Base r a .oroerreial aiort will generate 
38,000 good paying jobs and would provide over Si billion in earnings for the Cooctyý 
lo o inroroity die still not ormplerdy pecoesed from the eorirtioe of Iriose 
Andrew, the potential for that kind of ecoiomoi development enseot be disregarded 
Additioally, use ofthe Base os a commercirl aoiport would mes the Contys need for a 
seonrd airport relieve some of the bhrden upon Miatr International Airport Studire 
haoe show what common sense r rS alwayt reveoled - that uwo of the Olp-tocik 
Airport as aretiewr irport would not adequately address the Couor'fs needs 

We trw ihra you will lake -er --.orets into eoderatioc and Rove forwotad with die 
transfer to wani-Dade County.  

782 N.W. Je-no Rood t Sires 450 - Miami, FL 33126 * TEL. (3051 446-5909 - Fir (305) 446-0901

FPbstay 2.,20O0 000263

Linda r- House 
2550 Faitways Dr.  
Homestead. Florida 
33035 

U. S. Air Force 
Homestead SEIS 
AFBX-A'£X 
1700 North Moore Saeet 
Suite 2300 
Arlington, Vigroi 
22209-2802 

To whom it may concn 

My smi isnLida Hone ad I [livre Homrestad, Florida. Lately. oe hovse -ajor ooroverey 
in our son sreg•rding the possibllaty of prtta in a comezscial aorport in order to handle somn of 
the o .cr-i oro mSio Internatio•al Aiport 

I an drarmkluelly opposed for the following retaons: 
* Tht soses v dorod ho w oro thetho Imtoorss Homesteud Air 
Forn Basnsew rx m ism a haleork ktonWi o r amouot of flights. The 
new sirport proposed in Homestead would birng in apprexosoel" 240+ 
Stle a oears preseenig a trotaly nueeptabr t ni. k[eL 

Florida is knmwn for its E•scgl hirds end other wold life. htis 
oii'oriabk to thnk of the repoae impoa rosmea. airport 

woold (ores nomot se dthisos. [ rbelsew Al Gots imisiorkel 
hard promtiag -cig this very sbjet 

A* isn is lUmited. We etiy hoes US-i arl die rd of dilorido 
Turpike. Not exactly handyl 

The -'oIe," family have orifred option to repiane the Ae ofa 
ommenaial airport. They have proposed earyhing from roommreial 

part. a "Sea Wore" (or type as such), golf nourse anor hoteLs. Thle 
Cofiers seem wiling to do whatvser aletrnative would be most 
advaluaeos ous to this arooand p•rtec the eacirmoime.

000262 
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Lirol o. Hone 

Pa hr City claims a commerial aopot would peoduee it ecee of 4000 
jobs mid tre Colfies ideas could only genettc opto 2lSOjobs. Two 
thoustooljohe, phlu saviog the wid lifeamd esergldes (a major Florlda 
atrtron) teem thou a thea Set deal, ard notojut for now, hid owr 
listre.  

With. rrrsersesm [ airpor in Boerer..t lIke Chicago atd otlir 
nise. d it w erjust be t r ofhtim before- stooom moeors 
stouhd have to be brought i eoe somnd peoof ramwost homes - arery 

Turkey Point Nuwlear Power Pi•nt would be plaed io a very rieble 
positioe. [ne's rhidik oftamtosedtaieompeospe or omjrsaj ety 

"The City of Homertead has fodilry eeyrslesd ises in the past. Thoyargreattat listaeing 0o 
oppostlon, with a smile, fiom the people who ne herer oly to do what they wanted r do any 
way aros tbe dust setats.  

I hope that you ad your p tffwis consider the negative impact on those who stayed, retuned or 
started e arft.er HurricaneAndrewti wnmake Homestead their home towne d not d penalize them 
by dretroyrg ryids pen eacornoý, mitres seetiono ens So many of us did not give up on 
trbulhding Homestead. I a that you not give ep on us, se -eL 

There ae otiler aies worth ivestlgating fore coseereýisl airport Somi have suggested Opo
lockh. l-geyoutohdp oru rhe City5e hihosemi nregird for nororweilt. Cemrly, 
the dollr is doing the t"lii AGAIN. Bm smi whem some on has to think ofthe big puiture 
down that iong road. Sorme tiore progress isot always teairg somerthig down! 

Thank you for your ti roe ading this rod your reuoldratio.  

Sio .N ony

Final SEIS W-84
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COMET

000271 

February 2, 2000 

ASBCR/EX 
7200 Moore St., Suite 2300 
urginonO., VA 22209-2802 

FROM, 
Mrs. ,ne, Stocks 
102 N.E. 100 St.  
Miami Shores. F: 33161 

iee,.berin hboo South Dad, a, over SO years ago, I think le should look to 1ontaininq what is left .i the natural beauty a, have here, rathei than to infringe on it Mith a comercial 
airport.  

0h11e this type of groth esy be neoded, kt esy alo lull that same area by adversely affeoting the aittolutno "h00 "a'e this 
plce 00 tery lovely. I oppose .0x0ni0ve .o mercialization of the 0 .00er ostouad AirF-rcn Oase. 0 think a 0or, 0 i
Ment friendly growth can bring Jobs, money, and assistance to 
South Dade.  

Thank you for your consideration oF my opinion.  

kery truly yours,

000277 

February 1, 2000 

Hoeeai.d SEtS, AFBCA/EX 
1700 North Mon. SL 
Sunie 230D 
Arlingtorn VA 22209-2802 

Dear Air Fort, 

t nm writing to urge you to halt the planning of an alton in HOeneatad Florida. The 
drat enuironmentm ral impa saoeen conducted by he U.S. Air Foroe uonoluded that the 
airport mould hIts dtvar•a.ing nffiuteon tho Enrglade and Bi-ay.e Netio.al Park.  

Please prestie the integrrity ofsome ofour nation's moo nalued national treasures. Stop 
the development of this airpot on the dooiycps ofor national paksh.  

$iauerely, 

Michael Rilen 
2100 MeusRd 
Ausin, "TX 78733

000276 

February 1, 2000 

Homestead SEIS AFBCA/EX 
1700 North Moore St 
Arlingon, VA 22209-2802 

T6 Wham it May Concern: 

We agree with your environmenta impact gataetent condclding that a proposed 
airport in Homestead, Florida wouldhave a devastaong effect on the adjacent 
Everglades and Bicayne National Parks, We strongly agree that the price of 
destroying itris Valuabl treasIe Is far too great and NO AIRPORT should be 
allowed. Please forward this letter to whoever the appropriate decision making 
authorities .re to demonstrate that the concern for this area of the counhy to 
great, not just to those in the south Florida area. hut to people all over the US 

Thank you oe piotectng our lenc. sea, and widiire neaonaa teasulres just is 
much agr ot ciizens.  

Sincerely, 

Robert and Dee Leggett 
PO Box 650 
Great Falls. VA 22066

000278 

WeWrilte Commeae. Sheet - Heja p-r" Comeenteriea p.-o Easto 

T p.. im rcyasrspee DATJJIW2SA, /7D 
Gredu per ms paridelreek

PLEASE PRYNT/PAVOR DX ES =RU CLAIANiEnTE 

Us- .k-eo. e .4 A J .... An. o-1, 

v -- 
"tý 

I- N. N- SL sut3' 

S~ul. OOdeeimO. O.0,,,.. . Va . 0 120 

FAX: 7W064896Sg
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COMMENTS

Dar"ene Meloa.  
9770 s w 1•9 St 000285 
Miami, FI. 33157 

03 Feb. 2000 

U. S. Air Fore 
Homctald S013 
AFBCA/EX 
17003 North Moose So 

Suite 2300 
Arlingtonl V.  
22209-2802 

To Wio. It May Cann 

Please be assued that moat Of Us do NOT want the old Henenteed AFB 
changad into a commercial aiport fhis would hare an extremaly negati,.e 
ompact on me two National Parka: Evetglades and BEscayn. The Florida Keys 
National Marine Sanctuary aoyld 0so be atffeted. Theres at leant two other 
proposals on mt table that would be morn positive These invelve mixed 
cornmercial and resdeantal usaeboth bmoging job to the area, Which is wrat 
everyone rntse...but not at the coat Of Maning t of our National treasures. A 
oemmoercaa airport is a fer my fhom the old AFP. Theta is so litte "natural 
FPleclda"' tft thase days, specially in South FPloida Please help un ttle people" 
and not the hugo developers Many thanks for your t ne and help...  

Darltne aelcon

Febrory 3, 2000 
Joel B. M.canhero 
page two 

Finally, It is easy to argue .dnvelopoc.t when the land 

isnt and will ere be pleof eart, magic or meory 
Florida'n wild placen have iog1 Suffered at the hotns of 
ntrategern and nycophhtos-tooxmeo.--People whose absence of 
attachmaet to Ito wild and open oe plofled tair 
dentroooioo. Tlit tree, Ioy n0. UndaeheLp the redevelopmeet 
of Uonestoed Air Force ans od et the quiet at -ast begen.  

Sincerely, 

:oeI Is. eoonctaro

.It P. Mohoohemn talsaraltltaww• , J P.O. Bot182. MtDoraeFLa ,8l62 
n-malil .coaoeemeyahoocowe 
1 Itoh) 842-331Ž 

000286 

February 3, 200) 

Homestead SEIS 

1700 N. Moore Street 
Scote 2300 
Arlington, VA 22209-2300 

Re: The Uedevelopeent of the Redevelopment of Homeo-eod Air 
Fore Bash 

To Wto, Thor Concerts: 

i am writing to express my concern over the negaloe impaots 
the proposed redevelopment of Hcrestead Ahr Force Base wo h 
have r pon the djosinoo netieona park,, offerrng instead trea 

rt be ndrevoloped copleteiy ano rade par' of theoatoonal 
park system in the best cart or alloaed to he ocoed one in 
-he worst.  

In a culture Of rapid de-elopreot. I reelcee on on heenyr"o proffer any posntein that a nopnort tht uror -tern cono..c goals inherent en the 300-creotinths nliore 0n 
aht.o e ve. eut to hard tru-h Io, :he Amerocan pooplo 
already have e huge investment in the acquisition, 
joeclooment end maenoenance of treona.tooral pooks and 
assotieted refogee-n�o enretment far greager that the erro-onohbenefats potcred by cerr.et development interests 
ahoae graod olaoes of public benefit are hut the l.test 
chapter on the provate enrrchment of o select and very 
conneoted few.  

And at the heart of our ,r ertmnot Io the preseroatron of the 
ta-F paabttieswasch eeh e theso parkn wore: ther renarkable "stollocnes ranness and vaeot, treoto ..nt oftet annooiared 
wtoh the great parks of the aeSt. These qualtes were 
described -n the Everglades net Onal Park's orlginao sorney, 
written by Donoel Bn Beerd on 1938 who later hecaoe the 
perk s first supercotendent.  

laa atr. pthotograpoer for the paet fifteen years, I came 
to 0now tbese qun Itlee ietn. And thouob my work h,, taket 
me away frot these remarkable Places. neesob after .e.son f 
rose hours before dawn Io hopes of capturing them. Laoking 
monument and range, the very eoseoct on tooth Forias wild 
ond open elaces--federal, state or rorhi pal--depeds upcon 
thIlo absolutr protectioned a preservatioo.

16373 NW 13' Shee 

PeoNhmke Pie., FL 33028 

F&e3ewo0, 2

000287

U S. Ailfoete 
SIommtcad SEIS 
AFBCA / EX 
1700 North Mooe St 
Suano 2300 
Arlingeo. VA 22209-2303 

Deu'r Su 

Sso writing to voice my oonocm and oppositon en the redevelopment of Htometead Air 
Fore Bane in moth Florida as a commerclal airport 

The pnremity ofthis property mo our ,o Naeonal Park, (Bioaoyn• and EvPre8legs) 
rmqprem wety special ooesldrafion etoiset t•pe ofdevleopment takes planet 

Both Ntiaonst Paorke on nder srom pcssue aStridy from many angles such es coasal 
d-eelopmcne and sle now famous and epeensive femh water drainage program. What 
would uodaubeodly become a major coommrial a.rpor at that sier, would co•niy 
dimaege ethe 0 's already fpagile environment ase wel ns negatonty impact the 
experence area rmideto and visitors bane in our paeo.  

Tfle poposed alteroarive plans for d-lop•en of this St would provide otw much
neededjabo and ecoeo-ic tsemuld woitel haang much less impact on t.e saeiti, 

woe you to pomoote aadsupp•n dý aleotin plas. Thankyou.  

Smocrey,

Final SEISW-89
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000299 

President William J. Clinton 
White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue 
Wahington, D.C. 20500 

U.S. AirForce 
Homestead SEIS 
AFBCA/EX 
1700 North Moorn Street 
Suite 2300 
Arlington VA 22209 2802 

February 3, 2000 
Dear Mr President, 

l arn againtt the idea of a airpoei at the former Homestead Air Force Base 
because it will destroy the only undeveloped natural area near my city. Ata 
rime when it is obvious to everyone that we need to restore ouraecho system it 
is tuwise to build an airport on the land between two national parks. I use 
these areas and the peace and quiet cannot traded for jobs.  

Sincerely, 

-ý L 0,
Robert Lason 
6831 SW 69 TR 
South Miami, FL 33143

000301 

eComment Sheet - Hoja parm Comentarioas por Eserito Pabli Henarip for Hionst-ld Draft SEES - Audionaiog Pfithiai panel Borrador SEIS do Homesead 

Thank y-afor .Hpou .n DATl/FlCKAi, 4ilj3.2-O 
Gcneta porno participan 
PLEASE PRINT5FAVOR DE ESCRIBIR CLARAMENTE 

l am strongly opposing the proposal of a plan to build an airport at Honestead's 
Military Airbo.  
[ have the foIlowing reasons: 

The Everglades and the Biscayne National Park are in the direct 
neighbothood ofthe planned airport. The negative impact on all living 
species and the plants would be unforgivable and irnreersible.  

South Florida's economical well being is very dependant on its two National 
Parks.  

At this moment enormous efforts am on the way to reverse the waler flow 
back into the Everglades. This project will hopefully succeed in wrestoring 
some of the natral habitat. An airport would work completely detrimentai to 
such undertaking and expenses.  

SCONTUU ON BACK FOR MOREJ SWAClB "..  "oMrosoE onDon PARA 006 spaCe 

Conte ralsl rvngI ewbi=u Ia orralsee -mao b o • u nrid.e pieoal a.~elrnslobnnrlgl 

S1 a p liiari sunoauenie.. d SeKSLO~ria.q Panorade iolo totr o d•ni~ penanlu mio dum quenimaparnmt te d 1S5I FINAL ri Scdas piopormain en atuoirmoaoaa oifoatmo oemonmtotot~lmnerto prn puiUiana 

than hondftft tol. taurnMA•lSCPOi£ Marsbs?,lo0ioi 
Fnwor in nther nan ram enNVtoRLA FOR con~Oe ANTZ5 its7 de tuna dii [000*t: 

t ZoIenWeo sins 
a 4n.EoCS-MsL 
17OO N. M-oe SL., Slime 23OO 

Ad.X-to. VA 22209-2802 
FAX: 7O3-6-8M2

000300 

President William J. Clinton 
White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue 
Washington, D.C. 20500 

U.S. Air Force 
Homestead SEIS 
AFBCA/EX 
1700 North Moore Street 
Suite 2300 
Arlington VA 22209 2802 

Febhary 3, 2000 
Dear Mr. President, 

I am against the idea ofon airpo•t at the former Homestead Air Force Bame 
because it will destroy the only undeveloped natural area near my city. At a 
trme when it is obvious to everyone that we need to restore our echo system it 
is unwise to build an aurport on the land between two national parks. I use 
these areas and they are important to me.  

Sincerely, 

Martin S. Bue] 

6831 SW 69 TR 
South Miami, FL.

+

000302 

Tower House #503 

N5500 Collins Avenue 
Mai Beach, FL 331.40

Final SEISW-91
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000311
M NrTY BANN

FPoaty 2,2000 

HomeDndt muSElS 
AFBCAIPA 
1700 N. Moms Stnees Suit. 2300 
Arlington. VA 22209-2802 

D-e Sie 

Pils Sod W alosed my -osts commots and thoioxho toevdia the pmpesed soanfe of the 
penpeees of the fomer Homestead An FPoe BRse to be utilhzed = a commtea ial s4oea.  

You will note fhm thiis oammnique that I -l fioree of the proposai and degwrb terein the 
ess for my d."ia 

If yoa would hike kteh comsments. I would be mos than hapopy to disa doem wit yo. I 
000 be .ehed da-o -oo business hbasa teke -tnb below.  

Thank o- fm your note and ood-aoo.o 

Sin-sly.  

ES11111b 

nog Otto-e soo o0o00. Homeosd. Soon 32090 0480 

20015i Sw 57-h ttue. oeal, FL 33033" X05-245 -221 I t hWt:/as uuT•O.Ou0PbOn•

000310 

Written Comment Sheet - Hoja porn Comentarios por Eserito 

Public Hearings for Homeslead Draft SETS -Andlenooss Pdllens pasa el Ronrador SEr S do tomesleed 

,.,k,..o(,- io.o.r,p, T C. .. 3 2" 
Gradn pee in prl~ielenolt.  

PLEASE PRINT/FAVOR DE ESCREBtR CLARAMENTE 

en+ 4;t 8C62 

Th,,- A, Se..f it-+, L zs -ei6e. '.-.:ti -hkael on-

nno'; .n.... o a•.• h-..- +he.. ..... ,.,,• -4h, Aow.•-o.A ane0.  

4L lF ...-...J'4 ot,.oI men,...[ -Hw•ed ,n•,,tv ,-lono,-... a! ,d re-.  

J.. o~u o•BC O oP ne ..  
Io ...-.e4 4 . -1-boo p L 

4
OzeSO , eS SAO..  

iýý~ba Ctreo, ,tie 41.)1909- JA3 

6ec Cee4hnt++' 

A,, an1n+ g- +b6eaonco- i-ih Ho2asonn rs 

th Fna S1S Povg l•k b1ntln 11 .34ie ad¢~~ o ulst-.n Nr e 

p090h0005 OrN BC M R MMOM $PAC.  
CC...CflA AL 00002 PARSA5025 inPACtO" 

oL- S.er 
ooS OO At. 9 .u. S.t 

STATE. Z ORJ-OpC004 N-00 005 POTAir )Sao 45 

thnton VA~a 2229-8 

NAXe. 7o 0- -2 Suit, M 
Z"&-,non VA22209-2802 

FAX: 703.65-020

My name is Eric Johnson: 

A local Resident and business oerson in this community 

fm married with three children, the "Homestead Air Reserve 
Base" is 1.5 miles from my home, work, church and where my 
children play. An outgoing President Bush along with an incoming 
President Clinton represented to this community that, the then, 
Homestead Air Force Base reuse plan was going to be utilized as 
a model for"Base reuse" in our country.  

Good intentions, yes 

But unfortunately for our community, this reuse has yet to 
become a reality. The prior reuse study's and the current SEIS( 
The Supplemental Environnental Impact Statement) continue to 
support what individuals and businesses of thi community have 
stated all along..that the single greatest long term use of the 
current 'Homestead Air Reserve Base" in contribution of quality 
and quantity of long-term job growth to the Homestead and 
Greater Homestead area will be the Base reuse as a commercial 
airport.  

Other proposals presented raise numerous questions; but the 
commercial airport iniatiLtve is one based not only on sound study 
data, but a proven track record from a historical setting.  
Commercial airport data is strongly based on proven trends and 
multipliers, whereas the other proposals are founded on pro 
formas without proven historical mulipliers. Noise concerns are 
addressed in the study from a current stand, but additional 
considerations can be entertained that as additional modifications

Final SEIS W-94

I



COMMENTS

and new design features; including subsizing new fleets, are made 
then noise calculations utilized in the study only further drop.  

Obviously a primary issue to the local community is economic 
development. As an individual involved in local business, civic 
organizations and economic development, I can not begin to 
emphasize enough the commercial airport use as filling long term 
objectives of our community. Illustrated in the study's data are 
solid job counts and external impacts which complement our 
Empowerment and Enterprise designations. These jobs will raise 
the median income level of our area significantly as other business 
concerns seek new headquarters here and development on and 
off the commercial airport begins.  

The past eight years have devastated our "core" base of income 
our above designations only validate this. Over the past eight 
years our area has not experienced the joys of the nations 
economic prosperity as other community's have. Directly to the 
south the Florida Keys continues to enjoy year after year of record 
growth in tourism, but yet 30 miles to the north we experience 
negative growth numbers consecutively each year. As you view 
our community from a nummerical and philosphical perspective 
you can only conclude that the most solid approach to long term 
economic development, complementing quality job growth, is 
granting use as a commercial airport.  

Thank You

Judy F. Tchakarian 
1621 NW 13th Avene 

Homestead. FL 33030 2921 
305-248-5632 000313

February 2. 2000 

U.S. Air Force 
Homestead SEIS 
AFBCA4=X.  
1700 North Moore Street 
Suite 2300 
Arington. VA 22209-2802 

To whom it coy concern.  

I am writing to yOU today about tho proposed re-deveolopment of the former Homestead 
Air Force Base.  

As a twenty year resident, I anm aoosad to a commercial airport being developed 
at the formner Air Base site. I moved my family to Homestead because If was a quiet 
rural community, and because I enjoy the sale feeling a small rural community brings.  
If a commercial airport were to be developed on this sie, the safely and quiet of 
Homestead wodd forever mined.  

We, the people, were never given a voice in the 'give-away' deal the coocy made to 
the polically connected HABDI group. This no-bid deal stunk from the get-go. and sill 
does. The only people who really support this, am those who will profit from it 
financialy. As a resident of Homestead. I have never once received a questionnairel 
opinion poll asking how I would like to seo the Aihoase property usced Since a proposed 
one piano a minute will be flying over my house, t think it is only fair thai my voice be 
heard 

I am Ifavor the mioed-use proposal which would Include an office park, 
golf courses and aquarium attraction. These uses would be more harmonious to 
the ares and also the 0asting green space inshe proposed site.  

Please help preerve our quiet, rural communicy.  

Sincerely.  

(= r,~.OO

000312
iso 1,o40C

We moved from Kendall to Homestead 
because of the peaceful surroundings. We 
wanted to get away from all the chaos and 
traffic. We love it here. Our children love 
going to Biscayne National Park andjust 
fish and relax there, please, please do not 
take that joy away from us. We do not need 
a commercial airport next to two of the most 
beautiful National parks there are. There are 
many other alternatives.but please leave 
nature along. If we keep destroying there 
will be nothing left.  

The Lozada family 

-s vdorosFL 330O'

Dwey E. Stolc 
22320 SW 256 St 
No.s.ead, hi 33031 
3 Febiery 2000

000314

To Whom it may concern: 

Refrdifr the proposed development ofrie Former Horescad Air Force Base, my wie aod I 
would lhe to corwena.  

We grow ropioal uito in the awi and are committed to keeping our cowsc y rural and 
agrcultu is Icwhy we Onc lived mee for ftl pat 20 rarus

It may c "ien You to know thia the Florida Er•eglades is one of thi U.S.'s top too Mont 
Tirate••d Faraig Aret Source: Asmsricio Faalad Trust.  

We rnoy the precon cased ettnig that Biosoyne Nati. orand Evoiokdru Parks provide. We 
ask that tou thdn about what it could be like tos have a ieJr earport tby with hs wseeart 
other types of polluion. An siro I ths Ie treentmw agrcultue by poig h w way isr 
odurhrtiocn and urbars srawl end would devomu avaolbolh fTrcar. Would you went dtha 

"n1o oy isgiol coocalwourt at waem is to Emil aioo dom loto w thy ars ev, and 
evplore other options i to tohe oiwoiw/H o toplan.  

is v ic me w e in, rmuch oppowd to the seomerCsal airport pla md Wil svport Al eforts 
to block it 

los&n•eEy, 

his & M.h Deweny E. Sthece

W-95 
Final SEIS
Final SEIS

I
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Wriene Cornmel Shedt - Iloja pars Comentarios porEscritos I 

Pblic Heain.gs fee Homwntsd Dthft SEIS - Aadieaies Pdbliacpa$rs ci Boecadar DElS de Ilamestead 

Ttsi~afrteI4P~ .... I....15 ,,•...n... --nn

000316

Final SEIS

the Homestead AirForce Bas. is not a suitable location and is contrary to 

the only eazstinw too industries in Dade, Agrioulture and Toorism.  

This is s green-belt area which currently supplies the U.S. with winter 

fruits and vegetables. This area also attracts visitors from all over 

Dade, Broward and Monroe Counties for Weekend excursions of picking or 

buying fresh fruits and vegetables from fa-ms which are eager and happy 

to accomodate their customers. All of the Current agri-husiness will be 

forced out one-by-one due to 1.) over-arbanization and 2.) pollution.  

Should the Homestead Air For.e Base be converted to an airport.  

This is not a Jobs vs. environment issue which oar paid public officials 

seen to be leaning heavy on. We do have excellent alternative plano 

(Thank God) which will help promote both of the two industries in South 

Dade, Tourism and Agriculture.  

Kindly tarn down the airport idea for the sake of the majority of 

oar neighbors. In conclusion. on this highly heated issue, I do not 

understand why areferendum was not held. This is truly a case where the 

I, of the people is being ignored.

W-96
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Written Comment Sheet - Hoja pars ComoentarioS, por Escrito 

Public Heanog. for 18oenestesd Drft SEtS - Atldkoo~iS PdbUc.o p.r. 1 Bo.-d-o SEI5 d. HSeoo.Icod 

Th..ky. l6.yO . r.. ine ATEI11ECEHA: 

GciOOIO10Per - PutiSE~~ 

PLEASE PRINTI FAVOR DE ESCIOIBIR CLARAMENTE 

M0'AOIOE OS SAK 0 MOOE SPACE 

".CONIIOI)0 Ajt 00020 PAEAN MAN ES70CIO0 

11080/N0811 .- ARE: l~.,oo 

AOOe-S/EM00OI iU.  

clVI/CESEOdSEI MAL~,16_________ 

Pl..178 lNll. V- orLA. Sute20010do8.0110 

0061010, VA 2320 2802 
FAX: 703-60000821

000321-

Final SEIS
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COMMENTS

rm Bob Epling. and I reside wtithin five miles of tiomesotead Ao Force Breo in the Redjsods., od 
eoork =him t-e miles ofthi base.  

My family moved to Homestead in 1955, thus we have ep•ehcerod the best and the vorst of 
South Miami-Dade County. Graduating feom Sooth Dade High School, [ have raised my 
children in South Miami-Dade mid now have grandchildren im Hoomesteid. Ou roots -m 
deep-sod l persoally have perhaps saversed as many miles in South Miem-Dade asasyooe 
who has testified.  

With two groduate degree, my company, vwit 200+ employees, loom of the largeroemployeos in 
South Mita i-Dudi. Giowing lmes. Itm also ionioved in agriculture. Receiving masy blessings, 
Ihave had rho opportuity of civic susaodship in Sooth Miami-Dade equal so or exceeding 

I deeply care about this community, am d would be hevitant so take soy position potentially 
harmful to its environmeet or its people. Having fishod in Flasingo and Biscayne Bay, I enjoy 
the benefits of both.  

I hve fotloeed tho BRAC is.esoli HAFB, read poirios of the SEtS, coslted with people 
whom I respect. and listenod to many who sought my advoc Although both proposals may hove 
merit, it esvld seem that only eedevelopment embracing aviatlin is thd best solution for South 
Minmi-Dade and Miami-Dide County.  

My conclusion b eased upon: 

" Miami-Dede Cotuty mest have . relieser irport i 5 to 10 years.  
it tAFB offers unique sdoastageis.i , ieraey, available land for infrasevosse.  
' Two Chambers of Cosrmereo have deter'ined throuog vho tindependemt soroyt that 

64% and 69% of hose trea citi-ass believe aviation economics makes sense, 
hSouth Miami-Dade reeds rod deservo as ecosereic catalyst 

TaCoekeoe .os 

llsbyes.

uuonevpsseimi. 2u nte 24 i nave. Sohe, team 
(305) 230 1964

000344 

.L 33033

TO:. ABCA/EX FebS, 00 
1700 N Moore St, Suite 2300 
Areingtos VA 22209-2802 

FROM: Rodney S Quirm 

SUBJECT. Draft SEIS concerming Hoes-tead AFB. FL 

The three main proposals Le., Airport, Collier-Hoover, and Spaceport, all have 
strong points and weak points, but the Airport leads in weak assumptions and 
look of factual basis. The study essentially ignores public costs versus private 
cots, govermaent -s private manageeeermt, and comparative envreonmenal 
impact - all of which speak against a commercial airport.  

Which of the propesals would requre tox inaning and support? What would 
bethe impacteon Ioal taxes? Who will underwrite the initial costs and be 
responsible for future deficits? It is likely that a emremeectal airport would 
remicei vc low marks in any such comparison.  

The degree of environmental impact can be argued, but as airport would 
clearly have the greatest These three should be compared directly on a seortmon 
scale.  

Management and control of an airport would be underei
t

iami-Dade County 
gvemmesnt, a futeroe haedly comirting to thoe famhoiamr with locil poletical 
history.  

Specifically 

1 There is insufficient oamparison of the projected commercial and quasi
industrial development with similar facilities -such as Miami heternational 
Airport, a dose a t hand example. Certainly the quality of ifde smurrunding MlA 
doas not recommen itlS to Hometead. Noise levels? Each flight over or near 
a school means lam of class attention. How many flights will it take to degrade 
instruction? How much pollution and noise from trucks and light industry? 
Storage and mivment of degradable or hazardoea materials? Crime and pablic 
salety? 

2. FPmancial impact on local support structure is neither cornpared nor measured 
in sufficient detail. For the city oef Homestetmd, freexample, what ae the costs

D Caismi 
625SE 27d, Lois 
oaim ys 3o;033 
Fach~r,,y4. 20o,

0003143

Homestead SEIS 
AFBCAhX_ 
17DON Moore St, SSue 2300 
Arington, Va 22209-2809 

Re. Horeestead AireForce Bam 

Genlemen: 

It is myepinioe that . newaisport it Homestead will not be the as-,ir to 
Homestead's esoeviti peebleme 6am ifsbe boo mould he mesred to its' formeettate, 
problems vuld he present that were ast rmlimid several ears ago We casroteliminate 
all caus for polltion. We mit live on mids plart Hooeoer. moy commercial venture 
such as an airport, s bo construeted between natioeot pFrks and so close to the 
endange

red shoarline, reefs mid keys is unthinkable.  

The Collier-Heover Plan is certainly a far better solution. Themr would still he 
jobs lobe had. whmdmr met the mwpropomsedcommuatiy is gaed. The mwill be 
psrdeer iand landeaspers required no constantly maintain the gmounds The oposed 
small business park Will reqsureemiployees. ifa hotel and golf-o is costruted, 
there witl be managees. hosekeepers, clerks, Besrdohespeest. pee shops, pomsibhl a 
restaurant and gilt shops planned. All of these enterpesa require personnel.  

We am the gatewsy to th Keys. This san ideal raoe for aco.stibility so Miami 
red the Keys The boating, fishnig golfing, National Parks, propsad warter park in 
lorida City make Honmxssead as ideal place to vacation, to redre orr o work and mite a 
efmi ly 

We mast ast think only ofths cmoromcs of our immediate area red the fart bosk 
to he mrde by the SlIfO0/hr. jobs alluded to should the airport he buil. ODmproximityto 
the endangered corat reets, rationel parksi wildlife and ocean pollutioa require us to 
onsider a soem environmentally fiendly solution.  

YoTm midy,

and who will finance them? Sewage and waste needs. Steam water euaefD 
beyond the capaeoty of the small storage lake envisioned. Roads, schools, police, 
psblic transportation, hospital, relief agencies would require more tax monies 
than either of the other alternatives.  

3. Aircraft noise and pollution levels projected in the study are based on 
spoolatlfoe. Statemeetstsuchas, "Newer aircraft engines arem .x26 Jtso have 
lower esmissons" or, "Future aircraft areugcxRL toe hesignmccantly quieter than 
exislingaicratr should not be the basis for a decision efa permanent and 
deamaticrsature. Forty years ago the USAF 'e;RWm d, to very shortly retire the 
0-52, but it still is our main strategic aircraft, new older than some of the people 

who help prepare [heSEIS stody. What happensloSouthFbPlorda if SEIS 
"ue,sealons am similarly ephemeral? 

4. A single runway airport would at best riaergnaflv profitable; athactive only to 
operators seeking the very lowest finansa s cos to themselves. Consequently, the 
plan drawn by the Miami-Dade County Commisisners called for a future 
additional runway. However, in esponse to vigorous envirouteenial challenges 
in the past few days, the ihiami-Dade mayor is already offering to change the 
County plan. ls a future change back likely? The egregious weord of Dade 
government should discourage optimsom.  

5. The mantra of jobs eeeded" seems to have been accepted as a "given" with 
little or no study. The dedication of this facility should not be made to satisfy a 
perceived enomic situation without a proven and well studied need. There 
-m iseuflmient effort Iocategorize the types of jobs provided or to measure the 

labor pool in need of and available for such jobs. A large part of the Homestead 
area labor population, for example, is seasonal agricultural woriers. Some other 
jobless are unwrsilingor unable to take employment. How many will need 
training and who will provide such training? Once firm figures ae in hand, 
might not either Collier or Spaceport adequately satisly -ob needs? 

6. Future adaptabliry ol the various proposals. Any plan should provide mite 
flexibldy for unforseers future changes in demographics, climate, e eonomics, or 
national and slate objeives. A commercial airport appeals to be an irreversible 
reosnfigurasion, setting the facility and esertouding area intocesreni. Itis the 
least flexible of the three proposals by a oeseiderable margie.  

Respectfally, 

Rodney S Queen, Lt Col USAF (Ret)

Final SEISW-105
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POheuTy 6, 2000 

TO: AFBCA/EX 
1700 North Moat Stretot 

Suita 2300 
Aliegorn. VA 22209-2302 

FootetPac I Mulbhee 
22540 SW 177 Avco-e 
Gootdd, Phiida 33170 
(305)247.6572 
Tell Free (977)247-6572 
pron 170,) 247_617 

R: H O MESTEAD AIR RESiRVPF BASf

000353

Deer Sio: 

f'T thakfol that I resel••d at opportuity to speao it pero to your distinguished yatst I hecoan 
quitc eonotbinot and peett neglected to oato setral poihetyou my th. of bltort'o 

Csoreetb I S tifin visbort t by our Seth Dude cooserntir to root the Florida Fa-r 2adW, 
Thoe taotimanic no reported to the itim, county, ad the cterbee ofo.--reeoe o- eteneous 
oction ine pultic amd oottweet ttetbetg WheV the qestin of ecotorock oVbhltty a oentrntly 
horteig. tIh po*p- that be" aces to ignore toure s, the euot ooe eeooomic geonator in ith oahe 
state and Mianti Dade Coety.  

h be. s.t-d on o-.te.! -niticsditooh gh the hem-eA. Hosoe•ead Main Sitter. Ttopial 
EesoghIdes Visiton aosoeitiot and ant on the heardofThbe Rcdl•l Tropical C-doos and totanocat 
Pfoedatole. ie. also. eobTee of the Gohds Coalition fMiniuss amd -ay other cotentoity 
stauaiaatictt Throught touch cooou.ity py.-re h Tropical Ercrgh~ds Visitornsaeoaiion jttt 
wed to ad.oeti on the Woeld Vade Web scoo. -ret als e tp:fo/owtweropalo odot.o 
Also the Rodbod Teopical gaeder has a new page dcscsiti the Red n Hieotic Agocetture district 

t1 p:ltto t.tbheottdls'idcoc The snogoens hats beo tei-edor All ooage toceon - being o poiod 
by Ntales. Eorpeoo grotoes thino the E-rgjads. -oomesed to Napls. AM. the etuios ade coonrtao 
Iteo out al funding to the Tropical Foerglades Vioito Center trst wben they toond a diec.toe wilh "*Woel ('lass Maokei•g Epfqeaoo'. The ChaNher was againt T.E.V.A. inhlead of asoliog.  

It poses a y intreting scenrioe the thpast ctaltrmn ofthe Chttn west 
Mayor Stere Shire, 

lob R.o-ro- troswad i the vie. p•ssidoce oe HABtI 
o.! Payta- ."•ist etineal Both 

Ctonle- ion Woller efjelk-r toLmer Fitet Noa Bo Chatrwoos tot.  IBoiore~snd Irto.ti/cmt- a Maire Porter VitoPeprbtrsit Coentoolty Book M•thee of Croomusawnlseff 
Petter 
Politnal Aifinomit.ae Koy/Oboea- a Torme het ea.!l who rurem soilgotl 3 mei hod and henh•e

000354 
9  

-

Written Csomment Shest - Hoja pan Comseatario pot E.o•itto 
Lab1le Bearig. toe Heasmaotad Draft ]•1S- Asdisaolaa IPdhlh pare B]orradornSEeSc1 do Eome.•tad 

flaah heymarsiapan DAT]TiCtA: • -o -9
G.la spor,. paestsep•a.  
PLEASE PPINTJFAVOR DE ESCRtBIm CLARAMENTE 

PLEASE ceonidee the Commercial Airport for Homestead Air Base. It will 
provide gss paying jobs and boost the sevn-ely hurting econoomy of South 
Miami-Dade Cotnty. Good paying jobs will automatically bring in higher 
values in our community.  

Homestead wa a 8thriving areabefore Huoioane And•e• , now it's a dead 
zone foe both its cidboos residing there AND for the local businessman who 
is stying to nake a living. Neither our citizens nor our buinesses will 
sorvive the vety near femoee if a ggMd plano fee the Air Base land is not 
adopted.  

- ottrttJn os SCn, FoeR to40e AC...  

AOueoa51ioaoeftr, 13 3'b 1. Sre eea e 3a L s~lt 7 r tidred ult ~~r eraVse •u Poeoe/otf. stee 2 C 

1madaIs.. Moor oSt..- S t d230 dAogeo, VA 22209-2802 
Par= 703.69it41929

COMMENTS 

Lstye "nx y was oppeod to Ithe Aiport mt t y# rocst ahoot At.  
Roerc.ontatie fee nobh Miato Ddo to] the Tootrit Denetoeestreoe Coo~ $0€It. iSoi tmto C.E.O. of 
tho ('b et of'CooC" . CoutotlY Kim a Ia thsbon iretctotr tr Thuoder Coutoy radlio ogarsi Tle 
TOD C. taeinetsoo to apyoint nyoto clot bore the _ 

"l also ittteeeseing tbho SteeLnooe( First Notoalt Baok Charei's o pa- pIo tisdt of Mio o 
Street. wrote to the tate to STOP a gean hoe the oratotorem obthe Sestote The••e bcaed oomain 

The Chs Goals Cookaosoa hNo a . rcoujiog Iont of" Cet thoo Enerroe tal TeaTnotts't 
Abo 'Whast ho regia*s Noaioanl Pet eer do. for us?o Matb ofrthe __oomuny iynritd to 
Participal(rte C t -t taohe-) wraled oot of the ..oengs. Ilet it soagc that a I_ a _. is B o hl siton trheenttly tor a corerescisl airport that s.o1 - aeate agrkltour oegatvely. They hawe spent ootoh rore 

eVr. tioo aod tony or the aleyoo wt.o than fiodat swg aeta orketig -teatcg.n he ago c Uifto..  
peodoto. They claim thal tEN flutoet casmot farm witheot• and vtao. Is'o it interesting that they gniort the heotoohot• irdioery that hat bho o soon hooor he anme. Tnopictalltotoue loud is -h tow protheble a ageo hote lont. Toptcoalhsicaoturt to hon-se Minae Dsde ountyse -od 
-oonottk goeorator Moo oftIN foliage nrowers do sot agoe with Fam- Du.e.ao agenda.  

Obviounty, we do hate eotoeen eviurno•onal geooupe that w-old like to ftonc South Itotnda and 
rtool bt11 h tor *ot e touching ntlio sgeoies. 11-oon-v. -ont of. votureausity •Olgzes the need for alaneoo and henrnoty. The C•olier H1o- plon couhhead will generate tootoaomc gro•th.  

=anoapo proetye .1-o -a pondeow ea.-k- ft 'odlood Products' nd tSoon d. The Cotl1ts 
haeon tr-ootrt hock tenrd a Noyt too wesporihle, t.ootso gioroth Nophhes hens boee.utaaabs" boon I-oooy and alt the Collter did wrams sark the psoioarl to .•orglkdes Naiooat Park. Visit any -rto erngine ad type Floida Eerudee Ad thefierst 230 hero that appear will be buotene- loated 

in Naples. Nothing appeared abouit o etdtltotida City ontil wrsy rcently. We hots the MAIN 
ENTRANCE to Ihe otak! 

Tom son yonu Lott hd pycture by seow. I n you diectly that I god,! mtW rk a quick forto ifyou 
!ward the property to the couoay. My stol on and quaater acre ofconscrciol pt epeny would 
hcraeo in woto heoetdoouof. llowoer. I would ather se the oca presemd for te hauteeg oto.  
Oct we Naliiml Parks belong to e-oty Asoate It irepotee Io P-rte 00 Ilot•tio A.&kuloure dairot ss Aanicoa con always fxec her own popleion. I fo, i no whec olSc in do U.S.A. 3a toy fre plocs minte world where ech a wide "•riety of emps aod foitso con he gro- and enitailncd.  

[ oin ourotthat your ownstoudy shos to d I owhiltthe carge hport Moi-detjohs it is the. o 
risky o the ohoarOont ad quanity of Ste efo- reside-t. Motorte the d towal d t oodtotlte ad aitote•oo will make anay ofrtoe job. olsob. 10 the tn Ioo - rothe-et "m nighl otto that 
Mine d lote al port p rwddled gwohbwda l a cOeroptio tn argurgot. that the tRe- Ahood 
helong to the public is ldostrou•. tHAHII walked out or ,utmcrous ubli1c re•eings when to qtuostion get tough .Thy ma priate, proo dier groupj of irntsporsht deeible pleaPte help us to lre 
ad gerea a south Miatml Daod County lhat will ho susotanat tt feegoenriteo to cowe!bi 

Very Truly Vut-

The golf course woudd be a 'iW to have" in o mr a area, bn we already have 
the beauisfuil Roldand Country Club fr oueg area golfers. And let's face it, a 
caddy makes less than half of what an aarport wortee makes. An offie paik 
won't survive. As I stoand pevioaldy, our bosinesom Re dying or dead now.  
Who in their Tight msind waedd wait to start a business in such a deprecsced 
area? The offi•e park stnrcture would stay empty for years and years, not 
providing the needed jobs that the airport woald. If a•cas and tourists want 
to see a aquanriu, they can go to other parts of un beautiful coual tny. Ott 
area is enoosn for its reefs, senokeling and scuba diving. Locals and touraist 
can se the real thing in oaru Bay and ocoan wantes.  

I understand cuting back on the military bhdget which inoludes closing of 
certain air bases armond onr conttty. I also •nderstand how badly it affects 
any local econoeemy when a base is closed. The Air Force has a 
TREMEMDOUS opportnity to make Homestead Air Base a showcase o 
how the military/govetsmeen con work o conjunction with the local 
economy to provide the beet possible solution for all involved- That bhst 
possible solution for Homeetead is a commercial airport. Let's breng in the 
right Solutin and bring Homestead back to what it utod to be - a thriving 
and beautiful place to lve.  

Thank you for yore time and consideration.  

Patricia Otto 
13242 SW 262 Terrace 
Homestead FL 33032

Final SEISW-107
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COMMENTS 

000366t 

I implore yoo to cW e your iofiucet to defeat aoy plan for a cargo airport W the forme Air IF- February 8F 20rc 

O to thre 
I t 8, 2000 

To Whom It Nay Coenorm:

000367 

23OP)30(oo

ALS ,f 
AFec Al-§

coD 

~ 'CA )&A

My name is Chrtina Hacker. I m a sophomonre at a local higP school, 
Coral Gables Sendor High, and I was recoenty informed that the gover t Is 

planning to build an airport in Homeestead. T0S, airport would have over 250,000 

flights a year, one evemy minute. The ronstant pollution and none from these 

planes would damage what people have bena trying to preerme for much bonger 

than airplanes few the sky. mie plants and animals tMat dwel in the 

Everglades and Bhscayne Bay am a vital part of our ecosystem. Not only are 

they a part no the food drhan, but they have brought smiles to the faces of 

people from toddlers to octogenarians. Although techtnological advanocenerits 

and job creation am necessary in they twerity-fiOst centory, we can not destroy 

the teefitoep where we ar trying to build our fPture, especially when there am 

other locations. Plde reconsider buildr•g this unnecessary airport to save and 
help all Of it.

Sincerely youmrs 

Christina Hacker

S00036.  

OCEAN REEF COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION 

February 10, 2000 

Homestead SEIS 
AFBCAJEX 
1700 North Moore Stret 
Suite 2300 
Arlington, VA 22209-2802 

Re: Homestead Air Base Reuse 

Dear Sir.  

I am enclosing 34 written comment sheets along with an addidional suggestion 

sheet that have been delivered to this offioe for mailing to you.  

Thank you hor you consideration.  

David C. Ritz, 
Community Administrator 

DCR:sp 

Endosures (35) 

K5~oot ct..Lo oOot 
ra o. ýi. . mo 24. -o-imAroim

W-110Final SEIS

sintmly your% 

(Mms) Launette R, Young



Suggestions for Airport comment sheets 

I strongly oppose toe HABDI Homestead Airport development 
because of its impact on the already struggling environments of 
Biscayne Blay and the Florida Everglades.  

I oppose the HABDI Homestead Airport development because of 
the noise and water pollution that it will create above my home and 
surronnding waters.  

I vehemently oppose the HABDI airport development for 
environmeental reasons. I do support the Collier-Hoover 
Environmental Group's plan that would protect the envirornmEnt 
and createjobs.  

I oppose the HABDI airport development. With our government 
npending 8 billion dollars; eo restore the dnmage in the Everglades 
it is ridiculous to build an airport which can only defeat the 
purpose. I support the Collier-Hoover plan.  

The proposed HABDI airport development would be a 
environmental nightmare. Make a WINIWIN situation by 
choosing the Collier-Hoover plan that would least likely harm the 
environmeno., create newjobs and would continue to encourage 
tourism to South Florida.

W' I"C" mment Slheet - H~ja 3Parm C~omntoa rio por Eoeo/ to 
''or fr TT1eo- U.d 1refi SE IS. Aod i. ojoo P1`01copr i.. Boreo-doSESd eno.  

'The.), Y-- Iee DAoor noel: 
Coeoseep.- opee~jm~e/ooo OT/EC

COT NU K ..CK UR 00 SPAC.  
,..../CO TZS E ALýgso PAJ s nKSEPAEI00.0 

-ICIE,00000 
1 Yt)

0  1 1 -0 : 

S' o o o e~b r bi M~j br e~ I P0 ed"a-k~o Iu be.,~ e b.. /,~. ... ... .... ý SEbo 

F,_F el mllS P.M htah ma 1mm.I10oe I IoFo..eM - 7,20110O; m, 

H -Oaed SEIS 
IIn APOCAIEX 

Q'S.egoo VA 22209-2802 
FAll, 02.690 8028

I

COMMENTS 

000369 

Written Comment Sheet - Hoja Pam. Coaoentarios pot Esctito 
0
ablic Heaiaop f., BH..a. od Draft SEIS.- Aoditooo P0Sloea pared &or-d.1 SEtS ýdo om~etd

000371 

Wn uoCmaent Sheet - Roja pan. Comenarioso put Eserito 
Patoo t~nna forlo caId Deart SETS - Anobeae.. nbU_.. par.1 jl-d.deOEIS d. louam.rd 

Thaak y- .kryo r/ps DATE/PECKA: 
Gonn. .p..;mmlp.ed6.  

PLEASE PRINTIFAVOR DE FSCRIDTTO CLARAMENTE 

7) 

Z--/* A--X -, 

00000 PARA MAS ýARPO

C- MUn ben 6.lia OeIM, ba, PRKO SEtS. Pk"~d 6 1 ""`Iehemp e'aloddnooee -IdD 

Ph.. hoed 000ha foob MAIL BEFORE Ift.r 7.20011m, 

IHoaeoaee~ SISS 

17000N. Meao St., suite 2M0 
Areletee VA 22209-2802 

FAX 703.695-.828

Final SEISw-111
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COMMENTS 

FIORIDA FISH AND WILDLIFE CONSERVATION COMMISSION 

Fe-a-m 420te 

Pehoarv4,2000 etaonsr

Ms. Cherie Toinas 
Florida State Clearitghouse 
Department of Cmmenty Affairs 
2o5 bShumard Oak Boal•eard 
Tatlahasse. FL 32399-2100 

RE: SAI aFL200001040002C, Draft 
Supplemental Envisonmental Irepact 
Statrment for Disposal offPoriosnothr 
Former Homestead Air Fnse Base, Miami
Dade County 

Dean Ns. Trinor: 

The Office of Enriroso-mal Shsices of the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation 
Commission has reviewed the reifer•oed Dtao Supplemental Ensiironmental Impact (SEIS). and 

offers the following comments and eanommandatioro.  

"The Ae Force has determined that 1,632 acres at the former Homestead Air Force Base 

(01AFB) are recess to its sweds, and seeks to dispose of the surplus poperny in a mianner this 

supports local community plant for eeonsmc reovisbattion, and protects Bisrayre Bay cad 
cearby national pafk. The retained property at thy fornner HAFB is currently being used to 

suppoe miitary activitieesotheAi Fosreh Be Cosumand t Florida Air National Guard, will 
Army Air Fosse Eschauge bersme Bare Exchange. The propocet action isto transfer the suhpls 

propcosy toMiami-Dads County for we as aucoenercial airpor(Homesee ad Regional Airport).  

"Thrptroposed aaspoe would be dual-use with continued military and government operation. The 

airport is projected no hess over 150,000 total military. commercial. and general aviation uis 
operations by 2015.  

The surplus property praoposed for tramsfer includes the airfield and its runway (about 915 
acres). nd about 327 are eepetd to be used for aviation support activities. Abhut 3W39 
is planned to be developed for arport-retated and other industrial and commercial businesses. A 

24-note -anant men botween the existing Jobs Corps and Homelesu Trust Center is identified for 
ed•cational, local governamtt, or other ainsithuonal atin 

Upland noen on the former Homestead AFB we essenially all disturbed communities 
composed of grassland and agriculture, ehrub and btrshland, exotic plant and barren and urban

Ms. Cherie Tremor 
February 4, 2000 
Page3 

inchldes mnaintainns a natural aceusti¢ envisroent at frie an possible from inresive 
human-onaus souads. An increase in noise fhom the operaion of a commercial airport will 
negatively impa:t the parks acountic evnvironrent, and diminish the neosthetic exerience ofthe 

visitor. We also obunsus that incesased noise from the projec could potentially impact bird 

species occunring in the ae. The draft SETS indicates that increased air operations could affect 

sensitive species between the former base and the wesetmen shoreline of Bsiscare Bay, although 
m pay bird specis seem to have acclimated to noise bom airctaft currently using the former 
HASB. Morlover, the SEtS stated that "Wading birds may flush or be startled during feeding, 

loafing or roosting (due to increased noise), but it is sot anticipated that nesting bhds would be 
saffiiently tffinted to abandon their nests. Some specire ofweding birds appear te habituate to 

high iciste Inet white others may choose to relocate to quicre treas with suitable habitat". The 
efaets of iancreased anise on birds em sat well known, and it is possible that ircreated soise 

from the proposed action will disrupt resting, fougrng, and migration paltens of bid species in 
the -asa.  

Bfi;-,v 6,y Resotwttion 

buds located between the base property and Biscayne Bay wae a vital componemt of 

resuraus n of the South Florida ecosystem (a major priority of the Federat goverament and the 
State of Floda) for their potential to allow a rooee matued cality, quantiy, timing, and 

distributien ofwacee flows to Biscayne Bay. As isdicated in the draft SEIS, the establishment of 
a commercial airport ncould genemate additional arsportn-eated faoilities and commercial and 

odintroal business beyond the airport propernyf. The impactsoffuthme aisport-rncated 
development oe them lands couldjeopardie this imponanecosystem retoratewia goal. Wear 

-awe that antI, stare, and federal agencies have reconeemrded the cstabihahmeat of a protested 

areas on lands between the formen IAFh and Biscayne Bay. The proposed protected uea mould 

bo sed to buffler Biscayne Bay and the Biscayne Bay National Parks and to restore overlsid 

stest flow to hinn"ae Bay. We support this recommendation, and stronglyurge that any meuse 
altenatsve chosen for the foemer- HAFB include protection fhom ubaraiaurn and degradation for 
lands rest and southeast ofthe prperty.  

Th sated goal ofthe Air Force is,. "tra'nsfer property at the foroat HAFB in a amane" 
that suppots local plans for economin sesiraliudtion of South Florida, and protects B iscsaya• Bay 
and the marty Netiona. Pakts" We belie that the delaapment of a coamereial airport does 

not achines this goal and may cause signhicant f en•o to Bisuayne Bay, Biscayne Bay National 
Park, ad Eavrgindes National Park, In contrast, the mixod use altemaives Pmrposed by the 

Collier Resouties Company and the Hoover Environmental Groups reslt in fewer envihonmeotal 
impacta to air and wmatr quality. walsildife, ed nearby national parks. The Collier Resources 
Company proposal involves trading mineral rights they own on lands in Southwest Florida for

Ms. CheorTusator
Ms. Cherie Trainer 
February 4, 2000 
Page 2 

coteunity types About 30. sores of erseast pine tocklands occur on the surplus prope•ty 

Oly about 0.6 acres of remcant pine eocklands would be impacted by the proposed actio.  

Freshwater mansh is the most extentive wetland type within the formes HAFB surplus property.  
located primarily near the existing runway. No coest•uction is planned on eisting oetlans. but 
the hydrology of these wetlands could be altered due to thi proposed actia 

We have several concerns regarding the proposed action. We note that the proposed 
airport is located about 1-5 miles west oafBiscayne Bay nod Biscayne Bay National Park

Everglades National Park is locteid about 10 miles southwest of the site. The development of a 

o rmmsial airport could negatively impact these regionally sigificani naatural sesouites.  

Air aed Water Qu alItl 

The Draft SEIS indicates that aincraft erants would irnrease atmospheic nitrogen 

deposition over current deposition rates by 23% an BNP. We express coecero that such increases 

in atmospheric ntrogenomay speed up the poocesues ofteuiphication or acidificatotn an 

Biscaynse Bay. We also note that the operations associated with the proposed action would likely 
increase the gsneracoi ofpnpoly'hc aromatic hyodrooarbces (PA.ts). PAls we toxic organic 

compounds r•'ned in the exhaust of ainrraft, automobiles, and tnoks Howesve, ter is little 
quantitasve information available about their generation rates and dispersal in the atmosphere or 

aquatic essnviornts. PAHs are known to be insoluble in water and eadoly attach to coil and 

dust paicles, and uncumulate in the sediments ofaq•tai systemos. M out.r, thcy are know- to 

betoxic to biota at vesy low c esntratrons. Presumabiy, tar operation vfa cosuorooal airpor 
wi•lt•slt in an increase in the amount ofPAhs introduced into S hcate Say. Nevertheless, the 
effcow oftoch an increase in PA~ls on the biota of Biscaynt Bay ame not wel understood.  

The proposed project, and off-sin desvelopment generated by the project, will 

sirgificantly inctear stormwaler runoff. According on the draft SE1S. total rmotf is projected to 

insreae by c3% overbatehee by 2005, and43% by 2015. A stormwaorrmanagcasmt cystean 
(the tHomestead Regionol Airport Sutface Water Managemert Master Plan) will be employed to 
manage and neat smmtoreater rnoff. owver, this plan has not yet been submitted to t•e South 

Florida Waere Managemeent Distict. We a ossnoed that iacrased termwoater rumouff ll 
result in increased inputs of ntrients and contaminants into Biscayne Bay.  

NoIse 

As indicated the draft SEIS, operation of the proposed Homestead Regional Airport will 
increase the amouat of tiane thaitn be would be elevated anise levels in the woeunonoty, and in 
Biscayne Bay and Everglades National Parks. We note that the m;ssion of the National Park 

Sereice is to 'preserve unimpaired the nasal and cultural =ronaces and values of the National 
Park System for the ensjoymnet. education, and inspiration of this and future generations". This

Ms. CherieTramor 
Febmaryo 4, 2000 
Page 4 

rights an lnds ownane by the Collier Resources Company. We an, inriged by the potential of 

this latuesproposal, and believe it would benefit the environment and swildlitfe resoures, while 
peroviding nonomi benefits for th Cityo fHnle-ad. Conisequettly, we r-omend against 

adoption of the commenrcial airport alternative, and huthes exploration of a mixed-m alternative 
that could also corserve wildlife habitat on other lands in South Fiorida. Furthes, we sarongly 
recoammeni that say alternative selocted should include permanent protection for lands easu acd 
southeast of the former HAPB. to allow fture restonation of salmc flow to Biscayne Bay.  

Sincerely, 

Bradley 1. H nDirector 
Chc ofl noa oEn muental Services 

BH/.rMJ~Wi s 
PPIV 1-10-2 

cc: te. John Conadseti. Jr.  
Hom~tead SE0S. AFBCA/EX 
1700 North Moore Sress, Suite 2300 
Arlington, VA 22209-2802

commuanity would involve a trade for ens'oentstally sensitive lands or sutface deenlopment 
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QUNY'P[0MONROE n'reenwrecu 

.neys eneynreems 

"On" !I FILED FOR RECORDg Shid.ateen 

M5 County DOhEo:I pigP3i21 RESotmlONNO, 36 _ 
M syns 

C AR~y L. RELHAiuE S r o g d R E a P E r A f R A V S G 530 Whitehead St.cL t 33040.ObnOSUPORRNS OHER DEANLOPMERIiALfRNAIVRORE 
KeyWas, LB 330Q0 00O•39 OF • " ROR A. OHRTNACMERIlIPRTH

February 10, 2000

Hoersrecd SElS 
AFB CA'IX 
1700 Nort Moore SCre 
Suill 2300 

Arlingro. VA 22209-2802 

RE; Rooluoono #3"2000 Ahel--irsn of (hlnensýtrd Air PF e ý ase 
Reuest for public meetng in Key Largo 

The Monroe County Hosed of Counsy Coerhsionews passed the attached rsoluion at their 
Saneary 19R "asoneg.  

The redevelopment of tie former Horresod Air Force BRse as a commrcial arpost cold 
Sasignifiocant increaeeb in feqrency -fill flights and thus incidens ofnoLs intrusions over 

thc Upper Keys.  

The unique chaeacer ofthe Keys, prticulrly the Uppe Keys. can bh substasoinlTy stiected 
by food cidsionsoc io soudoo Miahni-Dade County.  

The redwvelopmen of thr fonee Hoererted An Force Base as a cooreecial airport wo•ld 
chsgs land u patter-s in swe Miami Cade County. therby ceneag adverse pm•e•sure on landouse 
and the comprehensive plan in the Upper Keys. lbs redevrlopreetl vould also have thegra 
potental to inrease pol.co6 ia Biscayr Bay.  

The Moeor, County Btoard of Courny CooaitssiOnirc strongly urge you to hold a public 
meeting in Key Lurgo no receive public input on aslrnsatives so the Howceread Air Force Base.  

Sincerely.  

r eea , 

Attachment

WHEREAS. Monroe County depends upon the federal go9eemen to protect the 

interests of the Keys in the redevelopment of the former Homestood Air Foce Base; now.  

therefore 

BE If RESOLVED THAr THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERBS OF MONROE COUNTY.  

FLORIDA. supports the conveyance of the tweore Homestead Air Foce Rose for 

developmrertnllemoiices e1 h than oowre irport.  

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Us Air Frce and FAA. in receiving publc inpult on Ihe 

Envoeonmentol Imrpoct Study. cenduct e publo hearing in Key LUrgo to receive input on the 

impact of the Proposed tesiefoepement. pemathley in the aeon of Growth Management 

and hurriane evocutlion as well as environmntafrl irpclt.  

PASSED AND ADOPTiED by the Board of County Commisioners of Monroe County.  

Floodo, at a regular meeftig of soid Board hetd on the 19thday of ianuary, 2000.  

Mayor sihbrey Fern.n h 
ComniOner athe•rna Harvey yes 4at Kay Retch ye.  ""nereGerene Nsugent yes 

Nof• "••II•W•Syes''

BOARn OF COUNTy COMMISSIONERS 
AB. 5J nt OF yeac iTsFlA 

Deputy Clek MereCheorperson 

k__n

ooX

WHEREAS. the cifiens of Monroe County enoy on unique community character and 

me stewards of on unique and fragile environment: 

WHEREAS, the unique character of the Keys, particulaly the Upper Keys, can be 

subsrostafoly affected by land use decisions in southern Miorei-ode County; 

WHEREAS. the use and enjoyment of Keys waters depends in large measure on the 

franquillity and pence of those waten s and the aiorsce over those waters: 

WHEREAS. the fishing industry in the Keys. including guided flats-fishing, requres 

ianquoil and peoceful weters to oaintoin its economic vnability: 

WHEREAS, the redevelopment of the former Homestead Acr Force Base as a 

commneotal aepor would cause a signficont increase in the frequency of jet flights, and 

thus incidents of rose intrusions, oer the Upper Keys: 

WHEREASt the redevelopment of the tomer Homestead Air Force Base as a 

commrcial arport would change land wse atterns in souoh Miami Dooe County. thereby 

crenating adverse pressures on land use and The compse ensive Pgln in the Upper Keys: 

WHEREAS. the redevelopment of the ftower Homestead Acr Force Base as o 

commercsl airport has the great potentil to increase poltution in Biscayne aye.  

WHEREAS, the redevelopment of the tormer Hoonesteod Air foce Raoe, an cree 

seOecl to the some hurricane threats and potential evocuoton orders as the Florda Keys.  

wil add tfrofic congest on Io the only arery available to evncuate Keys residents.

SOLLUTLONS 
MA NA G EM EN T

O00052

February 14,2000 

Horestead SEIS 
AFBCAIEX 
1700 N. Moore Street 
Suite 2300 
Arlington, VA 22009-2802 

Dear People: 

Itam writing to express my strong opposition to the proposed coreesorcial 
airport in Homestead, Florida. The airport would be a disaster for the 
Everglades, Biscayne National Park, and, above all, the upper Keys.  

l urge your considertion of the alternative plan proposed by the Collier 
Resources Company and the Hoover Environmental Group for a world.  
class aquarium, golf course, water park and retail stores, en alternative 
which balances econossic developmert with the needs of the environment 
and qualisy of life.  

Sincerely youa, 

- S Kn R. Phillips 
President 

SRP/ab

wsssssenaa..sm scsadqsius 
tccni.cphnwiohst' oresennnaoaecenoi ccic.crncrcneiuuiiiin 

yecni.o'iarl IuWfurnwniot; 02,3
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Febrasry 12, 2000 
? -4 ,(ot' , 0 O 

Homestead SBIS E 
(

APOCA/EX 
1700 North Moore Street 
Suite 2300 
A~rlington, Va. 22209-2002

To Whom it may Concern: 

PlCase add our voice, to those .. rmady heard ao strong 
opposition to ths proposmd transfer of the .o.estead Air 
Reserve Case in Fiorida to Miani-Dade County for the purpose 
of developig a Iargm co•ercial airport.  

As yeu have already been apprised, such a facility has been 
deasrihed as envicoau0ntally dangerous, resulting in 
unacceptable noise and pollutlot.  

Cm lies in the Ocean Reef Comanity, which in located no the 
northern end of nay taro, attracted to the Florida 00m in 

on snaol part becaus. of our personal coneitment to the 
preservation and nurturing oar mnvironsent and fragile 
ecosystea. Tho aihernatlev proposals for the dmvmlopment 
of the base include a mixed restidmhtiaI and co._r1ial use 
of the property, waking such proposnin far mone friondly 
to the adjaenmt natinonl parka whlhe still produaina new 
Jobs and other noomneic advantages.  

We urge you to ,osider thc alteroatice propotol so that 
we can fontiluo an cur snorts to improve and sustan the 
integrity of Biscayne and Evergledet National Parks.  

Thank you for your ti-e and consiaerataon.  

"aSincely, 
Rhoda and Belt Miner 
14 North FelCn.n Drive 
Ocean Reef 
Rey Le.go, Florida 33037 

0.c Vice President An Gore 
Interior Secretery Bruce Babbit 
Defanse Secretary Willir S. Cohen 
Secretary of the Air Force F. Whitten Peters

000558 

Writtena Comsment Sheet - Hoja pars Coasentarios per Estrsto 

]Psbli IUssiags far Hemesstad Drast SKIS - Aedsnseiaa Pd3blieae pars nO Berrador SEtS d Hnmesstead 

maO pa Oeye~rspasDATE/PECHA: 
5las=• pan as peasielpeede 

PLEASE PRINT/FAVOR DE ESCRIBIR CLARAMENTE 

'0 -- :,-z•-, c. X'J • -0-1 Azo*•.Z•• 

-. COWTnJEN B• ACK MOR MORE SPACE ..  
7 Cork-

0  
Al. = PAR-A n, Esea~a SSPAClO"e 

.
4
mr, - On s*Os, i ts=soe d o MAIL BMO-s ard•7, O Z 

PA 4e -ol •r - o ENVLkRdLA POR CORREO AME S d . 0I d 

HonCaed SEIS 
^FRCA/JR 1700 N. wt St., Suia 2300 

l.O0n, VA 222 .209-2 

pAX: 703-06-8828

CA /G
1700 v

-~ 1o~ 4o ~IVA 
4 O o- ~ ofLi~ 

4~ t~A,

000563

U.S. Air Force APP3CA/EX. 1700 N 
Mooen St.a Suits 2300 
Arltnstet. VA 22209-2802 

D.- Sir..

13 Pebruary 00

St present, I as eaployed hy the AM FAC Corporation represmatLnt the lamlngo Lodg•. I work at the •lsitor center at 

the entrance to the park. Everyday, I am told Ob Ieatera Cr 

all oo.era of the earth what a treasure the N atiol. Park IS.  

They return time and ties aian e Va latS.  

Daring the sinter monthsa the park rangers present a 

rartety of events for the V1at ors. One of them Is Called 
aswaap TrOamp where the visitors are taken as a group to a ppreas 

doea iS the park .o..m toy made eat.....t p tothnEr kne s.  

It Is etremely quiet thes and he silenm 1. brn ay by 

tho raner &as he or she potnts out little treasures that fOra 

the etoleny of the area. Imaine the constant droem nf plne 

flyi ng overhead inte aruptin g the solace the group is "njo Ino.  

This s. just one mspmle maaple why the" should be am eargo 

airport thes.  

The politicians of both Ktaat-Dade County and all !o Plorida 

should be truthful enough he aeknnnledge thao ton alrport eal• 
doas net belonm thes. They mho .da.ceept the ChalangS and do 

chat is rIght for Hoamatead. 0mm of the aelutlona is to aSk It 

ntb .•esaort arem. If soe It should be done under s-tet 

guldanme and aom all, not under Coentrl of the aI-Dmdm 

County -m1ais tnera.  

If. Is faet. the Base is to be turned Into a nam. airport.  

the re ahould be an open biddin f•or the Coutrast. If not.  

the Latla Buildera A.s..intlon will o.n. aXalh gain contrnl.  

Th. 'y wlfe kitauke and apnelf am the contrast ewil 
be worth billion.. Th. nltitels of Dade County do not need a 

repeat of the Port Authorlity .eandal.  

Sincerely.  

Ron.r K. and Kitmako Gaffney 
14801 h1 298 Te~r 
Hemestned, FL 33033-3844

W-130Final SEIS
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WHO!-ce Commeneet Sheet - Mom. pam- Coeeeetapioe pot- ER-; Psbi.~ Betertn totHootenteai Daft SEIS -A~d~itoe.a fibER.pt iBRl ESica Pama~~ el o er 
007.  

Ihak ou kwO ER oor Input DATE/PECOSA: _Fg1,IO 
G-nla, -E en ponni~peM 

PLEASE PRINT/FA VOlt DE ESCRIBIR CLARAMENTE

CONCAVEZ EN PACE FOR -REE SPACER

0.COSNCAL RRSOPACKMAOEAPACIO,.  
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0U0s95 I ndrteMeFre drftenirr. nt.. mpc study, th otarc

Febhruary , 2000 THE COSiEtItC. TOtlEtY. -o FeAoRANC' ASSOCAii0i 

t. MIDWI XAVANAUaN 

Homestead SEIS 
AFBCA,'EX 
1700 North Moaroe Suect Suite 2300 
Arlington, VA 22209-2802 

Dear Sir 

We urgently need your help to halt the construetion oft major 

coosmerial aiort jusi a few miles frain two national parks. In addition 

to living in Maryland. t have a home at Ocean Reef mn Key Largo, 
Florida.  

Interior Secreusy. Bruce Babbitt, recently stated that the location of the 
airport would degrade both national parks. U.S. Eiroomental 

Protection Agency head, Carol Browner., said she does not believe a 

commercial airport belongs between any national parks. The Neir York 

Times and diaomS Herald editorial hoards have both come out against 
the proposed aipott.  

We are all gravely concerned about the environmmental repercussions of 

the Air Forue's proposed mtrnsfer of the Homestead Air Reserve Base on 

Florida to liami-Dade County for development of a large commrercial 
airport Such an airport would dangerously pollute two neighboring 

national parks, Biscayne National Park and Everglades National Park, 

along with masy other protoecid natural areas in this unique paot of the 

country.  

Tihe development ofa corworercial airpot at the Homestead site will 

cause unacceptable amounts of noise and air pollution. There are 

alternative proposals to develop the Homestead Base for mixed 

commerwial rnd residential uses that would be far more compatible with 

the adjacent national parks, while still providing an ecoonic boost to 
the local area

I r tIITr. an 1.osre i- rona torr ~ 
HUI- 1-11 sr., 1 + ~l + AHNIN 03 .471

REEN'S GOURMET GROVES, INC. ooo1W4 
10905 Southwest 119 Street 

Miami, Flotida 33176 
(305) 248-3070 

Fcbmayt15, 2000 

SEIS 
AFBCA/Ex 
1700 N. Monre St., Suite 2300 

Arlington, Va. 22209-2009 

re: Redevehiopepmnt plans for Homestead Air Base 

To Whom It May Concem: 

I am writing in favor of the redevelopment of Homestead Air Base as 

an airport lids iS ith ont- plan that can replace jobs that hmv been lost in 

this community and also create much needed now buhsinmes. Becase this 

plan considers the needs of this community it will result in the greatest 

overall benefits to this commiunity. ritalizing South Dade County, 

Having ham in business in south Dade Coanty since 1932 1 have 

watched the erosion of businems opportuaifes, jobs foe residents, and the 

resulting loss of the tax base of this community. Hurricane Andrew cn be 

credited for major losses in the aforemeantioned categories. The loss of the 

major portion of tre air farce base was and is a tnemendous hardship to this 

community 
The ho-irscane greatly reduced the ancont of ancutttie in south Dade 

County. This was followed by the governments condemnation of agricultural 

lands near the Everglades to implement the r-planbing of south Floridac T 

the sanme dne, substantial tosses are being sustained in agriculture ad agas

business as a result of government policies that let foreign produce into our 

comity at prices less then our cost of production. The fatlhe of the _.  

governmnent t inteedict new insects and dineases from abroad that d 

ouar amps has moozd additiontal huge leases. As this litany mould suggest l~ 
agcatllmre has many problems an this geographic a-r The only patriots 

the indoslly that is now thawing are the nurseries. Agrculture its fF 1 .aH 
following the huecanar the federal govermat conestr/ct 

large tracts of farm worker housing and supported additional tow cost 

S........... ........... , w n *rA 4oe o ora * Wa Jamb

air'port is estimated to have over 230 mnust openations. The result is almost one flight every 2 minutes, over the Everglades. Biscayne 
National Park as well the Ocean Reef Community. The commercial 

airport will result in tons of toxic air emissions every day much of 

which will be deposited into Biscayne Bay. It would also impact 

thousands of acres of land and wildlife habitat which will be paved over 

into industrial and residential sprawl.  

"The public comment period for the Air Force's draft environmental

study closes on hMarch 7, 2000. The Air Force may soon thereafter 
mate it's decision about what alternative it will choose. We uage you to 

express your concerns to the Air Force and the Clinton Adramisraon 

regarding the proper use of the Homestead Base. We hope you will 

speak forcefully m opposition to the proposed commercial airport as 

support of a more reasonable development project for Homestead, 

which stinkes a balance between needed econouic development and 

preservation of our natural envirorunental treasures.  

In advance, we think you foryour support on this important issue.  

F Ednd KCasoagh

housing. Because of the farming losses, some of Ihis hboing is now 
vacant As citrus canker progresses and groves are scooped up and 

bhnued these vacancies wsil increase. Other fmanucial disasters that 

stem floma the import of addritional crops will likely affect other 

workers. What will these oae of work farm workers do aid who will 

live in the farm workers housing? 

Commissioner Katy Sorenson was misguided when she remarked that 

the aairort threates farmland in Sooth Dade by encouraging 

minustrializatioar Farmtland in threatened when famers can't make a living 

off'of fuoing, The airport will allow farmers to daversif by supplementing 

their income with ofsre produce in addition to th&e ownaproduction and 

therey stay in business longer. It will also maintain land value instead of 

allowing it to fall. Farmes use the moaetary value of the land as credit when 

they horrow money to put in here caops for the year.  

ho addressing dir mixed-urse plan being promoted for this base, I 

have to say that although, it is a "pretty plan" it is quite frankly not providing 

what this community neds. It is anteuar as to who will stay in the hotels and 

play ian the golf course. This particular area doesn't have the intrinsic 

interest that tourists are looking for. Creating an office park would be fate if 

there were businemes that were interested in locating in this mea. So farI 

don't believe any have been mentioned.  

As far as an aquariumt is concerned. Ths is an excetlent idea hot 

wouldn't it be better and more logically placed in the Florida City area, a 

crossroads between the Everglades and the Keys. Here it could featuar sea 

life from both of these climes and is in a path where tourist already travel 

Motels and restaurants are already in that •a•r and would benefit from the 

addiioanal business since the race track is fiuntioning only a small amount of 

the year.  
Would this mix-use plan employ the worker population found in 

this geographic mna? This is veay ulikey. Would as generate many 

additional businesses - also unlikely.  

[ believe that if the ecological concerns are addressed in the design of 

the airport that there will be few problem- for the ecosystem. There isa 

tremendous amount of knowledge available on ham the impaot of an airport 

can be mininized. This is a chance to improve on what was there when the 

Air Foce used the base for an airport while addemissng the real needs of the 

2
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people. The people are at Last as significant a part of the ecosystem as the 
sparrow or any other creture that we may want to save. Please give us this 
airnport so that we carn finally begin to recover from the hand that nature has 
dealt us.  

Sincerely, 

Joan Grem

000612 

2-4-2000 

TO WHOM tT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Dr. Charles T. Withrel and I am a resident of the City of 
Homestead, F1 I SUPPORT a commercial aurport at Homestead Air 
Reserve Base.  

An aniport in Homestead is necessary to build a strong economy in our 
area and provide jobs and income to people.  

The SEIS report confirms that the airport is environmentally sound 
and will not hurt the parks so development or this project should proceed.  
There is no reason to wait any longer. We need this development now.  

Sincerely,

COMMENTS 

000607 

Written Comment Sheet - Hoja para Comentarios por Escrito 
Pubhic Hearinga for Hosestead Draft SEIS - Audie-na Pablita pam el Borrador SEIS deHomrread 

Taak you or, oar ipaa DAT"ECIIA:' /•t 
Gnca po... parilepaaO 

PLEASE PRINT/FAVOR DE ESCRIBIR CLARAMENTE 

?. A /"4 • . . . .  T 0' 
" -,A -1 

/f)** 7'5 7'

cob"enos ON07 FOR MORE mmSmA "''COOTIOUEofl OSO p000 MO EOP*CIO"..  
NOSeO~rrft C'r ...' 

MATE. VPCODE/ESOADO, EONAP0T'L P 2 "7• P 

CtneFOl Stt..Pr~bovedIaerhi ormtSloc Pill b t O•droduderm tn p atl drn~re,,Iatia,,.  

POen band thi for ,no MAIL BEFORE Marh 7, 2000 to: 
Ftvo de torq., eo fo,., EN OIARCA POR CONRAJO AJTe£.$ .. ,,.de flo dt200.  

Howmesead SgS 

AFNCA/EX 
1700 N. Moor St.., uite 2300 

Arh,,gto, VA 22209-2802 
FAX: 703-696-8S28

2-4-2000 000213

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Dr. Karen Witherell and I am a resident of the City of 

Homestead. Ft. t SUPPORT a commercial airport at Homestead Air 
Reserve Base.  

An airport in Homestead is necessay to build a strong economy in our 
area and providejobs and income to people.  

The SEIS report confirms that the awppon is environmentally sound 
and will not hurt the parks so development of this project should proceed.  
There is no reason to wait any longer. We need this development now.  

Sincerely,

Final SEISW-133
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0006i20 

6886 S.W. 88th Street February 11, 2000 000621 

Unit #D-406 
Miami, FL 33156 

February 14, 2000 Homestead SEIS

Homestead Draft SEIS 
AFBCA/EX 
1700 N. Moore Street, Suite 2300 
Arlington, VA 22209-2802 

Dear Sir: 

Robert Stanton, Director of the National Park Service, has said, "Natural 

sounds are part of the special places we preserve. Rustling winds in the 

canyons and the rush of waters in the rivers are the heartbeat and breath 

of some of our most valuable resources.' We all know that living next to 

an airport produces noise pollution. The development of a commercial 

airport in Homestead which is 1.5 miles away from two National Parhs is 

unthinkable. In the wild, sound is a matter of life and death. Birds, 

insects, mammals, and amphihians rely on complex communication 

networks to live and reproduce. in habitats where wildlife vocalizations 

signify mating calls, danger from predators, or territorial claims, hearing 

these sounds is essential to animal survival. Research in bioacoustics is 

an important tool for defining the health of natural habitats. I support the 

"No Action alternativet in the Draft SEIS.  

Sincerely, 

William Patterson

ADAMS, COOiLER. WatSOe.N MaBKEL.  

BARny & KELEit. P.A.  

FeLruary t 1t tOOO 

tebs-ary 14. 2000

000622

iomestead SE0S 
AFBCA/EX 
1700 Noteh More Street 
Suioe 2300 
Axington, VA 22209-2802 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

AD a resident of Pall Beach County and a -enber of t.,, Oceo Reef 
Club which is located in t•o north-ro end oe the island of Key 
Largo in the Florida Keys, I an gravely concerned about a pcoposal 
no torn fomectead Ate Foroc none into a large commercial airport.  
Ntodless to say, wish the .everal hundved propoced olsoho t cod 

our of tin atrport a day, mnauy too. of toxic utr emissions will De 
released on a daily basos into Biscayne Bay and two 6a

1
.ecot 

naioonal parks and the Everglades water containment facility which 
provides drinking water to all of South Florida.  

It is beyond my imagination how the Federal government can o 
spending billions of dollars to clean up the Everglades in terms of 
water pollution. yet have the Dopartoant of Air Forcv propose 
converting vhi coesteuad RBasrve Air Force Base into a cm.errlul 
oirport hich w

i l
l create substantially more air and ground water 

pollution. Oosenttally. nc have twA ams of the gooern.eno working 

in complete opposite directios., both srcati'g hundreds of millions 
of additional charges to the t-paying public.  

There is absolutely no reason for this commercial airport to be 
ines'aled. r strongly urge that everything be done to eccelthoo 
foolish program.  

Sincerely,__ 

ROBERT G. MERntL 
cGn/oad/uo/ofr 
Enclonure

AFBCA/EX 1700 North Moore Sort 
Suite 2300 
Arbntogo VA 22209-2802 

tarm writing to express to you my opposition to toe Air Force's plan to transfer 

fortmer Homestead Air Reserve Base to Dade county for development into a major 

international aiepotm.  

This airport would have unthinkable consequeotso for the adjaceto Everglodes cnd 

Biscayne national parks. The Everglades, Biscayne Bay, and the Florida Keys are 

ieplaccable parts of America's nanral history far to importont to be destroyed for 

an alnporL 

I uge you to follow the advice of Interior Secretary Babbitt nad the EPA, as well 

as many fellow Americans and abandon this plon as quicldy as possible.  

Thank you for conidering my comments.  

\ini rely, 

1504 Bogle Drive 

Fort Wordt, Texas 76111-4928
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13. J. Deemrer 
29 Antgelfish Cay Drive 
Keys Largo, P4.33M27

000716

Februaary 1,.2000 

AFBCAIEX 
1700 Northr Moore Street 
Suite 2300 
Arlington, VA 222W02802

Dear SETS Contact: 

I0am0 memeber of Ohe Ooedin Real Club. whischios loctaedn or, te rnotm end . of 
the island oftKey Large in the. Florida toys All tofu at Oceen ROOT are gravely4 
0000006002d about the envimnameartal de.structio that will05most surely be causaed 
by the Air Forces Proplosed transfer of the Homestoead Air Reserve Bass in 
Florida to MiamiT-Dade County tor developmtent ofa large co!Tesooosl airport.  
We ostonglty believe that rihe developmoent cof ommrrercial ai-rpW t orthe 
tHonmestead Me11will10.600, unacceptable amounts ofms ooa.d 0air4 pollution to this 

The ahternaive proposals for the development of the Homrestead base Include a 
Imixed riootstroral and residential plan that wounld be Tar moroe cosotabble with the adjacent nationral paths. whble 0till providing an0 ecceonoeto boost to the local 
area. /144. these appears to be 0410rnative sates for developmtent of additional 
commrercial airport capracity in Sooth Wloida.  

We0 urge yo0 to corisider toohe alerativse rothe oseneorse airport option o 01101 
may presserve Ore oeique environmtental treasore tithe Bocemrse and Everglades, 
Nationa Paths.  

In advonce. we thank you for your time and consideration.I

/P~j

Sincerally

Final SEISW- 141
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COMET
Homestead SEIS 000741 AFBCA/-X 

1700 N. Moore St. Suite 2300 
Arlington; VA 22209-2802 

My husband and I attended the fBat Air Force presentation regareding the 
proposed futr-e auo of the Homestead Air Force Base ot major ommercdil 
aieport. We were dismayed to find that the first two hour of public debate 
was outstandingly dominoted by poeitcosooa from the Miooi. Sooth God.  
communities, who were dtermined to ingratiate themselvee with their 
potential voters. It was not until wry tote in the meeting that oppaoentt of 
the propooal were given an opportunity to voice their opinions. (At this time 
many of the audience had already left) With few exoopbeou they were met 
with -ode behho-or by the obviously orgaotied opponentt.  
The intelligent commento made by Katy Sorenson, David Ritz and Pete 
Shield, were given hort shrift by the orgtoiad oppostion. It is for this 
reonoo that we are writing to you with oar comments rogording the propooed 
use of the airport.  

The literature prepared by Doonld J. Barry, Aaisisont Soeetary ofFish and 
Wildlife Parks in his letter to Ms Curry delineates the many 
enviroemrental reasons that the SEIS propesal is not Aceptable. The 
economic impact of such a use poterod an r even moo compelling reason to 
reject ocb a nose. The destruction of a way of life in order to satisfy the 
greedy developers who support this proposea t event ore egregious.  

It seems absolutely ridiculous for THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TO SET 
ASIDE SOME EIGHT BILLION DOLLARS TO RESTORE THE 
EVERGLADES and then give tie Airport to Coitercil users. The 
orgomrnt given by S5S that thiapropoend development would not "oegatively affect the Everglades is potently false to any intelligent reader 
and I vigorously suggest that Congress and the Executive reject such a une.  

The impact that l00 per day low eltitude flighto over TURKEY POINT 
could hoes io t nightmare too horrendouo to matemplate. The looal 
popupations might well consider that they ae monaidered EXPENDABLE by 
the developers who propose this use for a crgo airport t the site.  

Sinoerely, 

Odoyeyllrn IKrnos 
16 Hoarbo Houso 
Key Largo L

Prom. Pmh Pope 
15320 SW 256 SOest 
Homstead, Florida 33032
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To: US. Aie oror.AFBCA /EX 
1700N. MoorrSt,iSte 2o00 
Arigtoo, VA 22209-2902 

Re No to Deyeloomeg oga in erdal t;oa ia HomRoosad 

Our tmily has y erd i the Homstedm for tuhrob twoyyee ted we le_, the thee 
Paed nagnio l tttiog& An aoptt wodd de•ry who the raidemn oftie n love 
most - the dilo from tboo Midmi. Am ahrpor btaelett not the mideats, bat 
de"ropers who watt to malke oney. It will bring tagerteon, aehia and fith.  
Whem I workdr the laM Iam eatedal Airport ed hid to pmato ba, theb potot of 
my newly boeigh a* mor down mlthi syom. Whn sorold u o neont dot om 
n slly ataiivo arr? It no pgtomiat iemomnrt ofdeonctao forttmuppa 
Keyt, Many reidert ofth] arm depend odthe Wit bioneo hom vifom s i thonm 
phas Nw jobe weed bring Is -ew ehsidew, h.S o agmplymmt prubrme 
darnter. at sir etp .aRid eti•d ata ofUS iavemtokry additioal flood nmoae ta pes.. thrisrIvert in the roers of ah]lf¢eooar• .1mm• Rest. ol methema to 
buold airport Mi.At flood man? 

Development of- -emnerdal iasptt o Botteod will change tfor-ew We fod thu 
fooeM highly umdesitble.  

Yor' oruly, 

P~eof~
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Soonsteand SaIS, 0A00CA/E 
1700 .. Msoor St., Duite 2300 
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Dons Sirs 
0 na aritiog about ao isno that directly affects my fnaily nod 

m a n y ath ar s . W n l i o n i n ne i n ar e s i ly , o n l y n f e: b l o o ls f r o m nh e 

Hoeseoad Air Perce anon Thir-een yearn ago, we bought a hean ond 
nmoed Into thin noon. There ower two main neasone for doing no: 
(l.to be cloeer to my ataer and 2. to find an affordable and nice 
place to call bmae). We were fortunate on both aoaaoun. There is 
always much 0010 nod neitten abent those who Inft South Dade after 
Andreo. Littla bovas in enotioned about those of un who stayed, 
stayed to rebuild our homes and comaunity. It hab been a long and 
ted iun pro.eo.. but not only have we rebounded from the devastating 
hurricane of 

9 2

'; we're definitely better. Going through toan one 
can't help but be Impressed with the nan buninone.. that have 
sprouted. The n00 Walmart in FL. Ciny in a aaotb nupercenter 
atnoe that hen brought thousando of eOployeent opportounitie to the people hare. Along downtown .o-entead aI acilt oan tranapired

0 
heare oIIn apdaatrinn was n rare night

1 
now thare-s a lot of aoot 

traffin theaking out the antique storen , restaurant.; and cultural 
scene. ont us not forget the stadiums to the South that draw many 
racing enthusiasts every year. Thae arp bnt few eoa.plen that 
show our co unnty in f inan oially h ealthy. Could it be better? 

You, it sould bet hopefully oat the cost of a fragile environment.  
With the Everglade and ai cayne Bay nearby; it i. not sound 
Judgeaent to put an airport in -touao tha too. ahe flat-ron off. th 

.oito pollution, and the threat to valious apesino of nni Ions 
an Soneone please explain aher. in nba coaeo snoan toat? TO 

those whaay 1n airport is the only way of bringing more dollar.  
into thin community. I tnrongly disagrae. There are far better nayn "A perfaet example nould be turning the Base into a full-fledge park.  
One ni.lnr to Tropicnl Park oa S.W. 40th St.. but with a golf noynn.  along with a restaurant facility and or coension otanda. Thare 
nould also be tennin eourts and batting cagos. This place if it 
eoistadwould easily lure people of all agea to It. Why?, arcas there'a nothing li"s it around hbrn and eor. iaportontlyr it would 
not be as harmful to our natural resource.. Imagane tho mailoIon.  
of folka aho none from arocad the world to visit the beautiful
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Good Doy. OI'l out to thu ch...0. I ..udeeply cotttertttdlabout 
eveo tt algtest Possibility Otf ootaortho the former 

Nomostotd Ai Fot Case into a tomereetol oirptort. I tooly hope 
sober humioolat Minds prevail

Almsat aince the beginning ofait.s developteati;t South 
Florida. unfortunatetly, has attr e end c toobhttt to traect, 
along with a majerity of .oo -gs a I.-o of faot-htoolt 
ethically hattlbrupt. ecolog ravgitg profitetrf..  

It doesn't thak a gifted mind to figure out that a 
comettrolul eirport that ia estimated to produc &- svn to- a day 
tof toxic air emisaion. out to mention the noise pollution otf 
250,000 operation. daily, coulld be anything hut tttreatutting toa 
maoine sonotuory, Biscayne Nattional Park, Only two milee ahaY.  

:nd 001y ten meiles a00y the %eorglaesdao ttional Park. whose 
aoutherttmtst boundary i0 . vita etuoite tosdo.  

A it 010 comercral and reidantieb sae for the property 

appears. t this tionent. to be ant ungueatiotohly more bentign 
. Iteirrai~a~ . Offering boetter preaervatitot af the natural 
-oirooent w1110 at thte oane time nlew j obs.  

I hove betn Code County reaident alne Moy of 1960 and a 
registtred ooter eince 1000 and would preaently 1100 tu nogisten 
Wy tpptstioo to the p100 to Convert the former Hiomsetead Air 
F-rc Be, into acommercial airport. Thtank you foo your time.  
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